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ABSTRACT

Notwithstanding the fact that official attention in Hawaii has

been focused almost entirely on newcomers entering the state, the annual

number of persons leaving Hawaii is almost equal to the number entering

the state. Little has been known concerning the numb~rs and motivations

of local residents who leave Hawaii each year to live on the Mainland.

This study was undertaken with the intentions of providing insights on

why some local residents "leave Paradise" and using these insights to

add to the general understanding of migration as a process.

Structure for the study was provided by a broad range of research

concerns, the answers to which were believed by the author to give a

broad understanding of migration as it relates to Hawaii. A number of

research tools were used to provide answers to these concerns. Among

these were an understanding of the Hawaii context, a historical analysis

of past migration patterns, published and public use census data, a

questionnaire survey of 1964 graduates of Hawaii high schools, and

personal interviews of those 1964 graduates living on the west coast.

An integration of insights provided by the differing levels of informa-

tion enabled the research concerns to be satisfactorily answered.

In terms of the research questions raised, the major research

findings are as follows:

(1) Prior to World War II, the annual outmigration of local
residents was minimal. The annual volume increased rapidly
at the end of World War II and peaked in the mid-1950s.
Between the mid-1950s and 1970, the yearly rate Has con
stant. Since 1970, the annual volume has declined. These
fluctuations have been largely uninfluenced by economic
conditions in Hawaii.
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(2) Most of the local residents who leave are young, unmarried
adults. At one time, most were male, but both sexes are now
equally represented. The local outmigrants are dispropor
tionately Haole.

(3) Underlying the departures of most local outmigrants are
desires for personal growth, new experiences, independence
and, for some, escape from restrictive family ties. Economic
considerations are minor or absent in most of the moves. At
the time of the initial moves, almost all assume an eventual
return to Hawaii.

(4) The choices of initial Mainland destinations are largely
dependent on the overt purposes of the moves. Many who
initially move to the Northwest or to non-west coast areas
later move to California. As a result, the proportion of
outmigrants permanently living in California is much higher
than the proportion who initially move there.

(5) Those who return to Hawaii generally have stronger social
orientations than their counterparts who stay on the Mainland.
Few of the returnees are "failures"; indeed, most evaluate
their Mainland moves to be successful in terms of the original
goals. The rate of return is high by national standards, but
is sensitive to economic conditions in Hawaii. Nonwhites are
more likely than whites to return to Hawaii.

On the basis of the research findings, propostions concerning the

nature of local outmigration from a given area are presented. The

lesearch findings suggest that the population policies pursued by the

present state administration are self-defeating, whereas alternative

policies would accomplish the twin goals of limiting the numbers of new

residents and keeping most of the local residents in Hawaii. Finally,

this research demonstrates that the complex reality of migration can best

be understood with a multilevel analysis.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

If we have no say over who comes here and in what
numbers, we might as well abandon any thoughts of a
Hawaiian tomorrow. Of course, Hawaii will still con
tinue to exist and will still be called Hawaii, but it
will have ceased to be the Hawaii we know. l

1.1 Motivation for and Purpose of Study

Ever since Ravenstein (1885) first elucidated his famous "laws of

migration," there has been a strong scholarly interest in the who,

where, why, and the consequences of human migration. Most studies on

long distan~e moves have been based on the assumption that economic

motives are paramount in migration decisions. Indeed, the massive

redistribution of the U.S. population from rural to urban areas and

from impoverished areas in the South to northern cities in the first

part of the twentieth century lent strong seeming support to this view.

Ullman (1954) suggested that migration in the United States was becoming

increasingly responsive to ar~al differences in the distribution of

"environmental amenities." His article has stimulated a growing

interest (primarily, but not solely, among geographers) in viewing

migration largely as a response to environmental preferences (e.g., see

lStatement of Hawaii Governor George Ariyoshi in justifying pro
posed programs designed to discourage inmigration to Hawaii. The need
for "population control" was the main theme of the "State of the State"
address to the Hawaii Legislature on January 25, 1977. For the full
text of Governor Ariyoshi's views on population, see "The Governor on
Population Control," Honolulu Advertiser, January 26, 1977, p. All.
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Svart, 1976). Even economists (e.g., see Cebula, 1974) are beginning to

build environmental considerations into their models of migration.

By the standards of most persons, Hawaii is blessed with an

abundance of amenities that make life "pleasant": an equitable year

round climate, an abundance of beautiful beaches, warm ocean water, an

atmosphere that is relatively unpolluted, an extremely varied landscape,

and climate ranging from tropical rain forest to desert. In addition,

the Mainland view of the people of Hawaii stresses the multi-ethnic

makeup of the population, absence of racial prejudice, abundance of

"aloha spirit, II and quick social acceptance of strangers. That this

view persists among most who have visited Hawaii seems to suggest that

it has some basis in fact.

Furthermore, according to the economic measures most com8only

employed in migration studies, the economic health of Hawaii just prior

to the 1970 census appeared to be excellent. The 1970 census indicated

a median family income that was third highest among all states and an

unemployment rate that was second lowest in the nation.

In short, Hawaii at least superficially appears to have both the

amenities and economic health that should stimulate a large net inmigra

tion.- Indeed, the present governor, in an address to the state legisla

ture in 1977, defined the large inmigration to Hawaii from the Mainland

and foreign countries as constituting the most significant long-term

problem confronting the state. He stressed the threat of population

growth to Hawaii's "fragile environment" and "aloha spirit." As

evidenced by the willingness of the state legislature to translate the
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governor's proposal to limit inmigration into law,2 the viewpoint that

political means should be used to limit the number of newcomers entering

Hawaii is a popular one.

Notwithstanding the fact that the topic of inmigration and its

perceived impacts on Hawaii arouse strong emotions locally,3 little is

known about to what extent the inmigration into Hawaii is offset by the

outmigration of others. According to the 1970 census, there was a net

outflow of 4,000 persons (131,400 arrivals compared to 135,400 departures)

to the Mainland between 1965 and 1970. However, this figure includes the

net migration of the military contingent in Hawaii. An average of 4,000

births a year occur in military families. Those born in the military

community generally move out of Hawaii with their parents and thus swell

the outmigratio); figures. The size of the military contingent is sub-

ject to fluctuations and this also biases net migration figures. Tne

Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Development has estimated

that between 1970 and 1975 the average yearly inmigration exclusive of

military personnel and dependents was 20,000 from the Mainland United

States and 7,000 from foreign countries (HDPED Report No. 135, 1976).

In contrast, the estimated yearly outmigration (again excluding military

personnel and dependents) during the same period was about 20,000 (ibid.).4

2Included have been measures to establish residency requirements for
state jobs and tighten welfare requirements in categories thought to be
used heavily by recent arrivals.

3Eleanor Nordyke's The Peopling of Hawaii (1975) contains represen
tative arguments of those strongly in favor of inmigration controls.

4Thi s outmigration figure should be taken with caution. lfuereas the
inrnigration figures are derived from questionnaires administered to in
coming passengers on Mainland to Hawaii flights and from the U.S. Immigra
tion Service, outmigration is calculated as a residual after population
change is estimated.
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It can safely be assumed that almost all of the outmigrants moved to the

U.S. Mainland. Thus, available evidence indicates that despite the

attractions that Hawaii should have for inmigrants, outmigration from

Hawaii almost equals inmigration.

If the proponents of limiting inmigration were worried only about

the negative consequences of population growth, evidence that inmigra

tion is counterbalanced by outmigration should allay their fears con

siderably. However, many who are concerned about the negative

consequences of population growth resulting from inmigration do not view

the increased outmigration of those born in Hawaii to be an acceptable

approach for reducing population growth. An attitude often expressed

by H2waii residents in casual conversation is "The local people make

Hawaii the special place it is." For the economist, the replacement

of a Hawaii-born laborer of Hawaiian ancestry by a Mainland-born

Caucasian civil engineer via a population exchange with the Mainland

represents an upgrading of the Hawaii labor force (not for racial reasons,

hopefully!). Locally, however, the interpretation is more likely to be

that "a little bit of Hawaii has been lost" with the departee and that

the new resident represents a threat because he brings ''Mainland values"

with him and provides competition for scarce and expensive housing and

the limited number of professional jobs. This population exchange is

especially galling if it is believed that the departure is indirectly

caused by problems created by inmigrants. As the present state adminis

tration receives its strongest support from those born in Hawaii, it

should come as no surprise that the present governor has pledged to

provide sufficient economic growth so to.'at "our local residents don't

have to leave the state."
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The number of persons born and raised in Hawaii who annually leave

the state is not known. The same is true of their characteristics in

terms of race, educational background, occupation, age and other charac-

teristics. Why they leave has never been determined, notwithstanding the

governor's view that most depart because of a lack of job opportunities.

The author became interested in studying the outmigration of local

residents from Hawaii for many reasons. One was a simple curiosity about

why people should leave "paradise." Although this concern is trivial to

the extent that some people will leave even what most consider the most

idyllic places, it is nevertheless true that the often substantial

counter flows from areas generally perceived as economically and environ-

menta1~: attractive are ignored in migration studies. Studies specifi-

cally addressing outmigration invariably focus on areas suffering from

prolonged net outmigration related to economic distress. 5 The out-

migration of those born and raised in Hawaii was of particular interest

because of a belief that they are in fact the main ingredient in what

makes Hawaii "a special place to live.,,6 The author was also interested

5I n U.S. studies the following subjects have attracted most of the
attention given to outmigration: the movement of blacks out of the south,
the depopulation of the southern Appalachian Region, and the exodus from
farms and small villages. Kiser's book (1932) on the movement of blacks
from a remote island off the coast of South Carolina to New York City is
perhaps the best case study of the black exodus from the south.
Schwarze11er et a1. (1971) did a classic case study on the outmigration
of whites from a remote mountain village in eastern Kentudky to industrial
cities in Ohio. The study of Gist et ale (1943) on the types of persons
who left a rural area of Missouri is representative of the rural exodus
theme.

6Although this view is put forward here as an unsupported
ideological proposition, evidence that the local people in Hawaii do
differ in many ways from those on the Mainland is given in Chapter II.
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in whether a large share of the outmigration has been motivated by

economic problems that while not particularly evident in 1960 and 1970

~\~sus data, have been endemic in Hawaii for many years (see Chapter II).

Another consideration was the desire to undertake ~ study that would

provide insights that could be used for p1anntng purposes in Hawaii.

The author was also confident that a study of this nature would add to

the general understanding of migration as a process. These consider-

ations, added to a basic interest in the who, where, why, and conse-

quences of migration, stimulated this dissertation which focuses on

local outmigration from Hawaii to the Mainland.

1. 2 "Migration" and "Local" as Defined in This Study

For the purpose of this study, a person who moved to the Mainland

and who stayed or intended to stay on the Mainland for at least six

mont~s is considered an outmigrant. The six month criterion, while

admittedly arbitrary, was chosen in order to eliminate vacationeers and

students who took summer jobs on the Mainland but were committed to

return to Hawaii. Six months was also deemed an adequate amount of time

for a mover to make an evaluation of the pros and cons of living on the

Mainland. 7 Implicit census definitions of migration are used, however,

when census data are analyzed.

7The range of moves excluded by this time duration is unknown,
Among those in the questionnaire sample who were classified as non~

migrants, there was no indication that they had visited the Mainland for
any reason except for vacationing. The Beech Creek study revealed that
moves of between one and six months duration generally involved extended
visits with relatives. However , these visits sometimes preceded "big
moves." This pattern of visits before more permanent moves, however,
did not occur in the interview sample in this study. See Schwarzwei11er,
et a1. (1971, p. 101).
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In this dissertation, the term "local" refers to those born in

Hawaii to Hawaii-born parents and to others whose parents were not born

in Hawaii but were themselves born and raised in Hawaii. 8 This defini-

tion excludes-those born in Hawaii to parents born elsewhere and who

then move out of Hawaii before adolescence. Thus, it excludes almost

all who are born as military dependents in Hawaii. The definition of

"local" is intended to include those who have the strongest "roots" in

Hawaii. Admittedly, it is arbitrary. For instance, one who has spent

40 of his or her 50 years in Hawaii can be assumed to have substantial

ties in the state. Likewise, someone born to Hawaii-born parents on

the Mainland who moves to Hawaii with them at an early age has a strong

claim to being "local." In actual practjce, this definition created

few classification problems in the study as almost all in the question-

naire sample who were born elsewhere did not move to Hawaii before the

age of 10 years (see Chapter IX).

1.3 Research Strategy Used in This Study

The goal of this study is not the verification of a set of hypoth-

eses that must be proven or disproven. Rather, it is to achieve a broad

understanding of outmigration patt8rns within the social, economic and

environmental contexts of Hawaii. Therefore, the research is guided by

a broad range of concerns, the answers to which will give a broad under-

standing of outmigration as it relates to Hawaii and, in addition, will

81b i s definition does not correspond eY-3ctly to the definitions
usually used in Hawaii. For the ambiguities of the term "local" as
used in Hawaii, see Chapter II.
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provide insights into the migration process in general. These concerns,

which are expressed as questions, are given below.

1. What is the volume of local outmigration from Hawaii and
how has it been changing over time?

2. What are ~he demographic characteristics of the outmigrants?

3. Why do the outmigrants leave Hawaii? Why do others choose
to stay in Hawaii?

4. What are the social contexts in whic~ outmigration takes
place? Is there a differential rate of outmigration among
Hawaii's major ethnic groups and is this influenced by
differential cultural influences acting on members of
Hawaii's major ethnic groups?

5. Where do the outmigrants go? What are the factors influencing
choices of destination?

6. What do the outmigrants find on the Mainlqnd compared to
prior expectations?

7. What share of Hawaii's outmigrants eventually return to
Hawaii? 1Vhen and why do they return?

8. What is the relationship between inmigration to Hawaii and
local outmigration from Hawaii?

9. 1Vhat are the consequences of the local outmigration for
Hawaii?

1.4 Types of Information Used and Organization of the Text

The research concerns given above require the collection, analysis

and integration of different types of "information that give insights at

various levels of generality. The sequence in which the research is

presented reflects the types of information used. Types of information

used and the chapter (or chapters) which are based on them are discussed

below.

An understanding of the Hawaii context is essential if one is to

proceed beyond mere description of outmigration patterns from Hawaii to
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an understanding of why the patterns occur. Therefore, aspects of

Hawaii's history and people, culture, economy and "quality of life" were

researched in detail. Those that were deemed most relevant to under-

standing the migration patterns are given in Chapter II.

Although this study is guided by research concerns rather than

specific hypotheses, findings of other migration studies are highly

pertinent for the following reasons: they suggest what relevant factors

must be considered in addressing research questions raised, some contain

insights that help in the interpretation of information used, and they

can be compared to those of this study for the purpose of advancing the

understanding of the phenomenon of migration. An extensive review of

relevant migration studies is undertaken in Chapter III, in which

tent·Yive expectations of study results are discussed. Chapter III also

contains a brief summary of the research findings.

Extensive use is made of published census data. Those that pertain

to outmigration from Hawaii enable the detection of gross outmigration

patterns and can be suggestive of migration motives. However, as will

be seen in Chapter IV, their usefulness is limited by a number of severe

limitations in accuracy and comparability of time and coverage.

Limitations in the published census can be partially overcome with

the use of the 1970 public use census tapes. These tapes exist for

individual states and "economic areas,,9 and contain all census data

collected on given individuals. This allows for information not given

9Details concerning sample characteristics and definitions of
economic areas are given in the introduction of Chapter V.
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in the published census to be processed and analyzed. With the use of

these tapes, a detailed picture concerning the number and demographic

characteristics of the recent and longterml O local outmigrants as well

as their locations on a county level can be pieced together. Findings

from the public use census tapes are presented in Chapters V through

VIII.

Central to satisfactorily addressing research concerns raised in

the previous section is knowledge of individual motives and decisions

concerning migration. Insights on this subject were obtained with the

uses of both questionnaires and personal interviews. A copy of the

questionnaire is contained in Appendix F.

A total of 400 questionnaires, with 200 going to persons with

Mainland addresses, were mailed to persons graduating from Hawaii high

schools in 1964. Of 205 usable questionnaires returned and analyzed for

the study, 113 came from persons living on the Mainland, 48 from those

who moved to the Mainland and lived or intended to live there for at

least six months after graduating from high school but who later returned

to Hawaii, and 39 from the remainder who had never lived or intended to

live on the Mainland for at least six months after graduating from high

school. Findings from the questionnaire survey are presented in

Chapters IX through XIII.

Personal interviews were conducted with 44 of those answering the

questionnaire and living on the west coast. These interviews were eon-

due ted with the dual purpose of covering various issues not addressed

10"Longterm" outmigrants are defined here as those residing on the
Mainland for more than five years.
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in the questionnaire and providing insights obtainable only through

personal questioning. Insights provided by the personal interviews are

discussed in Chapter XIV.

In the text, a historical approach to analyzing data is often used

(see especially Chapter IV). That a historical approach be used to

some extent is virtually dictated by the research concern pertaining to

changes in the volume of migration over time. However, there are two

other compelling reasons why a historical perspective should not be over

looked in migration studies. One is that present migration patterns are

very much influenced by past migration patterns because past migrants are

sources of information and sorcetimes give practical assistance in destin

ation areas. The other is that if general premises made about the nature

of migration are valid, they must explain historical as well as con

temporary migration patterns. As an analytical tool, the historical

approach in thjs study yielded valuable insights that are reflected

throughout the text.

The synthesis of the findings from the various sources of informa

tion was not done in a formal fashion (such as fitting everything into

a factor analysis). Instead the reliance 1yaS on accumulated evidence

becoming too strong to be ignored any longer, common sense, intuition,

and sudden insights. The process was very much like that of fitting

pieces of a puzzle together and then discovering to one's pleasant sur~

prise that a measure of order has suddenly emerged out of utter chaos.

This emerging order is reflected both in the summary of findings

presented in Chapter III and insights provided in Chapter XV, which con

tains a series of propositions related to migration, and discussions of



the relevance of the findings for both population policies in Hawaii

and migration studies in general.
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CHAPTER II

A PHYSICAL, HISTORIC, CULTURAL AND

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW OF HAWAII

2.1 Introduction

An understanding of Hawaii's character is essential if one is to

proceed beyond mere description of outmigration patterns from Hawaii to

an understanding of why the patterns occur. Therefore, this chapter is

addressed to Hawaii's physical characteristics, its liistory, its people,

and aspects of its culture, economy, and "quality of life."

2.2 A Brief Physical Description of Hawaii

The state of Hawaii is an archipelago comprising 132 high islands

and atolls that extend more than 1,500 miles north'vestward from Hawaii

Island (locally known as the "Big Island") to Kure Atoll. However,

virtually all of the land area and population are to be found in the

eight adjacent islands of Hawaii, Maui, Molokai, Kahoolawe, Lanai, Oahu,

Kauai, and Niihau (see Figure 2.1). These eight islands comprise a total

land area of 6,446 square mf.Lus , which is approximately 80 percent of

the size of Massachusetts.

Hawaii is isolated from other large land masses. San Francisco, the

nearest large city on the Mainland, is more than 2,300 miles northeast of

Honolulu, while Tokyo, the nearest large city in Asia, is nearly 4,000

miles to the northwest. However, Hawaii is sometimes locally termed "the

hub of the Pacific" because of its rough equidistance from the Nainland

United States, continental Asia, and South Pacific Islands.



Figure 2.1 Major Islands and Towns of Hawaii
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The uneven distribution of land and population on the major islands

of Hawaii is shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

Land Area and 1975 Population of the Major Islands of Hawaii

Island Area 1975 Popu1ation/ % of Hawaii
(Sq. mi.) Population Square Mile Population

Hawaii (Big Island) 4,038 74,900 18.7 8.7
Maui 729 46,300 74.7 5.4
Oahu 608 704,500 1,251. 4 81.4
Kauai 553 31,560 57.1 3.6
Mo1okai 261 5,400 21.2 .6
Lanai 140 2,200 15.7 .3
Niihau 73 240 3.3 <.1
Kahoo1awe 45 0 0 0
All other 4 30 7.5 <.1

State 6,450 864,900 134.1 100.0

Source: State of Hawaii Data Book, 1976, Tables 4 and 66.

Oahu contains only 9.4 percent of the land area but over 80 percent

of the state's population. All settled areas on Oahu are within com-

muting distance of Honolulu, which contains about 40 percent of the

state's population. The other major islands are collectively referred to

as the "outer islands" whf.ch , in contrast to Oahu, have populations that

are largely rural and heavily dependent on sugar and pineapple agriculture,

although tourism is rapidly growing in economic importance.

Hawaii's equitable climate, excellent beaches and varied landscape

are justly renowned and need not be elaborated here. Because of these

attributes, tourism is the most important source of revenue in Hawaii.
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In terms of supporting an extensive industrial base, however,

Hawaii's natural resources are scanty. With respect to mineral and

energy resources, virtually none are presently usable although geothermal

heat provided by volcanic activity on the Big Island is a potentially

valuable energy resource for the future. Nearly half of Hawaii is

covered by forest, but the complex intermingling of species in rain

forest areas, the inaccessibility of most heavily forested areas, the

need to keep vast areas of forests intact for watershed, and character

istics of the dominant species all seriously limit the potential harvest.

As a result of these limitations, less than three million board feet

were harvested annually whereas more than 100 million board feet were

imported annually in the early 1970s (Nelson, 1973).

In contrast to Hawaii's meager timber, mineral and energy resources,

the soil and climatic conditions do permit the extensive cultivation of

pl~ntation crops. The best agricultural land, by virtue of its levelness,

is usually the land most suited for residential development and urban

expansion often replaces existing agriculture, especially on Oahu.

This has resulted in conflicts between a growfng urban population and

agriculture that is more acute than is the general case on the Mainland,

both because of Hawaii's small size and the large proportion of land that

is unsuited for agriculture.

Thus far, the emphasis has been on the physical features of Hawaii.

However, Hawaii's people are undeniably basic to what makes Hawaii

"unique." From the standpoint of ethnic composition and cultural traits;

Hawaii's people differ significantly from those on the Mainland. They

will be the focus of the balance of this chapter, which will deal with
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Hawaii's unique history, the different groups in Hawaii, and the social

and economic problems faced by Hawaii's people.

2.3 A Brief History of Hawaii: 1778 to World War II

When the crew of Captain Cook first landed on Kauai in 1778,

Hawai: was settled by perhaps 250,000 persons of Polynesian stock. These

inhabitants ("Hawaiians") provided the sai1urs with spontaneous friend-

ship and needed supplies and in retu on received Western goods and

diseases that reduced their numbers to a low of under 40,000 in 1900. 1

Not least of all, the introduction of European weapons enabled King

Kamehameha to unify all major islands under his rule by 1810.

From 1810 to 1893, Hawaii was ruled by a native monarchy. However,

this period was marked by increasing control of the commercial economy

and a substantial amount of de facto political control by Caucasians,

or "Hao1es.,,2 Missionaries, who first arrived from New England in

1820, effected at least a superficial transformation of Hawaiian

spiritual life and cultural norms. HaoJes dominated Hawaiian inter-

national trade which consisted largely of sandalwood up to 1820 and

later whaling, which lasted up to the 1860s.

The largest t~allsformation of the composition of Hawaii's popula-

tion resulted from the rapid expansion of sugar plantations, which began

in the mid-nineteenth century when problems of obtaining an adequate water

lThe census of 1900 indicated 29,799 unmixed Hawaiians and 9,857
part-Hawaiians living in Hawaii.

2"Hao1e" was originally the Hawaiian term for all foreigners.
Eventually, however, the term came to refer to all Caucasians of non
Iberian ancestry.
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supply were solved. This occurred as the Hawaiians did not comprise an

adequate labor force for the plantations, both because of their declining

numbers and the fact that many preferred to stay in traditional agri-

culture, in which subsistence could be obtained. Between 1853 and the

beginning of World War II, more than 400,000 persons were recruited

from other countries to work on sugar or pineapple plantations. 3

Table 2.2

Origin of Hawaii's Plantation Work Force
and Major Period of Arrival, 1853-1940

Origin Number Major Dates of Arrival

China 46,000 1878-1884
Portugal 17,500 1878-1887, 1906-1913
Norway 600 1881
Germany 1,400 1881-1885
Japan 180,000 1886-1924
Puerto Rico 6,000 1901
Korea 8,000 1904-1905
Spain 8,000 1906-1913
Philippines 125,000 1907-1931
Russia 2,400 1909-1912

Sources: Fuchs (1961, p. 52) and Lind (1967, p. 8).

With the notable exception of the Portuguese, who were usually

assigned overseer (tllunatl) positions, European laborers found plantation

work to be unsatisfactory and quickly abandoned the plantations. From

3The pineapple plantations were not started until the first decade
of the twentieth century. The technical development that created them
was the successful canning of pineapple for export. Both sugar and pine
apple plantations required basically unskilled agricultural laborers.
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the planters' point of view, the Chinese, who were hired on contracts,

were unsuitable because they tended to leave the plantations at the end

of their initial contract periods and move to the towns. 4 In general,

the Japanese and Filipinos proved to be the most suitable for field

labor. In 1932 the Filipino and Japanese shares of the total employment

were 69.9 and 18.8 percent, respectively (Lind, 1968).

In 1893, the Gugar planters successfully engineered the overthrow

of the Hawaiian monarchy and applied for annexation by the United States,

which annexed Hawaii as a territory in 1898. Governors were appointed

by the U.S. presidents, but ccnsiderable self-rule ,~as allowed the

territorial legislature. Prior to World War II the territorial legis-

lature was dominated by Republicans, with actual political control by

the "Big Five" sugar companies who, because of intermarriage and inter-

locking company directorships, were able to act as a single unit.

Government protected the vested interests of the sugar and pineapple

growers and was frugal in its expenditures.

The economic well-being of Hawaii was largely dependent on the

plantations. Plantations existed as economically self-sufficient units

with company-owned villages, stores, and often processing plants.

Churches and recreational facilities were ?rovided in the plantation

towns. Tourism was of relatively minor importance, although the annual

number of visitor arrivals increased slowly from 2,040 in 1886 to 9,676

in 1922 and 25,373 in 1940 (Hawaii Data Book, 1974).· The U.S. military

4Ther e they rapidly became successful as small merchants because the
well-to-do Haoles spurned petty trade and the Hawaiians did not have a
tradition in commercial enterprise.
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gained its first foothold when the Kingdom ceded the use of Pearl Harbor

to the U.S. Navy in 1886. Other bases were established after annex-

ation, but prior to 1920 under 10,000 servicemen were stationed in

Hawaii and even by 1940 the number was under 25,000.

In the first four decades of the twentieth century, the Hawaiians

either stayed in subsistence farming (usually in remote valleys not

coveted by the sugar or pineapple growers) or drifted to the towns and

usually into unskilled employment. Chinese were increasingly concen-

trating in the main urban area of Honolulu, where they comprised most of

the small businessmen. Many of the Japanese stayed on the plantations

although increasing numbers migrated to the towns, where their willing-

ness to work for wages below those received by Caucasians naturally

5
evoked sharp protests from the latter. Up to 1940, most Filipinos were

to be found on the plantations. Excluding the Portuguese (who remained

largely in middle level positions on plantations, and, at any rate, were

not considered "Haole"), the Caucasians dominated the economic and

political life of the islands and, in general, were part of the privileged

elite.

For the most part, pre-World War II twentieth century Hawaii can be

characterized as a closed society due to the influence of the "Big Five."

One measure of their success was the almost complete absence of labor

unions in spite of a number of costly plantation strikes. Shoemaker in

5For example, in 1937 the average hourly wages for Caucasian and
Japanese printers in Honolulu were 84¢ and 42¢, respectively. For a
detailed discussion on this topic, see Shoemaker (1938).
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1938 (p. 204) characterized the labor laws as "reactionary." Haoles

maintained their privileged status and successfully resisted the political

and social aspirations of Orientals, who by 1940 constituted a majority

of the population. The very isolation of Hawaii from the Mainland

n:inimized the impact of Mainland egalitarian ideals.

The livelihood of the plantation workers did improve greatly during

the first four decades of the twenti(~th century, largely because of

changes wrought by planters who fearEd the formation of labor unions.

In contrast to the Mainland, wages were not reduced during the Great

Depression, and by the late 1930s plantation workers received consider

ably better wages than £C:rm workers on the Mainland.
6

However, the

upward mobility of plantation workers was severely restricted by the

limited number of alternative economic opportunities and their control

by the Haole elite.

By the early 1930s, there were strong indications that the pre-

vailing social and economic structures could not last indefinitely. As

early as the late 1920s the vast majority of land suitable for sugar and

pineapple was already in these uses. The plantations were severely af-

fected by the Great Depression, which resulted in a loss of employment.

Haole political dominance, which facilitated their economic control, was

aided by a territorial law that prohibited all Oriental immigrants from

voting (Fuchs, 1961). However, all persons born in Hawaii were auto-

matically U.S. citizens and thus eligible to vote. m1ereas the Japanese

6In 1938, the average monthly wage of U.S. farm workers rece1v1ng
housing was $27.72. In contrast, the comparable Hawaii plantation worker
received $48.88 (Shoemaker, 1938). For a discussion of the considerably
harsher plantation conditions existing prior to World War I, see
Commissioner General of Immigration (1913).
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in 1920 comprised only three percent of the electorate, by 1936 they

comprised 25 percent and a projection made at that time indicated that

their share would increase to 40 percent by the mid-1940s (Fuchs, 1961).

As a consequence, planters and the daily newspapers constantly warned of

the "yellow peril" that faced Hawaii as the Japanese electorate increased.

Perhaps the biggest cloud on the horizon for the existing elite was the

educated children of immigrants whose aspirations did not include working

on plantations.

Indeed, the main subversive element which threatened the status quo

in pre-World War II society was the public school system. Most of the

early teachers were recruited from the Mainland and many were highly

idealistic. They taught American ideals of equality and political par-

ticipation that sharply contrasted with the social and political

realities that existed in Hawaii, and by doing so indicated that change

. 7was possJ.ble.

Planters naturally discouraged the growth of the public school

system. Prior to 1900, most Haole children attended private schools.

"English standard" schools, which required the passing of a test in

English proficiency, were established in 1924 to accommodate the growing

number of Haole children who could not attend private schools. The

language requirement effectively excluded most Orientals from these

"public" schools. Prior to 1930, there was only one public high school

7An excellent description of the impact that these Mainland teachers
had on their students is given in Fuchs (1961). A fictional account of
the impact one of these teachers had is given in the semi-biographical
story All I Asking For Is My Body by Milton Hurayama. This book also
gives a vivid portrayal of the social and economic conditions existing in
a pre-World War II plantation town on Maui.
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on each of the islands of Oahu, Kauai, Maui, and the Big Island,

although the 1930 state population was 368,000.
8

The high school system

was considerably expanded in the 1930s only in response to considerable

pressure from the Roosevelt administration. This expansion, in itself,

assured that the old social, political, and economic relationships would

soon undergo considerable change.

2.4 World War II to Statehood (1959)

The relative calm that characterized Hawaii in the 1930s was

shattered by the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, which ushered in a

series of momentous changes. Martial law was immediately declared and

lasted until nearly the end of the war. For a time, military authorities

debated the internment of all residents of Japanese ancestry, but their

sheer numbers, importance to the economy, and the logistics involved

in moving them from Hawaii to the Mainland spared all but a small number

9
from the fate of their counterparts on the west coast. Under martial

law, all strikes were prohibited and all island resident.s were frozen to

their jobs and islands of residence for the duration of the war.

8A detailed critique of the Hawaii public school system was written
in 1920 by a special investigating team from the U.S. Bureau of Education
(see U.S. Department of the Interior, 1920). The response of the terri
torial government was to ignore the report in toto.

9However, about 1,500 Japanese (mainly leaders of the Shinto and
Buddhist temples and Japanese language school officials) were interned
and along with 1,000 dependents were sent to relocation camps on the
Mainland. Because the existence of the Hawaii internment camps was
never publicized and the reluctance of those inte~ned to talk about their
experiences, many "locals 11 were shocked to learn of the Hawaii camps for
the first time when the Honolulu Advertiser ran a series of articles on
them in 1975. A fictional account of the internment of the story's hero
on Sand Is1~~d and later removal to a Mainland relocation camp in
Arkansas is given in Kazuo Miyamoto, Hawaii: End of the Rainbow (1967).
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In anticipation of a Japanese invasion, many well-to-do Haoles

fled the islands immediately following Pearl Harbor and the previously

"whites only" neighborhoods in SOme areas (notably Manoa Valley and

Makiki Heights in Honolulu) became largely Oriental. Many persons found

employment on military bases at wages that were extremely high by Hawaii

standards. Moreover, the influx of servicemen into Hawaii (about

400,000 were stationed on Oahu at the peak of the war) completely altered

Hawaii's previous isolation and, in addition, created a windfall for

landlords. Servicemen who were stationed in Hawaii before going to the

Pacific and Asian military fronts later contributed substantially to

Hawaii's postwar tourist boom and influx of new residents from the

Mainland.

The group most changed by World War II was the Japanese. Immediately

folloWing the Pearl Harbor attack, all Japanese serving in the u.S.

military were discharged. However, a decision was made in January, 1943

to recruit Japanese-Americans to serve in Europe. The response, both in

Hawaii and un the Mainland was overwhelmingly favorable. The recruits

were put into the all-Japanese 442nd Regiment and 100th Battalion, which

together furnished 60 percent of Hawaii's fighting force and 80 percent

f .. , LtI 10o Hawa11 s casua tles. Because of the h :roic service of these men,

the local Japanese community no longer had any possible reason to be

defensive against charges of disloyalty. Furthermore, many in these two

units experienced Mainland life for the first time, and comparisons drawn

10According to Fuchs (1961, p. 306), the casualty count among the
Hawaii Japanese was 700 deaths, 700 permanent injuries, and 1,000 serious
wounds.
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11
with Hawaii were not always unfavorable. Many of those who served

were able to attend college for the first time as a result of benefits

provided by the G.I. Bill. Among these persons were a number of Hawaii's

most prominent postwar politicians who attended Mainland law schools. 12

Prior to the war, union organizational efforts were facilitated by

a 1937 federal court ruling that planters could not interfere with union

activity. Although union activity was severely curtailed during World

War II, unions were quickly organized after its conclusion. Their

strength was shown when the I.L.W.U. won a general sugar plantation

strike in 1946 and shut down the Hawaii shipping docks for nearly six

months in 1949.

During the war, the federal goverilment became Hawaii~s second

largest employer after the plantations. At the war's peak in 1944, the

federal government employed 82,000 civilians. Although federal employ-

ment was cut sharply at the end of the war, a construction boom kept

unemployment below four percent through 1948. However, a cutback of

federal civilian personnel from 28,100 in January, 1949 to 17,200 in

March, 1950 resulted in widespread economic distress. In February, 1950

the unemployment rate reached an all time high of 15 percent (Hawaii

Economic Foundation, 1950). The civilian population is estimated to

IlFor example, one veteran stated, "Alot of the boys went to the
Mainland and saw how the others live and maybe, whose ways appealed to
them and they've come to question some of the things they used to do in
an automatic way. When I was on the Mainland during the war I sawall
the opportunities offered there ••• Hawaii is such a small place."
See Glick. et al. (1958).

12prior to 1973, Hawaii had no law school.
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have dropped from 484,000 in 1948 to 467,000 in 1954 in spite of a

natural increase of 87,300 (computed from Nordyke, 1975).

Beginning in late 1954 and continuing through statehood, the

economy improved markedly as a result of the reassignment of the 25th

Infantry to Schofield Barracks, a rapid increase in tourism, and the

construction boom that accompanied both. Defense expenditures by 1960

were a more important source of revenue than sugar and pineapple com-

bined and visitor expenditures surpassed revenues derived from sugar.

Table 2.3 shows the rapid growth of tourist and defense expenditures in

contrast to the sugar and pine-pple industries, which experienced little

change between 1940 and 1960.

Table 2.3

Direct Income from Hajor Export Industries, 1940-1960
(Values adjusted in terms of real 1960 dollars)

In Millions of Dollars

Year Sugar Pineapple Both Defense Tourism Tourist
Arrivals

1940 118.3 97.4 211.7 85.9 25.6 25,373
1950 151.5 149.6 301.1 188.9 31.0 46,593
1955 161.9 132.6 294.5 300.2 62.9 109,798
1960 118.4 119.4 237.8 351.4 131.0 296,517

Source: Hawaii Data Book, 1974, Tables 100, 110, and 133.

However, this economic growth was not shared equally by all

islands. The state government, virtually all military personnel, and

most of the tourist trade were concentrated on Oahu. In contrast, the

sugar and pineapple plantations, which were characterized by unchanging
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output and a rapidly declining labor force, were largely concentrated

on the outer islands. Employment on the plantations had peaked in 1929

and the outer islands actually lost population between 1930 and 1940.

However, it was not until after World War II, when outer island workers

were no longer frozen to their wartime jobs, that the exodus from the

outer islands assumed massive proportions. Between 1940 and 1960, the

outer island population declined by approximately 20 percent. The

rapid postwar growth of Oahu's population and corresponding decline in

the outer island population are the subjects of Table 2.4.

Table 2.4

Changes in the Hawaii, Oahu, and Outer Island
Populations, 1~30-1960

A. Population

Year

1930
1940
1950
1960

State

368,336
423,330
499,794
632,772

Oahu

202,923
258,256
353,409
500,409

Outer Islands

165,413
165,074
146,774
132,363

Year

1930a

1940
1950
1960

B. % Change from Previous Census

Sta~e Oahu Outer Islands % on Oahu

43.9 64.3 24.9 55.1
11.5 27.3 -.2 61.0
18.1 36.7 -11.1 70.6
26.6 41.8 -9.8 79.1

aFr om 1920 to 1930

Sources: 1930, 1940, 1950, and 1960 u.S. Censuses of Hawaii.
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The political fabric of Hawaii changed greatly between World

War II and statehood, which was obtained in July 1959. Following the

. p . h h l'd b k' f N' .13war, the Democrat1.C arty, W1.t t e so 1. ac 1.ng 0 1.se1. veterans

and labor leaders, became competitive with the Republican Party. By

1954, the Democrats were in solid control of both the state senate and

house of representatives. Wh2n statehood arrived, the old Haole and

"Big Five" dominance of the state government had given to a largely

non-Haole legislature in which organized labor assumed the largest

voice.

2.5
14

Statehood to the Present

As has been discussed, the period between 1941 and statehood was

marked by momentous changes. In contrast, the period from statehood to

the present has been marked by a consolidation of these earlier changes.

At present, the economic base is still comprised of tourism,

defense expenditures, and sugar and pineapple. However, de f e.ise expen-

ditures have grown more slowly than tourist expenditures, which now

constitute the largest single source of income. Indeed, Table 2.5

shows an astounding tenfold increase in the number of tourists visiting

Hawaii between 1960 and 1975.

The population on the outer islands bottomed out in the early

1960s. Since then, increased employment in the rapidly expanding

13Nl."sel." refers tAm' b J h t (I ")o erl.can orn apanese w ose paren,s ssel.
were born in Japan.

14"At present" refers to early 1978 when this chapter was written.
Hence, some of the statements (especially those pertaining to the cost
of housing) concerning the present situation in Hawaii are no longer
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Table 2.5

Direct Income from ~~jor Export Industries, 1960-1975
(Values adjusted in terms of real 1975 dollars)

In Millions of Dollars

Year Sugar Pineapple Both Defense Tourism Tourist
Arrivals

1960 212.6 214.4 427.0 630.9 235.1 296,500
1965 270.3 206.6 476.9 701.8 367.0 689,500
1970 254.9 188.1 443.0 867.6 807.3 1,514,500
1975 365.8a 146.7 502.5 982.8 1,270.0 2,830,000

a1975 was characterized by exceptionally high sugar prices

Source: Hawaii Data Book, 1976, Tables 100, 166, and 176.

visitor industry has more than compensated for decreasing agricultural

employment. Whereas 85.2 percent of the 9,552 existing hotel rooms in

1960 were located on Oahu, 43.6 percent of the 31,169 hotel rooms added

to the state inventory between 1960 and 1975 were located on the outer

islands (Hawaii Data Book, 1976). Between 1970 and 1975, the outer

island population actually grew at a faster rate than the Oahu popu1a-

tion (Table 2.6), reversing the trend toward population concentration

on Oahu that began in the 1820s.

Between 1960 and 1970, the unemployment rate was consistently

below the national average. However, the unemployment rate grew

rapidly during 1970 and, with the exception of 1975, has been One to two

points above the national average since 1971. It peaked at nine percent

if] early 1976 and in 1977 was slightly under eight percent.

valid. As the research analysis is based in part on the circumstances
in Hawaii in early 1978, the author chose not to update this chapter.
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Table 2.6

Changes in the Hawaii, Oahu, and Outer Island Population,
1960-1975

A. Population

Year State Oahu Outer Islands

1960 632,772 500,409 132,363
1970 769,913 630,528 139,385
1975 {est} 864,900 704,500 160,400

B. % Change from Previous Census

Year State Oahu Outer Islands % on Oahu

1960 26.6 41.8 -9.8 79.1
1970 21. 7 26.0 5.3 81.9
1975 12.3 11. 7 15.1 81.4

Source: Hawaii Data Book, 1976, Table 11.

Since 1962, the state government has been dominated by the so-called

"Burns Hachine." John A. Burns, who served as governor f ro.. 1962 to

1974, was a remarkable individual who acted as a catalyst t. hasten the

inevitable postwar political chariges , Although born in Mon::ma, he was

raised in an impoverished part of Honolulu and did not beLovg to the

privileged Haole elite. As a member of the Honolulu Policp. Gommission

during Horld War II he argued against the internment of the Japanese and

did everything within his official powers to assist them. .~ attracted

many ardent supporters among the Nisei veterans and became ';:~ad of a

revitalized Democratic Party after World 'YJar II. During h::j tenure as

governor, one of tl e most comprehensive social welfare pro-;cams to be

found in any state was enacted. Although Burns himself er »uraged
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inmigration to Hawaii, his administration was very much oriented to

"local" interests. When he died in 1975, the outpouring of grief

manifested in the local community was graphic evidence of the esteem

in which he was held.

Burns was succeeded in 1974 by George Ariyoshi, the lieutenant-

governor during Burns's last term of office. Ariyoshi's election was

s)~bolic of postwar political changes as he became the first non-Haole

governor of the state and the first AJA (American of Japanese ancestry)

to be governor of any state. At present, the Democrats outnumber the

Republicans by three to one in both state houses, control all major

county political offices, and provide all four national congressmen.

In short, the government has been completely transformed from a tool

of the "Big Five" to one which is very sensitive to what it considers

to be "local" interests and in which labor unions (as well as big com-

panies) are highly influential.

2.6 The People of Hawaii~-an Overview

Hawaii is renowned for its multiracial population that lives

together in apparent harmony. That there is extensive interaction among

Hawaii's racial groups is attested to by the fact that in 1975, 40,1

percent of all marriages in Hawaii were classified by the Hawaii Depart

ment of Health as interracial15 (Hawaii Data Book, 1976, Table 16),

l5The term "race" is grossly misused in the popular and even in
scholarly literature. For instance, the average Japanese and Korean are
as similar in physical characteristics as the average Englishman and
Frenchman. Yet, the former two are classified by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census as "races" whereas the latter are not. Hence, many marriages
classified by the Hawaii Department of Health as "interracial" are, in
reality, not interracial at all. In this dissertation the term "ethnic
relations" is used in lieu of "race relations."
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The high intermarriage rate has naturally resulted in a large number

of persons of mixed ancestry. This has created a problem of how persons

of mixed ancestry should be classified. The U.S. Census Bureau,

especially since the 1950 census, and the Hawaii Department of He~lth

employ different classification criteria for persons of mixed ancestry

and, as a result, give different ethnic distributions for comparable

dates (Table 2.7). As Table 2.7 indicates, differences are especially

marked in the case of Caucasians, Hawaiians, and Filipinos.

Notwithstanding definitional problems, a discussion of Hawaii's

ethnic groups is undertaken here for a number of reasons discussed

below. The different groups that carne to Hawaii brought their cultural

norms with them which persist to some degree notwithstanding considerable

modifications, mostly in the direction of acquiring "local" values.

These cultural norms are assumed here to influence migration decisions.

Furthennore, "ethnic relations" can have an impact on migration. To give

a Mainland example, few persons would argue that the black exodus from

the South prior to the 1960s was not influenced by the systematic dis-

crimination to which blacks there were subjected. Lastly, as a practical

matter, differential outmigration rates may have a marked impact on the

future ethnic distribution of Hawaii's population. 16

Approximately half of Hawaii's nonwhite residents share an East

Asian, i.e., Oriental ancestry. Samuels (1970) speaks of a local

"Oriental in-group" consisting of Japanese, Chinese, and Koreans, Leon

16The other factors influencing future changes will be differential
rates of inmigration and natural increase.
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Table 2.7

Ethnic Composition of Hawaii, 1950-1975
According to the U.S. Census Bureau (A) and the

Hawaii Department of Health (B)

u.S. Census Bureau

%
1970

No.x
1960

No.%
1950b

No.%
1950a

No.Ethnic Grou-J:p:.....---=.::.::...:.__-=__---=~=___ __...:.=____=~_ __.:==____....:.:..:::..:.....__~_

Caucasian
Japanese
Filipino
Chinese
Hawaiian
Pt. Hawaiian
Korean
Negro
Mixed
Other

Total

114,793
184,598

61,062
32,376
12,245
73,845

7,030
2,651

*
11,169

499,769

23.0
36.9
12.2

6.5
2.5

14.8
1.4

.5

2.2

114,793
180,521

53,391
29,501
12,2l;5
73,845
5,111
1;928

20,337
8,120

499,769

202,230
203,876

68,691
38,119
10,502
91,597

*
4,943

*
12,864

632,772

32.0
32.2
10.9
6.0
1.7

14.5

.8

2.0

298,160
217,307

93,915
52,039
71,375

8,656
7,573

*
19,536

768,561

38.7
28.3
12.2
6.8
9.3

1.1
1.0

2.5

B. Hawaii Department of Health

Ethnic Group
1960c

No. %
1970d

No. %
1975e

No. %
1975f

No. %

Caucasian
Japanese
Filipino
Chinese
Hawaiian
Pt. Hawaiian
KorEan
Negro
Mixed
Other

162,689
204,079
56,252
35,855
11,294

105,529

*
4,193

45,801
7,000

25.7
32.3
8.9
5.7
1.8

16.7

.7
7.2
1.1

255,437
207,379
61,240
29,996

7,697
125,224

7,201
5,925

60,770
12,793

33.0
26.8

7.9
3.9
1.0

16.2
.9
.8

7.9
1.7

279,128
235,257
109,127

47,482
98,177

13,048
9,416

*
33,871

33.7
28.4
13.2
5.7

11.9

1.6
1.1

4.1

230,080
219,823
83,790
35,861
10,933

135,286
10,731

7,637
76,325
16,929

27.8
26.6
10.1
4.3
1.3

16.4
1.3

.9
9.2
2.0

Total 632,772 773,632 827,399 827,399

* Not counted separately.

aAl l persons with some Hawaiian ancestry counted as part-Hawaiian.
All persons with Negro but no Hawaiian ancestry counted as Negro. All
persons of Oriental-Caucasian ancestry classified by ancestry of Oriental
parent. All persons counted as Caucasian indicated no nonwhite ancestry.
This classification was used in the 1960 census, although in contrast to
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Table 2.7 (continued) Ethnic Composition of Hawaii, 1950-1975
According to the U.S. Census Bureau (A) and the Hawaii
Department of Health (B)

1950, census enumerators did not specify the bases for classification
unless asked to do so by the respondent. In the 1970 census, respondents
filled out censuS forms without guidelines, and part-Hawaiian was dropped
as a category. Children of mixed Oriental-Caucasian ancestry were
classified by the ancestry of the father.

bWi t h all persons of mixed non-Hawaiian ancestry classified as
"mixed."

cBased on the 1964-1966 Department of Health Survey~ The Hawaii
Department of Planning and Economic Development decided the ethnic
distribution as shown by the U. S. Bureau of the Census" was "all washed
up." Therefore, the census figures were readjusted to conform with what
the census "should have shown." Those presently in HDPED disclaim any
knowledge of how the readjustments were done.

dBased on a sample of 19,344 persons surveyed by the Hawaii State
Department of Health.

eBased on a sample of 38,818 persons surveyed by the Hawaii State
Department of Health. Criteria used were the same as those used in the
1970 census. Military barracks population of approximately 30,000 were
excluded. My guess is that including the barracks population would add
about 25,000 to the Caucasian and 3,000 to the Negro population, with
the remaining 2,000 scattered among all other groups.

fSurvey sample the same as above, but persons classified according
to Hawaii State Department of Health criteria. Criteria are the same as
used in the 1950 census.

Sources: u.S. Census of Population, 1950, 1960, and 1970; HDPED
Report 119, April 2, 1977, Table 5; Hawaii Data Book, 1969,
Table 6; and Hawaii Data Book, 1971, Table 9.
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(1975), in a study of public high school students in Hawaii, found that

ethnicity was more important than social class in shaping aspirations.

He classified Japanese, Chinese-and Koreans as the "East" group and

found them to be sharply ~ifferentiated from all others, who were lumped

together as the "West" group. The "East" group was characterized as

having a higher likelihood of educational mobility, a stronger desire

for high occupational status, an inclination towards stricter study

habits, a tendency of dating and going to movies less as well as spending

less time alone or outside the house, and a greater propensity to spend

time with friends than members of the "West" group.

Within the Oriental group discussed above, the Japanese, who com-

prise about 30 percent of the Hawaii population, are by far the most

numerous. They also comprise the most studied group in Hawaii. Studies

by Kawakami (1955) and Johnson (1971) have indicated that family ties,

as well as the children's sense of responsibility towards parents are

very strong among the local Japanese. Johnson found that kinship ties

were actually stronger among the Sansei (third generation) than among

the Nisei. 17 Local Japanese culture is characterized by the accumulation

of mutual obligations with one's family, other relatives, and friends after

one reaches adulthood (see Ogawa, 1974).

In general, Japanese parents have high aspirations for their

children and are willing to make necessary personal sacrifices and

l7However, in her study she included only couples in which both
spouses were Japanese. Intermarriage has increased tremendously among
the Sansei (prior to Hor1d War II, less than four percent of Japanese
intermarried; 1975 data show a rate of 35 percent). It is a reasonable
surmise that those who are least "Japanese" are most likely to inter
marry.
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exercise sufficient parental authority to facilitate the achievement

of their aspirations. Male dominance is marked in traditional Japanese

society and persists in the local Japanese population, although in con

siderably modified form. Recent studies by Sue (1973) and Hirano (1974)

have indicated increasing dissatisfaction among AJA females with their

subordinate family roles, whereas their male counterparts indicate

satisfaction with the "status quo."

The Chinese comprise approximately four percent of Hawaii's

population. Although much has been written concerning their rapid

econolic rise after leaving the plantations, little has been written

concerning their present cultural attributes. In the 1960s, more than

half of the marriages of Chinese involves a non-Chinese partner, most

commonly a Japanese (Hsu, 1972). However, almost three quarters of

Hawaii-born Chinese mothers included in a recent survey limited most of

their social activities to other Chinese couples (Young, 1972). TIle

same survey indicated that 85 percent of those interviewed had lived in

an extended family situation for some period of time, and that 30 per

cent thought it desirable for married sons and daughters to live for an

indefinite period of time with the parents. Hsu, in generalizing about

Chinese-American families both in Hawaii and on the Mainland, states

that family bonds are strongest between parents and children (especially

sons), rather than between husband and wife or between siblings. In the

absence of scholarly material differentiating characteristics of the

local Japanese and Chinese, Jap?nese stereotypes of the Chinese (given

in Samuels, 1970) are Lnatruc t.Lve , albeit biased. In comparing the

Chinese to themselves, the Japanese view them as being "sharper business

types," aloof, stingy with money, and more materialistic.
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Koreans comprise about 1.5 percent of the Hawaii population. Prior

to 1969, they were in the process of losing their separate identity

because of intermarriage,18 largely with Japanese and Chinese. Between

1969 and 1975, however, more than 6,000 Koreans immigrated to Hawaii

and there are now two distinct groups; the recent immigrants, many of

whom are quite poor, and the generally prosperous descendants of the

immigrants who arrived in the first decade of this century.19

Filipinos comprise about 15 percent of Hawaii's population. They

can roughly be divided into two groups: those who came prior to 1935

and the balance, numbering well over 30,000, who have immigrated to

Hawaii since the immigration laws were liberalized in 1965. Although

most Filipinos appear to be Oriental to the casual Mainland observer,

they are not considered "Oriental" by the "Oriental in-group" discussed

earlier because the latter stereotype thr..:rn as "dark" with Latin traits

of quick temper, jealousy and violence, tained with Spanish blood, and

having a low standard of living (see Samuels, 1970). Although a fair

volume of literature exists on the Filipinos in Hawaii, none are

informative about the cultural characteristics of the Filipinos or

their subsequent modifications in Hawaii.

18Between 1960 and 1965, 80.1 and 77.1 percent of marriages of
Korean brides and grooms, respectively, involved a non-Korean (Lind,
1967) •

19Tha t they have little in common is de~onstrated by the heated
disputes that occurred when the recent immigrants began attending the
"Korean" churches in large numbers in the early 1970s. Disputes over
what language to use in the services and the content of srrmons (the
recent arrivals tend to have a much stronger evangelical orientation)
have been resolved only by the withdrawal of one of the groups from
active participation in the involved churches.
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Approximately 90 percent of the Filipinos have antecedents in

the I10cano speaking area in the northwestern Philippines. In the

Philippines, the I10canos are viewed as hardworking, thrifty, and de-

voted to kin, but also aggressive, possessively jealous, and quick to

resort to violence (Lasmon et a1., 1971). Alcantara (1975) notes that

local Filipino children are raised in a social, cooperative, and unhurried

atmosphere. Much of the child care is left to older siblings, if they

are available. Typically, by the time the local Filipinos reach

adolescence, parental control has lessened considerably and peer group

orientation is strong. Kinship ties are strong and households commonly

contain not only the nuclear family, but assorted other relatives as

well. Indeed, nearly 96 percent of 500 recent Filipino immigrants

interviewed indicated they had relatives already living in Hawaii before

they immigrated (Lasmon et a1.). In contrast to members of the "Oriental

in-group," the I1ocanos did not come from a culture in which education

was highly valued. This may be a factor in the generally low educational

levels found among Hawaii-born Filipinos.

Hawaii Department of Health statistics indicate that approximately

one-sixth of the population are either pure or part-Hawaiian. 20 Although

traditional values have been transformed by Western contact, a large

number of those having Hawaiian ancestry consider themselves "Hawaiian"

and, to varying degrees, have value orientations that can be considered

20However, the number of pure Hawaiians is certainly far less than
the 10,000 indicated by the Hawaii Department of Health surveys. One
estimate places the number as low as 500 (Schmitt, 1973).
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strongly emphasizes kinship ties. However, the definition of kin is

quite fluid and can include many persons unrelated by blood. One

manifestation of this is the common practice of "hanai" whereby an infant

or child may be given to a childless couple, relative, or a good friend

and the child becomes part of the adoptive family (see Howard et al.,

1971). Generosity and sharing are stressed in the subculture and it is

often argued that the financial demandE of friends and relatives make it

difficult for a Hawaiian to succeed in business. 22

Childrearing patterns are quite distinct from those of other groups.

Typically, a mother lavishes attention on a newborn infant but loses

considerable interest after a couple of years when another infant is

)rn. By the time the child reaches adolescence he is likely to spend

most of his free time with peers and have only marginal contact with

the rest of the household (Howard et a1., 1971). As a result, the

average adolescent becomes quite independent of adults and is unlikely

to be responsive to adult authority represented by a schoolteacher

21Li nd (Honolulu Advertiser, December 24, 1974, p. Al) argues that
part-Hawaiians invariably consider themselves more Hawaiian than what
ever their other ethnic derivations are. There is some truth to the
statement, but it is highly exaggerated.

22I n a talk on Hawaiians attended by the author, Dr. George Kanehele,
a prominent businessman, bemoaned the lack of Hawaiian businessmen and
asked the rhetorical question, "How can one be a good Hawaiian and a good
businessman?" A report by the Census Bureau that the gross sales of
Hawaiian-owned businesses in California were more than three times those
in HawaLf, stimulated much interest and hypothesizing that HawaLLan
businessmen in California were more successful because they were free of
the financial demands of friends and relatives. See Bob Krauss, "How's
Business? It's Better on 1-iainland for Hawaiians." Honolulu Advertiser,
October 23, 1974, p. AI.
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(Gallimore et a1., 1972). In a typical Hawaiian family the mother is

much more favorably disposed towards education, but the son typically

identifies with his father who takes a more casual view toward education

(McNassor and Hugo, 1972).

The Caucasians comprise the last group to be discussed here. 23

The present number of unmixed Caucasians is in the neighborhood of

300,000, or about 35 percent of Hawaii's population. Ironically, the

contemporary Caucasians represent the least studied major group in

Hawaii. For purposes of this study, the r ':ucasian population can be

divided into four distinct groups: (1) the Portuguese; (2) those Haoles

with Hawaii antecedents predating World War II; (3) those in the

military community; and (4) the recent civilian inrnigrants (World War II

to the present) and their offspring.

The 1930 census, which reported 27,588 Portuguese residing in

Hawaii, was the last to enumerate the Portuguese as a separate group.

The 1964-66 Hawaii Department of Health Survey estimated that 21,720

unmixed Portuguese were resjding in Hawaii (HDPED, 1969). The Portuguese

are not considered ttHao1e tl because they 'Here brought to Hawaii to work

on the plantations and were never accepted as social equals by the Haol~

23The major groups excluded include the following: (1) the Puerto
Ricans (numbering about 5,000), most of whom were classified as Caucasian
in the 1970 census but who are considered as separate in the local
Hawaii context; (2) the Samoans (numbering perhaps 13,000), most of
whom have moved to Hawaii since 1970 and who are culturally closer to
the Hawaiians than to any other group; and (3) the blacks (numbering
about 12,000), of whom more than two-thirds belong to the military
community.
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elite. They are often stereotyped as hardworking, loyal to family, and

unintelligent. 24

Most Portuguese who came to Hawaii were peasants from the Azores

and M~dieira Islands, the most impoverished areas in Portugal. They

came from a static traditional society in which upward mobility was

virtually impossible, and for most the move to middle level plantation

positions represented a considerable advancement. Education was

generally not valued by the immigrants who viewed their place in life

as being the same from generation to generation. WOillen were rarely

encouraged to seek gainful employment because in traditional Portuguese

society a woman's primary role was that of a homemaker and mother.

The results of these characteristics on their present socio-

economic status were dramatically shown in the 1964-66 survey of Oahu

(see Schmitt, 1967b). Of all groups considered,25 families headed by

Portuguese had the lowest incomes of all civilian families with incomes

averaging approximately 25 percent below those of all groups and 40

percent below those of "other Caucasians." In spite of generally low

family incomes, only 32.7 percent of Portuguese females aged 17 and over

were in the labor force, as compared with a female Japanese labor force

participation rate of 55.8 percent and an overall female labor force

participation rate of 46.4 percent. Portuguese male and female

24In Hawaii, "dumb Portugee" jokes are widespread and are the
counterpart of "dumb Polack" jokes on the Mainland.

25Japanese, Filipino, Korean, Portuguese, "other Caucasian,"
Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian, Chinese, mixed norr-Hawaf.Lan , and "other."
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unemployment rates were indicated to be 5.3 and 6.3 percent, respectively,

compared to overall rates of 2.4 and 3.9 percent. Among Portuguese

- aged 45 and over, 1.1 percent had completed at least one year of college

compared to an overall state rate of 16.9 percent. Among those aged

25-44, 9.1 percent completed at least one year of college as compared to

an overall rate of 27.3 percent. By comparison, the Filipinos in both

of the above groups were characterized by higher educational levels in

spite of their later arrival in Hawaii and generally low levels of

education obtained in the Philippines.

Furthermore, the Portuguese are more concentrated on the outer

islands than any other group and the data given above refer only to

Oahu. In 1964-66 more than 35 percent of the Portuguese lived on the

outer islands, where incomes then averaged about 20 percent below those

of Oahu. Within the outer islands, they are most concentrated in

plantation areas. 26 Therefore, the relative economic position of the

Portuguese vis-a-vis all groups is probably worse on the state level than

the Oahu data taken alone suggest. Because the Portuguese differ in many

respects from the non-Iberian Caucasians, they will be treated as a

separate group in this dissertation whenever possible.

The second Caucasian group discussed here is comprised of those non-

Portuguese who came to Hawaii before World War II and their descendants. 27

26The survey indicated that Portuguese comprised about one-sixth of
the population in the Koloa District on Kauai and one-seventh of the popu
lation in the Makawao District on Maui. On Kauai, 60 percent of all
Caucasians were indicated to be Portuguese; comparable shares for Maui and
the Big Island were 40 and 38 percent, respectively.

27I n local parlance they are called "kamaainas" (Le., old time
residents). Strictly speaking, most nonwhites are also "kamaainas," but
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Their numbers are almost impossible to estimate because they cannot be

separately identified in the 1970 census. The 1940 census showed about

104,000 Caucasians, of whom probably about 30,000 were Portuguese and

40,000 others were military related. This suggests an upper limit of

35,000 non-military related Haoles who were then living in Hawaii.
I

A high proportion of those in Hawaii before 1940 were members of the

upper or upper middle class because the inmigration of "working class"

Haoles was greatly reduced by the opposition of the elite and the

willingness of nonwhite workers to be employed at wages below those

acceptable to most potential migrants (Hormann, 1950). Although members

of this group no longer dominate political affairs, their influence

in other ways has not been greatly disturbed. They are still dominant

in the management of "Big Five" companies, as well as many other large

local firms started prior to World War II. They still belong to exclu

sive social c1ubs28 and many send their children to private schools,

notably Punahou, which although 60 percent Caucasian is no longer the

white "bastion" it represented prior to 1960. In general, they maintain

a low profile and are most in evidence to the general public as financial

sponsors for "civic" functions such as the Honolulu Symphony Orchestra.

A third Caucasian group consists of military personnel and depindents.

At present, they comprise about 80 percent of the approximately 60,000

military personnel and 80,000 military dependents stationed in Hawaii.

the term is usually used to distinguish the long established Caucasian
residents from the newer arrivals ("Malihinis").

28The Pacific Club, the most exclusive social club in Hawaii, began
admitting Orientals to membership only in 1967.
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More than 99 percent of the military contingent are stationed on Oahu.

The usual tours of duty in Hawaii are two and three years. Although the

military contingent has been fairly stable in numbers since 1955, few of

its members can be regarded as permanent members of the Hawaii community.

Those Caucasians who are not military related and who moved to

Hawaii after 1940 comprise, along with their offspring, a growing share

of Hawaii's population. Perhaps 150,000, or 18 percent of Hawaii's

population belong to this group.29 At least 95 percent of the Mainland-

born who annually move to Hawaii are Caucasian. Between 1951 and 1975,

an estimated 355,000 nonmilitary related "intended residents" were

counted by state sponsored passenger surveys of westbound passengers to

Hawaii. 30 The discrepancy between this estimate and the estimated

150,000 Haoles whose Hawaii origins do not predate World War II is in

itself evidence that most of the intended residents no longer reside in

Hawaii.

The passenger surveys3l show that the average adult intended

resident is in his or her twenties, equally likely to be single or

29This estimate is derived from the fact that there are approxi
mately (as of 1975) 300,000 unmixed Caucasians in Hawaii. Perhaps 25,000
are Portuguese and another 25,000 have Hawaii antecedents predating World
War II. Another 100,000 to 110,000 are in the military curnIDunity. This
leaves 140,000 to 150,000 in the residual category.

300nl y since 1961 has a distinction been made between military depen
dents and other civilians in the passenger survey. The nonmilitary re
lated count for the period between 1961 and 1975 was 271,647. By
assuming that each serviceman enumerated in the 1951 to 1960 surveys was
accompanied by one dependent (a consistent average in the surveys taken
between 1961 and 1975) an estimate of 85,000 nonmilitary related arrivals
between 1951 and the end of 1960 was derived. For trends in the annual
number of arrivn1s, see Figure 4.2.

3lIn its ~tatistica1 report series, HDPED since 1962 has annually
published a report on the characteristics of the intended residents.
Readers intere~ted in detailed characteristics of the intended immigrants
are referred here to these reports.
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married, and either without children or with one or two young children.

The surveys consistently show more than 60 percent of the party heads

to have professional, technical, or managerial occupations. In spite of

the fact that other states blessed with climatic amenities (especially

Florida, Arizona, and California) have been meccas for retirees, the

surveys have consistently indicated that fewer than three percent of all

intended residents are over 60 years of age.

Culturally, the large n.aj or Lty of Caucasians who move to Hawaii

from the Mainland are typical of those from the middle and upper-middle

classes, although a highly visible minority are "transients,,,32 and

"surf-bums," to use local parlance. However, those who stay in Hawaii

generally make varying degrees of adjustment to local cultural norms.

Although the different groups discussed above are characterized by

cultuLal differences, there is a "local culture" which is shared by most

residents. Central to local behavior is the concept of "aloha," which

despite its appropriation and banalization for use in the tourist

industry is nevertheless fervently believed in by most local residents

and constitutes a potent force for shaping behavior. Basically, the

term "aloha" conveys the spontaneous giving of friendship and help

("Kokua") without any thought of recompense. Those outsiders who have

experienced it know that it has meaning far beyond that conveyed in

tourist slogans. Another concept governing social interaction is

summarized by the local· expression "don't talk stink," whf.ch essentially

32The term "transient" is a polite word for "hippie."
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conveys the view that public criticism is undesirable as well as is

behavior designed to draw attention to one's self at the expense of

others.

There is a local cuisine which is indulged by persons of all

backgrounds33 and almost all local residents acquire great facility in

using chopsticks. The exchanging of leis on special visits is almost

universal. Most persons who have lived in Hawaii for any extended

period of time use at least a few Hawaiian words in everyday conversation.

Very common are elaborate weddings and gift giving on special occasions.

Island speech patterns are distinct from those found on the Mainland and

the use of "pidgin" persists, notwithstanding the official position of the

public school system~ "Kin" and social picnics, which may include

several hundred persons, often occupy most of available public park

space, particularly during the summer months. "Hawaiian" music is

locally popular and an evolving means of local self-expression.

The characteristics mentioned above are sources of great pride among

local resic1ents and are commonly believed to indeed make Hawaii "urrLque"

and a more "civilized" place to live than the Mainland.

2.7 The People of HaHaii: Income Levels

Perhaps the most significant change that has occurred since F:Jrld

War II has been the movement of much of the nonwhite population into

33Some items that make up the local cuisine are poi and lau lau
(HaHaiian), sushi rolls, teriyaki steak, and.saimin (Japanese),
malasadas (Portuguese), kim chee (Korean), manapua (Chinese), and
rice.
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middle-class status. However, as Table 2.8 indicates, large disparities

in income persist among Hawaii's different ethnic groups.

Table 2.8

Dis~ribution of Family Income Before Taxes
by Military Status and Ethnic Stock of Family Head, 1973

Race

Chinese
Korean
Japanese
Caucasian
Hawaiiana
Mixed
Filipino
Puerto Rican
Samoan

Caucasian
Filipino
Negro

Civilian Families

Percent Earning
Under $10,000- $25,000+ Median No. of

$10,000 $24,999 Income Families

26.4 57.8 15.8 $15,228 9,639
34.3 50.4 15.3 14,401 1,611
26.0 62.6 11.4 14,344 55,815
31.6 52.5 15.9 14,097 40,727
46.6 48.0 5.4 10,436 23,790
51.8 43.2 5.0 9,732 6,800
52.9 43.7 3.4 9,634 19,194
67.1 32.0 .9 7,598 1,557
82.9 17.1 0 6,876 1,007

Military Families

57.5 36.8 5.7 $ 9,277 22,514
78.2 21.8 0 8,039 1,333
80.2 19.8 0 7,724 1,322

a 1nc1udes part-Hawaiians.

Source: Mildred Lee, Ethnic Structures in Hawaii, 1975, Table 16.
Data derived from 1972-74 Hawaii Department of Health
Survey.

This table shows that among the civilian population in 1973,

Caucasian, Japanese, Chinese, and Korean families reported roughly equal

incomes that are far in excess of those of any other group.34 Economi-

cally, the Caucasians now share dominance with the Orientals.

34Had Portuguese been distinguished from other Caucasians, the median
"Caucasian" income would have approximated that of the Chinese. Had
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College enrollment data35 for the Spring semester of 1977 at the

University of Hawaii at Manoa (which includes almost 90 percent of state

enrollment in all four year programs) indicate that the favored economic

position of the above-mentioned groups will continue in the near future.

While the Japanese and Chinese comprised 27 and four percent of the state

population, respectively, they accounted for 40 and 12 percent of the

enrollment. The Caucasian share of the enrollment (27 percent) approxi-

mated their share of the population (28 percent). However, Hawaiians

and part-Hawaiians who compris~d 18 percent of the population and

Filipinos, whose share of the population was 10 percent, were grossly

underrepresented. Their shares of the total enrollment were two and

three percent, respectively.

Data given in this section provide graphic evidence that there are

significant economic differences among Hawaii's various groups. The

local Oriental population has been the greatest beneficiary of the

great social and economic changes that took place after World War II.

2.8 Ethnic Relations in Hawaii

It is the author's view that whereas a number of excellent studies

exist that describe ethnic relations in pre-1940 Hawaii,36 none exist

that comprehensively describe contemporary race relations in Hawaii.

recent Korean immigrants been excluded, the median Korean income would
have been somewhat above that of the Chinese.

35As reported in Ka Leo 0 Hawaii, July 18, 1977, p. 6.

36The two best works discussing race relations in pre-World War II
Hawaii are Romanzo Adams, Interracial Marriage in Hawaii (1933) and
Edwin Burrows, Hawaiian Americans (1947).
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The discussion that follows is admittedly somewhat speculative and sub

jective, but has been included because of its possible relevance in

understanding outmigration from Hawaii.

In comparing ethnic relations in Hawaii tc those of other multi

racial island societies such as Fiji, Mauritius, or Trinidad, one cannot

help but be impressed by the following features that characterize Hawaii

but not the other above-mentioned countries: the many common cultural

elements that are widely shared, the lack of overt racial hostilities,

the lack of polarization reflected in political parties, a high inter

marriage rate, and the relative absence of residential segregation.

However, a discerning observer also learns that the image of complete

racial harmony and openhearted acceptance· of newcomers that is promoted

by the Hawaii Visitors Bureau is far from totally accurate.

\.Jhen one discusses "ethnic relations" in Hawaii there are actually

two partly although not completely independent issues: how persons view

each other in terms of ethnic extraction, and what; can be termed "local

nonlocal" interaction. The latter issue is undoubtedly of more impor

tance in influencing outmigration and will be discussed first.

Given Hawaii's geographical isolation and unique history as com

pared to the Hainland, it is to be expected that a strong "in-group

feeling" exists. The definition of a "local" that is most commonly used

is one who was born in Hawaii and is culturally "local," although for

some, a non-Hffivaii born resident who has lived in Hawaii for an appre~

ciable period of time and unselfconsciously adopts "local" patterns of

behavior can also be considered as "local." For many, the definition

excludes blacks and those Caucasians who are neither Portuguese nor
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Puerto Rican. In the eyes of most residents, even a Japanese from the

Mainland or a native of the Philippines cannot qualify as "local"; they

were not born in Hawaii and are not considered to have the shared

f h "1 1 ,,37experiences 0 t e oca s.

The popular stereotype of a Haole from the Mainland (some also

include Hawaii-born Haoles) is one who is brash, selfish, "loud-

mouthed," unfriendly, and with feelings of superiority towards other

groups. 38 For a non-Haole to be called "haolefied" conjures up these

negative traits. Newcomers are commonly believed to compete with the

local population for beaches, jobs, housing, and welfare payments. As

a practical matter, the local population has achieved economic parity

and political dominance after decades of being subordinated by the Haole

elite. The demographic impact of the newcomers is perceived by many to

pose a threat to their hard-won gains.

What sparse literature exists on the interaction of newcomers i:ith

the resident population indicates that many, if not most newly arrived

Caucasians believe that it is difficult to make friends with locals (see

Hormann, 1950 and Facer, 1961). Hormann notes that several of his ac

quaintances returned to the Mainland for this reason. 39 Grant (1974) in

37Evidence of this is the derisive term "Katonk" applied to Main
land-born Japanese, and the characterization of recent fighting among
students in Hawaii high schools as being between locals and newcomers
even though all of the participants in some fights have been ethnic
Filipinos.

38This stereotype also applies to Hainland-born Japanese.

39The autbor also knows of a number of persons who returned to the
Mainland because they felt socially isolated in Hawaii.
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a study of the adjustment of children of recent Caucasian inmigrants in

a largely Hawaiian school found that they could form varying degrees of

friendship with the local students, depending on what they had to offer

(e.g., in the form of help with school work) or their adoptien of "local

40values." However, even the most acculturated were somewhat isolated.

The so-called "transients," who arrived in Hawaii in large numbers in

the 1960s, evoked an enormous negative local reaction, and numerous

newspaper articles appearing between 1966 and 1971 referred to the

41
"transient problem." Largely because of hostility directed towards

42
them, most "transients" eventually left the state. Regardjng the

Mainland-born Japanese, Johnson (1970) notes that only by marriage to a

local Japanese is a Mainland-born Japanp.se likely to develop extensive

social relationships within the local Japanese community.

Newly arrived Caucasians, especially women, often complain of dis-

crimination in hiring practices. The head of the Hawaii State Fair

40However, the adoption of "local values" was opposed by parents who
believed they were detrimental to good academic performance in school.

41The flavor of these articles is typified by the article "Hippie
Controls May Be Asked" that appeared on the front page of the Honolulu
Star Bulletin on December 11, 1970. Discussed were the efforts of the
Hawaii State Association of Counties to interest the state legislature
in enacting statewide me:lsures to control Hawaii's "transient hippie"
population.

42Thi s information was obtained in a personal communication (March 4,
1976) with the Reverend Howard Corey who worked with the "transients" in
Haikiki. In light of the hostility (still present) towards the "tran
sients," it is unfortunate that no one has done a scholarly study on
their characteristics, interactions with the local population and impact
on the landscape (most marked on the outer islands).
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Employment Agency observed that most complaints registered with the

agency in Fiscal Year 1974-75 were by Haoles43 (Honolulu Advertiser,

November 15, 1975).

Local-nonlocal tensions discussed here must be put into broader

perspective. Such tensions do exist almost everywhere, especially in

areas receiving a large inmigration. If a newly arrived Caucasian com-

plains of nonacceptance by his local neighbors, it may be because many

local families organize their social activities around kin and various

social groups (most notably co-workers) to the exclusion of others in

the immediate ~~ighborhood.44 If nonwhite employers sometimes appear

reluctant to hire new residents, the same is also sometimes true of

Caucasian employers who believe that theLe is a good chance that a recent

Mainland arrival will move back to the Mainland within a short period of

time. 45 Many newcomers do find the local residents to be tolerant and

friendly, and express views on Hawaii's race relations that are akin to

the official views of the Hawaii Visitors Bureau. A newcomer's adjust-

ment in Hawaii undoubtedly depends on many factors; length of residence

in Hawaii, prior attitudes, success in making local friends, and

43Noteworthy is the fact that the second largest number of com
plaints were filed by blacks, although they comprise only 0.5 percent
of the civilian community. Unfortunately, space does not permit a
detailed discussion of black-local relations.

44I n a Y.W.C.A. class s esston titled "Haoles in Hawaii" that was
attended by the author, virtually everyone in attendance was Caucasian.
In the discussion that followed the lecture, many in attendance com
plained bitterly about the unfriendliness of their neighbors. The one
Oriental woman in the audience finally spoke and said that although her
neighbors were Oriental, she did not know them because her interactions
were primarily with relatives.

45Concerning newcomers from the Mainland who seek employment,
Dorothy Hubbard, who heads an employment agency, has stated, "Fresh from
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that elusive attribute called "luck." What is of primary relevance to

this study is the fact that many newcomers do not believe that they are

treated fairly by the local residents.

The second issue of ethnic relations among "locals" will be only

briefly discussed in the form of a series of observations as it is

believed by the author to have a minimal impact on outmigration. Overt

hostility among the different local ethnic groups is rare. Discrimin

ation in housing does occur46 but does not appear to be a serious

problem. The residents of Hawaii are justly proud of the relative

abasence of neighborhoods inhabited almost solely by one ~thnic group.

There is a tendency of some employers (mainly of small firms) to hire

members of their own ethnic group and 'this works mainly against the

Filipinos and Hawaiians, who are rarely employers (see Lasmon et al.,

1971). People in Hawaii do tend to be race conscious and often refer to

their friends or acquaintances by such terms as "my Haole friend."

Stereotyping of the different racial groups is widespread. A casual

glance at friendship cliques indicates considerable interaction across

racial lines, but there are many cliques exclusively comprised of one

ethnic group. Leon (1975) noted that among public high school students

there is a tendency for cliques to be dominated by one ethnic group but

that the incidence is much lower than indicated in a survey taken in 1957.

the Mainland, they are the most difficult to place. The employer knows
that if they cannot make ends meet they'll take off. As soon as they make
enough money for plane fare, they're off." See Sanford Zalberg, "Qualify
ing is a 2-way Problem," Honolulu Advertiser, January 10, 1975, p. AI.

46For example, before the practice was outlawed by fair housing
laws in the late 1960s, it was not unusual to see classified rental ads
that specified "AJAs only." See Hirata (1971).
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Perhaps the greatest amount of friction is generated over purported

ethnic imbalances in the state government. At present, the governor,

lieutenant governor, the leaders of both the state house and senate, and

about half of all state legislators are Japanese. This high proportion of

elected officials who are Japanese has led to charges of Japanese domina-

tion. 47 Gross statistical imbalances in the state civil service,

and the Department of Education, which administers all public education

throughout the state, have led to charges of "racism" in hiring practices

(see Haas, 1975).48 Irrespective of whether there is gross discrimination

in hiring for the generally secure state government jobs,49 its existence

is widely believed and friction is thereby created.

What has been stated above about ethnic relations must be put in the

context of the generally poor past treatment of Orientals and Filipinos

on the Mainland. A local nonwhi.te may believe discrimination exists and

47Indeed, what opposition existed to statehood just prior to its
reality was largely based on fears of "Japanese domination." See Fuchs
(1961) on the poll on attitudes taken just prior to statehood.

48A survey of state government employees undertaken in 1975 in
cluded all state government agencies except the Department of Education
and the University of Hawaii. Fifty-one percent of all employees were
Japanese. The Hawaiians comprised 17 percent (their share of the
civilian workforce) but were concentrated in low paying maintenance and
security positions. Caucasians and Filipinos with fifteen and three
percent, respectively of the government workforce, were underrepresented.
See Haas (1975).

A survey of employees in the D.O.E. taken in 1974 indicated that
Japanese comprised 58 percent of all teachers and 67 percent of all
educational officers. Including Chinese and Koreans, these rates ,i~e to
66 and 79 percent, respectively. See Tom Kaser, "Survey of Teachers
Released by D.O.E., Honolulu Advertiser, December 19, 1974, p. A3.

49Educated Japanese and other Orientals seeking desirable jobs were
effectively shut out of the "Big Five" management in the 1950s and 1960s
and many therefore chose government service instead.
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sometimes adversely affects him, but nevertheless usually believes he

"belongs" in H:waii and does not feel self-conscious about being in a

minority group. If intergroup relationships do stimulate outmigration,
~

/ it is primarily among newcomers from the Mainland.

2.9 Economic Problems in Hawaii

The 1970 census suggested that the economic conditions were then

excellent in Hawaii. It indicated a median family income of $11,554 and

an unemployment rate of 3.1 percent. By way of comparison, the median

family income nationwide was $9,554 and the unemployment rate was 4.2

percent. Among all states Hawaii ranked third in median income and

second lowest in unemployment.

However, cost of living indices kept for Oahu since 1961 indicate

that the cost of living in Hawaii has consistently been approximately 20

percent above that of the United States as a whole. This high cost of

living results largely from two factors: most goods must be shipped in

from the Mainland and extra transportation and warehousing costs are

therefore incurred, and housing costs are almost double the Mainland

average. When adjustments are made for living costs, real family income

in Hawaii in 1970 approximated the national average.

Furthermore, a closer scrutiny of the 1970 census reveals a labor

force participation rate of 81.5 percent among males aged 16 and over

compared to 76.7 percent nationwide. Also indicated was a l~bor force

participation rate of 49.0 percent among females aged 16 and over compared

to 41.4 percent nationwide. Among all states, Hawaii's male and female

labor force participation rates ranked third and first, respectively.

Hawaii also ranked first in the labor force participation rate of
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married women with husbands present; 48.0 percent in the labor force,

as contrasted with 40.8 percent nationwide. Obviously, the high indicated

median income is largely dependent on both spouses working in many

families.

Existing data indicate that wages in Hawaii are somewhat lower

than the national average in nominal terms and considerably lower in

terms of what can be purchased with the wages. Figure 2.2 contains a

comparison of real wages adjusted for cost of living differentials for

Hawaii, the major west coast cities of Los Angeles, San Francisco, and

Seattle, and the United States as a whole in four industries for which

data are available during the period from 1961 to 1975. It indicates

that real wages in Hawaii lag greatly behind those in the west coast

cities and that nominal wages in Hawaii are higher than the national

average only in contract construction.

A comparison of yearly wages of workers by industry in 1973 for

Hawaii and the United States is portrayed in Figure 2.3. Notable is the

high wage in agriculture compared to the national average. This reflects

the fact that the highly unionized plantation workers receive con-

siderab1y higher wages than the largely unorganized farm workers on the

Mainland. Nominal wages are also higher in Hawaii than nationwide in

. ., "1" d 50construct1on, commun1cat1on, ut1 1t1es an government. However, real

wages are much lower in retail and 'vho1esa1e tT~des, real estate, finance

and insurance, and services. These industries are those in which women

50Federa1 employees receive a nontaxable cost of living allowance
(17.5 percent in 1978) in addition to the standard federal salary.
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Figure 2.2 Hourly Wage Index" of Selected West Coast Cities (Hawaii = 100j
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Figure 2.3 Yearly Wage Index of Hawaii, 1973 (United States = 100)
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comprise the majority of the work force. Overall, in 1973 the annual

wage per employee in Hawaii was $8,479, compared to the national average

of $9,106. Part of this differential is due to the heavy concentration

of Hawaii workers in the generally low paying services and trades

(Table 2.9), but standardization of national wages by the Hawaii

industrial mix brings the national average down only slightly to

$8,979 which is still six percent higher than the Hawaii average in

nominal terms and 27 percent higher in real terms. Thus, if most

persons migrate to achieve higher wages, a substantial outmigration from

Hawaii would be expected for that reason.

Ff.gure 2.4 shows the unemployment rates for Hawaii and the United

States for the period 1945-1974. Notable are the extremely low unemploy

ment rate in Hawaii just after World War II, very high unemployment in

1949 and 1950, decreased unemployment rates through the mid-1950s that

nevertheless remained above those of the United States, low unemployment

rates relative to the national average between 1958 and 1970, and in

creased unemployment rates during the pust-1970 economic recession which

affected Hawaii more than the }fuin1and. That the late 1950s through

1970 were indeed characterized by healthy economic conditions is shown

by the expansion of the employed civilian labor foce from 178,656 in

1957 to 304,700 in 1970, an increase of 70 percent (Hawaii Data Book,

1972).

However, the expansion of jobs has been generated mainly by the

growth of tourism. This is reflected in the tremendous relative and

absolutz expansion of the service and trade sectors, as is sho1YU in

Table 2.9, which portrays changes in the employed civilian labor force

from 1950 to 1975.
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Figure 2.4 Unemployment Rates of Hawaii and the United States, 1945 - 1974
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Table 2.9

Civilian Employment by Industry in Hawaii as a Percentage
of the Employed Civilian Labor Force, 1950-75

Percentage of Total Employment

Year
Industry 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975

Agriculture 18.1 15.7 8.4 7.2 4.5 2.9
Manufacturing 16.4 13.8 12.4 10.5 8.2 6.9
Service 10.1 11.0 14.1 16.3 18.7 20.6
Trade 18.0 17.4 20.5 21.4 22.6 24.3
Construction 5.8 5.5 8.5 7.5 8.3 8.1
Finance 2.3 2.7 4.1 4.3 5.9 6.7
Transporta 7.4 6.3 7.1 7.0 7.8 7.3
Government 22.0 22.2 23.8 24.7 24.2 23.5

Federal (11.4) (12.1) (13.0) (12.7) (11.0) (8.7)
Other (10.6) (10.1) (10.8) (12.0) (13.2) (14.8)

All industries 150.8 169.9 208.1 234.1 304.7 349.1
(in ODDs)

aIncludes utilities and communications.

Sources: Hawaii Data Book, 1970, Table 14, Hawaii Data Book, 1972,
Table 25, and Hawaii Data Book, 1976, Table 142.

The growing service and trade sectors generate largely menial, low

paying jobs. Employment in agriculture and manufacturing {tied largely

to the processing of sugar and pineapple has declined in absolute as well

as relative terms over the 25 year period. Federal government employment

has declined since 1968 because of employment cutbacks at the military

bases. This has been compensated for by the rapid expansion of employ-

ment in the state and local governments, but salaries for comparable

jobs there average about 20 percent below those of the federal government.

Overall, the composition of the available jobs is changing in the

direction of requiring fewer job skills and lower educational levels. At
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the same time educational levels have risen faster in Hawaii than in the

United States as a whole. In 1940, the median number of school years com-

pleted by those aged 25 and over in Hawaii was 6.9 years compared to 8.6

years in tre nation. By 1970, the median was 12.3 years in Hawaii com-

pared to 12.2 years in the nation. Therefore, there is an increasing

divergence in Hawaii between educational levels required in available

occupations and those obtained by persons entering the labor force. This

appears to be a national problem51 but is probably worse in Hawaii than

most places on the Mainland. 52

Hawaii's small population and lack of economic diversity increase

the chance that there will be a mismatch between many professional job

requirements and the skills possessed by the highly qualified. In prac-

tical terms, this means t hat; many highly specialized jobs are filled by

persons from elsewhere and, conversely, many persons in Hawaii with

specialized training (e.g., industrial design) must seek employment

elsewhere if they are to find employment that meets their job skills. 53

5lFor example, see "Who Needs College?" Newsweek, April 26, 19]7,
pp. 60-69 for a discussion on the problems of job finding among recent
college graduates.

52Har d data in support of this statement are admittedly missing,
A discussion of the problem of job finding among highly educated persons
in Hawaii is given in Jocelyn Fujii, "The Best Educated Clerks Around,"
Honolulu Star Bulletin, December 26, 1973, pp. 29-30.

53For example, the president of one of the "Big Five" firms states
that about half of top management positions are held by persons trans
ferred from the Mainland. He claims that although locals are preferred,
this is necessary because many of the specialized job requirements can
not be met in the local population. See 'Najar Hawaii Firms Respond to
Survey on Executives, Race," Honolulu Advertiser, November 20, 1975, p,
A8. On the other hand, Janos Gereben discusses the flight of Hawaii's
artistic t a l.ent; because of a lack of a local market in "Hawaii's
Neglected Talent," Honolulu Star Bulletin, January 19, 1976, p. A8.
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In summary, in spite of the healthy Hawaii economy suggested in the

1970 census, unemployment has often been well above the national average,

wages are not high by Mainland standards, and the employment structure

has been changing in a direction detrimental to the increasing job

qualifications and educational levels found in the local population.

2.10 Housing Costs in Hawaii

Although it has already been mentioned that the cost of living

in Hawaii is about 20 percent above the national average, housing is

separately considered here because it is a basic need whose fulfillment

usually requires a large proportion of disposable income. The 1970

census adequately portrays Ha\~ii's extremely high housing costs and its

impact on home ownership rates and crowding (Table 2.10).

Table 2.10

Housing Data for Hawaii and the United States, 1970

Item Hawaii U.S. Hawad.L
Rank

Median value of owned units $35,100 $17,000 1
Median asking price of vacant units 40,800 15,400 1
Hedian monthly contract rent 120 70 3
Median asking price of vacant

rental units 174 81 2
% of occupied housing units with

more than one person per room 19.9% 8.2% 1
Median number of rooms per housing

unit 4.6 5.0 49
% of occupied units occupied by

owner 46.1% 61.9% 50

Source: u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1970. Housing Characteristics
of the Popul~tion.
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Especially notable in Table 2.10 is the indication that vacant

housing, especially rental units, command higher prices than existing

occupied units. This can be expected to impact newcomers the most.

Housing costs have consistently been higher than the national

average since World War 11,54 but in the late 1960s housing prices

began to ~oar at a rapid rate. By early 1974, the mean asking price for

a single ~amily house advertised in the local newspapers reached $85,900

on Oahu, which contains more than 80 percent of all housing units in

h (T · h 1977) p. h . b ·1· d h 55testate 1tc en, • r1ces ave S1nce sta 1 1ze somew at

because most residents have been priced out of the housing market. Com-

parable data are not available for the outer islands and housing costs

are somewhat lower there, but still considerably above the Mainland

average. 56 In spite of recent rapid inflation in Mainland housing costs,

single family housing prices in Hawaii at present are approximately double

those on the Mainland. 57

54I n 1940, the median price of an owned house in Hawaii was $2,540
and the median gross rent was $21. By 1950, these medians had increased
to $12,283 and $32, respectively, cc.npared to the U.S. medians of $7,400
and $42. In 1960, the Hawaii medians rose to $20,900 and $71, compared
to the U.S. medians of $11,900 and $72. The especially marked increase
in the median contract rent in Hawaii was partly due to the demolition or
conversion to owned units of plantation hOl'sing where rents were nominal.

55I n early 1977, the average asking price for a single family house
was $92,000. See Kathy Titchen, "Will Hawaii Real Estate Boom Again?"
Honolulu Star Bulletin & Advertiser, May 8, 1977, p. El.

56I n 1975, the averag~ cost of a single family house was $78,100 on
Maui, $70,000 on Kauai, and $52,400 on the Big Island (Hawaii Data Book,
1976, Table 287).

57I n 1974, the median cost of a single family house sold in the
United States was $35,900, but by 1976 it had risen to $42,800 (Statis
tical Abstract, U.S., 1976, Table 741).
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Hawaii's high housing costs notwithstanding, the average single

family house is about 10 percent smaller in floor space and on a lot 15

percent smaller than its Mainland counterpart, as well as being of single

wall construction (see FHA, 1974). Furthermore, many houses are sold on

a leasehold basis. A person owning a leasehold house pays the land com-

pany an annual rent stipulated in a lease agreement, which is usually

renegotiated after a set number of years. Because of the rapid inflation

in land values, individuals whose leases are approaching termination now

face the prospect of lease payments that will exceed monthly house pay-

ments. The growing seriousness of the leasehold problem is illustrated

by the fact that whereas 4.7 percent of owner occupied housing was on

lease land in 1940, the comparable proportion in 1974 was 26.9 percent

(Hawaii Data Book, 1975). The legislature has recently passed laws

governing the sale of leasehold land to individual home owners, but they

are presently being challenged on legal grounds by the land companies.

The general inflation in housing costs has priced the average family

out of the single family housing market. 58 One result has been an in-

creasing trend toward condominium and multifamily rental construction.

Whereas 5,399 single family, 228 duplex, and 5,122 multifamily units were

authorized to be built in Hawaii in 1970, the comparable numbers in 1974

were 3,455, 488, and 15,203 (Hawaii Data Book, 1975). More condominium

than single family units (5,884 vs. 5,473) were sold in 1975 (Hawaii Data

Book, 1976). Although condominium units are less expensive on the average

58Even in 1972, before housing prices peaked, former lieutenant
governor Tom Gill estimated that 85 percent of families could not qualify
for single family home loans. See Sanford Zalburg, "Vie~~oints Vary on
Combatting the High Housing Cost," Honolulu Advertiser, October 17, 1972,
pp. AI and A6.
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than single family units, the average unit on Oahu sold for $54,900 in

early 1974 and $59,800 in late 1976 (Titchen, 1977).

The complex causes of Hawaii's high housing costs preclude their

discussion in great detail here. In brief, labor costs are somewhat

below the west coast average (Dunbar, 1972) and shipping costs in 1972

added only about $800 to the cost of the average house (ibid.). There-

fore, the high housing costs are not significantly due to labor or shipping

expenses.

A number of other factors, however, do greatly affect housing costs.

Substantial markups of prices of materials do occur in the supply houses,

most of which have effective monopolies on given materials. SIte pre-

paration costs are much higher than these generally found on the Mainland

and stringent subdivision and zoning r.gulations have limited the amount

of land available for residential development. Undocumented, but

undoubtedly a significant factor is the concentration of most develop

able land in the hands of a few large land holding companies,59 who can

effectively control prices by regulating the amount of land available

for development at any given time. Considerable speculation also con-

tributed substantially to the inflation in the late 1960s and early

1970s. Residential land prices rose l7-fold in value between 1950 and

1975. Indeed, according to Oahu tax records, land in 1976 was appraised

at 52 percent of property value in single family housing areas (Krauss.

59About 50 percent of all land in the state are in state or federal
ownership. Of the remainder, approximately 88 percent are owned by only
39 landowners, each of whom o,Vll more than 5,000 acres of land. For a
discussion of land ownership patterns, see Baker (1973).
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1976). In practical terms, this means that a 6,000 square foot resi-

dential lot in a middle class area in Honolulu may cost from $40,000 to

$60,000. In spite of the fact that land prices nationwide have increased

sixfold in the past twenty years, land prices nationwide account for only

25 percent of the total builder's costs (Time, September 12, 1977).

Notwithstanding the increases in housing costs, the housing demand

remain: brisk. Inmigration is a factor in stimulating housing demand and

therefore prices, although to what extent it influences housing prices is

impossible to airectly measure. 60

In view of the almost universal desire of families with children to

own single family housing and its easier attainment on the Mainland, it

is reasonable to expect that some of the outmigration results from the

high housing costs in Hawaii. However, it should be noted that local

families have coped with housing costs far better than aggregate data on

housing costs vs. family income taken alone would suggest. Parents

commonly help married children financially in purchasing homes, and in

Oriental families it is not uncommon for at least one married child and

his or her family to live with the parents. Sometimes, the married

couple then eventually takes over ownership of the family house and

builds a smaller adjoining unit for the parents or finds one for them

nearby. Furthermore, local families, unlike new residents, can often

locate "bargains" in buying or renting housing through the contacts of

60The rapid inflation in housing prices in the late 1960s (the
average single family home cost about $30,000 in 1967) and the early
1970s coincided with the peak in the numbers of intended residents
arriving from the Mainland (see Figure 4.2). The rise in housing prices
in late 1976 after two years of stability has coincided with an increase
in the number of intended residents from about 18,000 in 1975 to about
21,000 in 1976.
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relatives and friends. Although the nature and efficacy of the above

mentioned adjustments have never been formally studied, a knowledge of

them is nevertheless essential in understanding how different groups are

affected by housing costs.

2.11 "Quality of Life" in Hawaii

In recent years there has been an increasing awareness of that

elusive concept called "quality of life," which is now almost universally

recognized by scholars to be a potent factor in many migration decisions.

This leads to the question, "How has the quality of life changed in

Hawaii since World War II?"

There can be no definitive answer to this question, especially

because it depends on a value orientation. In some respects the quality

of life can be said to have improved since World War II. Real incomes

increased greatly between 1945 and 1970 although no notable improvement

has since occurred. Hawaii's extensive state social services have in

creased security, althcugh at the cost of heavy state taxes. Notwith

standing chronic housing problems, housing quality has in general improved

and the picturesque but often dilapidated pre-World War II housing, par

ticularly on plantations, is slowly disappearing from the housing stock.

Population growth on Oahu has resulted in many more places of enter

tainment to accommodate differing tastes. The reaffirmation of ethnic

identity vis-a-vis Caucasians by Ha\vaii's local nonwhite population has

also been a positive gain. It is also true that the climate, beaches,

natural vegetation, and rugged and attractive topography continue to be

valued by the residents. Moreover, there"hasbeen an expansion in the

number of outdoo r recreational facilities.
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However, in other respects the quality of life has declined since

World War II. A large portion of Honolulu has been converted from quiet

single family housing areas to high-rise apartments, with attendant

problems of decline in neighborhood identification, increased congestion,

severe parking problems, and partial displacement of greenery. The

numerous low rise (one to four stories) apartments surrounded by con-

crete parking losts and few, if any, plantings constItute visual eye-

sores an, sterile living environments for those unlucky enough to live in

them. The average person in the incredibly built up and cluttered area

of Waikiki would find it difficult to believe that it was largely a

low rise housing area "until the mid 19505. Traffic problems in many

areas of Honolulu now exceed those of many large cities on the Mainland.

The Honolulu urban area has spread outward as well as upward, dis-

placing agricultural land and reducing the amount of "open space" on

Oahu. In this process of leapfrog expansion, many persons who formerly

farmed land on small plots rented from large landowners have been dis-

placed without compensation and with little opportunity of replicating

their rural lifestyle elsewhere. 6l Although the absolute numbers in-

volved have been relatively small in comparison to Hawaii's total popula-

tion, it nevertheless represents the passing of a "way of life" that is

considered by many to be "traditional" and desirable.

6lRecently, the tenants in one windward valley on Oahu fought
eviction for more than a year and attracted considerable community sup
port. The state government intervened to buy the valley from the
developers and will become the new landlord. ~~at is notable is not the
attempted eviction, as similar evictions have occurred frequently in the
past, but the fact that community support altered the seemingly inevit
able eviction. In taking its action, the government did not address the
basic problems of where the population increase will be located and the
ownership of most rural land by a few large landlords.
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Population growth and increasing affluence have led to increasing air

and water pollution, although the overall impacts tend to be lessened by

the trade winds, which carry air pollutants off the islands and sewage

away from leeward shores. 62 A prime example of the results of water

pollution has been the partial destruction of most of the once impressive

coral reef in Kaneohe Bay on Oahu, which has been caused by sedimentation

resulting from residential construction and the effluents generate6 from

the developments themselves (Cox and Bartram, 1975). Other pressures

placed on the environment are exemplified by the recent dramatic reduc-

tion by overgathering of Opihi clams, which are locally considered a

culinary delicacy and are valued for necklaces. "Tourists support

Hawaii,,63 but compete for recreation3l nmcnities, notably beaches and

parks, which result in once quiet recreational areas becoming increasing-

ly congested.

The above negative changes have affected the outer islands less than

Oahu, but they too are changing at an increasing rate. During the last

fifteen years, about twenty miles of coastline on the western coast of

Maui have become lined with hotels and tourist condominiums, and further

intensive development is presently occurring along about twenty miles

of the central leeward shore of Maui. Kailua-Kana, once a sleepy

Hawaiian village on the Big Island, has been transformed into a complex

of hotels, condominiums, and tourist facilities without plan or order

62Indeed, the biggest air pollution menace is the Big Island
volcano during eruptions!

630r so the Hawaii Visitors Bureau claims via numerous television
commercials.
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and comprising a visual eyesore. 64 Kauai has been less changed by

tourist development than either the Big Island or Maui, although about

five miles on the south coast have become lined with hotels and tourist

condominiums, and tenant farmers in a valley near the main town of Lihue

have recently been evicted to make way for resort development. In spite

of its negative impacts, the tourist industry has undeniably created jobs,

albeit mainly low wage service ones, and stopped the economic decline of

the outer islands.

Tmport c.nt; to the quality of life for most residents is that

elusive concept called the "aloha spirit." The negative changes that

have taken place are not conducive to the maintenance of the "aloha

spirit" and the HatraLf, Visitors Bureau is sufficiently concerned about

negative reactious of locals to tourists to run television ads empha-

sizing their contributions to the economy and the fact that they comprise

less than ten percent of the total de facto population at any given time.

IVhether the "aloha spirit" is indeed withering is a matter of conjecture.

There are, for instance, many testimonies from tourists praising the

spontaneous generosity shown by local residents. Yet, there has been

sufficient local concern to generate a number of newspaper articles on

1 . 65
t le t opi.c ,

Svart (1976) believes that once a "paradise" loses its attractiveness

due to environmental problems caused by an increasing population, a

64AdlJi.tted1y, this is a gross value judgment, but I have never
heard a local resident speak of Kailua-Kona in positive terms.

65The most penetrating article is Andrew Lind, "Aloha Spirit, Is
It Just a Tourist Attraction?" Honolulu Star Bulletin & Advertiser,
July 27, 1975, pp. G1 and G6.
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massive outmigration occurs as people look elsewhere for "paradise."

There is no visible evidence that this is occurring in Hawaii and, judging

from the increasing number of tourist arrivals, Hawaii has not lost its

charm for potential tourists. If declining "quality of life," however

defined, is related to the volume of outmigration from Hawaii, it is

reasonable to expect that its impact would be greatest for those who

moved to Hawaii because the? were "looking for paradise," or at least

for a higher quality of life.

2.12 Conclusion

This chapter has broadly portrayed the complexity of Hawaii and its

people to the reader. Although F::waii has "special" attractions, it also

has "special" problems that are relevant in t:he consideration of why some

persons choose to move away from a given location. This chapter provides

an essential background to the following chapter, in which tentative

expectations about the nature and volume of outmigration from Hawaii will

be discussed.



CHAPTER III

TENTATIVE EXPECTATIONS VS. RESEARCH FINDINGS -

3.1 Introduction

As explained in Chapter I, this research is guided by a number of

research concerns, rather than by specific hypotheses. Nonetheless,

there were prior expectations concerning what this study would reveal

in terms of the research issues raised. These expectations did affect

the manner in which data were analyzed and the types of questions asked

in the questionnaire. On the other hand, whether or not the expecta-

tions were "proved" was deemed to be of considerably less importance

than deriving satisfactory explanations for the research concerns.

Hence, the term "tentative expectations" is used here for expected

research findings.

In part, this study was guided by a series of broad research

concerns because of a dissatisfaction with prevailing migration research

in which migration is typically viewed from only one level of generality

(usually macro1eve1 and with the use of census data) and in which only

a few hypotheses or concerns which are inadequate for addressing the

complex considerations involved in migration are used. Shaw (1975,

p. 1) observes that because migration studies tend to be narrow in

scope and purpose,

[t]here is a surprising lack of systematically accumu
lated knowledge on the subject. iVhat knowledge there is on
the characteristics of migrants, the determinants of migra
tion, and factors influencing the magnitude of migration in
generalized contexts (e.g., rural-urban, interurban move
ments) is fragmentary and largely unintegrated.
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Notwithstanding the flaws characterizing migration research, the

tentative explanations were derived largely from insights contained in

the migration literature. These insights were combined with an under

standing of the Hawaii context and common sense to form the tentative

expectations.

Although the research concerns (see Section 1.3) and the initial

expectations of what the findings would be in terms of the concerns

raised are interrelated, they are discussed separately below. How

ever, the qu,~stion concerning why some persons leave Hawaii whereas

others stay (Question 3 in Section 1.3) will be discussed first,

because a satisfactory anfwer to this question is essential in addres

sing the other research concerns. The next issue to be taken up is

that of social influences in migration (Question 4), intimately connected

to the question of why some migrate whereas others do not. Next to be

discussed is the issue of where the migrants go and why (Question 5)

because the undertaking of voluntary moves is linked to perceptions of

potential destinations. The other research concerns are addressed in'

the order they were raised in Section 1.3.

A summary of research findings is also contained in the latter

part of this chapter. This summary is presented here rather than in the

concluding chapter for two reasons: (1) a comparison of findings with

eh~ectations can be easily made, and (2) the reader is thereby alerted

to the findings in advance of the actual exposition of the evidence for

them.
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3.2 Why do the Outmigrants Leave Hawaii? Why do Others Choose

to Stay in Hawaii?

Because rational persons do not make decisions they perceive to

be personally counterproductive, it is assumed by the author that volun

tary moves are undertaken mainly because (a) a goal is not being met at

a given location, (b) it is believed that the goal can be better met

at another location, and (c) perceived advantages that will accrue

from the move outweigh perceived disadvantages that will be entailed

by the move. The possible range of goals that might stimulate movement

is broad, to say the least. The problem of collapsing the range of

possible reasons into a manageable "package" with general applicability

for a wide range of circumstances and types of areas has perhaps pro

vided the largest obstacle to the development of universally accepted

theories or approaches in migration studies.

The question of why some persons leave and others choose to stay

at a given location has been addressed by researchers on varying levels

of generality for a wide variety of areas, but with a strong bias

t ovards addressing the question of why persons leave rather than the

converse question of why others do not move. Furthermore, the emphasis

has been on explaining net migration, with few studies incorporating

the fact that in most areas the net migration is only a small propor

tion of gross migration (i.e., the sum of the in- and outmigration)

or the possibility that those moving into and out of a given area may

tend to have different motivations for moving.

The prevailing economic ~xplanation for migration is that persons

move long distances primarily for economic advancement and that the end
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result of migration is to equalize regional economic opportunities.

Most persons who adopt this point of view concentrate on macrostudies,

using census data pertaining to migration and measures of economic

opportunity. A number of these studies (e.g., Kohn et al., 1973; Nelson,

1959; Herrick, 1965; and Lowry, 1966) have shown positive correlations

between net migration and measures of economic health. Indeed, Riddell

(1970, p. 99) in summarizing available migration studies of this type,

asserted that "these studies have all indicated the supreme importance

of economic factors."

However, a number of studies concentrating on interregional or

intermetropolitan migration flows have suggested that census economic

measures are poor predictors of net migration flows. Schwind (1971)

discovered that the economic variables he used added little explanation

beyond that provided by the simple gravity model in predicting net migra-

tion flows between economic regions in the United States. He suggested

that the use of environmental amenity variables would have added

greatly to the predictive power of his essential economic model of

migration. Climatic variables have been added to essentially economic

models and have been shown to have significant predictive power in ex-

plaining net migration flows in the United States (see Balakrishnan,

1966; Hirsch, 1969; and Kelley, 1967). Kelley concluded from his

study (p. 41) that economic variables did not seem to have great

utility in explaining net migration flows among metropolitan areas,l but

1Indeed, there was a positive correlation of .21 between unemploy-
ment in destination areas and net migration.
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that the climatic variables used gave the highest correlation (.57) with

net migration.

In summary, those engaged in macrostudies have argued that net

migration flows between areas in the United States result from economic

or amenity considerations or both. However, to infer individual

motivations (as is invariably done) from structural characteristics of

migration flows as shown by census data is to engage in the "ecological

fallacy." Obviou~ly, many possible reasons for moving, such as to

escape from an undesirable family situation, can never be inferred from

even the most detailed of census data.

Another problem in interpretation results from the fact that only

rarely do those engaged in macrostudies disaggregate migration flows

in any meaningful way. Apgar (1970) strongly criticizes studies that

test economic influences in migration, yet fail to separate military

and college moves, even when separate data are available. Of the

studies available to the author, onLy Lowry (1966) excluded moves of

military personnel in his analysis. He discovered that inmigration rtnd

outmigration rates in areas with large military concentrations never-

theless tended to be much higher than in areas with few military per-

sonnel. This occurred because military dependents were not included with

2the military personnel. No efforts have been made to separate college

migrants in any of the macrostudies testing economic or climatic

variables.

2Because of the movements of military personnel and dependents,
wigration flows to and from Hawaii as shown by the census are by them
selves devoid of practical meaning. For more on this problem, see
Chapter IV and Appendix B.
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Another complication involved in interpreting the findings of th~

macrostudies is that those areas with climatic amenities have been

characterized by higher than average economic growth, and studies taken

on the macrolevel cannot resolve the question of how much of the economic

growth would have occurred in the absence of migration and how much WL.

attributablE to the influx of new residents. Svart (1974) argues per-

suasively that inmigration has generated most of the economic growth in

climatically favored areas, but he did not study Hawaii, for which an

excellent case can be made that so-called "footloose industries,,3 have

contributed negligibly to economic growth in Hawaii whereas most of the

growth that has taken place since 1955 is attributable to the growth in

tourism. Even if macrostudies could demonstrate that net migration is

correlated mainly with economic demand for labor or environmental

amenities, it does not necessarily follow that most long distance migra-

tion is stimulated primarily as a result of those concerns. It is

conceivable, for instance, that migration undertaken lnainly for economic

or amenity reasons may be strongly directed to relatively few locations,

whereas a much greater number of moves undertaken for other reasons may

contribute little to net flows between areas.

In summary, macrostudies cannot by themselves provide cefinite

answers pertaining to why people move. Nonetheless, the f act; that they

do show correlations between net migration and indices of economic health

3"Footloose industries" are defined as those that are not tied
to any resource or large population base and can, in tbeory, locate
almost any\vhere. There is no such thing as a completely footloose
industry. Hawaii tests the concept to almost the ultimate limit because
of its almost complete lack of a resource base, high shippJng costs to and
from Hawaii, problems of communication with Mainland markets, and small
population.
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and climate suggest that economic and amenity considerations at least

affect the direction of migration.

Another method of ascertaining motives for migration is to ask the

migrants themselves why they moved. Although this approach seems

intuitively sensible, it is not universally endorsed. Mabogunje (1970)

argues, for inE"tance, that the questioning of rural-urban migrants in

Africa on why they moved only causes the respondents to think up a

number of reasons that obscure the obvious answer that there is good

money to be made in the towns! Balan et al. (1973, p. 152) reported that

among migrants to Monterrey, Mexico, "most persons were scarcely aware

of the factors that entered into their decisions."

Even if one assumes that migrants can v8rbalize their reasons for

moving, distorted perceptions in recalling past moves or in discussing

why a move will take place present pLoblems of interpretation. Almost

all interviews with migrants are conducted after the migration takes

place and it is certainly true that memories can become somewhat dis

torted over time and that considerable rationalizing of perhaps unclear

motives for moving can also take place. However, anyone who believes

that it is b~tter to interview migrants before they leave is urged to

read Brown's study (1960) comparing persons in England who had decided

to move to New Zealand with a control sample matched for family,

residential and occupational characteristics. Attitudes expressed by

the migrants vis-a-vis nQnmigrants could have occurred only by

selectively retaining and elaborating positive information while

selectively discounting or dismissing negative information about New

Zealand. Brown concludes (p. 193), "When a favorable attitude to a
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destination is formulated; other destinations (as well as the place of

present residence) are systematically undervalued." Brown's study

provides a strong argument that migrants are probably more lucid and

perceptive about motivations after they move than prior to the move.

These objections notwithstanding, the approach of finding out

motives from the migrants themselves has been used increasingly in

recent years. Some of the studies based on this approach give support

to the proposition that most long di8tance migration is motivated by

economic considerations. In studies by Schwarzweller et al. (1971)

on migration from an isolated East Kentucky community, Baudar et al.

(1965) on rural and urban migrants to Des Moines~ Iowa, and Lansing

and Mueller (1967) involving 4,000 migrants chosen nationwide, most

respondents gave economic reasons for moving. In the Lansing and

Mueller study, however, there was no probing of responses, and such

answers as "to find a job" were duly recorded as economic.

However, other studies based on this approach have suggested that

other considerations may be more important than purely economic ones in

stimulating long distance migration. For example, Kiser's study (1933)

indicated that many blacks left St. Helena Island, South Carolina,

because they felt that farming in general and St. Helena in particular

were "dull." Many who left had originally intended only to visit in

northern cities but later.decided to stay in them. In an extensive

study of mot LvatLons.nf Dutch emigrants, Beijer et al. (1961, p. 58) found

economic motives to be "absent, vague, or not of a pressing nature" in

about one-half of all cases. Economic considerations were overriding in

only 13.5 percent of the sample (p. 221). Almost a fifth of all
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emigration was primarily due to discontent with what were perceived to

be the narrow confines of Dutch society. Svart (1976) cites four

questionnaire surveys of Arizona residents which indicated that about a

third of the migrents moved to Arizona for health reasons. In 1956,

inmigrants seeking work with the Hawaii Employment Agency were queried

as to why they move-d to Hawaii. Almost a third stated that "they had

read and heard about the beauty of Hawaii and the ideal climate and

that they had given up jobs at home because of a desire to live in the

Islands" (Stevens, 1957, p. 7). This study does lend support to the

prevailing popular opL1ion that a large proportion of those who come to

Hawaii are "LookLng for paradise."

In all studies mentioned above, persons in the military or attend

ing college were grossly underrepresented or absent. Furthermore, no

distinctions were made between first time movers and repeat movers, and

it is quite poss ble that motives involved in initial moves may be quite

different from those in subsequent moves. In addition, no controls were

made for age, ~nd motives may have a correspondence with age because of

its relationship with demographic and career cycles. In spite of these

problems, studies mentioned above do suggest that economic motives are

often important in I:ligration and desires for perceived environmental

amenities do influence many persons to move to those locations having

them.

The question of why many persons do not migrate, even from what

are generally considered to be economically unfavorable locations, has

received scant attention. One reason is undoubtedly the fact that this

question cannot be addressed by a macrolevel study that relies only on

census data. Compounding any answer to this question is the fact that
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any nonmigrant must be considered a potential migrant until he or she

dies. Nevertheless, migration probabilities tend to drop off rapidly

between ages 30 and retirement, and one's probability of moving tends

to decline with increasing length of residence in a community. Perhaps

it is more relevant to inquire about why one has not migrated within a

given time span.

Peterson (1958) argues that in the absence of information con

cerning alternative areas, outmigration from an area will be minimal as

only the extremely adventuresome wish to move to areas without informa

tion concerning opportunities or friends and relatives in them. Several

studies support his contention. Uhlenberg (1973) attributes the small

black migration to northern cities prior to World War I to the relative

lack of information concerning northern cities among southern blacks.

Not until 1917, when labor recruiters from northern cities worked

among southern blacks did the black migration to northern cities begin

to aSSUlile large proportions. Likewise, the mass movement out of the

depressed southern Appalachia area began only after World War II, when

the relative isolation of the area was greatly reduced by improved

communications (see Schwarzweller et al., 1971).

Although lack of information concerning alternative opportunities

elsewhere may explain a low rate of outmigration from an isolated area,

it is nevertheless true that except in extreme circumstances, there are

many persons who will continue to stay in an economically depressed

area even though better opportunities are present elsewhere and there

is abundant information about them. In these cases there is the obvious

possibility that most of the nonmovers are pleased with their (or their
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spouse's) employment and environmental amenities where they live.

Others may find it too costly to move, especially if they own fixed

assets (such as farmland) that are difficult to sell. Social relation-

ships in a community generally enhance its attractiveness for local

residents. Nonmovers in the Beachcreek and St. Helena studies earlier

mentioned generally placed much higher values on the social relation-

ships in their communities than those who left their respective areas.

The study that perhaps best delineated motivations and underlying

personality characteristics of movers and nonmovers was undertaken by

Taylor (1969). He interviewed movers and nonmovers in an English mining

village whose economic base (a coal mine) had just been te(minated. All

persons interviewed were former coal miners. A large mino,-tty of

movers expressed very positive feelings about potential de~~tinations.

In contrast, the nonmovers tended to give stereotyped r'esponses to

potential new locations; characterizing cities as being il "abited by

unfriendly persons, too large, and "just one big jungle 01 estates."

In searching beyond responses given for moving or staying, Taylor dis-

covered that the movers tended to be differentiated in mal y ways from

nonmovers. Compared to nonmovers, movers were much more l.ikely to have

been born outside the village and were generally "less cl r • ,;e" to their

parents. In addition, they were much more likely to belong to "cul

turally dissenting:' organizations 4 and to give formulated ~ccounts of

4I n the "wor k.Lng class" culture in the village, t.ypLr-aL group
activities centered around the pubs, bingo parlors, and union social
clubs. Organization that concentrated on individual fulfillment (e.g.,
gardening clubs) and self-improvement (e.g., temperance clubs) were
definitely culturally dissenting in the village context.
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ambitions for their children. In short, Taylor (p. 115) characterized

the migrants as having a "sense of dislocation" and the nonmigrants as

having a "sense of belonging.

Taylor also discussed the importance of "triggering factors" in

precipitating migration decisions. The closing of the mine was obviously

a triggering event that encouraged many to leave who already had mixed

feelings about staying in the village as well as a minority (termed

"resultant migrants") "rho left only because they perceived that migra

tion was the only alternative to unemployment. Common triggering events

are marriage, graduation from high school, a decision to attend college,

induction into or separation from the armed forces, company transfers,

and job of:ers in distant cities. An Area Redevelopment Administration

study (1964) of movers in the Urited Sta t ex indicated that "triggering

events" immediately preceded moves in 54 percent of all moves and were

distributed in the following manner: job offer, 17 percent (of all

moves); job transfer, 16 percent; loss of job, six percent; change in

family composition, six percent; graduation from school or completion

of military service, six percent; and retirement or illness, three

percent. What constitute triggering events for some persons do not

constitute triggering events for others, and some persons move even in

the absence of triggering events, Nevertheless, the concept of trigger

ing events is useful in explaining why many moves occur when they do.

Another factor affecting lnigration decisions is societal expec

tations that shape personal values, obligations to others, and aspira

tions. This issue will be addressed in detail in the following section.
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Concerning the study at hand, it was initially expected that in

Hawaii the most common i~~ediate factors related to outmigration

decisions are poor job opportunities, dissatisfaction with wages, and

difficulties in obtaining housing at reasonable prices. 5 Among persons

not born in Hawaii, it was expected that a significant minority leave

because they feel "out of place" in Hawaii. It was also believed that

a small, but significant minority of "locals" leave to ',-,scape from

parental or societal controls (see following section). Dissatisfactions

with Hawaii's climatic and other environmental amenities were deemed

to be of little importance in motivating outmigration.

It was also believed that a large share of the local outmigrants

leave either to attend college or perform military service. The large

military presence in Ha,Yaii was expected to produce a significant pro-

portion of local females who leave because of marriage with military

personnel who are then transferred to the Mainland.

It pas expected that underlying some moves made apparently for

other reasons was simply a desire to "get off the rock" and experience

the Mainland. This underlying factor was expected to be most prevalent

among young single adults.

It 'vas believed t.ha r. most persons ''1h6 do not move from Hawaii stay

because they regard HawaLf 3S a very satisfying place in which to live.

Yi Fu Tuan (1972, p. 90) defines "existential insideness" as:

5The issue of moving long distance to obtain better housing at
affordable costs has not been addressed in U. S. migration studies, but
this is undoubtedly due in part to the fact that this is not an appre
ciable consideration nationwide. However, the housing situations in
Hawaii and Alaska are certainly unique among all states. Beijer et ale
(1961) mentioned that more than one-third of all emigrants interviewed
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• • • part of knowing implicitly that this place is where
you belong--in all other places we are existential out
siders no matter how open we are to their symbols and
significance. • • • The person who has no place with which
he identifies is in effect homeless, without roots. But
someone who does experience a place from the attitude of
existential insideness is part of that place and it is part
of him.

Although the description above may strike the reader as scientifi-

cally vague, the author believes that it is intuitively valid.

"Existential insideness" exists anywhere persons live, but appears to

be especially strong among Hawaii's local population for reasons dis-

cussed'in Chapter II. Most local residents have intense pride in their

state and believe that Hawaii's mix of climatic, physical, and social

characteristics make it a uniquely desirable place to live, notwith-

standing Hawaii's problems. Some local persons undoubtedly stay because

of family obligations or a lack of knowledge about the Mainland, but

these reasons were expected to be of far less importance than those

related to "existential insideness."

3.3 Is There a Differential Rate of Outmigration Among Hawaii's Major

Ethnic Groups and is This Affected by Differential Cultural

Influences?

The role of social influences on migration has been largely

neglected, even among sociologists. Nevertheless, it seems intuitively

apparent that social influences do affect migration. For example, the

large predominance of males participating in rural-urban migration in

India is undoubtedly in part attributable to cultural restraints placed

had be~l discontented with their housing in Holland, but housing con
siderations nevertheless appear to have been only a minor factor in
stimulating emigration.
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on the mobility of unmarried females. If an area is characterized by

societal values that are sharply differentiated from the rest of the

nation of which it is a part, one may expect outmigration from that

area to be lessened as a result. Societal values also undoubtedly

affect a person's attachment to a given area.

The most mont'menta1 work that demonstrated societal influences

on migration was und~rtaken by Thomas and Znaniecki (1920) concerning

emigration f=c~ Poland to the United States. The authors were con-

cerned with the interaction of "values," which they defined as societal

norms, and "attitudes," which were defined as the reactions of individuals

to the prevailing societal norms. They gave strong evidence that the

traditional Polish corporate agrarian societal values in the early

nineteenth century retarded ouLmigration, mainly because of the existing

extended family obligations. However, a number of social and economic

changes that occurred in the late nineteenth century led to a partial

disint~gration of the traditional society. More persons then adopted

attitudes that were at variance with the traditional values and their

successful defiance of them in turn weakened their hold on the society

at large. The resulting weakening of the traditional family resulted in

many more persons opting for migration and successfully resisting family

sanctions to prevent them from doing so.

Conner (1968) studied English and French speaking (Acadian)

residents in a county in Nova Scotia and concluded that whereas the

English speaking residents strongly identified with the "national

society,lI the French speakers were oriented to their "local" culture.

The prevailing attitude in both the English and Acadian villages was
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that outmigration was regrettable, but those in Acadian villages, in

contrast to those in English villages, expected the outmigrants to

eventually return. These different orientations were reflected in a

much heavier permanent outmigration from English villages. Prior to

World War II, the outmigration of the local Appalachian "hillbillies"

from West Virginia was small in spite of chronically depressed economic

conditions there. Weller (1965, p. 83) points to the strong social

ties in explaining the low outmigration.

The fierce loyalty of mountain people to home is
mostly a loyalty to the only culture in which they feel
secure and which operates in ways they know and appre
ciate ••• For mountaineers, moving is a kind of death
to his [sic] way of life. It cuts him off from his sus
taining roots.

However, it should be noted that once heavy outmigration began

in Appalachian areas, it proceeded to the point where many counties

suffered severe depopulation. An argument may be made that the strong

hold of the Appalachian subculture on its inhabitants delayed the time

when outmigration became massive, but did not retard outmigration once

it became a common phenomenon. Indeed, Schwar zweLl.er et a1. (1971)

believed that the strong family ties characterizing the Appalachian

population actually facilitated migration once it became widespread

because those who had previously migrated helped other kin to migrate

and in conflicts between a patriarchal family head and a rebellious

son, the migration of the son became the accepted social solution.

In the east Kentucky community studied, the strongly family oriented

culture was not weakening in spite of the outmigration, and the out-

migrants were able to largely replicate their own Appalachian culture

in the southern Ohio industrial towns.
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Litwak (1961), in a challenging article, argued that extended family

ties in the United States actually facilitate migration because extended

families have greater resources to aid a family member and increasingly

recognize that the financial success of the extended family often

depends on the migration of many of its members. Although Litwak does

not prove his hypothesis, it nevertheless presents a challenge to con-

ventiona1 wisdom.

Even when social influences on migration occur, their effects may

be unnoticed b~cause the researcher is viewing the social influences on

an inappropriate scale. Forster (1959) studied two ethnic Hawaiian

vil12ges on Maui that appeared to be virtually identical in terms of

"Hawaiianness." Yet, one village was characterized by heavy outmigration

(m~inly to Honolulu) and the other had lost few residents. Forster

found that this difference was att!.ibutab1e to strong sanctions against

migration and favorable attitudes towards welfare benefits in one

village, and a negative value orientation towards welfare assistance and

strong encouragement of the migration of unemployed children in the other

village.
6

Any generalization about "Hawaiian" culture obscures the real

differences in these two villages.

Ha\vaii's popul.a t i.on is largely Oriental, but with the exception of

the movement of Japanese out of relocation camps during World War II and

their subsequent adjustment to Chicago, the author is unaware of any work

6These differences may be related to the greater Chinese influence
in the latter village. A number of Chinese had settled there and
married into the local HawaLf.an comm.mLt.y in the late nineteenth cen
tury, and many in the village were descendants of the Chinese settlers
and their Hawaiian wives.
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dealing with the internal migration of Orientals in the United States.

However, the literature that exists on the Japanese relocation is

instructive concerning possible social influences on Japanese migration

in generaL

In early 1943, all but 18,000 of the 110,000 interned Japanese were

allowed to leave the camps, as long as they did not move to west coast

states. However, only 30,000 chose to leave the camps before they were

closed in December, 1944. Those who left were disproportionately young

adults, Nisei, Christian, and dis:5atisfied with strict family controls

(Uhlenberg, 1973). After the war, the large majority who did not earlier

leave the camps moved back to California. Many of the Nisei returned

unwillingly to California at the insistence of their parents. Eldest

sons were especially likely to return to California because of the

Japanese custom that the eldest son assume primary responsibility for

parents in time of need (War Relocation Agency, 1947).

On balance, the family ties appeared to increase the return

migration to California although some did not return LO California·

because they wanted to escape parental controls. Among Japanese inter

viewed in Chicago after World 1 ,r II, most intended to stay in Chicago

and many were pleased to be wo,~ing for non-Japanese, who were believed

to pay better wages and be less likely to make extra work demands than

Japanese employers (Uyeki, 1953). The net result of the Japanese cul

tural influences undoubtedly reduced the dispersion of Japanese from the

west coast, but those who left were disproportionately "freedom" migrants.

In summary, the available literature on social influences on

migration suggest that they do influence migration, both through values
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and the at t achment.s they create for a given area or culture. The

latter point is very important in understanding why in a given area it

is the recent inmigrants who leave in disproportionate numbers. A

number of studies (e.g., Goldstein, 1958 and Morrison, 1971) have shown

that the probability of moving away from a given area is inversely

proportional to the length of time one bas lived there ("axiom of cumula

tive inertia"). A new migrant to an area often has few social ties

there and thus has little to lose in the way of s ocLaI. relationships if

he decides to move again. If the local residents are perceived to be

unfriendly or have undesirable social values, the desire to move again

may actually be enhanced.

Based on the axiom of cumulative inertia, the author confidently

expected that the study would reveal that rec~nt inmigrants (in practical

terms, this means "Haoles") comprise the bulk of nonmilitary related

outmigrants from Hawaii. Among the local groups the Hawaii-born

Caucasians were expected to leave in disproportionately large numbers

because of the assumption that they tend to be more oriented towards the

"national culture" than the local nonwhites.

Among Hawaii's local nonwhites, the Oriental population was ex

pected to be characterized by a somewhat higher rate of outmigration than

Filipinos and Hawaiians, but also by a considerably lower rate than that

of Caucasians. Social obligations and the tight family structure that

characterize the Oriental population were expected to have a negative

influence on outmigration, although some Oriental outmigrants were
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expected to be motivated by a wish to escape family ties. 7 The wish to

escape family ties was expected to be particularly strong among

Oriental females for reasons discussed in Section 2.6. Another factor

expected to reduce the rate of outmigration is that local Orientals

appear to be more successful than other persons in obtaining employment

in the state government and are often able to obtain employment through

kin who are employers. However, many Orient;ls also have a strong urge

for upward mobility which cannot always be obtained in Hawaii. In

addition, some Japanese parents (and undoubtedly other Oriental parents

as well) actually prefer that their children attend college on the Main-

land for prestige reasons (Johnson, 1971).

The literature on Hawaii's Filipinos did not prove to be helpful to

the author in forming tentative expectations concerning their rate of

outmigration. Nevertheless, it was expected that the rate of out-

migration among Filipinos would be somewhat lower than that of the

Orientals, in part because Filipinos tend to be of a considerably lower

socioeconomic status and socioeconomic status is indicated by national

studies to have a positive correlation with moving long distances (see

Section 3.6). In addition, the urge for upward mobility that character-

izes the Oriental population appears to be less marked among local

Filipinos.

Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians were expected to be characterized by

the lowest rate of outmigration as those identifying with the H~vaiian

7However, the family conflicts are undoubtedly much less severe
than those indicated in the relocation camp surveys. From all available
evidence on the Japanese (see Section 2.6), it is apparent that family
conflicts tend to be much less in Nisei-Sansei families (the norm in
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subculture were perceived to have the strongest ties to Hawaii by senti

ment and "roots,,8 and to have weak identifications with Mainland values.

3.4 Where do Hawaii's Outmigrants Go? What are the Factors

Influencing the Destination Choices?

A satisfactory answer to the question of why a particular destin-

ation is chosen by a migrant is crucial because a voluntary decision to

move is generally based on the perception that a potential destination

offers advantages over a present location.

Most macrostudies concerned with migration flows employ gravity

models, which are based on the premise that the volume of migration

from a given area to another area is directly proportional to the

product of the two populations and inversely proportional to the distance

of the destination. Some sociologists use an intervening opportunities m00eJ

in which the volume of migration from one area to the other is directly

proportional to the number of opportunities (invariably defined by

population size) at that distance and inversely proportional to the

number of opportunities between the two areas. In effect, social dis-

tance replaces euclidian distance in the intervening opportunities

model. In practice, both methods appear to helve about equal predictive

Hawaii today) than in Issei-Nisei families. For a description of
Nisei-Sansei vis-a-vis Issei-Nisei family relationships in Hawaii, see
Johnson (1971).

8J us t prior to the Great Depression, Adams and Kai (1928) expressed
a concern that many persons would migrate to the Mainland in the future
if employment opportunities were not developed outside of plantation
labor. Howeve r , they confidently state (p , 17) that "Hawad I ans are
bound to Hawaii by strong ties of sentiment and will remain in Hawaii
under any probable conditions."
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powers in estimating migration flows between given areas (see Olsson,

1965).
9According to the principle of least effort, one would expect

the volume of migration to decline with distance if all other factors

are equal and it can be strongly argued that the number of job oppor-

tunities and amount of information generated at a given location is a

function of population size.

Gravity (and intervening opportunities) models used in U.S. migra-

tion studies generally "explain" a large portion of the variance in

migration flows but, as Adams (1969) observes, most migration flows

to specific destinations in the United States are well above or below

those predicted by using a gravity model alone. In Schwind's study

(1971), however, economic variables added little to the prediction of

migration flows beyond that given by the simple gravity model. Furl her-

more, there are many migration flows that appear to have little relc-

vance to assumptions implicit in the gravity model. For example, the

strong preference for New York City among miglants from Puerto Rico l O

cannot be eh~lained by the gravity model. Likewise, most Scandinavian

immigrants who entered New York City in the late nineteenth century

moved directly to mic",vestern states, in contrast to the Italian immi-

grants who mainly stayed on the east coast.

9Thi s is to say that if the perceived outcomes of a number of
different options are equally satisfactory, a person will generally
choose the option which he believes requires the least amount of effort
(which includes time, expense, mental stress, and physical effort) on
his part.

10In 1960, more than 60 percent of Puerto Ricans enumerated in the
United States resided in New York City.
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Macrostudies have revealed that those areas experiencing a large

net inmigration are characterized by higher gross outmigration rates

than those experiencing a large net outmigration (see Cordey-Hayes and

Gleave, 1973; Lowry, 1967; and Lansing and Mueller, 1967). What this

means is that areas grow rapidly because people are attracted to them

rather than through a high retentive hold on residents, conversely,

areas tha:. are declining in population are doing so not because of a

weak retentive hold on residents, but because they are attracting few

new residents. In general, migrants avoid economically declining areas

and move mainly to aveas experiencing rapid population growth and

economic expansion.

Wolpert (1965) has suggested that the potential destination be

evaluated in terms of its perceived utility by potential migrants; a

concept that he labels "place utility." However, rather than suggesting

that potential migrants be queried as to their evaluations of potential

locations, he states that the aggregate i1 pl ace utility" of a given

location be determined by the volume of migration to it.

Studies that have focused on why migrants choose particular

destinations (e.g., Schwar zweLLe r et a1., 1970; Rubin, 1958; Morrison,

1973; HcDonald and HcDonald, 1964; and Blumberg and BeLl.j 1966) have

indicated the important role of friends and relatives already at the

destinations. In all of the above mentioned studies, the role of

relatives in stimulating migration to specific locations Has more

important than that of friends. Relatives provided not only job and

housing informlltion for potential migrants, but Here sources of moral

support and aClual assistance in obtaining jobs and housing as well.
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Researchers studying the migration from eastern Kentucky to southern

Ohio industrial cities (Schwarzwe1ler et a1., 1971) discovered that

many managers actually preferred to hire new employees from eastern

Kentucky through the kinship networks at the plants because they believed

the new workers could then be trained by their relatives and friends

already on the job and that the new workers would work harder because of

their obligations to the relatives who recommended them. In this case,

the "place utility" of the destination is very much tied to the rela-

tives and friends who not only provide needed information on housing and

employment, but who also "create" the opportunities.

Obviously, the pioneer migrants to a given area do not have friends

and relatives already there and there are others who also move to places

where no friends or relatives are already residing. In military moves,

the location of friends and relatives is usually irrelevant and it is

reasonable to expect that in choosing colleges the location of friends

and relatives is often ignored because a college provides an institution

11
al setting' in which new friends can easily be made. One study (Area

Redevelopment Administration, 1964) suggested that the influence of

friends and relatives in choosing destinations is inversely propor-

tional to a migrant's socioeconomic status and that black migration

patterns are especially influenced by the location of relatives.

In summary, available evidence on migration flows show that other

things being equal, the number going to a given destination tends to drop

1lHowever, there are no available studies that address the issue of
the role of friends and relatives in choosing distant colleges.
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off with distance. Migrants avoid those areas experiencing economic

decline and are attracted disproportionately to areas experiencing rapid

population growth. In choosing specific destinations, many migrants

are influenced by the locations of friends and relatives who have al

ready moved.

It was initially expected that HawdLi's local nonwhite outmigran~s

would be concentrated in California, with a secondary concentration in

other west coaSL areas. This was based on the belief that not only is

California clusest to Hawaii (although air fares arc the same to all

major west coast cities), but it also has the largest population of any

state, is characterized by wages higher than both the west coast and

national averages, appears to be perceived by most Hawaii residents as

having the climate closest to that of Hawaii, and contains more than half

of all Filipinos, Chinese and Japanese living on the Mainland. It was

suspected that California's ethnjc cnncentrations in general would

attract some local nonwhites to California, but that this influence

would be secondary to that of friends and relatives who had already

moved to California. It was also believed that the migration rates to

non-westcoast areas drop off rapidly with distance, but that the non

white outmigration flows are becoming more dispersed as Hawaii residents

are receiving increasing ;,mounts of information concerning areas beyond

the west coast. Persons in the military were expected to be the most

dispersed geographically as many of the nation's military bases are in

the southeastern states.

It was believed that white outmigrants, especially those born. on

the Mainland, would be the most dispersed because they were perceived to
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have friends and relatives who were quite scattered in Mainland locations

as well as tending to have a more "national" as compared to a "local"

orientation among Hawaii's nonwhites. It was'also expected that among

all ethnic groups, those with the most specialized job skills would be

the most geographically dispersed on the Mainland.

3.5 ~~at is the Volume of Local Outmigration for Hawaii and

How Has it been Changing Over Time?

In this study, it was initially expected that there would be a

lower rate of local outmigration from Hawaii than that generally found

for Mainland states because of the attachment of local residents to

Hawaii and the intervening obstacle presented by the distance to the

Mainland. However, it was also expected that local outmigration to the

Mainland has increased tremendously since World War II, largely because

access to information concerning the Mainland first became extensive in

World War II as a result of the wartime military presence and the ex

posure of Hawaii-born soldiers to the Mainland. In addition, economic

conditions in Hawaii (Section 2.9) were assumed to have stimulated the

outmigration of many Jocal residents since World War II.

Among previous inmigrants from the Mainland, the annual volume

was Dssumed to have increased greatly since World War II if only because

the annual number coming to Hawaii has increased greatly from prewar

years. It was expected, however, that year to year fluctuations would

be sensitive to economic conditions because recent inmigrants are the

most impacted by worsening economic conditions.
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3.6 What are the Demographic Characteristics of the Outmigrants

from Hawaii?

Migration studies invariably indicate that among adults, migration

is concentrated in the 18-29 age group and drops off thereafter with

age. Bogue (1959), who otherwise believes that meaningful generaliza-

tions concerning migration cannot be made, agrees that migration tends

to be age specific. Because migrants tend to be young they are often

single, although they do not appear to be more likely than nonmigrants

to be single when age is controlled (Folger and Rowan, 1953).

One of RavE-nstein's "laws" of migration states that females are

more migratory than males (1885, p. 185). However, studies undertaken

in various countries do not indicate a consistent pattern of sex

selection in migration. Concerning the United States, a rerent U.S.

Bureau of the Census Survey (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1974) indicates

that 6.5 and 6.1 percent of males and females, respectively, moved

across state lines in 1973.

Lee (1971) argues that mi~ration tends to be bimodal, with the

most and least skilled being most likely to migrate. Support for this

assertion is provided by Shimkin's study (1971) of black outmigration

from Holmes County, Mississippi, to northern citjes. However, a number

of other studies show a direct correlation between education and job

skills and the propensity to mOve (Economic Redevelopment Administration,
\

1964; Pihlblad and Gregory, 1975; Illsley et a1., 1963; Harckwardt,

1967; and Long and Boertein, 1976). Kiser's study (1932) of the move-

ment of bl~cks from St. Helena Island, South Carolina, to northern

cities indicated little correlation between social class and the propen-

sity to move north.
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Browning and Feindt (1970) conclude that whereas migrants to

Monterey, Mexico were at one time strongly positively selected in terms

of job skills and education, this selectivity has declined markedly

over time as migration to Monterey has become a mass phenomenon. Their

finding is supported by a study by Schwarzweller et al. (1971) which

indicates that most of the initial movers out of Eastern Kentucky were

from "upper class" families, but later the "middle class" and finally

"lower class" families became dominant in the outmigration. This pattern

appears to have resulted from the differential diffusion rates of in

formation concerning outside job opportunities to persons in the three

classes. However, Beijer et ale (1961, p. 201) concluded that there

was no evidence that emigrants from Holland were of a "lesser quality

than before [emigration] became widesprc 1d."

It is argued here that in ger2ral the educated and highly skilled

are disproportionately migratory for the following reasons: (1) infor

mation about alternative locations is undoub t e dLy positively correlated

with education; (2) education and job skills are positively correlated

with income, which in part detel~ines the relative costs of a move; (3)

highly specialized jobs are much scarcer and more unevenly spatially

distributed than nonspeci81ized jobs (see Lee, 1971); (4) managers and

administrators are much more likely to be transferred than blue collar

workers; and (5) the pursuits of higher education or specialized job

training in themselves often require migration to meet these goals.

There is little reason to suspect that the. selectivity of migrants

from a given area changes drastically over time, unless the paucity of job

opportunities is such that it eventually causes massive depopulation.
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Indeed, many semiskilled to unskilled, low paying industries are

, t 0 h 0 h 1 01 12 Th h f battractea 0 areas 1n w 1C ow wages preva1 • e c ie ene-

ficiaries in such areas can be assumed to be those persons with few job

skills and low aspirations.

It was initially expected in the study that local migrants from

Hawaii should be even more concentrated among young single adults than

is the general case for first time interstate migrants on the national

level. Costs of traveling to the Mainland are high and whereas families

on the Mainland who move by automobile do not absorb significant extra

moving costs for each member of the family, in Hawaii the aggregate air

fare to the Mainland for four persons is four times that for one person. 13

Furthermore, the increasing responsibilities and resulting incorporation

into the social network after one attains early adulthood that is

characteristic of local Oriental families in Hawaii (Section 2.6) can be

expected to reduce outmigration of middle-aged Oriental adults.

Among the local population, it was initially expected that the out-

migrants immediately after World War II were predominantly male because

it was the local World War II servicemen who were first exposed to the

12Th f"l 0 d 0 f N E 1 d h he movement 0 text1 e ln ustrles rom ew ng an to t e sout -
eastern United States is a prime example.

l3A study undertaken in the early 1960s indicated that the mean
cost per move for interlabor area movers who were not transferred was
only $180 per family. Among :'.. nontransfers, 63 percent of all families
paid less than $50 to move their possessions (Area Redevelopment Admin
istration, 1964). Airfare per person from Hawaii to Los Angeles was
$320 in 1945, $184 in 1950~ $86 in 1970 (the lowest air fare ever) and
$120 in 1977. Furthermore, all but minimal possessions have to be
shipped separately. For fluctuations in the airfare to· Los Angeles,
see State of Hawaii Data Book, 1974, Table 255.
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Mainland j~ large numbers and, as a result, received the necessary

information with which to make migration decisions. However, the local

outmigrants were believed to be presently much more evenly distributed

between the sexes and may even be now preponderantly female. This

belief is based on two factors: the greatly increased military presence

after 1955 which led to increasing possibilities of local females

marrying servicemen, who generally go to overseas stations or the Main

land upon completion of their terms of duty in Hawaii; and the increasing

dissatisfaction among local Oriental females with their subordinate

roles(Section 2.6). Outmigration offers an alternative for those females

who are dissatisfied.

Characteristics of the Jocal outmigrants in terms of job skills

and education were belie-Jed to be very much related to their r e.is ons for

leaving Hawaii. It was expected that those who leave for educational and

job related reasons would be better educated and with generally more

specialized job skills than the general population. Those leaving for

military reasons were expected to be somewhat less educated on the

average than the general population and those leaving mainly because of

high housing costs were expected to be characterized by low incomes.

On balance, it was expected that local outmigrants would be characterized

by higher job specializations and skills than the local population at

large.

3.7 What do Hawaii's Outmigrants Find on the Mainland Compared

to Prior EXRectations?

The above question phrased in general terms is relevant both to a

migrant's adjustment in a given location and his subsequent moves. Few
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studies address this issue directly. Lansing and Mueller (1967)

suggested that many persons move on the basis of very limited informa-

tion about the destination and that this hinders the realization of

economically purposeful objectives. However, the studies cited in

Section 3.4 indicate that most migrants had learned a considerable amount

of information::oncerning the destination before they moved. More than

half of the head of household movers in the Beach Creek (Schwarzweller

et aI., 1971) and "redevelopment area" studies (Area Redevelopment

Administration, 1964) arranged jobs in advance before they moved.

Studies of Kiser (1932) and Herrick (1965) indicated that rore than

half of the migrants had visited the destinations before they moved

to them.

Although the above studies suggest most migrants are fairly

knowledgeable about their destinations, there is a difference between

hearing something and actually experiencing it. A local in Hawaii who

is told that the winters in North Dakota are extremely cold or that Los

Angeles is huge, for instance, can be expected to have an incomplete per-

ception of what these observations mean in tel~ of lifestyle until he

or she has actually eX]I~ienced them.

It was initially ( .p e c t ed that whereas all Hawaii-born adult

migrants prior to migration know much about the Mainland in terms of

what is taught in the schools, or is shown on television, and that some

have considerable access 'to firsthand information about the Mainland

from relatives or friends, many are not knowledgeable about the destin-

. f hav i . I .. d h 14 All h h iations ln terms 0 aVlng prevlous y Vlslte tern. ot er t lngs

l4A preliminary survey undertaken by the author involving students
in a freshman geography class indicated that of the 27 students born in
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being equal, prior lack of information was expected to hinder both social

and economic adjustments at the destination.

3.8 What Share of Hawaii's Outmigrants Eventually Return to Hawaii?

When and Why do They Return?

Return migration, until recently, has received little attention in

the migration literature. Perhaps because they commonly assume the

primacy of economic reasons in migration, scholars viewing migration from

a macrolevel have tended to assume that most return migrants were ec :tomic

failures at the previous destinations (see Bowman and Myers, 1967;

Vanderkamp, 1958; Marckwardt, 1966; and Kiker and Traynham, 1974).

Studies that directly address the motivations of return migrants,

however, do not indicate that "economic failure" is usually the primary

motive for return. The massive study of Dutch emigration (Beijer et al.,

1961) suggested that the great majority of those who retumed·toHolland

did so because of social dissatisfactions, not economic ones. Approxi-

mately half of Puerto Ricans who returned to Puerto Rico when their work

contracts with the War Manpower Commission expired gave family reasons

for returning, as contrasted with less than a quarter who mentioned the

expiration of their contracts as the primary reason for returning (S~nior,

1971). When Puerto Rican migrants in New York City were asked to com-

pare Puerto Rico with New York City (Myers and Maswick, 1968), intended

stayers and returnees gave equal evaluations of economic opportunities in

Hawaii, eight had never visted the Mainland. Of those who had visited
the Mainland, the majority confined their visits largely to Disneyland
in California and/or Las Vegas.
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both places. However, the intended returnees evaluated Puerto Rico

much higher in terms of friends, "good home life," good climate, and

"nice neighbors."

Simmons and Ramiro (1972) discovered that migrants returning from

Bogata to rural areas in Colombia tended to be much better educated and

much wealthier than those rural-urban migrants who stayed in Bogata.

This appears to be related to the types of economic opportunities avail

able in the rural areas. Nearly half of the returnees in the Beech

Creek Study (Schwarzweller et al., 1971) subsequently remigrated to the

same or similar destinations. This hardly suggests that the initial

moves were regarded as Eaf.Lures ,

In summary, available evidence suggests that migrants are more

likely to return for social reasons rather than because of economic

failure. The type of person \\Tho is most likely to return appears to

depend on the social and economic characteristics at the origin of the

move.

Most return migration appears to occur soon after the initial

move. About half of Beech Creek outmigrants who later returned did so

within two years of the original migration (ibid.). CRmpbell and

Johnson (1976), after a review of the available literature, concluded

that return migration generally occurs within two to four years of the

initial move. This generally short period is consistent with the axiom

of cumulative inertia earlier discussed, as well as the length of ser

vice generally required of former draftees in the military and the

period of time generally spent at universities.
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There has been a tendency to grossly underestimate the volume of

return migration, in part because census data based on five year periods

grossly understate the extent of return migration, but also because of

a tendency to confuse the issue of the total number of moves with the

total number of movers. Marckwardt (1968), for example, after review-

ing census data and the Survey Research study showing that only s~ven

percent of all moves made by a nationwide sample between 1950 and 1963

were to the place of birth concluded that return migration was unusual.

However, a number of studies that trace individual movement suggest

that the rate of return migration to a given location is often sub-

stantia1. From change of residence data provided by the Canadian

Family Allowance System, Vanderkamp (1958) estimated that perhaps half

of all mig~~nts from a given province eventually returned to that

province. Kiker and Trayham (1974) concluded from the Social Security

Administration work history sample that more than 40 percent of workers

who migrated from southeastern states in the early 1960s had returned

to the southeast by 1970. 15 The Beech Creek study (Schwarzweller et

al., 1971) indicated that more than one-third of those who moved for

the first time returned, although many subsequently remigrated. In

contrast, however, studies of black outmigrants from Yazoo County,

Mississippi (Price, 1971), and St. Helena Island, South Carolina (Kiser,

15Howe~er, many undoubtedly did not return to the states they
originally migrated from. "Return migration ll here is used in a very
loose sense. For example, a person moving from Hawaii to New York
and then to California could be considered as a IIreturn migrant" if
the census-defined IIPacific States ll is used as the frame of reference.
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1932), indicated that few black outmigtants later re~urned.16 Apparently,

social and economic conditions in the southern rural areas discouraged

return migration of blacks.

The author expected that the rate of return migration among the

Hawaii-born population would be much higher than the average found on the

Mainland.. It was expected that it would be greatest among persons who .

had moved for military reasons as many who served in the military prior

to the establishment of the volunteer army were drafted. Furthermore,

being stationed at a military base- can easily result in negative per-

ceptions of the surrounding area, especially where local-military ten

sions are evident. 17 However, it was also be1ieve~ that many of the

other Hawaii-born migrants, especially those attending college on the

Mainland, migrate 'vith the intention of returning, some have difficulty

adjusting to the Mainland, and family obligations cause many to return.

In addition, it was believed that the sense of "beLongd.ng in HawaLL"

would persist among many local outmigrants.

16Again, the scale used in defining return migration must be kept
in mind. In the ~~. Helena case, at least, few biacks who went to
northern cities returned either to the southeast or to South Carolina.

17A recent article in the Hawaii Observer explored the bitterness
that many servicemen feel about being stationed in Hawaii. Servicemen
interviewed appeared to be especially unhappy over perceived anti-G.!.
attitudes and actions in the local community. However, career per
sonnel tended to have the attitude that the complaints of the young
G.I.s were typical of those found on Mainland bases. See Brian Nicol,
"''Many Young G. 1. s Seem Especially Unhappy about Living in Hawaii,"
Hawaii Observer, November 3, 1977, pp. 10-12.
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3.9 What is the Relationship Between Inmigration to Hawaii and Local

Outmigration from Hawaii?

The question of whether the volume of inmigration is related to

the rate of outmigration among either the previous inmigrants or the

local population in a given area defies easy ans~ers and, not sur

prisingly, appears to have :.:·escaped attention in the migration liter

ature dealing at. scales above the community level. Svart (1976) does

argue that outmigration from a formerly desired area begins apace when

the "quality of life" declines as a result of population growch, but does

not specify whether "locals" or recent arrivals are most likely to

leave.

A tentative guess was made that .the outmigration of "locals" is

stimulated by the inflow of persons from the Mainland. The basis for

this belief lies in the fact that most of the inmigrants from the Main

land are highly educated and many are qualified for specialized jobs

which are in limited supply. Furthermore, inmigrants do affect housing

costs, and housing costs were tentatively identified in Section 3.2 as

being a prime cause of outmigration. It was believed, however, that

the problems engendered by inmigration would have a much greater effect

in stimulating outmigration of the recent inmigrants who have fewer

social attachments to Hawaii than the local residents.

3.10 What are the Consequences of the Local Outmigration for Hawaii?

The available migration literature is devoid of any discussion of

the consequences of outmigration in areas experiencing a net inmigration.

No tentative expectations were formulated prior to the study.
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3.11 A Preview of Research Findings

On some issues the research findings confirmed the initial expec-

tations, but the findings were at considerable variance with the

initial expectations on a number of important questions. These con-

flicts resulted from faulty assumptions initially made by the author.

Findings pertaining to the research concerns are discussed in the order

the concerns were originally raised (see Section 1.3).

What is the volume of local outmigration from Hawaii
and how has it been changing over time?

Among those recruited for plantation labor, the rates of outmigra-

tion were high for all groups except the Chinese.- Prior to World War

II, the rates were quite low among Hawaiians and second generation non-

whites, but they continued to be high among second generation Portuguese

and Puerto Ricans. On the eve of World War II, perhaps five percent of

Hawaii-born adult nonwhites and 40 percent of Caucasian Hawaii-born

adults were living on the Mainland.

There was an upsurge in nonwhite outmigration after the end of

World War II. The volume of nonwhite outmigration peaked in the late

1950s and thereafter remained at a fairly constant level until about

1970. The outmigration of local whites remained high throughout the

postwar period. Since 1970, there has been an apparent drop in the

yearly volume of local outmigrants. This drop is related to rising out-

of-state college tuitions and the reduced number of personnel in the

all volunteer military.

During the late 1950s and the 1960s perhaps two-thirds and five-

ninths of Hawaii-born whites and nonwhites, respectively, went to the
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Mainland for at least six months after reaching the age of 17. The

permanent loss among nonwhites was about 30 percent in the mid-1950s but,

because of an increased rate of return, dropped to about 20 percent by

the late 1960s. In contrast, the permanent loss among Hawaii-born

white adults ranged from 40~o-' 50 percent for the period between 1945

and 1970. There is not sufficient information with which to estimate

the permanent loss of either whites or nonwhites since 1970.

1~at are the demographic characteristics of the outmigrants?

Most local nonwhites leaving Hawaii prior to World War II were

young male adults. Outmigration has continued to involve mainly young

adults, but males and females are now equally represented among the

nonwhite outmigrants. Most are unmarried and few have accompanying

children. Local white outmigrants are also equally likely to be male

or female, but are more likely to be married, in their thirties, and

accompanied by children. In the long run, the outmigrants tend to be

better educated and with higher status occupations than those never

moving from Hawaii.

However, this study shows that the personality differences between

the movers and stayers are more revealing than the demographic differ

ences. Concerning those who leave, the most apt characterization that

can be made is that as compared to those who stay, they are generally

more adventuresome and restless. In contrast, the stayers are generally

more "rooted" in Hawaii. These attributes do appear to have a positive

correlation with eventual academic achievement and occupational

ranking.
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Why do the outmigrants leave Hawaii? Why do others choose to
stay in :'.awaii?

The survey of 1964 graduates suggested that about two-fifths of

the outmigrants left to attend college, perhaps a quarter left with the

military, a fifth went to seek immediate employment on the Mainland and

a tenth left with Mainland-born spouses (usually servicemen) to the

Hainland. During the late 1950s, the proportion of outmigrants seeking

immediate jobs was much higher whereas the proportion leaving to attend

college was considerably lower.

However, it must be kept in mind that these are overt purposes, not

underlying motivations. Perhaps the most significant finding£ of the

~. ""udy were that most who left to attend a l1ainland college were not

motivatec by the desire to obtain a better academic education than could

be obtained at the University of Hawaii, perhaps a majority initially

leaving Hawaii with the military were not drafted or coerced into

joining by the threat of the draft, and job and salary dissatisfactions

were the major motivations for only a small proportion of t l.:.. se moving

to the Mainland to seek immediate employment. Rather, the main motiva-

tions behind the moves were to "get off the rock," experience something

different, and, in many cases, to escape parental control. Excepting

those who married servicemen from the Mainland, few envisioried that

they would be on the Hainland for more than a few years.

Information about the }fainland appears to have been of little

importance in motivating the initial desire to move. Rather, the

general sequence of events was usually that a desire to move first

developed and information would then be solicited, usually from friends
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and relatives who were either living on the Mainland or had once lived

there. If the parents proved willing to pay at least a considerable

proportion of the college expenses, the enlistee could pass the military

physical and written examination, or the potential jobseeker had a

friend to move with and/or relatives and friends at the potential

destination, the move wouLd then be generally made.

Why did nearly half of the graduates not move? A minority of the

nonmovers did have the desire to move at one time but were prevented

from doing so by outside circumstances. However, it does appear that

the large majority who had a strong desire to move did so as most had

friends and/or relatives living on the Mainland, requirements for

military service were not overly demanding, and Island parents in

general have college ambitions for their children and are willing to

finance a Mainland college education if it is economically feasible to

do so. The large majority who did not leave the Isles had no strong

desire to do so. For them, the security of family and friends and the

Island "way of life" were paramount considerations. In contrast to

those eager to leave, they tended to believe negative reports about the

Hainland. In general, the movers could be termed "restless" or "adven

turesome" wher eas the stayers wer e security oriented. Economic circum

stances appear to have been largely unrelated to these orientations

although those from affluent families had the highest probabilities of

moving to the Hainland via the college route.

In contrast, most of the outmigration among plantation laborers

was economically oriented. Prior to the Great Depression, economic

opportunities on the west coast were far superior to those offered in
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Hawaii. Even more important, however, was the fact that most laborers

who left had not been in Hawaii long enough to establish "roots" there.

lVhat are the social contexts in which outmigration takes
place? Is there a differential rate of outmigration
among Hawaii's major ethnic groups and is this influenced
by differential cultural influences acting on members of
Hawaii's major ethnic groups?

The survey of 1964 high school graduates revealed that close family

relationships discourage outmigration as does a strong identification

with perceived "local" values. Mainly for these reasons, the outmigration

rate is much lower among nonwhites than whites.

Among local nonwhites, outmigration rates of the various ethnic

groups are similar. However, the outmigration rate of married Orientals,

especially those ~~th children, is much lower than among other married

nonwhites. This is related to the accumulation of family ties and

obligations that develop after marriage in Oriental families.

Social influences markedly affect the rates of return migration.

This issue is discussed later in the section on return migration.

v..lhere do Hawaii's outmigrants go? l:'"nat are the factors
influencing the destination choices?

The largest number by far move to Cc:1.ifornia, but the actual pro-

portion going to California at a given time depends on the distribution

of overt purposes for moving. Almost all who seek employment go to

San Francisco or Los Angeles. Large proportions of those attending

college go to Oregon, Washington, or a midwestern state. Many who

join the military are assigned to bases in the south~ once basic train-

ing in California is completed. Those marrying servicemen generally

return with them to their home states.
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However, a considerable proportion of those who initially move to

places other than California end up i~ the Golden State. Retentive

powers of all non-California destinations are low.

Those initially moving to California are attracted mainly by good

employment opportunities, high wages, good climate, abundant knowledge

about the state, and friends and relatives and many other former Isle

residents living there. Large numbers of Orientals ~ se do not attract

local Oriental outmigrants to California; rather, it is the large number

of Orientals with Hawaii antecedents.

For those choosing to attenc college outside of California, the

northwest is preferred by many because it is perceived to be environ

mentally attractive and Hawaii students are already plentiful in many

of the colleges there. Many attending non-west coast colleges are

attracted by the elements of adventure and experiencing what it is like

to live away from other Orientals and Island people in general.

For those joining the military or marrying servicemen, the element

of choice in the initial }fainland destination is generally absent.

Many migrants originally moving to other areas later move to

California because it is widely considered to be the }illinland state

that best combines the advantages of Hawaii and the NaLnLand , Dis

counting the sites of basic training for those in the military, only

about two-fifths of the 1964 high school graduates who left originally

moved to California. By 1975, however, nearly two-sthfrds of the

graduates still living on the }minland were residing in California.
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What do Hawaii's outmigrants find in the Mainland compared
to prior expectations?

Excluding those in the military, most persons who move do have some

knowledge about the place they initially move to, but this knowledge is

not a substitute for actually living in the area. It appears that the

amount of prior knowledge about the area moved to is not an important

consideration for the eventual social and economic adjustments of the

local outmigrants. For the bulk of outmigrants the most important

factors in adjustment are thtir personalities and events unique to each

individual.

vlliat share of Hawaii's outmigrants eventually return
to Hawaii? When and why do they return?

The return rate depends on economic circumstances and the degree of

social attachment to Hawaii. Among t ho se plantation laborers departing

before World War II, few returned. This reflects both the lack of

economic opportunities in Hawad.L and the lack of HawaI L "roots."

Those nonwhites who left during the early 1950s were in the main

intensely loyal to Hawaii, but economic conditions in Hawaii were then

very poor. Under such circumstances, only about a third eventually

returned. In contrast, the Hawaii economy was rapidly eh~anding in the

late 1960s. Under such conditions uetween 50 and 60 percent of the non-

white outmigrants among the 1964 high school graduates returned to

Hawaii before this study Has undertaken. The comparable rate for the

Whites in the 1964 graduating class was well under 50 percent. The

rate of return for the nonwhites among the 1964 high school graduates is

well in excess of return rates L2nerally cited in the migration liter-

ature as being "average. ll
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Most return migration occurs within five years of the initial move.

Return usually occurs almost inm"diately after the purpose that motivated

the initial move is fulfilled.

Few in the survey sample returned because of economic difficulties.

For most returnees the stay on the }lainland was a success in terms of

academic training, learning job skills, or broadening personal out-

looks. At the time of their initial moves most had expected to return,

but this is also true of most who were still on the Mainland in 1975.

Those who returned did so mainly for social reasons; their hearts had

always been in Hawaii during their Mainland stays. By contrast, those

who stayed on the Mainland did so mainly for economic reasons. 'Vhereas

those graduating from high school were generally aware of the generally

better job opportunities and high wages as well as lower living costs

on the Mainland, knowledge of these facts made little practical impres-

sian for most and did not provide the stimulus for very much of the

outmigration. However, the practical significance of these facts in

terms of standard of living became Lncr eas LngLy obvious wi.th duration of

residence on the Mainland. Those who valued their economic improvement

D'ore than the social ties of friends and relatives or the local life-

style "ere generally the ones who stayed on the NaLn'Land ,

"~at is the relationship between inmigration to Hawaii
and local outmigration from Hawaii?

To the extent that this study does not focus on inmigration it can-

n~t provide adequate information on which to assess the relationship,

between inrnigration of nonlocals from the Mainland and foreign countries

and the outmigration of local residents. The author believes for reasons
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discussed in Chapter II that inmigration is a cause of the high housing

costs, increased crowding, especially on Oahu, and a contributor to

the presently substantial (in comparison to the Mainland) unemployment

rate. 18 Assuming these beliefs to be true (and they can be legitimately

debated), the facts that there was an almost complete absence of persons

in the questionnaire sample who moved primarily because of high housing

costs or perceived environmental degradation and only a small propor-

tion moved primarily for economic reasons suggest that the impact of

inmigrants from elsewhere on the gross outmigration has been insignif-

icant. Its impact has been much greater in discouraging the return of

outmigrants already on the Mainland. Perhaps three-quarters would

return if they were assured of jobs on return and housing costs on

Hawaii and on the Mainland were comparable; the actual proportion

returning during the 1970s was probably under half. Economic consider-

ations being equal, the rate of outmigration of recent inmigrants is

undoubtedly sensitive to the volume of inmigration as recent inmigrants

are most impacted by economic problems resulting from inmigration and

furthermore do not have social ties to keep them in Hawaii.

1fuat are the consequences of the local outmigration for Hawaii?

In discussing the consequences of the outmigration of local resi-

dents for Hawaii, one cannot avoid making value judgments concerning

whar; is "good." During the 1960s apparently about 50 percent of local

l8Dn the other hand, the tourist sector is undoubtedly helped by the
influx of persons willing to take low paying jobs shunned by locals.
This certainly helps keep tourist costs competitive with those of
competing tourist areas.
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non-Haoles and perhaps two-thirds of local Haoles reaching maturity

migrated to the Mainland within 10 years of reaching the age of 18.

These rates suggest an annual gross outmigration of some 5,000 Hawaii

born non-Haole adults and perhaps 900 Hawaii-born Haole adults. 19 How-

ever, since the permanent loss is estimated to have been approximately

20 percent among local non-Haoles and 40 percent among local Haoles,

the net loss is estimated to have been in the neighborhood of perhaps

2,000 and 500 respectively. This annual net loss of approximately

2,500 adults represents approximately one percent of the Hawaii-born

population in Hawaii that was aged 18 and over in 1970. Compared to

the estimated 20,000 nonmilitary related civilians and 6,000 inmigrants

arriving annually in the late 1960s this is not a large number.

Changes in ethnic distribution that are taking place in Hawaii are far

more a function of the inmigration from the Mainland and abroad than of

local residents leaving for the Mainland. 20

Of concern to policy makers should be the types of local residents

leaving the state" The survey sample shows that the restless and

19Approximately 11,000 persons graduated from high school annually
during the 1960s. Estimates of the Hawaii Department of Education sug
gest that about 83 percent of those who were eligible to graduate did so
during the decade. Perhaps three-quarters of the 13,250 who are
estimated to have reached the age of 18 each year were Hawaii-born non
Haoles. The proportion who were Hawaii-born Haoles almost certainly did
not exceed 10 percent. Applying the outmigration rates of 50 percent for
non-Haoles and 67 percent for Haoles yield yearly totals of 5,000 and 900
respectively. This estimate ignores the possibility of outmigration past
age 29 (the age of the survey sample) but 1970 public use census data
sho~ this number to be small (see Chapter V).

20I t would not surprise the author if a study revealed that more
than half of the nonmilitary related "intended residents" normally leave
within five years of arrival in Hawaii. However, the inmigration from
the Hainland is of such a magnitude that even an outmigration rate of 60
percent of the nonlocal inmigrants would not change the above observation.
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discontented are overrepresented among the local outmigrants. If one is

to view the prevailing local values as the best of possible worlds, the

loss of the discontented may be viewed as desirable. If, on the other

hand, change is viewed as necessary to meet new challenges, the out

migration could be viewed with alarm.

From the author's viewpoint, the returnees are beneficial to both

the local economy and society. A high proportion have graduated from

Mainland colleges and some have learned skills there that could not

have been obtained in Hawaii. From the questionnaire survey, it is

obvious that most returnees felt broadened by living on the Mainland,

yet felt a strong commitment to the local society. In that sense they

were rnaintainers rather than threats to local values. It is no accident

that the overwhelming majority of local politicians who were instru

mental in the overthrow of the pre-World War II political oligopoly

received part or all of their college educations on the }~inland.

This experience gave them an expanded vision of what "could be" while

doing nothing to shake their fundamental commitment to what they con

sidered to be the positive aspects of the island society.

Both the questionnaire survey and the 1970 public use census sample

revealed the long-term outmigrants (defined as those still living on the

}1ainland in 1975 in the questionnaire sample and on the Nain1and for

more than five years in the public use sample) to be on the average much

better educated and with higher job skills than their counterparts in

Hawaii. This may seem a loss to Hawaii, but it must be kept in mind

that migrants in general are better educated and have higher job skills

than nonmigrants. Furthermore, the local economy cannot fully utilize
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those who have learned occupations for which there is no demand in

Hawaii. Those migrants coming from the Mainland are in general well

educated and in professional or managerial occupations, and outnumler

the local outmigrants. Of course, the inmigrants are perceived by most

local residents to be socially different and to compete for the relative

ly limited number of high status jobs in the economy.

The questionnaire survey and subsequent interviews revealed that

many of the long-term outmigrants felt a strong commitment to Hawaii but

believed they could not return because of the limited job market and

high living costs, especially for housing. The fact that those persons

would prefer to live in H:,waii but are still on the Mainland is an

indication of real problems that exist in Hawaii. Nevertheless, the

number of local residents permanently lost to the Mainland per year

because of these problems perhaps did not exceed 1,500 a year during

the late 1960s. This is not a substantial loss.

3.12 Summary

Tentative expectations discussed in this chapter evolved from

several basic c.onsiderations. It was expected that most of the civilian

outmigration from Hawaii is either a direct or an indirect result of

economic and housing problems in Hawaii. However, the recent inmigrants

and local residents were expected to be differentially affected by these

problems and to have generally different social orientations to Hawaii.

As a result, the outmigration rate of recent inmigrants was expected to

be much greater than that of Hawaii-born residents. However, differ

ential outmigration rates were expected among the different local ethnic
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groups. This was expected partly because of differing general socio

economic circumstances, but, in addition, larger societal influences

were expected to play a role.

It was expected that the outmigration of Hawaii's local nonwhite

population is heavily directed to California because of a perception

that California is most similar to Hawaii in terms of climate, as well

as the facts that large Japanese, Chinese, Filipino populations already

reside in California, outmigration from Hawaii was heavily directed to

California in the past, wages in California tend to be well above the

national av~rage, and California is the least distant of all Mainland

states. Although local Haoles and previous inmigrants were also expected

to be concentrated in California, they were expected to be more dis

persed than the local nonwhite population because they were assumed to

have a generally greater knowledge of alternative destinations and a

weaker "local orientation."

It was initially believed that the yearly volume of local out

migration has increased greatly since World Ivar II. This is due to the

greater information now available about the Mainland, but also to chronic

economic problems in Hawaii. It was expected that the local adult out

migrants would be younger on the average than the national average for

first time outmigrants, about equally male and female, and generally of

a higher socioeconomic status than those not migrating. These character

istics were expected to result from obstacles in moving to the Mainland,

various social values in the local population, and differential economic

needs and perceptions of opportunities elsewhere.
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It was believed that the return rate among Hawaii's local out

migrants would be high by Mainland standards, largely because of the

strong emotional ties to Hawaii that were expected to persist among most

local residents who move to the Mainland. It was also expected that in

migration from the Mainland would be positively related to the outmigra

tion of the local population because the problems believed to stimulate

outmigration were perceived to be partly a function of population growth.

Perhaps the biggest surprise concerning the research findings was

the discovery that only a small proportion of the contemporary local

outmigration is stimulated either directly or indirectly by economic and

housing problems in Hawaii. Furthermore, formal academic considerations

are generally fiOt important motivationc for attending college on the

Mainland. More important are the desires for change, to experience

the Mainland, independence, and to escape from family situations. Most

initially do not envision their departure to be permanent.

In contrast to the author's initial expectations, the rate of gross

local outmigration has declined since the late 1960s. This is related

to the great increase in out-of-state college tuitions and the drop in

manpower needs of the all volunteer army.

As expected, the annu a L rate of outmigration is higher among local

whites than nonwhites. This appears to be related to a stronger "local"

orientation among nonwhites. Outmigration rates appear to be similar

among the major nonwhite ethnic groups.

The outmigration of the local nonwhites is heavily directed towards

California. However, the proportion 1,ho go to California during a given

time period depends on the distribution of overt purposes associated with
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the moves. The proportion who initially move to California is much

lower than the proportion who permanently settle there in preference to

other Mainland states.

As expected, the study revealed that most nonwhite local outmigrants

are young unmarried adults without accompanying children. The past

male dominance among nonwhite outmigrants was shown to have given way to

a numerical balance between the sexes. Outrnigrants were shown to be

characterized by higher educational, occupational and income levels than

nonmigrants. More important, however, are the personality differences

between the migrants and nonmigrants. As compared to the nonmigrants,

the movers are characterized by a greater restlessness, desire for

adventure, and a wish to experience change.

Not unexpectedly, the study showed that the return rate of local

nonwhites is high by national standards. This return rate is highly

sensitive to economic conditions in Hawaii. If they are good, more than

half of the nonwhite outmigrants will return whereas perhaps only a

third will return if economic conditions are poor. Insomuch as economic

conditions affect the net outmigration rate, it is through return migra

tion. In fact, the volume of inmigration from the Mainland and abroad

appears to have little influence on the outmigration of local residents,

but does discourage return migration that would take place if there were

no inmigration of nonlocal residents.

Evidence for the research findings are presented in Chapters IV

through XIV. Implications of these findings for migration theory and

Hawaii's population policies are discussed in the concluding chapter.
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HISTORICAL OUTMIGRATION PATTERNS AS REVEALED

BY SECONDARY SOURCES

4.1 Introduction

An historical approach in studying migration is valuable for four

reasons: (1) present migration flows are not independent of past flows

in the sense that person~ who have previously moved to a location

exercise an influence on present migration patterns because of informa

tion conveyed to potential migrants and practical assistance rendered

for those who move; (2) an understanding of social and economic conditions

in the past and how persons reacted to them in terms of migration can

give valuable insights on how persons will react in the future, given

similar conditions; (3) the migration process itself is illuminated by

an understanding of how changing conditions are related to changing

patterns of movement in terms of volume, destination, and duration;

and (4) migration itself is a dynamic process and a look at one time

period as is COlnmon in migration studies often induces a static view of

the reality of migration.

This chapter provides an historical overview of outmigration

trends as shown by the census, immigration, and other sources of

ava5.lable secondary data ordinarily used in migration research. More

detailed information on historical migration patterns is to be found in

the various appendices. As will become apparent during the chapter, this

approach does give a historical perspective on migration patterns and an
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idea of the volume of outmigration as well as some of the gross

demographic characteristics of the outmigrants. Research questions

left unanswered by this approach will also become apparent in this

chapter.

4.2 Outmigration Prior to World War II as Revealed by Steerage and

Other Historical Data

The flow of Hawaiians to the Mainland and other overseas areas

began shortly after the initial visit of Captain Cook in l778.~ This

number grew from an estimated 200 (out of 134,750) in 1823 to 4,000 (of

an estimated 83,000) in 1850 but thereafter began to decline and in 1920

there were only 126 Hawaiians enumerated on the Mainland. 2 This number

increased to 660 (compared to 64,000 still in Hawaii) in 1930 but then

declined slightly to approximately 650 in 1940. 3 The increase in the

number of Hawaiians away from Hawaii up to 1850 was related to the rise

of the whaling industry and the need for Hawaiian seamen on whaling

vessels, and a demand for labor to extract unexp10ited resources on the

United States and Canadian west coast. The subsequent decline resulted

largely from the demise of the whaling industry, the decreasing need for

1A detailed discussion of the initial outflow of Ba,.aiians as well
as that of other groups prior to World War II is contai1ed in Appendix
A.

2Estimates for 1823 and 1850 are derived from an unpublished manu
script by Romanzo Adams which is on file in the Hawaii collection at the
University of Hawaii. The 1920 figure is derived from published data of
the u.s. Bureau of the Census.

3657 "Polynesians" were enumerated in 1940. Only six non-Hawaiian
Polynesians were enumerated on the Mainland in 1930.
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persons with skills the Hawaiians had for exploiting the fishing, timber

and mineral resources of the west coast, and the increasing discrimin

ation Hawaiians were subjected to on the Mainland (see Appendix A).

Although the outmigration of Hawaiians prior to the twell.:·.eth century

has had virtually no influence on present outmigration patterns of

Hawaiians, this early movement is of interest as it is a demonstration

that the native Hawaiians responded in large numbers to economic incen

tives afforded elsewhere.

The volume and sex distribution of the outmigrants from the various

groups recruited for plantation labor are summarized in Tables 4.1 and

4.2. Persons wishing more detail are referred to Appendix A. Table 4.1

shows that with the exception of the Chinese, substantial proportions

in each group recruited went to the Mainland. Among the Spaniards,

Russians, Germans and Hindus (as well as Norwegians, Galicians and

other smaller European groups not shown in Table 4.1) the outmigration

was of such a magnitude that these groups ceased to have a separate

identity. Notable is the large return flow of the Asians back to their

country of origin whereas virtually all of the European and Puerto

Rican departees went to the Mainland. Although the most immediate

explanation for this is that the }~inland provided an intervening

opportunity for those Europeans and Puerto Ricans wishing to return

"home," this is not the primary reason. Planters preferred unmarried

Asian males who would leave after their contracts expired. Therefore,

it served their purpose to recruit Asians committed to eventual return

"horne." In contrast, Europeans and Puerto Ricans \ er e recruited largely

in family groups and expected to stay, thus providing a counterweight to



Table 4.l. Summary of the Outmigration of Groups Imported for Plantation Labor in Hawaii

Estimated Number Moving
Number Leaving to Number Re- to Hawaii from

Years imported Mainland Via turning to ioJest Coast
Group and total number Steerage Passage Home Country 1912-1934 Comments

Japanese 1886-1924 180,000 1,000 prior to 1898 100,000 2,428 Outmigration of laborers
40,000 1900-1907 from Japan prevented by

3,434 1908-1934a Gentlemen's Agreement of
Approx. 45,000 total 1907

Filipinos 1908-1934 120,000 21,683 1909-1934 40,000 1,466 Outmigration virtually
halted by Tydings-
McDuffy Act in 1934

Chinese 1878-1884 46,000 1,000 prior to 1898 23,000 1,455 Aliens prevented by law
1,371 1906-1934 from moving to Mainland

Approx. 2,400 total after 1882

Korean 1904-1905 8,000 1,163 1905-1907 1,246 34 Restriction for Japanese
143 1908-1933a applied for Koreans as

1,306 total well

Portuguese 1878-1884 10,700 3,900 prior to 1898 Virtually 1,730 Due to high rate of
1906-1913 6,800 6,500 1900-1910b none natural increase there

7,699 1911-1934 were 25,000 Portuguese
Total 17,500 Approx. 18,100 total in Hawaii in 1930

.....
N
-.....I



Table 4.1 (continued) Summary of the Outmigration of Groups Imported for Plantation Labor in Hawaii

Group

Years imported
Number Leaving to
Mainland Via
Steerage Passage

Estimated
Number Re
turning to
Home Country

Number Moving
to Hawaii from
\-lest Coast
1912-1934 Comments

Spanish

Puerto Rican

Russian

"Hindu"

1906-1913

1901
1921

1906-1916

1904-1905

8,000

5,000
676

2,248

629

1,000 1907-1910b

6,303 1911-1928
Approx. 7,300 total

500 1902-1910b
1,793 1911-1934

Approx. 2,300 total

1,503 1907-1928

457 1906-1912

Virtually
none

Virtually
none

Virtually
none

135

89

191

95

o

Only 1,248 enumerated
in 1930 census

6,671 in Hawaii in
1930; 8,296 in Hawaii
in 1940.

Ceased to be group
with separate iden
tity by 1920.

Completely out of
Hawaii by 1913

Germans 1881-1885 1,403 Not counted separately Virtually
but probably over 1,000 none

Unknown,
but very
few

Most of German com
munity moved to
Mainland by 1920

aThe large majority of persons leaving between 1907 and 1934 were native born. See "comment" for
exp1antation of why this was so.

bApproximate1y 8,000 "Iberians" were counted among the steerage outmigrants between 1900 and 1910.
Based on circumstantial evidence, 500 of this total was allotted to Puerto Ricans, and Spanish were assumed
to have numbered about 1,000. This left 6,500 Portuguese.

Sources: Lind (1938, p. 205), u.s. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1905, p. 21), Adams (1937, pp. 11-12), and
Report of the Hawaii Governor to the Commissioner General of the U.S. for the years 1906-1934. I-'

N
00



Table 4.2. Sex Distribution of Steerage Migrants to Mainland, 1884-1934

Group' Adult :Hale Adult Female All Children Total

European
Portuguese 7,500 4,400 6,200 18,100
Spanish 3,000 1,600 2,700 7,300
Puerto Rican 1,000 600 700 2,300
Russian 700 300 500 1,500

All Europeana 12,200 6,900 10,100 29,200

Asian
Japanese to 1907b 37,800 2,700 1,100 41,600

1907-1933 2,600 600 200 3,400
Filipino 20,700 500 450 21,700
Chinese 2,000 200 200 2,400
Korean to 1907b 1,080 50 40 1,170

1907-1933 110 30 ° 140
"Hindu" 450 0 ° 450--

All Asian 64,740 4,130 1,990 70,690
All Persons 76,940 11,030 12,090 100,060

alncluding German and miscellaneous groups would probably take total to 31,000

~fust leaving after 1907 were Hawaii-born.

Sources: See Table 4.7.

I-'
N
\0
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the "yellow peril." Those families recruited did not expect to return.

Furthermore, whites on the west coast were much more hospitable to

Europeans than to Asians.

The strategies of recruitment followed by the planters are

reflected in Table 4.2 which shows the sex distribution of migrants to

the Mainland. More than 90 percent of Asians going to the Mainland were

adult males and fewer than three percent were childr~n. Among those

of non-Asian ancestry, 2du1t males, adult females, and children com

prised approximately 40, 25, and 35 percent, respectively of the out

migrants. One result of these differences was that whereas Asians

comprised more than two-thirds of the outmigrants, Hawaii-born whites

out.numbered their nonwhite counterparts on the Mainland by more than

three to one on the Mainland by 1930 (see Section 4.5).

Various sources cited in Appendix A on why plantation laborers

departed to the Mainland agree on the fundamental causes; low wages and

dissatisfaction with working conditions on the plantations. Hages were

much higher on the west coast and during the first two decades of the

twentieth century, at least, the west coast provided more opportunity

for upwardly mobile nonwhites. Had legal restrictions not been placed

on their movement (see Table 4.1 and Appendix A), the numbers of Japa

nese, Koreans, and Filipinos going to the Mainland would have been

greater. One indication that most outmigrants believed their move to

be wise was the low rate of return from the Mainland (Table 4.1). That

the Chinese alone were relatively immune to the lures of the Mainland

results from their early arrival and movement away from the plantations

into Hawaii commerce and the rampant anti-Chinese sentiment that existed

on the west coast.
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Numbers going to the Mainland dropped substantially during the Great

Depression. Steerage data do not exist for the years after 1934 but the

trend for the years from 1929 to 1934 is clear; 3,108 departures in 1929,

2,218 in 1930, 1,248 in 1932, 581 in 1933 and 856 in 1934. The 1934

figure would have been well below that of 1933 had it not been for the

departure of 520 Filipinos who left in anticipation of the implementation

of the Tydings-HcDuffy Act. 4 This declining number was a reaction to

worsening economic conditions on the Mainland; the impact of the Great

Depression in Hawaii was quite mild compared to that on the Mainland.

All told, approximately 100,000 plantation laborers and their

descendants left to the Mainland prior to World War II. Considering the

fact that the non-Haole and the non-Hawaiian population in Hawaii in

1940 was under 350,000, this represents a substantial number indeed.

4.3 Outmigration from Hawaii Prior to World War II as Indicated by_

U.S. Census Place of Birth Data

Changes in the numbers of Hawaii-born enumerated on the Mainland

between 1850 and 1940 are given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 does not adequately convey the demographic impact of the

discontented plantation laborers who 'vent to the Mainland as few were

Hawaii-born and the large majority of Oriental outmigrants were single

males. Nevertheless, Table 4.3 is enlightening in that it shows that

the number of Hawaii-born living on the Mainland grew very slowly

4The Tydings-McDuffy Act, which was implemented in Hay, 1934,
specified that only 50 Filipinos a year were to be admitted to the
Mainland United States. Under the provisions of the law, all foreign
born Filipinos in Rmvaii were considered Filipino nationals.
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Table 4.3

Number of Hawaii-born Enumerated in the
Contiguous United States, 1850-1940

Other All Hawaii- % on
Year Total White Negro Nonwhite Born Mainland

1850 588 na na na
1860 435 na na na
1870 584 na na na
1880 1,278 na na na
1890 1,304 na na na 49,421 2.6
1900 1,317 1,261a 31 25 60,238 2.2
1910 3,741 3,416a 58 267 90,224 4.1
1920 10,551 9,351 191 1,009 146,900 7.2
1930 19,457 15,349 217 3,891 233,974 8.3
1940 23,723 18,619 5,113 302,229 7.8

aincluding Hawaiians

Sources: Schmitt, 1968, p. 183, and 1850 to 1940 U.S. Censuses.

between 1850 and 1900, but increased rapidly thereafter to 1930. The

increase between 1930 and 1940, however, did not keep pace with the

growth of the Hawaii-born population.

Although the published 1940 census (and earlier censuses as well)

contains no information concerning the number of Hawaii-born living in

Hawaii by race, a reasonable estimate is made here that approximately

28 percent of all Hawaii-born whites but only 2.2 percent of Hawaii-born

nonwhites were residing on the Mainland in 1940. 5 Among the nonwhite

5The reasoning for the estimates is based on information contained
in the 1940 census of Hawaii. There were a total of 54,228 persons in
Hawaii \vho were born on the Mainland. As only 255 Negroes were enumerated
in the census, a reasonable estimate is that at least 53,500 of the }fuin
land-born were Caucasian. 7,851 were born in Europe and 1,851 were born
in Puerto Rico. Assuming all of these to be white, there were 49,000
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Hawaii-born, outmigration to the Mainland had not yet become a wide-

spread phenomenon.

Leading destinations of Hawaii-born outmigrants between 1900 and

1940 are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4

States Containing the Largest Shares of HAwaii-born Residents
1900-1940

YEar Lp':ading (%) Second (%) Third (%)

A. All Persons

1900 California 63.0 Washington 9.1 Utah 7.5a

1910 California 85.3 Washington 3.8 Utah 1.7
1920 California 78.5 \oJashington 4.4 New York 2.4
1930 California 79.7 Washington 3.0 New York 2.9
1940 California 75.3 New York 4.0 Washington 3.3

B. vJhite

1920 California 79.9 Washington 4.1 New York 2.4
1930 California 80.0 1.Jashington 2.9 New York 2.8
1940 California 73.5 New York 3.8 Hashington 3.4

C. Nomvhite

1920b California 74.8 Hashington 5.7 Hichigan 3.7
1930b California 80.5 Washington 3.5 New York 2.7
1940c California 81.9 New York 4.7 Hashington 2.9

aRef1ects the Hawaiian Mormon Settlement of Iosepa.
bExc1uding Negroes.
clnc1uding Negroes.

Sources: 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940 U.S. Censuses.

whites in Hawaii (out of 112,100) who were born in Hawaii. The residual
229,500 Hawaii-born living in Hawaii were presumably nonwhite.
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It was in the early twentieth century that a large number of imported

plantation laborers and offspring migrated to the Mainland. All avail

able evidence suggest that the large majority did not move beyond the

west coast. Notable in Table 4.4 is an indication of the relative lack

of attractiveness of Oregon and Washington, as compared to California.

In 1940, for instance, the California population was approximately

double that of Oregon and Washingto~ combined, yet the Hawaii-born in

California outnumbered those in the northwest by more than seventeen to

one. Undoubtedly, one reason for the preference for California is

that all scheduled passenger service from Hawaii to the west coast prior

to 1920 was to San Francisco.

In 1940, the sex ratios among the Hawaii-born residing on the

Mainland were 102 and 180, respectively, among whites and nonwhites.

The balanced sex ra tio among whi t cs in part reflects the fact that many

migrated to the Mainland as children of foreign-born adults. In con

trast, few children accompanied the foreign-born Japanese and Filipinos

who migrated to the Hainland in ,he early twent Let h century. A marked

excess of males appears to be a common pattern in newly formed out

migration streams. In discussing outmigration from an Appalachian

community, Schwarzweller et a1. (1971) noted that there was strong

parental opposition in the study area to unaccompanied female migration

unless relatives lived at the destination. This appears to be a plausible

explanation for the marked male surplus among the non\olhite Hawaii-born

who moved to the Mainland prior to Hor1d Har II. Most societies are

more protective (or restrictive) of felna1e than of male adolescents. Not

until after World War II was there a sufficient number of nonwhites on the
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Mainland to ensure a good probability that a female wishing to move

unaccompanied to the Mainland had relatives at a given destination.

The 1940 published census gives place of birth of residents living

in large cities. A breakdown of the numbers of Hawaii-born by race in

large California cities is given in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5

Numbers of Hawaii-born in California Cities, 1940

City Pop. % HawaI Le-bor'n % Hawaii-born %
(Ooq) Whites Nonwhites

San Francisco 634 9.2 2,218 16.2 620 14.8

Oakland 302 4.4 3,639 26.6 122 2.9

Los Angeles 1,504 21.8 831 6.1 1,294 30.9

San Diego 230 3.3 553 4.0 77 1.8

Total
California 6,908 13,682 4,186

Source: U.S. Bureau of ~he Census, 1940, Place of Birth

Table 4.5 shows that n.o r e than a quarter of the Hawaii-born whites

living in California in 1940 (and a fifth of all whites on the }minland)

were residing in Oakland. In 1940, the Portuguese in California were

conc~ntrated in Oakland and surrounding Alameda County (Brown, 1944).

This large number of Hawaii-born in Oakland suggests that a large share

(perhaps a majority) of the Hawaii-born whites living in California were

of Portuguese ancestry. In contrast, few nonwhites were attracted to

Oakland. Los Angeles attracted few whites in proportion to its size.

One reason was probably the lack of direct passenger service to Los
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Angeles from Hawaii until 1922. More than a quarter of all nonwhites

living on the Mainland in 1940 were in Los Angeles. More than half of

all Japanese living in California in 1940 resided in Los Angeles county

and it appears that most Hawaii-born Japanese went to Los Angeles.

Evidence for this premise will be presented in Chapter VII, in which the

location of the Hawaii-born as shown by the public use census tapes is~

discussed.

Prior to 1922, all passenger ships serving California from Hawaii

went to San Francisco, aro in 1940 San Francisco contained more than its

share (as measured by its proportion of the California population) of

both Hawaii-born whites and nonwhites. Whether the Hawaii-born Chinese

were concentrated in San Francisco (the residence of most Chinese living

in California) cannot be determined from place of birth data, but evi

dence to be presented in Chapter VII suggests that this was the case.

4.4 Outmigration Prior to World War II; a Summary

There was a substantial outmigration to the Mainland prior to World

War II. Hawaiians left in large numbers in the mid-nineteenth century

and the flow was reduced in the l,:te nineteenth century only because of

changing economic conditions and increasing discrimination against

Hawaiians on the west coast (see Appendix A). Among the various groups

recruited for plantation labor, only the Chinese were characterized by

a low outflow to the Mainland. All told, approximately 100,000 of the

plantation laborers and their descendants left prior to World War II,

,dth most migrating within a few years of arrival in Hawaii.

Most apparently departed because of dissatisfaction with the onerous

conditions of plantation labor and a perception that economic conditions
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~nd opportunities for advancement were better on the west coast.

Furthermore, most of the nonwhites and many of the whites had no family

ties to keep them in Hawaii. This great outflow suggests there is

nothing uniquely "American" about substantial volumes of movement into

and out of frontier areas. It also provides support for the axiom that

once a person makes a move, he is more prone than previous nonmovers to

move to a different place that appears promising.

Most of the outmigrants settled in California and, within Califor

nia, most of the Spanish, Portuguese and Puerto Ricans went to the Bay

Area. The Japanese, by contrast, appear to have been overwhelmingly

attracted to the Los Angeles area. In the case of the Puerto Ricans,

Spanish and Portuguese, all of whom left largely in family groups, com

munications with those left in Hawaii appear to have been well

established prior to World War II. In contrast, the bulk of Asians who

left were single males recently recruited from their countries of birth,

and the proportion of Hawaii-born nonwhites who lived on the Mainland

was still miniscule in 1940. For the nonwhites in general, the com

munications network between persons still in Hawaii and those on the

}~inland was undoubtedly only weakly established prior to World War II.

However, there does appear to have been sufficient information about

Mainland conditions that worsening economic conditions on the }~inland

during the Great Depression resulted in a sharply reduced nonwhite out

flow to the ~inland.

4.5 Higration Since World '\'ar II: An Overview

As was di~cussed in Chapter II, Horld '.Jar II represented a wat er «

shed, both in ~conomic and social terms, for Hawaii's local population.
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It also represents a watershed in terms of the migration flows into and

out of Hawaii. Caucasians from the Mainland replaced Asians from abroad

as the primary source of new residents. With the partial exception of

the Filipinos, the return of plantation laborers to their home coun~ries

almost completely stopped after World War II. Almost all outmigrants

now move to the Mainland. Military related migration since World War II

has contributed more than half of all migratory movements into and out

of the Etate. Needless to say, it greatly complicates the evaluation of

migration trends.

Economic conditions since World War II have been discussed in

detail 5n Chapter II, but in brief the history is as follows: boom

conditions in World War II accompanied by an influx of 82,000 war

workers from the Mainland; a slowdown between the end of the war and

1949, but with the impact cushioned by the departure of most of the

imported war workers; economic collapse in 1949 and 1950 which was

caused by a sudden reduction in the federal government work force and

the transfer of military personnel elsewhere; sluggish economic con-

ditions bet1veen 1951 and 1955, improving economic conditions between

1955 and 1960, rapid economic expansion between 1960 and 1970, and a

slowly expanding economy characterized by high unemployment since the

end of 1970.

Hawaii's population grew from 423,300 in 1940 to 500,000 in 1950,

632,700 in 1960, 769,900 in 1960 and an estimated 846,900 in 1975. This
I

represents a doubling in only 35 years. However, there 1vas a net out-

migration in both the 1940-50 and 1950-60 decades. According to the

author's estimates, the net migration in the nonmilitary related
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population was -15,800 between 1940 and 1950, -24,000 between 1950 and

1960, and +43,900 between 1960 and 1970. Methods of derivation and

separate estimates for whites and nonwhites are presented in Appendix B.

Between the end of World War II and 1965 the main source used by

the Hawaii government to estimate net migration was the yearly count

of civilian passengers entering and leaving Hawaii. The difference

betw~en the two figures was assumed to be the net migration between

Hawaii and the Mainland. Net migration estimates derived from the

passenger surveys are portrayed in Figure 4.1. Fluctuations shown

correspond closely to economic conditions in Hawaii.

Beginning with 1951, the state government has collected data on

intended residents from the Mainland who arrive in civilian carriers.

Prior to 1960, the intended residents were classifed as military or

nonmilitary, but military dependents have been counted separately since

1960. Trends in the number of nonmilitary related intended residents

with adjustments made for the estimated numbers of military dependents

among the pre-1960 intended residents are portrayed in Figure 4.2. It

shows the following: less than 6,000 nonmilitary related intended-

residents arriving annually between 1951 and 1955; an increase to

12,000 by 1959 with little change thereafter to 1962; a rapid rise to a

peak of more than 24,000 in 1970; and a decline to 18,300 by 1975. Al-

though the absolute numbers shown may be inaccurate,6 overall trends are

6Two problems being that "intended resident" is open to different
interpretations among those completing the forms and that nearly half of
the airline passengers do not complete and return the questionnaire. The
total is inflated to take account of the latter problem, but it is not
known whether "intended residents" are more or less likely than tourists
to complete the passenger surveys.
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Figure 4.1 Estimated Net Civilian Passenger Movement between Hawaii and the Mainland,
Fiscal Year 1946 - 1965
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Figure 4.2 Number of Nonmilitary Related Intended Migrants from the Mainland to Hawaii
1951-1975
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plausible if it is assumed that the numbers entering Hawaii are positively

correlated with objective economic conditions in the state.

The balance of this chapter will be devoted to assessing outmigration

trends since World War II as suggested by published census data and

other secondary sources of information.

4.6 Census Evidence on the Volume, Destinations, and Age

Characteristics of Outmjgrants from Hawaii

In the 1950 census all residents on the Mainland were asked where

they had resided .1 7 Those previously living in HawadLa year prevlous y.

included 23,710 whites and 2,370 nonwhites. No breakdown was provided

by age or sex in the published census. Although the former figure

represents 19 percent of all Caucasians living in Hawaii in 1950, a

large percentage of the outmigrants (perhaps two-thirds) 'vere military

related while in Hawaii in 1949.

The nonwhite figure represents 0.6 percent of the 1950 nonwhite

population in H Hail. In comparison 2.6 percent of all persons living

in the United States made an interstate move in the year prior to the

1950 census. As the nonwhite outmigration figure includes blacks, most

of whom were in the military,S the actual proportion of "local" non-

whites who moved to the Mainland was well under .6 percent. One source

(Hawaii Economic Foundation, 1950) in noting that the large majority of

7Residents in Hawaii were not asked this question. They Here
asked, instead, where they were on VJ Day.

8The 1950 census enumerated 1,676 "others" in Hawaii who were in
the military. The great majority were black although no data are avail
able on the precise number. This suggests that perhaps 600 of the
1949-50 outmigrants were black.
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nonmilitary related civilians who left during the 1949-50 economic slump

were Caucasian, asserted that the reason was that nonwhites believed

that opportunities for them on the Mainland would be limited because of

their minority status.

In the 1960 and 1970 censuses, respondents were asked where they

had resided five years prior to the census. Table 4.6 shows the 1955-60

and 1965-70 population flows between Hawaii and the Mainland according to

the 1960 and 1970 censuses.

Table 4.6 suggests an increasing flow both to and from the Mainland.

This has certainly been true for the period between the end of World

\var II and 1970. However, Table 4.6 does not break migration into mili-

tary and nonmilitary components; most of the migration since the mid-1950s

has involved military personnel and their dependents. Furthermore, the

migration figures for both the 1955-60 and 1965-70 periods are marred by

major inaccuracies inherent in the census procedures. These inaccuracies

and estimates of in- and outmigration by military status are given in

Appendix C.

Of major interest here are the outmigration figures for "other

nonwhites." At least 80 percent of "other nomoJhite ll outmigrants are

9
Hawaii-born. In Appendix C it is estimated that 2,100 blacks were among

the 1955-60 outmigrants counted in the 1960 census. This leaves a resid-

ual of 18,700 other nonwhites among the outmigrants. The latter figure

represents 4.4 'percent of the 1960 other nonwhite population in Hawaii.

By comparison, the 1965-70 other nonwhite outmigrants represent 4.5 per-

cent of the 1970 Hawaii resident other nonwhite population.

9Th i s is shown by the 1970 public use tapes used in the study. See
Chapter V.
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Population Flows Between Hawaii and the Mainland
1955-60 and 1965-70
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Race Male Female Total Male Female Total

A. 1955-60 Gross Mlgration

In Hawaii, 1960
On Mainland, 1955

On Mainland, 1960
In Hawaii, 1955

White
Nonwhite

(Negro)
(Other)

Total

51,011
5,616
2,169
3,447

56,627

34,582
3,559

740
3,819

38,141

85,593
9,175
2,909
6,266

9~, ,768

35,285
10,909

NA
NA

46,194

28,595
9,951

NA
NA

38,546

63,880
20,860

NA
NA

84,740

B. 1965-70 Gross Migration

Mainland 1965-Hawaii 1970 Hawaii 1965-Main1and 1970

White
Nonwhite

(Negro)
(Other)

Total

65,368
9,273
2,904
6,639

74,640

49,460
7,331
1,147
6,184

56,791

114,828
16,604

4,081
12,552

131,431

60,649
13,244

2,929
10,315

73,893

49,516
12,025
1,828

10,197

61,541

110,165
25,269

4,757
20,512

135,434

C. Net Migration

1955-60 1965-70

Total

15,726
-5,293

NA
NA

10,433

5,987
-6,392

NA
NA

-405 10,028

4,899
-4,154

-25
-4,127

747

-56
-4,694

-681
-4,013

-4,750

4,843
-8,846

-706
-8,140

-4,003

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1960 and 1970.
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The above suggests virtually identical local outmigration rates for

both periods. However, it should be noted that the outmigration figures

represent "net migration" in the sense that a person moving both to the

Mainland and back to Hawaii during the five year period is not counted

as a migrant. If this type of movement was more prevalent in the 1965-

70 period than 10 years previously, the rate of gross outmigration may

have been greater in the latter period. In both time periods there was

a minimum outmigration of 3,500 "others" per year. This is more than

twice the volume for the economically troubled year preceding the 1950

census. Furthermore, economic conditions in Hawaii were considerably

better in the late 1960s than they were a decade earlier. These facts

suggest that since World War II, the outmigration of local nonwhites has

not been sensitive to local economic conditions. \Vhether this is the

case will be investigated in detail when the results of the questionnaire

survey are discussed.

Figures 4.3A 8nd 4.3B portray the geographical distribution of the

white and nonwhite outmigrants in 1950 and 1960, respectively. In

Figure 4.3C the distribution of all outmigrants in 1960 and 1970 are

10
compared.

A comparison of Figures 4.3A and 4.3B shows a similar distribution

of white outmigrants in both 1950 and 1960. At both dates approximately

three-eighths ,vere in California with an additional tenth in the Washing-

ton, D.C. area (i.e., including Virginia and Maryland) and a twentieth in

10The published 1970 census gives destination totals for "all
persons" and Negroes. These categories are worthless from the stand
point of meaningful interpretation of outmigration patterns from
Hawaii.
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Figure 4.3 States with More Than One Percent of Hawaii Outmigrants
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Texas. In both periods the eastern industrial states are poorly

represented in relation to their large populations. The similarities

mentioned result from the fact that the large majority of white out-

migrants were military related while in Hawaii with most either moving

to new bases or "home."ll

Interpretation of the distribution of the nonwhite outmigrants in

1950 is complicated by the fact that perhaps a quarter were blacks.

This undoubt2dly accounts for the presence of several southern states

with more tb: n one percent of the total. It is nevertheless evident

that compared to the pre-World War II era, the local nonwhite out-

migrants in the late 1940s were much more likely to move to locations

outside of California. Especially notable is the emergence of Illinois

as a magnet for nonwhite outmigrants. In 1940, less than two percent

of Hawaii-born nonwhites on the Mainland resided in Illinois. Reasons

for the scattering of nonwhite outmigrants and the sudden emergence of

Illinois as an important destination are discussed in Sections 4.7 and

4.9. Most notable about the distribution of the 1955-60 non1vhite out-

migrants (of whom perhaps an eighth were black) is the total dominance

of California with two-thirds of the total. A comparison of Figures 4.3A

and 4.3B also shows lesser gains for Oregon and Washington. Relative

losses occurred in almost all non-west coast states but the really

spectacular decline occurred in Illinois, which had obviously lost its

lustre. l~y these shifts took place will be addressed later in this

.chapter.

lIThe South has always been a fertile recruiting ground for military
personnel and contains a large military population, especially in
Virginia, Texas, }~ryland and Florida.
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About the only observation worth making concerning Figure 4.3C is

that the 1965-70 outmigrants were more scattered geographically than they

had been ten years previously. To what extent this is a result of

military-related moves cannot be determined from the published census.

Therefore, more insight into the distribution of 1965-70 outmigrants

depends on an analysis of public use census tapes. This will be done

in the following chapter.

In Figure 4.4A the 1955-60 outmigration rates by age groups of the

1955 white:lopulation in Hawaii are compared to the 1955-60 interstate

migration rates of all persons in the United States who lived in a state

in 1955 that was different fro,] that of birth. In Figure 4.4B nonwhite

outmigration rates by age are compared to interstate migration rates of

all persons in the United States who resided in their state of birth in

1955.

Figure 4.4A portrays a white population in Hawaii that is extremely

mobile. Although this mobility is in large part a function of the

military population, the substantial outrnigration rates of whites aged

45 and over who resided in Hawaii in 1955 suggest that even the civilian

white population is mobile by the standards of the U.S. population who

did not reside in the state of birthn 1955.

Interpretation of Figure 4.4B is someHhat complicated by the fact

that the non-Hawaii-born black outmigrants are disproportionately con

centrated in the 20-34 age group. HOHever, it appears that the out

migration rate of young adult local nonwhites was quite similar to the

interstate migration rate of their }!ain1and counterparts who lived in

their state of bi~th in 1955. In contrast, the outmigration rates among



Figure 4.4 1955-60 Outmigration Rates from Hawaii and 1955-60 Interstate Mlqration Rates of Selected National
Populations by Age and Sex
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nonwhites under the age of 20 or over 35 in 1960 were substantially

below those of the "locals" in the general United States population.

This supports the expectation stated in Chapter III that the local out

migrants from Hawaii tend to be disproportionately young adults without

accompanying children. Unfortunately, the migration data in the 1950 and

1970 censuses are not presented by race; therefore, comparable compari

sons cannot be done for the 1949-50 and 1965-70 outmigrants.

4.7 Outmigration Rates from Oahu and the Outer Islands

A comparison of outer island and Oahu outmigration rates to the

}minland is of interest for two reasons: (1) prior to the mid-1960s

there were powerful economic incentives for migrating from the outer

islands; however, the outer island residents had a viable destination

choice in Oahu whereas the outer islands did not represent a viable

choice for most wishing to leave Oahu for economic reasons, and (2)

white outmtgration from the outer islands has not been greatly affected

by the military contingent there because it has never numbered more than

600 (including dependents) since World War II.

No information on outmigr~tion to the Mainland by island is provided

in the 1950 census. Migration flows by race (i.e., white and nonwhite)

are given for Oahu and the outer islands in the 1960 census. A summary

of the flows between Oahu, the outer islands and the ~inland is pro

vided in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7 shows that whereas 5.8 percent of the nonwhite population

on Oahu in 1955 were on the }minland in 1960, the comparable proportion

from the outer islands was 4.5 percent. It is true that virtually all



Tabla 4,7, Migration Flows Between Oahu, the Outer Islands, and the Mainland, 1955-60 by Race and Sex

OAHU (A)

White Nonwhite
OUTMIGRATION Male Female Total Male Female Total

Population in 1955a 70,752 58,971 129,543 144,000 135,250 279,340
Outmigrants to Mainland (X) 32,596 (46.2) 26,387 (44.8) 58,593 (45.2) 8,421 (S.8) 7,709 (5.7) 16,130 (5,8)
Outmigrants to Outer Islands (X) 413 ( _.6) 318 c .6) 721 ( .6) 1,303 ( .9) 1,136 ( .8) 2,439 ( .9)
Total Outmigrants (X) 33,012 (.46.8) 26,705 (45.3) 59,807 (46.1) 9,724 (6.6) 8,845 (6.5) 18,569 (6.5)

INMIGRATION

InrnigranLs from Mainland 49,837 33,755 83,592 5,271 3,264 8,535
Inrnigrnnts from Outer Islands 964 1,000 1,964 4,653 4,933 9,586
Total Inmigrants 50,801 34,755 85,556 9,924 8,197 18,121
1960 PoP. Aged 5 and Overa 88,364 67,021 155,385 144,290 134,602 278,892

1955-60 Net Migration (%)

OUTHIGRATION

Population in 1955a

Outmigrants to Mainland (%)
Outmigrants to Oahu (%)
Tota10utmigrants (%)-

17,612 (25.2) 8,050 (13.7) 25,662 (19.8) 200 ( .1) -648 (-.5) • -448 (-.2)

OUTER ISLANDS (B)
White Nonwhite

Male Female Total Male Female Total

13,197 11,933 25,130 57,771 49,952 107,723
2,693 (20.4) 2,206 (18.5) 4,899 (19.5) 2,488 ( 4.3) 2,242 ( 4.5) 4,730 ( 4.5)

954 ( 7.2) 1,000 ( 8.4) 1,954 ( 7,8) 4,653 ( 8.1) 4,931 ( 9.9) 9,586 ( 9.1)
3,647 (27.7) 3,206 (26.8) 6,853 (27.3) 7,141 (12.4) 7,173 (14.4) 14,274 (13.3)

INMIGRATION
Inrnigrants from Mainland 1,174 827 2,001 343 295 640
Inrnigrants from Oahu 413 318 731 1,303 1,136 2,439
Total Inmigrants 1,587" 1,145 2,732 1,746 "1,431 3,079
1960 Pop. Aged 5 and Overb 11,137 9,872 21,009 .52,278 44,208 _ 96,486

1955-60 Net Higration (,.;) -2,060 (-15.6) -2,061 (-17.3) -4,121 (-16.4) -5,493 (-9.5) -5,744 (-11.5) -11,237 (-10.4)

aperaons not reporting 1955 residence or who moved abroad in 1960 are not included. No census count exists for the latter group.

bperaons abroad in 1955 or not reporting 1955 place of residence are not included in the total. Of the population five years of age
and older on Oahu in 1960, 18,301 persons (of whom slightly more than half were military related) lived abroad in 1955. The
corresponding figure was 1,101 for the Outer Islands. ~

~Sources: Computed from U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1960, Migration Bet~leen State Economic Areas and Mobility for Metropo1!tan Areas. ~
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black outmigrants were from Oahu12 but excluding the blacks from the

Oahu population reduces the proportion of outmigrants in the Oahu non-

white population to 5.1 percent. Among the nonwhites living on the

outer islands in 1955, more than two-thirds who left by 1960 went to

Oahu. As non,:hite inmigration from Oahu and the Mainland were negligible,

the net loss to the nonwhite population through migration was approxi-

mately a tenth in only five years.

If the 1960 census is to be believed, almost a fifth of the

Caucasians residing on the outer islands in 1955 were on the Mainland

in 1960. Although the author suspects that many of those white out-

migrants were actually living on Oahu and replied "Hawaii" when asked

1955 county of residence,13 it nevertheless appears that the outmigration

rate to the Mainland was much higher among whites than nonwhites. White

outmigrants to the Mainland outnumbered those going to Oahu by more

than two to one. A majority of the whites living on the outer islands

in 1960 were of Portuguese or Puerto Rican ancestry. In contrast to the

nonwhites, the Hawaii-born Portuguese and Puerto Ricans were characterized

by a substantial prewar outmigration to the Mainland.

The proportions by age groups of nonwhites migrating to the Mainland

and Oahu are portrayed in Figure 4.5. It shows that not only was there

an extensive outmigration of persons aged 20-29 in 1910, but in addition

these young adults were the most likely to move to the Mainland in

l20nly 87 blacks were enumerated on the outer islands in 1960.

l3Thi s SUsplclon is impossible to verify, but the proportion of
whites in the outer island population did increase somewhat between
1950 and 1960 wh,~reas data given in Table 4.7 suggests the proportion
declined between 1955 and 1960.



Figure 4.5 Percentage of Nonwhite 1955 Outer Island Population on the Mainland and Oahu, by Age and Sex, 1960
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preference to Oahu. Young adult migrants are the most likely to move

for educational or military reasons. They also tend to be less encum

bered by social ties in the area of origin than are older adults,

especially those with children. A reasonable inference from Figure 4.5

is that those forced out by economic conditions tended to move to Oahu

(which is more similar than the Mainland to the outer islands) whereas it

was the young and adventuresome who were most likely to choose the

Mainland over Oahu.

According to the 1970 census, the number of 1965 outer island

residents living on ~he Mainland in 1970 was 10,942, an increase of

14 percent over the comparable number 10 years earlier. A total of

6,887 outmigrants went to Oahu; this represents a decline of 45 percent

compared to the number living on the outer islands in 1955 and Oahu in

1960. In the late 1960s, economic conditions on the outer islands were

vastly improved compared to those of a decade earlier. The increased

outmigration to the Mainland and sharp decline in outmigration to Oahu

as compared to the 1955-60 period reinforces the argument that most of

the outer island outmigration to Oahu was economically motivated whereas

this was not true for a large share moving to the Mainland.

There is no breakdown of outmigration to the Mainland by race or

age for the outer islands in the 1970 census. Therefore, nothing more

is to be learned from the 1970 census about outmigration from the outer

islands. It is time to turn our attention to what can be learned from

census data on the Hawaii-born living on the Mainland.
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4.8 Published Census Information on the Hawaii-born Living

on the Mainland, 1950, 1960, and 1970

Although the outmigration of Hawaii-born whites to the Mainland was

substantial prior to World War II, it was miniscule among Hawaii-born

nonwhites in the early twentieth century. However, as Table 4.8 shows,

both the white and nonwhite Hawaii-born populations on the Mainland have

grown rapidly since World War II.

Table 4.8

Growth in the Number and Percentage of Hawaii-born
Living on the Mainland Between 1940 and 1970

Number on the Mainland
Other

Year Whites (%) Nonwhites (%) Blacks (%) Nonwhites (%)

1940 18,610 (27.5)a 5,113 ( 2.2)a 250b ( ? ) 4,863 ( ? )
1950 40,794 (41. O)a 11,160 ( 3.8)a 400b ( ? ) 10,760 ( ? )
1960 73,314 (51. 7) 41,756 (l0.6) 1,077 (62.1) 40,679 (10.4)
1970 110,146 (53.0) 69,509 (15.7) 2,701 (68.0) 66,808 (15.4)

aEstimate. }lethod used for 1940 described in Section 4.4. Reverse
survival technique used to estimate 1950 proportions. See text below
for description of technique.

bEstiv.:ate. Estimate' for 1940 based on 1930 and 1920 place of
birth data, which show 217 and 191 Hawaii-born blacks, respectively, who
were then living on the }1ain1and. Estimate for 1950 based on the assump
tion of slow growth in the decade as dependents were allowed to accompany
enlisted servicemen only after World War II. According to the 1970
census, 340 Hawaii-boyn blacks aged 20 and over (i.e., those born before
1950) were living on che }~inland; the comparable number among blacks 30
and over (i.e., those born prior to 1940) is 215. These figures suggest
the estimates for the blacks are re~sonable.

Sources: u.S. Censuses, 1940, 1950, 1960 and 1970.

The numbers of Hawaii-born whites and nonwhites both increased

substantially in relative terms between 1940 and 1950. Among "other



nonwhites" the increase of 30,000 living on the Mainland in the 19505

compared to 26,000 in the 1960s suggests that the net loss to the Main-

land peaked in the 1950s and declined in the 1960s. Substantial in-

creases in the numbers of Hawaii-born whites living on the Mainland

occurred both in the 1950s and 1960s.

However, the above observations are misleading to the extent the

following complications apply:

1) Births occurring in military families in Hawaii prior to
the beginning of World War II were not numerous as the
military contingent was small and only commissioned officers
were permitted to bring their dependents to Hawaii. All
military dependents were evacuated in 1942 and were not per
mitted .to return for the duration of World War II. Enlisted
men were permitted to bring dependents to Hawaii after World
~~r II, but as of 1950 this policy had not been in force long
<nough to seriously affect data on Hawaii-born whites. How
ever, the Department of Planning and Economic Development
estimates that 81,000 births occurred in the military con
tingent in Hawaii be; "Jeen 1950 and 1970. In 1967 (the only
year in which military births were desegregated by race),
72.1 percent of the military births were classified as white
and 67.4 percent of all births classified as white were
military related. Almost; all persons born in military
families in Hawaii leave the state within five years of birth.
An undetermined portion move to military bases abroad and are
thus temporarily lost in place of birth data. A further com
plication is that whereas "hapa-Haole" births occurring in
military families are classified as nonwhite by the Hawaii
Department of Health, some persons so classified are "white"
in the place of birth census data.

2) Between 1950 and 1960, a substantial number of Hawaii-born
were reclassified from nonwhite to white (see Appendix B).
However, for reasons discussed in Appendix B, this probably
did not affect the classification by race of the Hawaii-born
living on the Nainland. Changes in the racial definitions
in the 1970 census resulted in the reclassification from
nonwhite to white of some 35,000 persons born in Hawaii
(Appendix B). If the reclassification of the Hawaii-born
on the Hainland proceeded in the same manner as in Hawaii,
some 3,400 Hawaii-born persons on the }~inland who would have
been classified as nonwhite in 1960 were classified as white
in 1970 (Appendix B). \~ether the reclassification was
actually of this magnitude depends largely on how persons of
Caucasian-Hawaiian ancestry tended to classify themselves on
the Mainland.
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3) Quality of the place of birth data apparently deteriorated
between 1960 and 1970. In Hawaii, the proportion not re
porting place of birth jumped from 1.3 percent in 1960 to
7.1 percent in 1970; on the national level the comparable
increase was from 1. 7 to 5.9 percent. What proportion of
the Hawaii-born on the Mainland did not report state of birth
in 1970 is not known, but the fact that 11.6 percent of self
declared Hawaiians on the Mainland (vs. 6.4 percent in Hawaii)
did not declare state of birth is not reassuring.

The geographical distribution of Hawaii-born whites and nonwhites

on the Mainland in 1950 is portrayed in Figure 4.6A. Obvious for both

groups is a marked shift from the pre-World War II dominance of

California (Table 4.3). Although the locations of whites and nonwhites

are cimilar, there are differences that deserve connnent. The emergence

of the southern states of Maryland, Virginia, Florida and Texas as

residences of a substantial proportion of Hawaii-born whites in part is

a result of the impact of military dependents born after 1945. In

contrast, nonwhites are more concentrated in the midwestern states.

Most intriguiHg is the sudden popularity of Illinois among

Hawaii's nonwhf.tes , Only 390 Japanese resided in Illinois in 1940.

During World War II, all Japanese living on the west coast were sent to

relocation camps in the interior. ~1ost of those permitted to leave

during the war went to Chicago, and approximately 15,000 were there by

war's end. Included in this number were certainly a number of Hawaii-

born Japanese who had previously moved to California. Most Japanese

who moved to Chicago during the war commented on the abundance of job

opportunities there and the lack of anti-Japanese prejudice as compared

to the west coast (see u.s. Department of the Interior, 1947). It is

surmised that most Hawaii-born nonwhites who moved to Illinois after
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Figure 4.6 States with More Than One Percent of Hawaii-born
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the war were Japanese who were attracted by reports that Chicago was a

"good area" for Japanese. 14

The 1950 published census gives the age distribution of the white

and nonwhite Hawaii-born living on the Mainland, but no information on

the total number of Hawaii-born in each age group. The total number in

each age group was estimated by applying the reverse survival technique

with the 1950 and 1960 natio'1al native born populations as basis for

the projections. Therefore, Figures 4.7A and 4.7B, which portray the

percentages of whites and nonwhites living on the west coast and other

~~inland states, and in Hawaii represent estimates. However, the author

believes these estimates to be quite accurate.

Figure 4.7A portrays a past nonwhite outmigration dominated by

males. A virtual absence of children on the Mainland is evidence o~ an

outmigration comprised largely of young unmarried adults. The fact that

only nine percent of males and less than five percent of females aged

20 to 29 were living on the HaL1land shows a low rate of outmigration

during the 1940s, although it must be kept in mind that with the exce~-

tion of military personnel, nonwhites were prevented from leaving Hawaii

during l-lorld Har II. That the proportion of persons aged 30 to 39 who

lived on the Mainland was much lower than in the 20 to 29 and 40 to 49

cohorts is evidence of the dampening effect of the Great Depression on

migration. That only two-fifths in the 20 to 29 cohort were on the

west coast (California, for practical purposes). is a testimony to the

l4 I n the nationwide one percent public use census tape used in this
study, 19 of the 23 Hawaii-born nonwhites in the Illinois sample were
Japanese. Eleven of the Japanese were both over 40 years of age and
living in Illinois in 1965. Some of these persons undoubtedly moved to
Illinois prior to 1950.



Figure 4.7 Hawaii-born Place of Residence in the United States by Age and Sex, 1950-1970
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Figure 4.7 (continued) E. OTHER WHITES - 1970
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dispersion which occurred after World War II. Of all persons aged 10

and over, 10,485, or 4.5 percent of the Hawaii-born total were on the

Mainland. Both figures represent a doubling from 1940.

The age pyramid of Hawaii-born whites (Figure 4.7B) portrays a

population in which males and females are equally represented. Overall,

the loss to the Mainland amounted to over 40 percent. Although analysis

is somewhat complicated by the large number of miLt t ary dependents in

the under five age grcip , the large percentage of children on the Main

land suggests an outmigration comprised largely of families. Approxi

mately half of those aged 20 to 29 on the Mainland were on the west

coast (again, read California). This is a substantial change from pre

World War II dominance of California although it is less than for non

whites. Among all persons 10 and older, the increase in the number

living on the Mainland was 13,500. This implies a substantial exodus of

Hawaii-born whites after the end of the war. Many undoubtedly left

during the 1949-50 economic collapse.

The distributions of Hawaii-born ~vhites and nonblack nonwhites

living on the Mainland in 1960 are shown in Figure 4.6B. A comparison

of Figures 4.6A and 4.6B shows that as compared to 1950, the proportion

of nonwhites in California increased by 17 percent with smaller gains

for the northwestern states. These gains came at the expense of the

rest of the United States, and declines are evident in the proportions

living in the midwester and eastern states. Of all states, Illinois had

the second highest proportion of nonwhites in 1960, but its share of the

total nevertheless declined by more than half between 1950 and 1960.

Likewise, the proportion in New York, the third most popular state in
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1950, declined by more than half. This relative shift to California

suggests the migrants in the 1950s were less adventuresome in the main

than those in the late 1940s. Figure 4.4B, discussed earlier, indeed

shows that two-thirds of nonwhites migrating in the late 1950s proceeded

to California, with New York and Illinois combined attracting less than

a twentieth of the total.

That virtually equal proportions of whites on the Mainland resided

in California in 1950 and 1960 is noteworthy in itself because of the

large numbers of military dependents born in the 1950s. Movements of

these military are reflected in the emergence of Virginia in second place

and increases in other parts of the south. This lack of change for

California suggests that the outmigration of the local whites was also

more strongly directed to California in the 1950s than it had been in

the late 1940s.

The age pyramid of Hawaii-born nonwhites in 1960 (Figure 4.8A)

portrays the large increase in the numbers living on the Mainland during

the 1950s. Although the proportion of children under age 10 who lived on

the }~inland in 1960 was only five percent, this figure nevertheless

represents a substantial increase in the proportion moving in families.

The reduction of the sex ratio from 160 in 1950 to 115 in 1960 reflects

a net outmigration for both sexes that was similar in the 1950s.

Although the proportion of Hawaii-born nonwhites living on the }fuin-

land in 1960 \vas only 10.6 percent as compared to the national average

of 27.3 percent living in a state different from that of birth,15 more

l5The state with the largest percentage of native sons living in
the state of birth was California with 11.4 percent living in other
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than a quarter of the males and a fifth of the females aged 20 to 29 were

on the Mainland. The proportion of Mainland residents on the west coast

in the 20-29 cohort was nearly 70 percent, or 28 percentage points above

that of the 20-29 cohort in 1950. This shows the reassertion of

California dominance of the outmigration flow in the 1950s.

Of the 10,095 Mainland residents in the 30 to 39 nonwhite cohort

in 1960, 6,721 resided on the west coast and 3,374 lived elsewhere. In

the comparable 20 to 29 cohort in 1950, 1,855 resided on the west coast

compared to 3,376 in non-west coast areas. This suggests three possi-

bilities: (1) outmigration in the cohort under consideration was directed

disproportionately to the west coast during the 1950s, (2) those migrating

to west coast areas were less likely to return to Hawaii than those

migrating elsewhere, and (3) many who originally moved to non-west coast

areas later moved to the west coast. All three possibilities are in

fact true; the first stated possibility is supported by the general

shift in migration patterns in the 1950s, the second will be sho~vn to be

a fact in the coming section on return migration, and the third will be

shown to be true by the analy:;is of public use census data and through

the questionnaire sample of 1964 high school graduates.

Meaningful analysis of the outmigration flow in the under 15 age

group of Hffivaii-born whites in 1960 (Figure 4.8B) is prevented by the

fact that a large, albeit unknown proportion were born as military

dependents. However, all age groups 15 and above are relatively free

from the influence of military dependents. Of all Hawaii-born whites

states. However, most California-born were children of recent in
migrants and because of youthful age, would be expected to have low
probabilities of being recorded out of the state of birth.
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15 and above, more than half were residing on the 11ainland. An overall

excess of females on the Mainland suggests their predominance among the

outmigrants in the 1950s. Almost three-fifths in the 20-29 age group

were on the Mainland; this is evidence of a continuing heavy outmigration

during the 1950s.

Whereas 63.1 percent of the Hawaii-born whites over five years of

age in 1950 resided on the west coast, the comparable share among the

same group aged 15 and over in 1960 was 71.1 percent. This shows that

the outmigration of local whites also became more concentrated in

California in the 1950s as compared to the 1940s. In the 20 to 29

age group in 1950, 4,170 resided in Pacific states as compared to 4,010

in other states, but in the comparable 30 to 39 age group in 1960,

6,151 were in Pacific states as compared to only 3,157 in other Mainland

states. This again suggests that areas persons originally move to may

be poor predictors of where they eventually permanently live, and that

moves after the original one may reduce, rather than further increase

geographic~l dispersion.

Distributions of the Hawaii-born whites and other nonwhites living

on the Mainland in 1970 are portrayed in Figure 4.6C. By 1970, the

distribution of H3\l1aii-born whl.t es has become so affected by those born

as military dependents that meaningful interpretation is impossible. A

comparison of Figures 4.6B and 4.6C for nonwhites shows an increasing

concentration in California and the northwestern states. Relative

declines occurred almost ever~l1here else. The continuing decline of

Illinois as a magnet for Hawaii's nonwhites is evident; indeed, the number

of Hawaii-born nonwhites in Illinois declined between 1960 and 1970.
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An age and sex pyramid of the Hawaii-born whites in 1970 is not

shown for the following two reasons: (1) military dependents comprise,

most who are under 25 years of age, and (2) a massive reclassification

of Hawaii-born individuals who were "nonwhite" in 1960 to "white" in

1970 (see Appendix C) makes the cohorts not directly compatible.

Although the data on the nonwhite Hawaii-born are affected by the

above-mentioned reclassification, most of the reclassification occurred

in the under 15 age group and migration probabilities of Hawaii-born

nonwhite children are low. Furthermore, although the reclassification

affected the sizes of the age groups, it probably did not affect the

indicated proportions living on the Mainland to any great extent. There-

fore, the age, sex, and locational dIstribution of the Hawaii-born other

nonwhites in 1970 is portrayed in Figure 4.7E.

In 1970, the proFortion of Hawaii-born other nonwhites on the

}~inland was still only half the national average for persons living

outside of their state of birth (15.4 vs. 28.2 percent).16 Ho\vever,

more than a quarter of persons between 20 and 39 years of age were on

the Mainland. That 27 percent in the 20-29 age group were on the }~in-

land suggests an outmigration rate in the 1960s at least equivalent to

that in the 1950s. By 1970 there were virtually equal numbers of males

and females in the Mainland. A comparison of Hawaii-born nomvhite Nain1and

residents aged 30 to 49 in 1970 and 20 to 39 in 1960 shows that the number

on the west coast increased by 4,000 whereas the number living in other

16Ca1ifornia, with 14.7 percent of its native sons residing
el.sewhere, again had the highest retentive power.
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areas declined slightly between 1960 and 1970. This shift helps

explain why the proportion of nonwhites on the west coast increased from

71.6 to 75.6 percent between 1960 and 1970.

In summary, the 1950 census data on place of birth show that the

loss of Hawaii-born whites to the Mainland was in the neighborhood of

40 percent of the total. By contrast, the net loss among the Hawaii-

born nonwhites was miniscule, although it was double that in 1940. As

compared to the prewar era, the Hawaii-born in 1950 were much less

geographically concentrated in California. In the 1950s net losses were

heavy among both whites and nonwhites and a return to California

preference was evident. These trends continued in the 1960s.

4.9 Published Census Evidence on Return Migration

The theme of return migration has been relatively neglected in

migration studies, but is important both because it influences actual

population change and because return migrants can be assumed to have been

changed by the experience of having moved away. No data on return

migration are available in the 1950 census. For the 1960 and 1970

census purposes, a return migrant is one who is living in the state of

birth at the time of the census, but who lived in another state five

years previously. As return migration usually takes place within a

few years of the initial outmigration, the extent of return migration is

grossly understated in census reports. 17

l7Indeed, the author did a projection based on actual duration of
lfainland residence of the returnees in the questionnaire sample-and
estimated that if a six month criterion is used for defining Mainland
residence, the 1970 census understated the true volume of 1965-70 return
migration to Hawaii by half. See Section 10.5.
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According to the 1960 census, 4,050 nonwhites and 2,841 whites,

respectively, who lived on the Mainland in 1955 and in Hawaii in 1960

were in fact Hawaii born. For practical purposes, the nonwhites can be

regarded as nonb1ack as well (only 57 blacks were among the return

migrants recorded in the 1970 census). Therefore, it appears that almost

two-thirds of the "other nonwhite" 1955-60 inrnigrants were actually

Hawaii-born. Sex ratios of the returnees were 91 and 126, respectively

for the whites and nonwhites.

Since most return migration takes place within five years of the

initial migration it is not surprising that the largest number of return

migrants were in the 25 to 29 age group. However, 35.2 percent of the

white returnees were under 20 years of age whereas the comparable pro

portion among nonwhites was only 17.5 percent. This disparity results

from the greater proportion of whites who originally moved away as

families with children.

The 1955 residences of the returnees are of particular interest

because the place of birth data suggest that the proportion of Hawaii

born on the Mainland who are residing on the west coast increases with

duration of residence on the Mainland. ~~ether those moving to non

west coast areas in the 1950s were more likely to return to Hawaii than

others moving to the west coast is addressed in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9 does indeed show that the proportion of returnees from

the west coast in all groups was far lower than the proportions residing

there.in either 1950 or 1960. This helps eA~lain the shift towards

greater concentration on the west coast. Return rates in terms of the

pLoportion residing there are especially high for the south. This
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Table 4.9

Distribution by Region of Hawaii-born on lmin1and in
1950 and 1960, and the 1955 Residences of 1955-60

Return Migrants to Hawaii

Percent in U.S. Regions

H.C. Mtn. South N.C. N. E.

White Ma1ea

1950bOn MainLmd, 64.8 3.5 12.3 8.7 10.9
On Mainland, 1960 72.7 3.6 10.5 5.9 6.9
1955-60 Returnees 50.6 9.6 20.6 10.2 9.1

Nonwhite Malec
On Mainland, 1950 56.2 4.3 7.9 22.2 9.4
On Mainland, 1960 70.7 3.7 8.2 11. 9 5.6
1955-60 Returnees 42.8 5.4 17.3 21.6 12.9

Hhite Fema1ea
On Hain1and, 1950 66.5 3.5 13.4 8.0 8.6
On Mainland, 1960 69.5 3.7 12.7 7.3 6.8
1955-60 Returnees 43.1 4.6 25.5 12.8 12.7

Nonwhite Fema1ec
On Hain1and, 1950 60.6 4.3 5.8 17.7 11.4
On Mainland, 1960 70.6 3.9 7.6 12.2 5.7
1955-60 Returnees 41.0 7.9 14.8 23.4 12.8

aAged 5+ in 1950, 15+ in 1960. Age D-~ cohort excluded from analysis
because many were born as military dependents.

bAdjusted for error in reporting males on Mainland in 10-19 age group.

CAll ages, 1950, Aged 10+ in 1960.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1950 and 1960. State of Birth.

sugg~sts that most of those going to the south are military related and

that the return rate of those serving in the military is high.

The 11,322 returnees (including 57 blacks) enumerated in the 1970

census represEnt a 64 percent increase over the number counted in the

1960 census. As the 1970 census pertaining to the 1965-70 nonwhite
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outmigration does not indicate that the volume of outmigration during

the 1960s was greatly different from the level during the late 1950s,

this suggests a greatly increased rate of return migration, at least

among nonwhites. This is confirmed by the public use sample, which will

be discussed in Chapter V. The biggest difference in 1965-70 as com-

pared to ten years earlier is that economic conditions in Hawaii were

much more propitious for return.

4.10 Published Census Information on Hawaiians Residing

on the Mainland in 1970

No data on specific nonwhite ethnic stock or demographic informa-

tion beyond that of age and sex are presented in the place of birth

census reports. However, Hawaiians were enumerated as a separate racial

group on the }minland in the 1970 census and a very brief summary of their

social and economic characteristics on the Mainland are given in the

census report Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos in the United States.

As Hawaiians by definition have antecedents in Hawaii, a look at avail-

able census information on the Mainland Hawaiians is instructive.

According to the complete census count, a total of 100,171 Hawaiians

lived in all states excluding Alaska;18 28,804 of this number were

enumerated on the }~inland. Their distribution on the Mainland is

portrayed in Figure 4.8. A comparison of Figure 4.8 with that of Figure

4.6C shows that Hawaiians are much more geographically dispersed than

l8For Alaska, the categories "Aluet" and "Eskimo" were substituted
for "Korean" and "Hawaiian." It is unlikely, howevar , that more than
200 HaHaiians resided in Alaska.



Figure 4.8 States with More Than 0 ne Percent of Ethnic Hawaiians Living on the Mainland, 1970
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Hawaii-born nonwhites in general. Whereas more than two-thirds of all

Hawaii-born nonwhites on the Mainland were in California, the corre-

sponding propertion for Hawaiians was just under half. Notable is the

fact that the southern states contained 17 percent of all Hawaiians but

only seven percent of Hawaii-born nonwhites. More than 10 percent of

all Hawaiians but less than five percent of all Hawaii-born nonwhites on

the Mainland were in the northeast.

Table 4.10 contains comparisons of Hawaiians in Hawaii, California,

and other parts of the United States.

That a large proportion of Mainland Hawaiian males not residing in

California were in the armed forces in 1970 is shown in Table 4.10. This

is probably the main reason why a large proportion were in southern

states. Overall, nine percent of all Hawaiian males in the labor force,

compared with under five percent nationwide, were in the armed forces. 19

Apparently, many Hawaiians first live on the Mainland as a result of being

in the military. Approximately 60 percent of all Hawaiians attending

college were doing so on the 1'1ainland. The proportion 25 years of age

and over who had completed at least one year of college was twice as

high on the Mainland as in Ha1vaii.

Notwithstanding the generally superior educational levels of the

Hawaiians on the Mainland, the median income of males in California was

somewhat below the Hawaii median and the median in other 1'1ainland states

is well below the California median.

19Thi s does not include overseas military personnel, but the
Hawaiians were undoubtedly overrepresented in this group as well.



Table 4.10 Selected Characteristics of Hawaiians in Hawaii, California and Other Areas of the Mainland,
1970

apopu1ation count is from 15 percent sample and is thus somewhat different
According to the full count there were 71,376 Hawaiians in Hawaii, 14,388
14,470 elsewhere in the conterminous U.S.

Hawaiians in
Hawaii Mainland

Popu1ationa
II of Males in Armed Forces
%of Male Labor Force in Armed Forces
Sex Ratio
%of Pop. Aged 20-29
% of Pop. Aged 30-39
II (%) in College
II (%) aged 25 and over with 1 or more

years of college
% of Males unemployed
% of Females unemployed
Hedian income--Ma1e
Median income--Fema1e
II Born in State of Residence
Not born in State of Residence

but born in "west"
State of Birth not reported

72,395
494
3.1

96.1
15.2
12.2

1,125 (1. 6)

3,664 (11. 5)
4.3
5.2

$6,835
$3,003
64,606

835
4,580

27,563
1,637

21.0
100.0

24.8
15.3

1,705

3,085
7.1
6.3

$5,861
$2,785
6,307

15,536
3,204

(6.2)

(23.8)

Other
California Mainland

14,454 13,109
627 1,010

14.4 29.3
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
733 (5.4) 962 (7.3)

1,614 (23.7) 1,471 (24.0)
8.3 5.2
6.1 6.5

$6,474 $3,667
$3,293 $2,435
3,480 2,827

8,852 6,684
1,091 2,113

than the full count.
in California, and

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970.
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Although th~ median income of females in California was above the Hawaii

median, it can be described as "dismal" in other states. At first glance,

the above statistics suggest that Hawaiians on the Mainland are faring

worse economically than those left behind. However, a large proportion

of males on the Mainland are in the armed forces, in which wages tend to

be low but benefits numerous. In addition, many of the numerous college

students on the M~in1and were undoubtedly employed part-time and their

average earnings would be expected to be low. Many of the Hawaiians on

the Mainland were in their t~venties, and wages are higher and unemploy

ment is lower at later ages. Part of the unemployment on the Mainland

may be due to recent migration. \fhen an average 15 percent cost of

living differential between Honolulu and the large cities of California

is taken into account, the incomes of Ha~vaiians in California are con

siderably better than in Hawaii. }wre information is needed in order

to evaluate whether Hawaiians who move to the Hainland benefit

financially as a result. This subject will be addressed in Chapter

VIII.

4.11 \~y Did the Postwar OutmiBration Trends Occur?

Evidence from Noncensus Sources

Unfortunately, evidence from noncensus sources on postHar outmigra

tion is scanty. Indeed, virtually none exists for the period from

1945 to 1952, a crucial transition period in the migration patterns of

nonwhites. There is a single observation from one source (Hawaiian

Economic Foundation, 1950) which noted that the large majority of persons

who left during the 1949-50 economic slump wer e Caucasian (this was
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confirmed by the 1950 census) because nonwhites believed that opportun

ities for them on the Mainland would be limited because of their minority

status.

However, a reasonable interpretation is that most of the nonwhite

outmigrants in the immediate postwar period were Nisei veterans, many of

whom attended Mainland colleges with G.l. benefits. For practical pur

poses, these Nisei soldiers were the first Hawaii-born nonwhites to see

non-west coast areas in large numbers. Furthermore, they were bene

ficiaries of the expansion of the Hawaii public high school system in

the late 1930s. Their service in the war did much to reduce whatever

inferiority feelings they had vis-~-vis the whites. At the same time,

anti-Japanese sentiment on the Mainland abated considerably, in large

part because of the valor of the Nisei troops. A number of authors

(e.g., Caudill, 1950) noted that those Japanese moving from internment

camps to Chicago and staying there after the war tended to be con

temptuous of their California counterparts as "unacculturated." A

similar attitude among Hawaii Japanese undoubtedly encouraged many to

choose non-west coast areas in migration decisions. These pioneer

migrants in the postwar period were valuable sources of information for

others \.;rishing to attend Hainland schools or o therwi.se "experience"

the Mainland.

That the loss of Hawaii-born whites was substantial be tween 1940

and 1950 is evident from the 1950 census. Unknown is what share of

this loss was contributed by the local Portuguese and Puerto Rican

populations. Virtually all of the 10,000 civilians evacuated during

the war had Mainland antecedents and some did not return although this
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number is unknown. Many local whites left during the 1949-50 economic

crisis but their number is undocumented. The fact that only half of

the Hawaii-born whites aged 20-29 who were living on the Mainland in

1950 were on the west coast does suggest that many were attending

college or connected with the armed forces.

Fortunately, there are a number of sources that give insight into

ou~migration after 1950. One source is the u.s. Bureau of the Census,

which has yearly estimated the number of Hawaii residents in the armed

forces since 1950. Prior to World War II, Hawaii was not noted as a

fertile recruiting ground for the armed forces. However, the glory

accruing to those serving in the 100th Division and 442nd Battalion,

the demonstrable benefits to be gained from the G.I. and veterans

bills, a chance to "see the Horld" and to learn marketable skills all

undoubtedly served to popularize the armed forces as a vocation among

Hawaii residents. Fluctuations in the number of HaHaii residents in the

armed forces since 1950 are portrdyed in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 shows that approximately 7,500 Here serving in 1950,

but this number jumped to more than 16,000 during the Korean War.

In the late 1950s there was a slow decline, but the estimated number

in the armed forces increased from 11,0.)0 in 1960 to 15,000 in 1965 and

then jumped to more than 22,000 in 1968, which represented the peak of

the Vietnam War. The decline since 1968 is of course associated "lith

the decline of u.s. involvement in the Vietnam l~ar and the reduction that

has occurred with the introduction of the all volunteer army. At

present, the number of Hawaii residents in the armed forces is at its

1mvest level since 1950, notHithstanding the fact that the HaHaii
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Figure 4.9 Number of Hawaii Residents in the U.S. Armed Forces, 1950 - 1976
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resident population almost doubled between 1950 and 1976. As Figure 4.9

shows, the share of the Hawaii contribution to the armed forces has

fluctuated around a half of one percent. However, in proportion to the

Hawaii population, Hawaii residents in the armed forces were over-

represented by 64 percent in 1950, 48 percent in 1960 and 33 percent in

1970. Obviously, one reason the outmigration of local nonwhites began

to approach national levels of fir~:t-time interstate migration in the

1950s was because of the large numbers going into the military. Earlier,

it was noted that the 1970 census data show that Hawaiians in 1970 had

twice the numbers in the armed forces as one would expect if they con-

tributed the same proportion as the national population.

Between 1960 and 1970 ..ome 31,174 Hawaii residents joined or were

inducted into the armed forces (HDPED Report 87, 1972). This represpnts

approximately 45 percent of all males in Hawaii who reached the age of

18 during the decade. 20 Although a large proportion undoubtedly served

in Vietnam, virtually all recruits and draftees from Hawaii completed

three months of basic training in California, and then received assign-

ments in the sout~midwest, or abroad. Although census data do not tell

us where the Hawaii residents in the military are counted, approximately

30 percent of all 1955-60 outmigrants in the armed forces in 1960 were

in California compared with over 40 percent in the south. Approximately

a quarter and half of the 1965-70 outmigrants in the armed forces in 1970

were in California and the south, respectively. Presumably, the Hawaii

20There were approximately 106,000 graduates of Hawaii high schools
in the 1960s and approximately 82 percent of those in the 9th grade
eventually graduated. This suggests 130,000 reaching the age of 18, and
half (or 65,000) were assumed to be males.
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residents in the armed forces were characterized by a similar geograph-

ica1 distribution in both census years.

The drop in the number of Hawaii residents in the armed forces

during the early 1970s is significant in that the military has been

an important vehicle in getting local Hawaii males to the l1ain1and.

How the net loss of local males is affected depends on the return rate

of those entering the military, but the gross outmigration rate,

especially of males, has certainly been depressed as a result of the

dEcline in the numbers entering the military.

On the national level, many persons first leave their state of

birth when they attend college. Prior to World War II, most attending

college on the Nain1and we.re undoubtedly Punahou graduates as a rudi-

mentary system of public secondary education and the relative poverty of

most nonhao1es precluded Mainland college attendance for most. 21 How-

ever, a greatly increased number were able to attend college on the

Nain1and after Hor1d 1.Jar II and by 1950 some 2,000 (compared to 5,000

attending the University of Hawaii) were attending Mainland colleges.

In 1958 the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and

Admissions Officers cross-tabulated college enrollment statistics by

state of resident and state of attendance. This study revealed that

4,405, out of a total of 11,431 Hawaii residents attending college, were

attending l'fain1and schools (vnCHE, 1966). The outmigration rate of 39

21The number of nonwhI t es attending Nain1and colleges just prior to
World War II is unknown, but some 206 Japanese returned from the west
coast at the bq;inning of \·ior1d Har II. Allen notes that many were
attending college at the time the war started. See Allen (1950, p. 141).
Between 1910 and 1920, 286 Ha\..:raii residents attended· Mainland colleges.
Five-eighths or this number were Punahou graduates. See U.S. Department
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percent was more than double the national average (18 percent) and

second only to that of New Jersey, which was characterized by a

notoriously inadequate system of higher education.

By 1963, the number attending college on the Mainland increased

to 6,041 but the proportion declined slightly to 35 percent (WICHE,

1966). The 1968 survey revealed that 7,899 Hawaii residents were

attending college on the Mainland, but that the proportion had further

dropped to 29 percent (U.S. Office of Education, 1970). This propor-

tion was nevertheless much higher than the national average of 17 per-

cent who were then attending out of state colleges. No surveys have been

taken since lY68, but the local community college system which started

in 1965 and the completion of the law and medical schools in the early

1970s have presumably encouraged a higher percentage to attend Hawaii

colleges. 22

A comparison of the 1958 and 1968 locations of Hawaii residents

attending college on the Mainland (Figure 4.10) reveals interesting

similarities and differences. Slightly under three-tenths were in

California in both years, with another tenth in Oregon colleges. How-

ever, whereas less than a twentieth were in Washington in 1958, the

proportion rose to an eighth a decade later. As a result, the pro-

portion in the northwest rose from 13.4 percent in 1958 to 22.6 per-

cent in 1968. The popularity of Colorado (especially) and Utah

of the Interior (1920, pp. 264-265) for a listing of colleges attended
cross-tabulated by high school attended.

22I n 1965, 2,010 were enrolled in the local cow~unity colleges.
By fall 1967, this number had increased to 3,606. Enrollment was
16,107 in September, 1973.



Figure 4.10 Distribution of Hawaii Residents Attending College on the Mainland, 1968 and 1958

Sources: Hawaii Joint CommitteD on Guidance end Employment of Youth (1960). U.S. Office of Education (1970)
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persisted and Arizona and Idaho colleges gained in relative popularity

during the decade. As a result, the absolute number in the mountain

states more than doubled, with the overall share rising from 12.1 to

13.9 percent. In both years the unpopularity of southern states is

evident. Florida's sun and beaches did not attract many scholars from

Hawaii (eight in 1958 and 29 in 1968) and Virginia's attractions were

also minimal. Only six percent of the scholars on the Mainland in both

years were in southern states.

Perhaps the most notable change between 1958 and 1968 was the

absolute as well as relative decline of Hawaii residents attending

college in the midwest. A comparison of the 1950 and 1960 distribu

tions of Hawaii-born nonwhites living on the Mainland suggests that the

midwestern colleges were already losing their allure in the 19505,

but nevertheless 27.6 percent of Hawaii residents attending college on

the Mainland in 1958 were in midwestern states. By 1968 this proportion

declined to 14.7 percent and absolute declines occurred in Missouri,

Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana.

Two local studies undertake~ in the 1950s are of particular value

in acertaining how the prolonged economic recession during the early

1950s affected local outmigration. ~vo studies, one undertaken by the

Joint Committee on Guidance and Employment of Youth (JCGEY) and the

other by the Hawaii Department of Labor and Industrial Relations (HDLIR),

are discussed below.

The JCGEY survey of the 1952 high school graduates began in June

of 1952 when all 6,218 graduating seniors were queried about their

future plans. Of the 5,530 answering the questionnaire, 709 planned to
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attend college on the Mainland, 3,123 expected to attend college in

Hawaii and 347 (almost all males) planned to join the military (JCGEY,

October, 1952). All 1952 graduates were resurveyed in January, 1953.

Of the 5,123 responding to the questionnaire, 36 percent were attending

Hawaii schools, 11 percent each were attending ollege on the Mainland

\ and in the armed forces, 27.2 percent were gainfully employed and 7.4

percent (18 percent of these in the labor force) were unemployed. Only

17 of those employed were living on the Mainland. Another follow-up

survey in January of 1954 indicated that 14 percent were now in the

military and that the unemployment rate remained at 18 percent (JCGEY,

February, 1954).

According to the 1956 follow-up survey of the 1952 graduates, 16

percent were residing on the Mainland and an additional 10 percent were

residing at military stations either on the Mainland or abroad (JCGEY,

February, 1957). Approximately 26 percent of the class were attending

college and of this group, 42 percent were residing on the Mainland.

In general, those who were attending college in Hawaii expected to seek

employment in Hawaii whereas those attending Mainland colleges expected

to seek employment on the Mainland. For example, of the 125 persons

completing education programs in Hawaii, fewer than 10 expected '0 seek

emplcyment on the Mainland. In contrast, only 16 of the 53 persons

completing education programs on the Mainland expected to seek employ

ment in Hawaii. Host of the graduates expecting to stay on. the Hainland

believed that employment opportunities were better there, although many

expressed a wish to return to Hawaii if economic conditions there

improved (ibid.).
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Of those in the military, a sixth expected to reenlist. Of the

remainder, approximately one-third had no formulated plans, two-fifths

expected to enroll in college, and the remaining quarter planned to seek

emploj~ent after leaving the armed forces. Two-thirds of those

planning to continue their education and three-quarters of those planning

to seek employment expected to do so on the Mainland (ibid.).

Approximately half of the 1952 class were in the civilian labor

force in 1956. Approximately one-eighth of those employed were living

on the Mainland. More than two-thirds in the 11ainland labor force were

female; the author of the report surmised that this was undoubtedly due

to the fact that there was then a surplus of qualified clerical workers

in the territory. Eighteen percent of those employed on the Mainland

were in professional occupations as contrasted to eleven percent among

persons employed in Hawaii. The unemployment rate of those in Hawaii

(8.9 percent) was more than double that for persons on the Mainland.

Concerning tilose employed on the Mainland, the author noted (p. 11)

that, "while many of those young people would like to return to the

islands, according to the comments on their schedule, they remain on the

11ainland because they feel opportunities are better there."

In summary, the surveys of the 1952 graduating class illuminate

the outmigration pattei:ns of high school graduates during the early

1950s. They suggest that outmigration among the local population became

widespread in the early 1950s, notwithstanding gradually imp~oving

economic.conditions. Although most of the 1952 graduates originally

left Hawaii either to attend college or fuifill military obligations, a

large proportion of those who left for those reasons chose to remain on
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the Mainland because of perceived superior economic opportunities there.

Significant is the fact that so few of the graduates were employed on

the Mainland in 1953, notwithstanding the high unemployment rates then

existing among the 1952 graduates.

The previously mentioned study undertaken by the Hawaii Department

of Labor and Industrial Relations focused on the characteristics of

persons from IlawadL filing interstate unemployment claims on the Main-

land and vice versa (see Stevens, 1957). Noted was the fact that whereas

3,300 from Hawaii filed interstate claims between 1953 and 1956, the

corresponding number of former Mainland residents filing claims in

Hawaii was 7,600 during the same period. However, the author noted that

the impression that the newcomers were adding substantially to the labor

force was probably erroneous because

[The interstate claimants from the Mainland] include
large numbers of persons who are unable to find jobs, and
because of a lack of finances for living purposes, return
to their mainland homes. They are unsuccessful, primarily
because the job opportunities in the Territory are limited
and the majority of employers prefers to hire Island resi
dents of which there is a sufficient supply (p. 2).

Also noted was the fact that the number of interstate claimants from

Hawaii doubled between 1952 and 1956 (whereas economic conditions improved

after 1952 and especially after 1954) and that a third of the claimants

were of Oriental ancestry,23 "a relatively new movement and not a

common practice prior to Horld \\Tar II" (p. 2).

23l10rienta1 11 hOHever is not defined. It is not known whether., ,
Filipinos or Hawaiians were included in this category.
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An in-depth study of those filing claims in July, 1957 indicated

that the two groups of claimants were different in a number of respects.

A typical mainland person who arrives in Honolulu
to look for a job is a single woman from California--
age 27 with clerical work and a desire to live in the
Hawaiian Islands. On the other hand, the average
Islander looking for employment on the mainland is a
man. He is older--34 years of age--either skilled or
unskilled and is seeking employment in a large California
industrial plant or factory (p. 3).

Approximately 44 percent of the inmigrants came from California. About

two-thirds of the outmigrants went to California, an additional eight

percent went either to Washington or Oregon, and the remainder were

scattered across the rest of the United States.

It should be noted that the Hawaii claimants covered in the study

differed markedly from the 1952 high school graduates employed on the

Mainland in 1956. The large majority of the latter were female, 78

percent were in either professional or clerical positions, and only 17

percent (compared to a third of the graduates employed in the territory)

were in .the skilled, semi-skilled, or unskilled categories (JCGEY, 1957).

The 1952 high school graduates tended to be much younger as well. In

short, those 1952 high school graduates working on the Mainland in 1956

were, at least in terms of sex and occupational distribution, much more

similar to the interstate claimants from the Mainland than to the

claimants from Hawaii. Census data on the 1955-60 nonwhite outmigrants

show th~t those in their twenties far outnumbered those aged 30 and

above (see Figure 4.4B). This is evidence that most of the outmigrants

were much more similar to those in the JCGEY survey than in the HDLIR

survey. It is significant, however, that in spite of economic improve-

ments during the mid-1950s, the outmigration of both claimants and high
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school graduates seeking employment appear to have increased appreciably

between 1952 and 1956. This suggests that the increase was not due to

deteriorating economic conditions, but, rather, an increased willing

ness to seek employment on the Mainland.

The JCGEY also took yearly surveys of all persons graduating

between 1953 and the end of the 1950s. These surveys show an increasing

percentage of graduates planning to attend college on the Mainland

(11 percent of the entire class in 1954, rising to 17 percent in 1959),

and a rise in the proportion planning to join the military from 10 per

cent in 1952 to 27 percent in 1957, followed by a decline to 20 percent

in 1959. Concerning the fluctuations in the proportion intending to

join the armed forces, the 1960 report (JCGEY, August, 1960) mentions a

heavy recruiting drive in the mid-1950s, followed by the cessation of

active recruiting and the imposition of higher enlistment standards. The

report on the plans of the 1957 gT'arluates (August, 1957) mentions that

one-third of the graduates planning to seek in~ediate employment ex

pected to do so on the Hainland. This percentage is many times that

shown by the 1953 follow-up survey of the 1952 high school graduates,

no twi.t.hs t.and lng the fact that 1957 was characterized by much improved

economic conditions compared to 1952. The anonymous author of the 1957

report concluded (p. 10) that "the Hawaii high school graduates are

broadening their horizons."

The anonymous author of the report (October, 1956) comparing plans

of the graduates bet\Veen 1952 and 1956 noted the rise in the numbers

attending college on the Mainland and speculated (P. 24), "Probably the

most basic factor in this trend is that better economic conditions
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enable more parents to send their children to Mainland schools." He

further notes (p. 24), "In some instances young men who were stationed

as G.I.s in college towns on the Mainland bring baCk favorable reports

of a school or college and later return as students there, accompanied

by one or two friends." Throughout the 1950s, approximately equal

proportions of the Oahu and outer island graduates planned to attend

college on the Mainland, but higher proportions of outer island grad-

uates indicated plans to join the military. Among the Oahu private

school graduates, the large majority planned to pursue higher education

and about half in this group planned to do so on the Mainland.

From the standpoint of detail, the quality of the high school

surveys has dropped considerably since 1960 and especially since

1970. 24 However, from the evidence presented in these surveys, it

appears that the number attending 11ainland schools a year after gradua-

tion rose from approximately 1,300 in the 1960 class to a high of L,400

in the 1967 class. This number leveled off in the late 1960s and began

to decline after 1970. The 1973, 1974, and 1975 follow-up surveys suggest

an annual number of 1,800 high school graduates leaving yearly to Main-

land colleges. The numbers in military service within a year after

graduation averaged about 1,000 a yedr during the early 19605 but rose to

a high of 1,500 among the 1967 and 1968 graduates. A considerable drop

has since taken place and less than 500 graduates of the 1975 class

joined the military within a year of graduation.

24Beginning in 1962, the Hawaii Department of Education undertook
the authorship and publication of the high school reports. Since 1969
these responsibilities have been taken over by the Survey Research Office.
A complete listing of all high school surveys is given in the Bibliography
under the authorship of JCGEY, P~OE, and SRO.
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In terms of the proportion of all seniors who were in Mainland

schools or the military in the year after graduation, the proportion rose

from three-tenths in 1960 to three-eighths in the late 1960s. There

has been a drop in the 1970s and the admittedly inadequate 1973, 1974,

and 1975 follow-up surveys suggest this share was approximately two

ninths for these years. Although no data are available on the number

who immediately after graduation go to the Mainland for reasons not

related to military or educational considerations, it does appear that

the proportion of high school seniors who presently leave for the Main

land within a year after graduation is much lower than it was during

the 1960s.

Reasons for the recent decline in the numbers going into the

military have earlier been discussed. The decline in the present propor

tion and numbers attending Yminland colleges immediately after graduation

is attributable to a number of causes. The share of graduates enrolled

in school in the year following graduation rose from 45 percent in the

1952 graduating class to approximately 70 percent in the mid-1960s but

has since remained relatively constant. Approximately a quarter of the

1952 high school graduates were attending a four year college within a

year of graduation. By 1962 this share increased to two-fifths. In the

mid-1960s a peak of approximately four-ninths of all graduates \Vas

reached, but the share attending a four year college a year after

graduation thereafter dropped and the proportion of 1975 high school

graduates enrolled in a four year college in the fall of 1975 was less

than three-eighths. In comparison, less than a tenth of those pursuing

higher education in the early 1960s chose a two-year transfer program;
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those who did so had to go to the Mainland. This proportion rose to more

than a quarter in the 1975 graduating class. Considering the lack of

prestige involved in attending a two year community college and the ex-

pense of attending one on the Mainland, there is little incentive for

parents to finance a Mainland community college education for their

children. 25

Another potent factor in the decline in the proportion attending

college on the }1ainland has been the rapid rise since 1970 in tuition

both at private and state colleges on the Mainland. The University of

Hawaii at Manoa expanded rapidly in the late 1960s and the improvem(~nt in

its academic re~utation may have encouraged more parents to send their

children there rather than to a Mainland college. 26

It should be noted that some graduates delay college entrance for a

year or more and others transfer from Hawaii to Mainland colleges.

Likewise, not all who enlist in the military do so immediately after

graduation from high school. Hence, the portion of high school grad-

uates who serve in the military or attend Mainland colleges is higher

than indicated by the high school surveys. In addition, some move to

the Mainland to take immediate employment ~nd others marry servicemen

25Unfortunately, the proportion of recent high school graduates
who attend a Mainland community college is unknown, but is certainly
low for reasons discussed above. However, certain community colleges in
the northwest (e.g., Linfield Community College in Oregon) continue to
be popular among Hawaii high school graduates.

26Th" " t t· t" d" th 1970 1th h 11S 1mprovemen was no ma1n alne 1n e s a aug a aw
and medical school have been added.
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and move to the Mainland with them. Taking these considerations into

account, the proportion of high school graduates in the late 1960s who

went to the Mainland for six months or more within a few years of

graduation may have exceeded 50 percent. This is supported by the

questionnaire survey of the 1964 high school graduates (see Section 9.6).

There is no other noncensus information that is informative con

cerning the outmigration of local residents since I~orld War II. Those

sources that have been reviewed portray a growth in the number of local

residents leaving during the early 1950s. In the early 1950s the majority

appear to have gone to the Mainland as students or military personnel.

Judging from the 1956 survey of the 1952 high school graduates, most who

went to the Mainland in the early 19505 did not return. It appears that

the outflow of high school graduates for immediate employment on the

Mainland first reached significant proportions during the late 19505.

The absolute number of Hawaii residents who were in college or in

the military on the }minland apparently peaked in the late 1960s. For

reasons mentioned in the text, both the number and proportion of high

school graduates either in college on the Mainland or in the military

has since declined. Although information is lacking on the number of

others going to the Mainland, it appears that the volume of local out

migr..nts has declined significantly since 1970.

In terms of characteristics of the outmigrants, the sources cited

are uninformative. For instance, we do not know about their racial

characteristics. That large numbers of persons attended college on the

Mainland suggest that many who are lost to the }fainland are well educated,

but unknown is the proportion attending college (or in the armed forces
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or going to the Mainland for any other purpose) on the Mainland who

eventually return to Hawaii. The 1952 high school graduates on the

Mainland in 1956 were characterized by higher occupational status and

lower unemployment than their classmates s1:iJ.1 in Hawaii but it must

be kept in mind that economic conditions in Hawaii were still poor at

this time. The 1957 study on unemployment claimants showed that the aver

age claimant from Hawaii was male, in his thirties, and seeking a blue

collar job, but perhaps most significant was the relatively low number

of islanders unemployed in Hawaii and seeking employment on the Main

land.

In terms of destination, neither the high school surveys or census

estimates of the numbers in the military give any indication of Mainland

locations. The 1958 and 1968 national college surveys do give the

states of residence of Hawaii residents attending school on the Hain

land. They portray a distribution in which approximately three-tenths

are in California with an increasing share in the northwest and a

decreasing share in the midwest during the 10 year period. By contrast,

the 1957 claimant study showed that more than two-cthLr ds of claimants

were in California. No other studies are informative concerning the

locations of local outmigrants.

As nothing further is to be learned from the above mentioned

studies, it is time to assess exactly what the traditional approach

focusing on census and other secondary sources of information has'. told

us concerning the nature of outmigration from Hawaii.
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4.12 Summary

In summarizing material presented in this chapter it is most useful

to frame the findings in terms of research questions posed in the first

chapter. Such an approach makes apparent what has been accomplished

and what questions remain unanswered.

In terms of the volume of outmigration and how it has been changing

over time, it is evident that the outmigration rate of those coming

over as plantation laborers was substantial. In the case of the white

plantation laborers the loss was large even among the Hawaii-born. How

ever, prior to World War II the losses of Hawaiians and second generation

Orientals were small. In terms of yearly outflow of the Hawaii-born,

there was an increase from the beginning of the twentieth century to

1929, and an ensuing slowdown in the 1930s that was related to the

Great Depression. After World War II the outflow of whites was sub

stantial; the yearly volume of nonwhite outmigrants started at a low

level but picked up rapidly and by the late 1950s the yearly rate of

outmigration among Hawaii's local nonwhites apparently approached

national levels for first-time interstate movers. The 1970 census

suggests little change in the relative rate of outmigration from levels

prevailing in the late 1950s. Evidence pertaining to Hawaii residents

joining the military and attending Mainland colleges suggests that

the yearly number of local residents migrating to the Mainland may have

declined since 1970.

In terms of the demographic characteristics of the outmigrants,

the nonwhite plantation laborers who went to the }1ainland prior to World

War II were predominantly young unmarried adults; this also describes
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the characteristics of those nonwhites recruited for plantation labor.

In contrast, most whites recruited as plantation laborers left in

family groups; indeed, most were recruited as families. vfuereas the

descendants of the white plantation laborers also tended to leave in

family groups prior to World War II, most second generation nonwhite

outmigrants continued to be young single males. Since World War II,

however, the proportion of females among the Hawaii-born nonwhites

living on the Mainland has continually increased and by 1970 there

were nearly equal numbers of males and females on the Mainland. In

terms of the educational, occupational and economic characteristics of

the postwar outmigrants, both the census and other secondary sources are

completely uninformative. The large majority of nonwhites leaving since

World War II has continued to be young adults without children. Because

of complications in interpreting census data for whites, nothing can be

ascertained concerning the age characteristics of recent local white

outmigrants.

On the question pertaining to why outmigrants leave Hawaii, the

evidence is overwhelming that most departees prior to '~or1d 'var II were

dissatisfied with both economic and social conditions of plantation

labor. Excepting the Hawaiians for whom Hawaii was home, reasons why

others did not leave prior to World 'var II are complex. Dissatisfied

as whites tended to be with plantation labor, for the Puerto Ricans and

Portuguese it represented an advancement over previous conditions, and

it is significant that these are the only two predominately Caucasian

groups recruited for plantation labor that stayed in large numbers.

Anti-Oriental feelings on the west coast increased during the early
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twentieth century. This and the lack of communications between the

earlier migrants and Hawaii-born nonwhites explain the low outmigra-

tion of Hawaii-born nonwhites prior to lvorld War II. After World War II,

rising aspirations, increased information available about the-fainland .

and the decline of anti-Oriental prejudice on the Mainland all resulted

in a marked increase in nonwhite outmigration.

The literature is unenlightening as to why the post-World War II

outmigrants left Hawaii. ~fuat can be said with certainty is that pro

portions joining the military and attending out of state colleges are

high by national standards. The yearly volume of outmigration, at

least among nonwhites, does not appear to be correlated with existing

economic conditions in Hawaii. Evidence for this observation are plenti

ful; few nonwhites left during the 1949-50 economic collapse, the yearly

proportion leaving apparently reached a peak during the late 1950s when

economic conditions in Hawaii were improving, remained constant during

the 1960s although economic conditions were excellent by HaHaii standards

and apparently declined during the 1970s when economic conditions in

Hawaii were not good. Such information as exists in published form

is inadequate to address why most local persons stay in HawaLf wher aas

others leave.

As to whether there is a differential rate of outmigration among

Hawaii's major ethnic groups, information pertaining to post-World

War II outrnigration is unhelpful. Each year a far greater proportion

of whites than nonHhites leave Hawaii, but since the large majority of

inmigrants from the Mainland are "hite, this observation is trivial.

Place of birth census data are not helpful concerning recent outmigration
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of "local" whites because of the confounding influence of persons born

as military dependents and leaving the state at an early age. The 1970

census data on Hawaiians suggest that a higher proportion of H.'lwaiians

may have migrated to the Mainland than Hawaii-born nonwhites in general,

but due to ambiguities involved in the self-classification of part

Hawaiians, this conclusion is open to doubt. As to cultural influences

affecting present-day migration, the literature is completely uninforma

tive.

Prior to World War II, the overwhelming majority of local out

migrants went to California. The fact that almost all passenger routes

connecting Hawaii with the Mainland involved California and the obvious

economic opportunities in a rapidly growing California explain the

concentration there. Immediately after World War II, the outmigrants

were much more geographically dispersed. Factors associated with this

are the greatly increased information available about non-west coast

areas, broadened horizons among the outmigrants themselves, and the

increasing proportions attending }minland colleges or in the armed

forces. There was a partial return to California dominance in the out

migration flows of the late 1950s. The fact that migration among the

local non,~hites had become so common that the outmigrants were less

selected in terms of adventuresomeness than had been true a few years

previously undoubtedly had much to do with the increasing proportions

going to California. Another factor appears to have been the fact that

outmigration of nonwhites seeking immediate employment became sub

stantial in the late 1950s, and it is a reasonable surmise that those

seeking immediate employment migrated mainly to California because
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immediate assistance was available from friends and relatives already

there. The 1970 census is completely uninformative concerning the

destinations of local outmigrants during the late 1960s, but the place

of birth statistics suggest a continuing increase in the proportion of

Hawaii-born nonwhites on the Mainland who were residing in California.

There is evidence in the place of birth data that where persons

originally migrate may be a poor predictor of where they will be a few

years later. It appears that many who migrate originally to states

other than California later move to California whereas the flow from

California to othe= states is much less. Whether this is so and

reasons for residential shifts of Hawaii residents already on the Main

land will be investigated through both the public use census sample

and the questionnaire sample of 1964 high school graduates. These two

sources will also yield much more detailed information on destinations

on the substate level and why particular destinations are picked.

Prior to Horld 1.Jar II, relatively few of the outmigrants, at least

among those in plantation groups, returned to Hawaii. Although it is

undeniable that the Jength and expense of the voyage to the l1ainland were

conside'able, the main reason for the low rate of return is simply that

most ~ere fleeing conditions of plantation labor and thus had little

reason to return. After Horld Har II, the proportion of outmigrants who

later returned increased greatly; indeed, the returnees have had a con

siderable impact in local po s twa'r politics. This increased return rate

is related to the improvement of economic and social opportunities for

non-Haoles as well as the increasing number going to the 11ainland in order

to learn skills that can be applied in Hawai L, The 1960 census does not
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suggest a return rate of local nonwhites that was high by national

standards, but the annual number of returnees increased by more than 50

percent between the late 1950s and late 1960s whereas the volume of

annual nonwhite outmigration remained relatively constant during the

period. FUTthermore, as compared to the 1950s, the loss of Hawaii-born

nonwhites to the Mainland slowed somewhat. These facts suggest that the

rate of return is sensitive to economic conditions in Hawaii. The 1956

survey of 1952 high school graduates suggests that the rate of return

from the Mainland would have been much higher had economic conditions

been good in Hawaii at the time the survey was taken. Beyond the seeming

influence of economic conditions, the question of why some outmigrants

return to Hawaii whereas others stay on the }~in1and is not illuminated

by evidence evaluated in this chapter.

On the question of the consequences of outmigration for Ha1vaii there

is not enough evidence with which even to make a gross value judgment.

At this point we simply know little beyond the gross numbers moving to

the Mainland. Before any judgment can be made, we need to know more .

about the migrants themselves.

Demographic characteristics and geographical locations of 1965-70

outmigrants, the Hawaii-born living on the Mainland in 1976, and 1965-70

returnees to Ha1vaii as revealed by 1970 public use census tapes will be

examined in the next four chapters.



CHAPTER V

CHARACTERISTICS OF HAWAII-BORN OUTMIGRANTS AND RETURNEES

AS REVEALED BY THE PUBLIC USE CENSUS SAMPLE

5.1 Introduction

Inadequacies of published census data in terms of offering

enlightenment concerning the postwar outmigration of HalJaiiis local

inhabitants have been made apparent in the preceding chapter. The 1970

published census is particularly poor in this regard. Limitations in the

published census can be overcome with the use of public use census

tapes, however, as these tapes allow the organization of census data in

any manner chosen.

In order to understand the 1970 public use census tapes it is

important to know how the 1970 census was taken. All households received

a census form containing a number of basic questions. In addition,

respondents in 15 percent of all households were asked a series of

questions contained in the "15 percent questionnaire." Another fiVE:

percent of households were covered in a "five percent questionnaire."

Many of the questions contained in the "five percent" questionnaire

were identical to those asked on the "fifteen percent questionnaire."

For example, state of birth was obtained for all persons covered by both

forms. However, some of the questions differed. Of most relevance to

this study is the fact that on the "five percent" form previous place of

residence was asked only of persons aged 14 and older whereas on the

"fifteen percent" form this question was asked of all persons aged

five and older.
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Public use census tapes, based on the 1970 census, are available

1
for individual states and "e-conomic areas," which are generally sub-

areas of states. Each tape contains a one in 100 household sample of all

households included in the census. Two to~es are available for a given

state and economic area; one for persons responding to the "15 percent"

long census form (i.e., containing the extended census questions asked

of residents in 15 percent of all households covered by the census), and

the other for persons responding to the "five percent" long form. To

the extent that questions asked in the five and fifteen percent sample

forms are identical and boundaries of "economic areas" conform to

state boundaries, a four percent sample can be obtained for each state.

To date, few researchers not employed by the U.S. Census Bureau have

used public use census data in migration studies. 2

As the public use census records include all census data collected

for given individuals, information not available in published reports can

be processed and analyzed. Disadvantages of using public use census

records include a small sample size (a four percent sample is the maximum

possible) and limitations inherent in census data. In addition,

IAn "economic area lr as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau must ful
fill the following criteria: (1) contain an entire county or a con
tiguous grouping of whole counties, (2) have a population of at least
150,000, and (3) be relatively self-contained economically. In Hawaiivs
case, criteria one and three were waived whereas criterion two was
adhered to. The result was a division into Honolulu and "other Hawaii"
instead of the logical division of Oahu and the other islands.

2Harclavardt (1968) is a notable exception. However , he used the
one in 1,000 sample 1960 census tape for the U.S. as a whole. Public
use census data from the 1960 census are not available for individual
states.
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processing costs for migration studies can be prohibitive in terms of

information retrieved, especially for areas in which the outmigrants from

a given state (Hawaii in this case) comprise only a miniscule share of

the entire population.

For the purpose of this study, a four percent sample was obtained

for the states of Hawaii, California, Oregon, Washington, and Alaska.

The four mentioned west coast states received nearly half of all 1965-70

outm:grants from Hawaii. A one percent sample for all states on the

Mainland, based on the five percent· questionnaire, was also used in the

study. From the tapes used, data were compiled for the follo,~ng types

of individuals:

1. Persons borr in Hawaii and living in west coast states in
1970; four percent sample.

2. Persons living in Hawaii in 1965 and in west coast states in
1970; four percent sample for persons aged 14 and above and a
two percent sample for persons aged 13 and under.

3. Persons born on the Mainland and living on the Mainland in
1965 but living in Hawaii in 1970; four percent sample for
persons aged 14 and above and a two percent sample for persons
aged 13 and under.

4. Persons born in Hawaii and living in Hawaii in 1970, but
residing on the }~inland in 1965; four percent sample for
persons aged 14 and above and a two percent sample for
persons aged 13 and under.

5. Persons aged 14 and over who lived in Hawaii in 1965 and on
the Mainland in 1970; one percent sample.

6. Persons born in Hawaii and living on the Mainland in 1970;
one percent sample.

Findings from the analysis of public use tapes provide the basis

of Chapters V through VIII. In this chapter, age, sex and racial

characteristics and the geographical distribution of the 1965-70 out-

migrants and Hawaii-born returnees will be examined.
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5.2 Numbers and Geographical Distributions of the 1965-70 Outmigrants _

When the public use census tapes were first analyzed, the one

percent sample tapes for the non-west coast areas were not available.

The.two "fifteen percent sample" tapes of the west coast yielded

estimates of 1965-70 outmigrants that were close to published census

results (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1

Public Use Census Tape Estimate of 1965-70 Outmigrants to
West Coast States Compared to Published Census Results

Number of 1965-70 Outmigrants to
State Public Use Tapesa Censusb % Difference

California 40,450 40,885 -1.1
Oregon 3,400 2,784 +22.1
Washington 7,000 6,674 +4.9
Alaska 650 730 -11.0

All West Coast States 51,500 51,043 +.9

a2 percent sample based on the 15 percent questionnaire

b15 percent sample based on the 15 percent questionnaire

Source: U.s. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census, and public use
census tapes.

When the one percent national tape based on the five percent

questionnaire was run, it generated an estimated 88,900 outmigrants

aged 15 and over. This is more than 10 percent under the 100,811 out

3
migrants of comparable ages reported in the published census. This is

3Why this is so is unknown. Estimates of the numbers of Hawaii~
born living on the west coast were somewhat higher with the tapes based
on the five percent questionnaire. On the tapes based on the five per
cent questionnaire only 2.2 percent of the Ha,.;raii-born on the west;
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an indication that had the five percent questionnaire been used for

reporting purposes, the published census would have shown a lower volume

of interstate migration on the national level. Of greatest relevance

here is the fact that of the 138 other nonwhites (representing 13,800

persons) in the sample, 48 percent were in California, 17 percent were

in northwestern states, and the balance were in non-west coast areas. 4

Based on the evidence so far presented, it seems apparent that under

half of the other nonwhite outmigrants were in California with an

additional 10 to 15 percent in the northwestern states. As the 1960

census showed 65.9 percent of all 1955-60 nonwhite outmigrants in

California with an additional 5.7 percent in the northwestern states,

there was obviously a shift during the 1960s in the direction of greater

dispersion from California.

The estimated number of 1965-70 outmigrants by region and race are

presented in Table 5.2.

Although the data presented in Table 5.2 for California and the

northwest by nonwhite racial groups are believed to be fairly accurat r : ,

the estimates given for non-west coast areas are conjectural as they are

based on a one percent sample. Nonetheless, a number of observations

concerning Table 5.2 are in order.

That two-thirds of lvhites and three quarters of the blacks v~re in

areas away from the west coast is hardly a surprise, especially as

coast did not report 1965 residence. The comparable rate yielded by
the tapes based on the 15 percent questionnaire was 2.6 percent.

4Percentages in non-west coast areas are as follows: two percent
in the Mountain states, 15 percent in the South, 12 percent in the Mid
lvest and seven percent in the Northeast.
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Table 5.2

Estimated Numbers of Persons Living in Hawaii in 1965
and on the Mainland in 1970 by Race and

1970 Region of Residence

Numbers and Percentage in

Race Ca1iforniaa Northwesta b TotalOther U.S.

Hhite 30,425 (27.6) 8,800 ( 8.0) 71,000 (64.5) 110,225
B1ackc 1,100 (23.4) 0 3,600 (76.6) 4,700
Other Nonwhite 8,925 (43.6) 2,250 (11.0) 9,300 (45.4) 20,475

Indian 75 0 0 75
Japanese 3,500 (43.6) 925 (11.5) 3,600 (44.9) 8,025
Chinese 1,100 (48.9) 250 (11.1) 900 (40.0) 2,250
Filipino 1,575 (46.7) 300 ( 8.9) 1,500 (44.4) 3,375
Hawaiian 1,475 (30.3) 600 (12.3) 2,800 (57.4) 4,875
Korean 150 (50.0) 50 (16.7) 100 (33.3) 300
Other 1,050 (66.7) 125 ( 7.9) 400 (25.4) 1,575

Total 40,450 (29.9) 11,050 ( 8.1) 83,900 (62.0) 135,400
Published Census 40,855 (30.2) 10,188 ( 7.5) 84,391 (62.3) 135,435

aBased on four percent sample. Of the 2,250 other nonwhites
counted in the nor.thwestern states, 1,125 were in Hashington, 975 in
Oregon and 150 in Alaska.

bBased on one percent national sample.

cAccording to the published census there were 1,112 blacks in
California, 131 in the northwest and 3,514 in non-west coast states.

Source: See t -xt; ,

most were military related while in Hawaf.L and the published 1970 census

shows that only 21. 2 and 6.3 percent of the outmigrants in the military

in 1965 were 'residing in California and the northwestern states,

respectively. With the exception of HawaLfaris and "others," the dis-

tributions by region of HaHaii's various nonwhite groups are similar.

Concerning the "others," only 17 percent of the adults in the west coast
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sample were born in Hawaii; most of the remainder were born in American

Samoa. On the Mainland, most Samoans live in California. Most of the

"others" among the outmigrants are immigrants or children of innnigrants

from Samoa and their migration from Hawaii to the Mainland appears to be

of the "chain" variety, much like the pre-Horld War II outmigration of

plantation workers from Hawaii. The P~waiians appear to be much more

dispers~d than the other groups; this is supported by the 1970 census

count showing less than half of all Hawaiians, but more than two-thirds

of all "other nonwhites" born in Hawaii but living on the Hainland to be

in California. vfuy the Hawaiians should be more dispersed than the other

nonwhite groups is not obvious although large numbers in 1970 were

attending college or serving in the military on the Mainland (see Table

4.10).

Estimated 1965-70 outflows by race r epresenr ed the following

proportions of their counterparts residing in Hawa.LL in 1970: whf.t e ,

37.0 percent; black, 62.1 percent; Japanese, 3.7 percent; Chinese, 4.3

percent; Filipino, 3.6 percent; Korean, 3.5 percent; Havaiian, 6.8

percent; and "others," 8.7 percent. 5 That whites and blacks are charac-

terized by a high population turnover is expected. Excepting the

HawaLLans and "others," outmigration rates among Hawaii's major non-

white groups appear to be similar. Results of the survey of 1964

graduates suggest that Ha~vaiians are characterized by outmigration rates

5These estimates are based on the complete census count of Hawaii.
Had the 15 percent sample count been used, the proportion indicated for
"others" woul.d have been 13.0 percent, but the proportions for all other
groups would have been similar.
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similar to those of other local nonwhites. Apparently, persons with a

given proportion of Hawaiian ancestry were more likely to declare them

selves "Hawaiian" on the Mainland than Hawaii. The high rate of out

migration among "others" suggests that Hawaii is an intermediate destin

ation for many Samoans who eventually move to the Mainland.

In summary, although the white and black outmigrants were shown by

the public use census tapes to be more dispersed than other nonwhites,

the 1965-70 other nonwhite outmigrants were much less concentrated in

California than their counterparts ten years earlier. Japanese, Chinese,

Filipinos, and Koreans were characterized by similar rates of out

migration and proportions going to Caiifornia and the northwestern

states. Hawaiians were more dispersed than the above mentioned groups.

"Others," most of whom are Samoan, were the most concentrated in

California.

5.3 Age Distribution of the OutmigF~nts

A count of the entire age distribution of the 1965-70 outmigrants

Has available only for a two percent sample of migrants to the wes t coast.

The age-sex distributions of ~vhite and other nonwhite outmigrants are

portrayed in Figure 5.1. A comparison of the two groups shows marked

differences. Two-thirds of the nonwhites but only a third of the whf.t es

are adults aged 18 to 29. Among the whites the highest proportion is in

the 25-29 age group; ~his is evidence that most are previous inmigrants

to Hawaii. By contrast, the largest number of nonwhite outmigrants are

between 18 and 23 years of age. Only a fifth of nonwhites but nearly

two-fifths of whites are over 30 years of age. Three-tenths of whites
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Figure 5.1 Age and Sex Distribution of Persons Living in Hawaii
in 1965 then on the West Coast in 1970
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6but only a seventh of nonwhites are under 18 years of age. Even this

low proportion for nonwhites conceals considerable differences by race.

Hdf of "others" were under 18 years of age; most were in large families

and apparently of Samoan ancestry. More than half of the nonwhite

children were contributed by the relatively small "others" group. At

the other extreme, only four percent of the Oriental (i.e., Japanese,

Chinese, and Korean) outmigrants were under 18 years of age. Propor-

tions of children among the Filipinos (16 percent) and Hawaiians (14

percent) approximated the nonwhite average. Whereas there were virtually

equal numbers of males and females among the nonwhites, males outnumbered

females by nearly 20 percent among the whites.

Age distributions portrayed in Figure 5.1 can be compared with

those shown for the 1955-60 outmigrants residing in the "west" in

1960. 7 The age distributions of the whites are similar for both periods

and will not be further discussed. Among the 1955-60 nonwhite out-

migrants in the "west" in 1960, 30.2 percent were over 30 years of age

and 18.3 percent were under fifteen years of age; the comparable estimates

among nonwhites on the west coast in 1970 were 20.2 and 11.0 percent,

respectively.8 This shows that the 1965-70 nonwhite outmigrants leaving

6Two-fjfths of the black outmigrants (not shown in Figure 5.1) were
under 18 years of age. Most were military dependents in 1965.

7The "west" includes the mountain states. However, more than 85
percent of all outmigrants and nearly 95 percent of other nonwhite out
migrants to the west in both 1960 and 1970 were in Pacific states.

8The 1960 data include blacks, who comprised perhaps a fifteenth
of the total. The black share was not large enough to significantly
affect the 1960 age distribution.
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to the west coast were much more concentrated among young adults than

ten years previously. Assuming that the adults over 30 years of age are

the most likely to migrate because of perceived economic necessity, the

fact that they are much less prominent among the 1965-70 outmigrants

than was the case a decade earlier can be explained by greatly improved

economic conditions in Hawaii during the late 1960s. However, since

most nonwhite outmigrants in the late 1950s were young adults, the total

impact on the volume of migration resulting from the decrease in the

numbers of middle-aged adults was not substantial.

Among the 1955-60 nonwhite out,ligrants, more than 80 percent of

persons aged under 14 or over 30 1 -"nt to the "west" (with probably nine

tenths of this number going to California) whereas 72 percent of persons

aged 15 to 29 did so. Thus, the young adul ts who v.er e likely to be in

college or the armed forces, were the most geographically dispersed.

According to the two percent lvest coast public use sample, more than

three fourths of the nonwhite outmigrants to the northwestern states

(compared to three-fifths to California) \-Jere between J8 and 29 years of

age. Therefore, it appears that the outmigration of adults aged 30 and

older is specifically directed to California, rather than the "west"

in general.

Unfor.unately, children under 14 years of age are not included in

the national sample, but among other nonwhLt e outmigrants in the national

sample who were between the ages of 18 and 24, 39 percent (24 of 61 in

the sample) were enumerated in California, compared with 63 percent

(40 of 64) of their counterparts aged 25 and older. The major implica

tions of this finding are that nationwide the concentration of young
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adults among the nonwhite outmigrants is probably greater than that

suggested by Figure 5.lB, and that one reason the proportion of non

white outmigrants going to California declined in the late 1960s is that

the outflow among older adults with children was much less than that in

the 1960s.

The major reason the age distribution of the other nonwhite out

migrants has been discussed in detail is that they are assumed to be

overwhelmingly Hawaii-born and furthermore can be compared with their

counterparts 10 years earlier. In Section 5.4 the extent to which the

nonwhite (and white) outmigrants are Hawaii-born will be investigated.

5.4 Number and General Characteristics of Hawaii-born Outmigrants

According to the two percent public use sample of the west coast

that was based on the 15 percent questionnaire, approximately four

fifths of other nonwhite outmigrants and a fifth of both black and white

outmigrants were born in Hawaii. More than half of the Hawaii-born

whites and seven-eighths of Hawaii-born blacks were children under the

age of 18. According to the estimates generated by the pUblic use

cenSUS tapes, 3,700 of the white outmigrants and only 50 of the black

outmigrants over 17 years of age on the west coast in 1970 were born in

Hawaii. In comparison, 7,500 other nonwhites (of a total of 9,450) over

17 years of age were born in Hawaii. However, the proportions varied

considerably by nonwhite group. Proportions of adult outmigrants who

were Hawaii-born were estimated to be as follows: Hawaiian, 91 percent;

Japanese, 88 percent; Chinese 69 percenL; Filipino, 65 percent; Korean,

50 percent; and "other," only 16 percent. On the national tape the

proportions who were Hawaii-born by major non'vhite groups are as
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follows: Hawaiian, 97 percent; Japanese, 90 percent; Chinese, 76 percent;

and Filipino, 62 percent.

Based on evidence from both the west coast and national public

use census tapes, it appears that at least 80 percent, or perhaps 16,500

of the "other nonwhite" outmigrants aged five and above were Hawaii-born.

If the persons under five years of age who were born in Hawaii but living

on the Mainland in 1970 are included, this outflow rises to approximately

17,900. The number of other nonwhite outmigrants aged 18 and over in

1970 was probably in the vicinity of 18,000. 9 Perhaps 14,500 of this

number were Hawaii-born.

Based on the national tape, which shows 60 percent of adult Hawaii-

born white outmigrants living on the west coast, perhaps 6,000 Hawaii-born

white adults migrated to the Mainland between 1965 and 1970. As the west

coast tapes indicate 3,800 Hawaii-bo~n white outmigrants between the

ages of five and seventeen, and the published census shows approximately

a third of all Hawaii-born whites aged five to fourteen to be living in

Pacific coast states, it is estimated here that there were at least

10,000 Hawaii-born whites aged five to seventeen among the outmigrants.

As the published census shows 10,400 Hawaii-born whites under five years

of age to be living on the Mainland in 1970, perhaps 26,500 Hawaii-born

whites moved to the Mainland between 1965 and 1970. More than four-fifths

of this number were under the age of 18 in 1970.

9Thi s represents about 88 percent of the total aged five and above.
Children under 18 comprised 13.7 percent of the total going to ,,,est coast
states. However, this proportion is lower on the national level, both
because "others" who are characterized by a large percentage of children
are concentrated on the west; coast, and local adults ,,,ith children appear
to go to California in disproportionate numbers.
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The estimated distribution of the adult Hawaii-born 1965-70 out-

migrants by race is given in Table 5.3.

The estimated 14,550 Hawaii-born other nonwhite outmigrants aged

18 and over (Table 5.3) represented approximately seven percent of their

Hawaii-born counterparts living in Hawaii in 1970. In comparison, the

Table 5.3

Estimated Number of Hawaii-born 1965-70 Outmigrants
Aged 18 and Over by Race

Race Total if Hawaii-born Approximate %
Hawaii-born

White 75,000 6,000 8
Black 2,750 150 5
Other Nonwhite 18,100 14,550 80

Indian 150 0 0
Japanese 7,700 6,950 90
Chjnese 2,150 1,500 70
Filipino 2,800 1,800 63
Hawa LLan 4,200 4,000 95
Korean 300 150 50
Other 800 150 16

Total 95,850 20,700 22

Source: See text.

6,000 adult Ha,,'aii-born whLte outmigrants represented 12 percent of their

counterparts in Hawaii in 1970. This suggests that the rate of local

outmigration was much higher among whites than nonwhites. This differ-

ence is in large part due to a substantial outflow of Hawaii-born whites

aged 30 and over to California. The two percent sample of California

shows that half of the Hawaii-born adult white outmigrants (1,600 of

3,200) were 30 years of age and over; among the other nonwhites by con-

trast, only an eighth of the Hawaii-born adults were over 30 years of
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age. Less than a tenth of the Hawaii-born white adults migrating to

areas other than California were over 30 years of age. The substantial

number of older adults migrating to California may include a large per-

centage of Portuguese and Puerto Ricans; they comprise ID~st of the whites

born in Hawaii before World War II. Among the local-born nonwhite males

the rates of outmigration among all groups were similar.

Among the adult white outmigrants not born in Hawaii, more than

nine-tenths were born on the Mainland. In contrast, four-fifths of

other nonwhites not born in Hawaii were foreign-born. Most of the

Japanese, Chinese, and Korean outmigrants born in their respective

countries were females married to persons serving in the military in

1965. Hales and females were equally numerous among foreign-born

Filipino outmigrants; most of the males were serving in the military~O

and ha Lf of the females were married to whites who had been in the armed

forces in 1965. Of the estimated 2,550 adult other nonwhite outmigrants

who were not born in Hawaii, approximately 1,600 were female. Among

the adult Hawaii-born other nonwhite outmigrants, males are estimat~d

to have outnumbered females by approximately 8,100 to 7,450. The

estimated sex ratio of 109 does not suggest an overwhelming dominance of

males among the outmigrants. Both the west coast and national samples

indicate that males and females were equally represented among the adult

Hawaii-born whLt e ou tmigrant s ,

10In the past, a favorite method ,of acqulrlng U.S. citizenship was
to join the Navy as a steward. Until recently, most stewards in the
Navy were recruited from the Philippines.
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In summary, it was estimated from the public use census tapes that

approximately 20,700 adults enumerated in Hawaii in 1965 and on the

Mainland in 1970 were born in Hawaii. Among Hawaii-born adults, the

outmigration rates were greatest among whites. Four-fifths of the

adult other nonwhite outmigrants were Hawaii-born; a large percentage of

the remainder were foreign-born females who apparently married American

servicemen stationed in their home countries. Males outnumbered females

by nearly 10 percent among the adult Hawaii-born nonwhite outmigrants, but

both sexes were equally represented among their Hawaii-born white

counterparts.

5.5 Location of the Hawaii-born Outmigrants by Type of Activity

In Chapter IV it was argued that Hawaii-born outmigrants who move

to the Mainland to attend college or serve in the armed forces are much

more dispersed than those moving for employment. The national public

use sample allows us to directly test this argument (Tables 5.4A and

5.4B).

Table 5.4 confirms that those in college or the armed forces are

much more dispersed than others in the civilian labor force. More than

half in the north'vestern states (Table 5.4A) were attending college there.

The college surveys mentioned in Chapter IV showed an increase of 80

percent in the numbers of Hawaii residents attending all Mainland

colleges between 1958 and 1968. During this period the number attending

colleges in the northwest tripled. This increase explains the overall

increase in the proportion of Hawaii-born outmigrants going to the north

'vestern states during the 1960s. As the volume of local outmigration

apparently did not change substantially between the late 1950s and the



Table 5.4

1970 Location and Activity of the 1965-70 Hawaii-born
Outmigrants Aged 18 and Over

A. Location by Activity

% in Percentage Engaged in Activity Living In
Activity Activity California Northwest Other u. S.

College 27a 32 27 39
Armed Forces l6b 35 17 48
Civilian L.F~ 4ld 62 8 28

All Pcrsons 49 15 36
Geographical Distribution

B. Activity by Location

Percentage at Location in

Location College Armed For,es Civilian L.F. c

California 17 11 53
Northwest 55 18 23
Other u.s. 30 20 32

216

All Persons
Distribution by Activity

N=148

27 16 41

alncluding 32% of males and 19% of females.

blncluding 30% of males. None were also in college.

cExcluding those in college

dlncluding 32 percent of males and 51 percent of females.

Source: See text.
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late 1960s and both the 1958 and 1968 surveys revealed that three-tenths

of Hawaii residents attending college on the Mainland were in California,

the increase in the numbers attending college certainly contributed to

the greater dispersion of outmigrants.

Concerning the numbers and geographical distribution of outmigrants

in the military, a direct comparison between the late 1950s and 19605 is

not possible as there is no information available on the numbers and

geographical distribution of Hawaii-born outmigrants in the armed forces

in the late 19505. However, the Census Bureau estimates of an average

of 14,000 Hawaii residents on active duty between 1955 and 1960 compared

to 17,100 between 1965 and 1970 (see Figure 4.3) suggest that the number"

going to the Mainland for military purposes was greater in the late

19605 than the late 1950s. If true, this increase in itsr>lf \Vol1ld also

result in a greater dispersion in the late 1960s as compared to the late

1950s.

In summary, the geographical distribution of the Hawaii-born out

migrants on the Mainland is related to the activity undertaken after

the move is made. The decreased proportion migrating to California in

the 1960s as compared to the 1950s is in part due to the decreased pro

portion in the late 1960s who went to the Mainland solely for employment.

Much more enlightenment concerning the destination of Ha\vaii-born out

migrants according to purpose will be offered in Chapter X when the high

school sample is discussed.

5.6 Hawaii-born Returnees to H:nvaii: 1965-70

A four percent sample (tHO percent wi t.h the "fifteen percent"

questionnaire and two percent wi t h the "five percent" questionnaire) was
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available for estimating ~965-70 Hawaii-born returnees aged 14 and over

and a two percent sample was available for those aged 13 and under. The

five and fifteen percent samples yielded almost identical numbers aged

14 and over. Therefore, in estimating the total number of returnees,

the total number aged 14 and over in the sample was multiplied by 25

and the number aged 13 and under was multiplied by fifty. The resulting

estimates by sex and race are presented in Table 5.5.

The total obtained from the sample (Table 5.5) is approximately

eight percent below the census count. As is shown in Table 5.5, the

undercount is concentrated in the under 15 age group. For purposes here,

totals given in Table 16 are assumed to be accurate. Although 57 black

return migrants were reported in the published census, an estimate of

250 was obtained from the public use tapes. l l

The estimated 3,975 white returnees represent a 40 percent increase

over the number reported in the 1960 census. By comparison, the estimated

6,175 other nonwhite returnees represent an increase of more than 50

percent over the nonwhite (including black) total of the preced~ 19 census.

In Chapter IV, evidence was presented that the volume of nonwhite out-

migrants was similar to both periods. Therefore, the increased volume

of nonwhite return migration is indicative of an increased rate as well.

Unfortunately, no definitLe answer can be given in regard to \\lhether the

rate of white return migration increased as well.

lIThe census estimate of 57 was obtained from nine actual records
(remember, a 15 percent sample was used!). On the two tapes based on
the 15 percent questionnaire were the records of four of the individuals,
including three of the four children under 14 years of age. Such are
the vagrancies involved in using a small sample.
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Table 5.5

Estimated Number of Persons Born in Hawaii
Who Lived on the Mainland in 1965

and in Hawaii in 1970

Age 13 Age 23
Race Male Female Total and Undera and Above

White 2,150 1,825 3,975 1,400 2,175
Black 125 125 250 150 75
Ot;her Nonwhites 3,475 2,700 6,175 450 5,250

Japanese 1,725 1,475 3,200 300 2,825
Chinese 525 225 750 0 625
Filipino 550 400 950 100 775
Hawa i.Lan 450 425 875 50 750
Korean 50 75 125 0 125
Other 175 100 275 0 150

Total Estimated 5,750 4,625 10,400 1,850 7,500
Published Census 6,080 5,242 11,322 2,473b 6,642c

aBased on a two percent sample. Count of persons
14 and over based on four percent sample.

bpersons aged under 15.

cPersons aged 25 and over.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 and public use census
tapes of Hawaii.

In terms of age distribution, the white returnees differ con-

siderab1y from their "other nonwhite" counterparts (Figures 5.2A and

5.2B). Hore than 40 percent of the whites but only 10 percent of non-

whites were under 18 years of age. Almost all of the nomvhites but

few of the whites under 18 years of age were in families with Hawaii-

born parents. An examination of the public use records showed that

half of the ~vhite children were in military families; presumably, the

military parent in these cases drew a second tour of duty in Hawaii.

In this dissertation the main interest is on those returnees aged 23 and
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Figure 5.2 Hawaii-born Individuals Living on the Mainland in 1965
then Living in Hawaii in 1970 by Age and Sex
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over in 1970 as they were aged 18 and over in 1965 and are presumed here

to have originally migrated to the Hainland on their own initiative. Only

55 percent of the whites but 86 percent of the nonwhites were 23 years of

age and older. Approximately a quarter of the whites and half of the

nonwhites were between the ages 23 and 29. This concentration, especially

among nonwhites, is an indication that if the outmigration stream is

comprised largely of young adults, the same is true of the returnees.

There is a dominance of males among both white and nonwhite returnees

aged 23 to 29. This male dominance helps explain why the number of

Hawaii-born nonwhite females on the Mainland increased more rapidly than

that of the males during the 1960s.

The estimated 5,250 nonwhite relurn migrants aged 23 and over

(Table 5.5) represents 37 percent of the estimated number of Hawaii-born

nonwhite 1965-70 outmigrants aged 18 and over in 1970 (Table 5.3).

The identical share also holds for the white counterparts. This suggests

similar rates of return migration among both whites and nonwhites who

leave Hawaii as adults. By major nonwhite group the estimated ratios

of return migration to o'!tmigration are as follows: Japanese, .41;

Chinese, .42; Filipino, .43; and HawaI Lan , .19. The Hawaiian rate is

biased d01VD1vard because of the earlier mentioned greater propensity of

part-Hawaiians to declare themselves "Hawaiian" on the Hainland. This

also has the effect of upwar dLy biasLng the number of whLt e returnees.

v/hat does the number of returnees compared to the number of HmoJaii

born outmigrants suggest concerning the percentage of outmigrants who

return to Hawaii1 This question is addressed with evidence from the
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questionnaire survey sample in Chapter X. Evidence given in Section

10.5 will suggest that the return rate of young local adults migrating

in the mid-1960s was more than 50 percent.

In terms of residence five years prior to the census the distribution

is as follows: 47 percent in California, 11 percent in northwestern

states, 6 percent in mountain states, 16 percent in the £outh, 11 per-

cent in the midwest and 9 percent in the northeastern states. These

percentages by region are close to those in the published census. 1 2

By race, the percentages who resided in California and the northwest

in 1965 were similar for whites and other nonwhites. Proportions in

California and the northwest in 1965 are similar to those of the 1965-70

other nonwhite outmigrants in 1970.

The above suggest that those migrating to a given area on the Main-

land had similar probabilities of returning to Hawaii. However, it was

shown in the previous chapter that those migrating to the Pacific states

(data for the 1955-60 returnees were not presented for individual states)

in the early 1950s were less likely to return than those migrati 'g to

other areas. The author believes this was also true for persons

migrating in the early 19605. It should be recalled that according to

the 1960 census, 65.2 percent of the 1955-60 nonwhtlt e outmigrants were

in California and an additional six percent were in the nortlnvestern

states. There is no direct way to determine the destinations of the

1960-640utmigrants (who comprised most of the 1965-70 returnees), but

l2By regions, the proportions as given in the published census are
as follows: Pacific, 57.8; Mountain, 4.3; South, 19.1; Midwest, 11.1;
and Northeast, 6.7 percent.
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considering the fact that the number of Hawaii residents attending

college on the Mainland in 1963 (6,041) was intermediate between the

number in 1958 (4,405) and 1968 (7,899) and the number of Hawaii resi-

dents in the armed forces in the early 1960s was similar to that in the

late 1950s but less than that in the late 1960s,13 it is surmised here

that perhaps 55 percent of the Hawaii-born adult outmigrants went to

California with another eight percent to the northwest. Admittedly,

these estimates may be in considerable error, but if accurate they show

that persons migrating to states other than California were dispropor-

tionately likely to return to Hawaii. This statement is supported by

the survey of the 1964 high school graduates (see Chapters X and XI).

Of the male returnees aged 23 and over, approximately a third were

in the armed forces in 1965. An additional third were attending colleg2

in 1965. In contrast, only a seventh of the females were attending

college in 1965. This disparity must be taken in the context of a two

to one surplus of males in college among the 1965-70 Hawaii-born out-

migrants. In all, 44 percent of all returnees (including two-thirds of

males) were either in college or in the military in 1965. Including the

spouses of these persons raises the total to half. Hore than 40 percent

of Japanese and Chinese male returnees were attending college in 1965

whereas nearly two-thirds of the Filipino males (11 of 18 in the sample)

were in the armed forces in 1"65. In short, the proportion who wer e in

l3There were an estimated 14,000 Hawaii residents on active duty
between 1955 and 1960 compared to 13,800 between 1960 and 1965, and
17,100 between 1965 to 1970. See Figure 4.3 for yearly averages.
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the armed forces or college in 1965 (44 percent) was similar to that of

Hawaii-born 1965-70 outmigrants in 1970 (43 percent).

In summary, returnees appear to be a representative cross section

of the outmigrnnts, at least in terms of the characteristics discussed

above. Whether the returnees tend to be "failures" cannot be determined

by the information presented above. More evidence on the characteristics

of returnees in terms of educational, occupational and income character-

is tics will be presented in Chapter VIII.

5.7 summary

The public use tapes have allowed a glimpse at the number and age

and sex distributions and Mainland activities of the Hawaii-born 1965-70

outmigrants and returnees. In terms of the research questions posed in

Chapter I the major findings are as follows:

1) The 1965-70 non~vhite outmigrants were much more concentrated
in the young adult age groups than ten years previously. This
suggests that the age distribution of first-time outmigrants
is tied to economic conditions, with older adults being more
prominent among outmigrants when economic conditions in the
place of origin are poor.

2) Males were slightly more numerous than females among the
adult nonwhite Hawaii-born 1965-70 outmigrants. However, this
difference was more than compensated for by the marked surplus
of males among the return migrants. Thus, the number of Hawaii
born females on the Mainland grew faster than that of males.

3) Among the Hawai Le-bor n adults, whites were characterized by
the highest outmigration rates. Outmigration rates of the major
nonwhite groups were similar.

4) There was a substantial rate of return migration in the late
1960s. That it was much higher than in the 1950s suggests
the importance of economic conditions on return rates.

5) Among the Rmvaii-born adult outmigrants, return rates among the
major racial groups appeared to be similar.
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6) Compared to the late 1950s, the local outmigrants in the
late 1960s were much less likely to move to California
and more likely to move to northwestern and non-west coast
states.

7) Nearly half of all adult outmigrants in 1970 and returnees
in 1965 were either in the armed forces or attending college.

8) The 1965 geographical distribution of the returnees was similar
to the 1970 geographical distribution of outmigrants. None
theless, the author argues that outmigrants to California
were less likely to return than outmigrants to other areas.

9) Hawaii-born adult white and nonwhite outmigrants and returnees
were characterized by similar proportions in California and
the northwestern states. Hawaiian outmigrants were more
geographically dispersed than all others.

10) Those Hawaii-born outmigrants in the armed forces, college,
and the civilian labor force were shown to have markedly
different geographical distributions. Increases in the pro
portion of outmigrants in college and the military explain at
least a substantial proportion of the shift away from California
and substantial increases in the numbers migrating to north
western states.

In the following chapter, attention will be directed to the age,

sex, and racial characteristics of persons born in Hawaii and living on

the Mainland in 1970. Occupational, educational, and income character-

is tics of the outmigrants and returnees will be compared with those of

long-time outmigrants and the local population in Chapter VIII.



CHAPTER VI

THE HAWAII-BORN LIVING ON THE MAINLAND

IN 1970: AN INTRODUCTION

6.1 Introduction

The 1970 published census gives considerably more information on

the characteristics of the Hawaii-born living on the Mainland than of

1965-70 outmigrants from Hawaii. Information on the numbers, age

distribution and location by state on the Mainland are given by sex

and broad racial groups (i.e., white, black and other nonwhite)l are

available from the state of birth report. On the other hand, no data

are available on specific nonwhite groups, no distinction is made

between those moving to the Mainland within five years of the census
.

and those on the Mainland more than five years, nothing on socio-

economic characteristics is given, and nothing can be ascertained con-

2cerning residence on the substate level.

These limitations, however, can be surmounted with the public use

census tapes. In this chapter attention will be given to the numbers

and distribution of the Hawaii-born on the Mainland by race, and the

interstate movement of the Hawaii-born between 1965 and 1970.

lActually, the categories given are "total," "white," and "negro."
Totals for lIo t he r nonwhite" are computed by subtracting "white ll and
"Negro" from "Total. 1I

20f course, the limitations of the census in addressing "why"
also apply. They hardly need to be elaborated here.
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6.2 Numbers and Distribution by Race

State of birth was asked of all persons covered by the five and

fifteen percent census questionnaires. Therefore, a four percent sample

from the public use tapes is available for estimating the number of

Hawaii-born living in the Pacific states. As the published census

date on the Hawaii-born are based on a five percent sample, the sample

size for the west coast is almost as large as that of the published

census. For non-west coast areas, a one percent coverage is given with

the national tape.

Estimates of the numbers and geographical distribution of the Hawaii

born on the Mainland by race are presented in Table 6.1.

As can be seen in Table 6.1, the estimated white national total is

virtually identical to the published census total. However, the whites

on the Pacific Coast are somewhat overrepresented in the sample. The

estimated black total is also quite close to the published census total.

However, the estimated other nonwhite total is approximately six percent

below the census total. This differential is not serious and the non

white count is treated as accurate here for analytical purposes.

Of major interest here are the numbers and distribution of specific

nonwhite racial groups. Table 6.1 shows that half of the other nonwhites

living on the Mainland are Japanese. An additional two-ninths of the

other nonwhites are Hawaiians, and Filipinos and Chinese comprise about

a tenth each. The relative geographic dispersion of Hawaiians as com

pared to other local nonwhite groups is confirmed in Table 6.1. Japa

nese and Chinese appear to be especially concentrated in California, and

Hawa.LLans and Filipinos are the most likely to be in northwestern states.
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Table 6.1

Estimated Geographical Distribution of the Hawaii-born
by Race Compared to the Published Census Reports

Number and Percent in

California Northwest Other aRace U.S. Total

White--P.U.C. 48,325 (44.0) 7,975 (7.3) 53,600 (48.8) 109,900
Published Census 47,306 (43.0) 7,583 (6.9) 55,257 (50.2) 110,146

Black--P.U.C. 700 (27.2) 75 (2.9) 1,800 (69.9) 2,575
Published Census 943 (33.9) 85 (3.1) 1,753 (63.0) 2,781

Other Nonwhite--
P.U.C. 42,575 (67.8) 4,525 (7.2) 15,700 (25.0) 62,800

Published Census 45,615 (68.2) 4,760 (7.3) 16,373 (24.5) 66,848
Japaneseb 22,500 (71.5) 1,775 (5.6) 7,200 (22.9) 31,475
Chinese 4,425 (72.8) 450 (7.4) 1,200 (19.8) 6,075
Filipino 5,275 (68.3) 750 (9.7) 1,700 (22.0) 7,725
Hawaiian 7,975 (56.8) 1,275 (9.1) 4,800 (34.2) 14,050
Korean 1,100 (62.9) 150 (8.6) 500 (28.6) 1,750
Indian 150 (60.0) 0 100 (40.0) 250
Others 1,150 (78.0) 125 (8.5) 200 (13.6) 1,475

Total--P.U.C. 91 ,600 (52.2) 12,550 (7.2) 71,200 (40.6) 175,350

Published Census 93,864 (52.2) 12,443 (7.0) 73,383 (40.8) 179,690

apublic use sample is one percent. Public use sample for west coast
is four percent.

b Japanese and other nonwhite groups based on public use sample.Data for

,ources: U.s. Bureau of the Census, 1970, Place of Birth, and public
use census tapes.

With one exception, there appears to be no marked concentration of

nonwhites in any non-west coast state. Nearly six percent of all Japa-

nese but less than two percent of other nonwhites in the national sample

were located in Illinois. Most of the Japanese in the Illinois sample

are over 40 years of age; they appear to be the remnants of a large

migration to Illinois in the late 1940s and early 1950s (see Chapter IV).
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Hawaiians (with 14 percent living in the south) were relatively more

numerous in the south than the other. nonwhites (six percent of the

sample). This concentration at least partly results from the large

numbers of Hawaiians serving in the military.

Of course, the numbers of Hawaii-born living on the Mainland must

be taken in the context of the total numbers born in Hawaii. Propor-

tions of Hawaii-born whites and blacks liVing on the Mainland in 1970

as given in the published census are 53.0 and 68.0 percent, respectively.

Table 6.2 shows the estimated percent of Hawaii-born other nonwhites

living on the Mainland by race.

Table 6.2

Estimated Percentages of Hawaii-born Other Nonwhites
Living on the Mainland in 1970 by Race

Total II Total II % Living
In HawaLf, On Mainland On Hainland

Other Nonwhites 358,916 62,800 14.9
Japanese 180,641 31,475 14.8
Hawaiians 64,606 14,050 17.9
Filipinos 54,120 7,700 12.5
Chinese 41,550 6,075 12.8
Koreans 6,542 1,750 21.1
Others 11 ,45 7 1,475 11.4

Census Total 358,916 66,848 15.7

Sources: u.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970, Place of Birth and Japanese
Chinese, and Filipinos in the United States. Public Use
Census tapes.

Table 6.2 shows that Filipinos and Chinese are characterized by

low relative lOsses. However, a high proportion of the Hawaii-born
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Filipinos are children of immigrants 3 and children in general have

low probabilities of interstate migration; in addition, as persons of

mixed ancestry on the Mainland are more likely to declare themselves

"Hawaiians" than they are in Hawaii, the Mainland estimate for the

Chinese is biased downward. All in all, it is the similarities, rather

than the differences in the proportions on the Mainland that are

striking. Factors motivating Hawaii-born young adults to leave Hawaii

appear to affect the different nonwhite groups in a similar fashion.

With the possible exception of the Hawaiians, it is difficult to argue

from Table 6.2 that the different nonwhite groups have been character-

ized by a differential rate of outmigration since World War II.

Age and sex distributions of whites and other nonwhites in the

sample are similar to those given in the published census (see Section

4.8). Among the major nonwhite racial groups there is a slight surplus

of males over females among all but the Filipinos. According to the

four percent sample, 2,575 Filipino males and 3,425 Filipino females

resided on the west coast in 1970. The one percent national sample

shows 1,100 of the 1,700 Filipinos in non-west coast areas to be

female. Differences of this magnitude are highly unlikely to result

from sampling error. '~y there should be a marked surplus of females

among the local Filipinos living on the Mainland and a slight predomi-

nance of males in the other nonwhite groups liVing on the Mainland is

not r~solved in this dissertation. 4

3The exact proportion of Hawaii-born Filipinos in Hawaii who are
children, however, cannot be obtained from the published census.

4The author suspects this may be due to a large number of local
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In summary, the estimated numbers, age and sex distribution, and

geographical distribution of the Hawaii-born on the Mainland correspond

closely with published census totals. Approximately half of the other

nonwhite Hawaii-born living on the Mainland are Japanese. Excluding the

Hawaiians, the various nonwhite groups are characterized by similar

proportions on the Mainland and a similar geographical distribution on

the Mainland, at least on the state level. Hawaiians were characterized

by a wider dispersion on the Mainland than any of the other local non-

white groups. With the exception of the Filipinos, males slightly out-

number females in all major nonwhite groups.

6.3 Past Outmigration of the Hawaii-born Nonwhites as Suggested

by Age Distributions

One of the inadequacies of the place of birth data is that there

is no direct information on when a person left Hawaii unless it was

between 1965 and 1970. However, since most nonwhites first move to the

Mainland as young adults, a rough idea of past migration trends can

be obtained by comparing the age distributions of the various Hawaii-

born nonwhite groups living on the Mainland. The proportions of

Japanese and Hawaiians by age among the adult Hawaii-born other non-

whites living on the west coast are presented in Table 6.3.

Al.though only the west coast is considered in Table 6.3, it should

be kept in mind that more than three-quarters of other nonwhite Hawaii-

born adults on the ~lainland in 1970 were in the Pacific states.

Filipino females marrying servicemen and leaving Hawaii with them, but
this cannot be proved with evidence presented in the dissertation.
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Table 6.3

Proportions of Japanese, Hawaiians and Others Among
Hawaii-born "Other Nonwhites" Living on the West

Coast in 1970

% of Hawaii-born
Probable Period of Other Nonwhites

Age Heaviest Outmil2:ration Japanese Hawaiian Other N

18-19 1968-70 39.7 27.2 33.1 162
20-24 1963-70 47.5 22.7 29.8 237
25-29 1958-68 53.2 19.8 27.0 261
30-34 1953-63 54.8 17.2 28.0 249
35-39 1948-58 59.9 16.7 23.4 263
40-44 1946-53 62.9 13.2 23.1 196
45-49 1938-41, 1946 54.3 19.5 26.2 117
50+ Before W.W. II 57.0 19.9 23.1 251

Tota1--All Ages 51.5 19.6 28.9 1884

Source: Four percent public use census sample of the Pacific Coast

Therefore, the percentages shown in Table 6.3 essentially reflect those

of Hawaii-born other nonwhites living on the Mainland. 5

Table 6.3 suggests that prior to World War II, the Japanese pro-

vided about 60 percent of the Hawaii-born nonwhite outmigrants to the

Mainland. This suggests that approximately 3,000 of the 5,000 Hawaii-

born nonwhites living on the Mainland in 1940 were Japanese. Table

6.3 confirms the observation earlier made that most of the nonwhite

outmigrants immediately after World War II were Japanese. The

5Indeed, the national tape shows similar proportions by age group
on the national level. Because of the much smaller sample size,
however (the sample size is 646, including 158 in non-west coast states),
the four percent west coast sample is believed to be a more reliable
indicator of past migration ~rends by age.
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estimated proportion of Japanese among the Hawaii-born nonwhites on the

west coast declines consistently from five-eighths in the 40-44 age

group to less than two-fifths in the 18-19 age group. In contrast, the

proportion of Hawaiians increases from an eighth of the 40 to 44 age

group to more than a quarter among those aged 18 and 19. This suggests

that the rate of outmigration among Hawaiians has increased recently.

A similar incre?se for other groups (Chinese, Filipinos, Koreans and

others) is also evident. The Japanese were dominant among the immedi

ate post-World War II nonwhite outmigrants because as veterans they were

able to attend Mainland colleges with G.I. benefits and, in addition,

Japanese were the most impacted by the liberating effects of World

War II and its aftermath (see Chapter II). That the Japanese no longer

comprise the majority of local nonwhite outmigrants probably results

both from the diffusion of attitudes favorable to migration throughout

the nonwhite population and information concerning opportunities on the

:Hainland.

6.4 Interstate Movement of the Hawaii-born: 1965 to 1970

At first glance, the increase in the proportion of Hawaii-born

other nonwhites on the }iainland who lived in California from 66.2 to

67.8 percent be twe en 1960 and 1970 is puzzling as the national public

use census tape suggests that slightly under half of other nonwhites

migrating to the Mainland in the late 1960s went to California.

Although the national tape shows more than a third migrating to non-

' ....est coast states be tween 1965 and 1970, the proportion of Hawal I-ebo rn

other nOilHhites on the Mainland who did not reside on the west coast
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declined from 28.2 percent in 1960 to 24.4 percent in 1970. Hence, a

comparison of the 1955-60 and 1965-70 migration data show a substantial

shift from California in the latter period whereas the state of birth

data show increasing concentrations in both California and the north

western states.

The above paradox can be addressed with the national one percent

public use census tape as state of residence in 1965 can be determined

for the Hawaii-born aged 14 and over in 1970. A four percent sample

from the tapes is also available for the Hawaii-born who returned from

Hawaii to the M.linland between 1965 and 1970. Those Hawaii-born on the

Mainland in 1970 who were abroad in 1965 or for whom the 1965 place of

residence is unknown are excluded from the analysis of the 1965-70

migration flows, which are presented in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 indeed confirms an increasing concentration of Hawaii-born

nonwhites on the west coast between 1965 and 1970, although the increase

was concentrated in the northwestern states. In the case of the whites,

the bulk of the relative regional shift appears to have been from

California to the northwestern states. However, it must be considered

that with the exception of the returnee data, we are dealing with a one

percent sample and this sample is based on the five percent question

naire, which yields lower interstate migration rates than the 15 percent

questionnaire; therefore, the possibility of random error affecting the

indicated trends cannot be discounted. A rough check of the plausibility

of the data contained in Table 6.4 is presented in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 supports the plausibility of the patterns shown in Table

6.4. That the whites aged 15 and over in 1970 were less concentrated on



Table 6.4. 1965-70 Interregional Migration of the Hawaii~born Aged 14 and Over in 1970, by Race.

Total (4) in oMoving to U Moving to California from Total (X) 1n
Race California in 1965 Northwest Other U.S. Hawaii N,W. Other U.S. Hawaii Ca. in 1970

White 31,775 (53.3) 900 1,600 1,175 100 1,600 2,600 32,400 (52.5)
Other Nonwhite 34,400 (69.5) 0 800 2,900 400 1,600 5,200 37,900 (69.5)

Total (X) 1n D}loving to oMoving to Northwest from Total (X) in
Race Northwest 1n 1965 California, Other U.S. Hawa11 Ca. Other U.S, Hawa1;1. N.W. 1n 1970

Whito 4,650 ( 7.8) 100 400 250 900 300 300 5,400 ( 8.8)
Other Nonwhite 3,000 ( 6.1) 400 0 700 100 300 2,300 . 4,600 ( 7.2)

Total (X) 1n o Moving to oMoving to Other U.S. from Total (%) in
Race Other U.S. in 1965 California N.W. Hawaii Ca. N.W. Hawaii Other in 1970

' ...
White 23,250 (39.0) 1,600 300 1,150 1,600 400 1,700 23,900 (38.7)
Other Nonwhite 12,075 (24.4) 1,600 300 2,275 800 0 3,900 12,600 (23.3)

Sources: Nat10nal one percent Mainland sample and four percent sample of 1965~70 returnees to Hawaii,
public USB census tapes;

N
W
lJ1
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Table 6.5

Percentages of Hawaii-born Whites and Other Nonwhites
on the Mainland Who Lived on the West Coast According
to the Published Census and Public Use Census Tapes

Age, Date, Sample

White
% Living In
Ca. N.W. Pac.

Other Nonwhite
% Living In

Ca. N.W. Pac.

5+ 1960, P.C.
9+ 1965, PUC

15+ 1970, P.C.
14+ 1970, PUC

*Including blacks.

NA
53.3
NA
52.5

NA
7.8
NA
8.8

63.8
61.1
61.4
61.3

NA
69.5
NA
69.5

NA
6.1
NA
7.2

71.0*
75.6
75.8
76.7

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1960 and 1970, Place of Birth
and Table 6.4 in text.

the west coast than their counterparts aged five and over in 1960 can

be explained by military dependents aged five to nine in 1970 who

moved to the Mainland in the early 1960s; the large majority of these

dependents undoubtedly went; to non-west coast areas. On the other

hand, the 1960 and 1970 state of birth data for all Hawaii-born whites

on the Mainland show an increase (from 5.7 to 6.9 percent) in the

proportion living in the northwestern st;;tes. That the northwest

in the late 1960s was attractiv~ to California residents is attested

to by the 1965-70 census m~gration statistics, which show 239,320

moving from California to the northlyest compared to 151,710 moving in

the opposite direction. Thus, a substantial net outmigration from

California to the northwest among the Hawaii-born whites is plausible.

On the other hand, the 1960-70 growth in the Hawaii-born other

nonwhite population in the northwest (from 5.4 percent of the total
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on the Mainland in 1960 to 7.3 percent in 1970) was much slower than

the volume of 1965-70 outmigration from Hawaii would suggest. For the

average Hawaii-born college student attending college outside the

Seattle and Portland metropolitan areas job opportunities after

graduation were much more promising in California or Hawaii than in the

immediate area. This interpretation is strongly supported by the dis

cussion of findings from the questionnaire sample in Chapters X and XI.

A large proportion who moved to the non-west coast states were likewise

motivated by educational or military considerations and apparently did

not regard them as desirable to live in. Again, Chapters X and XI

provide verification for this surmise.

The possibility that Hawaii-born residing in different regions on

the }~iniand in 1965 had different probabilities of making an inter

regional move between 1965 and 1970 is explored in Table 6.6.

From Table 6.6 it appears that both whites and other nonwhites

had approximately 10 percent probabilities of moving out of California

(according to the 1970 published census, about eight percent in the

nation changed state of residence between 1965 and 1970). By contrast,

more than a third of nonwhites and about a seventh of the whites moved

away from either the northwestern or non-west coast states. Two

thirds of the nonwhite migrants returned to Hawaii but only a third of

the white migrants did so. The interstate Mainland migration of the

Hawaii-born overwhelmingly favored California (Table 6.4). This was

true of the questionnaire sample as well (see Chapter XI).

This section provides graphic evidence that \~here migrants

originally move to and where they may be a few years hence can be quite
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Table 6.6

Estimated Percentages of Hawaii-born l{bites and
Other Nonwhites Living in Given Mainland Regions
in 1965 who Moved to Another Region Between 1965

and 1970

Region % of 1965 residents .aovLng % of outmigrants moving to
to another region Other Mainland Hawaii

A. Whites

California 11.6 68.0 32.0
Northwest 16.1 66.7 33.3
Other U.S. 13.1 62.3 37.7

Total 12.5 65.6 34.3

B. Other Nonwhites

California
Northwest
Other U.S.

Total

10.8
36.7
34.6

18.1

21.6
36.4
45.5

34.4

78.4
63.6
54.5

65.6

Sources: See Table 6.4.

different. In the case of Hawaii's local nonwhites, migration in the

late 1960s was much less directed to California in the late 1960s than

in the late 1950s, at least in part because a much larger percentage

in the latter period left to attend college on the Mainland. Yet, the

proportion of Hawaii-born other nonwhites on the Mainland who were in

California did not decline between 1965 and 1970, whereas the propor-

tion in non-west coast states did drop. This is related to a much lower

return rate from California and the attraction of California to the

Hawaii-born li"ing in other areas on the Mainland.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter the racial, age and geographical distributions of

the Hawaii-born on the Mainland as revealed by the public use census

tapes have been briefly discussed •. Japanese comprise half of the other

nonwhites on the Mainland with Hawaiians comprising an additional two

ninths. With the exception of the Hawaiians, the nonwhite groups are

characterized by similar proportions of Hawaii-born on the Mainland and

a similar distribution on the }minland at the state level. With the

exception of the Filipinos, males slightly outnumber females in all the

Hawaii-born nonwhite groups on the Mainland. The age distributions of

the various nonwhite groups suggest a dominance of Japanese among local

nonwhite outmigrants who departed in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

However, this dominance no longer exists and the other nonwhite groups

presently appear to be characterized by at least equal probabilities

of leaving Hawaii as the Japanese (see Chapter V). Finally, it was

demonstrated that because of population shifts taking place on the

Mainl::nd it was possible to have a shift in initial nonwhite outmigration

t ot....ards grec.t ar geographic dispersal at the same time the proportion of

Hawaii-born nonwhites on the Mainland who lived in California increased.

In the next chapter, the 1970 geographical distribution of the

Ha.....aii-born residents in California will be discussed. Comparisons of

tile occupational, educational, income and labor force characteristics of

the Hawaii-born living on the Mainland and in Hawaii will be made in

Chapter VIII.



CHAPTER VII

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION BY ETHNIC GROUP OF THE

HAWAII-BORN PERSONS LIVING IN CALIFORNIA IN 1970

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter it was reported that approximately 70

percent of Japanese, Koreans, Filipinos, and Chinese, 55 percent of

Hawaiians, and 45 percent of Caucasians born in Hawaii and living on

the Mainland in 1970 resided in California. The overwhelming attrac-

tion of California for the Hawaii-born outmigrants is thus obvious.

With the use of the two one-percent sample public use tapes of the

economic areas of California it is possible to estimate the distribu-

tion of the Hawaii-born in the populous counties.

Table 7.1 contains the economic areas (all but one of which are

individual counties) that contained the largest shares of the California

population in 1970.

Table 7.1

The Ten Economic Areas (as defined by the census)
in California with tl:e Largest Population in 1970

County in Eco. Area % of
Cal. Pop.

County in Eco. Area % of
Cal. Pop

Los Angeles
Orange
San Diego
Alameda (SF)*
Santa Clara (SF)
*In San Francisco-Oakland

35.2 Contra Costa & Marin
7.0 San Francisco (SF)
6.8 San Bernardino
5.4 Sacramento
5.3 San Mateo (SF)

Metropolitan Area

(SF) 3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
2.8

Source: 1970 Bureau of the Census.
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Figure 7.1 California counties Mentioned in Chapter Seven
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If the various ethnic groups among the Hawaii-born are distributed

in California according to population there, their distributions should

approximate those in Table 7.1. The remainder of the chapter will be

devoted to ascertaining to what extent this is true of the Hawaii-born

living in California.

7.2 Distribution of Hawaii-born Whites

Whites comprised slightly over half of the Hawaii-born in California

in 1970. It is useful to divide the whites into "over age 30" and "under

age 30" categories. In the former group are a large proportion of

Portuguese and substantial numbers of Puerto Ricans and Spanish. More

than two-thirds in this group who were on the Mainland in 1970 were in

California. By contrast, the majority of Hawaii-born whites born after

World War II were military dependents at birth and a substantial pro

portion were also born to nonmilitary related parents who moved to

Hawaii after World War II. Approximately a third of the Hawaii-born

Caucasians under age 30 who were on the Mainland in 1970 were in

California.

Table 7.2 does indeed confirm that the two groups of whites have

divergent. patterns of residence from each other as well as from the

California population as a whole.

Notable in both age groups is a marked underrepresentation in Los

Angeles County. Beyond this similarity, however, the tHO groups diverge

sharply in distribution. Nearly a fifth in the older group is in

Alameda County, which is known to have attracted many of Hawaii's Por

tuguese. Another seventh in the older group is in Santa Clara County,

Hhich attracted the bulk of Spanish leaving HaHaii (see Appendix A).
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Table 7.2

Geographical Distribution of the White Hawaii-born
Population in California in 1976

Leading Counties
Est.
Pop.

% of
H.B.

% Dif.
All CA

Over Age 30
Est. Pop. %

Under Age 30
Est. Pop. %

Los Angeles
Alameda (SF)
Santa Clara (SF)
San Diego
Orange
San ]~ateo (SF)
C.C. &M (SF)a
San Francisco

Est. Total
N

7,950
6,900
5,450
5,450
4,100
3,300
2,800
2,100

48,200
964

16.5
14.3
11.3
11.3

8.5
6.9
5.8
4.4

-18.3
+8.9
+6.0
+4.5
+1.5
+4.1
+2.0
+.8

3,250
4,200
3,050
1,550
1,200
1,600
1,900
1,550

22,250
445

14.6
18.9
13.7

7.0
5.4
7.2
8.5
7.0

4,700
2,700
2,400
3,900
2,900
1,700

900
550

25,950
519

aContra Costa plus Marin County

Source: see Text.

Altogether, approximately three-fifths (vs. a fifth of the total

California population) of the whites over age 30 were in the San

Francisco-Oakland metropolitan area in 1970.

Hore than a seventh in the under 30 age group \Vas in San Diego.

San Diego is a Navy to~~ (both for active duty and retired military)

par excellence and Navy servicemen comprise approximately half of the

military personnel stationed in Hawaii. Ano.ther ninth was in Orange

County, playground of many of California's wealthiest citizens. A sub-

stantial proportion were to be found in the San Francisco metropolitan

area, although the core city appears to have been avoided. The large

relative proportion in Alameda and adjacent counties reflects the con-

tinued outmigration of Hawaii's traditional local white groups, but

nevertheless only about a third is in the San Francisco metropolitan
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area. In general, the differences in the distribution of the two white

groups considered here reflect real differences in the types of migrants

that have typified the pre- and post-World War II migration streams.

7.3 Distribution of the Hawaii-born Japanese

Among the Hawaii-born nonwhites living in California in 1970, the

Japanese comprised slightly over half of the total. Although there was

a large outmigration of Japanese to California between 1900 and 1907,

the overwhelming majority of the Hawaii-born Japanese (as well as other

nonwhite groups) in California left Hawaii after World War II.

Table 7.3 shows the Japanese having a markedly different geo-

graphical distribu;~ion from those of the general California population

and Hawaii-born whites.

Table 7.3

Distribution of Hawaii-born Japanese in California in 1970

Leading Counties

Los Angeles
Santa Clara (SF)
San Francisco (SF)
Orange
San Hat eo (SF)
Alameda (SF)

Estimated Total
N

Source: See text.

Est. Pop.

13,900
1,300
1,150
1,050

950
950

22,100
442

% of Total

63.0
5.4
5.2
4.8
4.3
4.3

%Dif. from general
California population

+27.8
+.1

+1.6
-2.2
-1.1
+1.5

Nore than two -FdEt.hs of all Hawaii-born Japanese living on the

Mainland in 1970 were in Los Angeles County. In the Bay Area, the

Japanese are more or less numerically distributed as one would expect,
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given the overall population distribution in California. }wre than

four-fi~ths of the Hawaii-born Japanese are to be found either in the

Los Angeles or San Francisco metropolitan areas. Relatively few as of

1970 were to be found either in the rapidly growing Orange and San

Diego counties.

7.4 Distribution of the Hawaiians

Of the nonwhite Hawaii-born in California, the ethnic Hawaiians are

the second most numerous. They were enumerated as a separate group on

the Mainland; thus their distribution can be compared with the estimated

distribution of the Hawaii-born Hawaiians.

Table 7.4

Estimated Distribution of the Hawaii-born Hawaiians
Compared to the Distribution of "Hawaiians" Enumerated

in California in 1970

Leading Counties
Hawaii-born Hawaiians
Est. Pop % Dif£. from

CA Pop.

All Hawaiians
Population %

Los Angeles 2,100 26.9 -8.3 4,634 32.3
San Diego 1,050 13.5 +6.7 1,452 10.1
Alameda (SF) 900 11.5 +6.1 1,375 9.6
San Francisco 750 9.6 +6.0 1,078 7.5
Orange 750 9.6 +2.6 1,071 7.5
Santa Clara (SF) 550 7.1 +1.8 748 5.2
San Hateo (SF) 350 4.5 +1.7 711 5.0

Total 7,800 (est) 14,332
N 156

Sources: Public Use Census Tapes of Economic Areas of California
(two percent sample) and u.S. Department of Labor,
~1.?-~~w_e~!=" Com'p_a_!:"isEns~_ateEJ__C_alifornia by Counties,
Los Angeles: By the Author, 1975.
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The order of the population by county in both categories in

Table 7.4 coincides, although the estimated number of Hawaii-born

Hawaiians in Los Angeles is probably too low. A marked concentration

in the San Francisco area is evident. Indeed, the highest proportion

of Hawaiians in the general California population is in San Francisco,

and Alameda and San Mateo counties rank third and fourth in this regard.

In the past, Hawaiians have intermarried extensively with the Portuguese

and Puerto Ricans. This has probably facilitated communication across

these ethnic lines and encouraged Hawaiians to settle in the San

Francisco metropolitan area. San Diego ranks fifth in terms of the

proportion of Hawaiians in the general population; this is certainly

related to the large Navy population there. Monterey County, which does

not appear in Table 7.4, nevertheless had the second heaviest relative

concentration of Hawaiians; this is a result of the presence of the

Army base of Fort Ord, where most Army inductees from Hawaii complete

basic training.

7.5 Distribution of Other Hawaii-born Groups

The California Chinese have traditionally been concentrated in

San Francisco. Table 7.5 shows to what degree this is also true of the

Hawaii-born Chinese living in California.

Table 7.5 sho,vs that Los Angeles County has attracted the largest

number of Hawaii-born Chinese, but almost a quarter are in San Francisco

and more than half are in the San Francisco metropolitan area. Although

the concentratilln in Alameda County is consistent with the large number

of Chinese 1ivillg there (20,000 in 1970), it is likely that the large

Hawaii-born popll1ation of other races in Alameda County played a
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Table 7.5

Estimated Geographical Distribution of the
Hawaii-born Chinese in California in

1970

Leading Counties Est. Pop. % of Total

Los Angeles 1,250 28.4
San Francisco 1,050 23.9
Alameda (SF) 550 12.5
Santa Clara (SF) 350 8.0
San Mateo (SF) 300 6.8

Estimated Total 4,400
N 88

Source: See text.

% Dif. from General
California Population

-6.8
+20.3
+7.1
+2.7
+4.0

significant role in attracting the Hawaii-born Chinese. Chinese and

Hawaiians did intermarry extensively in the past in Hawaii; this may

have provided a communications linkage with the Hawaii-born of other

races in Alameda County. The sample size (88) is too small to allow

for any definitive conclusion but it does appear that Chinese born

before Hor1d Har II wer e especially attracted to San Francisco and

Alameda Counties \~1ereas the younger Chinese are more likely to migrate

to Los Angeles County.

Hhat is most notable about the distribution of the HawaLf-sbor-n

Filipinos in California is their relative concentration in San Diego

(Table 7.6).

Filipinos have traditionally joined the u.S. Navy in large

numbers, especially as stewards, and large numbers of Hawaii-born
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Table 7.6

Estimated Geographical Distribution of the
Hawaii-born Filipinos in California in

1970

Leading Counties

Los Angeles
San Diego
Alameda (SF)
San :Hateo (SF)
Santa Clara (SF)

Total
N

Est. Pop.

1,700
900
400
350
350

5,400
108

% of Total

31.5
16.7

7.4
6.5
6.5

% Dif. from General
California Population

-3.7
+9.9
+2.0
+3.7
+1.2

Source: See text.

Filipinos join the Navy as well. l With the exception of San Diego, the

distribution of Hawaii-born Filipino population has a high correlation

with that of the general California population although it appears to

be somewhat overrepresented in the San Francisco metropolitan area.

There are only 23 Koreans (representing an estimated 1,150

persons) in the Hawaii-born sample in California, but the fact that 15,

or 65 percent in the sample, are located in Los Angeles County is

evidence of an overwhelming concentration in that county. Of the 29

"other nonwhites" (representing an estimated 1,450 in the sample), 11

are in Los Angeles County with an additional seven in San Diego County.

Based on the fact that most of the "other" 1965-70 outmigrants were

Samoan (Section 5.2), it is believed by the author that most of the

"other nonwhLt ea" are of Samoan ancestry.

lThis is obvious from the large number of Filipino males in the
questionnaire sample who served in the Navy on the Hainland.
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7.6 Are the Distributional Differences of the Hawaii-born Ethnic

Groups Related to the General Distributional Differences of

Ethnic Groups in California?

Table 7.7 summarizes the 1970 distributional differences between

the Hawaii-born and the general California population.

It is evident from Table 7.7 that all Hawaii-born ethnic groups

are underrepresented outside the major metropolitan areas. Most of the

population in areas not listed separately in Table 7.7 live in the

interior of California. It does appear, especially among the nonwhite

groups, that there is a reluctance to move away from the major population

centers. Also of note is the strong attraction of San Francisco for

all ethnic groups except the Japanese; even among the Japanese, however,

more than half of those not in Los Angeles County vs. less than a third

of the general population are in the Bay Area. With the exception of

the Japanese, Los Angeles County does not have the Hawaii-born repre

sentation one would expect, given both its large absolute population and

phenomenal population growth after World War II.

Does the distribution of the Hawaii-born by race reflect the general

distribution of the different races without Hawaii antecedants in

California? In the case of whites the answer is obviously "no" as the

geographical distribution of the white population is similar to that

of the total population. In the case of the Hawaiians the question is

irrelevant in that by definition the Hawaiians have a Hawaii origin.

For the other groups the answer to the question posed is obscured by the

fact that a sizable proportion in each group in California is comprised

of the Hawaii-born and offspring.



Table 7.7. Differences in 1970 Distribution of the Total
California Population and the Hawaii-born
Living in California

I~ of Deviation Between Ca. Pop. and H.B. Pop.
Area Cal. Pop. Ifuite Jap. Chi. Fi1. Haw. All H.B.

L.A. County 35.2 -18.3 +27.8 -6.8 -3.7 -8.3 -3.6
San Francisco M.A.a 20.9 +21. 7 -.4 +33.7 +7.8 +16.3 +14.6
Orange County 7.0 +1.5 -2.2 -4.7 -1.4 +2.6 0
San Diego County 6.8 +4.5 -3.2 -5.4 +9.9 + .7 +3.1
Balance of California 30.1 -9.4 -22.0 -16.8 -12.6 -17 .3 -14.1

Index of Dissimi1ari t yb 27.7 27.8 33.7 17.7 25.6 17.7

aInc1uding San Francisco, Marin, Contra Costa, Alameda, Santa Clara, and San Mateo Counties.

bThe Index of Dissimilarity is percentage who would have to move to different areas if
the proportion in each area is to be the same as that of the general population in
California.

Source: see Text

N
VI
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From the public use census tapes, it was estimated that there were

13,375 Hawaiians in California of whom 7,975 were Hawaii-born. This

suggests .7 persons born outside of Hawaii but with Hawaii antecedents

for every Hawaiian born in Hawaii. This ratio is reasonable for the

Filipinos but is probably too high for the Japanese, Chinese, and

Loreans as they are characterized by low birth rates relative to the

Hawaiians and Filipinos. It is assumed that there are .5 persons with

Hawaii antecedents for every Hawaii-born person in these groups.

With the above assumption the geographical distributions of Hawaii-

born Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos can be compared to those of their

counterparts of non-Hawaii origin (Table 7.8).

Table 7.8

Estimated Djfference Between the Distribution of Japanese,
Chinese, and Filipinos with Hawaii Antecedents and Their
Counterparts Without Hawaii Antecedents, California, 1970

(+ = difference in favor of those with Hawaii Antecedents)

Area Japanese Chinese Filipino

Los Angeles County +16.6 +5.1 +7.5
San Francisco Metropolitan Area -3.5 -.5 -7.8
Orange County -.3 +.6 +3.4
San Diego County -2.4 -.7 +6.3
Balance of California -10.4 -4.5 -9.4

Index of Dissimi1aritya 16.6 5.7 17.2

aFor the definition of "index of dissimilarity"
see note to Table 7.7.

Source: See text.

Both ChInese groups are similar, but. those with aud without Hawaii antece-

dents are less concentrated in San Francisco itself (23.9 vs. 34.5 percent)
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than the Chinese in general. Japanese with Hawaii antecedents are much

more concentrated in Los Angeles County than the overall California

Japanese population; by contrast, they are conspicuously absent froffi

the San Joaquin Valley counties (most notably Sacramento and Fresno

counties) containing large numbers of Japanese. The distribution of

Hawaii-born Filipinos with Hawaii antecedents is no better explained

with the use o~ the total Filipino than the general population.

The survey of the 1964 high school graduates shows conclusively

that the destination choices of local nonwhite outmigrants have not

been greatly influenced by considerations of the numerical sizes of

comparable ethnic groups at potential destinations. In contrast, the

locations of friends and relatives and other Hawaii-born individuals

of the same ethnic group were important considerations (see especially

Chapters X and XIV and Appendix E). This explains the difference

between the geographical distribution in California of the Hawaii-born

and others in comparable ethnic groups but without Hawaii antecedents.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter it has been shown that the Hawaii-born have, on

the county level, a distribution in California that is markedly

different from that of the California population at large. Japanese

and Koreans are concentrated in los Angeles County; in contrast,

Chinese, Hawaiians, and Caucasians from before World War II are over

represented in the Bay Area. Historical factors that explain at least

part of the variations have been mentioned. Only the Hawaii-born Chinese

appear to be geographically distributed in a manner somewhat similar to
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that of their counterparts without Hawaii antecedents. }1ore information

on reasons for destination choices is provided in Chapters X, XI, and

X~.



CHAPTER VIII

EDUCATIONAL, EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

MIGRANTS COMPARED TO THE LOCAL POPULATION: EVIDENCE

FROM THE PUBLIC USE CENSUS TAPES

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter questions pertaining to whether persons who have

left Hawaii differ from the nonmigrants in terms of education, occupa

tion and income will be addressed: Major attention is given to the

Hawaii-born residing on the west coast. The reason for this is simple;

a four percent sample for the states of California, Oregon, Washington

and Alaska is available for the study, but the remainder of the Mainland

is covered by a single one percent sample tape. Anmng the Hawaii-born

aged 25 and older who lived on the Mainland in both 1965 and 1970,

approximately 80 percent of nonwhites and 75 percent of whites resided

on the west coast; among their counterparts moving to the Mainland

between 1965 and 1970, the comparable proportions were in the neighbor

hood of 60 percent. A four percent sample of the Hawaii-born who were

on the Hainland in 1965 but back in Hawaii in 1970 was taken from the

four available Imwaii tapes. A one percent sample is used for persons

born in Hawaii and living in Hawaii in both 1965 and 1970.

In the comparisons of the educational, occupational and income

levels of the groups mentioned above, only persons 25 years of age and

over are included. Many persons aged 20 to 24 are still in school or

the military, and incomes received by persons in this age group often

have little relation to future earning power. In addition, income
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comparisons are done only for persons in the civilian. labor force.

Incomes received by persons in the military tend to be low by civilian

standards, but because of numerous benefits offered in the military

are not directly comparable to civilian incomes •.

8.2 Educational Levels Among the Hawaii-born

Mean years of education controlled for migration status, ethnicity,

sex, and aga of Hawaii-born adults aged 25 and older are given in

Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 shows that even when ethnicity and age are controlled

for, it is evident that those who have migrated to the Mainland have a

clear educational advantage over persons living in Hawaii in both

1965 and 1970. Differentials between persons with experience living on

the Mainland and those who have never left Hawaii are greater than those

shown in Table 8.1 for the following two reasons: some in the "local"

group are well-educated pre-1965 returnees, and the one percent national

sample shows that both short and long-term outmigrants living in non-west

coast areas tend to have completed more years of schooling than their

1counterparts on the west coast.

Several observations can be made from Table 8.1. One is the low

general educational level of the local whites; a large portion are of

Portuguese ancestry, a not inconsiderable number are of Puerto Rican

lAccording to the one percent national sample, the mean years of
schooling completed by 1965-70 outmigrants living in California (N=43),
the northwest (N=6), and other areas (N=19) were 12.5, 10.5, and 14.3
years, respectively. Among Hawaii-born persons residing on the Mainland
in both 1965 and 1970 the comparable means by area were 12.1 (N=5l3),
12.3 (N=52), and 12.8 (N=179).



Table 8.1. Mean Years of Schooling Completed by the Hawaii-born Aged 25 and Ovsr by Migration Status, 1970

A. All Persons

MALE FEMALE

Ha65 M 65 Ha65 M 65 Ha65 M 65 Ha65 M 65
Ha70 W.C. 70 W.C. 70 Ha70 Ha70 W.C. 70 w.e. 70 Ha70

Mean Years 10.8 12.2*'" 12.5** 13.7** 10.6 11. 7** 12.4** l2.6trtr

N 955 1143 81 136 994 1168 101 111

B. By Years of Age

25-29 12.3 13.7** 13.5** 14.5** 12.4 13.3** 14.3** 13.4**
30-34 12.1 14.0** (12.6) 14.0** 12.1 13.2** (13.2) 12.6*
35-39 12.1 13.1** (13.2) (13.6) 11.6 12.7** + (12.8)
40-44 11. 6 12.7** +. (13.3) 11.4 12.1** +:- (12.1)
45-49 10.9 11.6** +- + 10.8 11.5** + +
50-54 10.7 11.4** + + 9.2 10.1** + +
55-59 9.3 9.9* + + 8.9 9.8** + +
60-64 8.7 9.0 + + 8.8 9.0 + +
65 and over 6.9 8.6* + + 7.4 7.5 + +

C. By Race

White 10.0 11.6** 10.7* 12.2** 9.6 11.1** 11.0** 11. 7**
Japanese 11.4 13.2** 13.9** 14.9** 10.9 12.5** 14.1** 14.2**
Chinese 11.3 13.0** + (15.1) 11.1 12.4** + +Filipino 10.8 12.2** + .. (12.3) 10.8 11.8** (13.1). +
Hawaiian 10.0 11.3** (11. 7) (14.0) 10.3 11.1** (10.5) (12.4)
Korean 11.0 (12.4) + + (11. 6) 12.9 + +
Ha Hawaii H Mainland W.C. West Coast
( ) Between 10 and 19 persons in category. + Fewer thsn 10 in Category
*Different from mean of "Hawaii 1965..11awaii 1970" at aignificance level between .01 and .05 as measured by T-Test

**Different from mean of "Hawaii 1965-Hawaii 1970" at significsnce level less than .01

Source: See text.

N
V1
0\
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ancestry, and many have Hawaiian ancestry and would have been classified

as part-Hawaiian in previous eensuses. Because 25 was used as the cut-

off age, the large post-World War II cohort born of military parents

and post-World War II inmigrants has been effectively excluded. 2

Another is that the ethnic groups are characterized by the same rela-

tive educational levels whatever their migration status. In all

migration categories there is the same characteristic decline of

educational levels with age. This and the ethnic differentials suggest

that it is not so much educational level per se that is the major cause

of outmigration, but, rather, attitudes that are correlated with the

desire for higher education. This observation is supported by the

survey of 1964 high school graduates (Chapters X to XIV). Notable is

the fact that the highest educational levels belong to the returnees.

This certainly belies the common image of the returnee as "unsuccess-

ful," but supports data earlier given that show a large share of 1965-70

returnees to have been attending college in 1965. 3

Had median rather than mean education been used, the relative

differences shown in Table 8.1 would have looked much the same.

Furthermore, there is no evidence of a bimodal distribution by education

20f course, there was a huge influx of military personnel and
civilian military employees during World War II, but their dependents
were not allowed to come to Hawaii during the war.

3However, it should be noted that whereas most persons who attend
college on the Hainland do so for four years, inductees into the
military generally spend two years in the military and, for many, most
of the time is spent abroad. Thus, the college students are more likely
to be counted among the returnees.
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among the outmigrants; among the long-term outmigrant (i.e., those on

the }~in1and more than five years) males on the west coast, for instance,

22.4 percent completed college and 19.9 percent did not complete high

school. However, only 10.0 percent of their local counterparts com

pleted at least four years of college as contrasted with 41.1 percent

who did not completE high school.

In summary, the Hawaii-born migrants are characterized by much

higher educational levels than those residing in Hawaii in both 1965

and 1970. From the standpoint of educational levels, the Mainland

has definitely received the "cream of the crop," but HawaLf, has gained

a large number of well-educated individuals among the return migrants.

8.3 Labor Force Participation and Occupational Status Among the

Hawaii-born

As has been discussed in Chapter II, Hawaii's labor force par

ticipation rate is high in general and, in relative terms, extremely

high among females. In casual conversations, most persons in Hawaii

attribute the high female labor force participation rate to the need to

have both spouses working to meet the high costs of living. However,

the fact that the labor force participation rate among Portuguese females

is low whereas it is high among Oriental females (see Chapter II)

suggests that this is a simplistic explanation at best.

If the high female labor force participation rate was mostly a

function of economic necessity, it is reasonable to expect that it would

be much lower among the long-term migrants on the west coast as wages

are higher there and the cost of living averages about 15 percent below

that of Hawaii. Comparable proportions are married and living with the

I ••
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spouse among both the locals and long-term outmigrants on the west

coast; therefore the rates can be directly compared.

Table 8.2 compares that the female labor force participation rate

is higher among the "locals" than the Hawaii-born in California. However,

there are interesting ethnic variations. Whites comprise only 17 per-

cent of the Hawaii but nearly 50 percent of the California sample;

their labor force participation rate in both places is the lowest of

the major ethnic groups.4 However, the white labor force participation

rate is 10 percent higher in California. In contrast, the labor force

Table 8.2

Labor Force Participation Rate by Migration Status
Among Hawaii-born Females Aged 25-64

All Persons
N

v..Thite
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Hawaiian

Hawaii, 65
Hawa Lf,, 70

60.5
907

35.9
73.8
62.7
54.0
47.7

Mainland, 65
California, 70

53.0
983

By Race

45.8
59.9
53.6
62.9
57.3

Difference

+7.5**

-9. 9*~"

+13.9**
+9.1**
-8.9**
-9.6**

% of all Females
in California

48.3

47.5
53.5
57.0
59.1
51.8

**Difference from local group significant at the .01 level.

Sources: Public use census tapes described in text and u.S.
Bureau of the Census, 1970. Detailed Characteristics of
California, Table 170.

4The extremely low rate in Hawaii supports the assertion made
earlier that a large proportion of the adult Hawaii-born whites living
in HawaLL in both 1965 and 1970 we're of Portuguese ancestry.
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participation rates of the Hawaii-born Chinese and Japanese females in

California are far below those of the Hawaii counterparts. Labor force

participation rates of the Hawaii-born Filipino and Hawaiian females are

nearly 10 percent higher in California than in Hawaii. In general, the

labor force participation rates of the Hawaii-born females in different

ethnic groups in California show a marked tendency to converge and are

more similar to those of comparable ethnic groups in California than

Hawaii.

The most ready explanation the author can offer for the above

findings is that cultural forces which influence the labor force par-

ticipation rate in Hawaii are weakened in California. However, this is

hardly a complete explanation for the variations found. Why, for

instance, the labor force participation rate of both Hawaii-born and

non-Hawaii-born Filipinos in California is much higher than that of

Hawaii-born Filipinos in Hawaii is not obvious. 5

The higher labor force participation rate of the Hawaii-born

Caucasians in California may in part reflect a disproportionate per-

centage of non-Portuguese in the California population. At any rate,

the female labor force participation rate among all Hawaii-born females

in California is well above both the California and U.s. averages

(48.3 and 47.6 percent, respectively) in 1970.

From the one percent national sample it appears that the labor

force p~rticipation rates of Hawaii-born females in California and other

parts of the United States are almost identical.

5a ne possible explanation is that Filipinos in Hawaii are dis
proportionately found on plantations and plantations are characterized
by a low female labor force participation rate.
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The civilian occupational structure of the Hawaii-born migrants

differs markedly from that of the locals (Table 8.3). Among all

classes of migrants the proportion in professional occupations is much

higher than that of persons in Hawaii in both 1965 and 1970. Conversely,

the proportions in managerial occupations are lower than that of the

locals, although the combined proportions in the professional and

managerial occupations are higher for all classes of migrants. Differ-

ences are especially marked in the case of Japanese males; the shares

engaged in professional and managerial occupations among the long-term

outmigrants were 33.8 and 5.8 percent, respectively whereas the com-

parable proportions among the local Japanese males were 11.1 and 15.2

percent, respectively. Among Hawaiian and white males, however, higher

proportions of long-term residents on the west coast held managerial

jobs although in the case of the Hawaiians the difference was not

statistically significant at the five percent level. 6

Relationships observed in the above paragraph deserve comment.

Professional occupations generally require considerable formal educa~

tion above the high school level and a high proportion of Orientals

travel to the Mainland to attend college. Many managerial occupations

also require a large amount of formal education, but o,mership of

business establishments are sometimes passed from father to son, and

some managers are poorly educated individuals who I!worked up through

6Among the white males, the shares in managerial occupations
were 6.7 percent in Hawaii and 10.9 percent on the west coast. Among
Hawaiian males the comparable proportions were 10.9 and 13.0 percent,
respectively.



Table 8.3. Occupational Distribution by Migration Status of the Hawaii-born Aged 25 and Over and in the Civilian
Labor Force, 1970

A. All Persons (% in each occupation)

1'IALE FEMALE

lIa65 M 65 Ha65 M 65 lIa65 M 65 lIa65 M 65
Ha70 W.C. 70 w.e. 70 Ha70 lIa70 W.C. 70 W.C. 70 1Ia70

Professional n.» 22.2 27.3 38.6 14.3 20.2 26.5 28.6
1'Ianagerial 13. L) 9.2 5.5 9.8 6,1 3.0 6,1 0
Sales 5,3 5.1 5.5 4,9 7,8 3,7 10.2 8,9
Clericsl 6.4 9.5 7.3 9.8 31.6 38.2 26.5 46,4
Blue Collara 51.6 40,8 41.8 30.4 11.4 15,8 10,2 5,4
Farmb 2.6 2.3 0 0 ,4 .2 0 0
ServiceC 8.6 6.8 9,1 6,7 26,0 11.9 20.4 8,9
Unemployed 1.1 4.1 3,6 0 2.5 4.7 0 1.8

N 825 963 55 102 561 574 49 56

B. %Professional or Managerial by Race

White 18,8 28.9** (29,4) 38.5** 16.4 25,0** (0) 18.8
Japanese 26.3 39.6** 25.0 57.1** 20.8 25.5** 52.4** 41.7**
Chinese 44.2 38.0 + (61.5) 23.4 30.0 + +
Filipino 11.3 17.7* + (30.0). 17.5 10.5 + +
Hawaiian 18.8 19.5 (30.0) + 13.1 15,7 + (20.0)

c. % Professional or 1'Ianageria1 by Age

25-29 19.5 26.3** 34.6* 47.6** 17.8 33.3** 51.9** 22.9
30-34 28.0 49.0** (14.:n (60.0) 28.8 29.0 + (31.2)
35-39 30.5 36.0** (50.0) + 22.1 27.3** + (16.1)
40-44 26.6 31.1** + + 16.0 12.5 + (18.n
45-49 22.8 27.1** + + 22.5 18.6* + +
50-54 23.8 22.9 + + 17.5 14.8* + +
55-59 17.1 16.1 + + 11.9 22,9* + +
alnc1uding craftsmen, operatives, laborers and transportation workers; blncluding .farm laborers and farm operatorsJ
clnc1uding service workers and domestics •.

For explanation of symbols and sources see Table 8.1.

tv
0'\
tv
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the ranks.,,7 A large proportion of the small businesses in Hawaii are

owned by local Orientals and Oriental societal values are conducive to

success in business (see Chapter II). Many of the managerial jobs in

Hawaii are found in the state and local governments and the Orientals

are relatively overrepresented there (again see Chapter II). These

reasons are sufficient in themselves to account for the lower proportion

of managers among the Orientals on the west coast. 8

Local Hawaiian cultural values, in contrast to those of the

Orientals, are not supportive of entrepreneurship (Chapter II) and the

often expressed view that entrepreneural success for Hawaiians is

easier on the Mainland than Hawaii is plausible. Most of the local

whites in the sample appear to be Portuguese, Puerto Ricans or part-

Hawaiians, all of whom are characterized by low educational and

occupational levels; two possible explanations for the greater pro-

portion of males in managerial occupations on the }fuinland are that

the males on the west coast are disproportionately from the pre-World

War II Haole elite or that the Portuguese and Puerto Ricans who left

were disproportionately from the more ambitious ranks. Furthermore,

7Amon g the locals in the sample the mean educational levels of
males and females in professional occupations are 14.2 and 14.6 years,
respectively, whereas the comparable levels for managers are 12.5 and
11.5 years, respectively. Among the long-term migrants on the west
coast, the educational means are 15.4 and 15.5 among the male and
female professional as compared to 13.4 and 11.5 among their managerial
counterparts.

8However, they are less convincing in accounting for the low
proportion of Hawaii-born Filipinos on the west coast who are in
managerial occupations as Filipino o~~ed businesses in Hawaii are
few and, in addition, Filipinos are grossly underrepresented in the
Hawaii state and local governments.
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evidence will be presented in Chapter IX that suggests part-Hawaiians

were more likely to classify themselves as "Hawaiian" on the Mainland

than in Hawaii. This in itself would tend to upgrade the occupational

structure of Hawaii-born self-classified "whites" on the Mainland as

compared to their counterparts in Hawaii.

Another occupational characteristic of the migrants is the greater

proportion in the clerical ranks. Although most clerical jobs are not

prestigious, almost all require at least a high school education and

many require some college training as well. In contrast, a much higher

proportion of the local females are in service occupations. The fact

that among the female migrants the proportion holding service jobs is

highest among the short-term (i.e., those on the Mainland less than

five years) migrants undoubtedly results from the fact that service

jobs are often temporary jobs that recent migrants hold before finding

employment in more lucrative and challenging jobs.

Among the ethnic groups, the structural differences between locals

and the various classes of migrants appear to be greatest among the

Japanese and Caucasians. In terms of general occupational prestige, the

differences found among the local ethnic groups is duplicated among their

counterparts in the ranks of the migrants.

Table 8.3 also demonstrates that differences in occupational dis

tribution between the locals and migrants cannot be attributed to

differences in age distribution. Among the long-term migrant males aged

25 to 49 and females aged 25 to 39, the proportions holding professional

or managerial jobs are much higher than their local counterparts.

Especially notable is the high proportion of returnees holding
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professional or managerial jobs. This is more evidence that the common

notion of returnees as being "failures" is grossly inaccurate. Hawaii

returnees~ by virtue of high educational and job skills seem in general

to be well-equipped to compete in the Hawaii job market.

In terms of unemployment both the local and returnee population in

1970 were clearly better off than the migrants on the west coast. It

must be kept in mind that the late 1960s through 1970 represented a

period of exceptionally low unemployment in Hawaii. Among all persons

25 years of age and older in Hawaii in 1970~ the census revealed

civilian unemployment rates of 1.5 and 2.8 percent among males and

females, respectively. In contrast~ the unemployment rates on the

west coast were 4.7 and 6.4 percent~ respectively.9 In comparison to

the general west coast population, therefore, the Hawaii-born population

on the west coast was quite successful in securing employment.

It is probable that the relationship between unemployment and

migration status that is described above would have been reversed had

the data been based on the early 19505 or the mid-1970s. Nevertheless,

it does not appear that unemployment per se in the late 1960s was a

severe problem that forced local persons to seek employment on the

Mainland. This is supported by the survey of 1964 graduates (see

Chapter X).

There are not a sufficient number of cases in the one percent

national sample to ascertain whether the occupational structure of the

9Computed from data provided in the u.s. Bureau of the Census
"Detailed Characteristics" reports for Hawaii, California, Oregon,
Washington and Alaska.
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Hawaii-born short-term outmigrants on the west coast differs markedly

from that of their counterparts in other areas. However, there are

marked geographical variations among the Hawaii-born who lived on the

}~in1and in 1965. According to the national tape, 6.4 percent of the

long-term outmigrant males were in the armed forces; however, the

proportions ~ere 4.0 percent in California, 4.6 percent in the north

west~rn states and 11.9 percent in non-west coast areas. Most males

aged 25 and older who are in the armed forces appear to be career

personnel and, to a considerable extent, their distribution reflects

the general deployment of servicemen on the Mainland.

In terms of civilian employment, both males and females living

in non-west coast areas tend to hold "more prestigious jobs than those

in Hawaii (Table 8.4). Among Caucasian males, under a third in the

civilian labor force on the west coast (N=91 in the national sample)

hold professional or managerial jobs, whereas of those in the labor

force in non-west coast areas (N=35), over half held these jobs. Among

Japanese males the percentages holding professional or managerial jobs

were 36 and 56 percent on the west coast and non-west coast areas,

respectively (based on sample sizes of 107 and 27). Among Caucasian

females the comparable shares were 29 and 55 percent (based on sample

sizes of 55 and 22). Sample sizes were too small for other ethnic

groups to allow for any geographical comparisons.

The above findings support the view that the well educated and

highly skilled tend to move the longest distances. However, the

explanations for the Hawaii outmigrants are complex. Among Caucasians

born prior to World Ivar II, the Portuguese are known to have gone
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Table 8.4

Distribution by Geographical Area of the Civilian
Occupational Structure of the Hawaii-born Residents
Aged 25 and Over and Living on the Mainland in Both

1965 and 1970

Occupation w.C.

Area of 1970 Residence
Male Female
Other All W.C. Other All

Professional
Managerial
Sales
Clerical
Blue Collar
Farm
Service
Unemployed

N

23.9
8.6
5.6
9.3

39.2
1.6
8.2
5.2

268

34.2
13.2
1.3
7.8

31.5
o
6.6
5.3

76

26.2
9.6
4.7
9.0

36.4
1.2
7.8
5.2

344

21.8
5.2
2.3

37.9
11.5
o

14.9
6.3

174

36.5
5.8
3.9

28.9
7.7
o

17.3
o

52

25.2
5.3
2.7

35.8
10.6
o

15.5
4.9

226

Source: One Percent Sample National Tape

Note: Percentages for west coast are slightly different from those
shown in Table 8.3, which is based on a 4 percent sample.

overwhelmingly to California. In contrast, the children of the Haole

elite went to prestigious non-west coast colleges in large numbers and

many apparently stayed there. Evidence has earlier been presented from

the public use census tapes that a large share of Hawaii-born persons

presently migrating to places outside of California are attending

college. This will later be confirmed (in Chapter XI) in the dis-

cussion of the migration behavior of persons in the survey sample.

Thus, it appears that the generally higher educational and occupational

levels of Hawaii-born residents in non-west coast areas is largely a

function of the locations of desired colleges, rather than job oppor-

tunities.
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In summary, occupational levels of the Hawaii-born on the Mainland

and the returnees are generally higher than those of the locals. There

is no evidence that persons of low occupational status are attracted to

the Mainland in disproportionate numbers. Ethnic differences in occupa

tional status in Hawaii are replicated on the Mainland as well.

8.4 Income Characteristics of the Hawaii-born

Most migration experts in the past have tended to view economic con

siderations as crucial in the majority of long distance moves. In

Chapter II evidence was presented that there are economic problems in

Hawaii that according to economic theory should motivate a considerable

outmigration to the Mainland; the economy is largely service oriented,

wages for given jobs are often well below west coast average, and living

costs are approximately 20 percent above the national average. In

theory, at least, the living conditions of the Hawaii-born on the Main

land should generally be better than if they had stayed in Hawaii.

Mean incomes by migration status are given in Table 8.5. It should

be again noted that only the incomes of persons in the civilian labor

force are included in the calculations.

Those who were living on the west coast in 1970 and on the Mainland

in 1965 clearly enjoyed higher incomes than the Hawaii-born who

resided in Hawaii in both 1965 and 1970. The effective difference for

both males and females amounts to approximately 25 percent when the cost

of living differential is considered. These differences remain even when

age is controlled for.

In contrast, the returnees and short-term outmigrants received, on

the average, slightly lower incomes than the locals. However, when age



Table 8.5. Mean 1959 Incomes by Migration Status of the Hawaii-Born Aged 25 and Over and
in the Civilian Labor Force, 1970

A. All Persons

MALE FEMALE

Ha65 M 65 Ha65 M 65 Ha65 M 65 Ha65 M 65
Ha70 H.C. 70 H.C. 70 Ha70 Ha70 H.C. 70 H.C. 70 Ha70

Mean Income 9,813 10,474'~* 8,376*)~ 9,467* 5,351 5,723** 5,294 4,795
N 821 951 55 102 542 542 49 56

B. By Age

25-29 7,776 8,973~o~ 7,604 8,324 4,827 5,668** 5,937'" 4,782
30-34 9,668 10, 091'~* (8,828) (13,400) 5,367 5,914** + (4,416)
35-39 9,864 10,457*", (9,500) (11,782) 5,468 5,763* + (5,620)
40-44 10,717 11, 235'~* + (8,517) 6,105 5,825 + +
45-49 10,935 10,785 + + 5,217 6,017** + +
50-54 10,938 12,140** + + 5,200 5,437 + +
55-59 9,811 10, 282'~ + + 4,974 5,255* + +

C. By Race

White 8,880 10, 623*~' (8,553) 7,992* 4,307 5,274'''* (4,814) (4,606)
Japanese 10,540 10,582 (8,675) 10,812 5,591 6,117''''~ (5,784 )' (5,304)
Chinese 11,884 12,521 + (10,614) 5,526 6 ,551'~* + +
Filipino 7,307 8,961** + (7,610) 5,400 5,339 + +Hawaiian 8,557 8,367 (7,290) + 4,776 5,565** + +Korean 9,241 10,238 + + 6,900 7,344 + +

For explanation of symbols and sources see Table 8.1.
N
0\
\0
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is controlled, the differentials in favor of the locals largely dis

appear or are even reversed. It must also be realized that persons

moving to a new place (and a new job) often start at the bottom in

terms of seniority and salary. Among those who migrated within a year

of the census, the previous year's income may reflect a period of

joblessness from the time a person moved to that of his finding one in

thenewlocation, or may be partly or wholly earned at the previous

location. For these reasons, the incomes of the recent migrants and

returnees are poor indicators of whe t her the moves were "rational"

from an economic point of view. In terms of the occupational and

educational levels of the recent outmigrants and returnees, it is

reasonable to expect that ,,,ith time, their average incomes will exceed

those of the average of persons never living on the Mainland.

A number of notable findings are contained in the data on incomes

byethnicity. Among males the nominal (i.e., unadjusted for cost of

living differentials) average income among white long-term outmigrants

is a fifth higher than that of their local counterparts. In contrast,

average incomes of the two comparable groups of Japanese males are

virtually equal. As a result mean incomes of the white and Japanese

males on the west coast are almost identical. These equalities occur

in spite of the fact that the Japanese males on the west coast are

characterized by considerably higher educational and occupational levels

than either the west coast whites or'local Japanese. Among females,

all long-term outmigrants except the Filipinos on the west coast are

characterized by higher incomes than their local counterparts, but the

mean income of the ,,,hite females on the west coast is more than 20
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percent above that of their local counterparts. In relative terms,

white outmigrants have clearly derived the largest economic benefits

from their moves.

If wages in Hawaii and the west coast were equal for equivalent work

and work were based on skills, mean wages of the long-term outmigrants

should be higher than those of the local population because the out

migrants are characterized by higher educational and occupational levels.

Figure 8.1 reveals that 1969 incomes of local male professionals were

approximately six percent higher than those of their Mainland counter

parts, but mean incomes among managerial and blue collar workers are

higher on the Mainland. Nevertheless, as compared to their local

brethern, professional employees are grossly overrepresented, and

managerial and blue collar workers are underrepresented among the west

coast males. This hardly supports the commonly expressed idea that

economic factors are paramount in the migration of locals away from

Hawaii.

Among females, mean incomes of professionals and managers are

17 and 11 percent higher, respectively among the west coast sample, but

are comparable in the clerical and blue collar occupations, and are

considerably below that of the local females in the service occupations.

The last finding quite possibly is an indication that female service

workers are much more likely to be employed full time in Hawaii than on

the west coast.

The difference between the mean salaries of the local and west

coast males is 6.7 percent; but standardizing either by using the

west coast incomes by occupation and local employment distribution or
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Figure 8.1 Mean 1969 Income* of Hawaii-born Residents in Hawaii in 1965 and 1970,
and Hawaii-born Living on the Mainland in 1965 and on the West Coast in
1970 by Occupation
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using local incomes by occupation with the west coast employment dis-

tribution reduces the difference to 3,2 percent. This indicates that

about half of the difference in mean income can be attriouted to the

differential occupational distribution whereas the remainder is due

to differential pay for comparable occupations. Among females, the

wage differential is 6.8 percent in favor of the west coast residents,

but the difference drops to 3.4 percent when standardized for local

income, by occupation and west coast occupational distribution.

This differential is completely eliminated if the west coast incomes

and Hawaii occupational distribution is used. This results from the

dominance of the low paying service industries in Hawaii; only in the

service industry are apparent wages substantially higher in Hawaii

than on the west coast. l O Thus, much of the wage differential for

females is structural in that the service industries do not dominate on

the west coast as they do in Hawaii.

Another measure of economic well-being is the "income to poverty

ratio" developed 'by the Census Bureau. This measure, which however

does not adjust for regional cost of living differences, combines

family incomes ,nth family size. Students living in dormitories and

military families are excluded from the computation. According to this

measure, 7.8 and 5.2 of the persons in the local and long-term migrant

groups, respectively, had individual or family situations that placed

them in "poverty' status." In contrast, 57.6 and 63.1 percent,

IO"Apparent" is used here because there is no control for whether
the jobs are full or part-time. Tips in the tourist industry also
supplement wages of many Hawaii service workers.
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respectively, were in situations where the individual or family incomes

were at least three times the poverty cutoff. Thus, by the federal

poverty measures, the west coast residents, on the average, enjoyed a

somewhat higher standard of living than the local counterparts. Con

sidering the fact that the cost of living in Hawaii was more than 15

percent higher than that on the west coast, however, the long-term

migrants on the west coast were considerably better off in financial

terms.

Those longo-term outmigrants living away from the west coast were

earlier shown to be characterized by considerably higher educational

and occupational levels. Other things being equal, these attributes

should be reflected in higher incomes. According to the national

public use tape, the mean incomes of males living on the west coast and

other areas were $10,671 and $11,376, respectively. These means (which

were based on 237 and 69 cases, respectively), however, are not signif

icantly different at the 95 percent level of confidence. Mean incomes

of females living on the west coast and other areas was $6,421 and $4,497,

respectively, which is statistically significant at the 99 percent level

of confidence. Although the author suspects that this difference is

partly or entirely due to a much higher percentage of women on the ~vest

coast who work full time, this belief is not subject to empirical veri

fication with the data at hand.

In summary, mean incomes are somewhat higher among the long-term

migrants on the west coast than the local nonmigrants, even when age

and sex are controlled for. Caucasians, especially the males, appear

to financially benefit the most from their moves. Incomes of the recent
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outmigrants and returnees are somewhat lower than those of the non

migrants but the author believes this results from circumstances in

volved in the recent moves, and that in time their average incomes will

exceed those of their counterparts who never leave Hawaii. When the

cost of living differential is considered, the long-term migrants on the

west coast are considerably better off economically than their local

counterparts.

Ho\vever, this does not prove that economic motives are dominant in

the initial moves to the }~inland. Among males on the Mainland those

in professional occupations are far more numerous than in Hawaii, yet

average nominal incomes for professional \vorkers in Hawaii appear to

be somewhat higher. In contrast, incomes of male blue collar workers

are higher on the west coast, but blue collar workers are under

represented among the male outmigrants. Among female professionals by

contrast, average income is considerably higher on the west coast

whereas incomes are much higher among service workers in Hawaii. The

relative distribution of female professional and service workers in

Hawaii and among the migrants on the west coast appears to support the

economic theory of migration, but the fact that professionals are over

represented among both the male and female west coast residents suggests

that both migrated for essentially the same reasons. One plausible

explanation is that the majority in the professional occupations on the

Mainland originally went there to attend college. Another is that those

who migrate are characterized by personality attributes that are

positively correlated with eventual occupational prestige. In fact,
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both interpretations are supported by the results of the survey of high

school graduates (see especially Chapters X, XIII, and XIV).

8.5 Summary

With the use of the public use tapes a comprehensive picture of

the demographic characteristics of the outmigrants from Hawaii was

obtained for the first time. Among those born in Hawaii, the out

migrants are better educated, hold higher status jobs, and enjoy some

what higher incomes than the local population still living in Hawaii.

Among the returnees, the generally high educational and occupational

levels appear to ensure average long-term incomes well in excess of

those of the nonmigrants. Differences by ethnic group in Hawaii in

characteristics mentioned above tend to be replicated among the various

cLas s es of migrants. This suggests that personality attributes that

exist among all ethnic groups are more highly correlated than individual

economic circumstances with the decisions to move to the l1ainland.

'{hat has been,lacking thus far in this dissertation are insights

about motives and satisfactions that can only be gained from the

migrants themselves. Even if, say, the fact that a large proportion of

recent outmigrants are in college and therefore went to the Mainland

to attend college, we know nothing about underlying motivations for

going to college there. One can make judgments about whether the

migrants are "successful" by measuring income differentials, but a

migrant's view of "success" may differ substantially from wha t a

researcher would infer from census data. Census data, for instance,

can give no clue as to whether a migrant feels "liberated" by a move or
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if relatives left behind are missed. These are trivial examples; yet

there is a disconcerting tendency among migration scholars to measure

both the motives of migrants and their realization from census data.

It was because of these considerations that the survey of 1964 graduates

of Hawaii high schools was undertaken. Chapters L~ through XIV are

based on the experiences and testimonies of those migrants and non

migrants included in this survey.



CHAPTER IX

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURVEY SAMPLE

9.1 Introduction

When this dissertation topic was first envisioned, one seemingly

insurmountable problem was locating a representative sample of migrants

and nonmigrants for the purpose of a survey. Fortunately, from the

standpoint of this study, tenth year high school reunions are important

events in Hawaii. Consequently, reunion organizers are especially

conscientious about obtaining addresses so that the graduates can be

informed about the reunions. Furthermore, there are a number of private

high schools that maintain complete alumni lists. A decision, therefore,

was made in 1975 to use the 1964 Hawaii high school graduates as the

sampling frame. The 11 year interval between graduation and the sur-

vey covers most long distance moves that are likely to be made, but is

of short enough duration that the moves are easily recalled. In the

balance of this chapter, the high schools from which the sample was

drawn, and characteristics of the 1964 graduates, persons in the original

survey sample, persons responding to the mailed questionnaires, and

siblings of the respondents will be discussed.

9.2 High Schools Included in the Survey

In the summer of 1964, 10,174 persons graduated from Hawaii high

schools (JCGEY, 1964). In 1974 and 1975, the author made a determined

effort to obtain tenth year reunion class lists and 1964 alumni lists

from the public and private schools, respectively. Lists were obtained

from the 14 schools briefly described .... helow.
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Public Schools--Oahu

Farrington (873 graduates in 1964)
Farringtofris the true inner city high school of Honolulu. In

1964 it contained the largest graduating class of any Hawaii high school.
At that time, it drew students from. the o~ Chinatown, the very poor
Kalihi-Palama area just to the west of downtown, and the lower-middle
class area on the hills just to the north of Kalihi-Palama. Enrollment
at present is largely Filipino (both local and immigrant) and Samoan,
but in 1964 the graduating class, on the basis of surnames, was
estimated to be two-fifths Japanese, one-fifth Filipino, one-seventh
Chinese, one-tenth Hawaiian and only one-twentieth Haole (defined here
as non-Portuguese or Puerto Rican Caucasian). In terms of present
addresses, the class list was approximately 80 percent complete.

McKinley (639 graduates in 1964)
Once popularly known as "Tokyo High," McKinley was one of two

standard language public high schools in existence on Oahu before
World War II. It has had a proud academic history and many of the
prominent politicians in Hawaii today are alumni. Its reputation was
slipping by the mid-1960s although it was then still considered better
than average academically. In 1964 the enrollment was primarily dravm
from the then largely lower-middIe-class single family housing district
immediately east of the downtown area. Few of the high rises that have
completely trcnsformed the school catchment area had been built in 1964.
Approximately three-fifths of the 1964 graduating class were Japanese
and an additional seventh were Chinese. Persons with Haole surnames
(some of whom were undoubtedly part-Hawaiian or part-Oriental) com
prised less than five percent of the graduates. The class list was
approximately two-thirds complete.

Kailua (585 graduates in 1964)
In 1964 the area served by Kailua High School included the rapidly

growing and largely inmigrant middle-class Haole suburb with the same
name, the most populous Hawaiian homestead area in the state, the former
plantation town of Waimanalo and surrounding agricultural area, and the
Kaneohe Marine Corps Station just to the north of Kailua. Approximately
a tenth of the graduating class were military dependents. By ethnicity,
approximately half of the 1964 graduate class were Haole, and a fifth
each were Hawaiian and Japanese. The class list was approximately 60
percent complete.

Castle (278 graduates in 1964)
In 1964 the largely semirural character of the catcrunent area

(which lies just to the north of Kailua's, on the windward coast) was
being transformed by the rapid growth of the largely local and middle
class suburb of Kaneohe. Approximately two-fifths of the graduating
class were Japanese, an additional fifth 'vere Haole, and Portuguese,
Filipinos and Hawaiians each comprised about a tenth. The class list
was approximately 85 percent complete.
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Waipahu (473 graduates in 1964)
Located in the Ewa area of Oahu, the school district in 1964

included the plantation town of Waipahu which was just beginning to
mushroom as a result of the urban spillover from Honolulu, military
housing at the Pearl Harbor military base, and the Ewa sugar plantation.
Almost all Haole students were from the military base; most of the local
students came from extremely modest circumstances. Japanese were esti
mated to comprise more than 40 percent of the graduates, whereas a fifth
each were Haole and Filipino and about a tenth were Portuguese. The
class list was 60 percent complete.

Leilehua (372 graduates in 1964)
Located in Wahiawa in the north-central part of Oahu, the students

in 1964 were drawn from the large Schofield Barracks Military base, the
service town of Wahiawa, and the pineapple plantation villages adjacent
to Wahiawa. The class list, which was comprised of persons who
physically attended the reunion, was only about a fifth complete.
IVhereas almost half of the graduating class was comprised of military
dependents, virtually all names on the list were non-Haole.

Public Schools--Outer Islands

Maui (142 graduates in 1964)
In 1964, the area served consisted of a number of sleepy sugar

plantation towns (of which Paia was the major town) on the north-central
coast of MauL The "hippie invasion" which has visually transformed the
area had not yet begun. Approximately half of the graduates were Japa
nese and A fifth each were Portuguese and Filipino. The completeness of
the class list was a remarkable 90 percent.

Kapaa (127 graduates in 1964)
The area served in 1964 included the pineapple plantation (now

defunct) town of Kapaa, the largely agricultural and traditional
Hawaiian village of Hanalei, a north coast sugar plantation (also now
defunct), and a miniscule population strung from Hanalei to the scenic
end of the road in northern Kauai. Hanalei is now the site of a hotel
resort complex as well as a number of tourist-oriented boutiques and the
coast froID there to the end of the road is saturated with "transients,"
but these developments were unforseen in 1964. Judging from surnames,
the 1964 graduating class had the following ethnic composition: 30
percent Japanese, a fifth each Portuguese and Filipino, an eighth
Hawaiian, and eight percent Haole. The class list was nearly 90
percent complete.

Private Schools--Oahu

Punahou (388 graduates in 1964)
This school should be familiar to all who read Chapter III closely.

Established by the early missionaries for the education of their
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children, Punahou became "the school" for the children of the Haole
elite. Even today, it is locally considered to be of outstanding
quality and a passport to prestigious eastern colleges and employment
in Kamaaina Haole-owned businesses. The graduating class was approxi
mately 85 percent Caucasian, eight percent Chinese, and five percent
Japanese. The class list was approximately 95 percent complete.
However, the school administration permitted it to be used only for
determining where the 1964 graduates lived 10 years later.

Iolani (102 graduates in 1964)
Founded as an all-male school in the mid-nineteenth century by

the Episcopal Church, Iolani is widely considered to be the Oriental
equivalent of Punahou in terms of academic excellence. No less than 93
percent (vs. 89 percent of Punahou graduates) of the 1964 graduates
entered college the following fall. Approximately two-fifths of the
graduates were Japanese, about 30 percent were Caucasian, and 20 per
cent were Chinese. The class list was 80 percent complete.

Mid Pacific (81 graduates in 1964)
Founded by the Church of Christ in the first decade of the

twentieth century, the enrollment up to the late 1960s was almost
entirely Oriental. In terms of academic quality, }fid Pacific is
locally considered to be close to the standards of Iolani and Punahou.
Seventy-one percent of the 1964 graduates attended college that fall.
About half of the enrollment has traditionally come from the outer
islands because, with the exception of the racially exclusive Kamehameha
(see below), Mid Pacific is the only boarding school in the state. Of
the 1964 graduates, more than three-quarters were Japanese, an additional
eighth were Chinese, and less than a twentieth were Caucasian. The
class list was 90 percent complete.

St. Louis (201 graduates in 1964)
Founded by the Roman Catholic Church prior to the turn of the

century as an all-male school, St. Louis has long had a reputation as
Hawaii's premier Catholic school. Many of Hawaii's most illustrious
local-born Catholics have received their education there. Sixty-three
percent of the 1964 graduates went to a four year college the follOWing
fall. The ethnic composition of the 1964 graduating class was estimated
on the basis of the class list to be as follows: Japanese, Chinese
and Haoles a fifth each, Portuguese and Filipinos a tenth each, and a
twentieth Hawaiian. However, many of the persons with Haole and
Por tcguese surnames were also of part-Hawaiian ancestry. The class list
was more than 90 percent complete.

}furyknoll (97 graduates in 1964)
Located two blocks to the south of the Punahou campus, this small

coeducational Catholic high school is virtually engulfed by Honolulu's
major freeway. It has a high academic reputation and, as is the case of
all Catholic schools unattached to a specific parish, has an enrollment
that is approximately half non-Catholic. Sixty-two percent of the 1964
graduates attended a four year college that fall. The ethnic composition
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of the 1964 graduating class was about one-third Haole, three-tenths
Chinese, and a tenth each Japanese, Hawaiians and Portuguese. The
class list was approximately three-quarters complete.

Kamehameha (293 graduates in 1964)
Founded in the late nineteenth century by the provision of the

will of the Princess Bernice Bishop, Kamehameha is a coeducational
school for persons of at least one-sixteenth Hawaiian ancestry. As
tuition is low, competition to attend is keen. Approximately half of
the 1964 graduates immediately entered college and another seventh
entered the armed forces before the year ended. The latter figure was
double the state average and reflects both a strong military tradition
and excellent R.O.T.C. program at Karnehameha. All 1964 graduates were,
of course, at least one-sixteenth Hawaiian, but a classification of sur
names by the author indicated an enrollment that was 45 percent Haole,
25 percent Hawaiian, 15 percent Chinese, seven percent Portuguese, five
percent Filipino, and two percent Japanese. Needless to say, the pro
portion of Hawaiians is also underestimated for other schools as well.
The class list was 95 percent complete.

9.3 How "Representative" are the Schools in the Sample?

The above schools represent a great diversity in terms of the

socioeconomic and racialbackgrounds of students attending them. By

using data collected from the 1965 follow-up of the 1964 high school

graduates, we can determine to what extent the graduates of the schools

chosen for this study correspond to the overall graduating class in

terms of their activities in the fall of 1964. Punahou and Leilehua

are excluded from consideration in Table 9.1 as questionnaires were not

sent to Punahou graduates, and the Leilehua class list, in contrast to

the others, was only fragmentary.

In terms of activities after graduation, as well as the percentage

who graduated from private schools, the sample is remarkably like that

of all graduates (Table 9.1). The slight excess of males in the sample

is due to the inclusion of two all-male, but no all-female private

schools. The largest difference between the sample and the universe from

which it is drawn lies in the underrepresentation of graduates of outer
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island schools, but 25 percent of all questionnaires were sent to

graduates of the two outer island schools in the sample.

Table 9.1

Comparisons of Graduates of Schools in the Study Sample
to All High School Graduates from Hawaii Schools in 1964

% of All Students
%Male
% from Private Schools
% from Outer Island Schools

Activities t Fall of 1964

% in 4 year college
% in 2 year college
% in business school
% employed full time
% in military
% whose activities were unknown

Sample

38.3
51.4
19.9
8.2

34.1
4.0
5.4

15.1
6.0

15.9

All Graduates

49.3
18.3
24.4

38.1
4.9
6.4

14.4
7.4
9.2

Source: Computed from infornlation contained in Hawaii Department of
Education, Follow-Up Survey of Hawaii's 1964 High School
Graduates. State of Hawaii Research Report No. 17,
Honolulu, September 9 t 1965.

The exclusion of Punahou from the questionnaire survey meant t in

effect, that there was a serious underrepresentation of students from

the Kamaaina elite. Upper and upper-middle-class Haole children in

Kahala and the new residential areas to the east who attended public

schools went to Kalani, which is not in the sample. The exclusion of

Radford, whose student body is mostly from the military community, and

the absence of former military dependents in the Leilehua class list used

in the study undoubtedly resulted in an underrepresentation of Haole

military dependents.
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As Kamehameha was included in the study, the Hawaiians are

adequately represented. However, its very inclusion biases the Hawaiian

sample towards the more affluent and better educated. A number of

schools (specifically Kahuku, Waianae, Molokai, Bana, and Kau) whose

enrollments in 1964 were comprised largely of rural and impoverished

Hawaiians, were not included in the study.

Filipinos and Portuguese are adequately represented in terms of the

schools in the sample. However, persons in both groups (and Hawaiians)

were disproportionately likely to be among the estimated 17 percent (see

JCGEY, 1964) who dropped out of school prior to their scheduled 1964

graduation. Japanese and Chinese, by contrast, are slightly over

represented. For both groups, the socioeconomic range (from the poor

but aspiring at Farrington to the generally well-to-do at Iolani and

}lid Pacific) is extensive. Enrollments at both outer island schools

are quite representative of the rural plantation areas.

Excluding Punahou and Leilehua, the lists were 75 percent complete.

However, the estimated rates of coverage by major ethnic groups are as

follows: Japanese, 83 percent; Hawaiian, 81 percent; Portuguese, 80

percent; Chinese, 75 percent; Filipino, 69 percent, and Haole, 56

percent. Excluding the Kamehameha sample, the coverage for Hawaiians

was only 70 percent. The figure for Haoles represents an overestimate

as there are a large (but undeterminable) number with Haole surnames who

are actually "hapa-Haole" (Le., partly Haole and partly of another

race). The enumeration completeness of these part-nonwhites is un

doubtedly closer to that of nonwhites than Haoles. The low rate of

completeness for Haoles is evidence that large numbers have left the
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Islands and that large numbers of the parents have a~so left and were

thus unavailable to account for the location of their children. Further-

more, with the likely exception of Kailua, most were not part of the

"in-crowd" in the public schools. Japanese roughly represented the

opposite features from those described for the Haoles (especially in

terms of activity in "student affairs") and are thus well-counted.

In summary,-the school sample is quite representative of all

graduates. The groups most underreported appear to be the children of

servicemen and well-to-do Haoles, -whether Kamaaina or Malihini.

9.4 What Proportion of the 1964 Graduates were Living on therHainland

in 19747

Even in the absence of a survey, the 1964 class lists are valuable

in showing the locations of the graduates. However, the lists are in-

complete. Persons most likely to be missing from the lists are Haoles

who have moved to the Mainland.

Problems of completeness are least severe for the private schools

in the study. Of the private schools, Punahou, Iolani, }lid Pacific and

Maryknoll are similar in that they enjoy excellent academic reputations,

most of the school parents are well-to-do, graduates in all schools

are strongly encouraged by counselors to attend Mainland schools and

1most graduates do in fact go to the Mainland colleges, and the large

lIn 1970, the earliest year for which data are available, 78 and
83 percent of the Io1ani and Punahous graduates, respectively, went to
college on the Mainland in the fall after graduation. Data are not
available for Mid Pacific and lfuryknol1, but the percentages are un
doubtedly somewhat lower than the figures above. For a comparison of
college enrollment trends of the Punahou and Iolani graduates~ see Tom
Kaser, "Punahou, Iolani Grads Choosing UH," Honolulu Advertiser, l'fay 8,
1974, p. e-rr.
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maj~rity with Haole surnames are in fact Haole. However, most of the

Haole graduates were living on the Hainland in 1974 whereas most of

their Japanese and Chinese counterparts were then living in Hawaii.

Table 9.2

Proportion of 1964 Graduates Living on the Mainland
in 1974 by Selected Private School

Haole Japanese Chinese
School Haw. Hain. (%)a UK H. l-l (%) UK H. M. (%) UK

Punahou 113 160 59 17 16 2 11 2 15 7 32 1
Hid Pacific 2 1 33 0 38 15 28 7 7 2 22 1
Iolani 10 17 73 7 31 3 9 6 12 5 29 5
Maryknoll 10 12 55 16 7 3 30 2 19 5 21 4

All Schools 135 190 59 ·40 88 23 '>1 11 53 19 26 11L.L

%Missing 11 12 13

a .
included in calculation of percentages"Unknown" not

Source: See text.

Almost three-fifths of the Haole graduates Here living on the :Hain-

land in 1974, whereas the comparable shares for the Chinese and Japanese

were about a quarter and a fifth, respectively. Given the fact that a

majority of the Chinese and Japanese graduating from the above schools

go to l1ainland colleges, a very high rate of return, amounting to at

least half of the number going to the Mainland, is indicated. As the

public use census data suggest that the better educated are most likely

to leave to and stay on the Hainland, the actual p ercen t ages of Japanese

and Chinese graduating from all high schools in 1964 who were on the

Mainland in 1974 were almost certainly somewhat below the figures for
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the private schools. That Chinese from the 1964 classes were more likely

to be on the Mainland in 1974 than their Japanese classmates is supported

by evidence fI'om St. Louis High School and the public schools in the

sample (see below).

Kamehameha School is unique in that it is racially inclusive of

Hawaiians. Addresses of approximately 93 percent of the 1964 graduates

were known in 1974. Of this number, 39 persons, representing 16 percent

of the graduating class, were on the Mainland in 1974. This is of

interest, both because the 1970 public use census tapes suggest that

Hawaiians were disproportionately represented among the 1965-70 out

migrants and because in comparison to the public schools Kamehameha

sends its graduates to Mainland schools in disproportionate numbers.

In the mid-1960s Kamehameha also contributed large numbers to the

military, although Hawaiians from other schools also joined the military

in large numbers. The author believes that the statewide proportion of

Hawaiian high school graduates on the Mainland in 1974 was probably not

higher than that of the Kamehameha graduates, This suggests a propor

tion of about 15 percent.. This is evidence that the 1970 census data

that show a high proportion of Hawaiians among the local 1965-70 out

migrants are in~ccurate. This undoubtedly results from persons of mixed

ancestry being more likely to declare themselves Hawaiians on the Main

land than in Hawaii.

Only 11 percent of the St. Louis 1964 graduates whose addresses

could be located (less than 10 percent were missing) were on the Main

land. That most of the missing persons in the class list have Haole

surnames is negative evidence that many Haoles have Bone to the }ffiinland
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and subsequently been lost to the school records. It is difficult to

account for the exceptionally low proportion of St. Louis graduates on

the Mainland.

Locations of approximately 23 percent of the 1964 public high

school graduates were unknown. Of those whose locations were kno,Yn, 14

percent were on the Mainland. Only 11 percent of the well enumerated

(20 percent missing) Japanese were on the Mainland. Among the Chinese

(34 percent missing), Hawaiians (32 percent missing), Filipinos (33

percent missing), Portuguese (22 percent missing), and Haoles (48

percent missing), the shares on the Mainland were 17, eight, 13, 17, and

26 percent, respectively. Most of the 1964 Kailua graduates with

Haole names were of unmixed ancestry. Addresses of five-ninths of

persons with Haole surnames at Kailua were unknovffi and, of the remainder,

a third were on the Mainland.

The two outer island school lists are of special interest because

of their completeness (both over 90 percent complete). Of persons with

known addresses, 26 and 20 percent of the Maui and Kapaa graduates,

respectively, were on the Mainland. Taking both schools together,

slightly more (26 percent) were on Oahu than on the Mainland (23 per

cent).2 Half of the graduates were lost to the outer islands, but the

proportionate loss was undoubtedly much greater for the graduating

2The class lists support evidence presented elsewhere .that the
Portuguese are remarkably attached to the outer islands. Overall,
slightly over a third of the outer island graduates in the sample were
on Oahu in 1974. Among the Japanese and Chinese, however, the propor
tion was nearly half. In contrast, less than a quarter of the
Portuguese graduates were on Oahu.

By contrast, few of the 1964 Oahu graduates in the sample were
living on the outer islands.
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classes during the 1950s. On the basis of the census 1955-60 out

migration data, which show similar rates of nonwhite outmigration from

the outer islands and Oahu, the author suspects that the proportion of

public school graduates who were on the Mainland in 1974 was similar for

the outer islands and Oahu. Although the sample size (13) is miniscule,

the fact that more than half of those with Haole surnames were on the

Mainland again is evidence of a high rate of Haole outmigration.

Based on the evidence from the class lists, the author guesses

that approximately a quarter of the 1964 high school graduates in the

state were residing on the Mainland in 1974. However, the loss among

Haoles was at least half of the total. Among all other groups the

average loss was perhaps 20 percent with the individual losses as

follows: Chinese, 25 percent; 20 percent each among Filipinos and

Portuguese, between 15 and 20 percent of Japanese, and about 15 per

cent of Hawaiians. These estimates, ho\vever, are subject to a con

siderable margin of error.

9.5 Location of the 1964 Graduates on the Mainland

The most accurate records of the 1974 locations of the 1964

graduates are from the private schools. Figure 9.1, which portrays the

1974 location of 1964 private high school graduates with Haole surnames,

largely reflects the Punahou Mainland contingent, but the distributional

patterns of the Punahou and other Haole graduates are similar. Evi

dent in Figure 9.1 is a relatively low concentration (about a third) in

California, a not inconsiderable presence in Oregon and 1~ashington

(close to a tenth of the total) and a notable concentration (more than

a tenth) in the Washington, D.C. area, which encompasses the district
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Figure 9.1 Distribution of Haole 1964 Private High School Graduates Living on the
Mainland, 1974

Number of Graduates

c::J 0-1 k:::=:::==:] 2-4 [QS-9

Source: See text

Elli]10 or more

Figure 9.2 Distribution of Graduates from all High Schools in the Sample Living on the
Mainland, 1974*

3.6 Per ce nt aqe of total living on the Mainl3nd

·Pul13hou High School excluded as graduates were not part of questionnaire sample Source: See text
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and adjoining areas in Maryland and Virginia. This distribution is

similar to that portrayed by the census data on all 1965-70 outmigrants.

Notable is the relatively low number in the Northeast despite the large

number of Punahou graduates attending prestigious Ivy League colleges.

Obviously, many have left the Northeast after graduation.

By contrast, exactly half of the 52 Chinese and Japanese private

high school graduates were in California in 1974. With the exception

of New York, which contained seven, no more than two of the graduates

were to be found in any other state. Five of the seven in New York were

residing in liThe Big Apple." (In contrast, virtually none of the

Oriental public high school graduates gravitated to the New York City

area.) The continuing attraction of New York City for persons with

specialized talents will be elaborated in the following chapter.

Of the 36 1964 Kamehameha graduates living on the Mainland in 1974,

only 10 resided in California. An additional six were in Oregon or

Washington and the rest were scattered across the rest of the Hainland.

This distribution is strikingly similar to the 1965-70 outmigration

patterns suggested for Hawaiians by the public use sample. At least four

of the graduates living in non-west coast areas were at military loca

tions.

Concentrations of all ethnic groups in California were much higher

among public than private school graduates. Considering the fact that

a large share of the private school graduates attend colleges outside

Hawaii, this is to be expected. Figure 9.2 portrays the Hainland

distribution of all except Punahou high school graduates. Almost
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three-fifths of the sample are in California and another twelfth reside

in the northwestern states. In non-west coast areas, the distribution

appears to have a rough correspondence with that which would be predicted

by a gravity model, although there is marked underrepresentation in the

plains and deep south states. A comparably large number are in Virginia;

by contrast, few are in Pennsylvania. The decline in the attractivenes~

of Illinois from that which existed in the late 1940s and early 1950s

is evident. In short, the patterns are similar to those of the non-

. white Hawaii-born population on the Mainland in 1970, although the

proportion is lower in California and is higher in the northwest in the

study sample.

There do appear to be distributional differences by ethnicity

(again assigned on the basis of surname) in the Mainland distribution

(Table 9.3).

Table 9.3

Estimated Distribution of 1964 Graduates on the }~in1and

in 1974 by Ethnic Group (Punahou Excluded)

Number (%) Number (%) Number (%)
Group In California In Northwesta Elsewhere N

Japanese 75 (61.5) 10 ( 8.2) 37 (30.3) 122
Haole 64 (55.2) 5 ( 4.3) 47 (40.5) 116
Chinese 28 (60.9) 3 ( 6.5) 15 (34.8) 46
Hawaiian 15 (35.7) 6 (14.3) 21 (50.0) 42
Portuguese 24 (66.7) 3 ( 8.3) 9 (25.0) 36
Filipino 14 (51. 9) 3 (11.1) 10 (37.0) 27

Tota1b 224 (57.1) 30 ( 7.6) 140 (35.7) 392

aOregon, Washington, and Alaska
blnc1uding four Koreans and one Samoan

Source: See text.
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Among the sample, Portuguese appeared to be the most concentrated

in California and on the west coast. Hawaiians, by contrast, dre the

most dispersed, although the heavy influence of the Kamehameha graduates

may be creating a misleading distribution concerning the distribution of

all Hawaiians. The extent ot which this is true will be addressed in

the section on the characteristics of persons answering the question

naire. Compared to the average of the other groups, Japanese and

Chinese are slightly overrepresented in California.

Outside of Californl~, there are two cities that attracted more than

a miniscule number of the outmigrants, na~ely New York City and Seattle

with eight outmigrants each. Next in attractive power were Portland,

Oregon and Chicago with four persons each. Excepting these cities

there was no single area attracting a large number of outmigrants.

In general, the migrants tended to be in the large cities and their

suburbs.

In the preceding chapter it was determined that the Ha,~aii-born of

different ethnic groups in the past have tended to be attracted to

different areas in California. Table 9.4 shows to what extent this is

true of the 1964 graduates on the Mainland.

From Table 9.4 it is evident that whereas the city of Los Angeles

attracted somewhat fe'ver than its proportionate share of migrants, the

opposite was true for the city of San Francisco. Los Angeles County as

a whole (i.e., including the city and balance of the county) attracted

almost precisely the proportion of California migrants that its share

of the California population represented. The metropolitan area sur

rounding San Francisco attracted a share of the migrants that was well
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Table 9.4

Estimated Distribution of 1964 High School Graduates
in California in 1974 by Area and Ethnic Group

% of Calif. Residents Living in Area % of Calif.
Area Jap. Hao. Chi. Por. Haw. Fi1. All Pop. in 1970
Los Angeles City 15 9 18 8 0 -0 11 14.1
San Francisco 12 6 18 8 13 0 10 3.8
Other L.A. County 43 14 14 21 13 36 26 21.1
Other S.F. Met. Areaa 16 31 39 38 53 36 29 17.1
Orange County 3 5 4 4 0 7 4 7.0
San Diego County 4 13 0 4 13 0 6 6.8
Other California 9 22 7 17 7 21 13 30.1

Total Number 75 64 28 24 15 14 224 100.0

aIncluding Marin, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Alameda, and Contra Costa
counties.

Source: See text.

in excess of its share of the state population. By contrast, the out-

migrants are underrepresented in the balance of the state. There seems

to be a reluctance, especially among nonwhites, to move to places far

away from the coastal metropolitan areas. This is supported by the

distribution of the Hawaii-born in 1970 as shown by the public use

sample (Chapter VIII).

There are, however, marked distributional differences by ethnic

group. Nearly half of the Japanese are located in that part of Los

Angeles County that is not covered by the city. In 1974, more were

living in Gardena (12) than the city of Los Angeles (11). Gardena, which

has a population of approximately 50,000, has served as a magnet for

Hawaii-born Japanese since World War 11. 3 By contrast, the Los Angeles

3I t s rise and recent decline as a residence for migrants of
Japanese ancestry is chronicled in Appendix F.
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suburbs do not attract large numbers in other groups. Chinese are

especially attracted to the San Francisco metropolitan area, but it is

of note that none are to be found in San Francisco's Chinatown.

The fact that two cities in 1974 contained very few of the graduates

is notable in itself. Oakland and Long Beach each contain about half

the population size of San Francisco, but whereas San Francisco was

home to 26 in the sample, three were in Oakland and only one lived

in Long Beach. Prior to World War II, Oakland attracted many Portuguese

from Hawaii, but it has experienced a relative economic decline since

World War II. Furthermore, its racial composition has become in-

creasingly black and there is no evidence that the average HawaI L out-

migrant is more tolerant of living among large concentrations of blacks

than is the average nonblack American. Long Beach is often called, not

\vithout justification, lithe Newark of the west; coast." It appears to

be consciously avoided by the Hawaii outmigrants. 4

There is nothing more to be learned from the class lists themselves.

In the following section, the questionnaire survey procedures will be

discussed.

9.6 Design and Administration of the Questionnaire Survey

A questionnaire was designed to address the following questions:

1. What are the demographic characteristics of persons who never
lived on the Mainland after completing high school, as com
pared to those who went to the Mainland and subsequently
returned, and others still on the Mainland?

4Recently, Hawaii-born Japanese have been moving out of Gardena
into surrounding areas. Adjacent Long Beach has been completely
avoided. Many of the persons moving out of Gardena, however, have
moved to the area immediately to the east of Long Beach. See Appendix
F for more details.
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2. Why were decisions (or nondecisions) on whether to move
to the Mainland made?

3. Why were specific locations on the Mainland picked?

4. Why did the returnees decide to return?

5. How do the three groups defined in (1) perceive Hawaii
as a place to live?

6. ~~at are the perceptions of the three groups concerning
changes taking place in Hawaii? Do these perceptions
give clues as to whether the extent of the outmigration
will change in the future?

7. Who is willing to be personally interviewed?

In June 1975, the questionnaire was sent to 400 persons of whom a

quarter were graduates of outer island. high schools. Half of the

questionnaires went to persons with }minland addresses. Each question-

naire was accompanied by a cover letter explaining the purpose of the

questionnaire and a statement by Senator Daniel Inouye urging the

respondent to complete and return the questionnaire. Copies of the

questionnaire and cover materials are contained in Appendix E.

The sample was selected in such a way that each school was pro-

portionately represented. 5 If a mailed questionnaire 'vas not returned

within two weeks, another questionnaire was sent. If the questionnaire

packet was returned because the address was unkno'vn, another person was

chosen from the same school to receive a questionnaire. No further

attempt to mail another complete questionnaire was made if the

respondent did not respond to the second mailed questionnaire or if the

SOn Oahu this meant selecting every 13.5th person with a Hawaii
address and every 2.3rd person with a Mainland address. Virtually all
graduates from the outer island schools who lived on the Mainland
received questionnaires as did every 3.5th person still in Hawaii.
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address was also unknown for the replacement of the first "address

unknown ," A short questionnaire was sent to persons still in Hawaii

who did not respond to the long questionnaire. Its purpose was to pin-

point possible biases in the types of persons answering the long

questionnaire.

Eighteen of the questionnaires mailed to Mainland addresses could

not be delivered. Of the remaining 182 mailed questionnaires, 118 usable

questionnaires were completed and returned. Considering the fact that

the questionnaire was 20 pages long, the author believes that the

return rate of 64.8 percent is excellent and a matter for self

congratulation. 6 However, of the 192 questionnaires sent to Hawaii

residents and presumably received, 87, or 45.3 percent were completed

and returned. Needless to say, this return rate brought forth no

gloating on the author's part. Of the 87 received, 49 were from persons

who after high school had gone at least once to the Mainland either with

the intention or the actual fact of staying at least six months there.

If it is assumed that 60 percent of the returnees actually returned the

questionnaire (the rate for Nainland residents), there were 80, or

approximately 40 percent of the Hawaii resident sample who lived on the

}~inland for at least six months after graduating from high school. On

this basis it is estimated that more than half and possibly as many. as

60 percent of the high school graduates who went to the Mainland after

graduation returned to Hawaii by 1975. 7

6However, the ~ery high return rate is actually a tribute to the
aloha spirit and kokua that exists in the Hawaii population as well as
the subject being of strong personal interest for most.

7The 60 percent completion rate is assumed as it is comparable to
the percentage of Mainland residents returning the questionnaire. If
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Characteristics of the sample by migration status are shown in

Table 9.5.

A study of Table 9.5 reveals some marked differences among the

three groups defined by migration status. Whereas the sex ratios of

the returnees and Mainland residents approach the norm, more than three

quarters of the nonmigrants were female. Japanese comprise more than

three-fifths of the nonmigrants, a near majority of the ~eturnees, and

under a third of migrants still on the Mainland. The numerically much

smaller Portuguese group demonstrates the same pattern by migration

group. By contrast, Haoles, those of TIlixed non-Hawaiian ancestry to a

somewhat lesser extent, and Chinese to a considerably lesser extent,

are overrepresented in the Mainland group and underrepresented among

those who never left. Only the Hawaiians are proportionately represented

in all three groups. Filipinos, who comprise more than 10 percent of

Hawaii's population, are almost nonexistent in the sample.

In terms of a number of measures of "rootedness in Hawaii," the

nOTh~igrant group appears to be especially rooted (9.5B). All were born

in Hawaii and also had at least one parent born in Hawaii; eleven-

twelfths had both parents born in Hawadi., Although the Mainland group

for the most part had local antecedents, less than three-fifths had

both Hawaii-born parents. Returnees, in terms of these characteristics,

fall roughly between the two other groups. The large majority in all

groups characterized childhood family ties as moderately or very strong.

this assumption is accepted and it is further assumed that 25 percent
of the graduates are presently on the Mainland, it can be mathematically
computed that the return rate was 55 percent.



Table 9.5

Characteristics of Persons Returning the Questionnaire
By Migration Status

A. Number, Sex and Racial Distribution

Never Left Returnnee Mainland

Number 39 48 118
%Hale 23 44 52
Race (%)

Japanese 24 (62) 23 (48) 37 (32)
Haole 0 ( 0) 4 ( 8) 24 (20)
Hawaiian 6 (15) 9 (19) 24 (20)
Chinese 2 ( 5) 3 ( 6) 12 (10)
Filipino 0 ( 0) 3 ( 6) 2 ( 2)
Portuguese 6 (15) 2 ( 4) 4 ( 3)
Korean 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 1)
Mixed-Non-Hawaiian 1 ( 0) 4 ( 8) 14 (12)

B. Family Background

% born in Hawaii 100 92 85
% born on outer islands 10 31 20
%with father who worked in

professional or adminis-
trative jobs 8 24 24

%with father in military
career 3 6 14

%with Hawaii-born parents
Neither Hawaii-born 0 12 21
One Hawaii-born 8 15 24
Both Hawaii-born 92 73 55

% citing family ties in
childhood were unhappy
or \veak 5 2 15

C. Present Family Status

% Ever married 85 81 81
% Presently married 80 77 77
Average number of children 1 1 1
%with siblings on :Hainland 23 39 63
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Table 9.5 (continued) Characteristics of Persons Returning the
Questionnaire by Migration Status

D. Occupation and Earnings

300

Never Left \
M F

Returnee
M F

Mainland
M F

Occupation
Professional 22 29 33 45 51

1
4

;Managerial 22 0 11 0 16
Sales & Clerical 22 62 6 50 14 32
Blue Collar 11 5 39 ° 12 3
Service 22 5 6 5 6 13
Unemployed 0 ° 6 0 2 3

% of females whose husbands
are prof. or adm. 25 52 51

% of females whose husbands
are in military 0 14 16

Labor Force Rate--females 68 74 fO% of males in military 0 5 10
}ledian earnings in 1974 12,000 9,000 12,00J 7,900 14,50 I 9,100
Median earnings of spouse

~1,400where applicable * 7,00 13,800 6,500113,300

E. Education and Home ~~ership

Median education (years)
'Hean education (years)
% living in single family home
% ownLng residence

*Too few in sample to be meaningful

Source: See text.

14
14
72
62

16
15
75
33

16
15
68
59
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However, a seventh of the Mainland group, but only miniscule shares of

the nonmigrant and returnee groups characterized childhood family ties

as weak or unhappy. These findings on the relationship of migration to

attachment to place and family coincide with those of Taylor (1967).

Nearly a seventh of the Mainland residents, but only one in the

never-left group had a father who engaged in a military career (again,

Table 9.5B). Only a twelfth of the nonmigrants, but almost a quarter of

the migrants had fathers in professional or managerial occupations.

This suggests a link between socioeconomic status of the parents and

chances of migration. Nevertheless, upward mobility (as measured by

one's occupation compared with the occupation of the father) in all

groups is striking.

In terms of present family structure, the three groups were almost

identical (Table 9.5C). About four-fifths in all groups were married

and the average number of children per respondent in all groups was

one. Less than a quarter of the nonmigrants, but more than three-

fifths of the Mainland residents had one or more siblings living on the
~

}~inland. This suggests a linkage between siblings in migration

decisions. To what degree this is the case will be examined in the

following two chapters.

In terms of education (Table 9.5E), both the Mainland and Returnee

groups tended to be considerably better educated than those who had

never left Hawaii. Only a quarter of the nonmigrants, but fully half

of the returnees and Mainland residents had at least four years of

college.

As is to be expected from the educational levels, high proportions

of both males and females in the Mainland and returnee groups are in
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professional or managerial occupations (Table 9.5D). There are not

enough males in the nonmigrant group to generalize overall occupational

characteristics, but the fact that only a quarter of the husbands of

nonmigrant females, but more than half of the. husbands of returnee and
, .

Mainland females hold professional or managerial occupations, suggests

a substantial occupational differential between nonmigrant and migrant

males.

Median incomes of both males and females are highest among the

Mainland residents (also Table 9.5D). Returnees have been far less

successful at transforming generally high educational and occupational

levels into cold cash. Their incomes are not markedly above those of

the nonmigrants, although the husbands of the female returnees are

characterized by a median income level that is 20 percent above that of

husbands of nonmigrant females. The rather low median income of the

wives of the migrant males derives from the fact that a substantial (but

undetermined) proportion of the Haole wives (even those married to non-

Haole migrants) held only part-time jobs. In general, especially con-

sidering the cost differential between Hawaii and the Mainland, the

}minland residents appear to be doing better financially than either

the returnees or nonmigrants.

A chief component of the cost of living differential between Hawaii

and the Mainland is housing costs. The author has suggested earlier that

one important motivation in leaving Hawaii is to obtain adequate housing

at reasonable prices. In this regard, it is of interest that the

proportion of nonmigrants and returnees living in single family housing

is almost 75 percent and is slightly higher than that of the Mainland
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residents. Three-fifths of both the nonmigrants and Mainland residents

own their residences, a figure that is close to the national average. 8

This reinforces the argument made in Chapter III that the local popula-

tion has made considerable adaptations to cope with housing prices.

In terms of owning housing, the really luckless group is the returnees.

It is the author's belief that while many of the returnees were still

on the Mainland, their classmates who stayed in Hawaii bought their

homes. The annual rate of inflation in the Hawaii housing market hit

double figures after 1968 and those who have returned to Hawaii after

1970 have faced particularly severe obstacles in purchasing housing.

9.7 How Representative are the Three Groups in the Sample?

Possible biases in the original class lists were discussed in

Section 9.4. Of the 64 on the Hainland who did not answer the question-

naire, 36 were female. A rough idea of the bias by ethnicity is provided

by Table 9.6.

With the exception of the Filipinos, all groups in the original

classification were characterized by a response rate in the neighbor-

hood of two-thirds. On the basis of all questionnaires received from

Filipinos completing the questionnaire, the author suspects that language

problems discouraged some Filipinos from completing the questionnaire.

Had Filipinos been included in their proportionate numbers, overall

educational and occupation levels of the Hainland sample \.;rould probably

have been indicated to be somewhat lower.

8However, a number of the homeowners in Hawaii specified that their
house was on leasehold property.
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Table 9.6

Estimated Response Rates by Ethnicity of Mainland Residents
Receiving Questionnaires

(1) (2) (3)
Ethnic /I in original /I (& %) in (1) who /I returning by
Group classification returned guestionnaire self-classification

Japanese 58 37 (64) 37
Haole 55 39 (71) 24
Hawaiian 20 15 (72) 24
Chinese 18 13 (72) 12
Filipino 21 7 (33) 2
Portuguese 9 6 (67) 4
Korean 1 1 (100) 1
Mixed 14

Total 182 118 (65) 118

Source: See text.

A comparison of the returned questionnaires by preassigned

ethnicity and self-identification is instructive (column 1 vs. column 3

in Table 9.6). Because Japanese males did not intermarry in large

numbers prior to the 1950s and Japanese surnames are distinctive, it

was virtually impossible to misclassify by Japanese surname. In con-

trast. nearly two-fifths of respondents with Haole surnames actually

had a mixed Oriental or Ha\vaiian heritage. The Hawaii Department of

Health procedure of classifying anyone of mixed non-Hawaiian ancestry

as mixed was followed in the questionnaire and its weaknesses in ade-

quately classifying Filipinos is demonstrated in this study. At least

two of the five persons with Filipino surnames who were reclassified as

mixed non-Hawaiian were culturally Filipino, as determined in subsequent

. t . 9a.n e rv.iews ,

9
This problem results from the extensive intermarriage of unmixed

Filipinos with Chinese and Spanish in the Philippines. The offspring
are almost always culturally Filipino.
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Biases in the sample residing in Hawaii are undoubtedly more

serious. The most obvious bias is that females were much more likely
~

than males to return the questionnaire. Of 95 females in Hawaii who

received the questionnaire, 57, or 60 percent returned it. By contrast,

only 30, or 31 percent of the males receiving the questionnaire returned

it. Whereas most males on the Mainland were sufficiently motivated by

the subject matter to complete the questionnaire, many in Hawaii obviously

felt they did not wan~ to answer or were too busy to be bothered with the

questionnaire. An estimate of the completion rate by ethnicity is

shown in Table 9.7.

Table 9.7

Estimated Completion Rates by Ethnicity of the Hawaii Residents
(including returnees and nonmigrants) Receiving Questionnaires

(1) (2) (3)
Ethnic if in original jf (& %) in (1) who if returning by
Group classification returned questionnaire self-classification

Japanese 89 46 (52) 47
Haole 19 5 (26) 4
Hawaiian 23 9 (32) 15
Chinese 15 8 (53) 5
Filipino 27 9 (33) 3
Portuguese 19 10 (53) 8
Mixed 5

Total 192 87 (45) 87

Slightly over half of the persons with Oriental and Portuguese

surnames returned the questionnaire. In contrast, the response rates

of Hawaiians, Filipinos, and especially Haoles were dismal. The author

suspects that whereas the cover letter by Senator Inouye increased the
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response rate among Japanese, it helped considerably less among other

groups and may have been a hindrance in obtaining responses from

Hawaiians and Haoles.

From the data in Table 9.7, it is impossible to determine the

relative degree of bias among the returnees and nonmigrants. As females

generally do not serve in the armed forces, they almost certainly

predominate (although not by the lopsided margin implied in the sample)

among the nonmigrants. However, the 1970 census data on returnees shows

a marked predominance of males. It is believed here that this was true

of the sample as well.

Short questionnaires inquiring about migration status were sent to

all Hawaii residents not responding to the long questionnaire. Eight of

ten returnees returning the short questionnaire were male. An equal

number had four years or more of college training. If the better-

educated returnees answered the long questionnaire in disproportionate

numbers, it is not shown by the completed short questionnaires. Five

of the returnees were Japanese; as compared to three Hawaiians and two

of mixed non-Hawaiian ancestry. All returnees were born in Hawaii.

Only five of the fourteen nonmigrants returning the short question-

naire were male. By ethnicity, the breakdo\·m was six Japanese, three

Hawaiians, two mixed non-Hawaiian ancestry and one each Chinese,

Portuguese, and Haole. The single FAole was Mainland born; the remainder.
were born in Hawaii. Six did not attend college and three attended

college for only one year; by contrast, only three completed four or

more years of college. If this is an accurate portrayal of the non-

~~grants in terms of education, the educational gap between them and the

migrants is large.
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In summary, with the exception of the underrepresentation of

Filipinos, the Mainland sample is believed to be a fairly accurate

cross section of persons on the class lists who were on the Mainland

in 1975. In contrast, the sex and ethnic bias in the Hawaii group is

substantial. In terms of educational and socioeconomic levels, however,

the returnee and nonmigrant samples are considered by the author to be

fairly representative of their unselected counterparts from the class

lists.

9.8 Where do the Siblings of the Respondents Live?

Respondents were asked the sex, age, education, and present

location of their siblings. From information contained in other parts

of the questionnaire it could be determined whether each sibling was

born in Hawaii. This limited amount of information on the siblings

yielded a substantial amount of information on migration patterns.

One interesting finding not directly related to migration was that

whereas 205 respondents in the sample had 552 siblings for an average of

2.7, by ethnic group the averages were as follows: Hawaiian, 4.7;

Filipino, 3.8; Portuguese, 3.1; Chinese, 2.6; Japanese, 2.4; mixed,

1.9; and Haole, 1.3. These marked differences in family size by

ethnicity (which persist today in Hawaii) help explain why the part

Hawaiian group is expanding so rapidly and the failure of the Haoles

to become a majority in spite of continued inmigration. If the average

number of children per respondent is any indication, average completed

family size of the sample will be much smaller than the average of the

families they grew up in.
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A total of 172, or 31 percent of the siblings were living on the

Mainland (163) or foreign countries (9). Table 9.8 contains a detailed
~

comparison of the siblings on the Mainland and in Hawaii.

Among the Hawaii-born siblings there is virtually no difference by

sex in the proportion on the Mainland (9.8A). Among the non-Hawaii-born

there is a marked predominance of females on the Mainland, but the sample

size is too small to determine vn1ether this is only an artifact of the

data.

Noteworthy is the fact that less than three-tenths of the Hawaii-

born, approximately half of those non-Hawaii-born who grew up in

civilian families, and nearly all of the non-Hawaii-born who were

raised in military families in Hawaii no longer resided in Hawaii by

1975.

More than three-fifths of the }lainland residents, compared with

two-fifths of the returnees and less than a quarter of the nonmigrants

had siblings who lived on the Mainland (9.8B). ~vo-fifths of the

siblings of the Mainland residents but less than a fifth of the siblings

of returnees and nonmigrants were on the llainland. Even when the non-

Hawaii-born siblings are excluded, the proportion of siblings of Mainland

residents who were on the }minland was double the rates for the siblings

of the other two groups. Thus, it appears that the probability of

migrating to the l1ainland and staying there is enhanced if another member

of the family has previously migrated.

Among the Hawaii-born (who include virtually all the non-Haole

siblings), approximately a quarter of the Japanese and Hawaiian

siblings were on the }lainland (Table 9.8C). The relatively low rate



Table 9.8

Characteristics of the Siblings of the Sample

A. By Sex

Male Female Total N. in Sample

% on Mainland--All 31 32 32 552
% of Hawaii-born on

Mainland 29 29 29 513
% on Mainland--non-Hawaii-

born 53 68 64 39
(Born in mil family) a (100) (82) (88) (17)
(Born in civ f~i1y)b (27) (65) (46) (22)
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B. By Status of Respondent

Nonmigrant Returnee Mainland Total n.

% with siblings on Mainland 23 39 63 50 205
% of siblings on Mainland 18 19 40 32 552
% of Haw.-born siblings on

Mainland 18 18 37 29 513

C. Percent of Hawaii-born on Mainland by Ethnicity

Ethnic Group Male Female Total N

Japanese 28 25 27 194
Haole 30 78 52 19
Hawa LLan 28 22 25 162
Chinese 36 32 34 44
Portuguese 29 45 38 37
Filipino 46 43 44 18
Nixed 21 19 20 35

TotalC 29 28 29 513
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Table 9.8 (continued) Characteristics of the Siblings of the Sample

D. Percent of Hawaii-born on Mainland by Age

Age Male Female Total N

18-19 10 28 18 28
20-24 15 23 19 109
25-29 30 30 30 129
30-34 39 33 36 148
35+ 34 26 30 90
Age UK 0 0 0 9

Total 29 28 29 513

E. Percent of Hawaii-born on Mainland by Years of Schooling
Completed

Years Completed Hale Female Total N

12 years or less 21 21 21 269
13-15 years 35 31 32 108
16+ 42 39 40 136

F. Mean Years of Schooling Completed by Residence-
Age 25+

Hawaii Mainland N
Total 13.3 14.0* 395

Male 13.4 14.1;<* 212
Female 13.2 13.9** 183

Age
25-29 13.7 14.6** 146
30-34 13.2 14.1** 158
35+ 12.5 12.7 91

Ethnicity
Japanese 14.0 15.1** 143
Hawaiian 12.2 13.1*~'t 115
Chinese 14.6 15.6* 36
Portuguese 12.1 11.9 30
Haole 15.4 14.5 29

Siblings of
Never left 12.9 13. 9*~'t 67
Returnee 13.0 14.1** 102
Mainland 13.7 14.1** 226

aAll Haoles in sample; blncluding 14 Haoles; clncluding four Koreans
**Significant at .01 level
*Significant at .05 level
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for the Hawaiians is strong evidence that the 1970 census data showing

a higher proportion of Hawaiians than other Hawaii-born nonwhites on

the Mainland is erroneous. l O Sample sizes of the other groups are much

smaller, but it does appear that Portuguese and especially Haoles (more

than half of whom were on the Mainland) are much more likely than non-

whites to become Mainland residents. Of the 50 siblings of all Haole

respondents (including 31 born on the Mainland), only 38 percent were

still in Hawaii. This heavy outmigration to the Mainland, combined

with a low birth rate and jmmigration from Asian and Pacific countries,

has kept Haoles a minority in Hawaii.

Table 9.8D shows the proportion of Hawaii-born siblings on the

~minland by age. The local outmigration from Hawaii became substantial

in the early 1950s and the 1970 census data for the nonwhite Hawaii-

born show proportions on the Mainland ranging between 25 and 30 percent

for age groups 20-24 to 35-39. Percentages on the Mainland among persons

aged 25 to 44 (only one percent in the sample were age 45 and above) are

somewhat higher than the census data just alluded to for the following

two reasons: siblings of Mainland residents are overrepresented, and

Hawaii-born Portuguese and Caucasians are included in the table. Other-

wise, the pattern of the 25 to 44 age group in the sample is similar to

the 20 to 39 age group portrayed in the census data collected five years

earlier (Section 4.8).

However, whereas according to the census the proportion of non-

whites on the l1ainland in 1970 was highest in the 20-24 age cohort (27.8

10This results, of course, from problems involved in cla;;sifying
persons of mixed ancestry.
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percent vs. 27.0 percent in the 25-29 age group), the Mainland propor

tion in the sibling sample aged 20-24 is considerably less than in the

25-29 cohort. Furthermore, whereas 30 percent of the males and 24 per

cent of the females aged 20-24 were on the Mainland in 1976, in the

study sample more females than males in this age group were on the

Mainland. The author believes that not only has the outmigration of

young Hawaii adults dropped in recent years, but the outmigration stream

no longer contains a dominance of males. A major factor in both changing

trends has been the establishment of the volunteer military and the sub

sequent drop in recruitment. Another reason: is that the proportion of

Hawaii high school graduates who attend college is no longer increasing

and an increasing proportion is staying in Hawaii for higher education

(see Section 4.11).

Parts E and F in Table 9.8 support the public use census data that

show generally high educational levels among the Hawaii-born outmigrants.

A fifth of the Hawaii-born siblings \vith a high school education or less,

compared to two~fifths of those with four or more years of college are

on the }fainland. Differences in mean educational levels are consistent

up to age 35 and among all ethnic groups except the Portuguese and

Haoles. Siblings living in non-west coast areas had much higher average

educational levels (14.6 vs. 13.7 years) than those on the west coast.

It is traditional in Japanese society for first born males to

assume major responsibilities for the parents. To see whether this

affects the probability of migration to the Mainland, the relationship

between the probability of living on the Mainland and the status of

being first born, first born male, first born female, or none of the
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above was tested for the Japanese population. No significant relation-

ships were found. Indeed, for both the Japanese and the entire sample
~

there was no statistically significant relationship between birth order

and the probability of living on the Mainland.

Mainland locations of the siblings by ethnicity, place of birth,

and age are portrayed in Table 9.9. Although sample sizes are small,

the locations of the nonwhite Hawaii-born ethnic groups (Table 9.9A)

conform closely to those indicated by the public use census tapes. For

example, more than two-thirds of the siblings of the Japanese and Chinese

respondents, but less than half the Hawaiians are in California. The

high proportion of Hawaii-born Haoles in the northwest reflects their

generally youthful age and attendance at Oregon colleges. The relatively

low proportion of non-Hawaii-born siblings on the west coast conforms

to the 1965-70 outmigration data on Caucasians. Five siblings from

three military families were in Virginia, a reflection of the military

link between Hawaii and Virginia.

Table 9.9, which shows the location of the Hawaii-born by age,

offers confirmation of the public use census data that showed a shift

away from the earlier California dominance of the nonwhite outmigration

stream. Of the 100 Hawaii-born respondents on the Mainland, 62 were in

California, seven in the northwest (six Washington and one Alaska), 27

in non-west coast areas of the U.S., and four at military stations

abroad. This distribution is roughly intermediate between that shown

for the 25-29 and 30-34 age groups in Table 9.9B. A shift to the north-

west is especially evident for the 18-24 age group. It is noteworthy

that none in the questionnaire sample were in Oregon; it serves primarily



Table 9.9

Location of the Siblings on the Mainland by Area
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A. By Ethnicity and Place of Birth

Ethnic Group No. and (%) in Oregon or Other U.S. Total No.
California i\Tashington Foreign

HAWAII-BORN

Japanese 25 (70) 5 ( 8) 10 (20) 50 2
Hawaiian 17 (47) 3 ( 8) 16 (44) 36 4
Chinese 9 (69) 2 (15) 2 (15) 13 2
Haole 2 (20) 4 (40) 4 (40) 10 0
Filipino 6 (75) 1 (13) 1 (13) 8 0
Portuguese 8 (57) 3 (21) 3 (21) 14 0
Mixed 6 (86) 1 (14) 0 7 0

Tota1--a11 83 (60) 19 (14) 37 (27)a 139 8
Nonwhite 72 (63) 12 (10) 30 (26) 115 8

NON-HA1-JAII-BORN

Haole 6 (29) 0 15 (71) 21 1
Other 1 (33) 1 (33) 1 (33) 3 0

Tota1--a11 7 (32) 1 ( 4) 16 (64) 24 1

ALL PERSONS

Total 90 (55) 20 (12) 53 (33) 163 9

B. Location of Hawaii-born Siblings by Age

Age
18-24 11 (44) 10 (40) 4 (16) 25 2
25-29 15 (44) 4 (12) 15 (44) 34 5
30-34 36 (68) 1 ( 2) 16 (30) 53 1
35+ 21 (78) 4 (15) 2 (7) 27 0

alnc1uding one Korean

Source: See text.
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as a place of schooling rather than a place of employment for the Hawa~i-

born. Although it is dangerous to generalize too greatly from the small
~

sample, the indicated low percentage of persons under age 25 in non-west

coast areas may well reflect a decline in the proportion of young Hawaii-
\

born migrants who are initially moving beyond the west coast. If true,

this can at least in part be attributed to the decline in the number of

persons entering military service.

In summary, much worthwhile information was extracted from the

records of the siblings of the questionnaire sample. In general, they

provide confirmation of the findings derived from the public use census

tapes.

9.9 Summary

Overall, the schools in the sample appear to be fairly representa-

tive, although upper-class Haoles, military dependents, and lower-class

Hawaiians appear to be underrepresented. The class lists show the pro-

portion on the Mainland to be higher both among private than public

school graduates and among whites than nonwhites. Overall, about a

quarter of the 1964 high school graduates were indicated to be living

on the }lain1and in 1975. Most of the outmigrants were shown by the

lists to be living in California although the different ethnic groups

tended to reside in different areas in California.

Approximately two-thirds and four-ninths of Mainland and Hawaii

residents, respectively, completed and returned the mailed question-

naires. }fuinland residents and returnees were characterized by con-

siderab1y higher levels of education than the nonmigrants. The Mainland

residents were also characterized by higher occupational and income
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levels than either the returnees or the nonmigrants. Mainland residents

returning the questionnaire appear to be representative of all permanent

outmigrants; in contrast, those returnees and especially nonmigrants

returning it were disproportionately Oriental and female.

An examination of the location of siblings of those returning the

questionnaire showed the proportion living on the Mainland to be highest

among the Mainland residents. It also suggested that the rate of

permanent outmigration to the Mainland has dropped in recent years.

In terms of Mainland locations, differences indicated for the various

ethnic groups are identical to those shown in the 1970 census. That the

outmigrants are drawn disproportionately from the better educated is also

confirmed.

In the following chapter, questionnaire findings pertaining to

migrant and nonmigrant motivations, and assessments of plans and past

decisions will be presented.



CHAPTER X

REASONS GIVEN FOR MOVING TO THE MAINLAND OR STAYING IN

HAWAII AND WHY THE INITIAL DESTINATION WAS CHOSEN

10.1 Introduction

Preceding chapters have contained thorough descriptions of migra

tion trends and demographic characteristics of the Hawaii outmigrants

vis-a-vis the nonmigrant population. In this chapter, reasons why

an initial move to the Mainland was or was not made will be examined

for the nonmigrants, returnees, and Mainland residents who participated

in the questionnaire survey. In addition, reasons given for why the

initial Mainland destinations were chosen will be scrutinized. This

chapter illuminates, to a degree impossible with aggregated demographic

data, motivations for the movement or nonmovement of local persons away

from Hawaii.

10.2 Perceptions at the Time of Graduation from High School in 1964

By definition, all persons in the sample were living in Hawaii

at the time of graduation from high school. Realistically speaking,

few migrate independently before completing (or dropping out of) high

school. For most, graduation from high school represents a time of

crucial decision making about future activities; therefore, individual

migration to meet proposed goals then becomes a viable course of action.

The question "When you graduated from high school, did you think

you would like to live on the Mainland sometime?" was vague in that it

did not specify a specific time period or whether I1live l1 connoted any
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emotional attachment. As the question was flawed, criteria used in

answering the question varied. Nevertheless, the answers provide

valuable clues to the motives of the outmigrants (Table 10.1) •
.

Almost two-thirds of the Mainland residents and returnees, but

only two-fifths of the nonmigrants at the time of high school graduation

thought that they would like to live on the Mainland sometime (Table

10.IA). Three-fifths of persons expressing this wish mentioned a

desire to "see more of the world" (Table 10.IB). The two next most

connnonly cited reasons, "for schooling," and "for a job," were cited

by approximately a quarter and a fifth, respectively, of respondents

answering positively. In most cases it was impossible to determine

whether desires for better education or a higher standard of living were

important considerations in answering "for schooling" or for a "job."

However, the infrequency in which "lower costs of living" and "better

wages" were cited suggests that economic considerations were not

paramount among the persons wanting to go to the Mainland for schooling

or to obtain a job. For a few, living on the Nainland enabled indepen-

dence from strict parents. Notwithstanding Hawaii's ren01~ed climate,

a small minority wished to experience more changeable weather.

Few persons expressed dissatisfaction wi.t.h Hawal L as a motLve for

wanting to live on the Mainland. Those who did were inevitably from the

}~inland or, in one case, Japan, and had lived in Hawaii for a few years

at most.

Reasons given for not wanting to live on the Mainland tended to

be less articulately expressed (presumably because most gave the matter

little thought when they graduated), but the overriding consideration
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Table 10.1

Responses to Question "When You Graduated from High School,
Did You Think You Would Like to Live on the Mainland Sometime?"

A. "Yes" or "No"?

No. (%)
Mainland

No. (%) No. (%)
Returnee Never Left

No. (%)
Total

Yes
No

74 (63)*
44 (37)

31 (65)*
17 (35)

16 (41)
23 (59)

121 (59)
84 (41)

B. Why "Yes"? (Percent of persons answering "yes")

See More of World
Schooling
Job
Break Family Ties
Change in Weather
"Hawaii too Small"
Lower Cost of Living
Bet ter l-lages
'Other

Total Responses

43 (58)
22 (30)
13 (18)

4 ( 5)
5 ( 7)
5 ( 6)
1 ( 1)
1 ( 1)
8 (11)

108 (146)

21 (68)
7 (23)
4 (12)
1 ( 3)
o
o
1 ( 3)
o
o

34 (1l0)

8 (50)
2 (13)
5 (31)
2 (13)
1 ( 6)
o
1 ( 6)
1 ( 6)
1 ( 6)

21 (131)

72 (60)
31 (28)
22 (18)

7 ( 6)
6 ( 5)
5 ( 4)
3 ( 2)
2 ( 2)
9 ( 7)

163 (135)

C. Hhy "No"? (Percent of persons answering "no")

Hawaii "home"
Family Ties
Fear of Mainland
No Interest in }fuin1and
Friends Staying in

Hawaii
Nainland "bad"
Better Climate in

Hawaii
Other

Total Responses

21 (48)
6 (14)
4 ( 9)
2 ( 5)

1 ( 2)
o

1 ( 2)
1 ( 2)

37 (84)

9 (53)
7 (41)
3 (18)
2 (12)

1 ( 6)
1 ( 6)

o
2 (12)

25 (147)

10 (43)
5 (22)
2 ( 9)
2 ( 9)

1 ( 4)
2 ( 9)

1 ( 4)
3 (13)

26 (109)

40 (48)
18 (21)

9 (11)
6 ( 7)

4 ( 5)
3 ( 4)

2 ( 2)
6 ( 7)

86 (102)

*Different from "Never Left" at risk-of-error between .01 and .05,
as measured by t-test.

Source: See text.
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for approximately half was that Hawaii, not the Mainland, was "home."

MOre than a fifth mentioned family ties in Hawaii. Approximately a

tenth were apprehensive concerning how they would adjust on the Mainland.

A somewhat smaller share stated a complete lack of interest in the

Mainland. Only three in the sample specifically cited the Mainland as

an undesirable place to live.

Actually, the term "live on the Mainland" is misleading if no

qualification is given. Only a very few indicated a desire to live

permanently on the Mainland. For most, "experiencing the Mainland" by

residing there for a specified or indefinite length of time was what

they meant when they answered "yes."

In summary, nearly two-thirds of the returnees and Mainland

respondents, as well as a substantial minority of the nonmigrants recall

that at the time of graduation they wished to live on the Mainland some

time. The overriding consideration was to see more of the world and

experience more things; economic and educational considerations were of

considerably less importance. Those who indicated no interest stressed

their roots and family ties in Hawaii. If we are to label the basic

opposing forces that existed at the time of graduation, they woul.d be

curiosity vs. emotional security.

10.3 vfuy did the Nonmigrants not Migrate?

The above question can be answered on many levels. From the pre

ceding chap e'er we have seen that the nonmigrants are strongly rooted in

Hawaii in terms of Hawaii birth, length of Hawaii antecedents, and the

low proportion having siblings living on the Mainland. On another level,

attitudes of nonmigrants compared with those of returnees and Mainland



sidered it seriously (Q33).

discussed with parents (Q34).
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residents and the relation of the attitudes with migration will be

investigated in Chapter XIII. In questions 33 through 40, the non

migrants discussed (1) why they had not moved to the Mainland and (2)

their future plans. Table 10.2 contains a summary of responses to

questions 33 through 39.

Although approximately two-thirds of the nonmigrants at least

vaguely considered the possibility of migration, only a fifth con-

For the majority, the possibility was not

Although most parents at least seemed

resigned to the possibility of migration, in five cases they exerted

pressure to prevent the proposed move (Q35). In at least two cases,

their opposition appears to have been crucial in preventing the move.

However, in the other three cases in which the respondents claimed to

have stayed in Hawaii because of parental opposition (Q35a) there is no

indication in responses to Question 36 that parental opposition played

an influential role in the decision to stay in Hawaii.

In answering Question 36 on ·why a move to the Mainland was never

made, the majority stressed the positive attributes of Hawaii as a place

to live, family ties, friends living in Hawaii, or satisfactory jobs.

About an eighth mentioned the lack of money with which to make a move.

Two of those mentioning lack of money also cited parental opposition.

Another eighth cited unattractive aspects of Mainland living. An

additional eighth found they lacked sufficient courage to make· a move.

Two specifically cited the lack of both friends and job prospects on the

Mainland. A breakdown of the responses suggests that about three

quarters were never seriously attracted by the prospect of moving to the



Table 10.2. Why Did Nonmigrants Not Hove to the Hainland?

Q33 Thought About Moving to the Mainland?

Thinking of Moving in Near Future
Once Thought A lot About Moving but Not Now
Thought About it in the Past, but not too Seriously
Never Thought About it

Q34 Did You Ever Tell Parents You were Thinking of Hoving?

Yes
No

Q35 What did (Would Have) Your Parents Say?

Encouraged Hove to Hainland
Did not Hind
Unhappy but Respondent's Decision
Very Unhappy and Tried to Prevent Move
No Answer

1 ( 3)
7 (18)

18 (46)
13 (33)

17 (44)
22 (56)

Did Say (17) Hould Have Said (22)

2 (12) 1 ( 5)
5 (29) 5 (23)
5 (29) 14 (64)
5 (29) 1 ( 5)
0 1 ( 5)

Q35a Would You Have Stayed (Did You Stay) in Hawaii if you Wanted
to Move and Parents were Strongly Opposed to Hove?

Yes, Would Have Stayed
Yes, Did Stay
Don't Know
No
No Answer

10 (26)
5 (13)

11 (28)
12 (31)

1 ( 3)

W
N
N



Table 10.2 (continued) Why Did Nonmigrants Not Nove to the Nainland?

Q36 Why Did You Not Move to the Mainland?

Family in Hawaii
Job Security in Hawaii
Friends in Hawaii
Hawaii the Best Place to Live
Not Adventuresome
Mainland is a Terrible Place
No Money to Have
No Job or Friends on Mainland
Opposition of Parents
Opposition of Husband
Went to University of Hawaii
No Answer

Total Answers

Q37 Is Financial Position Better in lillwaii than it would be on Mainland?

Yes
About the Same
Would be Better on Mainland
Don't Know
No Answer

8 (21)
7 (18)
5 (13)
7 (18)
5 (13)
5 (13)
5 (13)
2 ( 5)
2 ( 5)
1 (3)
1 ( 3)
2 u.L

48 (123)

5 (13)
8 (21)

11 (28)
14 (36)

1 ( 3)

W
N
W



Table 10.2 (continued) Why Did Nonmigrants Not Move to the Mainland?

Q38 Are You Happy You Live in Hawaii?

Very Happy
Quite Happy
Nixed Feelings
Quite Unhappy
Very Unhappy
No Answer

Q39 Will You Move to the Mainland in the Future?

Am Planning Move
Move Very Likely
Perhaps will Move
Move Very Unlikely
Would not Consider Move
No Answer

24 (52)
9 (23)
5 (13)
o
a
1 ( 3)

o
1 ( 3)
8 (21)

21 (51)
8 (21)
1 ( 3)

lJJ
N
.I:'
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Mainland, but the remaining quarter conceivably could have moved, given

slightly different and more favorable circumstances for moving.

Although an understandably high proportion stated they did not know

whether they were financially better off in Hawaii than they would be on

the Mainland, more than twice as many thought they were worse off than

better off (Q37). However, there was no statistical relationship be

tween the respondent's assessment of his financial situation and whether

he was pleased to be living in Hawaii (Q38). Nearly two-thirds expressed

great happiness to be living in Hawaii, compared to an eighth who had

mixed feelings. One person believed that a future move to the Mainland

was likely and another eighth believed a future move was quite possible

(Q39). A majority termed a future move to be quite unlikely and a fifth

ruled out a move under any circumstances. In general, the explanations

they gave correspond to reasons given for not moving to the }~inland.

Many stressed they would move only under extreme conditions. In short,

the vast majority stayed in Hawaii because they regard Hawaii as the ideal

place in which to live.

It is worthwhile to take a quick look at those in the past or

present who were the most realistic candidates to migrate. These are

the persons who are, or once seriously thought about migrating, or who

have mixed feelings about living in Hawaii, and/or believe that the

possibility of moving to the Mainland in the future is more than a remote

one.

The one respondent who stated that she was thinking of moving to the

Y~inland was a Portuguese female on Oahu who stressed the desire to

travel and "see the continent." She expressed mixed feelings about;
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living in Hawaii and stated that her husband was likely to be trans

ferred to Canada, but stressed that the possible move would be for only

three years and that owne~ship of the Hawaii house was to be retained.

Of the seven persons who once thought seriously of moving to the

Mainland, two each wanted to escape parental influence and to see more

of the world, and one believed jobs were better on the Mainland; reasons

could not be determined for the other two. In two cases parental

opposition and lack of finances prevented a move. One each cited the

opposition of the husband, marriage, deciding the Mainland was un

desirable, and opting for the security of Hawaii over the uncertainties

of the Mainland as the reason no move to the l1ainland was made. No

reason could be determined for the remaining individual. All but one

expressed moderate to ecstatic happiness at living in Hawaii and even the

one person expressing mixed feelings about residing in Hawaii believed

that a move to the Mainland was highly unlikely. One person, a never

married Japanese female, stated that she might move to the Mainland in the

future "if our job situation gets worst Isic] and if there is no choice."

Three persons (two Japanese males and a Portuguese female) not dis

cussed above also expressed mixed feelings about living in Hawaii. For

two the source of the mixed feelings was obviously financial, the other

had thwarted desires to visit the Mainland. Those who were dissatisfied

financially stated perhaps they might move in the future if better jobs

were -available on the Hainland; the other believed a move was unlikely

because "it would be foolish for me to leave a good job here for an un

certain job situation that exists now on the Mainland."

Four remaining persons indicated that perhaps they would move to

the Mainland in the future. Two persons gave no reason nor an indication
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anywhere else in the questionnaire of any interest in the Mainland.

They can be assumed to have answered the question inappropriately. The

other two classified themselves as very happy to be living in Hawaii,

but wanted to experience what it would be like to live on the Mainland.

The one theme that emerges frum the testimonies of the nonmigrants

is rootedness and emotional attachnent to Hawaii. Most have never

seriously considered the possibility of moving to the Mainland. Of those

who once seriously considered the possibility, most appear to be quite

content with the choice to stay in Hawaii. Curiosity about the Mainland,

rather than economic dissatisfactivn appears to be the motivating force

for most of the small minority expressing mixed feelings about living in

Hawaii. Few of the nonmigrants believed that job considerations might

dictate a move to the Mainland. Indeed, the author believes that barring

an economic collapse, few in the norrrnigrant group would leave for economic

reasons. The above is evidence that, under ordinary circumstances, the

outmigration of local persons fran Hawaii is not strongly related to

economic circumstances. This surmise is further supported by evidence

from actual migrants, which will he presented later in this chapter.

10.4 Demographic Characteristics ~f Migrants and Returnees at the

Time of the Initial Move to and Return from the }1ainland

Demographic characteristics of migrants and returnees at the time of

the initial move and return (if a returnee) are portrayed in Table 10.3.

Two-fifths left in 1964 and approximately half left within a year and a

half of graduation from high school (10.3A). In both groups there was

only a negligible outflow to the Mainland after 1969. Data shown in

Table lO.3A for the Mainland group are actually biased towards later



Table 10.3

Characteristics of Mainland Residen~s and Returnees
Concerning: (A) Year of Move. (B) Marital Status
and l<wnber of Children. and (e) Duration of ~-:lve

(1f returnee)

A. Year of Initial Move
Mainland Returnee

Year No. (%) (Cum. %) No. (%) (Cum. X)

1964 47 (40) 40 21 (44) 44
1965 12 (10) 50 2 ( 4) 48
1966 14 0.2) 62 5 (10) 58
1967 6 ( 5) 67 5 (10) 69
1968 15 (13) 80 6 (13) 81
1969 12 (10) 90 6 (13) 94
1970 4 ( 3) 93 1 ( 2) 96
1971 4 ( 3) 97 0 96
1972 2 ( 2) 98 0 96

.1973 ·0 98 2 (.4) 100
1974 2 C. 2) 100 0 100

B. ~.arital Status and Number of Children
at T:i:me of Initial Move

Marital Status at Initial Move Mainland Returnee
Single 92 U81 42 (88)
Getting Married 13 (11) 3 ( 6)
Married 13 (111 3 ( 6)

# of Children ....hr-n First }loved
0 113 (96) 46 (96)
1 3 ( 31 1 ( 21
2 2 ( 21 1 ( 2)

c. Marital Status and IJ of Children When Return to IL:r..aii 'Made

}f.arita1 Status Children
Single 33 (68) 0 40 (83)
}f.arried 15 (32) 1 5 (11)

2 1 ( 2)
3 1 ( 2)
4 1 ( 2)

D. Length of Time Returnees Spent on Mainland Per Move

Duration Long Form All Forms*
Under 6 V:mths 1 ( 2) 1 ( 2)
6 Months to 1 Year 16 (30) 17 (27)
1 to 2 years 11 (20) 11 (17)
2 to 3 years 4 ( 7) 4 ( 6)
3 to 4 years 9 (17) 13 (20)
4 to 6 years 9 (].7) 12 (19)
Over 6 vears 4 ( 7) 5 ( 8)

*Including persons filling out short questionnaire sent to P.a~aii Residents
not responding to Long Questionnaire.

Source: See Text.
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dates because a number of persons did not count early college experience

or military service as "living on the Mainland." (See Section 14.3.)

Thus, the suggestion that more than nine-tenths of the moves took place

in the first half of the eleven year time period is understated. This

suggests that if a local person does not move to the Mainland before

his or her twenty-fourth birthday, he or she is unlikely to ever make

the move.

As is to be surmised by the relatively youthful ages at departure,

the large majority in both groups were unmarried. Notaole is the sub-

stantial number marrying a month or less prior to the initial move. This

phenomenon, which is a demonstration that migration itself can act as a

trigger for timing of marriage as well as vice versa, will be investigated

later in this chapter. The fact that a higher proportion of the Mainland

residents than returnees were married or getting married at the time of the

initial move is also noteworthy as persons in both groups migrated at

roughly similar ages. Evidence will be presented later to show that

while marriage between locals discourages outmigration, the opposite is

true for local females marrying servicemen from the Mainland. The

insignificant number of children among the departees reflects both the

relatively young age of the average outmigrant and the negative influence

of children on outmigration. Almost a fifth of the returnees married for

the first time while on the 11ain1and, and the returnees contributed 11

l1ainland-born children to the Hawaii population (Table 10.3C). The

author believes that a majority of the some 10,000 Mainland-born "other

nonwhites" in Hawaii in 1970 had at least one HmoJaii-born parent. 1

1
According to the 1970 census, 12,675 "other nonwhites" in Hawaii

were born on the Mainland. However, almost 3,000, the overwhelming
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10.5 Duration of Mainland Residence in the Returnee Sample and Its

Relevance to Understanding,the 1970 Census

The time returnees spent on the Mainland is directly related to

their chances of their moves being captured in the census. Table 10.3D

shows that only one person who expected to stay on the Mainland for at

least six months did not do so. However, including those returning

short forms, more than a quarter returned within a year. Many were males

who served six months of active duty. The concentration between three

and four years reflects those returning to Hawaii after completion of

college. Many iri the substantial number who were on the Mainland between

four and six years had the misfortune (·f being drafted into the military

after the completion of college. The longest length of time spent by

anyone on the Mainland was eight years and two months. Three of the

returnees went to the Mainland on two separate occasions and one went

three times.

The author projected the actual number of returnees who would be

recorded in the 1970 census as having lived on the Mainland in 1965 and

in Hawaii in 1970 if 1,000 persons left Hawaii each year between 1955

and 1965, eventually returned, and had probabilities of return after

given time spans that were identical to "those of all returnees in the

majority being elderly Orientals, were misclassified as being born in
South Atlantic states! An analysis of public use tapes for Hawaii shows
the erroneous states of birth to be Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, and
the District of Columbia. Ignoring the South Atlantic states, 8,985 were
indicated to be born on the Mainland. Of this number, 64.2 percent were
under the age of 15 and only 20.4 percent were between the ages of 20 and
44. This is strong evidence that most were born to at least one Hawaii
born parent.
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sample. As all persons who migrated eventually returned, the intrinsic

return rate is 1,000 persons per year. However, the 1970 census would
•

show 2,585 returnees (183 persons who migrated before 1960 as well as

196, 367, 474, 560, and 805 who migrated in 1960, 1961, 1921, 1963,

and 1964, respectively) who lived on the Mainland in 1965. Although this

number ignores persons who migrated prior to 1955, this bias is un-

doubted1y more than counterbalanced by the fact that some of the time

periods used in the projection involved military service abroad.

This projection suggests that if the time periods derived from the

sample are representative for those of the Hawaii population at large,

approximately half of all return moves would be captured in a census.

If the 1965 to 1970 migration flow to the Mainland includes 1,000

persons a year who will eventually return to Hawaii and have probabilities

of return in a given time period identical to those in the sample,

2,585 (196, 367, 501, 618, and 902 migrating in 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968,

and 1969, respectively) of the eventual returnees will be counted in a

1970 census enumerating the number of persons in Hawaii in 1965 and on

the Mainland in 1970.

lfuat relevance does the above exercise have to the 1970 census?

It has been earlier reported that 20,512 "other nonwhites" were recorded

as residing in Hawaii in 1965 and on the }~inland in 1970. An analysis

of the public use sample suggests that approximately 80 percent were

Hawaii-born; therefore, an estimate of 17,000 who were Hawaii-born is

not unreasonable. An estimate of 6,175 "other nonwhites" born in Hawaii,

living on the Mainland in 1965 and in HaHaii in 1970 was derived from

the public use census tapes. If the migration durations in the sample
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are representative of the population at large (and many of the 1964

high school graduates were among the returnees counted in the 1970
\,

census), the true number of Hawaii-born nonwhi~es returning to Hawaii

from the Mainland between 1965 and 1970 exceeded 12,000. Likewise, if

12,000 eventual returrtees were among the nonwhite Hawaii-born migrants to

the Mainland between 1965 and 1970, only 6,000 would have been counted in

the 1970 census, and the true flow to the Mainland was in the neighborhood

of 23,000. Assuming the annual volume of migration did not change

greatly between the late 1950s and 1970 (there is no evidence that it did

as the number of "other nonwhite" Hawaii-born outmigrants living in

Hawaii in 1955 and on the :Hainland in 1960 has previously been estimated

to be approximately 15,000), this suggests that more than half of the

Hawaii-born "other nonwhites" migrating to the Mainland during the 1960s

eventually returned to Hawaii. 2 This supports the argument presented in

the previous chapter that over half of the Hawaii-born in the 1964

graduating class who migrated to the Mainland had returned to Hawaii by

1974.

This high percentage of local outmigrants eventurally returning

suggests that in understanding the net loss of local residents it is more

relevant to ask why some return and others stay on the Mainland than

2No comparable analysis can be done for whites as such a large share
of the outmigration is military related and a large share of the Hawaii
born on the Mainland were born as military dependents. Another sub
stantial portion consists of persons who left as adults prior to World
War II. Returnees from the latter group complicate calculations even
though individual return probabilities in this group are low. }1any in
the military group return again 'vith parents or as military personnel
when they reach adulthood.
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why the outmigrants make the initial move.~o the Mainland. This is an

issue which will be considered in Chapter XII.

10.6 Why were the Initial Moves to the Mainland Made?

Question 7 in the questionnaire is "vfuy did you move to the Main-

land?" Question 8 lists specific reasons for moving and asks respondents

to rate them in terms of importance in the initial move to the Mainland.

Both questions yielde~ valuable information on why the initial moves were

made although they contain weaknesses that will be discussed below.

A breakdown of responses given to Question 7 is given in Table

10.4.

Table 10.4

Distribution of Responses to the Question
"Why Did You Move to the Mainland?"

Number (%) Giving Reason
Mainland Returnee

Male Female Total Male Female Total

College 33 24 57 (48) 6 12 18 (38)
In Military 12 1 13 (11) 12 0 12 (25)
Marriage 0 14 14 (12) 0 3 3 ( 6)
Home Town of Spouse 0 5 5 ( 4) 0 2 2 ( 4)
Husband Transferred 0 2 2 ( 2) 0 0 0
Job 11 4 15 (13) 1 4 5 (10)
Parents Moved 0 3 3 ( 3) 0 0 0
"Change" 2 2 4 ( 3) 1 1 2 ( 4)
College and Job 2 0 2 ( 2) 1 0 1 ( 2)
Live Away from Home 1 1 2 ( 2) 0 3 3 ( 6)
Vacation 0 0 0 0 2 2 ( 4)
Bad Hawaii Environment 1 0 1 ( 1) 0 0 0

Total 62 56 118 (100) 21 27 48 (100)

Source: See text.
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Table 10.4 shows that approximately half in the Mainland group and

three-eighths in the returnee group stated they went to the Mainland

primarily to attend college. A fifth of the Mainland, but five-eighths

of the returnee males initially went to the Mainland to serve in the

armed forces. This suggests that males serving in the armed forces have

high probabilities of eventual return to Hawaii.

It is noteworthy that whereas three-eighths and a sixth of the

Mainland and returnee females, respectively, gave reasons relating to

impending marriage or the husband's choice, none of the males in either

group mentioned the wishes of their spouses. This is suggestive evidence

with which to answer the question of which spouse was generally more

influential in the initial decision to migrate. All husbands who wanted

to return to their hometowns were from the Mainland, and all but one

were serving in the military while in Hawaii. Both transfers also in-

volved husbands from the Mainland. Knowing the origin of the spouses is

crucial in understanding why females who left for reasons pertaining to the

spouse are much more prevalent in the tillinland than returnee sample;

females who leave with Nalihini ("newcomer") spouses are much less

likely to return than those leaving with local husbands.

Although some gave detailed discussions in addressing the open

ended question on why the initial move to the Mainland was made,3 more

often a single word such as "school" or "job" was given. The problem with

such terse responses is that it is not known \,;rhetherperhaps "school" or

3For example, the discussion of a female Japanese returnee from
Maui who stated her reasons for leaving as follows: "I had gone to D.H.
for two years, couldn't decide on a major, tried working in Honolulu for
one year, got bored, then decided to see what the Mainland had to offer."
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"job" simply describes activities to be undertaken, whereas underlying

motivations for departure are unrelated to the activities to be under

taken. As a large percentage of the outmigrants expected to attend

college, assume a job, or both immediately after arriving on the Main

land, it is important to understand to what extent motivations for

better educational or economic circumstances prompted the initial moves.

The question following the open-ended question "Why Did You

Hove ••• " was designed to measure underlying motives for moving.

Uilfortunate1y, the statement "please rate each reason for its importance

to your moving to the Mainland" is poorly worded as it does not stress

that motivations at the time of the initial move, rather than for staying

on the Mainland, are to be given. Some persons interpreted the question

in the latter sense and thus economic motivations are given undue

importance. Responses to the above question are contained in Table

10.5.

From Table 10.5 it can be determined that economic reasons were

given much less often by the returnees. The author believes this is

largely because they naturally did not interpret the question as to why

they have stayed on the Mainland. Considering the responses given to

the question on whether the respondent wanted to live on the Mainland at

the time of graduation, it is not surprising that approximately 60

percent of both returnees and Mainland residents rated curiosity as an

important motivation for moving to the }fuin1and. A fifth in both groups

gave "escape from family" as an important motivation for departure.

Considering the small size of Hawaii and the web of family ties that

often cover the major islands, the Mainland for many is the logical
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Table 10.5

Responses to Listed Reasons for Moving to the Mainland

Not a factor = 1
Not very important = 2
Quite important = 3
Very important = 4

Mean Score % Answering "Quite" or
"Very Important"

Main. Ret. Main. Ret.

Schooling 2.92 2.36* 67 49
See More of World 2.61 2.72 59 64
Look for Job 2.39 1. 71** 48 28
Good Job Hard to Find

in Hawaii 2.36 1. 57** 49 17
More Things to Do on

Nainland 2.11 1. 92 36 36
Lower Living Costs 1. 78 1.51 27 17
Escape from Family 1.58 1.66 19 23
Armed Forces 1.53 2.04** 19 36
Spouse Wanted to Move 1.50 1.32 18 11
To be with Relatives 1.49 1.40 15 13
To be with Friends 1.36 1.45 9 11
To get Married 1.36 1.15 10 4
Better Climate 1.30 1.09 9 0
Voluntary Transfer 1.03 1.13 1 4
Involuntary Transfer 1.01 1.02 0 0

N 118 47 118 47

*Different from Mainland Sample at significance level between
.01 and .05.

**Significance level < .01. T-Test used.

Source: See text.

place to go in order to achieve personal independence. More than a

third in both groups rated "more things to do on the Hainland" as an

important motivation for departure.

Virtually all who rated marriage or the spouse's wishes as important

were female. With one exception, all who rated the armed forces as
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important were males in the military or wives of military personnel.

Females in the Mainland group were much more likely than males to rate

being with relatives (23 vs. eight percent) as important. This corre

sponds to the oft made observation that females are more attached to

kinfolk than are males. For all other reasons listed, the responses of

ffiales and females were similar.

In the whole sdmple, there were only three moves that involved job

transfers; two females married civil servants who had transferred to

Hawaii from the Mainland and were subsequently transferred back to the

Mainland, and one Japanese female returnee went to California in an

exchange teaching program. The a~hor believes on the basis of personal

observation that because of famil] and island ties, very few local persons

accept transfers to the Mainland, even if their careers are advanced as a

result. The above supports this belief.

The listed reason "for bette! climate" elicited a number of cynical

responses such as "you've got to he kidding," but a small number \.;ranted

to experience a change, enjoyed the four seasons (all persons from the

Mainland) or had allergy problems in Hawaii (again, persons from the

Mainland.

How important were considerahons for better education or economic

opportunities in moves made to the Mainland? The author scrutinized all

questionnaires closely to determine in which moves these motivations

appeared to be lllportant. In the following cases, these considerations

may have played a significant rol£.
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Returnees

Hawaii Male. 4
Stated move was "prdmard.ky for schooling, no other reason."

Haole Male.
Moved to Hawaii at age 12. Received a scholarship at an Ohio

University.

Haole Male
Moved to Hawaii at age 14. Went to California to attend seminary.

Mainland Residents

Japanese Male from Kauai.
Decided to become an industrial designer while still in high school.

Knew that such an occupation required living on the Mainland. The best
school for industrial design was located in California.

Portuguese Male from Kauai.
Stated he wanted to go to Mainland for better job opportunities.

Left immediately upon completion of high school.

Hawaiian Male.
Original move to the Mainland to go to college was motivated because

of curiosity. Moved back to the Mainland in 1974 because "of better
business opportunities and I like 4 seasons, open spaces & places to go
and grow and expand. II

Japanese-Caucasian Male.
Stated move to Mainland primarily for schooling; secondarily to

see more of the U.s. Choice of school determined by the quality of the
pre-medical program.

Hawaiian Male.
Went to Mainland to take law enforcement program in California.

No such program existed in Hawaii at the time. Another motivation was
to see more of the world.

Japanese Hale
Ivent to the Mainland in 1967 to attend dental school. No school of

dentistry exists in Hawaii. Also rated as a very important factor Has
"escap e from family. II The subsequent Lnt e rv i ew revealed that his father
was an extremely domineering individual who wanted his two sons to become
dentists.

4Unless a statement is made to the contrary, all nonwhites discussed
are Hawaii-born and graduated from an Oahu high school.
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Chinese Female.
Went to school on Mainland for M.A. in journalism. No such

program exists in Hawaii. Desire to see more of the world was also
strong.

Haole Male Born in Hawaii.
Left to pursue acting career, for which opportunities are limited

in Hawaii (see Chapter II). He states "enjoyable tho it is, Hawaii is
limited in what it can offer a local Houli [sic]. However, he further
notes "I wanted to see snow. I was interested in the continent, the
people, the places, the seasons. I wanted to see the White Eliphant
[sic]. See the world."

Japanese-Caucasian Female.
Moved to California because husband (local) felt job opportunities

better there.

Chinese Male.
Did not pass University of Hawaii entrance exam. Decided to go to

two year college, butnone existed on Oahu.

Japanese Male.
Offered a position by the County of Los Angeles in 1969 after

completing school in Hawaii. No offers from Hawaii were made until the
move was already decided on, and the pay was also considerably less than
that offered by the Mainland job.

Filipino Female.
Narr Led a serviceman from the Hainland. Husband believed that the

cost of living in Honolulu was too high and insisted on moving to the
Mainland.

Chinese Female.
Married a person from the Mainland who could not find a job in his

specialty (restaurant management). They moved to Los Angeles, where his
father owned a restaurant.

Hawaiian Male.
Family was having financial difficulties and "my son needed mec1:i cal

attention." Therefore, the family moved to San Diego in 1968.

Among the returnees, two and possibly three moves were made primarily

for educational reasons and in no moves did economic considerations appear

to play an important role. Among }~inland residents listed above, economic

or career considerations play an important role in at least 11 of the moves

and considerations of superior schooling are important in five other

moves. There may have been other cases, especially among the females
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who married military personnel from the }~inland, in which economic

considerations played a role. However, even under the most generous

assumptions that can be made about the role of educational and economic

considerations, the author believes that under a fifth of the moves to

the Mainland were motivated largely by economic and/or formal educational

considerations.

Motivations behind persons moving to the Mainland because they were

in the military were usually difficult to ascertain from the question

naire. The Vietnam War was at its height in the late 1960s and even among

persons who enlisted one can detect a common view that enlistment was

chosen only as an alternative over involuntary induction. At least one

husband was among the unlucky individuals in the Hawaii-based naval

reserve unit called to active duty in 1967. Of the returnees, seven

joined various military services for active duty and the other five served

six months of reserve duty. Six of the enlistees rated curiosity as

fairly or very important motivations in going to the }lainland, whereas

none of the reservists did so. Of the thirteen Mainland residents who

originally went to the Mainland for military reasons, at least eleven

enlisted and in only two of the cases did the threat of an imminent

draft obviously influence the decision to enlist. None was discharging

reserve duty when the initial move to the Hainland was made. A sub

stantial number in the Mainland sample were drafted, but most attended

college on the Mainland first. Thus, there is circumstantial evidence

that a large proportion who joined the military as volunteers did so in

part because they "wan t ed to see more of the world."
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It appears then, that most of the moves made to the Mainland were

voluntary in nature and that economic and academic considerations were
~

of major importance in less than a fifth of the moves. Curiosity, a

desire to see more of the United States, a wish to achieve independence

from strong parental influences, and a feeling that exposure to different

places would enhance personal growth all played important roles in the

initial decisions to move. To the extent that these factors are opera-

tive, it appears that the olltmigration of young local adults is largely

insensitive to economic factors.

It should be recalled that even though problems of a modest pay

scale, a limited variety of jobs, and a cost of living 20 percent higher

than that of the }fuinland have existed since World War II, the late .

1960s was a period of minimum unemployment in Hawaii. Although economic

conditions worsened considerably in Hawaii during the early 1970s, most

of the 1964 graduates were by then already married and "settled down."

Yet, despite the fact that economic conditions in Hawaii as compared to

the Mainland between 1949 and 1955 can be termed as "terrible," evidence

has earlier been presented (see Section 4.11) that a large scale out-

migration of local residents seeking immediate employment on the Mainland

began only in the late 1950s. Furthermore, if the census is to be

believed, the rates of local outmigration in the late 1950s and 1960s

were similar. These findings, as well as those from the survey, strongly

suggest that economic considerations are not overriding in determining

the yearly volume of outmigration of local residents.
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10.7 Other Factors Associated with the Initial Move to the Mainland

In questions nine through eleven, the respondents were asked their

occupation prior to the initial move, how long the move was considered,

whether parents were informed about the contemplated move and their

reaction, if told. Question nine revealed that three-fifths of both

returnees and Mainland residents had no occupation at the time of the

initial move. As most moves were made within a years of graduation of

high school or immediately after graduation from the University of

Hawaii, this is to be expected. Most occupations listed were service,

unskilled, or menial clerical jobs. Fewer than ten left professional or

managerial jobs in Hawaii. Because most left before they obtained jobs

their education and training would qualify them for and, furthermore,

many of the jobs listed were only part-time, this question is uninforma

tive in ascertaining whe t he r "upward mobility" actually took place on

the Mainland. However, it is useful in that the occupations listed

would suggest that there were few strong job ties that complicated the

decision to migrate.

In response to the question "About how long did you think about

moving to the Mainland before you did move?," approximately a third

replied "under three months," compared to an eighth indicating between

three and six months, a quarter answering six months to a year, and

three-tenths who asserted that the move was considered for over a year.

There was no statistically significant difference between the Mainland

residents and returnees, although a third of the former and less than a

fifth of the latter stated that the move was considered for more than a

year. However, there were substantial differences in time when classi

fied against the major purposes of the initial move (Table 10.6).
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Table 10.6

Length of Time Move Considered According to Major Purpose of Move

Time Move Considered
Major Reason Given for Move (%)

College Army Job Other Total

Under 3 months
3 to 6 months
Six months to a year
More than one year

N

15
11
32
43

73

72
8

12
8

25

35
22
22
22

23

40
14
23
23

43

33
13
25
29

164*

x2 33.64 p < .0001 d.f. = 9

*Two missing observations.

Source: See text.

Many joining the military service appeared to do so on an impulse;

by contrast) most who went to college on the Mainland appeared to have

given the matter considerable thought. Those moving for other reasons

fall midway between these extremes in terms of prior thought given to the

move. If time considered prior to the move is dny indication of satis-

faction with the lllove, those entering college and the armed forces should

represent the extremes in opinion.

Approximately three-quarters of both Mainland residents and

returnees discussed the proposed move with parents before deciding to

move. Iil the 125 instances in which parents were informed of the pro-

posed move, only three tried .to prevent it, 52 were unhappy but felt the

decision was up to the son or daughter, 33 did not mind, and 37 actively

encouraged the move. 'A1though the ~arents of both returnees and Main-

land residents generally reacted more positively than those of the non-

migrants (see Table 10.2, Q35a), there were no significant differences
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between the reactions of parents of returnees and Mainland residents.

Again, however, the probability of discussing the proposed move with the

parents and the reaction of the parents was very much influenced by the

purpose of the move.

Table 10.7

Whether Parents were Told of Proposed Hove and
Their Reaction (if told) When Told of the Proposed Move Classified

Against Major Reason Given for Move to Mainland

A. Was Move Discussed with Parents (%)

College Nilitary Job Other Total

Yes 86 60 73 68 76
No 14 40 27 32 24

N 73 25 23 43 164*

X2 9.24 P < .026 d. f. = 3

B. Reaction of Parents if Told (%)

Reaction College Military Job Other Total

Tried to Prevent Move 3 7 0 0 2
Unhappy, but Decision

up to Child 32 60 47 50 42
Did Not Hind 19 33 47 27 26
Encouraged Nove 46 0 6 23 30

N 63 15 17 30 125

X2
23.9 P < .0045 d.f. = 9

*Two missing observations.

Source: See text.

Again, Table 10.7 reveals the extremes to be between those in the

armed forces and those attending college. As a practical consideration,
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parental consent is not required if someone is either drafted or enlists

in the army after reaching the age of eighteen. In contrast, parental

acquiescence is necessary in the large majority of cases where the

children attend college on the Mainland, as the parents usually "foot

the bill." The general parental Approval given to attending college on

the Mainland undoubtedly reflects both the prestige and excellent

education that many Mainland colleges offer and a structured environment

for those going to the Mainland. Part of the general negative reaction

of parents toward their children joining the military may have been

motivated by concern that their sons might be killed or injured (the

Vietnam War was at its height in the late 1960s). Similarly, much of

the general lack of enthusiasm among parents whose children planned to

work on the Mainland may have resulted from concerns that "something bad"

might happen to the children in the "big city." In general, the paTents

do not appear to have posed serious obstacles to moving to the Mainland;

and, in the case of children wanting to attend college on the Mainland,

were often encouraging.

10.8 Where Did the Outmigrants Move to Initially and Why?

Breakdowns of the original destinations of both returnees and

}minland residents in the sample are given in Table 10.8.

From Table 10.8 it is apparent that slightly more than half in

both the Mainland and returnee groups initially migrated to California.

Geographical distributions for the Mainland residents and returnees (both

long and short fo~m) are similar, the major difference being the much

higher proportion of returnees who originally migrated to Northwestern

states. Eight of the 11 returnees originally went to college in small
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Table 10.8

Original Mainland Destinations of the Survey Sample

Area Migrants (%) Returnees--Long Returnees--
Questionnaire (%) All (%)

California 64 (54) 27 (57) 29 (51)
L.A. County 27 (23) 11 (23) 11 (19)
S.F. Net. Area 16 (14) 7 (15) 7 (12)
Other 21 (18) 9 (19) 11 (19)

Northwest 11 ( 9) 8 (17) 11 (19)
Nountain* 11 ( 9) 1 ( 2) 3 ( 5)
South* 6 <. 5) 3 ( 6) 4 (7)
Midwest* 18 (15) 4 ( 9) 5 ( 9)
Northeast* 8 ( 7) 4 ( 9) 5 ( 9)

N 118 47 57

*Region is same as that used by u.s. Census.

Source: See text.

towns in Oregon, and one can assume that there were few employment

opportunities in the immediate area to entice them to stay. Notable is

the low proportion who initially went to southern states, notwithstanding

the concentration of military bases there.

l{hy the initial destinations were chosen was measured first by an

open-ended question (Q13) "Why did you Move to (the place you initially

moved to and not a different one)," followed by a list of potential

reasons that the respondent was asked to rate in terms of their impor-

tance for moving to the initial destination (Q14).

A minority in the sample gave detailed answers to the open-ended

question which indicated that considerable thought was given to where

the move should be made. For example, a Hawaii-born Haole female who
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left Hawaii in early 1968 and returned at the end of the year chose

Portland, Oregon, because

I felt that there may be the most difference in climate,
people, etc., of all western cities I'd read about, than
Hawaii. California was too much like Hawaii, I'd discovered
after I'd previously visit(ed) it. The east coast was too
"cold" in more ways than one according to reliable sources
I'd talked to.

Often, however, the response was terse, with a single phrase such

as "school there" or "stationed there." One answer, which defies any

attempt at easy categorization was that given by a Korean-Chinese

male returnee who chose to attend college in Minneapolis because "The

state is in the middle of the continental U.S.--makes it easy to see

the rest of the country." In general, the least informative answers

came from persons going to the Mainland to attend college there.

Table 10.9 contains a breakdo,Vll of the major reasons given for

moving to specific locations and the areas mentioned most frequently in

connection with the reasons. No distinction is made between Mainland

residents and returnees as both went to given locations for basically

the same reasons.

Evident in Table 10.9 is the relative unimportance of the perceived

abundance of jobs in the choice of the initial area moved to. In two-

fifths of the moves, the fact that the college of choice was in the area

moved to seemed to be paramount, and in another fifth of the moves the

existence of friends and relatives at the destination appeared to be

crucial. In another fifth of the moves, the destination was dictated

by military assiglunent. Considerations of envirorunental amenities

are almost nonexistent in Table 10.9 although they may have played a

secondary role in the consideration of some.
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Table 10.9

Reasons Given for Why the Initial Destinations
on the Mainland were Chosen

(Q13)

Reason Given

College There
Stationed There
Relatives There
Choice of Husband
Friends There
Job Offer
Husband Stationed There
Attractive Area
Jobs There
Fiancee There
Friends & Relatives

There
Other

Total Persons

Number (%)

64 (39)
22 (13)
16 (10)
14 ( 9)
13 ( 8)

8 ( 5)
8 ( 5)
4 ( 2)
3 ( 2)
3 ( 2)

2 ( 1)
8 ( 5)

165

Areas for Which Reason Given is ofa

Most Importance (% in region)

Northwest (79), Other u.s. (51)
Other California (42)
L.A. (23)
Other u.s. (16)
L.A. (16), S.F. (13)
L.A. (11)
Other California (15)
S.F. (9)
All L.A. or S.F.
All L.A. or S.F.

Both L.A.

aAll norr-wes t; coast areas included in "Other U. S. "

Source: See text.

Equally striking in Table 10.9 is the fact that different areas

attract movers for different purposes. Whereas five-ninths of initial

moves were made to California, nearly two-thirds of moves made because of

the location of the college attended were initially made to areas outside

of California. This included more than three-quarters of moves made to

northwestern states and half of moves to nonwestern states. Of the 31

whose moves were largely influenced by the presence of friends and/or

relatives at the destination, 19 went to -Los Angeles, five to San

Francisco, three to other parts of California, and only four to areas

outside of California. Of the 11 moves in whi.ch job considerations at the
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destination were mentioned, seven were made to Los Angeles as contrasted

with two to San Francisco and two to non-west coast areas (both to New

York City).

Most of the moves made to "other California" were to Fort Ord,

Sacramento, or San Diego, which contain training bases for Army, Air

Force, and Navy recruits, respectively. Most going to these bases were

in either midwestern or southern states, or abroad by the end of the

first year on the Mainland. The majority of moves involving the choice

of the husband were to hometowns in non-west coast areas. Of all areas on

the Mainland, only San Francisco showed a considerable diversity in

terms of why persons moved there. The chi-square probability of the

areas moved to against reasons the area was picked was .0000. This is

evidence that different places have markedly different attractive powers

(or "place utilities") for the potential migrants.

Question 14 asks "please rate each reason for its importance in

your choice of city or t.own you first moved to on the Hainland." This

question suffered from the same fla,vs earlier noted for Question 8

concerning why the initial move to the Mainland was made. Nevertheless,

the overall responses did correspond fairly consistently with Question

13 and different areas were evaluated quite differently, as shown in

Table 10.10.

One fact that is evident from a glance at Table 10.10 is that Los

Angeles received a high evaluation in all economic categories, in terms

of having "many things to do," and in being the residence of friends and

relatives already living there. Although some of the assessments

involve perceptions that were undoubtedly developed after the initial
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Table 10.10

Mean Scores on Listed Responses for the Question of 1~y the Respondent
Chose the First Place Moved to on the :Hainland

4 = very important
3 = quite important
2 = not very important
1 = not at all a factor

Reason Listed Mean Score Area(s)a Scoring Highest
on Reason

College in Area
Many Things to do in Area
Friends in Area
Many Jobs in Area
Pretty Area
Climate Good in Area
Relatives in Area
Friendly People
Living Costs Low in Area
In Armed Forces
Wages High in Area
Housing Cheap in Area
Job Offer
Choice of Spouse
Hometown of Spouse
Voluntary Transfer
Involuntary Transfer

Overall Average

N

2.56*
1.81*
1. 74**
1.70**
1. 67
1.67
1. 641',*
1.60
1.56**
1. 56**
1. 55**
1.49**
1.40*
1.35
1.16
1.07
1.02

1.56

165

N.W. (3.24), NWC (2.77)
L.A. (2.09), S.F. (1.91)
L.A. (2.40), S.F. (2.04)
L.A. (2.40), S.F. (1.73)
S. F. (1. 96), N. W. (1. 96)
S.F. (1.96), N.W. (1.90)
L.A. (2.04), S.F. (1.70)

L.A. (1.98)
D.C. (2.69), NWC (1.57)
L.A. (2.09)
L.A. (1. 89)
L.A. (1. 78)

L.A. (1.68), S.F. (1.57)

*Difference between areas significant at probability between .01
and .05 as determined by Analysis of Variance

**p < .01

aL.A., Los Angeles County; S.F., San Francisco; D.C., Other California;
N.W. Northwestern states; NWC, non-west coast U.S.

Source: See text.
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move, the fact that for most persons these perceptions were held prior

to the move help explain the popularity of Los Angeles among those out

migrants concerned with finding immediate jobs. On all of the above

issues, San Francisco was rated second to Los Angeles. In addition, it

received plaudits for its climate and general attractiveness, two areas

in which Los Angeles was rated rather poorly. The balance of California

scored rather poorly in all categories but one; it contained the basic

training bases to which most in the military were sent.

The Pacific Northwest scored well above average in terms of climate

and general physical attractiveness, but its overwhelming attraction

was its colleges. It received low "across the board" economic ratings.

The non-west coast U.S. scored above average for college and

military assignments as well as on matters concerning the choice of the

(invariably nonlocal) spouse, but in general received rather average

ratings. Considering the heterogeneity of the area in terms of

attributes relevant to potential migrants (e.g., military personnel

often get sent to southern military bases, many students go to mid

western schools, and a number of local outmigrants seeking specialized

employment in entertainment are attracted to New York City), it is

perhaps to be expected.

The one aspect in which the question on why a particular destination

was picked failed to be enlightening concerned those persons choosing

midwestern colleges. Often, the anS\oler to the open ended question was

"college there" and only the closed ended answer "my college in area"

was checked of being of importance. Considering the facts that gen

erally the midwestern colleges do not appear to have been picked because
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of perceived superior quality, and that there has been a persistent

substantial flow of local residents to midwestern colleges since World

War II suggests positive feedback from former to potential students.

That this is in fact the case was determined by the personal interviews

of Mainland residents (see Section 14.4).

Ninety-two (55 percent) of the 165 outmigrants reported no relatives

were present at the initial destination, as opposed to 17 percent who

reported the presence of five or more relatives. Ninety-three reported

there were no friends at the initial destination, as compared to 23

reporting the presence of more than four friends. However, as Table

10.11 illustrates, friends and relatives were conspicuously present in

Los Angeles and absent outside the two major California metropo2ises.

Among persons who listed "job" as the main motivation for moving to

the Mainland, only 43 percent had no friends and 32 percent had no rela

tives at the initial destination. In contrast, the comparable percentages

among those listing college as the main motivation were 59 and 62 percent,

respectively. The presence of friends and/or relatives appears to be an

important consideration for most who are seeking jobs. Those going to

college often have guaranteed accommodations in dormitories, their

parents usually pay tuition and other expenses, and they can make

friends in a structured institutional context. This is certainly an

important consideration in explaining why those attending college are

considerably more dispersed geographically than are the job seekers.

Where friends and relatives were located was, of course, irrelevant in

the initial military assignments. Of those going to the Mainland for

military assignments, more than two-thirds and three-quarters,
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Table 10.11

Presence or Absence of Friends and Relatives
in the First Area Migrated to (%)

Initial Destination No. of Relatives No. of Friends
None 1-4 5+ None 1-4 5+

Los Angeles 23 50 27 32 46 23
San Francisco 61 22 17 36 41 23
Other California 65 23 11 77 16 8
Northwest 71 14 14 67 19 14
Other U.S. 71 18 12 73 22 6

All 56 27 17 57 29 14

X2 22.0 P < .0005 X2 26.1 P < .001

a.r , = 6 d. f . 6
Source: See text.

respectively, had no relatives and friends in the vicinity of the initial

military base. Were it not for the substantial number of Hawaii-born

living in all areas of California, these percentages would have been far

higher.

In 54 (74 percent) of the 73 instances in whLch there wer e relatives

residing in the initial area moved to, the relatives were considered by

the movers to have given assistance. Likewise, in 56 (69 percent) of the

instances wher e friends wer e in the vicinity of the initial destination,

help was perceived to have been given by at least one friend. The nature

of the assistance rendered varied from "just by being there" to "in every

possible way." Both .friends and relatives wer e heavily relied on for

initial housing, orientation, and assistance in obtaining permanent

lodgings. In about a quarter of the cases in which the relatives pro-

vided help, direct financial assistance was given. Although few of the

friends did likewise, they played a much larger role than relatives in
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introducing the migrants to others. This is to be expected as the

relatives were often considerably older than the migrant whereas the
~

friends were almost invariably in the same age bracket. In a number of

instances, efforts of friends or relatives led directly to the first

employment found on the Mainland. Friends and especially relatives

provided valuable moral support. For the latter, the expression "pro-

vided roots" was sometimes expressed. Notwithstanding the argument often

advanced that Oriental family ties are especially strong, the Haole out-

migrants appeared to be as appreciative as others of the efforts of

relatives in providing assistance.
J

In summary, different areas tended to have different attractions

for potential migrants. Friends and relatives played important roJes both

in choices of destination and in terms of practical assistance rendered.

This was especially important for the gr!?up going to the Hainland with

the expectation of finding immediate employment.

An understanding of both the motives for migration and the role of

friends and relatives makes the changes in the outmigration patterns of

the local population much more comprehensible. Prior to World War II,

most local residents left under modest circumstances and were seeking

improved employment opportunities. The assistance of those Hawaii-

born already living on the Mainland was crucial. Under such circum-

stances almost all went to a few specific locations in California.

In the years immediately following World War II, rapidly increasing

numbers attended college on the Nainland. For reasons earlier explained,

locational restraints are far less severe in choosing colleges than in

seeking employment. Only in the mid-195Gs did the mass of friends and
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relatives in California become sufficient to encourage a large-scale

exodus of persons seeking immediate employment. This flow engendered
I-

is responsible for the overwhelming preference for California among

local residents leaving Hawaii for the :Hain1and in the late 1950s.

However, the growth in the proportion going to college during the 1960s

meant that many seeking a Mainland experience who would have sought

immediate employment on the Mainland in the late 1950s instead chose a

Mainland college in the late 1960s. This is reflected in a decJine in

the proportion moving to California and an increase in the numbers moving

to Oregon and Washington during the 1960s. Communications (the nature of

which were not illuminated by the survey questionnaire) are important

in the choice of colleges, but for mosL potential outmigrants it does

not appear that the immediate physical presence of friends and/or

relatives at the contemplated college is crucial in the choice of

college.

10.9 Summary

A number of topics concerning the movement or nonmovement of the

questionnaire sample was addressed in this chapter. Most of the

returnees and Mainland residents, but only a minority of nonmigrants

were shown to have a desire to "live on the }1ain1and sometime" at the

time of graduation from high school. The major motivation for wanting

to live on the Mainland was curiosity, whereas nlost who had no wish to

leave considered Hawaii to be "home." Host of the nonmigrants never

had a strong motivation to move and only a few stayed primarily because

of family or economic obstacles to moving. In general, they were glad
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to be living in ~awaii and viewed a future move to the Mainland as being

highly unlikely.

Demographic characteristics of the Mainland residents and returnees

at the time of the initial move were considered. The large majority were

single and under the age of 23 at the time the initial move to the

l~inland was made. From the average time that returnees spent on the

Mainland, the author estimated that approximately half of the return

moves and three quarters of the initial moves to the Mainland by Hawaii

born "other nonwhites" between 1965 and 1970 were captured in the 1970

census.

A near majority left to attend college on the Mainland and a sub

stantial minority expected to assume jobs immediately after moving to

the Mainland. However, strictly educational and economic motivations

for moving were less important than considerations of curiosity and a

chance to experience "more of the world." Initial destinations chosen

were very much differentiated by the type of activity the migrant

expected to engage in once the }fuinland was reached. Friends and

relatives at the destinations provided valuable help to many. An

understanding of their geographical distribution and roles helps

explain changes in the volume and geographic distribution of local out

migrants from Hawaii.

Changes in the geographical locations of the outmigrants in the

sample, once the initial moves to the llainland were made and reasons for

subsequent moves made on the Mainland will be examined in Chapter XI.



CHAPTER XI

CHANGES IN THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE

HIGH SCHOOL SAMPLE ON THE MAINLAND AND

REASONS BEHIND HOVES UNDERTAKEN ON THE MAINLAND

11.1 Introduction

In the 1970 United States census the key migration item pertained to

residence in 1965. In the previous chapter an estimate was made that this

resulted in the underestimation of the five year. volume of outmigration of

Hawaii's local outmigration by a quarter and return migration by half

if a six month duration interval for defining a migration is used.

Another problem that is never seriously addressed in the migration

literature is that more than one move can be made in the five year period.

To the extent that this occurs, analyses of changes in location that test

gravity or intervening opportunities models with census data are in-

validated. Of more importance, to the extent that these moves have

observable patterns in terms of direction, duration and purpose, much

is learned about the process of migration.

In question 17 in the questionnaire, Hainland residents and
j

returnees were asked whe t.he r subsequent moves on the Mainland were made.

If so, the person completing the questionnaire was asked to list the town

and state moved to, ~he year of the move, and the reason the move was

made. All persons completing the questionnaire conscientiously answered

all parts of this question; as a result, an unexpected gold mine of

information concerning the nature and direction of moves was made available

for this study.
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In this chapter, moves made on the Mainland by both Mainland

residents and returnees will be examined. Issues to be addressed con

cern changes in the initial and 1975 distribution of the Mainland sample,

changes in the geographical patterns of residence over time for all

movers to the Mainland and their relevance for understanding the 1970

census, motivations behind interstate moves made, and why some in the

Mainland sample are presently residing in non-west coast areas.

11.2 Changes in the Mainland Distribution of the Survey Sample

Figures 11.lA and 11.lB portray the original destinations and 1975

locations of the Nainland sample. In California, substantial increases

are evident for areas outside of Los Angeles County. Although a decrease

is evident for Los Angeles, the proportion in California rose from 54 to

60 percent. Excluding the persons at foreign military bases raises this

share to 63 percent. The most striking change that occurred elsewhere

was the decrease in the numbers living in the Midwestern states.

Clearly, the :t-fidwest had low retentive power for those in the Hainland

sample.

Original destinations of the returnees in the sample by region have

previously been shown in Table 10.6. The major difference between the

}~inland residents and returnees in terms of original destination is

that a much higher proportion of returnees than Mainland residents

originally went to the Northwestern states of ivashington and Oregon.

How did the distribution of the 1964 class on the Mainland change

over time? This question is highly relevant as the class of 1964 was

heavily represented among the 1965-70 outmigrants who were recorded in

the 1970 census. Furthermore, a portrayal of changing locations over
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time allows a test of the relative stability of the initial moves and

gives insight into why shifts in location were made following the initial

move to the Mainland.

When the author estimated shifts in location over time, he gave

returnees, including those completing short forms, a weight of two.

This was done because of earlier estimates that approximately half of

those going to the Mainland eventually return. Because of the weighting,

a total of 114 returnees and 118 Mainland residents are used in the time

projections. As it has been stated previously that the proportion of

outmigrants who eventually returned ~yas probably well over half, the

author believes that the returnees are somewhat underrepresented in the

projection.

Figures ll.2A through ll.2H portray the changing Mainland distribu

tions of the 1964 high school class according to the number of years

lived on the Mainland.

A comparison of Figures 11.2A and ll.2B is especially instructive.

In terms of initial destination, California attracted approximately

five-ninths and the Northwest and }fid~~est each attracted approximately

an eighth of the outmigrants. Within a year after the initial migration

(Figure ll.2B) approximately an eighth of the original outmigrants had

returned to Hawaii. The proportion in California declined to two-fifths;

most of the loss occurred outside of the Los Angeles and San Francisco

metropolitan areas. A moderate increase occurred in the south and a

large increase was registered for the midwestern states.

Clearly, a comparison of the initial locations with those of a year

after the initial move shows a substantial shift a~yay from California
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and marked increases for the Midwest and South. Of the 14 returnees in

the questionnaire sample who returned before the end of one year on the

'Mainland, six served six months of active duty either in San Diego or at

Fort Ord, California. An additional five had taken jobs; four of this

number originally went either to Los Angeles or San Francisco. All told,

11 of the 14 who returned within a year originally went to California.

Only one who went with the intention of going to college returned within

a year. Those who served more than six months of active duty generally

went to California for basic training and were then transferred to a mid

western or southern base by the end of the year. The large proportionate

increase for the midwestern states results from the residential stability

of the large numbers who attended college there combined with an influx

of military personnel from California bases.

Figures 11.2C through 11.2F portray a recovery by California to

approximately the initial share of all persons moving to the Mainland.

However, the proportion outside the Los Angeles and San Francisco metro

politan areas at the end of five years (Figure 11.2F) is much smaller,

whereas a substantial gain is recorded by the San Francisco area. In

the Northwest, a relative increase between the time of the initial move

and the end of the second year results from the residential stability of

persons attending college there; the decrease thereafter occurs mainly

because of their departure. The large decline for the Midwest results

from the departures of both military personnel and college students,

other types of voluntary outmigration, and virtually no new inmigration

from other areas. The increase for the South at the end of two years

results from males leaving Mainland colleges early who subsequently
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enlisted or were drafted into the armed forces. The relative stability

thereafter in the South reflects the continuing recruitment or drafting
I.

of college graduates during the Vietnam War years.

Assuming that 232 persons left Hawaii each year and their migration

patterns to, from, and on the Mainland reflected those described above,

what would a census showing residence in thwaii in a given year and on

the Mainland five years later indicate in terms of numbers and distri-

bution? This question is particularly relevant in testing whether the

1970 census distribution of "other nonwhite" outmigrants resembles that

for outmigrants in the 1964 high school silluple. Over the five year

period, 877 moves or 75.6 percent of the 1160 moves actually made to

the Mainland would be counted. An addItional 21 moves were to foreign

military bases (mostly Vietnam). The distribution on the Mainland shown

by the hypothetical census and that shown for "other nonwhites" aged

14 and over who lived in HawaLd in 1965 and on the Nainland in 1970 is

shown in Table 11.1.

Considering the small sample size on the national public use census

tape, the correspondence between it and the distribution generated from

the sample is quite close. From the four percent public use sample

available for the west coast states, it was estimated that 44 percent

resided in California and an additional 11 percent were in Northwestern

states. These figures are quite close to the estimates generated with

the questionnaire sample. The largest discrepancies in Table 11.1 con-

cern the Nountain and Southern states. Considering the popularity of a

number of colleges in Colorado and, to a lesser extent, in Utah, the

estimate for the Mountain states generated by the public use sample is
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Table 11.1

Proportion of "Other Nonwhite" 1965-70 Outmigrants
by Region of Residence in 1970 Shown By One Percent

Census Tape, Compared to Projected Five Year Outmigration
of Hawaii High School Graduates in Sample

Region of Residence Census Questionnaire Sample

California 48 47
Northwest 17 13
}fountain 2 9
South 15 10
Midwest 12 14
Northeast 7 8

N 138 175*

*Inc1uding 118 }1ainland residents and 57 returnees. Moves were pro
jected as described in text. 877 moves were projected by this method.

Sources: One percent public use census tape sample for the U.S.
and questionnaire sample.

much too low, although the estimate from the 1964 class may be too high.

Outmigration to the Southern states, on the other hand, may well have

been underestimated by the questionnaire sample as persons leaving Hawaii

to attend college \Vere probably more likely to complete the questionnaire

than those serving in the mi1itary.l \\That the 1964 class sample does,

however, is to confirm that as compared to the mid-1950s, the initial

outmigration of Hawaii-born nonwhites was shifting away from California.

It is also evident from Figures 11.2A through 11.2F that the 1965-70 out-

migration figures given in the published 1970 census conceal a large

volume of movement both on the Mainland and back to Hawaii.

1The basis for this belief is the fact that in genera~ level of
education is positively correlated ~vith the probability of responding to
a mailed questionnaire.
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Figure 11.2G shows that in the sixth year there was a 10 percent

increase in the proportion living in California outside the two major
~

metropolitan areas. The bulk of the increase resulted from the movement

of persons previously living outside California who finished graduate

school or were released from the military. However, persons previously

in Los Angeles also moved into adjacent Orange and Ventura counties.

Excluding those in foreign countries, 61 percent were in California by

the end of the sixth year. California's gain in the sixth year came at

the expense of every other region.

Direct comparison of Figures 11.2G and 11.2H is risky in the sense

that whereas almost all in the Mainland sample had been on the Mainland

for at least six years, only slightly more than half were on the Main-

land for at least 10 years as of 1975. However, the initial distribution

of those who were on the Mainland 10 years or more in 1975 is almost

identical to the initial distribution of the entire Mainland sample.

A continuing increase in the proportion outside the two major metropol-

itan areas in California is evident. Most of the increase resulted from

relocation from Los Angeles County to adjoining counties mentioned

earlier as well as to San Bernardino County (also adjacent). The

proportion in California increased to 62 percent, or 65 percent if those

in foreign bases are excluded. Again, California's gain came at the

expense of almost every other region.

A comparison of Figures 11.2H and 11.2B is especially instructive.

A huge increase is evident for the part of California outside of the

major metropolises. Hhereas most who went to this area in the first

year of migration were stationed at military bases, the large majority in
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the tenth year were either in counties adjacent to Los Angeles County or

in the San Joaquin Valley in interior California. A substantial increase

is also evident for the San Francisco metropolitan area. In contrast, a

decline was 'recorded for Los Angeles County. All told, the proportion in

California increased by 20 percent. Most of the increase came at the

expense of the Midwest, although a large decline is evident for the

Northwest as well. Interestingly, the distribution at the end of the

tenth year is quite similar to the distribution of the "other nonwhite"

Hawaii-born in 1970 (see Table 4.8). In short, the original location on

the }fuinland is a poor predictor of where a person will be many years

later. Residence patterns described above suggest that California has

a strong attraction that results in a substantial inmigration of Hawaii

born from other areas, once they complete schooling or military service

in other areas. There is also suggestive evidence that many who are

originally attracted to the two large metropolitan areas of California

disperse to other areas within California after they gain financial

security and learn more about other areas. In order to determine reasons

for the shifts portrayed in Figures 11.2A through 11.2H, it is worthwhile

to look at the moves directly.

11.3 Naves Hade on the Mainland: Purpose, Duration, and Direction

A glance at Figures 11.2A through 11.2H should dispell the notion of

a residentially stable population once the initial move to the Mainland is

made. As the numerous interstate moves made within regions are not

shown on the maps and moves also tend to cancel each other out in terms

of net direction, interstate mobility is understated by the maps. Just

how mobile the migrants were is shown in Table 11.2.
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Table 11.2

Number of Interstate Moves on the Mainland Made by
Mainland Residents and Returnees in the Survey Sample

N. of
Interstate
Moves

o
1
2
3
4
5 or more

Mean Number

Hainland

42
17
17
14

8
3

1.41

% of

Returnees

61
27

6
4
o
o

.52

That the Mainland sample was characterized by a much greater inter-

state mobility on the Hain1and than were returnees is to be expected as

the average time spent on the 11ainland by returnees was only two and a

half years, whereas the average was 8.4 years for the Mainland sample.

Most of the interstate moves made by returnees involved military

transfers.

Among the }~inland residents, one's probability of making an

interstate move was very much related to the original destination

(Table 11. 3) .

Excluding those initially assigned to military bases, more than

two-thirds of persons \.ho originally moved to California made no

subsequent moves out of the state. In contrast, only about a fifth

initially moving to other states made no subsequent interstate moves.

Almost four-fifths of persons' staying continuously in the state first

moved to originally went to California. This is one reason why after
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Table 11.3

Number and Percent in Mainland Sample Who Did Not Move
'to a Subsequent State

Original N. Initially N. and % \Vho Did Not
Destination Noving There Leave Original State

Moved to (%)

Los Angeles 27 19 70
San Francisco 16 10 63
Other California 21 9 43

(exc. Mil. Bases) (13) (9) (69)
Northwest 11 3 27
Mountain 11 2 18
South 6 0 0
Midwest 18 4 22
East 8 2 25

Cal. Exc , Mil. 56 38 68
Other States 54 11 20

Source: See text.

the end of the initial year of residence on the Mainland, California's

share of the total increased each year thereafter.

An analysis of the 162 interstate moves made shows the following

distribution by reason: military transfer, 43 percent; new job, 19

percent; job transfer, 15 percent; initial college on the Mainland,

3 percent; subsequent college on the l1ainland, 11 percent; marriage,

6 percent; and other and unknown, 3 percent. Thus, nearly half of the

moves made involved direct military transfers. The number of moves

directly attributable to the influence of the military probably approached

half of the total as release from military service generally involved an

interstate move. Thus, much of the seeming tremendous mobility of the

sample once the initial move was made involved involuntary institutional
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causes. Although job transfers were involved in a very small proportion

of initial moves, they did comprise a significant proportion of the moves,
made on the Mainland. }mny of the transfers involved direct training for

higher status jobs. Most of the moves made for subsequent schooling

involved graduate school. Thus, more than two-thirds of the interstate

moves involved involuntary military moves, job transfers (many of which

were regarded as "career training" by the involved company) and con-

tinued education. This suggests that a marked decline in the interstate

migration should occur once the migrants complete job and academic

training. Table 11.4, which shows the number of interstate moves made

by year lived on Hainland, appears to support this.

Table 11.4

Interstate Moves Made by Mainland Residents
in the Questionnaire Sample

Year Lived N. Living Entire N. Making % Exc. Military
on Mainland Year on Mainland Interstate 'Hoves % 'Haking Noves

1 118 23 20 7
2 117 21 18 10
3 116 20 17 6
4 116 14 12 9
5 113 30 27 24
6 108 22 20 16
7 97 11 11 7
8 81 8 10 5
9 74 6 8 6

10 60 3 5 3
11 50 1 2 2

Source: See text.

Military moves comprise approximately two-thirds of moves under-

taken in the first three years of residence on the Nain1and. Afterwards,
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they drop off rapidly in terms of both relative and absolute importa~ce.

The flurry of moves generated during the fifth and sixth years are
I-

related to the completion of undergraduate scbool and the choice of a

graduate school or job in a different state. In addition, a number of

persons who joined the military were discharged at the end of the fourth

year. After the fifth year there is an obvious pattern of increasing

stability. This suggests that the distributional pattern shown in

Figure 11. 2H is approximately the "stable" Mainland distribution of the

1964 graduating class, insofar as an annual interstate migration rate of

two percent can be termed "stable."

On an individual level, the moves seemed to largely counterbalance

each other in terms of direction, and some moved a number of times only

to end up very close to their original destination. Two examples are

the female whose service in the military took her to Anniston, Alabama,

Baltimore, San Francisco, Baltimore, and then back to San Francisco; and

another female who originally accompanied her husband to Los Angeles;

subsequent job transfers took the family to Denver, to a town in

California approximately seventy miles from Los Angeles, to Omaha, and

finally to a town in Orange County approximately twenty miles to the

south of the original" destination. However, a marlted drift to California

is nonetheless unmistakable. Excluding the first year, in which there was

a large outmigration from California due to the location of basic training

military facilities there, a total of 38 interstate moves were made into

California compared to 23 moves out of California. California gained from

every region except the Mountain states. In contrast, after the initial

year on the Mainland, there were only six moves into the Midwest as
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contrasted with 20 moves from there into other regions. Relative to the

size of the population there at any given time, the South generated the

•
greatest number of interregional moves with 22 moves into and 24 out of

the South after the initial year. Approximately three-quarters of the

moves into and out of the South involved military transfers. Moves into

and out of other regions after the initial year are as follows: Eight

into and 13 out of the Northwest, 13 into and 14 out of the Mountain

states, 14 into and 12 out of the Northeast, and eight into and five

out of foreign countries.

Although California was characterized by a low relative rate of

outmigration, there was nevertheless considerable movement within

California which resulted in a redistribution within the state. Six

moved from Los Angeles to San Francisco; none moved in the opposite

direction. A number of comments indicated a perception that San

Francisco is "a bet ter place to live." Five persons went to Los

Angeles County from areas outside the San Francisco metropolitan area;

however, nine left in the opposite direction, mostly to adjacent Orange,

San Bernardino, and Ventura counties. Three left San Francisco for

other counties outside of Los Angeles County; only one moved in the

opposite direction. The net result was a decline in the proportion in

Los Angeles County and an increase in other areas. This redistribution

was especially true for the Japanese. Forty-two percent (16) originally

moved to Los Angeles, but only 29 percent (nine) were there at the time

of the survey. The author suspects that because of increased severity
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of urban problems (especially smog) of Los Angeles, local outmigration

from the isles is beginning to be directed more towards San Francisco. 2

11.4 A Short Note on the Non-West Coast Residents

Those in the sample living on the west coast in the main appeared

to be quite settled. Their responses to the question pertaining to what

state they preferred to live in if they "had enough money to live

~nywhere" (Q43) revealed that almost all preferred living in the state

they are in to other Mainland states. The number living in non-west coast

areas is rather small and so dispersed geographically that it is d~=ficult

to generalize about them. New York (six residents) and Arizona (four

residents) were the only non-west coast states with more than three

residents. T~vo of the persons in Arizona were stationed at military

bases there and another was attending graduate school. None of the four

diose Arizona as the Nainland state they prefer to live in. These facts

suggest that the number in Arizona has probably dropped since 1975. The

five in other mountain states appeared to be quite "settled."

Most striking about the eight residents of southern states was the

fact that none preferred living there to other Hainland areas. 1\]0 were

2A prel~~inary questionnaire was given to students in an intro
ductory geography class at the University of Hawaii by the author. Of
the 43 completed questionnaires, 27 were returned by Hawaii-born students.
Respondents were asked to rate 14 cities from 1 (highly unfavorable) to 5
(highly favorable). Los Angeles received an overall dismal rating of 2.0
(ninth among all cities) among the Hawaii-born. In contrast San
Francisco received a rating of 3.5 (tops) among the Hawaii-born. Respon
dents were also asked to give initial impressions of each city. Twenty-six
of the 27 Hawaii-born made negative comments about Los Angeles, with 21
specifically mentioning smog. Admittedly the sample is unrepresentative
but the author nevertheless believes attitudes expressed represent a
recent negative shift in the perceptions cf Los Angeles.
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stationed there (one in Texas and one in Florida), two married females

while stationed there and settled in the spouse's home tow~ (one in West

Virginia and the other in Maryland), two females while living in other

areas of the Mainland married southern-born spouses and went "home" with

them (one to Texas and the other to Georgia), one was attending medical

school in Texas and expected to return to Hawaii when schooling was com

pleted, and the remaining female had a well-paying journalism job in

Florida and appeared to be settled there. A future diminution of the

number living in the southern states seems likely.

Those eight persons in the midwest in 1975 for the most part

originally attended college there and stayed, although one in 1975 was

still in graduate school, another (a military dependent in Hawaii) moved

back to her childhood home in Illinois, and the remaining person came to

southern Illinois because his best friend while he served in Vietnam

lived there. Six preferred living in their present state of residence to

other Mainland states and all appeared to be content to stay where they

were. From the questionnaire responses it seems unlikely that any in

the Midwest (who represent only a remnant of a large initial group) will

move to other regions in the near future.

Of the nine persons in the northeast, two married persons from the

area while still in Hawaii and moved with their husbands, one returned to

his childhood town in Connecticut, and six (five from other parts of the

Mainland) moved there because of job opportunities or transfers. Four of

the nine preferred living in their state of residence to other Mainland

states; the remainder preferred the west coast. The northeast appears to

be the one non-west coast area that attracted persons because of economic
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opportunities. However, many in the sample would undoubtedly depart

upon receiving comparable job offers on the west coast.

New York City deserves special mention, both because it contained

three in the sample whereas no more than one resided in any other non-

west coast city, and the fact that the occupations of the three (actor,

dancer, and management consultant) suggest that in occupational character-

istics the type of person attracted to New York City is far from typical.

Although the local residents of Hawaii are probably as "anti-New York

City" as any in the country,3 it has a strong appeal for persons in

entertainment who find Hawaii "too small" as a place to develop their

talents and receive recognition. Hawaii's best-known 1964 high school

graduate, Bette Midler, achieved stardom on Broadway.4 A number of lesser-

known pp-rsonages from Hawaii have also achieved considerable success on

Broadway. 5 Both persons in entertainment specifically moved from HawaLL

to New York City because of this conducive atmosphere for developing

entertainment talents. In contrast, the majority living in other non-west

coast areas were living where they were not by choice, but because of

specific circumstances.

3 In the survey cited in the previous footnote, the Hawaii-born
rated New York City 13th (with a score of 1.7) of the 14 cities listed.
Easily in last place was Chicago (with a ~~vre of 1.3), the destination
of many aspiring Nisei outmigrants from Hawaii in the years following
World War II.

4No, she was not part of the survey sample!

5perhaps the best known is Yvonne El1iman who played Mary Magdalene
in the rock opera "Jesus Christ, Superstar." A number of others are
discussed in Janos Gereben, "Hawaii's Neglected Talent," Honolulu Star
Bulletin, January 19, 1976, p. A-b.
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Many attributes of New York City that make it attractive for persons

in certain specialized occupations undoubtedly make it unattractive for

the average outmigrant. The only returnee (a Japanese male) who originally

moved to New York City stated he moved there because "on an impulse I

applied for a job with an airline for a position in New York City and

much to my surprise I got it." After two years he moved to Los Angeles

because "I got fed up with terrible living conditions in New York (City)."

For the average potential local outmigrant; both the Los Angeles and

San Francisco areas offer adequate job variety as well as a physical

and social environment more congenial than that of New York City.

In summary, a large proportion of persons living in non-west coast

areas are there because of individu~l circumstances, rather than by

initial choice. The notable exception is the New York City group. New

York City appears to be the one non-west coast city offering certain

desired attributes not available in west coast cities. The fact that a

considerable share, especially in the South, prefer to live in Mainland

states other than those they are living in suggests that there is still

considerable potential for interstate moves, especially to California.

11.5 Summary

In this chapter, the changing patterns of residence on the Mainland

among the survey sample has been examined. It was shown that large

geographical shifts related to occupational, military, and educational

considerations have occurred. These shifts have increased the proportion

over time in California, largely at the expense of the Midwestern states.

Although after the fifth year of Hainland residence the proportion
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engaging in interstate moves has declined yearly, there appears to be

considerable potential for further interstate moves among persons not on

the west coast.

In Chapter XII, attention will be given to the individual assessments

of moves made to the Mainland and, if returnee, back to Hawaii.
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CHAPTER XII

ASSESSMENTS OF MOVES MADE TO THE MAINLAND

AND BACK TO HAWAII

12.1 Introduction

For most local outmigrants, the Mainland represents a substantial

change from Hawaii in terms of climate, physical landscape, "bigness,"

and people. Therefore, substantial adjustments are required on the part

of most. Considering the natural amenities of Hawaii as well as the

close familiy ties that characterize most local families, it is plausible

to expect many movers to the Mainland to feel "stranded" and unhappy.

This expectation receives support from the large percentage who return

to Hawaii. In this chapter, Mainland residents and returnees Assess the

wisdom of moves made to and (for returnees) back from the Mainland,

their feelings about either staying on the Mainland or returning to

Hawaii, and their expectations as to where they wiLl live in the

future.

12.2 Evaluations of the Wisdom of Hoving to the Mainland

In Question 19, both returnees and Mainland residents were asked,

"Has the move from Hawaii to the Mainland a ,.;rise one?" They were then

asked to explain why. Responses to Question 19 are shown in Table 12.1.

Almost half of both Mainland residents and returnees asserted

being "very pleased" ,.;rith the move to the Mainland. Approximately a

quarter in both groups expressed mixed feelings and only a negligible

share in each group expressed unhappiness with the move to the Mainland.
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Table 12.1

Distribution of Responses to the Question "Do You Think
Your Move Away from Hawaii to the Mainland was a Wise One?

Response
Number and (%)

Mainland Returnee

Very Pleased
Quite Pleased
Mixed Feelings
Quite Unhappy
Very Unhappy

Total

*Two missing responses

Source: See text.

52
28
33

2
3

118

(44)
(24)
(28)
( 2)
( 3)

22
12
11

1
o

46*

(48)
(26)
(24)
( 2)

Both the Hainland residents and returnees appear on the whole to be

pleased with moves made to the Mainland. If returnees are generally

those who are failures in a new environment, there is no evidence of it

in this sample.

A breakdown of reasons given for answering Question 19 as it was

answered is given in Table 12.2.

After looking at the distribution of positive responses in Table

12.2, the reader may be excused for assuming that the Mainland residents

and returnees were answering different questionnaires. iThereas the Main-

land residents stress economic benefits and, to a considerably lesser

extent, a favorable lifestyle, returnees stress intellectual develop-

ment and, to a lesser degree, travel and making new friends. It is

reasonable to surmise that many of the Mainland residents take the

benefits mentioned by the returnees for granted. Most are settled into

occupations and have growing families; thus, economic considerations
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Table 12.2

Distribution of Responses to the Open-Ended Question
(Question 20) on Why the Move to the Mainland was

Evaluated as it Was

Percent of All Persons Giving Response
Ha inland Returnee

Positive Response
Likes Mainland Job 49 2
Mainland Cost of Living

Lower 26 4
Mainland Pay Better 25 0
Likes Mainland Lifestyle 18 0
Have Grown Intellectually 15 51
Many Things to do on

Mainland 14 2
Travel Possible on Mainland 11 26
College Better on Nainland 8 15
Made Mainland Friends 5 17

Neutral Response 4 4

Negative Response
"Hawaii Home" 16 4
Miss Family 15 4
Miss Friends 9 2
Hawaii Friendlier 8 11
Homesick 4 8

N 118 48

Source: See text

would be expect.ed to be important. By contrast, a majority of returnees

appear to have never held gainful employment on the Mainland and there-

fore can be expected to be less appreciative of the economic benefits of

living on the Mainland.

None of the negative responses made by either Mainland residents or

returnees concerned economic conditions on the Hainland. Nost focused

on missing Hawaii and its climate and people, relatives and friends, and
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the purported unfriendliness of Mainland people. Overall, the number of

negative comments is small compared to the positive comments. The fact

that Mainland residents gave a higher percentage of responses indicating

they missed Hawaii and friends and relatives does not mean that a large

share of returnees did not share these feelings while on the Mainland.

There was a tendency among the returnees to stress the positive aspects

of their stay on the Mainland. To what extent the returnees suffered from

"homesickness" while on the Mainland will be investigated in the following

section.

In giving reasons why Question 19 was answered as it was, those

ariswer Lng "quite pleased" tended to give similar ariswer s to those

answering "very pleased," although six Mainland residents answering "quite

pleased" stated they did miss family and/or friends. However, those ex-

pressing mixed feelings tended to be much more negative about residence

on the Mainland than those answering "quite pleased." Similarly, the

small number of persons answer Lng "quite unhappy" and "very unhappy"

gave similar answers , To give a flavor of how Hainland residents and

returnees assessed their moves, a number of responses are given below.

Very Pleased with Move: Hainland Residents

Caucasian Female in California. Born in Hawaii County (Big Island).
Job opportunities are better here, cost of living is lower here
than in Hawaii. I enjoy the area and I have a good job here.

Hawaiian Male in Utah.
I have a better place to llve, less congestion, people are still
friendly, I feel more aggressive in business, there is a chance
to grow with economy, the city is moving "outward," not "upward."

Japanese Male in Illinois
I am married, ':ave two kids, a job, a house (buying), a car, motor
cycle, etc. These would have been an impossibility in Hawaii.
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Hawaiian Female in Alaska.
We have a better life here, we are able to live the life we wanted,
without much interference with relatives. We have a beautiful horne,
good job, and a c1e~ner life.

Very Pleased with Move: Returnees

Japanese Female who attended college in Iowa.
I learned, experienced, saw much, and met many fine people, did
things I probably would never had rsic] if not for living on the
Mainland.

Filipino Male who joined the Navy and later worked in California.
I'm very pleased because I have fulfilled my childhood dream of
seeing the Mainland. I now know what it's like and appreciate
Hawaii more.

Japanese Fema1e--went to California to work and escape from parents.
It was an experience I will never forget. I learned a lot about
the economics of living away from horne and with living with non
family. I wish I had stayed longer, travelled more.

Japanese Female who went to California for junior college and later
employment.

It was such a good experience to see how others live, learned
racial discrimination, weather changes, vastness of country.
Became independent and responsible. Most important--mainlanders
do not understand "pidgin."

Mixed Feelings: Mainland Residents

Japanese Male in California. Born on Kauai.
Although I have been extremely successful in my field and have
been greatly reHarded. Ny social life on the other hand hasn't
been very good. All of my friends have moved to Hawaii and I
haven't found toro] many girl friends.

Caucasian Female born on Oahu, presently in Texas.
When you marry a Texan, you move back to Texas, but my heart
will always be in Hawaii!

Hawaiian Female in California
The Mainland has introduced us to a vast spectrum of "lifestyles"
and different people. Its opened our eyes to all types of "hard
times" and "happiness." It brought out many hidden talents that
were hidden inside my husband and myself. Our way of thinking is
so much broader than our family and friends in Hawaii. On the other
hand, we have missed our families and friends and HawaLf," s "atmos
phere." We wish we were still living in Hawaii quite often.
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Hawaiian Male in Michigan.
The economic opportunities are great--but my heritage and tradition
are deeply imbedded within me.

Mixed Feelings: Returnees

Japanese Male who served in armed forces for four years in California.
The cost of living in California is really lower than Hawaii and
it was really easy for an average person to make a start there but
yet Hawaii is my home and the people are a lot friendlier here.

Filipino Female who went with husband to his home town in New York.
I liked the East Coast Region, the 4 seasons, climate and the
quality of living. However, my family and friends are still in
Hawaii and aside from my in-laws I found it difficult to form
firm friendships with people.

Hawaiian Female who went with husband to his home town in Connecticut.
Because it was an experiment to see if my husband could make it.
Well, he could but I cound't. It was a lesson I'll never forget.
The country was beautiful but the people was [sic] cold.

Unhappy with 1-1ove: Mainland Residents

Chinese Female in California.
I hav~ family and friends in Hawaii and the weather is perfect.
In the three states I've lived in (and visited many more) none
can compare to Hawaii in clliuate and people.

Hawaiian Female in California.
The people are nicer and get along better in Hawaii.
more enjoyable in Hawaii. Everyone isn't so rushed.
could not be beat.

Unhappy with Hove: Returnee

Life is
The climate

Hawaiian Male who joined armed forces and went to Europe after basic
training in California and Georgia.

Homesick.

Among the returnees, the assessment of the wisdom of the move was

linked to its original purpose. Three-fifths of those attending college

",ere "very pleased" with the move and all ",ho took jJnmediate jobs on the

Ha Lril.and expressed satisfaction wi t.h the move. In contrast, only two

of the 12 serving in the military were "very pleased"; half had mixed or
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negative feelings about the move. Considering the large number who went

only to fulfill reserve unit obligations and spent less than a year on

the Mainland, and the fact that service at military stations tends to give

one a distorted view of the surrounding area, these negative feelings are

to be expected (see Section 3.8). Twenty-three of the twenty-six females

among the returnees were "very" or "quite pleased" with their move; in

contrast, nine of the 20 males had mixed or negative feelings about the

move. This differential largely results from the negative perceptions

of those in the armed forces •

.\mong the Mainland residents there was no statistical relationship

between original purpose and assessment of the move. Most, whatever their

original intentions for moving, had lived on the Mainland for many years

and settled into occupations. There was no statistical relationship

between sex of the respondent and assessment of the move to the Mainland.

In fact, the assessment of moves made did not show a strong correlation

with any of the measured demographic characteristics of the Mainland

r esLd ent s ,

Although most of the returnees were pleased with their move to the

}1ainland, the fact remains that they returned to Hawaii. Their reasons

for returning to Hawaii will be ~xamined in the next section.

12.3 Hhy did the Returnees Return to Hawaii?

In Question 26 the returnees were asked "Imy did you return to live

in Hawaii?" In the following question they wer e asked to assess the

importance of a number of reasons listed for returning to Hawaii.
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On the open-ended question there was a tendency to answer in terms

of activities completed on the Mainland or contemplated in Hawaii. The

distribution of answers is sho,vn in Table 12.3.

Table 12.3

Distribution of Answers Given to the Question
"Why Did You Return to Live in Hawaii?"

Reason

Education Completed on Mainland
Finished Military Service
Job Offer in Hawaii
Returned "Home"
Be with Family
Disliked Mainland
Military Husband had Unaccompanied Tour

of Duty
Family Obligations
Choice of Husband
Homesick
Look for Work
Exchange Teaching Contract Expired and

Marriage
Military Transfer to Hawaii
Hawaii Environment Better
Unemployed
No Answer

N

8
7
5
4
4
4

3
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

%

17
15
10

8
8
8

6
4
4
4
4

2
2
2
2
2

N 48

Source: See text

A glance at Table 12.3 reveals little evidence of "failure" on the

tminland. The sale person (a Filipina) who was unemployed could not find

a teaching job in New York, but probably more important to her return was

the fact that her husband "was extremely dissatisfied with the job he

had." Only a small minority specifically mentioned the 1'1ainland as

being a poor place to live. One Japanese male who served in the military
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mentioned "escaping from white supremacy," and a Portuguese female from

Maui who married a serviceman from the Mainland returned after six years
,

on the Mainland because "We got tired of the rush of city life. Got fed

up with racial problems. Also worr i ed if children would get hassled in

school for racial reasons."

Only two persons, both Japanese females, returned because of family

obligations. One returned to be \vith a parent during surgery and the

other's father requested her help in a newly established store. How-

ever, consLderat Loris of family and "home" we r e of considerable importance.

A number received offers of employment before returning to Hawaii.

One answer, that of a Japanese female who was employed in California

for nine months, is worth citing here because it contains a number of

reasons which were undoubtedly of importance to many not citing them:

I had applied for and was accepted for a job. }ly friends
were leaving and I had seen many of the sights that I want ed
to see and I'd heard the job situation was going to get worse.

Besides the obvious reason that a job offer was made, the perception that

if the move was not made then, the Hawaii job situation might deteriorate,

making a later return more difficult,l and the facts that Hawaii friends

were beginning to return and that the basic curiosity about the Mainland

wa s satisfied undoubtedly Here motivations for the return of many. A

number of Mainland residents, both in the questionnaire and personal

interviews mentioned that the loneliest time on the Mainland occurred when

friends from Hawaii returned "home ;!'

lIn the case cited above, the perception was accurate. The teaching
job was accepted in 1970. Since then the demand for beginning teachers in
the public schools in Hawaii has been virtually nil.
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The above suggests that social rather than economic reasons were the

primary considerations in the decisions to return. This is confirmed by

the ratings of reasons listed in Question 27 for returning to Hawaii.

Table 12.4

Mean Scores on Question "Why Did You Return to Live in Hawaii?"

4 = Very important
3 = Fairly important
2 Not very important
1 Not at all a factor

Reason Given

To be with Relatives
Hawaii is Beautiful
Hawaii Climate Better
Life More Relaxed in Hawaii
To be with Friends
Air Cleaner in Hawaii
People more Friendly in Hawaii
Homesick
Finished Schooling
Job Offer in Hawaii
To look for a Job
Spouse Wanted to Move
Felt Discriminated Against
To get Narried
Could not Find Good Job on Mainland
Voluntary Transfer
Unemployed on Mainland
Involuntary Transfer
Lower Living Costs in Hawaii

N

*Two did not answer this section.

Source: See text

Nean
Score

2.93
2.91
2.78
2.63
2.59
2.59
2.54
2.32
2.28
1.87
1. 78
1. 74
1.46
1.43
1.28
1.13
1.13
1.06
1.02

46*

% AnswerLng "Fairly"
or "Very Important"

70
70
65
63
63
54
52
43
41
27
30
26
11
17

6
4
2
2
o

Table 12.4 suggests that economic factors are of small importance

in the return of Hawaii residents. The response "to be with relatives"
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ranks first, followed closely by a number of stereotyped responses about

what makes Hawaii a spec~al place, as well as "to be with friends."

Judging by the scores in Table 12.4 as well as responses elsewhere in

the questionnaires, local Hawaii residents in general believe in the

essential validity of the Hawaii Visitors Bureau images concerning what

makes Hawaii a "special place." The lures of relatives (especially),

friends, and perceived attributes of Hawaii and its people are the

crucial considerations in return to Hawaii.

A factor analysis demonstrates a high intercorrelation between the

responses on the attributes of Hawaii. These responses were statis-

t Lce LLy independent of the responses "to be \vith friends" and "to be with

relatives" and the latter two responses were statistically independent of

each other. Thus, they correlated highly on different dimensions. 2 The

results of the factor analysis are shown in Table 12.5.

The virtual statistical independence of the influence of friends,

influence of relatives, and the cluster of variables describing the

2The purpose of a factor analysis is to ascertain groups of vari
ables that have a high intercorrelation with each other but are statis
tically independent of other groups of variables. In a factor analysis,
a "dimension" that explains the maximum amount of variation in the data
used is generated. The correlation of each variable with the factor
generated is shown. Clusters of variables with high correlations
(loadings) with a dimension, insomuch as they display conceptually
similar attributes, can be given a label which is then applied to the
dimension. Other dimensions (as many as there are variables) that are
statistically independent of each other as well as the first dimension
are then generated. Only the first few, however, are generally inter
pretable and with any practical significance. This is admittedly a
truncated account although the author believes the analysis done above
is not of importance such as to merit a full discussion. For those who
know nothing about factor analysis the exposition of R. J~' Rummel, "Under
standing Factor Analysis," Journal of Conflict Resolution (V), January,
1966, pp. 1-24 is r ecommended .
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Table 12.5

Factor Analysis of Reasons for Returning to Hawaii

The first five dimensions generated are shown.
Only variables having a correlation of at least
.5 with any dimension are listed.

Variable D1 D2* D3** D4 D5

Life More Relaxed Here .85
Hawaii People more Friendly .91
Hawaii Climate Better .90
Hawaii is Beautiful .83
Air Cleaner in Hawaii .81
Transfer--Moved by Company .88-Transfer-·-Wanted to Move .86
Cound Not Find Good Job .64
Unemployed on Mainland .90
Friends in Hawaii .86
Relatives in Hawaii .63

*Practical significance virtually nil as only two were transferred.
**Practical significance also virtually nil.

Source: See text.

attractive attributes of Hawaii suggest that different types of in-

dividuals are motivated to return by the three basic motivations listed

above. However, a canonical analysis linking reasons for return with

demographic characteristics of respondents failed to be enlightening.

Motivations for return are undoubtedly linked to attitudinal variables

not elicited in the questionnaire.

A comparison of the results presented in this section with those

in other parts of the United States is unfortunately precluded by the

lack of any comparable study. Although the loyalty of the local popula-

tion to the perceived positive attributes of Hawaii and their attachment
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to relatives may well be stronger than those of most areas on the Main

land,3 the author nevertheless believes that comparable studies taken

•
elsewhere would yield similar results to this study. Serious rethinking

is required on the question of why local inhabitants return to their

native areas.

Although the returnees to Hawaii in general do not return for

reasons of economic advancement in Hawaii or because of economic dis-

tress on the Mainland, the rate of return is nevertheless very much

influenced by economic conditions in Hawaii. Evidence for this is in the

fact that whereas the volume of local outmigration appear to have been

similar in the late 19505 and 1960s, the 1970 census shows a volume of

return migration in the late 19605 that 1~as almost double that in the

19505. Just as persons do not migrate with the purpose of failing

economically, neither do they return with that purpose in mind. One

need only recall the 1956 follow-up study of the 1952 high school

graduates that showed most military personnel on the }1ainland expecting

to stay there because of better economic opportunities there (see

Section 4.11) and evidence from the present study that indicate the

return to Hawaii of most who served in the military in the mid-1960s

to realize the truth of this observation.

12.4 1fuy Have the Mainland Residents Not Returned?

In retrospect, it is obvious to the author that the greatest failing

of the questionnaire was in the fact that the above question was not

3The two most comparable areas in the U.S. that the author believes
are characterized by equally strong regional and family loyalties are
the Mormon area centered on Utah and the largely Acadian counties in
southern Louisiana.
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posed directly to }minland residents. However, considerable insight to

this question can be gained from various responses elsewhere in the

questionnaire. It is apparent from reasons given for why the move to

the Mainland was or was not wise that economic motivations were dominant

in continued residence on the Mainland. However, this begs the question

of why the Ifainland residents have not responded to the same social

attractions of Hawaii that characterized the returnees. One clue lies

in the fact that most returnees left the 11ainland at the completion of a

specified task such as college or the armed forces. Social and economic

bonds to the area moved to on the Mainland are the weakest at such a

time.

The following statement a Portuguese-Filipino male living in

California made on why he was very pleased with his move to the l1ainland

is relevant here as it describes to a considerable degree why the majority

of Mainland residents with positive feelings about the area they live in

have stayed:

I liked the town, weather, people, church, etc. I just
began to feel at home here.

The increasing sense of rootedness on the Mainland with increasing

duration of residence is undoubtedly the primary factor why the social

blandishments have not attracted them back to Hawaii. Often, this sense

of rootedness comes unexpectedly without any desire for it to occur. For

example, a Japanese female who met her Hawaii-born Japanese husband in

Los Angeles and settled there a~pressed mixed feelings about her move

to the Mainland because

I am quite happy here, but home is still home. The first
five years here, I always thought we'd move back to Hawaii.
Now, with three children and a home we are more settled and
I have adjusted to the fact that we'll probably live here.
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For some, the social "glue" has been provided by marriage to a

}~in1and resident. Often, this has kept the respondent on the Mainland

whereas a move back to Hawaii would ·undoubted1y otherwise have been made.

For example, two Japanese males serving in the military married females

from West Virginia and Maryland and settled in their horne states. Both

stated they would return to Hawaii if it were not for family ties on the

wife's side. It appears evident from the questionnaire that at least 13

of the 118 Mainland residents stayed on the Mainland primarily because

of marriage to a }$ln1and resident. Although 11 of the 13 expressed

mixed or negative feelings about living on the Mainland, only one (a

Portugllese female) planned to return and she was in the process of

obtaining a divorce. Other moves back to Hawaii may well occur if more

divorces occur in this group, but the main motivation would be the

chance to act on the areal preferences, rather than the need for

"family" to cushion the shock of a divorce. 4

Thirteen Mainland residents were either in the military or had

husbands in the military. Of the ten Hawaii-born nonwhites in this

group, six planned to return to Hawaii when military service was com

p1eted. 5 Another eight were either in graduate school or had Hffivaii-

born husbands in graduate school. Of this number, six planned to return

4Thi s is not to deny the important role that relatives in Hawaii
can play in this regard. However, the largest cause of unhappiness
(mentioned in nine cases) among those stranded on the Mainland by
marriage is the long distance from relatives in Hawaii.

5None of the three non-Hawaii-born Haoles, however, expected or
wanted to return to Hawaii.
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when schooling was completed. Certainly, one's plans are not altogether

accurate indicators of whether a move will be made, but it is nonetheless

significant that of the 97 Mainland residents not in the military or

graduate school, only 12 categorically stated they would return to

Hawaii someday and five in this group stated it would be for retirement.

An important consideration is that those still in school or the military

will experience a change ~n employment status whereas the balance, who

. are either gainfully employed in the civilian labor force or married to

someone who is, are more rooted in terms of employment, residence in

one location, and fixed assets (such as owned housing) on the Mainland.

12.5 How do Returnees Assess their Return to Hawaii and Whether

They Will Return to the Mainland in the Future?

In questions 28 through 32, returnees were asked whether they

believed they were financially better off in Hawaii than they would have

been had they stayed on the Mainland, whether they were glad they

returned to HawaLL and whether they believed that a move to the Hainland

in the future was possible. Responses to questions 29, 29, and 31 are

summarized in Table 12.6.

Although more returnees felt they would be financially better off

on the Mainland than the reverse, their feelings about personal financial

conditions were somewhat more sanguine than those of the nonmigrants

(Table 10.2, Q37) and considerably mo r e.so than those of the Nainland

residents (see Section 12.6), notwithstanding their low relative levels

of income and horne o\,~ership (see Table 9.5). Based on occupational and

education characteristics the long-term average earnings of returnees
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appear promising, but the author believes there is an element of ration-

alization in the returnees' perceptions of their financial conditions.

Table 12.6

Summary of Responses of Returnees to Questions 28, 29, and 31
in the Questionnaire

Q28. Is your financial position better in Hawaii
be if you had stayed on the Mainland?

Worse in Hawaii
About the Same in Hawaii
Better in Hawaii
Don't Know

than it would

%

13 28
8 17
9 20

16 35

Q29. Overall, are you glad that you returned to Hawaii?

Unhappy about Return
Mixed Feelings about Return
Quite Glad about Return
Very Glad about Return

o
7
6

33

o
15
13
72

Q31. Do you think that you will someday return to the Mainland
to live?

Yes, Next Year
May Someday Return to }~inland

Move to Mainland Unlikely
Will not Move to Mainland

N

*Two did not answer this part of questionnaire

Source: See text

2
9

26
9

46*

4
20
57
20

More than seven-tenths expressed great happiness at having

returned to Hawaii and less than a sixth had mixed feelings about the

return. Reasons given for being glad the return move was made are

similar in distribution to those given by the nonmigrants on the question

concerning whether they were glad to be living in Hawaii. Nineteen made
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a general statement that Hawaii was the best place in the world to live,

seven mentioned family ties, three each mentioned friends and the conducive

atmosphere for raising children, two appreciated the opportunity to attend

graduate school at "home" and with resident tuition, and one each men-

tioned enjoyment of his job and clean air. In short, just as the large

majority of returns were motivated by social considerations, for most

they were paramount in assessing the wisdom of the return. Many would

agree with the statement of an Oahu-born Haole female who worked for six

months in Portland, Oregon, that

Money is important, but not the most important thing for
living in Hawaii. The friendliness of the people in Hawaii
or the weather couldn't be matched an~vhere else. My
heart is here in Hawaii.

Among the eight expressing mixed feelings about returning to

Hawaii were the two Japanese females who returned from California because

of family obligations. Both stated they enjoyed where they had been

living and had been receiving considerably more pay in their occupations.

It is unlikely either would have returned had they not felt obligated

to. The one female who mentioned unemplo~nent as a consideration for

returning to Hawaii expressed mixed feelings about the return because

"I now realize that Hawaii's cost of living is much too high and the

salaries are much too low." The Japanese male who returned to Naui to

be with "my family and my kind of people and to get 3\o13Y from whf.t e

supremacy" had mixed feelings because of "job opportunities and the

fact that Haoles are starting to take over our Hawaii." A foreign-born

Haole male who attended s~~inary in California and returned to accept

a pastoral assignment mentioned "ties on the Mainland as well as Hawaii."

A Chinese male who served in the armed forces expressed the view that
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"It's good to be back with friends and in a nice place, but I still feel

that I would like to learn and live a bit more on the Mainland or else
~

where." The remaining person with mixed feelings, a Japanese male who

served in the armed forces, gave a philosophical view that "One can never

say what might have happened if I did decide to stay and make it my

home."

More than three-quarters termed a future move to the Mainland as

unlikely or inconceivable. There is no statistical relationship between

the assessment of the wisdom of the return move and whether a future move

to the Mainland was likely. There was, however, a strong relationship

between "rootedness" in Hawaii and future plans. One manifestation of

this is the fact that both females who returned only because of family

obligations termed a future move to the Mainland as unlikely because they

had become settled. According to the female who returned to help her

father manage his store:

Sometimes want to move. More opportunities to travel there,
cost of living lower, wages higher. But I am now managing
and find it difficult to make a change--and I really love
Hawaii although it does not offer quite as much as I would
like to have.

Both persons (a Filipino and a Japanese male) who expected to return

to the Mainland in the following year had both work and college experience

on the Mainland, returned to Hawaii to take advantage of resident tuition

and the opportunity to live at home while attending the University of

Hawaii, rated the return as very successful for that reason, and termed

the local job market for their specialties (one in electronics, the other

unknown) as nonexistent. For them, the move back to Hawaii was considered

strategic for long-run considerations but was not intended to be permanent.
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Those nine persons stating that they thought it likely that they

would return to the Mainland represent a rather "mixed bag." Two were

military dependents who came to Hawaii either while their husbands were

on unaccompanied-leave in Asia or stationed in Hawaii. One stated that

she would probably stay on the }~inland after her husband's retirement

from the military because of lower living costs there. Another male was

a career serviceman who happened to receive a Hawaii assignment. Thus,

in three of the nine cases, the returnees can be considered sojourners in

that their moves to Hawaii were dictated by the military and they will

move again under military orders. Their real decision on where to live

permanently ~rlll occur upon separation from the armed forces. A fourth,

a Japanese female who attended college on the Mainland, had recently

married a serviceman who expected to return to the MaLn.l.and after sepa

ration from the armed forces.

Of the five unconnected with the military who thought a future move

to the Mainland was likely, two had married }~inland spouses from the

northeast and returned with them because of dissaUsfaction with the

Mainland. One expected to return because "There's land on the Mainland .

• . . My husband is a natural farmer." The other termed the cost of

living in Hawaii as "much too high." A Japanese male who worked in New

York City and Los Angeles termed a move likely because "He have found

that the family we have here and the friends we have here are quite the

same as when we left and I would like it very much if they kept changing."

He characterized family ties when he Has a child as "unhappy" and in

various parts of the questionnaire indicated continuing conflict with

parents and siblings. The remaining two were Haole males born elsewhere.
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One expected his vocation as a clergyman would eventually take him to

the Mainland and the other, who was an instructor at a community college,

thought a move quite possible for "financial security."

Among the various persons planning or expecting a move to the

l'fainland, there is a lack of "rootedness" either with the respondent or

spouse to Hawaii. Economic considerations are important in four of the

eleven cases but can hardly be considered as the overriding concern. For

those in the military, the real choice on where to live will come with

separation from the military. The fact that nearly a quarter of the

returnees but only a negligible proportion of nonmigrants (Table 10.2,

Q3l) do believe there is at least a good chance that a future move to

the Mainland will be made rajses the question of what proportion of

local outmigrants in their late twenties and early thirties were former

returnees. The author suspects it is high, but empirical evidence from

the census is lacking.

In summary, the returnees in general rate their return a success.

Their views on why coincide with the views of the nonmigrants on why

they preferred living in Hawaii. !'fore than three-quarters v i.ewed a future

move to the Mainland as unlikely, at best. Satisfaction with the return

moves was not related to future plans on wher e to live.

12.6 Opinions of Mainland Resjdents Concerning Their Present Mainland

Residence and Future Plans

In Questions 20 through 24, Mainland residents were asked to assess

their present financial position, their happiness on the Mainland, whether

they hoped to return to Hawaii and whether they thought they would return.
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The distribution of 'responses to the questions 20 through 23 are given

in Table 12.7.

Table 12.7

Distribution of Responses Given by Mainland Residents to
Questions 20, 21, 22, and 23

Q20 Is Your Financial Position Better on the Mainland than it
Would be in Hawaii?

%

Yes, Is Better 84 71
Is About the Same 14 12
No, is Worse 2 2
Don't know 18 15

Q21 Are You Happier on the Mainland than You \']ould be If You
Lived in Hawaii?

Yes
Would Feel the Same in Hawaii
Would Feel Happier in Hawaii

51
41
26

43
35
22

Q22 Do You Hope Someday to Return to Live in Hawaii?

Yes
Am Not Sure
No, Prefer Mainland

47
52
19

40
44
16

Q23 Do You Think You Will Someday Return to Hawaii to Live?

Yes, Planning to Return Next Year
Will Return to Hawai.L Someday
A Good Chance for Return
Don't Know
Doubt Return to Hawaii
Will Not Return to Hawaii

Total Number

Source: See text.

4
22
23
40
25

4

118

3
19
20
34
21

3

As is obvious from Table 12.7, the overwhelming majority of Mainland

residents believe their financial position is better on the ~Ainland than

it would be in Hawaii. Of the two who did say their financial position
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was worse on the Mainland, one was an unemployed Japanese-Haole male in

medical school and the other was a Portuguese housewife who had just

experienced a divorce and had no help from relatives in Hawaii. There

was no statistical relationship between satisfaction with the move to the

Mainland and the assessment of the relative financial condition; most of

those with mixed or unhappy feelings about living on the Mainland stayed

because they believed they were financially better off on the Mainland.

However, whereas 44 of the 47 females who made an assessment of their

financial condition said it was better on the Mainland, only 40 of the

53 males replied in the affirmative. This difference, which is signifi

cant at the 99 percent level, is rooted in reality; salaries of males

in Hawaii tend to be comparable to those on the Mainland whereas salaries

for jobs traditionally held by females are usually much lower in Hawaii

(see Section 2.9).

About four-ninths believe they are happier on the Mainland than

they would be if they had stayed in Hawaii (Q21); nearly a quarter feel

the opposite. As is to be expected, there is a strong statistical

relationship between "happiness" and assessment of the wisdom of the

move. Thirty-seven of the 52 who were very pleased with their move

believed they were happier on the Mainland; by contrast, none with mixed

or negative assessments felt "happier" on the Mainland. All of those with

negative assessments believed they would be happier in Hawaii as compared

with about half who had mixed assessments and only three of the 90 with

positive assessments of their moves. Again, there was no statistical

realtionship between "happiness" and assessed financial status; the major

difference between those who were "happy" and "unhappy" was in the evalua

tions of the social aspects of living on the Mainland. There is no
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statistical relationship with the sex of the respondent, but Haoles

(58.3 percent were happier on the Mainland as opposed to 12.3 percent

who said they would be happier to be in Hawaii) were the most satisfied

to be on the Mainland.

Approximately two-fifths expressed a hope to someday return to

Hawaii (Q2l). In contrast, less than a sixth categorically stated that

they preferred to stay on the l'fainland. It is apparent that Hawaii still

has a strong attraction for the Mainland residents. Not surprisingly,

thele is again a strong s~atistical relationship with assessment of the

move; however, less notable than the fact that thrze-quarters of those

with mixed or negative assessments hoped to return as compared to none to

the contrary is the fact that of those stating they were very pleased

with the move to the Mainland, only a quarter stated they preferred th~

Mainland and more than a fifth expressed a hope to someday return to

Hawaii. A third of the Haoles expressed a preference for the Mainland

whereas a fifth hoped to return to Hawaii; in contrast, only a ninth of

all others preferred the Mainland and four-ninths boped to return to

Hawaii someday.

Approximately two-fifths believed there was at least a good chance

that a move back to Hawaii would be made in the future; about a quarter

believed a future move to Hawaii was unlikely or impossible (Q23).

Again, there Here no statistical differences by sex or a s s e s s ed financial

situation. Of persons \vith positive perceptions of the Nainland move,

a third regarded a move back to HaHaii or at least likely, as compared to

an equal share who stated they doubted a return or would not return. Of

those Hith mixed or negative feelings about the move to the Mainland,
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three-fifths believed there was at least a good chance that a move back

to Hawaii would be made whereas only a twelfth believed a return move

was unlikely. There was a large difference between Haoles and others;

15 (63 percent) of the 24 Haoles stated that a return to Hawaii was

unlikely or impossible whereas only 14 (15 percent) of the 94 others

believed likewise. Only three of the Haoles believed there was a good

chance of a return and only one Haole stated categorically that a return

move would be made. Of the others, 20 (21 percent) believed there was a

good chance a return move would be made and 25 (27 percent) stated that

a return move would be made eventually or next year. To the extent that

expectations are translated into reality, one can assume that Haoles who

are raised in Hawaii and migrate to the Mainland are less likely to

return than are other locals. There has been ample evidence given else

where in this study that this is indeed the case.

In Question 24, the respondent was asked to discuss the reasons why

a future move to Havlaii was or was not envisioned. As is to be eA~ected,

given findings presented earlier in this chapter, social reasons were

usually given for hoping or planning to return to Hawaii whereas economic

reascns were usually given for \vanting to stay on the Mainland. However,

nearly half who doubted a return or expected not to return gave answers

which showed satisfactions with the areas presently lived in. Often,

"plans" given in Question 23 sounded like "hopes" in Question 24. Five

of those expecting to return someday stated it would be for retirement.

In general, the answers to Question 24 suggest less return movement back

to Hawaii than those for Question 23. In fact, the per~onal interviews

suggest that most are unlikely to return (see Section 14.10). For reasons
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discussed earlier, those still in college or in the military are the

most likely to return in the foreseeable future.

Representative answers to Question 24 are given below.

Planning to Return to Hawaii in the Following Year

Hawaiian Male serving in the military who planned immediate separation.
"Quite pleased" with move to the l1ainland.

My sense of "horne" is still very much tied to Hawad.L, It's
an inner spirit that I cannot describe, a longing of some sort,
to return to the peace of mind and tranquility I felt as a child.

Caucasian-Japanese Hale finishing medical school in Texas. "Quite
pleased"::with move.

I have a job offer in Hawaii and I look forward to living
close to relatives again.

Will Return to Hawaii Someday

Japanese Female in New Jersey. "Mixed feelings" about move.
When my husband (also local) completes his master's

program we feel that job opportunities will be somewhat;
better for him in Hawaii but not until his schooling is
completed.

Japanese Female in California. "Very pleased" with move to Mainland.
Move back to Hawaii made a week after personal interview.

No place like home! Beaches, Hawaiian hospitality,
informality, blue skies, Chunky's, H&M BT,:-gers, Kenney's,
Hawaiian food, Chinese food, .Japanese food, Orientals,
family.

Hawaiian Hale from Kauai in California. "Very pleased" with move.
The old saying "There's no place like home." I

usually spend my vacation in Hawaii (Kauai) and every year
it becomes harder and harder to return to the Mainland.

Good Chance of Eventual Return to HawadL

Japanese Male in Maryland. "l·lixed feelings" about move.
My parents and brother do not live in Honolulu. I

have three sisters who live there. He may all someday
return to the West Coast if not Hawaii.



Chinese Female in
We (she

to start our
the future.

·.

California. "Very unhappy" with move.
and her California-born husband) are planning
own business and hopefully expand rapidly in
This will enable us to financially move.
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Japanese Male in California. "Very pleased" with Mainland move.
"Someday" means anytime in the future. I do like Hawaii

and one of these days I may decide that a better opportunity
exists there.

Don't Know

Japanese Female in California. "Quite unhappy" with Mainland move.
I would like to return there to live--very much. We

have been back, but my husband never had the opportunity to
look for a job. If the time is right and the opportunity is
there, we will. But as of now, once a person here buys a home,
it's card to break ties. Jobs are hard to find in Hawaii, too.

Japanese Male in California. "Mixed feelings" about mOve.
It would be hard to find a job with similar pay in

Hawaii. More important, however, is the current job situation.
I feel it would be extremely difficult for me to find a job in
Hawaii after being away so long.

Hawaiian Female in Arizona. "Quite pleased" 'vith move.
Things are so costly in Hawaii, I don't know if we

(she and her local husband in the air force) could afford
to buy a house in Hawaii or live as comfortably as we are
now.

Japanese Female in California. "l-fixed· feelings" about move.
As much as my husband and I want to return to live in

Hawaii, we keep thinking of Hawaii's high cost of living, low
wages, overpopulation, etc. and have second thoughts. There
fore, I really don't know.

Doubt Move Back to Hawaii

Japanese Female in California. "Quite pleased" Hith Mainland move.
Except for my parents--everything and everyone else

that's important in my life are with me now.

Japanese :Hale in Illinois. "Very pleased" with Hainland move.
I like Hawaii; however, real estate prices and the

population growth makes it undesirable at this time.
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Hawaii-born Haole Male in California. "Very pleased" with :r-fain1and move.
Job opportunities are not as good in Hawaii, wages are much

lower, cost of living much higher; cost of housing unbelievably
high. It would be unlikely that our children could live in
Hawaii since these conditions can only worsen.

Japanese-Caucasian Female in California. "Very pleased" ,vith move.
Depends on circumstances. If husband were transferred

there of course I would go. If strictly own choice then I
would say absolutely NO. No jobs, poor pay, houses and cost
of living tolo] high!

Will Not Return

fuin1and-born Haole Male in Florida. "Very pleased" with Nainland move.
Hawaii is a good place to visit but I don't want to live

there any more.

Japanese Female in New York. "Very pleased" with move.
Because I am perfectly content with my life and all my

opportunities and surroundings. I'm learning new things
everyday whereas in Hawaii I think I'd fall into a rut.

In summary, a large share of the Mainland residents retain strong

desires to return to HawaI L, Satisfactions with the 1'1ainland tend to be

economic whereas dissatisfactions are usually social. }1any still envision

returning to Hawaii someday; only in the future can it be determined

whether most of the hopes and plans become reality. ~hcept for persons

still in the military or graduate school (as of 1975), the author

believes the actual return rate will be low. Reasons of this belief lie

in the weakening ties with Hawaii 'vhich for most are certain to occur with

increasing duration of residence on the 1'1ainland.

12.7 Perceptions of States Preferred for Residence if Money were no

Restraint

In Question 43, all respondents were asked what state they would

prefer to live in if they had no financial restraints. The distribution

of responses by migration status is shown in Table 12.8.
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Table 12.8

Distribution of Responses by Migration Status to
Question 43,' "If You Had Enough Money and Could
Live Anywhere in the United States, Hhat State

Would You Choose?"

First Choice
State Never Left Returnee Mainland

Hawa.i.L 32 (82) 43 (90) 71 (60)
Other 7 (18) 5 (10) 47 (40)

California 5 3 27
Northwest State 2 1 9
Non-West Coast 0 1 11

Total 39 48 118

Second Choice if First Choice Hawaii
State Never Left Returnee Mainland

California 16 (50) 21 (49) 46 (65)
Northwestern State 8 (25) 10 (23) 8 (11)
Non-1\fest Coast 3 ( 9) 7 (15) 7 (10)
None 5 (16) 5 (12) 10 (14)

Total 32 43 71

Source: See text.

As is evident from Table 12.8, both the nonmigrants and returnees

overwhelmingly prefer Ha,.;raii. That the returnees have an even stronger

preference for Hawaii than the nonmigrants (although the difference is

not statistically significant at the 95 percent level) is not unexpected

as all but two returned to Hawaii by personal choice. 6 Even among those

still on the }~inland, three-fifths preferred Hawaii. Of the 24 Haoles

6The two who returned because of family obligations preferred
California.
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on the Mainland, 15 (63 percent) preferred a Mainland state; of all

others on the Mainland, only 32 (34_percent) expressed a like preference.

An examination of the Haoles on the Mainland shows that 13 or the 16 who

were born on the Mainland,-but only tw~ of the eight Hawaii-born preferred

a Mainland state. That two-thirds of the Hawaii-born residents on the

Mainland continued to prefer to live in Hawaii even though most had been

on the Mainland many years shows the continuing attraction of Hawaii for

local outmigrants. That all but two of the 31 Mainland residents with

mixed or negative feelings about moving to the Mainland expressed a

preference for Hawaii is not surprising; but the fact that more than 40

percent of both those with moderately or strongly positive feelings about

moving to the Mainland nevertheless preferred Hawaii residence were

there no financial restraints is impressive evidence of continued loyalty

to Hawaii.

Of all persons listing a Mainland state as either a first choice

or a second choice after Hawaii, about two-thirds specified California

and an additional fifth listed either Oregon or Washington. Less than

a sixth (29 of 177) mentioned a non-west coast state. This preference

for the west coast in general and California in particular is present

among persons in all three migration groups. Colorado (choice of six) was

far more popular than any other non-west coast state. The choice of

Mainland states, however, has the most influence in the future movement

of persons already living on the Mainland. Of sixty-two persons in

California who expressed a Mainland preference, 56 listed California,

four voted for a northwestern state and only two preferred to live in

a non-west coast state. Of the seven in the north\vest, four voted for
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the state they were living in and three opted for California. Of the 38

persons living elsewhere (including the five residing abroad)~ sixteen
~

opted for California~ nine for a northwestern state, and only 15 (1n-

eluding eight listing the state they presently resided in) for non-west

coast states. Thus, there is a strong west coast preference even among

those living in non-west coast areas. This preference has manifested

itself in a drift to California and a much smaller movement to the

northwest among persons who originally moved to areas outside the west

coast. To the extent that the preference can be acted upon~ there will

be continued return to Hawaii from all parts of the Mainlaild and a drift

from non-west coast areas (especially the south and northeast) to the

west coast, particularly California.

12.8 Summary

In this chapter, the assessments of past TIJoves and future plans of

both returnees and Mainland residents have been discussed. In general,

both Mainland residents and returnees evaluated their moves to the

Mainland in positive terms. However, whereas the Mainland residents

usually cited economic reasons for satisfaction, returnees stressed the

mind-broadening aspects of residing on the Mainland. Social reasons

predominated among reasons given for returning to Hawaii. Most returns

were viewed positively, with social justifications usually given for

rating the returns a success. Most of the minority of returnees who

viewed a future move to the }lainland as quite possible or planned

were, for a variety of reasons, not firmly rooted again in Hawaii.

Although most Mainland residents did rate their move to the Mainland as
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a success, there was nevertheless a large number, perhaps a majority,

who had wishes to return to Hawaii sometime if conditions were favorable

for a return. Of the major ethnic groups, only the Mainland-born Haoles

were characterized by a lack of desire or plans to return to Hawaii.

Return to Hawaii is unlikely for most living on the Mainland, not-

withstanding a majority preferring to live in Hawaii if money were no

consideration. However, there has been a drift to the west coast among

the Mainland residents and based on present preferences for Mainland

residence, this trend should continue although at a much slower rate

than previ0us1y.7 The fact that many Mainland residents still have

their "hearts" in Hawaii at the same time their "stomachs" are on the

Mainland reinforces the argument Dlaue earlier that the rate of return

is very sensitive to economic conditions in Hawaii.

Attitudes of the nonmigrants, returnees, and Mainland residents to

aspects of living in Hawaii and the future of Hawaii, and their re1e-
/

vance to understanding changes caused by loigration and future migration

patterns from Hawaii \vi11 be discussed in Chapter XIII.

7The justification for this statement lies in the declining inter
state migration rates once the Hain1and residents become "settled."
See Chapter XI.



CHAPTER XIII

PERCEPTIONS OF HAWAII AND ITS FUTURE

13.1 Introduction

Migration to the Mainland is affected by perceptions of what it

"has to offer" vis-a-vis Hawaii. As we have seen, the outmigration of

local residents to Hawaii is undertaken for a variety of ostensive

reasons, but common to most migrants is a desire to experience "what is

on the big rock." Most persons who return do so because of family or

friendship ties, or a perception that Hawaii is a superior place to live.

Those staying on the Mainland, by contrast, are most attracted by economic

opportunities there. This raises the questiuns of to whGt extent do

outmigration and return migration change the participants and to what

extent did they differ from the nonmigrants to begin with. In addition,

how persons in the different migration groups (as defined in the survey

sample) view changes taking place in Hawaii and their impact is relevant

not only in terms of predicting future moves (or norunoves), but what;

types of political demands one can expect from persons still in Hawaii.

Questions raised above are broadly addressed in Questions 41, 42,

and 44 through 56 in the questionnaire. The first two mentioned questions

concern the perceptions of Hawaii vis-a-vis the Mainland on given attri

butes and the importance of those attributes in deciding where to live.

The latter thirteen questions address perceptions of changes taking

place in Hawaii and their import for the future.
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13.2 Perceptions of Hawaii Vis-~-Vis the Mainland

In Question 41, all persons were asked to compare Hawaii to the

Mainland on items perceived by the author to be important determinants

in migration considerations. Mean scores by migration group are

presented in Table 13.1.

Table 13.1

Mean Scores by Migration Group to Question 41 in Which Respondent
was Asked to Compare Hawaii to the Mainland

on Specific Items

4 = much better in Hawaii
3 = somewhat better in Hawaii
2 about the same in Hawaii
1 somewhat worse in Hawaii
o = much worse in Hawaii

Attribute Never Left Returnee Mainland

Frjendliness of People 3.63 3.40 3.04tt**
Climate 3.51 3.55 3.lltt**
Air Quality 3.43 3.61 3.20**
Race Relations 3.31 3.28 2.9lt*
Recreation 2.26 2.66 2.35
Crime 2.15 2.17 2.10
Public Schools 1. 76 1. 98 1.85
Job Opportunities 1.55 1.43 .78tt**
Wages 1.46 1.30 1.17
Cost of Other Things 1.12 .63tt .79tt
Cost of Food .94 .53tt .71
Cost of Housing .44 .28 .24t

Average Score 2.21 2.07 1.86

Total Number of Respondents 36a
47b 118

tDifferent from "Never Left" at risk-of-error between.Ol and .05.
ttDifferent from "Never Left" at risk-of-error less than .01.
*Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error between .01 and .05.

**Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error less than .01.

aThree did not answer this question.

Source: See text.

bOne did not answer this question.
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All groups ranked the items similarly by order (Table 13.1).

There is widespread agreement that the friendliness of people, air
~

quality, climate and race relations are superior in Hawaii. There is

also widespread agreement' that economic opportunities are not good,

wages are below average, and the cost of living is high. The means for

all groups in the "middling" items; i.e., recreation, crime, and the

public schools are similar.

However, there are marked differences among the groups as well.

Although evaluations of returnees on social and environmental issues

are similar to those of the nonmigrants, the returnees are more negative

about costs. The fact that returnees as a group did not evaluate job

opportunities or wages significantly lower than the nonmigrants may be

related to the fact that the majority of returnees were not gainfully

employed in civilian occupations while on the Mainland. As a group,

the Mainland residents are far more negative about job opportunities

than either the returnees or nonmigrants. Furthermore, although they

have generally positive perceptions of the social aspects of Hawaii as

compared to the Mainland, their aggregate evaluations of the friendli-

ness of Hawaii's people, air quality, climate, and race relations are

well below those of the other two groups.

How much of the differences noted are due to Mainland residence

and how much are due to differences existing among the groups before

any migration took place? This question cannot be answered directly,

but most of the persons who went to the Mainland did so soon after the

completion of high school and undoubtedly then had only vague notions as

to how the Mainland compared to Hawaii in the items listed in Question
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41. The one group among the Mainland residents who can be expected to

have had different perceptions than both the non migrants and other

migrants is comprised of the non-Hawaii-born. Within the Mainland

- group, the non-Hawaii-born gave substantially lower evaluations than

the Hawaii-born on the following items: friendliness of Hawaii's

people (2.42 vs. 3.16), race relations (2.68 vs. 2.96), and education in

the public schools (1.42 vs. 1.93). However, those differences explain

only a very small part of the variation between the Mainland and other

groups concerning the attributes of Hawaii compared to the Mainland. l

Evidence that the differing views of the Mainland residents have

evolved largely from residence on the }fujnland is offered by the fact

that there are differences according to region lived in. This is to be

expected if Mainland residents are inclined to answer Question 41 in

terrrs of area lived in. The most notable variation is in the evaluation

of wages; mean scores by area lived in are as follows: Los Angeles

County .63; San Francisco metropolitan area, .71; other areas of

California, 1.06; northwestern states, 1.14; and elsewhere, 1.83. 2 These

averages are accurate in that on the conterminous west coast wages are

highest in Los Angeles and San Francisco and lowest in Oregon and

Washington, and wages on the 1vest coast in general are substantially·

higher than in the balance of the United States. 3 Likelvise, mean scores

lOnly 18 of the 118 Mainland residents were not born in Hawaii.

2The level of significance of these differences as measured by an
analysis of variance is .9999.

3I n comparing Hawaii to the Mainland, the large majority of non~
migrants undoubtedly responded in terms of what they perceived west
coast conditions to be.
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on air pollution varied by area lived in. They are as follows: Los

&,ge1es, 3.67; San Francisco, 3.38; other California, 3.06; Northwest,

• 42.71, and other areas, 2.91. These evaluations again reflect objective

reality by region, especially when it is realized that a large proportion

of persons living in non-west coast areas were not residing in close

proximity to any large metropolis.

That there are no significant differences among the Mainland

residents by area lived in concerning the friendliness of persons and

race relations, but their overall evaluation on these items is con-

siderab1y less favorable to Hawaii than those of the nonmigrants and

returnees is significant in itself. This suggests that a change in

attitudes concerning the attributes of ":Hain1anders" occurs with con-

tinued residence on the Mainland. The personal interviews to be dis-

cussed in the following chapter indicate this is indeed the case.

In summary, the ratings of Hawaii vis-a-vis the Mainland on

various general items suggest that changes in attitudes occur with Main-

land residence. Differences in perceptions were most marked between

}fuinland residents and nonmigrants, but the returnees as a group differed

substantially from the nonmigrants on evaluations of relative costs.

13.3 Evaluations of the Importance of Various Considerations in

Deciding Where to Live

Items listed in Question 41 were again listed in Question 42. In

Question 42, however, the respondent was asked to assess their importance

4The probability of these differences occurring by chance is
.0174.
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in deciding whether to live in Hawaii or on the Mainland. Mean scores

by migration status are given in Table 13.2.

Table 13.2

Mean Scores by Migration Status on the Evaluation of
the Importance of Given Items .in Determining Whether

to Live in Hawaii or on the Mainland

4 very important
3 quite important
2 = not very important
1 = not at all important

Item Mainland Returnee Never Lefta

Job Opportunities 3.75* 3.47 3.67
Wages 3.58* 3.30 3.59
Cost of Housing 3.44** 2.94 3.33
Cost of Food 3.287,* 2.82 3.31
Education in Public Schools 3.28** 2.82 3.31
Cost of Other Things 3.19** 2.79 3.28
Crime 2.95 3.11 3.43
Friendliness of People 2.91** 3.34 3.56
Climate 2.90** 3.34 3.49
Air Pollution 2.89 2.94 3.44
Recreation 2.87 3.09 2.79
Race Relations 2.74** 3.30 3.13

Average Score--Al1 Items 3.14 3.13 3.37

N 117b 47b 38b

al1Never Left" group not included in significance tables for reasons
discussed in text.

bOne in each group did not answer the question.

*Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error between .01 and .05.
**Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error less than .01.

Source: See text.

Table 13.2 is revealing in several respects. Notable are the

similar scores given by nonmigrants on 10 of the 12 items listed; most
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did not discriminate between the items. It was common for the non-

migrant respondent to list all items as "very important" or "quite
•

important." For most nomnigrants, the question has no meaning in that

no move is contemplated and therefore the above items insofar as they

pertain to deciding where to live have no meaning, at least on the con-

scious level. In the respect that Question 42 did not elicit meaningful

responses from the nonmigrants it was a failure; in the sense that it

demonstrates the lack of responsiveness in the nonmigrants it is

informative about the migration process.

About a quarter of the returnees (largely those serving six months

of active duty in the armed forces) and less than a tenth of the }minland

residents also seemed to show a lack of discrimination between the items

in anffivering this question. Nonetheless, a sufficient proportion

answered in each group so that a direct comparison between the two

groups is valid. The Ha LnLand residents as a group evaluate economic

considerations as very important, and social and climatic considerations

as being of less importance. Among the returnees, by contrast, social

and climatic considerations are of great importance whereas costs of

various items are considered to be of least importance. It should be

recalled that it was precisely on the issue of costs that the returnees

tended to rate Hawaii more poorly than did the nonmigrants; the two

groups were almost identical in perceptions of social and climatic

considerations. This again reinforces the argument that returnees have

been attracted back to Hawaii for social reasons; items in which Hawaii

is rated highly are viewed by the returnees as more important than those

in which Hawaii receives poor ratings. Among the Mainland residents the
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reverse is true; this in itself argues against a high rate of return

among the Mainland residents in the future. Increasing residence on the
~

Mainland appears to induce an increased economic orientation.

Unfortunately, the item "nearness of close relatives" was not

included in Question 42. 5 The proximity of close relatives is obviously

considered an attractive attribute of Hawaii by the large majority of

locRl nonmigrants and returnees. The extent to which the Mainland

residents respond differently from the nonmigrants and returnees on this

item would give an idea of how kinship ties are altered by continued

Mainland residence.

In summary, Question 42 was not meaningful to most of the non-

migrants. Returnees stressed the bnportance of social items whereas

}minland residents rated economic items to be of the most importance.

The net effect of those differing perceptions will be to retard movement

of local residents to and from Hawaii in the future.

13.4 Perceptions About Changes Taking Place in Hawaii; an

Introductory Note Concerning the Three Groups

In Questions 44 through 56 the respondent was asked about changes

occurring in Hawaii, whether these changes are good for Hawaii, and

whether problems that exist in Hawaii are causing large numbers of

people to leave. Seven of the questions were open-ended. Although a

small minority did not answer the questions that required an open-ended

response and three on the Mainland argued reasonably that they had been

5The reason it was not included was to keep all items identical
to those listed in Question 41.
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away from Hawaii for many years and did not know what changes were

taking place, the-large majority answered all questions conscientiously.

The detail and personal feelings put into most of the open-ended

answers belie the common attitude of University of Hawaii faculty that

local residents tend to be inarticulate and unconcerned about things

not immediately affecting them. In general, a reading of the answers

was quite depressing to the author because local residents are concerned

about changes taking place in Hawai.L and for the most part are extremely

unhappy with these changes.

The above having been said, there were broad differences by migra-

tion group in the way questions were answered. Nonrnigrants tended to be

the least articulate and also to be the most inward looking in addressing

the open-ended questions. In terms of these characteristics, returnees

tended to be intermediate between nOlli~igrants and Mainland residents,

although males serving six months of active duty tended to be similar

to the nonmigrants. lfuinland residents, irrespective of why they

originally went to the Mainland, tended to be quite articulate and with

a "world view" in the sense that the "self" and personal experiences did

not figure prominently in the responses. 6

These differences are not a function of differing educational

levels. There were many in the Ha Ln.l.and group who had never attended

college, but yet expressed ideas far more articulately than most of the

college graduates in the nonmigrant sample. The more adventuresome and

6The above paragraph represents a value judgment in that the
observations made are not directly measurable. However, the author is
confident that almost everyone taking the trouble to read and evaluate
the responses would arrive at the same conclusion.
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less conventional are more likely to migrate to the Mainland, but the

author believes that the }fuinland stay itself is more important in

explaining the differences in articulateness. The majority of returnees

and a large proportion of Mainland residents explicitly state that the

Mainland has been a mind-broadening experience and even if there is an

element of self-congratulation in the assessments, there is little

reason to discount them. In addition, even those who went to the Main

land more or less involuntarily and whose previous history as revealed

by the questionnaire suggested they wer e quite "average" tended, with

the exception of the persons on the Mainland only to serve six months of

active duty, to be similar in terms of articulateness to the Mainland or

returnee counterparts who went voluntarily. Another reason the author

believes this comes from personal experience; his high school friends

who never left the city of rearing (Houston in this case) seem to him to

be much more narrow in outlook than his friends who went else\l7here. This

was not true of the given individuals at the time of high school gradua

tion.

These observations help explain the paradox of why certain places

such as New York City have a reputation for being "cosmopolitan" and

"sophisticated" at the same time the "locals'! are reputed to be

"narrow." It is largely persons from elsewhere who give. an area a

cosmopolitan flavor. Furthermore, it is largely through the act of

moving that the "outside" residents are different.

13.5 Perceptions of Changes Occurring in Hawaii

Questions 44 through 48 were designed to measure perceptions of

changes taking place in Hawaii in the immediate past and future and
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whether these changes are "good" for Hawaii. The distribution of

responses by migration status to Questions 44 and 46 are given in

Table 13.3.

Table 13.3

Distribution of Responses by Migration Status
to Questions 44 and 46

Q 44. Compared with 10 Years Ago, Is Hawaii Now as Good a Place
to Live In?

Response Never Left Returnee Mainland Total

Better 4 (10) 4 ( 8) 7 ( 6) 15 ( 7)
As Good 12 (31) 13 (27) 23 (20) 48 (24)
Poorer 23 (59) 31 (65) 85 (74) 139 (69)

Total 39 48 115* 202

Differences significant at .03 level according to Kendall's Tau Tes~.7

Q 46. Compared with Now, Do You Think Ha\olaii Hill be as Good a
Place to Live 10 Years From Now?

Response Never Left Returnee Hainland Total

Will be Better 1 ( 3) 6 (13) 6 ( 5) 13 ( 7)
Will be About

the Same 19 (49) 11 (23) 31 (27) 61 (30)
Hill be 'Horse 19 (49) 31 (65) 77 (68) 127 (63)

Total 39 48 114** 201

Chi-square = 11.1. P = .026. d .f. 4
Kendall's Tau'p = .044

*Three did not answer the question. **Four did not anS\oler the question.

Source: See text.

7Whereas the chi-square test only measures differences without
assuming any scaling, the Kendall's Tau Test does assume responses and
respondents are scaled by category. In these two tables "better" is
scaled two, "same" is scaled one and "wor se" is scaled zero. "Never
Left" is scaled zero, "Returnee" is scaled one and "Nainland" is scaled
two.
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Responses in all groups to the questions of whether Hawaii has

changed for the better in the past and whether it will do so in the

future indicate strong dissatisfaction with perceived past and future

trends. Approximately two-thirds believe Hawaii has become a worse

place to live in and an almost equal proportion believe living conditions

will get worse in the future. In contrast, less than a twelfth believe

conditions have improved or will improve. By groups, the nonmigrants

are the most sanguine; the Mainland residents are the least so.8 This

may be largely a result of the fact that changes in an area are easiest

to perceive for one who has been away for many years and has then

returned for a visit.

Perceptions of why Hawaii has changed for the better or worse are

strongly linked to perceived changes that have taken place since the

respondent was born or first moved to Hawaii. Distributions by migration

status on the questions of the biggest changes that have taken place

and why Hawaii was believed to have changed for the better or worse are

given in Table 13.4.

As is apparent from Table 13.4, Questions 45 and 48 elicited largely

negative responses. In all groups there is a strong concern about

population growth and perceived environmental deterioration. Indeed, in

the 10 years between 1965 and 1975 Waikiki and many other areas in

Honolulu were transformed from largely single family to high-rise areas.

8By the scaling discussed in the above footnote, means scores of
the nonmigrants, returnees, and Mainland residents on Question 44 are
.52, .44, and .32, respectively. On Question 46 the mean scores are
.54, .48, and .38, respectively. All scores represent basically
negative perceptions.
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Table 13.4

Distribution of Responses by Migration Status to
~ Questions 48 and 45

(Expressed as percentage in each group who gave the listed answer)

Q 48. What do You Think are the Biggest Changes That Have Taken Place
in Hawaii Since You Were Born or First Moved to Hawaii?

Response Never Left

More Construction 59
Environmental Deterioration 31
More Population 28
More Crime 18
Higher Cost of Living 10
More Tourists 13
}bre Persons Moving to Hawaii 13
Higher Cost of Housing 10
More Hotels 8
People Becoming Less Friendly 8
Education has Improved 5
Statehood 3
Local Population getting a "Bad Deal" 0
Commercialism 0
Other Given 8
~~G~~ 3

N 39

Returnee Mainland

56 54
15 20
38 31
13 5*

8 7
25 20
20 13
17 7+
17 13
13 6

6 4
4 6
2 8
o 15++**
6 14
o 5

48 118

Q 45. Why Did You Answer the Above Question (Compared with 10 Years
Ago, Is Hawaii Now as Good a Place to Live) as You Did?

Positive Response:

Economic Situation Improving
There is Now More to do
Education has Improved
Wages have Improved

Neutral Response:

Never Left Returnee Mainland

10 4 2*
10 0* 0*

5 4 1
5 2 1

Life has not Changed Much 26 21



Table 13.4 (continued) Distribution of Responses by Migration Status
to Questions 48 and 45
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Negative Response:

Hawaii is Getting Overpopulated
Costs are Increasing
Too Much Construction
Environment is Getting Worse
Aloha Spirit is Disappearing
Crime is Increasing
Housing is Harder to Get
Too Many Come to Hawaii to Live
Too Much Tourism
Unemployment is Increasing
Too Much Commercialism

Other Response:

No Response:

N

Never Left Returnee Nain1and

39 40 37
31 32 26
26 33 49**
26 21 23
18 31 20
18 15 11
18 13 16
13 15 13

8 19 25**
8 10 6
3 10 20+**

13 8 14

5 6 12

39 48 118

*Different from "Never Left" at risk-of-error between .01 and .05.
**Different from "Never Left" at risk-of-error of less than .01.
+Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error between .01 and .05.

-I+Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error of less than .01.

Source: See text.
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The tourist boom and accompanied frenzied hotel and condominium con

struction began on the outer islands during this period. In general,

persons in the sample viewed tourism negatively. Only one person, a

Japanese female returnee to Maui, observed that "because of the hotels

there are more jobs for everyone. Job availability is what attracts

people back to HawadL." All others who mentioned tourism did so in a

negative manner. Although most if queried further would also admit that

tourism brings undeniable economic benefits, they nevertheless view it

as a double-edged sword at best. Population growth was invariably

mentioned in a pejorative sense; no one expressed the view that it is

good for the economy.

Economic and social concerns are evident as well, but are men

tioned less often than population and related environmental consider

ations. Adequate housing and general costs were the largest economic

concerns in all groups. Large numbers express the views that people in

Hawaii are getting less friendly and that crime is on the increase.

Returnees, most of whom had returned for social reasons, believed

especially strongly that the "aloha spirit" is disappearing.

Approximately a quarter of the nonmigrants and a fifth of the

returnees, but less than a twelfth of Mainland residents gave,responses

to Question 45 (Table 13.4) which indicated a perception that little

had chcnged in the 10 year period up to 1975. Most who gcve this used

individual experience (a common answer being "life hasn't changed much

for me" or some variant) as a reference point. However, it would be
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almost impossible for someone gone from Hawaii for several years not to

9notice changes taking place.

Most answers to the question of whether Hawaii had improved during

the past ten years were so negative and pessimistic that it was frankly

a relief to the author when a positive response was encountered. Positive

answers were almost nonexistent among Mainland residents and although the

nonrnigrants tended to be the most po s LtLve , only a small portion stated

views that the economy had improved (this is debatable at best, although

the economy improved greatly in the period from 1955 to 1965) or that

there was "more to do in Honolulu" (as measured by the number of night

clubs, bars, theatres and other cultural creations this is certainly

true) .

}lost persons gave similar responses to Question 44 concerning

whether Hawaii had changed for the better in the past and Question 46

concerning whether it would continue to do so in the future. Most often,

reasons given were, as one 1-1ainland resident put it, "sheer extrapola-

tion" from answers given in Question 45. Those who arrswer ed "worse"

on Question 44 and "the same" on Question 46 generally ansHered in the

vein of the nonmigrant Japanese male who said "Afraid to say wor s e l !",

or the Japanese female nonmigrant who opined "Things can't get worse,"

or the Japanese female returnee who believed "Don't think things will

get better, hoping they won't get worse," or the numerous persons for

whom "same" in the future meant a continuation of past trends which were

90f course, whether the changes are "good" or not depends largely
on one's value orientation.
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perceived to be bad. Many persons expressed cynicism concerning the

ability of the state government to cope with the problems.
~

Although the results of the survey have uncovered a large amount of

pessimism concerning changes taking place and whether they are "good" for

Hawaii, it is possible that the sample, especially the nonmigrants in it,

is biased towards the more articulate and dissatisfied. Even allowing

that this may be the case, the author nevertheless believes there is a

large amount of underlying local discontent with the way Hawaii has

changed. This discontent appears to be quite general in the United States

and many of the concerns expressed in the sample are widespread on the

tfuinland, but it is nevertheless notable that these concerns are also

strong among local residents in the "paradise state." It is also notable

that the discontent is strongest among those now on the l1ainland. The

effect these negative perceptions may be having on outmigration will b~

addressed at the conclusion of the chapter.

13.6 Perceptions of Migration Changes and 1wether Higrants

are "Good" for Hawaii

In Questions 49 through 54, all respondents were asked their per-

ceptions of whether inmigration of Mainlanders and the outmigration of

locals is increasing or decreasing and whether these migration streams

are "good" for Hawaii. Responses to the Questions 49, 50, 51 and 53 are

presented in Table 13.5.

The distribution of answers to Questions 49 and 50 (Table 13.5) is

of interest, especially as the empirical evidence on both questions is

not straightforward. The author would have answar ed in the affirmative

on Question 49, but the airline surveys suggest a rapid increase from
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Table 13.5

Distribution of Responses by Migration Status
to Questions 49, 50, 51 and 53

Q 49. Since Statehood, do You Think More Persons are Moving to Hawaii
from the }ffiinland than Before Statehood?

Response Never Left Returnee Mainland

No, Fewer Persons 0 0 5 ( 4)
About the Same Number 2 ( 5) 4 ( 8) 16 (14)
Yes, More Persons 36 (95) 44 (92) 95 (82)

N 38a 48 l16b

P as measured by Kendall's Tau Test < .009.

Q 50. Since Statehood, do You Think More People I~O Grew up in Hawaii
are Leaving to Live on the Mainland than Before Statehood?

Response

No, Fewer Persons
About the Same Number
Yes, More Persons

N

Never Left

2 ( 5)
17 (45)
19 (50)

Returnee

2 ( 4)
15 (31)
31 (65)

48

Mainland

2 ( 2)
34 (30)
79 (69)

P as measured by Kendall's Tau Test < .03.

Q 51. Do You Think it is Good for HawaLf, to Have People Coming from
the Mainland to Live Here?

Response Never Left Returnee Mainland

No, is Bad for Hawaii 15 (40) 9 (19) 43 (37)
Both Good and Bad for Hawaii 21 (55) 38 (79) 62 (53)
Yes, Is Good for Hawaii 2 ( 5) 1 ( 2) 11 (10)

N 38a 48 l16b

X2 = 10.8 P < .03. d. f. 4



Table 13.5 (continued) Distribution of Responses by Migration Status
to Questions 49, 50, 51 and 53

Q 53. Do You Think it is Good for Hawaii to Have People Who Grew
Up In Hawaii Leaving to Live on the Mainland?

427

Response

No, is Bad for Hawaii
Both Good and Bad for Hawaii
Yes, is Good for Hawaii

Never Left

10 (26)
26 (68)

2 ( 5)

Returnee

10 (21)
35 (73)

3 ( 6)

l1ain1and

39 (34)
58 (50)
18 (16)

N

X2 = 9.9 P = .04 d. f. = 4

48

aOne person did not answer.

bTwo persons did not answer.

CThree persons did not answer.

Source: See text.
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1959 to 1970 and a decline thereafter (Figure 4.2). On Question 50, the

author would have answered "fewer." Between 1959 and 1970 the yearly

number of.locals going to the Mainland remained about constant, but the

yearly number returning to Hawaii increased during the period. Since

1970, the yearly number of local persons going to the Mainland has

dropped because of the end of the military draft and rising expenses

of attending college on the Mainland. The overwhelming majority in all

migration groups believe more persons are moving to Hawaii from the

1-1ainland , but the nonmigrants hold this view the most strongly and the

Mainland residents the least so. Approximately half of the nonmigrants

and two-thirds of both returnees and Mainland residents believe that

the number of local residents moving to the Mainland has increased.

Virtually none in any group believe the number has declined. However,

the }1ainland residents as a group tended to feel most strongly that

the numbers have increased; the nonmigrants were least inclined to

believe this. The differing perceptions of the Mainland residents and

nonmigrants concerning the numbers entering and leaving Hawaii are

undoubtedly colored by the fact that the former have migrated and the

latter have not.

On the questions concerning whether people moving to Hawaii from

the l-1ainland and local people leaving Hawaii for the Mainland are

"good" for Hawaii, there is a great amount of ambivalence in all groups.

However, the responses, especially on the question of whether the in

migration of Mainland residents is good for Hawaii, were weighted

tmvards the negative. On the question of whether the inmigrants are

good for Hawaii, returnees as a group were most inclined to take a
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"middle-of-the-roaC:" attitude. On the question of whether local persons

leaving Hawaii are good for Hawaii, the Mainland residents were much

more likely than either the nonmigrants or returnees to reply either

"good for Hawaii" or "bad for Hawaii." The distributional differences

by migration status to the two above questions are puzzling.

In Questions 52 and 54 all respondents were asked why they believed

what they did concerning whether inmigration and outmigration were good

or bad for Hawaii. The distribution of responses by migration status

is presented in Table 13.6.

Approximately an eighth in all groups argued that the inmigration

brings economic benefits. More than a quarter of the returnees but

only a small proportion in other groups mentioned that persons from

the Mainland bring in new ideas. The propensity of the returnees for

giving this response undoubtedly derives from the new perspectives many

felt they gained on the Mainland. However, in the sense that some

ideas were believed by many to be bad, they constituted a double-edged

sword. A small minority also believed that the mixing of different

types of people is good.

On the other hand, a third of the nonmigrants, a seventh of the

Mainland residents, but only one-fifteenth of returnees argued that the

inmigrants "take away" jobs from the local residents. More than a tenth

in all groups also viewed them as a cause of higher prices. Hence, a

far greater number believed that inmigrants are economically more

detrimental than beneficial. However, the leading concerns of both the

returnees and Mainland residents as well as the second and third most

negative perceptions of the nonmigrailts·,.;>ere the beliefs that Hain':'"

landers are "bad" socially and contribute to overpopulation. In regard
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Table 13.6

Distribution of Responses by Migration Status
to Questions 52 and 54

Given as a percentage of all persons in migration category.

Q 52. ~y did you answer the question "Do You Think It is Good for Hawaii to Have
People Coming from the Mainland to Live Here" the Way You Did?

Positive Responses Never Left Returnee Mainland

Mainlanders Bring Economic Benefits 13 13 14
Mainlanders Br~ng New Ideas 5 27** 9-++
Mixing wit.h Others is Good 3 6 !i

Negative--Mainlanders

Take away Jobs 33 6** 15*
Are Bad Socially 28 31 31
Contribute to Overpopulation 28 31 26
Cause Higher Prices 13 15 10
Hippies are Terrible 10 13 6

Other Responses 18 21 12

No Response 15 13 9

N 39 48 118

Q 54. ~y did you answer the question "Do You Think It fs Good for Hawaii to Have
People ~o Grew Up in Hawaii Leaving to Live on the Mainland" the way you did?

Positive--Outmigrants • • •

Personally Benefit from Move
Help Relieve Overpopulation
Are Good Public Relations
Returnees Help State
Discontented Leave

Negative--Outmigrants

Never Left Returnee Mainland

23 23 20
13 8 10

3 6 13*
3 2 4
0 2 2

*Different from "Never Left" at risk-of-error of between .01 and
**Different from "Never Left" at risk-of-error of less than .01.
+Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error between. 01 and .05.

-t+Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error of less than .01.

Are a Social Loss to Hawaii
Best People Leave
Are an Economic Loss

Other Responses

No Response

N

31
5
o

15

21

39.-

23 42+
10 2+

4 7*

19 6

29.- 21

48 118

.05.

Source: See text.
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to the former concern, the alleged unfriendliness, cold manners, self

perceived racial superiority, and criminal habits of newcomers were

mentioned most often. The latter concern is the major overt justifica

tion of the present governor's inmigration limitation proposals, but the

widespread belief that inmigrants corrupt the "Island way of life" is

a strong underlying stimulus. Nost mentioning "transients" in a pejor

ative manner are from the outer island high schools. The transients are

much more visible on the outer islands than on Oahu and are especially

numerous in the areas served by Kapaa and Maui high schools.

The most common reaction of those stating that outmigration is

good for Hawaf L was that the outmigrants themselves benefit. Although

outmigrants reduce the population, the proportion stating that local

outmigration reduces overpopulation was only a third of those expressing

the view that inmigrants contribute to overpopulation. Views of many

migration scholars with a strong economic bent notwithstanding, the

local residents in the main do not vie\Y newcomers from the Nainland and

local outmigrants as interchangeable cogs, even if the job skills of

both are identical. More than an eighth of the Hainland residents

believed that the outmigrants are "good public relations" in that they

are the best demonstration of the virtues of the Hawaii lifestyle. A

small number in all groups mentioned the contributions the re~urnees

can make for Hawaii.

Given the assessments of the respondents concerning the inmigrants,

it is predictable that the negative responses concerning ,yhether the

local outmigration from Hawaii is "good" for Ra\-laii concentrate on-the

alleged social loss the outmigrants represent to Hawaii. A commonly
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expressed view was that "a little of the Hawaiian (or Aloha) spirit

leaves with the outmigrants." Less commonly expressed views were that

•
the most able people leave Hawaii or that the outmigrants represent an

economic loss.

In general, feelings in all groups are weighted in favor of less

inmigration from the Mainland and less outmigration of local residents.

Vociferous answers given by many constitute a demonstration that this

is a deeply felt issue. The twin issues of limiting inmigration and at

the same time creating enough jobs so that "local people do not have to

leave" that were enunciated by the present governor in his bid for

reelection certainly address the concerns of a large portion of the

local population. To what extent the two above goals are compatible

is another issue, to be addressed in the concluding chapter.

13.7 Perceptions of the Major Problems Facing Ha1vaii and l~ether They

Will Cause Many Persons to Leave Hawaii in the Future

In Question 55 all respondents were asked to list the three major

problems facing Hawaii in the next five years. The distribution of

responses by migration status is presented in Table 13.7.

There is a considerable degree of concensus among the three groups

concerning the major problems facing Hawaii. In each group the same

seven problems were listed as the largest concerns, 1vith all other

concerns ranking well below this group. These major concerns are the

economic problems of adequate housing at a reasonable price, the lack of

jobs and high general living costs, the perceived environmental problems

of overpopulation and resulting overbuilding and environmental deteriora-

tion, and the social issue of controlling crime. That almost ha~f of
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Table 13.7

Distribution of Responses by Migration Status to
Question "What do You See as the Three Biggest Problems

Facing Hawaf.L in the Next Five Years?"

Given as a percentage of all persons in migration category

Problem Given Never Left Returnee Mainland

Lack of Jobs 44 42 29
Overpopulation 41 40 40
Cost of Living 41 33 36
Housing Problems 36 48 31+
Environmental Deterioration 31 19 21
Overbuilding 26 29 27
Crime 24 27 20
Poor Public Schools 10 6 3
Too Many Inmigrants 8 4 7
Racial Problems 5 6 12
Lack of Economic Diversification 5 2 9+
Too Many on Welfare 5 2 2
Government Inaction 3 8 4
Too Much Tourism 0 4 8
Wages too Low 0 2 5
Other Problems Listed 5 2 7
No Problems Listed 5 6 10

N 39 48 118

+Different from "Returnee" at risk-of-error be tween . 01 and .05

Source: See text.

returnees listed housing as a problem undoubtedly derives from the low

rate of homeo,vuership in this group. These concerns are certainly not

unique to Ha,vaii and a similar survey conducted in most places on the

Mainland would likely yield the same major concerns. However, the

author suspects the economic and environmental problems are perceived

more ~cutely by Hawaii residents than by people in most other places.

Economic problems listed have been endemic since World War II and were
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much worse in the early 1950s than in 1975; however, a similar survey

conducted circa 1965 undoubtedly would have uncovered a much lower con-

cern for environmental problems.

In Question 56 the respondent was asked if the problems listed

could cause many persons to leave Hawaii in the future. The distribution

of responses by migration group is given in Table 13.8.

Table 13.8

Distribution of Responses by Migration Status to the
Question IlWill the Problems You Mentioned in Question

55 Cause Many People to Leave Hawaii in the Future?"

Response

No
Yes

N

Never Left

6 (16)
32 (84)

38

Returnee

6 (12)
41 (88)

Mainland

6 ( 5)
107 (95)

P as measured by Tendall's Tau is .015.

aOne person answered "don't know."

bThree persons gave a qualified answer, one answered "don't know"
and one gave no answer.

Source: See text.

Mainland residents were most inclined to believe that the problems

given would lead to a substantial outmigration whereas the nonmigrants

were least inclined to believe so. There is nevertheless such a sub-

stantial agreement on Question 56 (Table 13.8) as to constitute almost

a consensus. }Iost of the responses either stressed the role of the

problems listed in making it difficult for persons to stay in Hawaii

or the belief that the answer was so obvious as to deserve little

elaboration.
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However, the best answer to this question is not at all obvious

to the author. In the first place, there are locals and inmigrants from

the Mainland and the two groups can be expected to be influenced

differentially by the problems listed and to react differently as well.

In this regard, five persons observed or hoped that it would be mainly

Mainland inmigrants who will depart. Further, persons in different

age groups are affected differentially by the problems and have differing

levels of commitment to Hawaii. Five Mainland residents stressed

(correctly in the author's view) that it would be mainly the young

adults in the local population who woul.d leave. Furthermore, the

Mainland is not free of the problems listed. Five persons observed

that the problems listed exist on the Mainland as well. Hawaii does

have its attractions in spite of existing problems, but only one person

mentioned that Hawaii is still an attractive place to live. Concerning

the local population, there is another important consideration which

has been a central argument in this dissertation: why people initially

leave and why some of those leaving do not return may be caused by

entirely different considerations. It can be argued that these problems

will not in themselves stimulate local persons to leave, but may dis

courage persons on the Mainland from returning. Thus, the problems

listed rr~y be mainly an indirect source of population loss. In fact,

information provided in this dissertation lends support for this view

point.

Some of the more perceptive responses to the question under dis

cussion are given below. All show insights into the migration process

that the author could have benefited from prior to the beginning of the

study.



"Yes" or Qualified Answer

Japanese female nonmigrant.
Maybe yes because of high costs, but if this is where

you want to Qe you will make ends meet somehow and as for
crime and pollution, a lot of Mainland cities are in worse
shape than we.

Japanese female living in California.
I don't think families would pack up and move out but

students who came to the Mainland to go to school or look
for a job might. Cost of living is easier here with more
to do, higher wages. If they're here long enough to find
that out, and long enough to overcome homesickness.

Japanese female who lived six years in California.
Housing is the prime factor to many people who would like

to move back. If we didn't have parents to live with, we would
not have returned even if there was a job available.

Japanese female living in California.
Although it may not include very many "native" Hawaiians,

I feel these problems wi Ll. cause many to leave Hawaii. For
one thing, many Mainlanders move to Hawaii to get away from
the "rat-race." If Hawaii gets that way, why stay there,
too?

"No"

Japanese female living in California.
I know students in college on the mainland (referring to

teacher occupation) who do not find a job in their profession
eventually settle for something else--because they want to
stay in the Islands. Regardless of the high cost of living,
HawaLL people still manage to "survive" it--people still manage
to buy houses (Those on the mainland wonder how they do it--o~

course, the husband and wife must work for all times).

Japanese msle living in California.
The natives will move or stay for other reasons

(generally) and they are probably the only significant
population base.

Korean-Caucasian female living in California
They I the local population] \\Till make ends meet and

continue to accept things as they are.

Hawaiian female who lived for two years in Illinois and California.
No, because Honolulu (Hawaii!) is a big city and these

problems affect all big cities and most people grow right along
and adjust to these problems!

436
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The views of the persons above express a number of themes far

better than the author could; the differential reaction of locals and

recent inmigrants to problems, the importance of economic conditions

for local outmigrants who want to return, the sacrifices local people

routinely make to cope with existing problems in Hawaii, the fact that

problems are ever~vhere, and the role of established local families in

helping their children obtain their housing. It should also be noted

that problems notwithstanding, most persons in other parts of the

questionnaire gave Hawaii high ratings as a place to live. Only one

of the outmigrants gave any evidence in the questionnaire that

worsening environ~ental problems played an important role in the initial

move to the Mainland. Even among the Mainland residents more than

three-fifths expressed a preference to live in Hawaii if money were not

a problem.

Because of the above considerations, the author believes that

problems mentioned will not, in the immediate future, lead to a larger

local outmigration than has characterized the recent past. However,

if Hawaii eventually becomes another Los Angeles or r~nhattan,"

as many local residents fear it will, a substantially increased out

migration of locals could occur. Much of Hawaii's attraction derives

from the perceived lifestyle it offers; if living in Hawaii (especially

on Oahu) becomes like living in a typical large Mainland city in terms

of congestion and personal tensions, there will be less reason to stay.

13.8 Summary

In this chapter we have seen that in comparing Hawaii to the Nain

land, all three migration groups broadly agree that Hawaii offers social
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advantages ov~r the Mainland, but that economic conditions are superior

on the Mainland. However, the Mainland residents as a group are most

negative about economic conditions in Hawaii and, in addition, place

the highest values on economic conditions in evaluating whether to live

in Hawaii or on the Mainland. On the questions concerning changes

taking place and the future of Hawaii, the generally different orienta

tion of answers by migration status provide strong evidence that the

act of moving and living in a different place does broaden personal

perceptions. All groups are pessimistic as to whether Hawaii has

improved during the previous ten years and whether it will do so in

the next ten years. Environmental, economic and social problems were

all mentioned frequently in the evaluations. Most persons in all

groups viewed the inmigration of Mainlanders and outmigration of locals

with mixed to negative feelings. For both groups the concerns were

largely social, rather than economic. The overwhelming majority in

all groups believed that major problems facing Hawaii could cause many

persons to leave Hawaii in the future, but the author does not foresee

an upsurge of local persons leaving Hawaii in the near future.

This ends the evaluation of the questionnaire results. If there

are any outstanding conclusions to be derived, they are that barring

economic collapse, the outmigration of local residents is largely in

sensitive to economic conditions; in contrast, the rate of return to

HawaLL is sensitive to economic conditions in Hawa LL, In the f'o Ll.owi.ng

chapter, results of personal interviews with those in the sample who

resided on the west coast will be discussed.
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CHAPTER XIV

MOTIVATIONS AND ATTITUDES OF THE MIGRANTS

AS REVEALED BY PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

14.1 Introduction

When this study was first envisioned, the author hoped to inter-

view 25 nonmigrants, 25 returnees and 50 migrants who answered the

questionnaire. However, only seven of the 30 nonmigrants and nine of the

48 returnees answering the questionnaire volunteered to be interviewed.

In contrast, 73 of the 118 Mainland respondents indicated a willingness

to be inte1~iewed.l As a result, a decision was made to interview only

the migrants. Although the exclusion of the nonmigrants and returnees

was unfortunate from the standpoint of the study, the interviews with

the Mainland respondents nevertheless in themselves yielded a ,~ealth of

information concerning why other people did not move to the Hainland and

considerations LnvoLvad in a possible return to Hawaii.

, Those willing to be interviewed were geographically scattered from

the Philippines on the west to Alaska in the north and Maine on the east

lThis marked contrast in willingness to be Ln t e rvLewed deserves
comment, The author believes it was due to three factors. Undoubtedly,
those in Hawaii tended to be much more self-conscious of their English
and worried about making a bad impression on a pres~~ed (correctly)
Mainland-born Haole. (A number of those interviewed reported being self
conscious and defensive aboet their English when they first moved to the
}~inland.) A second consideration is that generally the topic held con
siderably more interest to the migrants. The third factor was simple
curiosity; many wonder-ed if the crazy researcher was ac t.uaILy going to
travel to the Mainland to conduct the interview, and others wanted
current news on what was occurring in Hawaii.
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coast. A decision was made by the author to interview those in Washing

ton, Arizona and California. There were 49 in these areas who indicated

a willingness to be interviewed. Of this number, one person subsequently

decided she did not wish to be interviewed, another who lived in a remote

rural area literally could not be located on the day of the scheduled

interview, and three moved to a new area before the interview could

take place. Interviews were conducted with the remaining 44 persons.

A brief description of each person interviewed is contained in

Appendix G. Persons cited in the text are referred to by the number

assigned to each person listed in the appendix. Appendix G shows the

marital status of those interviewed: married, 32; divorced, two;

separated, one; and never married, nine. Of the 25 born in Hawaii who

were ever-married, 15 were married to persons born in Hawaii. Eleven

of the latter number first met their mates on the l~inland. This is

an indication of the tendency of local outmigrants to seek the company

of other local outmigrants after arriving on the Mainland, a phenomenon

that will be discussed in Section 14.5.

Of those interviewed, half were male. The breakdown by race is

as follows: 12 Japanese, 10 part-Hawaiians, 10 Haoles, five Chinese,

t,vo Filipinos, one Portuguese, and four of mixed Asian and Caucasian

ancestry. This distribution is similar to the percentage distribution

of all Mainland questionnaire respondents (Table 9.6). All non-Haoles

and three of the Haoles were born in Ha,vaii. At least in terms of

educational attainment, ethnicity and attitudes expressed in the question

naire concerning Hawaii and the Mainland, those interviewed seem to have

been similar to others living on the west coast who answered the question

naire but were not interviewed.
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In general, those interviewed were at least middle class financially.

Most owned the houses they lived in; several were palatial by Hawaii

standards and most were larger and more solidly constructed than the

average house in Hawaii. In terms of attitudes as well as income, most

seemed to be "middle class" with conventional social and political

beliefs and high occupational aspirations for their children.

Without exception, all interviewed were extremely courteous,

friendly and eager to be of assistance. With the exception of one who

wanted to impress the author with his material success on the Nainland

and two who had specific grievances against Hawaii which they \l7ished to

express, the author never detected even a subconscious motive to dis

tort accounts of past events. One attribute that characterized those

interviewed was a general unpretentiousness. Many stated during the

interview that Hawaii's people are "real" in contrast to the "plastic"

denizens of the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas; the demeanor of

those interviewed did nothing to dispel their favorable self-images. All

appeared to have lost their Island speech patterns to at least some

extent. Among those interviewed who were born in Hawaii there was a

positive relationship of adoptions of Mainland speech patterns and

assertive behavior with expressed happiness concerning living on the

Mainland (see Section 14.7).

In the balance of the chapter discussion will focus on the following

insights from the interviews: memories of growing up in Hawaii, circum

stances surrounding the initial move to the Mainland, why the initial

locations on the Mainland were chosen, why those interviewed are still

on the Mainland, whether moves back to Hawaii to live are ~~pected, and

various considerations contributing to adjustments made on the Mainland.
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14.2 Memories of Growing Up in Hawaii

Of the 44 interviewed, 37 were born in Hawaii. More than three-

quarters recall growing up in Hawaii as an overwhelmingly positive

experience. The very question 'IHhat did you enjoy most about growing

up in Hawaii?" usually elicited rhapsodic discussion of the joys of

childhood in Hawaii. Typical was the response (no. 10):2

Hey! You wear your zories and your shorts. Walk around
town, the informality of it. Now that I live (on the Mainland)
I can think of a million things I enjoyed about growing up in
Hawaii, but when you live there you just take it for granted.
The various foods ..•. People are marvelous, warm and
friendly.•.. They genuinely care about you.

Most who gave positive responses mentioned the people of Hawaii

specifically as being more "genuine," "real," and "caring" than those

on the Mainland. About half mentioned relatives outside their immediate

family as being important to them Hhen they were growing up. Not

surprisingly, the beaches, ocean and mild climate ~vere also frequently

mentioned although most said it was mainly the "people" that made

Hawaii a special place to grow up in. There was general agreement that

children grow up "more slowly" in HawadL than on the west coast. Hawaii

Has generally perceived to be a less competitive place where children

learn less about "worldly things," and initiate dating and sexual

relations at a later age than those on the Mainland. Most, although

not all, believed this "slowness" was something to be desired. Many who

personally preferred to live on the Hainland believed Hawa Ld, wa s the

ideal place to raise children. Typical was the attitude expressed

2The number given matches the identification number given in
Appendix G. Identification numbers are used for all persons cited in
this chapter.
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(no. 37) that "Hawaii is a lousy place for adults to make a living but

it is the best place in the world for children."
I.

Only three of the Hawaii-born respondents thought that there was

little difference between growing up in Hawaii or the Mainland. There

were a few voices of dissent to counteract the generally rosy picture

of childhood in Hawaii. One female (no. 13) recalled being stoned by

classmates on the way to school because her mother would not permit her

to speak pidgin English. A part-Hawaiian male (no. 29) remembered

being humiliated by "Oriental teachers who favored their own kind."

Another (no. 40) believed that having a large number of relatives living

nearby was a disadvantage because "we couldn't walk down the street

without running into relatives. I felt too crowded." A Japanese (no.

32) recalled racial cliques in school and accompanying snobbishness.

Several who did remember growing up in Hawaii as being a positive

experience nevertheless believed they would have benefited by having

more exposure to the outside world. These negative views, however, are

far outweighed by positive memories.

Although the childhood memories may be generally idealized, they

are strongly believed and therefore an animating force in the "Hawaiian

distinctiveness" that most of the respondents still feel. l.Jhat is of most

significance for this study is the fact that the recalled childhood,.

whether happy or unhappy, appear to have not influenced any of the

decisions to move to the Mainland. However , the perceived memories have

a relationship to the desire for return to Hawaii. Those most positive

about their childhood had the strongest desires for return, although

some expressed the view that Hawaii had changed for the worse since
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their childhood. Both the questionnaire responses and personal inter-

views suggest that memories of a pleasant childhood and a desire to
~

recapture them for their own children if not for themselves is an

important consideration motivating return migration to Hawaii.

The seven not born in Hawaii all recall looking forward to moving

there. Their views of the Hawaii part of their childhood were generally

positive but unlike the Hawaii-born they stressed the climate, beaches

and beautiful surroundings, rather than the "people." They tended to

be much more critical than were the Hawaii-born concerning the quality

of the schools and the "narrowness" of Island living. All were

isolated from relatives to the extent that only the immediate families

lived in Haw.2ii.

The Haoles interviewed were asked whether they ever felt uncom-

fortable about being in a minority or were ever discriminatpd against.

All could recall both feelings on specific occasions, although being

Haole in Hawaii was not considered in general to be a serious social

handicap. The Hawaii-born Haoles encountered f ewe r problems than those

born on the Mainland, undoubtedly in part because they did not have to

adjust after a major move. Two of the males (nos. 3 and 19) recall

being assaulted by local toughs at school after their arrival in

Hawaii. Another (no. 7) remembers that in the first week after starting

school in Hawaii "(My sister and I) were refused seating at the lunch-

room table because we were Haole." All, however, agreed that their

problems lessened with increased length of residence in Hawaii. One

grievance was a belief that locals were favored for summer jobs. One

Haole whose father vlaS born and raised in Hawaii (no. 36) recalls, itA
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lot of Kailua Caucasian locals had trouble when looking for jobs. My

father's Aiea boyhood was a savior in getting service station jobs. I

would have had more trouble finding summer jobs if I had acted liko. a

Mainland Haole." A female who was born in Hawaii and had generally

positive childhood memories (no. 28) recalls:

When it came to jobs they definitely hired non-Caucasians
first. I had a devil of a time getting a job in the cannery
and all my friends who were non-Caucasian were getting jobs
there right and left. My grandfather called someone over there
and I was in just like that. . . • On the job I wore this dark
mask and looked superdark and my arms were covered. The Japa
nese boss thought I was Portugee. That's why he treated me
real nice. After he found out I wasn't Portugee he still
treated me nice but it was different.

Not all the problems Haoles encountered can be attributed to local

attitudes. For example, one Hawaii-born female (no. 11) who was

virtually the only Haole attending her high school remembers being

socially isolated because her father would not permit her to date non-

Caucasians. Mothers of at least two of the Haole respondents wanted

their children to attend Mainland colleges because of desires that they

marry Caucasians. To the extent that such attitudes occur, perceptions

by local no nwhf.t es that Haoles are "stuck-up" and race-conscious

certainly have a basis in fact. It must also be kept in mind that

recalled childhood experiences·of the Haoles interviewed were generally

positive. For Haoles, as well as the others, perceived memories of

growing up in Hawaii appear to have had no influence on the original

decisions to move to the Mainland.

Of those born in Hawaii, less than a third had visited the }minland

before graduating from high school. Almost all visits were either to

the west or east coasts. Memories most commonly recalled were of tall
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buildings, vast distances, the awesome beauty of certain west coast

areas, white faces everywhere, and unfriendly people. In practical

terms, however, exposure to the Mainland via visits does not appear

to have motivated any of the moves. One reason is that memories of the

Mainland had little practical impact on their lives after they returned

~

to Hawaii. Another factor was that those visiting as children in

general are not compiling information that is useful in determining

,.here to live. One may have vivid memories of Disneyland, for instance,

but those memories hardly provide a useful guide for determining living

preference. Most important, however, was the fact that those inter-

viewed began to assemble information about the Mainland as a place to

live only after a desire to leave Hawaii developed.

What the above shows is that outmigration of the local residents is

probably not related to exposure to the Mainland as children. Only

41,450 Hawaii residents were estimated to have visited the Main12nd in

1961 (Hawaii Data Book, 1971, p. 80) and the average yearly number was

certainly much less during the 1950s. By 1969 the number of Islanders

visiting the Mainland increased to 131,835 (Ibid.). Yet, the yearly

outmigration of locals during the 1950s and 1960s appears to have been

fairly constant. This is consistent with the argument presented in the

previous paragraph. If a desire to leave Hawaii is there, information

concerning living on the Mainland will be solicited. Apparently since

the mid-195Gs, this information has been sufficiently widespread that

the yearly volume of local outmigration has leveled off.

All but eight of those born in Hawaii recall having at least one

relative living on the Mainland when growing up in Ha,.aii. Perhaps
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three-quarters of this number were in California. Only two (one

Portuguese and one part-Hawaiian) recalled relatives who moved to the

Mainland prior to World War II; most moved to the Mainland between the

early 1950s and early 1960s. All stated that at the time they were

gro,nng up, these relatives on the Mainland were not important sources

of information about the Mainland. Either the relatives did not talk

about the Mainland in their letters or those interviewed were them

selves not interested in evaluating information received in terms of

deciding where to live. The latter again is an illustration that

available information about a given area was not important in motivating

moves until a desire to move was already established.

All persons born in Hawaii were asked what their impressions of the

Mainland were at the time they were sophomores in high school. Almost

all recall having only vague notions as to what the Mainland was like

and regarded it as essentially irrelevant to their existence. The

most common recalled perception was some variant of "it seemed so far

away and like a foreign country." Stereotypes of wide open spaces,

Haole people, cold weather and equally cold residents were reLalled, but

these views were in the main quite murky. Such impressions as were

gained were generally from television, movies and newspapers. Those

who visited the Mainland did not consider the visits informati7~ in

evaluating Mainland living conditions. For most, fellow students from

the }lainland were not important sources of information as they tended to

be in "different circles."

1,1hile it may be argued that much of the recalled "haziness"

resulted from "hazy recall" rather than the then existing hazy notions,
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the author believes from his own observations in Hawaii that the

majority of children growing up there today have exactly the same per

ceptions concerning the Mainland as those generally expressed in the

sample. Existing information concerning tne Hainland was generally not

absorbed because it was not then relevant to everyday life. In addition,

many things in life must be experienced to be comprehended. For example,

a description of a North Dakota winter to someone who has lived in

Hawaii all his life cannot carry the same impact as having that person

spend a winter there.

Excluding three Mainland-born Haoles whose parents planned for a

Mainland college for them, only one recalls a desire to move to the

Hainland before the junior year of high school. This person (no. 29)

had a well-formulated career desire to "play football Hith the best.

This meant Haoles on the Mainland." This general lack of interest in

living on the Hainland is certainly reasonable when one considers the

pressures of everyday adolescence and the fact that living on the }Ein

land was hardly a viable alternative before graduation.

In summary, most persons remember their childhood in Hawaii as

be:ng a positive experience that could not have been obtained on the

Hainland. However , these experiences, whe t he r pleasant or not, do not

appear to have been important motivations in the initial moves to the

fEinland. They are, however, a factor influencing return migration.

In general, those born in Hawaii did not absorb a great deal of in~

formation about the Mainland, at least on the conscious level, when

they were growing up. Notably absent among the Hawaii-born were both a

curiosity about, or a desire to live on the Hainland. One can conclude
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that asking a local sophomore in high school about attitudes concerning

the Mainland would yield virtually no useful information in predicting
•

lvhether a move to the Mainland will eventually be made.

14.3 Circumstances Involved with the Original Moves to the Mainland

In spite of their lack of interest in the Mainland during childhood,

those interviewed by definition were living on the Mainland at the time

of the interview. Obviously, changes in attitudes occurred between

those in growing up and at the time of departure. In order to under-

stand why the departures took place, the following four factors must

be considered: (1) the year first moved to the Mainland, (2) the overt

purpose for which the move was made (e.g., college or the armed forces),

(3) underlying motivations connected with the move, and (4) influeLces of

friends and relatives.

Table 14.1 contains a cross-tabulation between the first year

moved to the Mainland and the overt purpose for which the move was

undertaken.

Half of those interviewed initially went to the Mainland to attend

college. Most in this group left immediately after completion of high

school. Another fifth (including three-eighths of the males) left when

joining the armed forces. All left between late 1964 and 1966. Those

leaving for immediate employment or because husbands were moving tended

to move at a later date than those leaving because of college or the

armed forces. Overall, what is most notable concerning these moves is

the early date in which most were undertaken. Nearly half left by the

end of 1964 and more than five-~ixths left by the end of 1966. On the

average, those interviewed left earlier than the Mainland respondents
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Table 14.1

Year First Moved to the Mainland by Overt Purpose of the Move

Initial College Graduate Armed Parents
Moved College Transfer School Forces Job Marriage Moved Total (%)

1964 15 5 1 21 48
1965 2 2 3 1 8 18
1966 3 2 3 8 18
1967 1 1 2 5
1968 1 1 1 3 7
1970
or 71 2 2 5

Total 15 6 1 9 5 7 1 44 100

% of
total 34 14 2 21 11 16 2 100

%Male 60 50 0 89 40 0 0 50

Source: See text.

answering the questionnaire (Table lO.3A). However, according to the

questionnaire responses of those interviewed, the distribution by depar-

ture date was as follows: 15 in 1964, five in 1965, 10 in 1966, two in

1967, four in 1968, and 10 after 1968. The percentage distribution of

the above is similar to that given in Table 10.3A. It is evident that

some answered the question in terms of when a decision was made to stay

on the Mainland. According to the questionnaire responses of those

interviewed, only five originally went to the Mainland because of

military service. }lany apparently do not consider military service as

having constituted living on the Mainland. Assuming the sample inter-

viewed to be representative of the questionnaire sample as a whole, it

appears that the large majority of initial moves were undertaken within
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two years of completion of high school. It is evident that the timing

of the move was related to its overt purpose.

Of the fifteen who moved to college immediately after high school

graduation, four were from private high schools. All reported that

counselors strongly recommended attendance at Mainland colleges4 The

remainder from public schools reported no such pressures, Only two

left to attend a Mainland college in 1964 in order to obtain degrees

(in law enforcement and industrial design) not available in Hawaii.

Another went to junior college on the Nainland after failing the

entrance exam for the University of Hawaii. For the others, neither

the supposed superiority of a Mainland college nor necessity imposed by

not being accepted to the University of Hawaii motivated the choice of

attending a Mainland college. The dominant motivations, rather, were to

experience new things and acquire a measure of personal independence.

Most reported first feeling the desire to leave Ha'vaii to attend college

toward the end of the junior year or the beginning of senior year of

high school. An important influence was that of friends and relatives

who were planning, or had already decided, to attend a Mainland college.

As one person (no. 34) remembered, "The idea first occurred to me when

I saw many friends were talking of going to Hainland colleges. 1

thought, 'if they can do it, so can I! '" Another (no. 9) recalls a

brother already on the Y18inland who told her, "Corne up here to go to

school. You'll get a living experience you can never get in HaioJ'.di."

For the most part, the parents were supportive of those who wanted

to attend a Mainland college. Several respondents believe their parents

exerted subtle pressure on them to attend college and were glad for them
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to attend any college. Several of the Haoles reported that their

parents urged them to go to a Mainland college. In the case of one
~

person vaguely considering military service,

After I graduated from high school, dad asked me if
I would like to go to college in California and live with
my aunt and uncle. It boiled down to a chance of having a
brand new car and going to the University of Hawaii or
going to a California college. I decided California would
be nice to visit, so naturally I picked the California
college! (no. 22)

The support or at least acquiescence of the parents is to be ex-

pected as all but one who went to college had a Mainland college

education that was at least in part financed by the parents. In

Hawaii, there have undoubtedly been many in the past who desired to

attend a Mainland college but never did so because their parents were

unwilling or unable to "foot the bill." In the interview sample, five

who wished to attend a Mainland college irmnediately qfter high school

did not do so because parents lacked the financial means (or so they

said).

Six transferred to Hainland schools after attending the University

of Hawaii. In one case (no. 21) the transfer was largely dictated by

a father who put pressure on his son to be a dentist. No school of

dentistry existed then or nOH in Hawaii. The other five transfers have

the following elements in common: poor school performance at the

University of Hawaii, in large part because of extensive socialization

with friends from high school days; and a feeling that the only way to

escape this was to attend college without the distraction of old friends.

Typical are the following two memories:
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It was getting harder to study at the University of
Hawaii. I was running around with friends. I needed a
change of pace badly; to be able to study without dis
tractions. I decided it would be a good time to see the
Mainland and started to apply to Mainland schools (no. 42).

I was really bored with the University. I spent all my
time in social life. I met an East-West Center student and
he taught me a different perspective of the world. I found
there was so much over there. He would discuss international
affairs with me. None of my friends did. I saw my fri.ends
were narrow. All they cared about was parties and stupid
things. I thought "I have to get out of this rut." (no. 31)

In general, parents supported or acquiesced in the planned trans-

fers. As one person (no. 17) observed, "It was obvious my grades were

terrible. They were relieved it was a Mainland college instead of the

military." However, all said they would have transferred what.ever their

parent's views. A strong motivation to succeed is obvious; however, the

motivation in transferring ~aS not to go to a better college per se, but

to be in a social atmosphere more conducive to academic success.

The one person who initially went to the Mainland to attend

graduate school did so because the University of Hawaii had a poor M.A.

program in her field of study.

With only two exceptions, all going to the Mainland to attend

college expected to return. The two exceptions were the person choosing

an occupation for which no openings existed in Hawaii and the person

transferring to a Mainland dental school. In the latter case, the father

desired he stay on the Mainland to escape the economic demands of rel-

atives and for better economic opportunities.

All nine in the sample '17ho initially went to the Mainland via the

armed forces enlisted of their own volition. In one case (no. 25)

enlistment was seen as an alternative to being drafted, For the others
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a desire for personal independence, a chance to learn a trade, and to

stall for time while deciding what direction life should take. These

motives can be seen in the following recollections.

A lot of my friends were still around and we stayed out
late and played pool and never studied and dropped by the
wayside. We all ended up joining the army.... The recruiter
showed me catalogues of all these jobs and for a kid groping
around for something to do, all these job opportunities were
sort of overwhelming. (no. 20).

All of my high school friends were joining the service.
There were five of us from the same area. We decided to join.
We just joined. IQ. Why did your friends join?] There was
nothing else for us to do. None of us, I'm speaking of the
Hawaiian boys I grew up with, thought of continuing their
education. As for the Orientals, they figured on continuing
their education. (no. 41).

own.
be a
away
(no.

I went into the military because I wanted to be on my
I wanted to live in a different environment and not

burden on my parents. . . . I wanted to be stationed
from home and become psychologically independent.
6) •

I felt sick when the University of Hawaii did not give
me a football scholarship. I got one from [a midwestern
university] but didn't wan t to leave the Islands. Me and my
friends were hanging around and getting into trouble. Some-'
one said "Han, we're getting nowhere, let's enlist." Four
of us (all from the same high school) enlisted together.
(no. 37).

It was noted in Chapter IV that Hawaiians are disproportionately

represented among Islanders serving in the armed forces. Five of the

nine initially going to, the Mainland via the military route were of

Hawaiian ancestry. In four of the five cases, the fact that other

Hawaiian friends were also joining were primary motivations for

enlistment. The influence of friends wa s important in all types of

migration except those taken for marriage reasons, but whereas the
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Orientals generally used college as the vehicle for getting to the Main-

land, it was the armed forces for half the Hawaiians in the sample.,
Parents were unhappy about the enlistments in all but two of the

cases. In most instances, parents were tolQ after the enlistments were

a fact. Besides concern about the obvious dangers of serving in the

military, it was undoubtedly apparent to most of the parents that their

children were drifting, rather than attending college or settling into

careers.

The dominant motifs among those enlisting were the lack of long-

range goals and a relatively short consideration of enlistment before it

became a fact. None of those enlisting expected to stay on the Mainland

af,er completion of military service.

Of the five who moved to the Mainland for immediate employment,

one had motivations similar to the majority of those joining the armed

forces.

I didn't do well at the University of Hawaii. I was on
probation. I decided in my freshman year at the recruiting
table to join VISTA. It seemed an escape from school and a
chance to get my head together. Anyway, I had developed
"rock f ever" and wan t ed a new environment. (no. 3).

The other four moving to seek employment had the following elements

in common: increasing boredom, a desire to experience change, a reliance

on information from friends either on or returning from the Mainland, and

a delay in departure to accumulate sufficient savings for moving to the

Nainland. Nost notable was a sense of boredom.

I was getting restless living with my parents. I had
two girl friends who went to the Mainland after finishing
high school. They were making good money and seemed to be
doing a lot of things there. I really first thought about
going when my girl friends wrote and said they had a good
time going to Disneyland and Hollywood. I thought it would
be exciting and different. (no. 43).
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I fumbled around three jobs. All I knew was I was
bored and wanted to leave. I met this Japanese guy from
here (i.e., Hawaii) who lived on the Mainland and said he
was going to San Francisco. He said I could go with him.
I had a few hundred dollars. Since he was going I decided
to go with him. I had no idea how I would do it (i.e.,
make a living). I would just get in the plane and go. I
probably would have gone eventually, but I went then
because I could go with a friend. (no. 35).

That the available information from friends was selectively

filtered is illustrated by the comment below.

I had many friends come up to California to work and
experience the Mainland. Some liked the faster way of
life and a chance to travel. Girls would return to Hawaii
and say they didn't care for Los Angeles. I didn't listen
to this side, though. (no. 33).

In none of the cases was dissatisfaction with Hawaii salaries a

prime source of discontent, although those who wanted to leave perceived

that wages tended to be higher on the Mainland. There were several

females in the sample who were satisfied with their jobs in Hawaii but

who later moved to the Mainland with husbands. The typical reaction on

being asked whether the pay in Hawaii was adequate was that of a former

cashier (no. 14) who observed I'The pay seemed fine then. Actually, it

was lousy. Much lower than I got on the Mainland." Although the Hawaii

wages did not create the original dissatisfaction, the fact that wages

were perceived to be higher on the Mainland may have induced one or two

of those interviewed to take the risk and move.

The importance of friends and relatives as sources of assistance

as well as information is illustrated by the following person who did

not move until marriage.

I had wanted to get away from the smallness of the
Islands. I wanted to see different things and do different
things. I got antsy around business school. Hhat finally
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made up my mind to leave was another girl friend and I
decided to come up in two years. Then she decided not to.
I wasn't independent enough to just pack up my bags and
leave and come up here alone. I had no relatives or
friends up here. (nb. 10).

In all cases the parents were not happy about the proposed move.

Prominent was a concern about how the migrants would manage financially.

In all cases except for the person who joined VISTA, however, enough

money had been saved that the parents could not block the move by with-

holding financial assistance.

In all but one case, those going to the Mainland to seek employ-

ment expected to return after a maximum of four years. This in itself

is an indication that adventure, rather than a desire for better wages

provided the major stimulus for the initial move.

The only element the seven females moving for marriage reasons have

in common is that their moves were dictated by moves of their husbands

or husbands-to-be. In two cases their husbands decided to attend

college on the Mainland. Another married a serviceman who surveyed

wages and living costs in Hawaii and decided to move to the Mainland

after separation. One married a serviceman who was transferred to the

Mainland. In one instance, the husband was in a naval reserve unit

activated and sent to the Mainland. In another case the husband was not

able to find a suitable job in the restaurant business and returned to

his father's business on the Mainland. In the remaining instance the

former boy friend was transferred from Hawaii to the }1ainland and soon

after proposed marriage.

One person cited earlier had previously been eager to move to the

Mainland for employment and adventure, and another who had married a
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serviceman had been a military dependent in Hawaii and was psychologi-

cally prepared to move since high school days. The remainder were

characterized by strong local family ties,_ satisfaction in low paying

jobs, and no desire to experience the Mainland. In this group it seems

unlikely any would have moved to the Mainland on their own initiative.

However, as the following account indicates, love can conquer emotional

obstacles to moving.

When my husband asked me to marry him he was already
back in Virginia and buying a townhouse. He was worried
I would miss the Islands so he brought me over to see if
it (i.e., the Mainland) was all right. I wanted to get
married so I couldn't tell him I hated this place! I
said, "S 0 this is neat. I can live here. II I would have
gone to Timbuktu to get married. (no. 12).

The reaction of the parents to the Mainland moves made because of

marriages varied, but were generally ones of sadness and resigI1ation.

In none of the cases could the parents have blocked the move if that

had been their wish.

The two married to Hawaii-born mates and the one who had married

a Mainland-born Hawaii high school graduate fully expected to return

\vhen college or military service were over. The other four who married

persons from the Mainland realized at the time of the moves that return

would be highly unlikely.

The remaining person who moved when her parents moved (no. 43) was

Mainland-born and had stayed in Hawaii after high school graduation

only to continue orthodontic work on her teeth. She would almost cer-

tainly have moved even if her parents had stayed in Hawaii.

Several themes emerge from this section. All but one who moved

for reasons other than marriage were single and without family respon-

sibilities. With the partial exception of those made for marriage
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reasons, almost all moves took place within two years of high school

graduation. However, there were differences in timing of the moves

which were related to overt purposes. Those who went to the Nainland

to begin college did so immediately after high school graduation.

Enlistment in the armed forces generally following several months of

"drifting." College transfers followed a year or more of poor academic

performance at the University of Hawaii owing to oversocialization with

peers from high school. Moves to the Mainland for employment followed a

period of working and accumulating capital with which to make the

move. No one who moved for any reason owned a house or otherwise had

a large number of fixed assets.

Notable is a general absence of economic motives for moving. For

the most part, Mainland colleges were not chosen because they were

deemed superior academically or because they offered programs not

available at the University of Hawaii. Neither was the draft a

primary motivation for enlistment in the armed forces. Excepting the

moves dictated by the husband, the dominant themes are desires for

"change ," "adventure, II "see new things, II and to acquire personal in

dependence from parental control. The overt purposes were generally the

mechanisms by wh i.ch the underlying wishes could be accommodated. That

these attitudes did not portray a general rejection of Hawaii is shown

by the fact that the large majority assumed they would return to Hawaii

within a few years.

All persons interviewed were asked where their siblings were

living, whether they had previously lived on the Mainland, and if so,

why they moved. Admittedly, individual recollections are subject to
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considerable error, but reasons given for the moves of siblings were

much the same as those of the interview sample. For only a small
\

minority of the siblings were economic motives for moving considered

important. Common adjectives used to describe siblings moving the

Hainland were "restless," "adventuresome," and "independent." For those

never moving, common adjectives used were "unadventuresome," "Hawaii-

bound," llfamily oriented," and "simple." Some who went to the Hainland

but later returned were described as "not ready to break Island ties"

or some such variant. These adjectives used to differentiate movers and

nonmovers reflect the biases of those who have moved and not returned,

but the personality types conveyed do receive support from the question-

naire results.

It is interesting to compare the above observations with the

migrant personalities described by Taylor (1965). According to Taylor,

the "aspiring" migrant is characterized by dissatisfaction with his

present existence and a desire to experience a less restrictive social

setting and a better economic existence, especially for the children.

"Resultant" migrants are motivated by stark economic necessity. "Dis-

located" migrants have been separated by their friends and relatives

through marriage to one [rom another area, or some other reason. A

small minority of moves can be termed "epiphemonenal" and are caused

by reasons so unique and scattered that further classification is

impossible.

Although those in the interview sample who married persons from

the Hainland can easily be classified as "dislocated," most do not

really fit any of Taylor's categories. In order to understand why, it
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is worthwhile to note that Taylor developed his types on the basis of

an English village in which coal mines were being closed. There was,
an obvious strong economic incentive for migration and most of the

migrants were married men with children.

In contrast, unemployment rates in Hawaii were low in the late

1960s and although wages tended to be low and the cost of living high

by Mainland standards, living standards were nevertheless sufficient

that there was little stark economic hardship. Locals who left tended

to be young, unmarried, and without long-run fixed aspirations. The

most accurate description for most is not "aspiring," but "restless,"

or perhaps "adventuresome." Once marriage takes place and children

are born, the web of social obligations for the individual increases

greatly and individual latitude for making bold, gambling moving

decisions decreases considerably. Furthermore, one can judge from the

comments of the nonmigrants and returnees in the questionnaire sample

that these ties are generally emotionally satisfying. This increasing

web of obligations is probably especially true of the Japanese and

Chinese (see Chapter II for a description on social structure of

Hawaii's various ethnic groups) and help explain the extreme concen-

tration of young adults without children among the Japanese and

Chinese outmigrants (see Section 5.3).

One lesson to be drawn from the above is the need to distinguish

motives underlying long distance moves by age of the mover and whether

the moves are undertaken independently. Evidence was presented in

Chapter XI that later moves made corresponded much more to explanations
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generally given for moving (better economic conditions, better climate

3and the like) than initial moves mad~ as young adults.

14.4 Why the Initial Locations on the Hain1and were Chosen

Hany of those interviewed originally moved thousands of miles away

from where their residences were at the time of the interview. Those who

enlisted in the military followed a pattern of three months basic train-

ing in California followed by assignments in the south or midwest.

Several then went to Europe or Vietnam. In these cases the mover's

initial and subsequent moves in the military were not determined by the

individual. The same is also true for the initial move made by the

female who moved to California with her parents after the father was

transferred.

All seven individuals who moved for marriage resided in California

at the time of the interview. Howeve r , two originally moved to east

coast states and another initially moved to a Rocky }1ountain state. In

all but the following case, the person interviewed did not have any

input into the destination of the initial move.

I married a G.I. from Chicago. He wanted to move back
to Chicago because he felt there were no good jobs in Hawaii
and it was too expensive. I said lilt's either California or
Hawaii. II I wanted to move to Los Angeles because I had three
half-brothers and a sister there. He didn't really care too
much whether we went to California or Chicago so we moved to
Los Angeles. (no. 23).

All five who initially moved to assume a job were living in

California. The person who joined VISTA was assigned to a mid'\lestern

3Th i s was also shown by the responses given in the interviews,
especially for moves made from midwestern and eastern states to
California and from the Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan areas
to less urban areas of California.
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city; the remainder moved to California and at the time of the interview

lived within 30 miles of the places originally moved to. These four
~

never considered living away from the west coast at the time they were

contemplating leaving Hawaii because California was the only area they

felt they knew anything about. No one mentioned moving costs as a

barrier to moving to a non-west coast area; all left with the clothes

they were wearing and two suitcases. The psychological barrier of dis-

tance is illustrated by the following statement from one who did not

initially move when he had an opportunity to do so but who later moved

to look for a job.

When I was a high school senior I won a scholarship to
(an eastern school of photography). Then I looked at a map
and said "Jesus Christ (the eastern city) is halfway around
the world. I made an excuse and said, "Sorry, family problems."
I think if it had been California I might have accepted it.
(no. 35).

For practical purposes, Los Angeles and San Francisco were the only

areas considered by those seeking jobs in California. In all cases,

whether Los Angeles (the choice of three) or San Francisco was chosen was

determined by the location of friends and relatives. The importance of

the Mainland location of friends and relatives for persons seeking jobs

on the Mainland was aptly illustrated by the responses to the question-

naire (see Section 10.7) and will not be elaborated here.

Of the 22 who originally went to the Mainland to attend college,

lB were living in California at the time of the interview, with an

additional three in Washington and one in Arizona. Of those in

California, 11 originally went to college in California, compared to

two each from Oregon and the mountain states, and one each from Washington,

the south and the midwest. One each living in Washington at the time
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of the interview originally went to college in Washington, California,

and the midwest. The single person in Arizona attended college in the

~

midwest. This original scattering of locations is significant in that

in contrast to those who originally went to the Mainland to seek employ-

ment, a large share of those leaving to attend college were living

quite distant from their original destinations. Also apparent from the

sample is the net gain to California that accrues from the exchange of

college students between California and the northwest.

It was observed in Section 10.7 that concerning original destina-

tions, the motivations for choosing specific colleges were least

illuminated by the questionnaire responses. Thus, the author was par-

ticularly interested in responses given for why specific colleges were

chosen. Reasons given are listed below.

A. Colleges in California

My brother had moved to Los Angeles the summer before
so I packed my bags and moved in with him that summer. (no. 17)

My aunt and uncle (the only relatives on the Mainland)
lived in Fresno. They told my father I could live with them.
(no. 22)

I was accepted to a small school in Oregon, and Claremont
college. I didn't want to go to a small school or an all-boys
school. Maybe the counselor recommended the University of
Southern California. (no. 39)

I never thought of going anywhere but California. I could
have gone to Los Angeles, but my s Ls t e rs we r e here (in San
Francisco) and the older one said I could stay with her. (no. 5)

I never thought of anywhere but the west coast. The main
reason I chose San Mateo was my aunt was a cafeteria dietician
there. Otherwise, I didn't care wha t school I went to. (no. 44)

The east seemed too far a\Yay. The best school for my field
on the west coast was in Oakland. (no. 18)



Friends were going to school in Wisconsin and other mid
western states. That seemed too far away for me. Whittier
recruited Hawaii kids. I went there because my best friend
was going and there were a lot of Hawaii people and a Hawaii
club there. (no. 11)

I applied only to the University of Southern California.
It had a good dental school and my brother was going there.
(no. 21)

I went to San Mateo because I had friends going there.
(no. 34)

I think my concept of the l1ainland was the west coast.
I really wanted to go to school in Los Angeles but I had
relatives in San Francisco so my mother pushed me to corne
up here. (no. 1)

I got a scholarship to go to any college I wanted. I
picked Los Angeles Community College because it was on the
Mainland, but closest LO Hawaii. Also, my sister was here
and I could stay with her. (no. 40)

I went to San Francisco State because I had visited San
Francisco once and felt I knew it. I never even considered
an~vhere else. My friend and I went there together (no. 31)

B. Colleges in the Northwest

After looking at college catalogues, I applied to Oklahoma
State because my brother went there. It seemed so far away. I
thought about Colorado State but couldn't transfer credits from
a semester to a quarter system. The out-of-state tuition for
the University of Oregon and California was high. That left
Washington and Washington State. I didn't want to go to a big
city (Seattle) so I went to Washington State. (no. 42)

I had relatives in Washington and my mother went to Pacific
Lutheran. Therefore, I went there, too. (no. 28)

My friends were going to the University of Puget Sound.
The four of us just went up there together. (no. 28)

I didn't want to go further than the west coast. I
wanted to get away from horne, but not that far (laugh).
The cost and distance were best at the University of
Oregon. (no. 9)

465
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C. Non-West Coast Colleges

I got a football scholarship from Brigham Young. They
suggested I go to ~a junior college first and since I was not
prepared academically, it was good advice. I went to the
junior college they told me to. (no. 29)

My mother had a very close church friend in Nebraska. She
had me go there since the friend could look after me. (no. 38)

I applied to the University of Colorado, Baylor, Dartmouth
and a sr.aLl, school in Oregon. I got turned down in Oregon. I
knew Colorado was a party school. I applied to Dartmouth because
it was Ivy League, but it seemed too far away. I applied to
Baylor because my brother told me it had a good medical school.
(no, 36)

My father was in the IOOth Division during the war and thought
it would be a good idea for me to go to the Hainland and see the
world. He felt there were too many Orientals on the west coast
and wanted me to go to the midwest to mix with other types. I
went to school in Indiana because my uncle went there and
liked it. (no. 15)

My brother talked about going to school in Wisconsin.
He said it was a good school. I wanted to find out what it
was like to be in a minority so I ruled out the west coast.
Out of curiosity I went to Wi~consin. (no. 4)

Apparent in the above recollections is the deterent effect that

distance played in the choice of many who went to west coast colleges.

Also evident is the role of friends and relatives either attending the

college of choice or living in the general area of the college. Again,

this is especially true for persons going to west coast colleges.

College quality did not seem to be important in most deliberations; for

most it was the Mainland experience that was considered to be of the

most importance. Also notable in almost all cases was the narrow range

of choices to Qegin with. Given the vast number of colleges on the

Mainland, this can hardly be otherwise. There was no evidence that the

University of Hawaii was avoided because of perceived academic weaknesses;
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even those who transferred from the University of Hawaii did so not

because they were dissatisfied with its academic quality but, rather, to
I.

escape social situations unconducive to good academic performance.

Although the sample of persons going to non-west coast colleges is

small, it does appear that persons going to them were in the main more

"adventuresome" than persons attending west coast colleges.

In summary, most moves not dictated by marriage or military con-

siderations were strongly influenced by information provided by and/or

the physical presence of friends and relatives. The distance deterents

in the main are psychological or impediments to receiving information

rather than financial, although a few stated that one reason to move to

the west coast was that relatives in Hawaii could be visited most easily

from there. Inasfar as the Mainland was thought about, it was essentially

a west coast perception for most. Whereas information from others was

often sufficient to determine a particular college choice, the physical

presence of others at the destination was needed to stimulate a move

for employment purposes. For the above reason, migration to the

Mainland for job-related purposes is strongly directed to the San

Francisco and Los Angeles metropolitan are~s and it is unlikely that it

4will, in the near future at least, become large to other areas.

14.5 First Impressions of and Adjustments Made on the Mainland

All persor.c interviewed vividly recalled their first impressions

of the areas first moved to on the }1ainland. This is hardly surprising

4However, the relative proportions going to Los Angeles and San
Francisco could shift. The author believes, for reasons stated in
Section 11.3 that San Francisco is probably gaining at the relative
expense of Los Angeles.
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as it was the first time on the Mainland for most, and the movers

realized then that life would change abruptly from the past.,
Occasionally, the initial reaction was one of excitement.

When I was on the airplane I was sort of scared. I got
off the plane in Los Angeles and sniffed the air and looked
around. I then had a feeling, "y ou' re going to like it."
(no. 32)

I thought I would freeze to death because everyone said
how cold (Oregon) was. In fact, it was the most beautiful
weather I ever experienced. I could not believe it when I
walked off the plane. (no. 9)

More often, however, the reaction was one of shock and trepida-

tion.

I was shocked when I flew into San Francisco and it was
all foggy, dead looking and gray. I called my. parents at the
airport and said, "I don't think I can live up here." They
said, "Stay in college and see how you like it--after a while
the p lace grows on you. II (no. 18)

I came into Los Angeles at 7:00 in the morning. It was
gray and cold. There was a metallic taste in the air. I saw
smog. I said, "How can people live like this?" Weather alone
impressed me when I got off the plane. (no. 22)

Coming_in (to San Francisco) from the airport I was
nauseated. It was foggy and wet and smelly with industrial
wastes. I said, "Jesus Christ, what am I doing?" It was
unbelievable. I was freezing my ass off. I regretted it
right away. It was so bleak. (no. 35) .

Almost all believed that either their prior expectations concerning

the first area moved to were grossly in error or, if adequate, still

could not substitute for the practical experience of living there. For

those in the military, the experience of basic training (universally

detested while in "boot camp") was much more vividly recalled than the

area itself. Those in small town colleges in the northwest and midwest

tended to have all their social life on campus. However, friends and
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relatives in California were invaluable in providing places to stay,

knowledge of California ~ustoms and dress habits, a general orientation

to the area moved to, and sometimes financial assistance. The extent to

which this support was depended on is illustrated by the shock of one

respondent when expected help did not materialize.

I wanted to go back home. The day after I arrived I
felt lost. My sister wasn't living with a bunch of girls.
She was living with a guy. I thought I would be living
with my sister and her friends and it wasn't going to be
that way. What was I going to do? Catch the next plane
home? ( no. 40)

Those who moved to the Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan

areas were most impressed by the vastness of the t\170 areas and the many

"things to do." In general, however, there was shock at the perceived

unfriendliness of the residents of the two cities. This reaction was

usually more muted for areas outside these two cities. Otherwise,

reactions of persons moving outside these two areas were as various as

the types of areas moved to. For most, whether they were in Los Angeles

or Wisconsin, winter came as an unpleasant shock. Those going to

colleges outside California lived on campuses and were insulated from

the towns the colleges were located in. Their reactions tended to be

to fellow students and the college programs themselves.

Most persons were characterized by homesickness during the first

year on the Mainland. For those working in large cities, it tended to

be muted by a whirl of activity to see the "hot spots." College

students reported their homesickness was worst during the holidays when

other students left campus to visit their families. Homesickness tended

to be acute both among those in the military and others moving for
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marriage reasons. In the former case the military life itself was

generally disliked and there was little interaction with persons living

off base. Several who were sent to southern military bases had

unpleasant memories of racial attitudes there. With one exception, those

marrying nonlocals found themselves in isolated social situations with

no relatives or Hawaii-born friends in the vicinity.

Most who moved to non-east coast areas had Hawaii-born friends and

relatives nearby during the first year on the Mainland. At colleges

the Hawaii clubs played important roles in introducing the Hawaii

students to each other and organizing social events. At schools that had

large numbers of Hawaii students (notably Los Angeles Citv College), it

was possible to experience a social life that was almost a continuation

of high school days. Females who came to California for employment

were likewise surrounded by friends and relatives from Hawaii. In the

Gardena and surrounding areas, Hawaii-born residents were sufficiently

numerous to support various Hawaii social clubs and a number of Hawaii

specialty stores. TIle most isolated'tended to be those in the military.

One recruiting tactic was to tell potential enlistees that if they

joined the army, they would be assigned to an all-Hawaii battalion.

TI1at was indeed true for basic training, but those who had joined

would then be sent to different bases and only rarely did friends in

basic training see each other afterwards.

Excluding those in the military' and those moving to non-west coast

areas, those having little interaction with other Hawaii-born individuals

during the first year on the Mainland tended to be either socailly

isolated or desirous of new experiences. The former (two in the sample)
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perhaps had the roughest adjustments of all interviewed. Three persons

fell into the latter group. One person (no. 32) recalls:
I-

(My friends my first year on the Mainland were from the
Mainland) only because I did not want to associate with people
from Hawaii. I wanted to experience new types of people.
Friends from Hawaii just like to stick together in a little
group. Why come to the Mainland to be with friends from Hawaii?
It just didn't make sense.

Dissatisfactions with the first areas moved to tended to be

social, rather than economic in nature. Only one reported any difficul-

ty locating a job (it took her two months) and even in this case the

husband found a job immediately. Many reported locating jobs immediate-

ly. For most, the salaries and cost of living were pleasant surprises.

Typical was the reaction of the person who moved when her husband's

reserve unit was activated (no. 30). "At my first job in San Diego

I got $50 a week more than I got in Hawaii. I thought, 'wow,' and our

rent was way, '.,lay lower."

Even though the adjustments were painful for most, the only person

who made plans for immediate return (and did return for a short while)

was the person with the one year contract with VISTA. For most, the

presence of friends and relatives helped immensely in adjustment. Some

even met their future Hawaii-born spouses during their first year on the

Mainland. Almost all recall that homesickness eventually abated,

usually after about six months to a year on the Mainland. Yet, even

after a year on the Mainland, most still assumed that they would return

to Hawaii. However, the obvious fact is that all persons were still on

the M~inland at the ·time of the interview. \~~y they stayed on the Main-

land will be the focus of the following section.
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14.6 Why Those Interviewed Stayed on the Mainland

The question of why those interviewed were still on the Mainland

in many cases defies easy explanation although most listed financial

reasons prominantly. For most, both individual personalitie.s and

circumstances unique to the individuals played roles. For many, it can

be said that staying on the Mainland "just happened."

Several came home for a long anticipated visit and suddenly dis-

covered that Hawaii or their friends were not as they remembered.

Typical are the following:

When I came home, Hawaii seemed a different place. I
visited my best friend in high school. When I returned,
I didn't even know her. It seemed I had changed so much.
I thought I hadn't changed, but I had changed. I had ex
panded my life, but she hadn't.

Hawaii seemed small. I had never thought of it as
being small. I started really seriously thinking of
staying on the Mainland at this time. There seemed so much
more to do. So many more interesting people to know. (no. 11)

After I got out of the army I came back to Hawaii to
look for a job. Things didn't look promising jobwise, but
that isn't the real reason I didn't stay. I got bored after
a week. There seemed to be nothing to do except to go to the
beach. I realized that there was so much more to do in the
Bay Area I couldn't do in Hawaii. After two weeks I was
happy to leave. (no. 37)

Six persons actually returned to Hawaii for varying lengths of

time after residing on the Mainland. Reasons for return to the Mainland

a second time were varied. One (no. 38) stayed in Hawaii while her

Mainland-born husband served in Vietnam. Return to the Mainland was

fully expected in this case as the husband expected to settle in his

home town. Another (no. 9) returned to Hawaii from college for financial

reasons. Return to the Mainland was envisioned after graduation from

the University of Hawaii because "partly I wan t ed to get away from
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home and the protective environment my mother gave me and partly I

didn't function well in warm weather." The third person (no. 44) was

discharged from the military in Hawaii. He checked out policemen's

salaries in Hawaii and determined there was no way to "survive" in Hawaii

unless his Mainland-born wife was gainfully employed. This led to a

successful search for employment on the west coast.

Another (no. 20) drew his last army assignment in Hawaii and

decided to continue his education at the University of Hawaii as he

could then live at home and receive money under the G.I. Bill. He then

returned to the Mainland to attend graduate school because "I was pushed

into graduate school by a professor, there are limited job opportunities

in chemistry in Hawaii and I loved the southwest when in the military."

The fifth (no. 4) returned to Hawaii to teach in high school, taught for

three years and then went to library school in Seattle because "I wented

to to to a good library school not too far away from home; I wanted

the degree to work at a (local) research center; also I wanted to get

a,....ay from home for a wh.iLe s "

The sixth person (no. 3) moved back to Hawaii twice; the first

time to continue at the University of Hawaii after a stint in VISTA.

After encountering the same motivational problems that inspired the

VISTA experience, he enrolled in a college of photography in California.

His plans were to work in photography in the Bay Area, but meanwhile

his Hat....aii-born wife (\....hom he met at the Hainland college) found a job

for him in Hawaii. The move worked out poorly because

I didn't realize how Hawaii had changed for the worse.
There were buildings and crowds and ugliness everywhere.
(My wife) liked California and did not want to move back,
an~....ay. She was always having hassles with her mother.
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Hawaii was confining in marriage, especially since my wife
didn't like the beach that much. The company experienced
a recession and I was stuck with lab work. We weren't even
getting off Oahu to visit the outer islands. Af iar' two years
I had a friend in California who was opening up a studio in
the Bay Area. He asked me to join him. We were thinking of
moving to the Bay Area at this time, but the friend's business
made the move possible at that time.

In the above case the reasons for discontent were so varied that

one can hardly point out a single cause as being predominant in

motivating the final move to the Mainland. Although a "trigger"

existed that caused the move to occur when it did, it probably would

have occurred eventually. The above example is noteworthy in that it

is the only case among those interviewed in which environmental con-

siderations appear to have played a role in a move to the Mainland.

This supports the observation that although the presumed environmental

deterioration of Hawaii is a topic of frequent conversation among local

residents, its role in stimulating the outmigration of locals is

minimal.

In four cases a decision was made to stay on the l1ainland after a

check of job opportunities in Hawaii. Two cases among persons returning

to Hawaii have already been cited. Another person after release from

the military

• . . checked out job possibilities in Hawaii. Several jobs
were available but salaries were considerably below what they
were in California or Colorado. In Hawaii the starting salary
for a pharmacist was $6.00 an hour or less. In Colorado it
was $6.50 an hour but in California it was $8.50 an hour or
more. I had visited San Diego when on leave from the army and
it seemed to be beautiful and not overbuilt. I wrote to several
places there and we moved after I got a job offer. (no. 8)

In nine cases a decision was more or less made to stay on the

}~inland either because a determination was made that job opportunities

and salaries were better on the }~inland or because a job offer by a
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Mainland firm was made immediately after graduation. Two respondents

were s=ill attending college at the time of the interview and the real

decision concerning whether to stay on the Mainland occurred after com-

pletion of college. Three females did not wish to remain on the Mainland

but were unable to return because of marriage with Mainland-born husbands

with no desire to return to Hawaii.

In twenty-three cases, representing slightly over half of all per-

sons interviewed, there was no obvious time in which a conscious decision

was made to stay on the Mainland. A common sequence was starting at the

bottom of the job ladder, receiving a rapid promotion or finding a

satisfying job, marriage, children, and the buying of a new house. All

of these events tended to cement attachment to the Mainland, but at no

particular time was a determination made to stay on the Nainland.

Typical is a couple in which the husband transferred from a non-west

coast college to another in central California for the specific purpose

of completing college.

I had a very good job. Our daughter was doing very good
in school and getting local recognition in sw.Lrnmi.ng , Hy hus
band became very fond of my boss, who has introduced us to
other nice people. We settled down without realizing it.
Suddenly, (this town) was home. (no. 13)

In several instances the stay on the Nainland was more or less

involuntary and dictated by circumstances. An extreme example is a

male (no. 15) who came to the Mainland to attend junior college. At

the time he started college he was hired by the U.S. Postal Service.

After two semesters he quit college and the job was converted into a

fulltime one. Two years later he married a native of California who did

not want to move to Hawaii. He has requested a transfer to Ha\vaii but
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until someone in Hawaii requests a transfer to San Francisco such a

transfer is impossible. 5 The response to the question of whether the

job was enjoyed was "I'd rather be doing something else but I don't know

what. But it is security and I make pretty good money." The response

to the question of why no move back to Hawaf.L had been made was "My job

is here. Her family is here. She would rather stay in San Francisco.

Also, we have no money to move." Although the general tenor of responses

was closer to the person cited on the previous page than the one dis-

cussed above, it is nevertheless true that for most the increasing job

and other attachments to the Mainland were greeted with mixed feelings.

Irrespective of reasons given for deciding to stay on the Mainland

or when the decision (really, nondecision in many cases) to live on the

Mainland was made, almost everyone cited economic reasons when asked

"Hhy have you not moved back to Hawaii?" After several interviews the

litany about lack of jobs, low pay and the high cost of living in

Hawaii became predictable. A few examples will suffice to summarize

feelings on this subject.

The pay
almost twice
ridiculous.
in Hawaii is
at what they

for a policeman in Hawaii is ridiculous. I get
as much up here. The cost of living is also
How do Hatcai L guys do it? The policeman's exam
super-easy but they cannot get qualified people
pay. (no. 44)

I make $11.25 an hour. We just visited our parents in
Hawaii. My parents are both pharmacists and they are both
making between six and seven dollars an hour. We have our own
home and it is very comfortable. With the difference in wages
and housing costs we see no reason at all to return to Hawaii.
(no. 8)

5One reason for the lack of enthusiasm for transferring from
Hawaii to San Francisco is that federal employees in Hawaii receive a
cost-of-living allowance (COLA) that has varied bet\veen 15 and 20 per
cent of base pay in recent years. There is no cost-of-living allowance
in San Francisco but San Francisco is the most expensive of all west coast
cities to live in.
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Jobs in my field (electrical engineering) are scarce in
Hawaii. A couple of the guys I know who graduated with me
went back to Hawaii and could not find jobs in their field.
They are now working.as policemen and are having a rough time
financially. • • • I have also known several engineers in the
department on levels higher than myself who have gone back to
Hawaii, for perhaps family reasons, and are making the same or
less than I am and are trying to live on the economy that exists
there. They are living in homes that could not compare with the
home I just bought for $41,000 and they are paying $83,000 for
something like a 55 year lease. How can I give all this up?
I love it here. (no. 17)

Many cited examples of siblings who stayed in Hawaii or friends

who returned to Hawaii and were suffering financially as a result. If

the stories were to be taken as literally portraying economic conditions

in Hawaii, one would conclude that Hawaii is an economic "disaster

area." Yet, it is obvious to anyone living in Hawaii that many are

doing quite well financially. Most of the returnees and nonmigrants

who answered the questionnaire did not perceive themselves to be in

economic distress. There is undoubtedly an element of rationalization in

the stories related to the author. Yet, the differences in the general

economic well-being of residents in Hawaii and the west coast is real

enough that the perception of better economic well-being on the west

coast was universal among the migrants interviewed.

Other reasons were given for not returning to Hawaii, the most

common beir-g marriage considerations, positive attributes of the area

lived in, and perceived worsening environmental or social conditions in

Hawaii. However, in almost all cases these considerations appeared to

be secondary to economic ones. Those who had mixed feelings about living

on the Mainland invariably stressed economic considerations to the 'ex-

elusion of everything else whereas those who were basically pleased to
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be living on the Mainland mentioned positive aspects of Mainland living.

This theme will be elaborated in the following section, in which present

perceptions of Hawaii and the Mainland will be discussed.

In summary, reasons for deciding to stay on the Mainland were

varied. In more than half the cases it can be said "it just happened."

For some, it is easy to visualize that a return to Hawaii might have

been made under slightly different circumstances. Common to all persons,

however, was a perception that their financial situation on the Mainland

was much better than it would have been had they stayed in Hawaii. With

the exception of the person (no. 10) who observed '~oney is not impor-

tant to me anymore. I would rather be poor and happy living in Hawaii

than have money and be miserable living here in California," no one was

willing to immediately give up an obtained standard of living on the

}~inland to move back to an uncertain future in Hawaii.

14.7 Present Perceptions of Hm,aii and the Nainland

Respondents \,ere asked the following questions concerning per-

ceptions of Hawaii and the Mainland.

1. iThat do you like best about the area you live in now?

2. \That do you like least about the area you live in now?

3. iThat do you miss most about Hawaii?

4. Do you often wish you were back in Hawaii?

5. If money were no consideration where would you prefer
to live? Hhy?

6. (If person answers "Hawaii" to Question Five above) If you
had to live on the }~inland and money were no consideration,
where would you like to live? ~~y?
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Questions five and six will be considered here first because

responses to these two questions proved to be good predictors as to how
~

the other four questions were answered.

Of the 44 respondents queried, there was the following distribution

by living preference: Hawaii, 26; either Hawaii or a Mainland state,

four: the area in California presently lived in, three; an area in

California other than the one lived in, four; Oregon, three; Colorado,

three; and Wyoming, one. Among persons listing Hawaii as the preferred

area, the distribution of preferred Mainland states were as follows:

the area of California presently lived in, 13; the area lived in

Washington, one; an area in California other than the one lived in,

six; and state not lived in, six (three for Oregon, two for Colorado,

and one for Florida). One notable difference between persons ex-

pressing a preference for Hawaii and the }minland is that the former

were much more likely to give the area presently lived in as the Main-

land choice.

Based on the'content of the interviews, the author classified the

respondents into three broad groups: tho~,e who have acquired a }minland

orientation and appear unlikely to return to Hawaii under any circum-

stances, those who have made a satisfactory adjustment to the Mainland

and appear content there but who nevertheless have retained strong

positive feelings about Hawaii, and persons who would clearly be happier

if they could live in Hawaii and enjoy a standard of living comparable

to what they have obtained on the ¥~inland. Although the classification

may seem arbitrary, the author believes that with two exceptions the

respondents fall clearly into one of the three categories. The two
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persons in question indicated strong ambivalent to negative feelings

about Hawaii and positive perceptions of where they were presently
\

living,_but nevertheless insisted they would prefer to live in Hawaii

for retirement because their "roots" were there. With reluctance, the

author classified both as being equally attached to Hawaii and the Main-

land. A total of 13 were classified as having a Mainland orientation,

14 seemed to be content on the Mainland but with strong positive feelings

toward Hawaii and 17 appeared to be "out of place" on the Mainland.

Five of the 10 Haoles but only seven of the 34 non-Haoles inter-

viewed had a definite Mainland orientation. With two exceptions, those

with a Mainland orientation were characterized by ambitiousness, an

appreciation of economic opportunities on the Mainland, a "non-people"

personality, and basically indifferent to hostile attitudes towards

Hawaii. If they were born in Hawaii, their speech was closer to Main-

land than Hawaii patterns. It may be significant that all four who

reported that growing up speaking "pidgin" was a handicap on the Main-

land came from this group. If aspects of Hawa.ii were missed they were

generally the food and climate and parents, but not Hawaii people in

general or relatives beyond the immediate family. Negative feelings were

often expressed that Hawaii was becoming overcrowded and overcomrnercial-

ized. Most enjoyed the Mainland "faster way" of life. Typical was the

statement (no. 17) "After a week or two in Hawaii I'm half dead. I've

done everything and there is nothing more to do." Another (no. 35) said

Up here people are not afraid to try different things and
people admire you for your daring. In Hawaii people are cliquish
and they try to cubbyhole you. If you're from (the area grown
up in), you're automatically second rate. I'm appreciated here.
They know my skills. They are open minded and receptive to new
ideas.
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The two exceptions to the personality characterization given in the

second sentence of the above paragraph are examples of dislocation. One

(no. 26) was a military dependent while in Hawaii. At the end of her

high school year she married a serviceman and "I was no longer a student,

I was a military wife. People started avoiding me." Such negative

feelings were undoubtedly reinforced by her husband, who strongly felt

discriminated against while stationed in Hawaii. The other was a

housewife who left Hawaii when she married someone from the Mainland.

Why she strongly preferred the Mainland at first was a puzzle to the

author as she had never thought of leaving Hawaii prior to the marriage

proposal and her demeanor during the interview seemed to suggest a

Hawaii orientation (see following description). However , it was

eventually revealed that she had been married previously and "I have

bad memories there; I just want to stay away." Although lacking the

strong ambition that characterized most in this group, she averred that

she was becoming more aggressive, that her husband and children were the

only family that mattered to her any more, and that she hoped a sister

would not make a contemplated move from Hawaii to her area because "I

don't want to babysit." In most Hawaii local families it would be con

sidered treasonous to express such sentiments openly.

On the question of where the respondent would like to live if money

were no consideration, all gave .:l Nainland location but only two listed

the area presently lived in. \Vhat is most significant is the fact that

no one listed e Lt.her the "friendliness of people" or the location of

friends and relatives as considerations. Rather, considerations focused

on climatic and scenic considerations as well as "things to do." Several
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listed places they had never been to but had heard positive things about.

Many expressed an interest to see more places on the Mainland when asked,

about living choice. Choices given and justifications given for the

choices reflect the basic personality profile discussed above.

Those characterized as having a dual orientation (i.e., having

favorable attitudes about both Hawaii and the Mainland) were, without

exception, well adjusted to where they were living. However, in con-

trast to the first group described, they thought often about Hawaii

and still had emotional attachments to it. If one were to characterize

the two groups, it would be that whereas those with a }~inland orienta-

tion probably would not move back to Hawaii even if offered a salary

increase equal to the difference in the cost of living, those with a

dual orientation would not move back to Hawaii if offered the same job

at the same salary but would strongly consider it if offered a salary

increase equal to the difference in the cost of living. Five in this

group specifically mentioned that Hawaii is a better place for children

if not for adults. In contrast, none in the Mainland group made this

observation. Two had definite plans to return to Hawaii once a specific

goal on the Mainland was accomplished, but the others appeared to be

exercising no direct action (such as checking for jobs in Hawaii) that

would facilitate an eventual return to Hawaii. In this group there was

a strong sentiment that the Hawaii people wer e "special" and that it was

unfortunate that Mainland residents were not as friendly; If one were

to characterize this group, it is that in the main they are 9utgoing,

people oriented, socially adaptable, and without the strong career

ambitions apparent in the Mainland-oriented group.
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When asked where they would prefer to live if money were no con-

sideration, five gave a Mainland location, four answered that it was a
~

toss-up between Hawaii and a specific area on the Mainland, and five

answered "Hawaii." There was a marked ambivalence in the answer-s and

the author received the impression that many of the responses might have

differed given a different mood of the respondent. Most missed in

Hawaii tended to be the parents and the friendliness of Hawaii's people,

although climatic and scenic attributes were not overlooked. However,

the large distances, "things to do," and economic opportunities on the

Mainland were appreciated, although the econowic advantages on the Main-

land tended to be emphasized much less than among those with a }~inland

orientation. Only one picked the area lived in as the preferred

residence if money were not a consideration. However, four chose thier

area lived in as being equally preferred with Hawaii or, if Hawaii was

given as the first choice, the preferred location. Persons in this

group, in common with those with a Hainland orientation, did not men-

tion the location of friends and relatives or the attributes of people

as justifications for the Mainland choices. However, persons with a dual

orientation showed little interest in visiting new areas on the Mainland.

Only two of the 10 Haoles, but 15 of the 34 non-Haoles interviewed

could be termed "HawaH oriented." Both Haoles were born on the Mainland

and missed the "sun and surf" and warm ocean. The non-Haoles had a num-

ber of elements in common: strong Hawaii speech inflections, modest

demeanor, a reticence, and a social alienation from the Hainland. In

common with those having a Hainland orientation, they stressed the

economic benefits of living on the Mainland. Howeve r , they were
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otherwise unimpressed or negatively impressed by other attributes of the

Mainland. The prevailing sentiment was summarized by the woman (no. 7)

who expressed the view that "I hate to think that I will spend the rest

of my life over here, but yet I think it will be too hard to move back

home." An extreme view of the alientation from the Mainland is provided

by the person (no. 10) who observed, "I've been here in California for

six years and I've c!ways considered Hawaii home. I've no roots here."

In contrast to those in the other two groups, a majority living in

California insisted that many or most of their friends on the Mainland

were from Hawaii. In fact, in four cases the return of former friends

to Hawaii was a source of discontent. Those without friends from

Hawaii stated they did not have many friends.

All wjth a Hawaii orientation expressed a desire to return to

Hawaii to live if money were no consideration. Almost all stressed the

friendliness of the Hawaii residents in contrast to the "coldness" of

persons on the Mainland, the longing for friends and relatives still in

Hawaii and the "easy pace" of life in Hawaii. The following is typical.

If.hat do I miss about Hawaii? Sometimes the food. The
beaches and sitting around on sand. The ocean, everything.
I really miss the people the most. People in Hawaii are so
much friendlier than up here. I feel uprooted in personal
relationships. I'm used to being away from the family now,
but I still miss them. Living without relatives is sort of like
living in a vacuum. (no. 18)

When asked about living preference on the Hainland if money wer e

no consideration, 10 gave the area they presently lived in. This appears

ironic in view of the fact that few could find positive things to say

about the area they lived in beyond the abundance of economic oppor-

tunities. Of those who did list the area lived in, four stated it was
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the only Mainland area they were familiar with and the other six were

attracted by Hawaii-born friends and relatives in the area. As one (no.

23) observed, "With so many Hawaii friends and relatives here and the.

Hawaii food stores in Gardena, it's not so strange even though it's

somewhere else." Two of the seven outside choices were also influenced

by "people considerations"; one listed Colorado because she had once

lived there and remembered people being much more friendly there than in

Los Angeles, and the other considered Illinois because she had a sister

living in a small town there who reported people there were much

friendlier than in California. People with a Hawaii orientation seemed

totally uninterested in exploring places not previously visited on the

Mainland.

One person Lnt ervl ewed returned to Hawaii to live the week follow

ing the interview, but the remainder of persons with a Hawaii orientation

had no immediate plans for return. In fact, most did not envision

returning to Hawaii before retirement. For most it was a matter of

economics; they were earning salaries much higher than they believed

were possible in Hawaii and buying houses they could not afford to buy

in Hawaii. Seven stated that their types of jobs either did not exist or

were in very limited supply in Hawaii. Most in this group have ac

quired job seniority that is nontransferable to Hawaii. Obviously,

those who have stayed do not want to move back so badly that they would

risk a substantial decline in their standard of living or getting a less

satisfying job. Undoubtedly, IDany would return to Hawaii if economic

considerations there improved.

Needless to say, the perceptions concerning the areas lived in

varied greatly. As observed earlier, those with a Hawaii orientation
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tended to be negative about almost everything except job opportunities,

whereas those with a Mainland orientation were generally quite pleased

with the area lived in, even though other. areas were preferred if money

were no consideration. The extremes in attitudes are shown by two per-

sons describing the same general area.

You want to know what we like about this area? We really
hate it here. The kids are mean and foul mouthed, there is no
parental concern, most mothers work and their children run
\rild. It is good for (husband's) job. He is ready for a
raise. He hates California as a place to live. The moral code
here is bad. Our neighbors are materialistic and unfriendly.

(Is there anything nice about this area?) No. Not as a
place to live. At least the smog where we are is not too bad.
(no. 27)

I love it here. The area is central and livable with
air conditioning. I love skiing, sailing, scuba diving.
I can go to San Diego, Marina Del Ray. The location is great.
If I go north I can go hunting. Mexico is to the south. East
is other states, Disneyland, Vegas, etc., all for the cost of
gas. I understand the people here now. Once you get to know
them they are warm, outgoing and friendly. I was shy when I
came here so I didn't realize it then.

(Is there anything you don't like about this area?) Sure.
Mobs of people, traffic, smog and crime rate. But these are
problems in Hawa i L. I've weighed Los Angeles on a cost-benefit
analysis against everywhere, especially Hawaii. In the dollar
area Hawaii is lousy. I have what I want here'. (no. 5)

In spite of the obvious differences in perception, which reflect

personal attitudes more than objective reality, there are several per-

ceptions on whf ch all agree. California's beaches and "cold" ocean were

universally abhored and avoided for swimming. Los Angeles's smog was

noted and disliked. The above quotation notwithstanding, there was

virtually a consensus that the people in the Los Angeles and San

Francisco areas were much less friendly and outgoing than those of

Hawaii. However, those with a Mainland orientation hardly cared whereas

those with Hawaii orientations believed this to be the most damning
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observation that could be made about these areas. From the reports of

those in Washington, Arizona, and those parts of, California outside of the
I

Los Angeles, Orange County and San Francisco areas, the people in these

areas are friendlier than in the large metropolitan areas of California,

although not as friendly as those in Hawaii. That these observations

are made by those previously living in the Los Angeles and San Francisco

areas as well as those who never lived in these areas gives them

credence.

All but those bitterly unhappy on the Mainland appreciated the

"things to do" in the Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan areas.

Most agreed that San Francisco was in a beautiful setting, but the same

observation was not made about Los Angeles. The three in San Diego

liked the climate there but opinions concerning the weather among persons

living in other areas were split. Those liking the area lived in

generally liked the climate whereas those with negative feelings about

the area lived in tended to feel the climate was too cold in the '\~nter,

too wet, too dry, or too hot in the summer. Considering the reputation

of Hawaii's climate, it'is noteworthy that approximately half of those

interviewed believed the climate in the area lived in was as good or

better than the climate of Hawaii.

In summary, attitudes concerning the Mainland and Hawaii were very

much a function of personal orientation rather than objective economic

conditions. Those with economic orientations were much more positive

about the Mainland and negative about Hawaii than the others with social

orientations. In fact, the personality differences between these two
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types was so marked that it was generally easy for the author to

accurately surmise the orientation after a couple of minutes of casual

conversation.

14.8 Husband-Wife Attitudes Concerning Living on the Mainland

The questionnaire did not reveal marked differences by sex con

cerning satisfaction about living on the Mainland. However, in the

fifteen cases here where both the husband and wife were from Hawaii, the

wife was much more positive than the husband about the Mainland in seven

instances, and the husband and wife held similar views in the remaining

eight instances. Although the sample is admittedly small and may not be

generalizable for local outmigrants in general, this greater }fuinland

orientation of the wives in the sample is notable because census data

show that prior to the 1950s most of the Hawaii-born nonwhites living on

the Mainland ,vere male but that in recent years the number of females on

the Mainland has grown faster than that of males,

In all cases in which the wife had a more positive attitude than the

husband, the reason was at least partly economic. All were pleased with

their jobs and said the pay was much better than they would receive in

Hawaii. Although all but two were then working, all said they would have

to work in Ha,vaii just to keep up v~th payments whereas working was an

option on the Mainland. The wives also stated they would consider moving

back to Hawaii only for the benefit of the husband. A comwon occurrence

in the interviews involved a husband talking about how he missed his

friends and the Hawaii lifestyle; the wife would then enter the con

versation and say something to the effect of "We could never afford to

move back; we would live a hand-to-mouth existence." The most
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hair-raising of disaster stories concerning the economic fates of couples

returning to Hawaii were told by cynical wives of homesick husbands. One

•
(no. 30) put it baldly, "My husband is terribly homesick for Hawaii. I

like nice things, though. Hawaii can't support my standard of living.

My husband might move back but I don't think I would."

In at least three cases, the reluctance to move back was related to

discontent concerning the perceived sex roles in Island families.

I'm glad I didn't follow the pattern of my friends who
stayed in Hawaii. From what I saw at the 10th year reunion
party, the majority of girls married and a lot of them were
divorced. A lot of those who were still married had husbands
who woul dn ' t let them go out. The maj ority of Oriental guys
are like that--yet they do it on the side. Stay home, cook,
cleanup and have a couple of kids. (no. 32)

I much prefer to be on the Mai~land. Back in Hawaii the
Hawaiian men drink beer together, chase other women and play
"who l s a man" games. I hated it when I went back to Hawaii.
I got into fights with all (my husband's) friends. They
lounged around the house and expected to be served at their
call .

. . . His way, the family is the Hawaiian way. That
means grandma interference. My way is the mother raises the
kids. I would get into fights in the Hawaii visits. The
"family" there is more important than husband and wife in
Hawaii. There is so much interference that families break up.
If we had gone back to Hawaii our parents would have fought
(our mutual problems) out. Here we do it ourselves. Every
thing here is the way we want it to be. We don't go to grandma
or grandpa for anything. (no. 10)

There was evidence of dissatisfaction with sex roles in Hawaii

among at least two of those married to Mainland-born husbands. In both

cases the husbands were enthusiastic about moving to Hawaii and the

wives were opposed in part because of satisfaction with Mainland jobs

and the perception as one (no. 38) put it, "Females in Hawaii have a

rough time getting a good job and the pay is terrible." One observed
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that her husband helped with the housework whereas this was unthink-

able for Oriental males in Hawaii. The other, of Japanese (on the

mother's side) and Haole ancestry gave the following devastating

evaluation of traditional Oriental males and females.

I've always dated Caucasians. I guess I was brainwashed
by my mother into thinking Oriental men were real pigs. I
remember my mother telling me, "Be sure to marry a Haole.
He'll treat you right." She told my orother, "When you grow
up be sure to marry a Japanese. She'll take care of you."
(no. 9)

The inference here that dissatisfaction with sex roles in marriage

may be stimulating the net outmigration of nonwhite Hawaii-born females

is admittedly speculative and based on scanty evidence. The widespread

feeling among the females that wages and job opportunities are much

better for fp~ales on the west coast than Hawaii is based on solid

evidence and this is a factor stimulating loyalty to the Ha Ln.Larid among

many of the females interviewed. The author cannot resist the observation

that any stereotype of the Island local women as being basically attrac-

tive ornaments pliant to the wishes of husbands and lovers is shattered

by the personalities of the women Lnt.erv i ewed , On the average, they Here

tough-minded, ambitious, and energetic. While husbands talked of

memories of friends, sun and surf, and Primo beer, the wives concentrated

on prosaic economic realities, the quality of Island schools, and

potential conflicts with relatives should the Isles be returned to. In

a number of cases where both the husband and wife were from Hawaii, the

husbands by their ovm admissions could not have completee college or

obtained their present job status and salaries without a strong push from

the wives. A majority of the vnves but few of the husbands stated an

indifference to sun and surf activities. The influence of sex roles on
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the outmigration and satisfactions of Islanders deserves considerably

more attention than was given in this study.

14.9 Husband-Wife Discussions on Returning to Hawaii

All married respondents were asked whether they and their spouses

ever discussed the possibility of moving back to Hawaii. Where the

husband and wife were in disagreement (with the wife almost invariably

preferring to stay on the Mainland) the subject was usually not dis-

cussed as it created conflicts. Likewise, the topic was not discussed

often among spouses with Mainland orientations. However, the subject

was sometimes discussed among spouses with dual or Hawaii orientations.

Among persons of both orientations the tenor of the conversation tended

to be as follows: "It would be nice to move back•... Yeah, but what

- will we live on, how can we ever afford a house there? Even if we got

jobs the pay would be much less than what we're getting.. . Yeah,

that's really too bad." No formalized action to faciliate an eventual

return seemed to result from any of the discussions. One person

actually did move back to Hawa.iL after the interview and her perceptions

on why her and her husband's discussions did not result in a decision to

move undoubtedly apply to a number of persons who say they want to return

to Hawai.L,

We talked about moving back all the time. In fact,
we'd planned to return as soon as we saved enough money to
ship everything back. But it was just an excuse. If we had
wanted to (return) badly enough, we'd be gone by now. Moving
back was a long term goal, really. (no. 10)

Although the interviews did not reveal which spouse generally

exercises the most influence in a decision to return to Ha"'aii, it

does appear that wives in several instances exercised effective veto
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power on proposed moves suggested by husbands. It may be that when

spouses disagree on whether to make a move, the usual result is that no

positive decision is made to move. Campbell and Johnson (1976) noted

a number of studies that showed a large proportion of divorced females

among returnees. They suggested this was due to the divorced wife's

need to return to her parents for comfort and financial assistance.

Although this is certainly a plausible explanation for some returns

(a few of the siblings of respondents interviewed returned to Hawaii

after a divorce in order to be with the family), of equal or greater

importance may be the opportunity to exercise individual living preference

unencumbered by consideration of the spouse's preferences. This is what

happened in the one instance in which a return move was made after an

interview.

In summary, the subject of returning to Hawaii was generally

avoided when the spouses were of different opinions concerning the

desirability of returning to Hawaii. Even in families where it was

often discussed and both spouses wished to return to Hawaii, the idea

of returning was generally dismissed as impractical, at least for the

time being. At least among the families interviewed it seemed unlikely

that the husband and wife would return unless both agreed that a move

back to Hawaii would be wise.

14.10 Perceptions on Whether a Return to Hawaii to Live is Likely

In Section 12.5 (see especially Table 12.7, Q23) it was noted that

two-fifths of the Mainland residents responding to the questionnaire

believed that a return move to Hawaii was at least likely. Nineteen

of those interviewed also stated on the questionnaire that a return to
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Hawaii was at least likely. When the question "Do you think you will

someday return to Hawaii" was asked during the interviews, however, the

general tenor of the respones-was that a return to Hawaii was proble-

matic at best (Table 14.2).

Table 14.2

Correspondence of Interview and Questionnaire Responses
to the Question "Do You Think You Will Someday Return

to Hawaii to Live?

Questionnaire

Yes, Next Yes, Good Don't Doubt Total
Interview Ye a r Someday Chance Know It No Interviews

Yes, Next Year 1 1
Yes, Someday 6 6
Good Chance 2 1 3
Don't Know 2 3 4 1 10
Doubt it 1 3 11 5 20
Will not Return 1 3 4

Total- 0 12 7 12 9 0 44
Questionnaire

Source: See text.

The fact that the interviews suggest that in general there is less

likelihood of a return to Hawaii reflects to a considerable extent the

fact that persons were voicing their hopes in the questionnaire whereas

they responded in terms of perceived actual probabilities in the inter-

views. This was especially true of persons who insisted in the question-

naire that they would retire in Hawaii. Several in the subsequent

interviews stated that given their present financial conditions, they

could not afford to retire in Hawaii. In a number of cases females
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answered the question in the questionnaire according to the husband's

wishes whereas they were much more considerate of their own feelings in

the interviews.

Reasons why most.believed a return was problematic to impossible

have been given earlier in the chapter; basically, those with a Mainland

orientation did not want; to return, those with a dual orientation had

adjusted well to the Mainland and were pleased with a Mainland standard

of living, and those with a Hawaii orientation felt "trapped" by their

jobs and/or marriage and did not visualize that a return could be made

without considerable economic sacrifices. It is of note that four of

the six who in the interview stated they would definitely return to

Hawaii had a dual orientation. These were persons who believed that

the Mainland was presently serving their economic and psychological needs

better than Hawaii could, but envisioned that Hawaii would be better

suited for future psychological needs. 6

How likely is a return to Hawaii for most? The fact that one

returned to Hawaii shortly after the interview is itself a manifestation

that future return migration will take place among those interviewed.

However, virtually all returnees in the questionnaire sample came back

to Hawai L within six years of the initial move. The fact that all but

two had resided on the Mainland for at least seven years suggests that

few of those Ln t e r vLewed will return during the foreseeable future.

6Reasons given by persons with a dual orientation are as follows:
(1) "Ny children will have a·better chance to exercise leadership in
Hawaii," (2) roots are in Hawaii but the Mainland is a much better place
to raise children and give them opportunities (two answers), and (3)
"When graduate school is completed I would like to be of service to my
people."
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Most of those interviewed were "settled," owned their homes and were

pleased with jobs and financial situations. Few were engaged in any

activity (such as actively checking on job possibilities in F~waii) that

would facilitate a return. Among the six who said trley would return, it

seemed probable to the author that three probably would return as they

had well-formulated plans for return and were actively checking job

opportunities in Hawaii. For the other three the possibility of return

seemed problematic. None of the others interviewed appear to the author

to be likely to return at any time before retirement.

In summary, most persons interviewed did not believe that a return

to Hawaii to live was likely. The author's own feelings are that no more

than a handful \'1ill eventually return, even if economic conditions were to

improve in Hawaii. The general content of the interviews prOVide a demon

stration of how return becomes increasingly difficult after a migrant

settles down in a new environment and develops social and economic ties

to the new area.

14.11 Other Questions Asked

All nonwhite respondents were asked whether they ever felt uncom

fortable about being in a minority on the Mainland and whether they

believed they had ever been discriminated against on the Nainland.

Chinese and Japanese were additionally asked if their Mainland-born

counterparts were different from Chinese and Japanese in Hawaii. Those

involved in white-nonwhite marriages were asked whether it was better to

be an interracial couple in Hawaii or the }illinland. All persons were

asked whether many Hawaii-born lived in the area lived in, whether many
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friends were Hawaii-born and if they had membership in any Hawaii organ

izations. Finally, all were asked what their attitude would be if they

stayed on the Mainland and their grown children expressed an interest to

move to Hawaii, and what their attitude would be if they went back to

Hawaii and their grown children wanted to move to the Mainland.

On the question of whether being in a minority group was a source

of discomfort on the Mainland, the overwhelming majority of nonwhites

stated it was either no problem or only a very minor one. Many said that

when they first carne to the Mainland they felt "strange" because of the

lack of Oriental faces but that this feeling disappeared within a few

years. Three females gave answers to the effect that they enjoyed

minority status because "I don't like competition." Those feH Hho felt

any discomfort (and it was minor in all cases) had a Hawaii orientation.

On the question of whether they had Deen discriminated against, all

stated that this had been only a minor problem or, to their knoHledge, had

not occurred. Several Orientals said it was good to be an Oriental in

California because employers had favorable stereotypes of their work

habits. The biggest discrimination problems were encountered by part

HaHaiians ,vho Here mistaken as Chicanos. They encountered hostility not

only from prejudiced Anglos, but also from Chicanos who thought they

were " s t u ck Up" when they did not respond to questions in Spanish.

Those facing these problems, however, all agreed that persons became

friendly to them upon learning they were from HawaLL. One person (no.

13) observed, "When you say to people you're from Hawaii, it's like a

magic word--it' s special. II There Has universal agreement among the

interracial couples that prejudice against them was not a serious
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problem either in Hawaii or on the Mainland. In short, being in a

minority· group on the Mainland did not seem to entail serious problems for

anyone.

The question "Are the Hainland Japanese different from Hawaii

Japanese?" typically elicited the response "Oh, you mean Katonks" and

an accompanying laugh. Hainland Japanese were believed to be more

"Haolefied" or more traditional or both by those Japanese interviewed.

Both observations are undoubtedly valid; whereas the Japanese in Hawaii

take their identity for granted, those on the Hainland are confronted

with identifying with the dominant white community or retreating into the

traditional Japanese community. The same obsel~ations concerning Mainland

Chinese were made by those Chinese interviewed although their images of

the California Chinese tended to be less clear-cut than those of the

Ha'vaii Japanese concerning their Mainland counterparts. All persons

interviewed agreed that one can tell a Nainland Oriental immediately by

his dress ("formal"), speech patterns ("Haolefied") and general demeanor

("they're not friendly or generous, unlike us local folks").

Host of the Japanese and one of the Chinese interviewed believed

that the Mainland Japanese and Chinese "look down" on their Hawaii

counterparts, although one (no. 13) qualified her statement by observing

"You don't know if they are less friendly to you because you are from

Hawaii or that is the way they are to strangers. They donft tell you."

Two contrary views of the supposed superiority complexes of Hainland

Orientals are given below.

The Japanese up here are terrible. They're not as
friendly. They look down on the Hawai.L Japanese. Maybe
it is because they have more cultural background and a lot
even speak Japanese. Some turn their noses at you. People
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in Hawaii are very friendly but sometimes too loud and Main
land Japanese don't like it. I don't like them, either.
(no. 32)

I don't have much of an accent so people here think I'm
a Mainland Chinese. (From the remarks of the Mainland Chinese
he knows) they definitely look down on Hawaii Chinese. Pidgin
English at best sounds somewhat illiterate. People from Hawaii
are socially naive.

Look at it from the other side. Here is this guy who
speaks pidgin English. He doesn't sound like he's very in
telligent at all, he has this baggy colored shirt, he looks
like some kind of queer. I mean the ones who wear the flowered
shirts and white slacks. Informal, dullard, dubious sexual
background, can't speak English. (no. 17)

From the interviews it seems apparent that it is not the presence

of Orientals per se_that attracts a large share of Hawaii's local Oriental

outmigrants to the two major metropolitan areas of California. Rather, it

is the presence of Hawaii-born friends and relatives who have previously

migrated to these areas.

With the exception of those living in the Los Angeles and San

Francisco metropolitan areas, all persons agreed there were few Hawaii-

born living in their areas. The majority stated that most or all of

their present friends werr Mainland-born. Not surprisingly, the half

dozen who said most of their friends were Hawaii-born lived either in

Los Angeles County (five) or San Francisco (one) and had Hawaii orienta-

tions. The [our who belonged to Hawaii clubs had Hawaii orientations.

Those who belonged to them felt they were important for meeting others

from Hawaii and for social activities such as bowling, baseball or

picnics. Approximately half of the remainder knew of Hawaii clubs in

their areas, but most had no interest in joining one.

The fact that those having mostly Hawaii-born friends and belonging

to Hawaii organizations had strong Hawaii orientations raises the
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question of whether having Hawaii-born friends and belonging to Hawaii

clubs hingers adjustment to the Mainland and contributes to personal un

happiness as a result. Based on personal observations, the author

believes this is definitely not the case. Those with a Hawaii orientation

who seemed most content on the Mainland were those with many Hawaii-born

friends and/or close relatives in the general area lived in. By con

trast, those who were the most unhappy on the Mainland either had had

Hawaii friends who returned to Hawaii or had been isolated from other

Hawaii-born persons since moving to the Hainland. This corresponds with

the findings of the study (Beijer et a1., 1961) which showed that the

Dutch emigrants who were the most maladjusted were those with few social

contacts either with other Dutch emigrants or native residents in the

host communities. In Section 14.4 it was shown that most of the out

migrants originally relied strongly on the emotional support provided by

others after first arriving on the Mainland. The usual pattern was for

Hawaii-born friends to be replaced by Mainland-born friends as adjust

ments to t he :Mainland were made. Those who continued to have mainly

Hawaii-born friends did so not because of the lack of opportunities to

change their friendship patterns, but because they did not want to.

In response to the question of how they would react if they stayed

on the Mainland and had children who upon high school graduation wanted

to move to Hawaii, virtually all said they would either encourage it or

at least would not discourage it. Some with a Hainland orientation did

say they would warn the children of the high costs and limited job

opportunities. To the quest jon restated "If you Here to move back to

Hawaii and your child wan t ed to move to the }1ain1and" the reaction was
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virtually the same although a few (all with a Hawaii orientation) said

they would prefer to have their children nearby. The prevailing attitude

to both questions was that their move to the Mainland had been mind-

broadening to them and they would not deprive their children of the

experience of living in a new area simply to keep them nearby. The

prevailing attitude is expressed in the following statement.

It is good experience to move away from where you
lived all your life, even if only for a short while. I
often wish my brothers would express an interest to get
away. They are stifled by being in the same place. There
is a great big world beyond Hawaii. You have a certain
degree of variety, yet there is also a certain degree of
sameness. I don't know. You feel stagnated if you stay
there all your life. (no. 11)

14.12 Summary

Perhaps the most significant finding from the interviews was the

fact that econowic considerations were minor among the reasons for moving

to the Mainland. The major motivations appear to have been restlessness

and a desire to experience something different. In almost all cases, the

initial move to the Hainland was not intended to be pennanent. Motiva-

tions for moving in almost all cases appear to have been derived

independently of any information received about the Hainland. Once the

desire to move occurred, the availability of information concerning

potential destinations became important. Original locations moved to were

very much influenced by the sources of information and the circumstances

under which the moves took place.

v.."'hatever the motivations for moving, the initial year of adjustment

was painful for most. Given this fact, it is no surprise that many of

the returnees who answered the questionnaire said they returned because
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of homesickness. With increasing length of residence on the Mainland,

however, these feelings generally lessened. In the majority of cases no

formal decision was ever made to stay on the Mainland; rather, it "just

happened."

Persons interviewed had three basic orientations. Those with a

Mainland orientation tended to be assertive, ambitious, and energetic.

To them the Mainland offered greater economic opportunity and a faster

pace of life. Those with a dual orientation tended to be extroverted,

"people oriented," and socially adaptable. Those with a Hawaii orienta

tion to a large extent were introverted and seemingly "out of place" on the

Mainland. None of the discontent of the Hawaii-oriented persons with the

}ffiinland was economic. The question that cannot be answered here is to

what extent these personality types existed before migration and to what

extent they developed because of chance occurrences after the move to the

Mainland. Based on the content of the interviews, the author believes

that chance occurrences on the Mainland in many instances were important

factors in whether a satisfactory adjustment to the }lainland was made.

1\~ere both the husband and wife were from Hawaii it was generally the

husband rather than the wife who wanted to return to Hawaii. Perceived

sex roles in Hawaii and the job market for women in Hawaf.L both con

tributed to the many wives who were reluctant to move back to Hawaii.

However, this husband-wife dichotomy was not evident in the questionnaire

sample and the findings here are speculative. In many of the families it

was apparent that the wife's views \Vere preventing a return to the Mainland.
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The subject of decision making on moves within families needs to be

explored further.

Among those interviewed it does not appear that many will return to

Hawaii in the foreseeable future. Most had been on the Mainland for at

least eight years prior to the interviews and had developed consider-,ble

economic and social ties to the areas lived in. The economic quandary

faced by many who wanted to return to Hawaii helps illuminate why return

probabilities in general are quite low after several years in a new

location.

Concerning other issues, it is evident that most Hawaii Orientals

rn10 move to the Mainland do not identify culturally with their Mainland

born counterparts. Nonwhites interviewed do not perceive discrimination

against them as being a severe problem on the Mainland. Most no longer

have a large number of Hawaii-born friends on the Mainland and only a

few belong to a Hawaii club. For persons with a Hawaii orientation,

however, the Hawaii-born friends and Hawaii clubs contribute to their

personal happiness on the Mainland. Fjnally, almost all stated having

a permissive attitude concerning children who grow up and want to move

far away; this is related to the fact that they themselves have made a

long distance move and have been changed by it.

A discussion of the relevance of this study to Hawaii population

policy and migration studies in general will be presented in the follow

ing concluding chapter.



CHAPTER XV

PROPOSITIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

15.1 Introduction

In this dissertation the outmigration of local residents from

Hawaii has been studied with the use of historical sources, published

and public use census data, a questionnaire distributed to 1964 graduates

of Hawaii high schools, and interviews of outmigrants living on the west

coast. Each of the levels of information yielded valuable information

that contributes to understanding migration on varying levels of

generality.

In this chapter, propositions concerning the nature of initial

outmigrations from given areas are provided. Implications of the findings

for population policies in Hawaii are then dealt with. Concluding the

dissertation is a discussion of the in,plications of this research for

migration research in general.

15.2 Propositions Derived from the Study

Based on the insights gained from the 1964 high school graduates

and the other information available about outmigration from Hawaii,

what generalizations can be made that add to our understanding of the

migration process? It must be kept in mind that motives underlying

short distance moves are in general quite different froID those of longer

distance moves. In this case, the shortest possible move from the area

of origin (i.e., Hawaii) is more than 2,000 miles~ Also a relevant con

sideration is the fact that Hawaii is an economic unit with a dominant
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urban center to which outlying areas are socially, politically, and

economically linked. Persons leaving the outer islands because of the

lack of a variety of economic or educational opportunities there have

an option of moving to a fairly large urban area (i.e., the Honolulu

S.M.S.A.) with a diversity of both occupational and educational oppor-

tunities.

Ttis study is most relevant for formulating propositions about the

nature of long distance outmigration of local residents from areas which

have a sufficient p,~ulation and a large enough urban area that there is

a diversity of economic and educational opportunities in it. Therefore,

those migrants moving out of a part of the ar~a because of a felt

deprivation can move to another part in wh Lch greater opportunities

exist. This would involve an area of perhaps at least 250,000 persons

with an urban center with a population greater than 100,000. A long

distance move is defined here as one involving a move to another economic

unit and a distance of more than 200 miles. A move of this distance

\\1ould involve a different place of employment and the severance of daily

person to person contact with old friends and relatives at the former

place of residence.

Given the conditions specified above, the author believes that

several propositions can be made concerning the volume and nature of

outmigration of those raised in a given area in the United States.

These propositions are given below.

FACTORS INFLUENCING OU1}fIGRATION

1. Barring an economic collapse in the origin and much better
economic conditions elsewhere, economic considerations
motivate only a minority of the first-time outmigrations
of local residents.
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Those who have been born and raised in an area tend to view economic

conditions in their areas as normal. They have the capacity to adjust and

make the best of whatever economic situations exist if they want to stay

in the area. The lack of economic motivations in the initial outmigrations

of the 1964 high school graduates in spite of better economic conditions

on the west coast illustrates this point. Another consideration is that

because of contacts in the area, the local residents tend to be best

able to withstand the economic vicissitudes in the area.

By contrast, the rate of outmigration of recent migrants is very

much tied to economic conditions. For example, among persons imported

for plantation labor in Hawaii, the rate of outmigration to the west

coast was initially heavy and the motivations for those departing were

mainly economic. Likewise, a heavy outmigration of recent inmigrants to

Hawaii resulted from the economic collapse during 1949-50 and the

economically difficult conditions of the early 1950s. Recent inrnigrants

have not had time to develop strong social ties to the area and, further-

more, are most subject to economic recessions in an area.

2. Unless economic conditions in the area are poor in
comparison to alternative destinations, most of the
initial outmigration of local residents is motivated
to a large degree by a desire for "change."

Most persons in late adolescence and early adulthood appear to

experience a period of restlessness. They want to become independent of

parents and others, and increasingly resent continuing influences on their

lives. At the same time, a curiosity often develops about other areas.

Hoving to another area, at least for a wh i Le , is a means by which both

the desire for an independent life and the experience of something
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"different" can be accomplished. If the obstacles to moving are not

great, a large number will move for these reasons. The author estimates

\

that more than half of the Hawai~ high school graduates during the 1960s

moved to the }~inland some time after graduation. Most of their move-

ment was stimulated by the above consideration.

3. In general, the desire to move is developed before
information about an alternative area as a place to live
is collected in a systematic way.

There is really no strong motivation to assimilate information

about an alternative location as a place to live unless a dissatisfac-

tion with the home area has already developed. Therefore, the amount of

underlying dissatisfaction with an area is relatively insensitive to the

amount of information available about alternative areas. Among the

persons interviewed in this study. in no case was the initial desire to

move stimulated by information about an alternative area. Once a desire

to move developed, however, information about other areas was solicited.

4. Hidespread information cuncerning alternative locations
is necessary if a large local outmigration from a given
area is to occur. This information comes largely from
persons who have previously left the origin to live in
the alternative locations.

Only the extremely adventuresome Hill leave an area raised in to go

to another area in Which economic, social and climatic conditions (or

educational conditions if a move is made for a college education) are

completely unkno\yo. The best sources of information are friends and

relatives who have previously moved. They have personally experienced

conditions in another location and can disseminate information to the

potential migraE~ in a meaningful Hay. In certain instances a labor
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recruiter can serve the same function. A government circular or recruit-

ment office, by contrast, cannot disseminate information as effectively as

friends and relatives.

5. Barring severe economic conditions at the place of orlgln
that promise to be chronic, most persons who initially move
from their area of origin at the time of the move do not
expect to be away permanently.

In this study, few of the outmigrants among the local 1964 high

school graduates expected their initjal moves to be permanent. Either

they expected to return or simply did not give the matter of permanent

residence serious thought. T1-.e desire to "get away and experience some-

thing different" was generally v i.ewed as a way of broadening one's self

rather than a rejection of the area lived in. Indeed, the main deter-

minant in the initial outmigration was the resolution of the opposite

pulls of experiencing something different and the security of staying in

a place that was familiar and comfortable. Because of this, the author is

skeptical of those who define migration as the moving away from an area

with the intention of never returning. A more adequate definition of

migration is based on the duration of the move as opposed to what is

thought when the initial move is made.

DESTINATIONS OF LOCAL OUTMIGRANTS FROB A GIVEN AREA

1. In voluntary moves, the choice of initial destination is
usually greatly influenced by the amount of available
information and/or potential 3ssistance offered by friends
and relatives living or who have lived in a given area.

Of course, this proposition can~ot be separated from that con-

cerning the role of information in stimulating the move. However, the

information tends to assume different forms, depending on the overt
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purpose for which the move is made. For instance, this study indicated

that information concerning a given college was often from someone no

longer attending that college whereas information concerning an area in

terms of job opportunities almost invariably came from persons who were

currently living in the area under consideration. Furthermore, persons

seeking immediate employment on the }~inland relied most heavily on the

actual assistance of persons living at the potential destinations.

Because friends and relatives effectively communicate information

concerning job opportunities, migration to specific locations for job

purposes is sensitive to the economic conditions there. Trends in the

inrnigration of Mainland residents to Hawaii mirror economic conditions

in Hawaii. From a very low number in the early 1950s, the volume rose to

a peak in the late 1960s and declined considerably in the early 1970s.

These fluctuations correspond closely to economic conditions in Hawai L,

One can assume that whatever the underlying motives for migration,

persons do not migrate with the expectation of failing economically!

This fact" and the effectiveness of friends and relatives in discouraging

potential migrants from going to areas experiencing economic difficul-

ties and encouraging them concerning areas experiencing economic expan-

sian explain ~vhy migration generally acts to redistribute population to

areas of e~~anding employment, even in the absence of economic motives for

. . 1rm grat aon ,

lThat it is mainly friends and relatives at destinations who are
the major sources of information for migrants wishing innnediate employ
ment is, of course, only a surmise. However, this is strongly supported
by the study.
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2. The distribution of initial destinations is linked
to the overt purposes of, the moves.

This is an obvious proposition; one would not expect the distribu-

tion of those attending college to be the same as those working as

secretaries or others who are actors. Yet this obvious fact is

generally ignored in mig~~tion studies. Because this is true, the

gravity models and intervening opportunities models that are based on

population at the destinatior. often give poor predictions of migration

to specific destinations.

One implication is that shifts in the destinations of migrants

over time may be more a function of changing distributions of overt

purposes connected with the moves than changing evaluations of places

for specific purposes or "expanding horizons" concerning the range of

potential destinaLions. In the case of Hawaii the distribution of

destinations for given overt purposes has changed very slowly wher-eas

marked shifts in the overall patterns of destination have occurred

because the distribution of moves by overt purposes have changed through

time.

3. The distribution of the original destinations of out
migrants may be markedly different from the locations
they eventually settle in.

The above appears to be intuitively obvious, but the implications

seem to be ignored in the migration literature. In the case of Hawaii,

for instance, areas preferred for college are often quite different from

those for permanent residence. Furthermore, different areas have

differential retentive power for migrants; this is largely a function
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of why individuals were attracted to them in the first place. 2 In the

case of the Hawaii outmigrants, this has meant that the initial propor-

tion of outmigrants in California is much lower than what one can expect

ten years from the time of the initial moves and the opposite is true for

especially the midwestern states. To what extent similar changes occur

in the case of outmigrants from other areas has, to the author's knowledge,

not been investigated.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCAL OUTMIGRANTS

1. Barring poor economic circumstances at the place of
origin, most first-time adult outmigrants are under
the age of 25 and are uT@arried or just marrying.

It is obvious that the average age of the first-time outmigrant

should be younger than the average of those involved in repeat migra-

tiou. The major reason why the initial outmigrants tend to be unmarried

adults, however, is that restlessness seems to be greatest among them and

constraints against moving .rre the least. Harriage itself acts as a

"trigger" for some long distance moves as it is much easier to move

:innnediately after marriage than to settle somewhere and then make a

move.

2. The proportion of first-time outmigrants over age 25 and/or
accompanied by children increases when economic conditions
at the place of origin deteriorate relative to those of the
destinations.

2
In the case of an area in which many of the inmigrants are in the

military, for instance, it is evLd errt that retentive power \\7ill originally
be 10\\7.
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Although it has been earlier stated that generally most first-time

outmigration is not stimulated by economic conditions, it is nevertheless

true that some who would not have migrated under ordinary economic

circumstances may feel forced to in bad economic circumstances. Many will

be older adults who did not previously contemplate migration because of

strong social ties.

3. The age distribution of first-time outmigrants is linked to
the overt purposes of the moves.

In this study it was shown that those attending college on the

Mainland tended to be just out of high school and those joining the

armed forces generally did not do so immediately after high school, but

usually did so within the next two years. In contrast, those going to

the Mainland in search of employment usually waited two years or more

after graduation in order to accumulate sufficient capital, and those who

married servicemen and others from the Mainland often did not leave for

at least five years. In evaluating the age distribution of first-time

outmigrants from a given ar"a, it is important to consider the distribu-

tion of overt purposes connected with the moves,

4. Where social cohesion is the greatest, the first-time
outmigrants will be most restricted to young unmarried
adults.

The period of young, unmarried adulthood appears to be that in which

persons are restless ever)~here and the mechanisms of social control are

the weakest. Therefore, the outmigration of young adults tends not to

be greatly affected by the amount of social cohesion in the society.

However, with marriage and children, the social ties in a society become

a very influential force in discouraging migration. In Hawaii, this has
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meant that the outmigration of local Orientals is especially restricted

to young, unmarried adults.

5. When talking about those who leave the area of origin
compared to those who stay, it is more relevant to
focus on personality characteristics than on objective
attributes such as educational levels.

One result of the reliance on census data in migration studies is

the tendency to describe migrants in terms of education, occupational

levels, income and other attributes and then make assertions concerning

the "quality" of persons who leave as compared to those who stay in an

area. Most students of the TIligration literature, for instance, are

familiar with the bit of wisdom that "migration often Lower s the quality

of people both at the origin and destination."

There are several problems to this approach. One is that many at

the time of migration have not completed their education or settled into

the types of jobs they 1rill hold later in their lives. Another is that

differences shown by census data may arise more from the opportunities

offered in different areas than from t he "quality" of the migrants t11em-

selves. Another is that shurt of the fact that it is known that a person

has migrated within a given time period, say within five years of the

census, we generally have no idea from the census of when individuals

migrated. Perhaps the most unfortunate result of the type of reasoning

generally used is the migrants get labeled as "superior" or "inferior."

=y the criteria for quality that are employed, academics generally are

quite superior indeed!

It is more productive to focus on the personality types who tend to

migrate or stay in a given area and avoid labeling that implies value
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judgments about what is "good." In the study undertaken it is clear

that in general those local residents who did not move from Hawaii were

more security oriented than those who left. However, in predicting

whether a person with a given personality orientation will migrate in

a given time period, objective circumstances that would assist or hinder

a move must be considered as well. In Hawaii, for instance, persons in

the more prestigious private high schools are strongly encouraged by

counselors to attend }1ainland schools whereas no discernible encourage-

ment to do so is given in the public schools. Concentrating on the com-

binations of the personalities of those who migrate along the objective

circwnstances surrounding the move will tell us much about why people

migrate and what the impact of the migration is likely to be in both the

area left behind and the receiving area.

THE VOLU1lli OF OUTMIGRATION

1. Under favorable conditions the spread of information
concerning alternative locations may be so rapid that
the yearly rate of migration increases from virtually
nothing to its maximum potential under given economic
and social conditions within a few years.

In the case of Hawaii, the outmigration of local nonwhites was at

a low level just prior to World War II. Except for those in the military,

it came to a standstill during World \\Tar II. Yet, under the favorable

postwar conditions it reached a level in the late 1950s yet to be sur-

passed.

Access to information concerning various areas of the Mainland is

certainly much more abundant in Hawaii today than it was in the late

1950s. This suggests that once a certain level of information is
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available, an increase in the amount of available information will not

by itself result in increased outmigration.

Is there a minimum level of outmigration of local residents one

can expect from a given area in the United States when information con-

cerning other places is freely available and obstacles to moving are

minimal? The author has estimated that by the late 1950s one could

expect that at least half of the local high school graduates could be

expected to move to the Mainland for at least six months within 10 years

of graduation. This may be a realistic estimate for the long distance

outmigration of local adults from a given area, even one as diverse as

the New York City or Los Angeles metropolitan area.

2. Barring great economic hardship in the area of origin,
the volume of local outmigration is relatively insen
sitive to economic conditions.

This proposition naturally follo'vs from the proposition that under

ordinary circumstances, most first-time adult outmigrants do not move

for economic reasons. Of course, there are persons who can be induced

to migrate when economic conditions worsen, but local residents for the

most part will tolerate considerable economic adversity to be able to

stay in the area of choice.

Institutional policies, however, can have a considerable affect on

the volume of migration. The 1960s and late 1950s, for instance, were

characterized by consider~ble military demands for bodies and low non-

resident tuitions at state colleges. In contrast, nonresident college

tuition today in most states reflects more accurately the real costs of

education and the higher enlistment standards that characterized the all
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volunteer army exclude many who would have been accepted in the 1950s

or 1960s. 3 Therefore, fewer today are moving to the Mainland via the

military or college route than was true 10 years ago.

RETURN MIGRATION

1. Under ordinary economic circumstances, most returnees
return mainly for social reasons.

This study lends no support to the commonly held view (see

Chapter III) that most returnees are economic failures. In fact, most

in the questionnaire sample believed their goals on the Mainland had

been met. The attitude of most was that their curiosity had been

satisfied and the experience was a broadening one. Virtually none

mentioned economic factors as motivating the return to Hawaii. Rather,

once the goals had been met, the attractiveness of family, friends and

the "local Iifestyle" proved to be sufficient to motiva1e a return. The

author assumes that findings "'ould be similar for other areas.

2. The rate of retuJn migration is very sensitive to economic
conditions at the area of origin.

At first glance, this may seem a contradiction to the proposition

stated above. Ho'vever, the e~~lanation is the same as that of why the

economically well-off areas attract more than their share of migrants;

people do not migrate in order to fail economically. A lack of economic

3
In 1976 an army recruiter was intervi'ved on local television. He

'vas concerned that more than 40 percent of applicants in Hawaii could not
pass the wrLt t en test for acceptance. However, it was noted in the same
interview that the enlistment quotas set for Haw·aii by all military
branches are easily reached.
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opportunity in one's home area is a strong deterrent to return, whatever

the social advantages there for the potential returnee. After all, the

migrants have had the chance to experience what differences in general

living standards mean in practical terms whereas these differences are

largely abstractions for those who have never moved. In the case of the

Hawaii migrants, it was those with a strong social orientation who

returned whereas those with more of an economic orientation are still on

the Mainland.

3. The rate of return mirration is positively affected by
the amount of social cohesion in the area of origin.

This is perhaps the main reason why the return rate of the local

nonwhites was much greater than that of the local Haoles to Hawaii. In

general, the nonwhites in the sample had stronger ties to their family

and friends in Hawaii and the local lifestyle than ,..hites and thus were

willing to make greater sacrifices to return. The lesser identification

of the whites with the local values also facilitated adjustment on the

Hainland. The sense of "existential insideness" (see Chapter III) that

local residents feel towards Hawaii was shown to be strong, even among

many of the long-time outmigrants. However, it appears to have affected

the rate of return migration much more than that of the original out-

migration.

FIRST TIME VS. SUBSEQUENT LONG DISTANCE MOVES

1. Underlying motivations for initial moves tend to be
quite different from those of subsequent movers.

This proposition is almost universally ignored in migration studies

because the possibility of prior moves made by migrants is rarely
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\ 4
considered. Yet there are several reasons why this proposition should

be valid. It appears that for most young adults the initial move is

related to the psychological needs for adult statys, independence, and

exposure to a wider world. For most in the study sample, the initial

move to the Mainland fulfilled those functions quite well. This

effectively negated the need for a second move to serve these purposes.

Secondly, the initial move for most involves at least some degree of

social dislocation. This in itself makes a subsequent move easier to

make. The initial move itself often results in psychological changes

that result in less of a security or social orientation., Living in more

than one place in itself gives practical information on living conditjons

in different types of areas. Later moves tend to be made at later ages

and are more likely to involve married couples with children and persons

with well formulated long-range goals. Lastly, the simple fact of once

having made a successful move may reduce psychological barriers to moving

in the future.

In short, assumptions about the nature of migration that do no~

differentiate between first time and repeat moves may be largely in-

applicable for explaining first-time moves. The fact that this was not

fully realized when the study was ini tia ted r e sul ted in a number of f aul ty

assumptions, which were reflected in many inaccurate tentative expecta-

tions (see Chapter III). In understanding the nature of long distance

migration, it is essential that the circuHlstances surrounding the initial

4A notable exception is Taylor (1969) who noted that the first
time outmigrants and the repeat migrants tended to have different
motivations for leaving the villages in the study area.
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moves and the changes engendered by them be understood because they are

often the preludes to subsequent moves.

The propositions above merit testing with a variety of different

populations with differing racial and economic characteristics. The

author is confident that most propositions would be demonstrated by such

studies to be both accurate and highly helpful in discerning patterns

and motivations involved in the outmigration of local residents from

given areas.

15.3 Implications of the Study Findings for Population Policies

in Hawaii

It was noted in Chapter I that a great amount of concern has been

expressed by the present state government concerning the supposed

negative consequences of excessive population growth. At the same time,

the Governor on numerous occasions has expressed concern about the loss

of the local residents due to economic problems in Hawaii. Thus, the

Governor has been publicly committed to maintain the economic growth

needed to "keep our young people in HawaLd ;." Two \vell-publicized pro-

grams for keeping the skilled professionals in HaHaii have been the

building of the local Jaw and medical schools, both of wh i ch are

characterized by high per capita training costs and disputes concerning

their quality of training. At the same time, the Governor has advocated

erecting legal barriers to the inmjgration of persons from elsewhere. 5

5Concerning immigrants from abroad, the governor has proposed that
they be distributed nationally in accordance to the resident population
of each state. Hawa i i, leads the nation in the number of legal inunigrants
admitted per resident population and annually receives four to five times
the national average. However, the number of illegal immigrants entering
Hawaii annually is very small.
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In response to proposals from the governor, the state legislature has

passed measures setting residency requirements for state government

jobs and more stringent criteria for welfare eligibility, especially for

general assistance.

Undeniably, to have economic growth without accompanying inmigration

is the "best of all worlds" if one is a zealot for "local" interests.

However, the proposed laws to slow inmigration are of marginal relevance

and those setting residency requirements may be unconstitutional. 6 The

percentage of state jobs held by persons with less than a year's residence

in Hawaii is minimal and if the law governing residency requirements for

state government jobs stimulates an investigation into the informal

hiring practices within the state governlllent, the results could Hell back-

fire in terms of intended population policy. Host inmigrants from the

Mainland are well-educated with specialized job skills and are not likely

c2ndidates for the welfare rolls. Most able-bodied unmarried males

receiving general assistance welfare benefits before the law prohibiting

their eligibility was passed were undoubtedly "transients" from the

Mainland, but the proportion of all '\lelfare recipients who were in this

category were minimal. Far more effective in keeping down the number of

"transients" have been the general hostility of local residents t oward s

them and the predatory activities of organized thugs, such as the infamous

"Primo Warriors. tl7 In the same vein, it can be plausibly argued that the

6The law setting a one year residency requirement for most state
jobs has already been ruled unconstitutional in 1978 by a local judge.

7These insights were obtained in a personal cOThuunication (Harch 4,
1976) w.Lth Reverend Howar d Corey who worked wi t h the "transients" in
Waikiki. Numerous articles in the Honolulu newspapers in the late 1960s
and early 1970s reflect local hostility t owards the "transients." The
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hiring practices of local firms do far more to discourage inmigrants from

staying than do residency laws concerning state jobs.

Since the volume of inmigration to Hawaii has been shown by this

study to be highly sensitive to economic conditions, one can assume that

in the absence of coercive and unconstitutional restrictions, economic

growth will translate into a greater number of inmigrants. On the other

hand, economic slumps have proved remarkably successful in both reducing

the number of inmigrants to Hawa i L and inducing many recent arrivals to

leave.

In contrast, the gross outmigration of local Hawaii residents is

relatively insensitive to economic conditions. This suggests that the

best legal method of accomplishing population stabilization while re-

taining most local residents is simply to promulgate policies that will

bring economic growth to a standstill. Those locals who earlier migrated

to the Mainland wou l d be discouraged from returning, but they can be

regarded as expendable if one is single-minded about achieving a popula-

tion balance. Given the fact that most local residents who leave Hawaii

are young adults wf.th expectations of returning within a f ew years,

counselors in the public schools could be encouraged to instruct the high

school juniors that t hos e \01110 leave Hawa I L for schooling or any other

reason can expect to have extreme difficulty in obtaining suitable jobs

if they return, both because of the poor local economy (induced by no-

growth policies) and the difficulties involved because local contacts

author has met survivors of clashes wf.th the Primo Harriors on the outer
islands. Their a tti tudes concerning t h ern can best be described as
"bitter."
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that could lead to employment are lost during one's absence. Such

indoctrination would undoubtedly reduce the volume of local young

adults leaving Hawaii.

The author is confident that the policies outlined above would

greatly reduce inmigration without increasing the permanent outmigration

of local residents. After all, the capacity of local residents for

adjusting to economic adversity is impressive. Needless to say, these

policies would also entail a great amount of suffering among the local

residents, even though the recent inmigrants would suffer the most. The

immediate political costs of pursuing such policies wouLd be so great

that it is unlikely that any state government would promulgate them.

Another question that can be addressed here is whether there are

approaches to "keeping local talent" that would be less costly than those

8
represented by the local medical and law schools. One approach favored

by the author is to facilitate the return of local residents receiving

training on the Nainland. This study was begun "ith the view t ha t the

rate 'of local outmigration was an indication of existing problems in

Hawai.L, However , to a considerable extent it is a healthy manifestation

of the desire to broaden one's horizons. The return rate is a much more

a c cura t e barometer of problems in Hawai L, The author has earlier stated

his view that the returnees in many ways are a valuable resource for

Hawaii.

8Thi s is not to deny that local professional schools serve other
purposes such as providing viewpoints counter to those of the state
professional establishments or attracting rese2rch projects of benefit
to the state. Nonetheless, these benefits must be weighed against the
high per capita operating costs and the danger that many students attend
ing these schools in lieu of Hainland institutions may become "ingrmm"
as a result.
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The main difficulty that those going to college on the Mainland

have in returning is that they become isolated from contacts concerning

local jobs. Many develop them in the area where they attend college and

stay for that reaSOll. Concerning those pursuing medical or law degrees,

the state government would save money if it worked out an agreement with

Mainland universities to pay tuition and stipulated that beneficiaries

of this state largesse be committed to two years of service in Hawaii

at public service proj ects or wha t ever , Under the guise of extracting

services in return for financial assistance, the government would be

getting the persons back to Hawaii where they can reestablish local ties

and have increased chances of finding permanent employment in the state.

Best of all, this program would not be obviously discriminatory and would

almost certainly be legal. This type of program could be extended for

other professions, such as dentistry, for which no professional schools

exist in Hawaii. Certainly, other approaches can be devised to take

advantage of the skills and insights of returnees.

All of the above is intended LO show that population policies can

be devised which are legal, will discourage inmigration, and at the same

time will reduce the loss of local residents. Many, however, would

involve considerable personal economic sacrifice from the local pop

ulation. The relevant consideration here is how much local residents

are ,,,illing to forego economically in order to maintain a given life-

style and quality of life.
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15.4 Implications of the Research for Migration Studies

Substantive findings and propositions concerning the nature of

initial migration have been discussed. In terms of contributions to

migration theory, the following findings are of the most importance.

1. There are major differences between the general motivations
underlying initial and subsequent moves. Any migration
theory that does not take these differences into account is
incomplete.

2. The ge~graphic distribution of all initial moves from a
given area may be markedly different from those of the
permanent locations. These shifts are predictable and
may result in a lesser rather than a greater geographic
dispersal over time.

3. The usual premise that return migrants are "failures"
should be completely reassessed. TI1is study offers
strong support to the opposite premise that return
migrants may in general be quite successful in terms of
fulfilling the goals of the initial moves.

4. In terms of explaining the rate of initial outmigration
from a given area, it is more important to understand the
social context and the psychological characteristics of
the local inhabitants than the objective economic con
ditions at a given time. In explaining the rate of
permanent loss of the local population, however, an
understanding of changing economic conditions is very
important.

5. In understanding the geographic distribution of destin-
ativns chosen, it is essential that the distribution of
overt purposes associated with the moves be understood.
Shifts in the distribution of overt purposes may result
in a markedly different distribution of destinations. In
the past, geographers have routinely attributed these shifts
to changes in "friction of distance" and the like. Explan
ations based on the deterent effects of distance have little
applicability in explaining po s t.wa r shifts in the outmigration
pa t terns from Hawaf.L,

The author believes that the multilevel approach taken has impli-

cations for the manner in which migration studies are generally under-

taken. This is best illustrated by what this study would have revealed

had only a single approach been used.
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Had this study been based solely on the most common approach of

manipulating census data, little of substance could have been reported.

Changes in census definitions, the confounding influence of military-
,

related movements, and biases in the data would have resulted in erroneous

conclusions. Census data on migration appear to be especially bad for

Hawaii, but problems mentioned above nevertheless exist in all census

migration data. Beyond these problems is the fact that aggregate data on

the numbers and demographic characteristics of migrants disguise the

tremendous diversity of types of moves as well as motivations underlying

the moves. As a result, the typical study using census defined measures

of "opportunities" and "migration" and employing regression equations

using these measures reveals little beyond a moderate relationship between

distance and the intensity of migration to a destination of a given popu-

lation size, and weak but positive correlations between net flows and

various arbitrarily defined indices of economic and environmental

attractiveness. In terms of discovering new insights, these studies have

proceeded beyond the point of diminishing returns to a literal cuI de sac.

Had this study concentrated entirely on direct information from the

migrants and nonmigrants themselves, valuable information concerning

stated motives would have been gathered. Howeve'r , the larger soc.ietal

and economic contexts in which decisions were made would have been over-

looked. Furthermore, the time dimension, which is at least suggested by

a comparison of census data for different time periods, would have been

lost. Since such a study by necessity would have involved only a small

proportion of eligible migrants and nonmigrants, it 'vould have been sub-

ject to very legitimate questions concerning "representativeness" both in
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the sample and the general applicability of the findings for those not

sampled.

The multilevel approach taken here has surmounted problems inherent

in a single approach and permitted an understanding of both the macro

and microcomponents of outmigration from Hawa.Ld . One of the strengths

of this study was that the "Hawaii context" and cultural, social and

economic histories of Ha'vaii were thoroughly researched before it was

initiated. This provided a "feel" which proved invaluable for inter

preting findings from both the census and the 1964 high school graduates.

Once the underlying causes of the outmigration flows became under

stood, published census data become readily interpretable as well as

valuable in terms of understanding the impacts of individual decisions

on overall migration patterns. From the author's standpoint, one of the

most satisfying aspects of this research Has the degree to whLch the 1960

and 1970 censuses and the survey of 1964 high school graduates wer e

mutually reinforcing in describing patterns and suggesting reasons for

them.

Basing the study on satisfactorily addressing a number of broad

research concerns wa s not 'vi t.ho u t both advantages and disadvantages.

The author believes that asking pertinent questions and being able to

answer them contributes more to our understanding of "reality" than

proving elaborately constructed hypotheses on very narrow or only

marginally important ques t f.oris , In addition, once hypotheses are

advanced, there is a natural tendency for the researcher to have a

vested interest in proving them, even at the expense of best pursuing

the question that prompted the hypotheses. The major disadvantage in
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the approach taken here was that it was time consuming and at times

lacked the "direction" that is provided by hypotheses.· All in all, the

author believes that this research revealed more than it would have if

it had been based on testing some well-formulated hypotheses.

Considering the fact that migration knowledge and theory are

frab~ented and largely unintegrated, the author believes that other

studies of the type undertaken here would do much to expand our basic

understanding of migration. This was also the belief of Thomas and

Znaniecki when they undertook the study that culminated in the Polish

Peasant in Europe and America (1920). In this monumental work, they

argued that both statistical and case studies be used in migration

studies. That their advice has been almost universally ignored and no

subsequent migration study (including this one!) has matched their

insights does not speak well for migration research. Hopefully, migration

studies in the future will rely less on sophisticated quantitative

methods that appear to give a "quick fix" to data and more on asking

appropriate questions, hard work, and flexibility and imagination in

the creation, processing and interpretation of research findings.



APPENDIX A

MORE DETAIL ON THE PRE-WORLD WAR II OUTMIGRATION

OF THE VARIOUS ETHNIC GROUPS IN HAWAII

A.l Introduction

A brief summary of the pre-World War II outmigration of the various

ethnic groups in Hawaii was provided in Chapter IV. Appendix A provides

additional information for those who wish to learn more.

A.2 Outmigration of Hawaiians

Hawaiians began to leave to the Mainland shortly after Cook's first

visit in 1778. One of the early departees enrolled at Yale in 1809,

converted to Christianity, and provided the initial stimulus for the

American missionary effort. Howevar , it was the growth of the whaling

industry from the l820s to the l850s that first induced a substantial

number of Hawaiians to leave the islands. Fluctuations in the numbers

of Hawaiians away from Hawaii during the period from 1823 to 1940 are

shown in Table A.l.

Of the 4,000 Hawaiians indicated to be "absent" in 1850, the large

maj ority Here males working on wha I Lng ships. The number of wha Lf.ng

ships visiting Hawaii increased from 100 in 1824 to a peak of almost

600 in 1946 (Daws, 1968). Most recruited at least a few Hawaiian

seamen during their visits in HawaLL. According to Daws (ibi~.), the

wages of the Hawaiian seamen became an indispensable part of the Ha\.;raii

economy.
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Table A.l

Trends in the Number and Percentage of Hawaiians
Residing Away from Hawaii, 1823-1940

Year No. in Hawaii No. away from % of Hawaiian Population
Hawaii not in Hawaii

1823 134,750 200 .1
1825 130,700 300 .2
1832 124,049 400 .3
1836 107,356 600 .6
1848 91,956 3,500 3.8
1850 82,593 4,000 4.8
1860 66,984 3,500 5.2
1866 58,765 1,500 2.6
1872 51,531 800 1.6
1878 47,500 400 .8
1920 41,750 126a .3
1930 50,860 660b 1.3
1940 64,310 657 c 1.0

aNumber of H2waiians enumerated in the U.S. and Alaska.

bNumber of HawaLf ans enumerated in U.S.

cNumber of "Polynesians" enumerated in the U.S. Virtually all
can be assumed to be Hawaiian as only six non-Hawaiian Polynesians
were enumerated in the U.S. in 1930.

Sources: Romanzo Adams, unpublished manuscript, and 1920, 1930, and
1940 U.S. censuses.

However, the whaling industry was already in decline by the late

1850s. During the D.S. Civil Har, many of the remaining whaling ships

were converted for military use. After the Civil Har, the use of crude

oil for lighting purposes reduced the demand for ",hale oil. The whaling

industry was almost destroyed in 1871 ",hen 33 ships became trapped in ice

in the Bering Strait. About 500 Hawal i ans involved in this disaster

were returned to Hawaii by rescue ships (ibid.). By the late 1870s, the

whaling industry in the mid-Pacific had virtually disappeared.
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During the 1840s, an increasing number of Hawaiians migrated to

the west coast. Hawaiians composed important shares of the labor

forces of the Hudson Bay Company in the Columbia Basin and the Russian

trading monopoly in Alaska. Indeed, 1,070 Hawaiians were counted among

the 9,273 residents living in Alaska in 1851 (Duncan, 1972). A signif-

icant but undocumented number went to California during the "Gold

Rush. ,,1 However, increasingly restrictive laws passed by wes t coast

states concerning the employment of Hawaiians induced most to leave by

the late 1870s. 2 The last significant group migration to the Mainland

occurred in the 1880s when Mormon converts were given permission to

settle in Utah. A Hawaiian village (Iosepa) comprising about 80 persons

was started there in 1889 and continued until 1917 when it was closed as

the result of the completion of a Mormon temple in Laie, on Oahu. All

Hawaiians living in the colony returned to Hawaii.

Although Hawaiians wer e not enumerated separately in t.he contiguous

United States prior to 1920,3 their numbers during the first decade of

the twentieth century probably did not exceed 200. By 1920, their

numbers reached a low of 110 in the contiguous states. A significant

lIn 1850, 319 Hawaii-born residents were enumerated in California.
The large majority were certainly Hawaiians.

2I n the l850s, a heavy tax was placed on Hawaiian-owned gold mines
in California. By 1860, the number of Ha.vaii-born in California dropped
to 138. The number of Hawaii-born residents in Oregon dropped from 56
in 1860 to 14 in 1870 as a result of discriminatory labor laws passed
there (see Duncan, 1972).

3However, the U. S. census in 1910 did enumerate 35 Hawai i aris living
in Alaska.
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movement to the Mainland did occur in the 1920s; this is reflected in the

660 Hawaiians counted on the 11ainland in the 1930 census. The 1930 census

showed a sex ratio (males per 100 females) of 331.4 among the Mainland

Hawaiians. Hawaiians were living in 31 states, but 69.1 percent (com-

pared to 63.6 percent in 1920) were in California and an additional 7.9

percent (compared with 7.3 percent in 1920) were in the state of Washing-

ton. That there was little new outmigration between 1930 and 1940 is

shown by the slight decline in the number living on the Hainland in

1940. 4 This decline is attributable to the Great Depression, which

affected the Mainland more adversely than Hawaii. On the eve of World

War II only one percent of all Ha\oJaiians were living on the Mainland.

Approximately 12 percent of the Hawaiian male adults were either

aboard whaling ships or elsewhere at the height of the outmigration in

the early 1850s (Schmitt, 1968). Unfortunately, the available liter-

ature on the nineteenth century outmigratiun of Hawa i.Lans is not

enlightening on why such a large proportion of Hawa i Lan males left

l.awa i.L for varying periods of time. However , several factors can be

invoked to expLa In the movement. In 1850 there was a large surplus of

males in the 18 to 44 age group.5 As a result, there were a large

number of "footloose" single adult males. Furthermore, the wha Li.ng

vessels and fur trading companies on the west coast offered employment

not completely alien to the sailing and hunting traditions in pre-contact

4 I n contrast to the 1930 census, no breakdo\·ffi by state or sex is
given in the 1940 census.

5According to the 1850
of age and older was 104.5.
been counted, it would have

census, the sex ratio of
However, if the persons

been in the neighborhood

Hawaiians 18 years
residing abroad had
of 120.
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Hawaii. Besides offering adventure, these outside sources of employment

paid money not available in traditional agriculture and generally offered

~onsiderab1y more than unskilled labor in Hawaii. For example, wages for

unskilled labor in Hawaii in 1850 ranged from $2 to $6 a month; wages

aboard whaling vessels averaged $]2 a month, and $3.50 to $5.00 a day was

the rate for unskilled labor in San Francisco (Duncan, 1972).

\oJith the exception of the :r·jormon converts who went to Utah, available

evidence suggest that few who left intended to stay permanently away from

Hawaii. In the South Sea islands, European contact and resulting com

mercial exploitation often led to short-duration movements of native males

to newly created employment opportunities. ,Chapman (1971) argued that

these movements in Guadalcanal represented a new form of mobility that

was superimposed on the traditional patterns of frequent short-term

movements. Hhether this \Vas true of Hawaii cannot be determined by the

available literature concerning pre-contact Hawaii, but it does appear to

have been a common pattern in other South Sea islands.

The decline in the number of HaHaiians abroad during the late

nineteenth century is partly attributable to the decline in the 'vhaling

and fur industries. The increasing discrimination that HawaI Lans were

subjected to on the Mainland undoubtedly discouraged migration as well.

The rise of the sugar industry in the mid-185Gs may have also played a

significant role in reducing outmigration as the plantations provided a

local source of monetary compensation. Indeed, approzimately half of all

able bodied Hawaiian males were employed by the sugar plantations at the

peak of the Hawaiian participation in the sugar industry in the early
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18705 (Daws, 1968).6 The above factors reduced the Hawaiian population

on the Mainland to a negligible proportion of all Bawaiians by the end

of the nineteenth century.

A.3 Outmigration of the Japanese

Approximately 180,000 Japanese arrived in Hawaii between 1886 and

1924. Adams (1937) estimated that approximately 100,000 eventually

returned to Japan. Prior to annexation in 1898, some 1,200 Japanese

migrated to the Mainland (Lind, 1938). One factor that prevented more

from leaving was the legally enforceable labor contract, but these con-

tracts became nonenforceable after the Organic Act was passed by Congress

in 1900. As a result, more than 3,000 Japanese moved to the Hainland in

1902. By 1905 the yearly outflow reached 10,000 a year and more than

40,000 Japanese moved to the Mainland before the flow was stopped in

1907 by the so-called "Gentlemen I s Agreemeut." }lore than counterba1anc .ng

this outflow was the arrival of 65,00G persons from Japan between 1900

and 1907 (Nordyke, 1975).

Demographically, the Japanese out.mi.gr an t s to the Hainland wer e

similar to the immigrants from Japan in that they were predominantly

young male adults. In 1906 and 1907, for example, only 2.8 percent of

the outmigrants were children and the sex ratio was 1591 among adults

(Secretary of Labor Conditions, 1916). One labor investigator (U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1905, p. 21) characterized the Japanese

6
In contrast to the ownars of the fur companies and whaling ships,

however, the sugar planters tended to be displeased with Hawaii labor.
The author believes that the types of activity required on the ships and
by the fur companies wer e more compatible w.i t h traditional Hawai.Lan work
patterns than the regimented aT!d constant labor required on the planta
tions.
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immigrants as "a body of industrial excursionists and forms consequently

an unusually mobile population, percu1iar1y responsive to any economic

- stimulus to further migration. They move freely to any ne~labor market

offering better terms than Hawaii."

Better "terms" wer e certainly available on the Mainland. Whereas

Japanese plantation laborers in Hawaii were receiving 70C a day, Main-

land labor agents were offering them from $1.35 to $4.00 a day for con-

tract work in California (Smith, 1948). Labor agents were extremely

active in recruiting Japanese for jobs in California, notwithstanding the

7strong opposition of the territorial government.

However, outmigration began to occur independently of the induce-

ments of labor agents. One observer (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

1905, p. 22) noted

But once started, this migration is likely to continue
without artificial stimulation. Plantation employees in
Ilawa i.L reported that they and their f r Lerid s were constantly
receiving letters from Japanese who had gone to California,
telling them of the high wages and generally favorable con
ditions in that country and advising them to come over and
share these advantages.

The increasing numbers of Japanese in California evoked an in-

creasing nativist reaction, especially as large numbers bought agri-

cultural land and began competing with Caucasian farmers. This reaction

resulted in the Gentlemen's Agreement of 1907 in which the Japanese

government agreed to prohibit the emigration of all laborers except

relativos of those already Jiving in the United States, and natives of

7£:.;amples of labor recruiting advertisements can be found in U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1905, pp. 22-23. Futile efforts made to
discourage the labor agents are discussed in ibid., pp. 40-42.
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Japan who were laborers in Hawaii were prohibited from migrating to the

United States. This effectively stopped the large movement to the

Mainland, especially as few Japanese born in Hawaii had reached adult

age. Between 1908 and 1918, only 552· Japanese were recorded as departing

to the Mainland as steerage passengers (computed from Hawaii Governor,

1908-1919 yearly issues).8

Fuchs (1962) mentions that several hundred Japanese migrated to

the Mainland after a Japanese strike against the sugar companies was

broken in 1920. However, the yearly steerage reports show an increase

in Mainland departees from 64 in 1918 to 214 in 1919. Departures in-

creased to 319 in 1920 and 312 in 1921 before declining to between 100

and 200 a year during the rest of the decade. Less than 10 percent of

the departees \vere children, and males outnumbered females among the

adults by about five to one. This outmigration must be viewed against

the number of Hawaii-born Japanese who were adults. 9 The number of

native-born Japanese in Hawaii who were 21 years of age and over increased

from an enumerated 2,613 in the 1920 census to 13,062 in 1930. This is

8Steerage data are biased in that cabin passengers are excluded.
However, few Japanese (c- any other plan~ation laborers) could afford to
travel as cabin passengers. Al though visitors were included in the
statistics, their number among the plantation groups was minimized by the
length of the trip (generally six days) and the steerage fare, which in
1915 was somewhat greater than the average monthly salary of plantation
laborers.

All steerage data reported here and below are from the relevant
reports of the Hawaii Governor to the COiTIIDissioner General of the u.s.

9The proportion of persons born in Japan among those departing to
the Mainland is unknown. However, the agreement excluding aliens who
were laborers from moving to the Ha LnLarid severely restricted the number
of aliens moving to the Hainland.
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evidence that the outmigration in terms of the proportion of eligible

adults was declining in the late 19205. Another 684 Japanese left

between 1930 and 1934. Steerage records were not collected after 1934,

but the number of Japanese moving to the Mainland during the remainder

of the decade was probably minimal due to the 'effects of the Great

Depression and rising anti-Japanese sentiment on the west coast.

Strong (1932) estimated that approximately 2,300 Hawaii-born Japa-

nese were then living in California. This number appears to be rc;:son-

able in view of the steerage departure data, '.,1hich showed 2,763 Japanese

departures to the west coast between 1908 and the end of 1929. Few

Japanese interviewed in California expressed a desire to migrate to

Hawaii and of 107 Hawaii-born Japanese students at the University of

Hawaii, only seven stated a desire to live on the Mainland (ibid.).

Reasons most often given for not wanting to move to the Mainland were

f f . 1 . d' 10 d . d db]' f h }<. 1 dears 0 raCla preJu lce an a Wl esprea e .le t at ~ln an

Japanese disliked Hawaii-born Japanese. l l

Little is known about the HawaLLs-bo rn Japanese ,,'110 migrated to the

Mainland prior to Horld Har II. Young (1931, p. 53) mentions "the

peculiar Hawaii born (who reputedly, among the Japanese themselves

10Thi s fear was well justified. Anti-Japanese sentiment in Califor
nia continued to increase after the Gentlemen's Agreement and was
exemplified in a 1914 law that prohibited Japanese aliens from o'·ming
farmland. In the 1920s and 19305, the generally well-educated AJAs
reaching adulthood in California had extreme di7ficulty in finding
suitahle emp1o)~ent. This infonnation was undoubtedly communicated to
Hawaii residents by earlier Japanese migrants.

11Japanese who immigrated directly to the Hainland tended to be
from the middle class whereas those coming to Hawaii tended to be from
the poorest groups in Japan. See Kawakami (1921) for a discussion on
the differences between the two groups of migrants.
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resemble the Filipino in more ways than mere love of personal adorn-

ment)", thereby implying that the Hawaii-born Japanese were sharply

differentiated from their Mainland counterparts. From a survey taken in

1948, Bloom and Riene (1949) estimated that 12 percent of the Nisei in

the Los Angeles County labor force in 1941 were born in Hawaii. As the

1940 census enumerated 7,712 native-born Japanese in the labor force,

this suggests that about 900 of the labor fo'ce participants were born

in Hawaii. The Hawaii-born comprised 25 percent of the Nisei proprietors

and managers in retail produce and 23 percent of the Nisei gardners.

Bloom and Riene noted that duril1g the 1920s there was a steady migration

12
of Hawaii Nisei to Los Angeles and that many became gardeners.

In summary, the Japanese who came to Hawaii proved to be quite

responsive to perceived better economic opportunities on the Mainland and

their movement there Ivas stopped only by the Gentlemen's Agreement. It is

doubtful, however, that these early departees had a significant influence

on the later outmigration of the Hal'dii-born Japanese as most were single,

unrelated males who had not developed family ties in Hawai.f.. Available

evidence suggests that most of the outmigration of the Hawaii-born Japa-

nese was motivated by economic considerations and that it slowed con-

siderably during the Great Depression because of the poor economic

conditions and increasing anti-Japanese sentiment on the west coast.

Approximately 120,000 Filipinos icmmigrated to Hawaii be tween 1908

and 1934. Of this number, approximately 40,000 returned to the

12Implied in this statement is that the migration of Hawai i-eborn
Japanese to Los Angeles declined considerably during the Great Depression.
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Philippines (Adams, 1937). Prior to 1920, only 2,309 departed to the

west coast via steerage passage. During the following fourteen years,

however, approximately 20,000 took steerage passage to the }ffiinland.

The Tydings McDuffy Act of 1934 that provided for the eventual indepen-

dence of the Philippines specified that only 50 Filipinos a year were

to be admitted to the Mainland United States and that all foreign-born

Filipinos in Hawaii were considered Filipino nationals. This law re-

duced the outmigration of foreign-born Filipino residents in Hawaii to

a trickle, but the outmigration to the }minland after 1931 ha~ already

been reduced by the effects of the Great Depression.

Catapusan (1940) believed that the bulk of Filipinos in the United

States (approximately 45,000 in 1940) prior to World War II had pre-

viously passed through Hawaii. Horante (1933) noted that Filipinos who

went from Hawaii to the Vainland usually did so once their initial three

year contracts on the plantations \,ere completed, and that only in 1927

did a significant direct migration from the Philippines to the Mainland

begin. Alcantara (1973) believed that the unsuccessful sugar plantation

strike in 1924 induced many to leave and the steerage data do indicate

an increase from 1,000 departures in 1923 to more than 2,000 in 1924. The

latter level was maintained throughout the r~nainder of the decade.

The reasons for the high rate of Filipino olltmigration appear to be

similar to those responsible for the large Jap3nese outflow in the first

decade of the twentieth century: lack of advancement opportunities on

13the plantations, vigorous recruiting by NaLnLand labor agents and a

l3California vegetable gr ower s preferred Filipino labor over that
of Nex.Lcan aliens because of a widespread belief that plantation labor
prepared the Filipinos for "stoop labor" in the fields (Catapusan, 1940).
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general absence of family ties in Hawaii. Although the Filipinos, unlike

the Japanese, generally continued to be agricultural laborers after

arriving in California, they too met increasing hostility from Caucasians

who feared their growing numbers, the competition of Filipino males for

Caucasian women, and Filipino occupance of jobs that suddenly became

desirable during the Great Depression. 14 Information is not available

on the number of Hm-.7aii-bc)rn Filipinos who migrated to the Mainland

prior to World Har II, but judging from the small number of children

among the steerage passengers and the relatively late arrival of

Filipinos to Ha'vaii, the total number probably did not exceed 500. As

a result, those who migrated prior to Horld l~ar II probably did not

comprise an important source of information for those Filipinos who

migrated after the war.

A.5 Outmigration of the Chinese

Approximately 46,000 persons came from China to Hawaii prior to

Horld l~ar II. Several hundred arrived in 1853, but the vast majority

came between 1876 and 1885. Lynd (1938) estimated that approximately

1,000 Chinese departed to the Mainland prior to annexation. The

Exclusion Act of 1882 prevented all persons born in China from moving to

the United States. In addition, there was little reason for the bulk of

Chinese to migrate to the United States as the local opportunities in

small-scale con~ercial enterprise were great for those leaving the

l4These concerns culminated in a number of n.s s t y '<3nti-Filipino riots
in California during the late 1920s and early 1930s. In contrast,
Filipinos (and Japanese) in llawaii were never victims of overt racial
violence.
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plantations whereas those migrating to the west coast were confronted

with a virulent anti-Chinese prejudice as well as strong competition

from entrenched Caucasian businessmen.

Only 1,371 Chinese were enumerated among those taking steerage

passage to the west coast between 1906 and 1934. The fact that there is

no mention of Chinese migration to the Mainland in the extensive liter

ature on the Hawaii and Mainland Chinese is evidence that the volume

migrating to the Mainland was indeed low. Indeed, considering the

economic progress of the Chinese in Hawaii and the anti-Chinese prejudice

existing on the west coast, there was little inducement for the Chinese

to migrate to the Mainland.

A.6 Outmigration 6f Other Plantation Groups

Although the Japanese, Filipinos, and Chinese were the major groups

recruited for plantation labor, numerous other groups were recruited as

well. Approximately 7,000 Koreans were recruited in 1903 and 1904. Up

to 1907, when the Gentlemen's Agreement prevented their movement to the

Mainland, 1,163 departed to the west coast on steerage passage. Most

went to California to work in the rice fields there, the major motivations

being better wage s and climate (Kim, 1937). Prior to l.Jorld Har II,

virtually all Koreans in California had originally immigrated to

Hawaii (ibid.). In the first decade of the tHentieth century, 629

"Hindu~' laborers Here imported, but by 1915, 124 had returned to Asia and

an additional 453 had taken steerage to the west coast.

Because of their fears of "Asian dominance,1I the planters experi

mented with importing laborers from various European countries. With
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the exception of the Portuguese, these experiments were unsuccessful.

The Hawaii Commissioner General of Immigration (1913) reported just

prior to World War I that approximately 60 percent of white aliens

imported for plantation labor had departed to the west coast.

Hormann (1931) believed that many of the 1,403 Germans brought in

for plantation labor left for the Mainland as soon as their initial

contracts expired. There was another large outflow resulting from anti-

German actions of local residents during World Ivar I. By 1920, little

was left of the German community. Hormann mentioned that the major

motivations for the outmigration were dissatisfactions with the lack of

"independence" and opportunities for advancement offered on the planta-

tions, lures of cheap land in Washington, and the growtrig industries in

California.

Most of the 2,248 Russians who were imported bet'veen 1906 and 1916

had departed to the MainJand by 1920. The departures were motivated by

dissatisfaction with plantation conditions, and the large majority who

left 'vent to California (Hc Laren , 1938).

Although 7,735 Spanish were imported between 1907 and 1913, the

1930 census uncovered only 1,248 Spanish in IlawaLf and many in this

number were undoubtedly HaHaii-born. Perhaps 6,900 Spanish departed

15
to the west coast be tween 1911 and 1928 alone. The Commissioner

General of ITI~igration (1913) noted that the Spanish continually lodged

15prior to 1911, Spanish we r e inc] uded in the count for "Iberians."
In 1911 they were included with "other Caucasians." A total of 6,325
Spanish took steerage passage betHeen 1912 and 1928, after ",hich date they
ceased to be counted separately. As 651 "other Caucasians" were enumer
ated among the steerage passengers in 1911 as compared to 148 in 1912,
this suggests that about 500 of those departing in 1911 were Spanish.
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complaints of mistreatment by lunas to the Spanish consulate in Hono

lulu. Schneck (1936) interviewed 75 Spanish outmigrants living in the

Santa Clara Valley in California, where most were employed as farmers

or laborers. Reasons most often cited to leaving Hawaii were "economic

opportunity," "dislike of plantation labor," and "to join relatives

already in California." However, he concluded (p. 36) that the basic

reason for the departure of most was that "the Spanish race is like a

flock of sheep that unquestionably follows the leader." (!)

Approximately 17,500 Portuguese were imported, of whom 10,700

arrived between 1878 and 1884, with the balance arriving between 1906

and 1913. From the planters' viewpoint, the Portuguese proved to be

satisfactory, in part because they were largely given supervisory

positions, but also because they appeared to lack the intense desire

for upward mobility that was prominent in most of the other groups.

Nevertheless, the Portuguese went to the west coast in large numbers.

Lind (1938) estimated that approximately 3,900 Portuguese migrated to

the MAinland prior to annexation in 1898. Between 1900 and 1910, about

8,000 "Iberians," of \-Jhom the large majority \-Jere undoubtedly Portuguese,

departed to the Mainland (jbid.). fu10ther 4,901 Portuguese departed via

steerage passage between 1911 and 1919, and an additional 2,471 departed

to the west coast between 1920 and 1929. Between 1930 and 1934, how

ever, the average outflow declined to less than 100 a year. All told,

17,000 to 18,000 Portuguese left for the Mainland prior to World War II.

Due to a high rate of natural increase, however, approximately 27,500

Portuguese resided in Hawaii in 1930.
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Reasons given by Brown (1944) for the outmigration of Portuguese

are familiar: low wages and dissatisfaction with working conditions on

the plantations. According to Lind, most of the outmigrants went to

Al d C . C l'f ' 16arne a ounty ~n a ~ ornla.

that a large number had migrated directly from Portugal to Alameda

County (Brown, 1944). In contrast to Asians in Hawaii, the potential

Portuguese outmigrants were not hindered by restrictive laws or any

strong anti-Portuguese prejudice on the Mainland. As a result, the

Portuguese migration to California was well established prior to World

War II.

Some 5,000 Puerto Ricans were imported in 1901 and another 676

arrived during the SUll@er of 1921 (Brooks, 1948). Although little has

been written on their subsequent outmigration, Brooks (ibid.) noted that

prior to World War II there was a steady loss to the wcs t coast, but

few returned to Puerto Rico.

Prior to 1911, Puerto Ricans departing to the west coast were

included with "Iberians" in the steerage data. The 1910 census

enumerated 342 Puerto Rican-born in California with an additional five

each in Washington and Oregon. This is a good indication of how many

Puerto Rican-born left Ha\l1aii during the decade as few from Puerto Rico

by this date had migrated directly to the }1ainland.
17

Between 1911 and

1922, 829 Puerto Ricans departed on steerage passage. No fewer than

l6Ta l k given by Andrew Lind at the Honolulu Y.'~,C,A. on March 15,
1975. Lind stated that the town attracting the largest number of Ha\l1aii
Portuguese was HaY\oJard, immediately south of Oakland.

17
The 1910 census counted 1,513 Puerto Rican-born in the U,S.

With the exception of California, virtually all were on the east coast.
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655 Puerto Ricans departed between 1923 and 1925, which suggests that

most of those arriving from Puerto Rico in 1921 departed as soon as they

saved the money for passage. Another 509 departed between 1926 and

1930, but only one departed between 1931 and 1934. All told, 1911-1934

steerage data indicate the departure of 1,994 Puerto Ricans, and at

18
least 400 departed before 1910. Apparently, f ew left during the 1930s

because of the Great Depression.
1 9

The loss of Puerto Ricans on the

Mainland is especially revealing about how plantation labor was viewed

as a livelihood, since those who carne to Hawa i.L had previously worked

on sugar plantations in Puerto Rico.

A.7 Outmigration of those of Mainla~d A~cestry

Of Hawaii's major groups, the least is known about the outmigration

of those of Mainland birth or, parentage. Separate steerage records were

not kept for this group and most, at any rate, were sufficiently wealthy

to afford cabin accommodations. It is known that some of the early

missionaries and their children returned to New England. The 1896

census uncovered only 2,266 Mainland-born residents living in H3\o.'aii.

However, annexation created a building boom and a subsequent inflow of

18
The 1930 census enumerated 1,795 Puerto Rican-born in California,

with an additional 56 in Washington and 17 in Oregon. The difference
between the number of Puerto Ricans \\1ho left Hawaii and the number of
Puerto Rican-born on the west coast can be attributed to the death of
some of the previous migrants as well as the Hawa:U-born children among
the steerage passengers.

19Th. .. d
1S assertlon 1S supporte

increase of only 101 in the number
west coast states.

by the 1940 census, which shows an
of Puerto Rican-born in the three
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skilled labor from the west coast. This is reflected in the doubling of

the Mainland-born to 4,284 residents by 1900. The Commissioner of Labor

(1905, p. 27) noted that the Japanese were willing to underbid these

arrivals for construction contracts and stated that as a result, "Large

numbers of workingmen have left the islands and the population of white

mechanics has fallen off considerably." This is the only official men-

tion made of the pre-World War II outmigration of Mainland-born

individuals.

There is strong evidence that the Haole elite preferred to send

their children to east coast colleges. Of the 377 persons graduating

from Punahou High School bet1veen 1910 and 1920, 236 (some 60 percent of

the Hawaii total) attended college, of whom only 57 attended the College

of Hawaii
20

(U.S. Department of the Interior, 1920). Fifty-four attended

California colleges and one went to the University of Washington. No

fewer than 75 graduates went to private schools either in New York or

21New England. Morley (1936) found that of the 79 students who graduated

from Punahou in 1924, 28 were living on the Mainland 12 years later. Of

this number, 12 were residing on the east coast and 13 were on the west

coast. This suggests that many of the Punahou graduates who went to the

east coast colleges stayed on the east coast.

20
In 1920, it became the University of Hawaii.

21
The most popular Ivy League schools were Dartmouth, Harvard,

and Yale with 16, 16, and 14 Punahou'graduates, respectively.



APPENDIX B

ESTIMATES OF 1940-50, 1950-60, and 1960-70 NET MIGRATION

BY RACE AND MILITARY STATUS

B.1 Introduction

It was only after 1940 that the Nainland became the main source of

inmigrants and chief destination of outmigrants. Net migration after

1940 essentially reflects the population exchange with the }fainldnd.

Although it is a relatively simple matter to estimate intercensual net

migration for Hawaii by subtracting vital change (i.e., births minus

deaths) from total population change, estimates derived for the total

population are not meaningful because they are heavily affected by

changes in the numbers of military personnel and dependents. Further-

more, even if the military component can be separated, it is important

to have a b r eakdown of net migration by wh i t e or nonwhLt e status. As

there is little inmigration of "other nonwh i t es" (i. e., excluding blacks)

without Hawa i.L antecedents, the net migration of the nonwhite population

largely reflects the net loss of Hawaii-born non'''hites.
l

As the whites

are largely Mainland-born, net migration figures for whites to a con-

siderable extent represent the differences be tween the number of arrivals

and departures of the Mainland-born.

1
Obviously, it is also desirable to separate blacks as a separate

category. However, births and deaths of blacks were included in the
"others" category prior to 1963.
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Estimation of migration by military status is complicated by un

certainties concerning the numbers of military personnel and dependents

in Hawaii at a given time or the number of births occurring in the

military community. These problems are especially acute for the 1940-50

decade. Concerning classification by race, a massive reclassification

of nonwhites to whites is obvious in the 1960 and 1970 censuses. This

has resulted in a misleading impression of extremely rapid growth in the

white population after 1950.

The purpose of this appendix is to derive intercensal estimates of

net migration by military status, whether white or nonwhite, and by

specific races where the census data allow comparisons to be made.

Although estimates presented here are tentative and often based on a

number of assumptions, the author believes they are fairly accurate.

B.2 Estima~es_of Net 11~gration Between 1940 and 1950 as Indicate~

the Vital Statistics Approach

Table B.l, which is based on vital statistics records and a number

of assumptions discussed in the table itself, contains estimates of net

migration between 1940 and 1950 by military status and whether white or

Hhat is most notable about Table B.l is that it suggests almost

zero net migration of nonmilitary-related Hhites, notHithstanding the

influx of more than 100,000 war workers (see Allen, 1950) and the

5,000 servicemen who decided to make Hawaii "horne" after World War II

(Lind, 1948). The outflow of whites during the late 1940s and especially

the year preceding the census was indeed substantial. Table B.l also

suggests a net loss of approximately 15,000 nonmilitary-related
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Table B.l

Estimated 1940-50 Net Migration of the Hawaii Population
by Color and Military Status. Vital Statistics Method

of Estimation Used

Pop. Pop. Net
1940 1950 Births Deaths Migration

All Persons 423,300 499,800 124,000 31,300 -16,200
Iolhite* 112,100 124,300 24,800 8,200 -4,400
Nonwhite 311,200 375,500 99,200 23,100 -11,800

Military 27,700a 22,900 0 Ob -4,800
'tofuite 26,700 19,400 -7,300
Nonwhite 1,000 3,500 +2,500

Nil. Dependents 7,000c 20,000d 10,000 500i +3,500
\\1hite 6,000 16,400 7,800g 400 +3,000
Nonwhi t e 1,000e 3,600f 2,200h 100 +500

Other Civilians 388,600 456,900 114,000 30,100 -14,900
Iolhite 79,400 88,500 17,000 7,800 -100
Nonwhite 309,200 368,400 97,000 23,000 -14,800

*Including Puerto Rican. Puerto Ricans were included with whites in
order to make this table comparable to Table B.S.

aOnly enlisted men were enumerated separately in the 1940 census.
A total of 26,233 enlisted men were enumerated. In 1937, 5.3 percent of
all military personnel in Hawaii were commissioned officers (computed
from Olafson, 1938, pp. 29 and 31). Assuming this ratio was true for
1940, there was a total of 27,700 in the military at the time of the
1940 census. No separate data are available for nonwhites. However,
only 175 of the 14,867 males at Schofield Barracks census tract were
nonwhi.t e , This suggests that nonwhd t es could not possibly have exceeded
1,000 of the total in the military.

bDeaths occurring in the military not counted.

cNo separate count available from the 1940 census. However, in
1937 there were 24,237 military per sormeL and 6,035 dependents in Hawai.L
(computed from Olafson, 1938, pp. 29 and 31). It is assumed that the
ratio of one dependent per four military personnel was true for 1940 as
well.

dEstimate by the Hawaii Department of Health (Schmitt, 1964,
Table 6).
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Table B.1 (continued) Estimated 1940-50 Net Migration of the Hawaii
Population by Color and Military Status. Vital Statistics
Method of Estimation Used.

eEighty-five percent of females (all dependents) in the Schofield
Barracks census tract were white. It is assumed here that this pro
portion was true of all dependents in the military.

fEighty-two percent of military dependents in 1960 were white
(HDPED Report 33, July 26, 1965, p. 3). It is assumed here that this
proportion also held for 1950.

gNo count is available for the number of births occurring in the
military community in the 1940s. However, the military dependents \vere
evacuated for the duration of the war, the result being that no births
occurred in the military community. Based on the number of Caucasian
births reported between 1942 and 1945, it was estimated that 17,000
Caucasian births took place outside the military comnunity during the
1940-50 decade. It is assumed that the remaining 7,800 Caucasian births
occurred in the military community.

hAccording to a 1967 tabulation, 75.1 percent of military-related
births during that year were classified as \vhite. It is assumed there
that 78 percent of births occurring in the military community during the
1940s took place to whites because 85 percent of the dependents in 1940
wer e assumed to be Caucasian, compared to 82 percent in 1960.

i HDPED estimated that 1,500 deaths took place among military
dependents between 1950 and 1960 (Schmitt, 1964, Table 6). As the average
number of military dependents in the 1940s was no more than a third of
the average in the 1950s, it is assumed here that 500 deaths took place
among military dependents.

Sources: 1940 and 1950 Censuses of Hawaii; Stanley Olafson, The Territory
of Hawaii, U.S.A., pp. 29 and 31; Hawaii Division of Health,
Annual Report, 1940-50.
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nonwhites, notwithstanding the fact that with the exception of the

servicemen, the local population was frozen for the duration of the

2war. Nonetheless, the proportion of nonwhites in the nonmilitary-

related population grew from 79.6 to 80.6 percent of the total population

because the nonwhite birthrate was much higher than that of the whites.

Net migration by sex and specific ethnic group as indicated by the

vital statistics approach is given in Table B.2.

Table B.2

Estimated Net Migration Between 1940 and 1950
by Sex and Ethnic Group

Male Female
Ethnic Group Net Higration Rate (%) Net Higration Rate (%)

Hawaiiana -2,479 -5.9 -1,895 -4.2
Caucasian -5,522 -7.8 +1,895 +3.3
Chinese -648 -3.7 -228 -1.6
Filipino -1,302 -2.9 +329 +1.9
Koreans -414 -9.7 -399 -11.2
Puerto Rican -620 -9.7 -454 -9.1
Japanese -5,643 -5.7 -1,427 -1.5
Otherb +2,363 +34.1 +622 +95.1

Total -14,299 -5.0 -1,874 -.8

aIncludes part-Hawaiians

bNegroes and others. Increase due to the change in the Negro
population from 255 in 1940 to 2,651 in 1950.

Sources: 1940 and 1950 Censuses of Hawaii; Hawaii Department of Health,
Annual Report, 1940-1950.

2I n fact, 800 deaths (of which 600 occurred in the two Japanese
regiments) occurred among HClwaii residents in the armed forces and are
not included in either Table B.l or B.2. However, this represents only
a twentieth of the nonwhite net outflo,vs indicated in the tables.
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The substantial outmigration of Caucasian males and moderate in-

migration of Caucasian females (Table B.2) reflect the reduction in the

number of servicemen and accompanying increase in the number of military

dependents between 1940 and 1950. The substantial gain for "others"

results from the increase in the black population. 3 The large relative

losses shown for Puerto Ricans may have resulted largely from reclassi-

fication from "Puerto Rican" to "white" in the 1950 census. Excluding

the Caucasians, Puerto Ricans, and "others," the indicated nonwhite net

migration is -10,519 among males and -3,931 among females.

Are the estimates given 'n Tables B.l and B.2 accurate? There is

evidence from the census that the net loss of nonwhites is overstated

in the estimates. Approximately 7,600 Filipinos arrived from the

Philippines and 8,000 departed to there during the 1940s.
4 1~ith this

exception, outmigration to foreign countries wa s mlnirnaI . Therefore,

the census reports on place of birth, which indicate a modest increase

from 5,113 to 11,160 (the increase of 6,043 included 3,589 males and

2,458 females) in the number of Hawaii-born nonwhites on the Mainland,

is difficult to reconcile with the estimated ne t outmigration of "other

nonwhf t es" derived in the tables. Furthermore, the number of Mainland-

born other nonwhites increas~d from no more than 1,000 in 1940 to

3Births and deaths we r e not enumerated separately for blacks during
the decade, but as most blacks came as servicemen unaccompanied by wives,
the numbers of both births and deaths were probably less than 100.

4Mos t were imported in 1946 when there was a temporary labor
shortage on the plantations.
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5perhaps 2,000 in 1950. Thus, a net loss of perhaps 5,000 native born-

other nonwhites is suggested by place of birth data. The decline of the

foreign-born nonwhite.popu1ation from 80,440 in 1940 to 70,304 in 1950

i~ consistent with zero net immigration and attrition from deaths. Some

nonwhites 'vere stationed abroad in the armed forces (approximately 7,700

Islanders were in the armed forces in 1950) but this hardly explains the

net loss of some 14,000 other nonwhites as computed by the vital statistics

method and the more modest loss of perhaps 5,000 suggested by census

data on place of birth. Furthermore, the estimated outmigration of some

1,600 other nonwhites in the economically disastrous year preceding the

1950 census (see Chaptpr IV) and the absence of outmigration during World

War II suggest that the estimate derived from the census may be more

accurate than that derived with the vital statistics method.

What is the evidence concerning the Caucasian popu1atipn? According

to the place of birth census data, the number of Hawaii-born Caucasians

living on the Mainland increased from 18,610 in 1940 to 40,795 in 1950.

The decrease in the number of foreign-born Caucasians from 7,951 in

1940 to 6,316 in 1950 is consistent with the premise of zero net migra-

tion and attrition from deaths. In 1940, approximately 53,000 whites

living in Hawaii were born on the Mainland; approximately 61,000 of the

65,400 enumerated as Mainland-born in 1950 \.ere Caucasian. The differ-

ence bet.we en the increase of 22,000 Hawai Le-bor n nonwhite s living on the

5The total count of }jain1and-born residents in 1940 was 54,224. No
br-eakdowns are given by race in the p cb l Lshed census. As there were 255
blacks, perhaps 200 of the total were black. The I!other nonwhite" total
was almost certainly no more than 1,000. This leaves a residual of
53,000 Mainland-born residents in 1940 who were white.
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Mainland compared to that of 8,000 Mainland-born whites living in Hawaii

suggests that the net outmigration of whites during the decade was about

14,000. That this difference cannot be attributed entirely to the birth

and subsequent departure of military dependents during the decade is

shown by the fact that only 8,790 Hawaii-born whites under 10 years of

age were living on the Mainland in 1950.

In summary, the census evidence on state of birth suggests a net

migration of +2,200 among blacks as contrasted to -14:000 among whites

and -5,000 among other nonwhites. In contrast, the estimates derived

from the vital statistics approach suggest net losses of 4,400 among

whites and 14,000 among other nonwhites. These facts suggest that per

haps as many as 9,000 who were classified as nonwhites in Hawaii in 1940

were reclassified as white in the 1950 census.

One approach to determining whether the vital statistics approach

or place of birth evidence is the more accurate is to utilize a census

survival approach of the 1940 and 1950 native-born populations of Hawaii.

In addition to providing evidence on the accuracy of the net migration

figures yielded by the vital statistics approach, the census survival

approach yields estimates by specific age groups. Estimates of net mi[ra

tion by ethnic and age groups as indicated by the forward census survival

method are given in the following section.

B.3 Computation of Net Migration Rates, 1940-50 Via the FODvard

Census Survival Method

In the forward census survival method of estimating net migration,

a population theoretically closed to international migration is compared

for two census dates. For the United States, the native-born population
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is usually used and the two dates used are invariably ten years apart. A

population in a given age group on the earlier date is compared to the age

group ten years older at the later census and the earlier population is

divided by the later population to get a "survivor ratio.,,6 Survivor

ratios are computed for all age groups and are then applied to the popu-

lation being studied to estimate what the population should be at the

later census date if no net migration occurred. The difference between the

expected and actual number in the cohort at the later date represents the

estimated net migration.

Actually, the estimated net migration does not represent the true

net migration in the sense that both inmigrants and outmigrants die befure

being counted in the lat<.:r census. In general, the absolute magnitude 0::

net migration is somewhat underestimated as a result. Assumptions Ii t

must be used with the forward survival method are that age specific

mortality rates an d census errors are identical in both the nat. onal J c.

local populations. However, neither condition is ever perfectly met.

Ncver t he Les s , the eel; .u s survival technique does give crude age s p. c i f i .

migration rates that ' ,e unobtainable with any other method.

In estimating net migration r a t : s for the various nonwhite :'OJ La t fcn

groups in Hawaii, one is confronted wi.t h the problem of wha t; national

population to use. Usually the national native white population is used

in estimating net migration of whites and the national black or nonwhite

6 I n the backward survival method, the later population is projected
backwards to estimate what the population should have been on the earlier
date in the absence of migration. Both methods generally yield almost
identical estimates.
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population is used in estimating nonwhite or black net migration. In

this study, the national white population is used as the basis for com

puting the 1940 to 1950 net migration of native whites, Japanese, Chinese,

and Hawaiians in Hawaii. In the national Negro and nonwhite (as more than

90 percent of nonwhites nationally are Negro) census populations, children

under five years of age and young adult males are severely undercounted,

and mortality rates between census dates for specific age groups are much

higher among blacks than whites. The Chinese and Japanese in Hawaii

during the 1940-50 decade were judged by the author to be similar to

whites in mortality probabilities at given ages and the accuracy of

enumeration.

The decision to utilize the national native white populations in

estimating the net migration of the Hawaiian (including part-Hawaiian)

population was made with some reluctance as the age specific mortality

rates were known to be higher among Hawaiians than among other groups in

Hawaii. However, a comparison of Hawaiian populations at earlier census

dates did not suggest gross undercounts of young children or young adult

males. No estimate could be made of the net migration of native-born

Filipinos as those born in the Philippii,es were enumerated as native-born

in 1940 but foreign_born in 1950. Furthermore, the Filipino population

was subject to extensive movement both to and from the Philippines in the

latter half of the 1940-50 decade.

Obviously, persons born between the 1940 and 1950 censuses were not

enumerated in the 1940 census. An estimate of white children born be

tween the two censuses was derived from 1940-50 birth data corrected for

underregistration (U.S. Division of Vital Statistics, 1970). A sex ratio
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of 106 among the births was assumed. Survival rates of males and females

born between 1940 and 1950 were calculated by comparing the estimated

number of births with the numbers who were enumerated as being under

ten years of age in the 1950 census. The number of births occurring in

each ethnic group by sex in Hawaii was calculated from data provided in

the annual reports of the Hawaii Division of Health. No attempt was made

to correct for undercounting of births as the tests performed by the U.S.

Bureau of the Census in 1940 and 1950 indicated almost complete registra

tion of births. 7

Table B.3 contains the estimated net migration of the native-born

Caucasians, Hawaiians, and Chinese by age and sex.

The age specific figures for the Caucasians are greatly influenced

by the transfers of armed forces personnel and dependents in and out of

Hawaii. Nevertheless, the high outmigration rates indicated for persons

aged 55 and above can only to a small extent be attributable to depart-

ing individuals in the 1940 military contingent. Thus, if the results

in Table B.3 are to be believed, there was a substantial outflow of aged

Caucasians during the decade.

Compared to the vital statistics estimates, the forward survival

method indicates lower and higher outmigration rates, respectively for

Japanese males and females. There are two basic reasons for the

differences: (1), those who died in battle in '''arId War II (more than

600 Hawaii Japanese and about 200 from other groups) wer e not counted

as having died in Hawaii; and (2), the vital statistics approach includes

7The estimated completeness of birth registration in Ha,vaii was 97.7
percent in 1940 and 99.9 percent in 1950 (Schmitt, 1968, p. 168).
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Estimated 1940-50 Net Higration Rates by Age and Sex for
Native-born Caucasians, Japanese, Chinese and Hawaiians
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Age
CAUCASIANS JAPANESE

in Number Rate Number Rate
1950 Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

0-9 17 15 .2 .1 32 -6 .1 0
10-14 -790 -691 -21.5 -18.1 -150 -79 -2.0 -1.1
15-19 2,391 -729 42.6 -22.4 -219 -104 -2.5 -1.2
20-24 6,705 608 219.6 18.8 -1,806 -514 -17.1 -4.8
25-29 945 2,521 14.1 75.7 -1,105 -638 -10.3 -5.8
30-34 -8,373 1,333 -53.1 34.2 -638 -386 -7.2 -4.4
35-39 -2,824 -173 -33.6 -4.0 -159 -129 -2.5 -2.2
40-44 -1,430 -633 -27.3 -16.5 -65 -28 -1.8 -.9
45-49 -999 -434 -26.0 -15.4 66 19 2.9 1.0
50-54 -527 -322 -19.9 -14.1 -1 -42 -.1 -6.4
55-59 -365 -270 -18.7 -15.6 * * * *
60-64 -160 -178 -12.7 -15.1 * * * *
65-74 -173 -118 -18.1 -11.2 * * * *
75+ -33 11 -12.3 3.3 * * * *
Total -5,618 1,010 -8.3 2.2 -4,052 -1,810 -5.0 -2.3

CHINESE HAHAIIANS
Age
in Number Rate Number Rate
1950 Male Female Male Female Hale Female 1'1a1e Female

0-9 169 29 4.9 .9 -472 -595 -3.0 -4.0
10-14 -15 48 -1. 3 4.2 -162 -129 -2.9 -2.4
15-19 -80 -95 -5.9 -7.3 -385 -235 -8.1 -4.9
20-24 -355 -249 -20.9 -17.0 -866 -625 -20.5 -14.2
25-29 -218 -152 -13.0 -9.6 -479 -817 -13.6 -21.9
30-34 -63 -18 -4.4 -1.2 -144 -235 -5.1 -7.6
35-39 24 -72 2.1 -6.9 -91 -108 -3.8 -4.4
40-44 21 -46 2.4 -6.0 -119 7 -6.6 .4
45-49 -1 -16 -.1 -2.3 2 -74 .1 -4.7
50-54 33 16 3.8 3.0 -1 106 -.1 9.0
55-59 -40 -12 -8.0 -4.3 :-103 -183 -10.3 -17.3
60-64 4 4 1.9 3.3 -121 -141 -17.6 -19.2
65-74 * * * * -114 -265 -14.7 -21.8
75* * * * * 79 74 52.7 44.9

Total -521 -563 -3.4 -3.9 -2,976 -3,200 -6.5 -6.9

*Less than 100 in cohort in both 1940 and 1950

Sources: See text for sources and method of computation.
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the entire Japanese population and the loss of native-born females to the

Mainland was partly counterbalanced by the arrival of several hundred,
"war brides." Only slight losses are indicated for persons under 20

years of age in 1950. The net losses were heavily concentrated in the

20-29 age group and were very slight among those aged 35 and above in

1950. All in all, the indicated outmigration patterns for the Japanese

(heavy male dominance and a concentration among males aged 20-24 in 1950)

are straightforward and plausible.

A high net olltmigration is indicated for Chinese aged 20 to 24 in

1950. Compared \nth the vital statistics estimation, the forward sur-

viva1 method shows lower and much higher rates of outmigration among

males and females, respectively. The positive net migration of persons

ten years of age and under in 1950 may be an artifact of persons born

during the 1940s who were classified as part-Hawaiian at birth and

Chinese in the 1950 census.

Of all computations presented in Table B.3, those for the Hawaiian

population are the most questionable. The vital statistics method

indicates a much lower net outmigration than the forward survival method.

It also shows (undoubtedly correctly) a heavier net loss among males than

females. The indicated heavy outmigration of those Hawaiians aged 55

and over in 1950 are not supported by the 1950 data on Hawaii-born non-

whites living on the Nainland (Table 4.7A). Likewise, losses in the

under 10 age group ar~ not supported by the fact that only 675 Hawaiian-

born nonwhites under the age of 10 were reported on the }1ainland in

1950. It was discovered with the public use census tapes that only an

eighth of HawadI-ebor n other nonwhites aged 40-44 in 1970 who Here living
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on the west coast were Hawaiian. Based on the evidence presented, it

seems reasonable to assume that the actual net outmigration of Hawaiians

during the decade did not exceed 1,500. This suggests that perhaps

3,000 to 4,000 persons classified as Hawaiian in the 1940 census were

reclassified as Caucasian in the 1950 census.

B.4 Revised Estimates of Net 1940-50 Mi~ation by Ethnic Group

By taking the evidence from the vital statistics and forward census

survival approaches, the autllor sugeests that the magnitudes of 1940-50

net migration by major ethnic groups were roughly as follows: 1fuites,

-8,600; Japanese, -6,000; Chinese, -1,000; Hawaiians, -1,500; Filipinos,

-1,000; blacks, +2,200; and other groups, -300. That Japanese comprise

61 percent of the estimated net other nonwhite loss of 9,800 is con

sistent with the public use tapes, whi.ch reveal that 62.9 percent of

those Hawaii-born other nonwhites aged 40-44 and living on the west coast

in 1970 were Japanese. The revised estimates of the losses for \olhite

and other nonwhites fall midway be twe en those derived from the vital

statistics approach and 1940 and 1950 place of birth data. Hhy the

revised estimate of a net outmigration of 9,800 other nonwhites does not

agree with a modest increase of 6,000 in the number of Hawaii-born non

whites living on the Hainland cannot be resolved, although some of those

not appearing in the 1950 census wer e at military bases abroad.

B.5 Estimates of Net Migration Be t ween 1950 and 1960 as Indicated

by the Vital Statistics Approach

Between 1950 and 1960 the population of HaHaii grew by 133,000

whereas births exceeded deaths by 130,500 during the decade. However,
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this net migration of +2,500 is misleading as the military community

(including dependents) grew from about 40,000 in 1950 to more than

100,000 in 1960~ Clearly, there was a substantial net outmigration if

the military component is excluded.

On the basis of the 1960 census and a count of the number of births

and deaths occurring during the 1950-60 decade, the Hawaii Department of

Planning and Economic Development made estimates of the net migration

of the population of Hawaii by race and military status. These estimates

are given in Table B.4.

Table B.4

Components of Change in the Civilian Population by
Ethnic Group and Hilitary Dependency for Hawaii, 1950-60

%
Net

Higration
Deaths

1950-60
Births

1950-60
Civilian Pop.

1960 1950Group':..- ~..::.....=___==_..::.....::......

Hawa.iLan
Caucasian
Chinese
Filipino
.Japane s e
Other

102,100
157,200

37,800
67,700

202,300
12,800

85,600
104,900
32,200
60,500

184,100
9,600

42,500
42,700
8,400

17,500
45,300

4,300

5,900
7,600
2,400
3,500
9,800
1,000

-20,100
+17,300

-400
-6,800

-17,200
-300

-16.5
+12.9
-1.1
-9.1
-7.8
-2.3

}tilitary Dependents?

Yes
No

60,100
519,800

20,000
456,900

36,000
124,700

1,500
28,700

+5,500
-33,000

+8.3
-6.0

Total 579,900 476,900 160,700 30,200 -27,500 -4.5

Source: Schmitt (1962), Table 6.

Table B.4 suggests a moderate influx of Caucasians and a net out-

migration of approximately 45,000 among Hawaii's mostly local nonwhite

population. The U. S. Bureau of the Census, with the use of the f orwar d
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census survival method, estimated the net migration of whites and non

whites to be +55,442 (31,699 males, 23,743 females) and -52,683 (including

27,012 males and 25,671 females) respectively (Eldrige, 1964). However,

most of the increase for the Caucasian group represents the growth of the

local military contingent, and a more fundamental problem lies in the

fact that Puerto Ricans were counted as a separate group in 1950 but

were almost entirely reclassified as white in the 1960 census. Indeed,

it is not possible to obtain an accurate estimate of 1950-60 net migra

tion by age for Hawaii's whites and nonwhites because the age djstribution

of the 1950 Puerto Rican population was not included in the published

census. Therefore, HDPED has published the· most reliable estimate of

1950-60 outmigration.

During the early 1960s, state officials do not appear to have

questioned the accuracy of the estimates given in Table B.4. For

e.xamp1e, Schmitt, the chief statistician of HDPED, mentioned in an

article (1962) that outmigration among Hawaiians seemed to be par

ticularly acute. Howevar , HDPED began to have second thoughts about the

overall accuracy of the 1960 census when Hawaii Department of Health

surveys that began in the mid-1960s indicated fewer Caucasians and many

more part-Hawaiians than the 1960 census.

Apparently on the basis of wha t seemed plausible in the context of

the 1950 census, the Department of Health surveys, and assumptions made

concerning migration trends during the 1960s, HDPED revised the 1960

Caucasian total downward from 202,230 to 162,823, the HawaI Lan and part

Hawaiian total up'vard from 102,403 to 116,823, made lesser changes for

other ethnic groups (slightly upwar-d for Japanese, downwar-d for other
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groups) and included 45,851 in a "mixed, except part-Hawaiian" category.

Assuming these estimates are used and that no misclassification by race

occurred among military personnel (almost all are unambiguously white or

black), the net civilian migration during the 1950s was approximately

-22,000 among Caucasians, -5,700 among Hawaiians, and +400 among other

nonwhi.tes . The figures for Caucasians and "other nomvhites" are patently

unreasonable as Caucasians from the Mainland comprised most of the

inmigrants and evidence given in the text indicates a substantial net

outrnigration of nonwhites during the decade. The problem remains as to

whether the ethnic groups were miscounted in 1960 in terms of the 1950

census and to what extent this affects net migration estimates for the

1950-60 decade.

Formal classification procedures for determining "race" were identi

cal in the 1950 and 1960 censuses. However, enumerators for the 1950

census asked all questions and could explain all classification procedures.

In 1960, respondents were mailed enumeration forms and requested to com

plete them. The enumerators then obtained the forms and transferred the

information to another "official" enumeration form. Therefore, most

persons undoubtedly used self-classification for the question on race and

some of these self-classifications were undoubtedly incorrect in terms of

the formal census definitions.

This census change did bias the whi te total upward , The 1950 census

showed 88,275 whi tes born in HawaI L wher eas the 1960 census enumerated

96,952 Hawaii-born whLtcs over 10 years of age. In contrast, the 1950

census indicated 315,440 nonwhites born in H.:maii wher eas the 1960 cen

sus counted 288,435 over ten years of age. Overall, there was a
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dimunition of 4.5 percent in the Hawaii-born cohort during the decade. 8

Assuming an identical death rate of 4.5 percent among both whites and

nonwhites, 13,532 persons classified as nonwhite in the 1950 census were

reclassified as white in the 1960 census. Much of the shift was due to

the elimination of "Puerto Rican" as a separate category in Hawaii in

1960. In 1950, the enumerated Puerto Rican population was 9,551, of whom

1,178 were born in Puerto Rico. Assuming that all who were not born in

Puerto Rico were born in Hawaii and a death rate of 4.5 among the

Hmvaii-born Puerto Ricans during the 1950s, approximately 8, 000 Hawaii-

born Puerto Ricans were reclassified as white in the 1960 census. The

residual of 5,600 unaccounted-for whites were reclassified from other

groups.

Records of the Hawaii Department of Health indicate approximately

42,700 white (including Puerto Rican) and 118,000 nonwhite births bet\veen

the two census dates under consideration. Jimvever, the 1960 census

enumerated 44,821 and ]05,961 Hawaii-born whI t es and norrwhi t es , respec-

tively, who were under 10 years of age. The total count is 6. 2 per c en t

below the number of births. Assuming an equal rate of attribution in both

the wh.it e and nonwhite cohorts,9 the HawaL'ie-bor n whf.t e population under

8During the 1950s, the yearly death rate in Hawaii was approximately
six in 1,000. However, the foreign-born accounted for a disproportionate
share of deaths. Therefore, a yearly death rate of 4.5 per 1,000 Hawaii
born during the 1950s is plausible.

9During the 1950s, the infant mortality rate in Hawaii was actually
in the neighborhood of 25 per 1,000 and it is unlikely that this cohort
was reduced by more than three percent during the decade. }fany of the
births occur in military families, some of whom are subsequently trans
ferred overseas. These dependents are largely Caucasian. Therefore, the
overall estimated Caucasian overcount given above is undoubtedly conserva
tive.
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10 years of age in 1960 was shown by the census to be approximately 4,800

greater than indicated by the number of whLte births reported in the

state. Overall, the 1960 Hawaii-born Caucasian count is estimated to be

overstated by about 18,400 in terms of 1950 criteria. When allowance for

the reclassification of Puerto Ricans is made, approximately 10,400 appear

to have been reclassified from "nonwhite" either in the 1950 census or at

birth during the 1950s, to "white" in the 1960 census.

Although these estimates pertain only to the Hawaii-born, the author

believes that as the large majority of Nainland-born inmigrants are un-

mixed Caucasians, very few were reclassified from non\vhite to white

between the 1950 and 1960 censuses. Bmvaii-born residents living on the

Mainland were undoubtedly only slightly affected by reclassification as

almost all Hawaii-born Puerto Ricans on the Hainland in 1950 wer e

enumerated as white there and racial classification on the MainJand

prior to the 1960 census Has done almost universally by "eyebaJling."lO

Therefore, it is estimated that the Cilucasian population in HaHaii

in 1960 Has overstated by 10,400 \~len the Puerto Ricans are at'counted for.

Assuming this to be true and substituting the revised 1960 civilian figure

of 146,800, the estimated net migration of Caucasians becomes +6,900, whi ch

represents a fairly modest increase. HOHever, HDPED used a 1960 estimate

of 52,900 military personnel in computing the 1960 civilian population of

HaHaii According to the 1970 census, there were 47,261 military personnel

10The author in the 1970 census was instructed not to ask respondents
about race unless no determination could be made by "eyeballing." On the
Mainland, this type of instruction undoubtedly resulted in some Hawaii
born part-Hawaiians and Caucasian-Orientals being classified as white if
their features were predominantly Caucasian.
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of which 41,003 were Caucasian. If the census figures on military per

sonnel are U82C, the overall net loss of the civilian population is

reduced to approximately 22,000, and there was a net increase of 11,200

civilian Caucasians and a net loss of 33,100 civilian nonwhites through

migration.

However, this breakdown does not include the net migration of

military dependents. HDPED used the number of military dependents re

ported by the local commands for its 1960 figure on military dependents.

However, the 1960 censuS showed 56,576 dependents and the author found no

evidence that this figure is grossly in error (see Appendix C). There

fore, the census total for military dependents is used for the derivation

of net migration estimates given below.

According to the 1960 census, 82 percent of all military dependents

were white. This share is assumed to have applied for the 1950 dependents

as well. A special tabulation of military-related births in 1967 showed

that 75.1 percent were classified as \vhite. On this basis it was assumed

that 75 percent of military-related births occurring in the 1950s were

\vhite. As whites were assumed to have comprised 82 percent of all

dependents during the 1950s, they were also assumed to have suffered 82

percent of deaths occurring to dependents.

The 1950-60 net migration rates by color and military status were

computed with the use of. the above assumptions. Briefly, they are (1)

the white population was overstated by 10,400 and this error was com

pletely in the nonmilitary-related population, (2) 1960 census counts

on the number of military personnel and dependents are accurate, and

(3) whites comprised 82 percent of all dependents and contributed 75 and
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82 percent of births and deaths, respectively. Revised estimates are

given in Table B.S.

Table B.5

Estimated Net Migration by }lilitary Status
for Hawaii: 1950-60

_a +24,400
+21,600
+2,800

36,000 1,500
27,000 1,200

9,000 300

124,700 28,700
15,700 6,400

109.2 000 22,300

Population
1950 1960

All Persons 499,800 632,800
White 124,300 191,800
Nonwhite 375,500 441,000

Military 22,900 47,300
vJhite 19,400 41,000
Nonwhite 3,500 6,300

Mil. Dependents 20,000 56,600
White 16,400 46,400
NonwhLt;e 10,200 3,600

Other Civilians 456,900 628,900
1~T'hite 88,500 104,400
Nonwhite 368,400 424,500

Births

160,700
42,700

118,000

Deaths

30,200
7,600

22,600

Net
Higration

+2,500
+32,400
-29,900

+2,100
-4,200
-2,100

-24,400
+6,600

-30,600

aMilitary deaths not enumerated in total count of deaths.

Source: See text for method of computation.

Above tstimates of the net migration of whites and nonwhites are

close to those derived from place of birth data. They show that ,vhereas

the number of whites born on the tfuinland and living in Hawaii increased

by 64,300 (from 63,000 to 126,300) between 1950 and 1960, the number of

Hawaii-born whites on the }lainland increased by 32,500 (from 40,800 to

73,300. This suggests a net inmigration of 31,800 whites. By contrast,

the number of Hainland-born nomvhites in Hawaii increased by a modest

5,800 (3,400 to 9,200) compared to an increase of 30,600 (11,200 to
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41,800) Hawaii-born nonwhites living on the Mainland. The difference

between the estimate of a net loss of 29,900 nonwhites given in Table

B.5 and the net loss of 24,800 suggested by the state of birth data may

be cttributed to the departure of some 6,000 persons back to the Philip

pines during the 1950s (see Alcantara, 1971).

Notwithstanding the rather substantial net outmigration of nonwhites

and modest inmigration of ,~hites, the estimated proportion of whites in

the nonmilitary-related population increased only from 19.4 to 19.7

percent between 1950 and 1960. This lack of relative change is due to a

birth rate that is estimated to have been approximately 16.3 (per thousand

per year) in the whi.te population, compared to the corresponding birth

rate of approximately 27.5 in the non,~hite population during the decade.

Unfortunately, net migration cannot be estimated for each nonwhite

ethnic group. Host who passed from no nwhLt e status in the 1950 census

to white status in the 1960 census were undoubtedly part-Hawaiians as

intermarriage be tween Caucasians and Hawa.lLaris had been common for

decades. The number of Caucasian-Orientals reclassified as white was

probably quite low as Caucasian-Oriental marriages ,.,Jere uncommon prior

to Horld Har II and children of mixed Orienta1-Caucasiar: ancestry wer e

rec1assifed from white to the race of the Oriental parent in the initial

cornput er check for errors.

Most persons who wer e reclassified from HawaLf.an to other nonwh Lte

status were certainly reclassified as Chinese and the 1960 census figure

on the Chinese is too high, by perhaps as much as 4,000. The HDPED 1960

estimate of 116,823 Hawaiians appears to be reasonable in terms of how

Hawaiians were classified in the 1950 census. The 1960 census figure for
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Filipinos appears to be quite reasonable. Although HDPED estimated a net

loss of 6,800 Filipinos through migration during the decade, a large

number went not to the Mainland, but back to the Philippines. The 1960

census figures for the Japanese are quite accurate because their inter

marriage rate prior to World War II was well under five percent. An

estimate of the net migration of the Japanese by age and sex is presented

below.

B.6 Estimation of Japanese Net }ligration Between 1950 and 1960 via

the Forward Census Survival Method

The Japanese are the only major group in Hawaii to have been counted

on a similar basis in 1950 and 1960 in addition to having been minimally

affected by migration to or from a foreign country. Therefore, no

attempt was made to estimate the net migration of other groups with the

forward census survival method. As the age distribution of native-born

Japanese was not given in the published 1960 census, all Japanese

enumerated in Hawai L in 1950 and 1960 are used for the ana Lys Ls . For the

o to 9 age group, the estimated number of white births occurring in the

nation during the 1950-60 decade (corrected for undercount) were used and

compared with the 1960 censuS count of native-born \oJhites under 10 years

of age. OtheY1Vise, the procedure used here is identical to that used in

estimating net migration for the 1940-50 decade (Section B.3).

The estimated net loss of 15,500 ~s somewhat 10\oJer than that of

16,500 \oJhich is derived by the vital statistics method. This difference

is undoubtedly a result of t he Low mortality of the Japanese relative to

the national population, which results in net outmigration being under

estimated with the census survival approach. A heavy loss is evident
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Table B.6

Estimated Net Migration of Japanese in Hawaii,
-1950-60 by Age and Sex

MALE FEM.ALE
Age in 1960 Net Higration % Net Migration %

0-4 199 1.8 76 .7
5-9 -366 -3.1 -370 -3.3

10-14 -755 -6.5 -478 -4.4
15-19 -802 -8.6 -769 -8.4
20-24 -2,424 -34.1 -1,790 -24.0
25-29 -2,713 -31.0 -1,887 -20.6
30-34 -1,049 -11.2 -718 -6.6
35-39 -644 -6.6 -573 -5.4
40-44 -284 -3.4 -613 -7.2
45-49 -339 -5.6 22 .4
50-54 149 3.7 319 8.9
55-59 48 1.3 245 7.0
60-64 309 12.0 4 .1
65+ -255 -3.8 -37 -.5

Total -8,926 -8.1 -6,569 -5.9

Total Net Higration -15,495

Sources: See text

for the 20-29 age group. That there is a moderate net outmigration in the

30-44 age group suggests a low volume of return migration during the

1950-60 decade. Of course, the major reason is the volume of Japanese

outmigration prior to 1950 'vas low, the result being that the pool of

potential returnees was not large. In addition, evidence given in

Chapter IV suggested the return rate of those migrating between the end

of World War II and 1955 to be low. The predominance of male outmigrants

that was so obvious in the 1940-50 outmigration stream (Table B.3) is much

less marked for the 1950-60 period. All in all, basic patterns suggcste~

in Table B.6 are reasonable.
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B.7 Estimation of 1960-70 Net Migration by Color and Military Status

with the Vital Statistics Method

Between 1960 and 1970 the population of Hawaii grew by 136,000,

~lereas the natural increase was 127,000. The moderate net migration of

+9,000 that is suggested by the above is misleading because the military

contingent remained fairly constant throughout the decade whereas 43,900

births took place in the military community.

Es t Lr.at Lon of 1960-70 net migration by color is greatly complicated

by changing census procedures and definitions, which resulted in a mis-

leading 50 percent increase in the indicated Caucasian population, a 30

percent decline in the number classified as Hawaiians, and implausible

changes for other groups as well. Because a massive reclassification by

race was evident for the 1970 census, HDPED did not even attempt to

estimate 1960-70 net migration by race and military status.

In estimating the extent of racial reclassification in Hawaii, the

first logical course to pursue is to compare place of birth data for the

two dates in question. The census tabulation of those born in Hawaii show

536,238 of all ages in 1960 and 495,980 over 10 years of age in 1970. This

represents a 7.5 percent decrease. 11 However , the white Hawaii-born

cohort increased f r orn 141,843 to 148,915 whereas the nonwhite cohort

decreased froID 394,395 to 347,065. This is proof of a~tensive reclassifi-

cation.

lIThe true decrease \vasprobably in the neighborhood of four percent.
In Hawaii the rate of nonresponse mnong the native born on the question of
state of birth rose from 1.3 percent in 1960 to 7.1 percent in 1970.
Nationally, the increase was from 1.7 to 5.9 percent.
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As to the Hawaii-born under 10 years of age in 1960, records of the

Hawaii Department of Health show 49,486 white and 115,045 nonwhite births

for a total of 163,531 during the 1960s. However, the 1970 census shows

141,698 Hawaii-born under 10 years of age, of whom 58,753 were white and

82,945 we r e nonwhite. The indicated dimunition of more than 14 percent

in the cohort born in the 1960s cannot be explained by mortality (which

amounted to approximately 2.5 percent) or persons born as military

dependents who subsequently moved with parents to overseas bases and were

thus not included in the census. In addition to the problem of increasing

nonresponses in the 1970 CC'i1SUS (see footnote 11 above), it appears that

some parents of children born as loil:tary dependents gave the children's

birthplace in terms of the usual residence. Assuming the same relative

undercounting of both whi.t e s and no nwh Lt e s in the place of birth data1 2

and that mortality rates were the same among whI t e s and nonwhLte s , some

7,318 and 8,692 Hawaii-born persons aged 5-9 and 0-4 respectively, were

reclassified from nonwh I t e at b i.r t '. to whI t e in the 1970 census.

By assuming that the proportion of whLt cs among the Hm-:aii·-born

should have r e-na Lned the same in a given cohort for both 1960 and 1970

had there been no reclassification, an estimate of the relative degree

of reclassification from nonwh i.t a to white can be made. The results of

this procedure are shown in Table B. 7.

Table B.7 suggests that approximately 35,000 were reclassified

for the 1970 census. However, only a low proportion of tllose born prior

12Th i s is probably not a realistic assumption. If most of the under
counting involved military dependents, whites comprise the majority of
those Ha\.;raii-born who we r e not counted as Hawaii-born in the 1970 census.
Assuming the above to be true, the extent of reclassification is under
estimated by the procedure used above.
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Table B.7

Estimate of the Nagnitude of Reclassification from
Nonwhite in 1960 or at Birth in the 1960s to White

in 1970 Among the Hawaii-born

Number % Addition to % of Nonwhites
Age in 1970 Reclassified I-lhite Total Reclassified

0-4 8,692 44.4 18.4
5-9 7,318 31.3 14.1

10-14 5,005 20.7 10.0
15-19 5,356 29.2 10.8
20-24 3,669 26.4 8.8
25-29 2,387 22.0 6.7
30-34 312 3.1 1.1
35-39 265 3.0 .8
40-44 445 5.2 1.3
45-49 910 10.6 2.9
50-54 406 5.4 1.7
55-59 651 10.0 3.9
60-64 228 4.9 1.9
65+ -783* -9.9 -6.2

Total 34,861 30.6 9.1

*Addition to nonwhite count from relcassification

Source: See text for method of computation.

to Horld 1.Jar II wer e reclassified. h'hereas it Has assumed earlier t ha t

the reclassification that was evident in the 1960 census did not affect

the 1960 count of Hawaii-born nonwh i t es living on the 1-1ainland, such an

assumption is unrealistic for the 1970 census. The assumption that the

age specific reclassification of the Hawaii-born nonwhites living on the

Hainland were the same as those of nonwh.i tes overall yields a total of

3,407 Hawaii-born individuals living on the Mainland in 1970 who Here

classified as nonwhite in the 1960 census or at birth during the 1960s
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and were subsequently reclassified as white in the 1970 census. 13 The

remaining 31,454 who were reclassified were in Hawaii at the time of the

1970 census.

The extent of reclassification among persons not born in Hawaii is

unkno,vu, but can be assumed to be low as the large majority of persons

born on the Hainland are unambiguously Hhite or black by any classifica-

tion scheme. Any assumption that no reclassification took place among

those living on the Mainland in 1960 and Hawaii in 1970 is of course

untrue, but in actual fact the number is quite small. In this study,

assumptions are made that all reclassification took place among the

HaHaii-born and that 3,407 of those reclassified were on the Mainland in

1970. These assumptions reduce the total of whites in Hawaii from 298,200

to 266,700.

In estimating the 1960-70 net migration, several assumptions are

used. It is assuTIled that the 1960 and 1970 counts of military personnel

and dependents were correct, notwit]lstanding strong evidence that the

number of dependents was undercounted by at least 4,000 in the 1970

census (see Appendix C). It is further assumed that no military per-

sonnel were reclassified f r om nonwhite to whI t e as a result of changes in

census definitions. A special tabulation of births occurred to military

dependents in 1967 showed that 75.1 percent Here classified as ,vhite

(HawaLf Office of the Governor, 1969); this proportion is a s surned to have

applied throughout the decade. A final assumption was made that had the

l3Thi s number is probably too high. Evidence is given throughout the
main text that part-Hawaiians wer e more likely to declare themselves
Hawaiian on the Mainland than in Hawaii.
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1970 and 1960 censuses been comparable, 18.0 percent of the dependents

would have been classified as nonwhite in the 1970 census. Actually, a

'specia1 tabulation showed that 15.6 percent were nonwhites.

The resulting estimate of net migration by color and military

status is presented in Table B.8.

Table B.8

Estimated Migration Between 1960 and 1970
by Color and Military Status

43,900 1,600
33,000 1,300
10,900 300

119,800 35,300
15,800 9,600

104,000 25,700

Population
1960 1970

All Persons 632,800 768,600
1fuite 202,200* 266,700
Nonwhite 430,600* 501,900

Hi1itary 47,300 50,000
Ifuite 41,000 43,200
Nonwhite 6,300 6,800

Mil. Dependents 56,600 61,300
1fuite 46,400 50,200
Nonwhite 10,200 11,100

Other Civili3ns 528,900 657,300
1-Jhite 114,800 173,300
Nonwhite 414,100 484,000

Births

163,700
48,800

114,900

Deaths

36,900
10,900
26,000

+9,000
+26,600
-17,600

+2,700
+2,200

+500

-37,600
-27,900
-9,700

+43,900
+52,300

-8,400

*According to the 1960 census. As the 1960 figures in Table B.5
reuresent estimates of what the populations would have been in the
absence of reclassification from the 1950 census, they differ from
those in this table.

Sources: See text for method of computation.

Unfortunately, the accuracy of the net migration estimates by color

cannot be determined with the place of birth data because the rate of

nonresponse on the question of place of birth in the 1970 census was much

higher than in the 1960 census. An added complication arises from the fact
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that whereas only 9,000 aliens declared their intention to move to Hawaii

during the 1950s, the number jumped to 36,500 during the 1960s.1 4 Most

came from Asia (although precise data are not available) and at least

half came from the Philippines. How many of those immigrating to Hawaii

during the 1960s were still in Hawaii in 1970 is unknown, but a forward

census survival estimate undertaken by the author suggests a net in-

migration of 19,400 nonwhite foreign-born residents during the decade.

Of Hawaii's major groups, only the Japanese were both relatively

unaffected by immigration (although approximately 3,100 from Japan

declared an intention to settle in Hawaii during the 1960s) and counted

on pretty much the same basis in both 1960 and 1970. The vital statis-

tics method suggests a net outmigration of 7,812 Japanese during the

decade. This is less than half the estimated loss in the 1950s. In the

concluding section the net migration of the Japanese by age and sex

between 1960 and 1970 is estimated with the forward census survival

method.

B.8 Estimation of Japanese Net l1igration Bet10Jeen 1960 and 1970 via

the Forward Census Survival Method

By now the reader is familiar with the forward census survival

method. Procedures used here for estimating the 1960-70 net migration

of the Japanese are identical to those used for estimating the 1940-50

and 1950-60 net migrations. Although a count of the native-born Japanese

is available for 1970, it is not available for 1960. Therefore, the

l4Thi s increase resulted from the liberalization of immigration
requirements in 1965 for those from non-European countries.
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entire Hawaii Japanese populations in 1960 and 1970 are used for the

analysis. Estimates of net migration by age and sex are contained in

Table B.9.

Table B.9

Estimated Net Migration of Japanese in Hawaii,
1960-70 by Age and Sex

MALE FEMALE
Age in 1970 Net Nigration % Net Migration %

0-4 171 2.3 218 3.2
5-9 436 4.9 512 6.0

10-14 -646 -5.7 -213 -2.1
15-19 -1,956 -16.2 -965 -8.5
20-24 -3,155 -29.5 -1,937 -18.2
25-29 -1,375 -16.7 -1,390 -16.7
30-34 988 21. 5 629 11.1
35-39 343 5.8 784 9.8
40-44 120 1.5 160 1.6
45-49 -95 -1.1 -178 -1. 9
50-54 105 1.4 107 1.4
55-59 241 4.8 -323 -6.2
60-64 179 5.1 133 3.3
65-69 -25 -.9 89 2.9
70-74 259 14.9 475 18.6
75+ -348 -13.0 482 14.4._---------

Total -4,758 -4.2 -1,417 -1. 2

Sources: See text for method of computation.

The difference between the net loss of 6,175 estimated by the for-

ward census survival method and 7,812 estimated with the vital statis-

tics method again is a reflection of low age specific death rates in the

Hawaii Japanese population. 1,'ihereas the f'orward census survival method

yields a net migration of 1,374 among those over 55 years of age in 1970,

actual migration in this group was probably negligible.
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The most interesting aspect of Table B.9 is the indication of a

substantial return migration during the decade. This is reflected in a

substantial net gain in the 30 to 39 age group as well as a net gain

among those under ten years of age in 1970. The latter results from

persons born on the Ma~nland to Hawaii-born parents and who subsequently

accompany them to Hawaii.

That the net loss is much higher in the 15-19 age group in 1970

than in the comparable age group in 1960 (see Table B.6) reflects a

higher proportion in the latter period who left Hawaii immediately after

high school to attend college. The rapid dropoff in the 25-29 age group

as contrasted to the comparable group in 1960 (again, see Table B.6) is

evidence that in the 1960s the outmigration was much more restricted to

young adults than was the case in the 1950s. All in all, Table B.9

supports the arguments presented in the main text that although the

gross outmigration rates of nonwhites were similar in the late 1950s and

the 1960s, this outmigration was much more restricted to young adults in

the latter period and the net loss in the 1960s was much less, due to

increased return migration.



APPENDIX C

ESTIMATI0N OF 1955-60 AND 1965-70 MIGRATION FLOWS

BETWEEN HAWAII AND THE MAINLAND BY RACE AND MILITARY STATUS

C.l Introduction

Population flows between Hawaii and the Mainland for the years

1955-60 and 1965-70 as reported in the 1960 and 1970 censuses are

given in Table 4.6. However, this table is not meaningful in terms of

interpreting the actual migration flows.

Some of the problems in interpreting "place of residence five

years ago" census data are general. There are the problems of re

calling where one resided five years prior to the census and individual

interpretation as to what "residence" means. In addition, some persons

simply do not answer the question pertaining to previous residence.

Mainly because of these problems, a postcensus survey (Bureau of the

Census, 1965) indicated that number of persons living in a different

state in 1960 from that in 1955 was understated by at least 13 percent

in the published 1960 census. Assuming the relative degree of under

reporting is identical for those leaving an area as entering it, the

net migration figures suggested by place of residence data should be

"in the ball park" although the magnitude would be understated. If the

degree of underreporting or misreporting is ci£ferent for the inrnigrants

and outmigrants from a given area, however, .the net migration figure

may be wildly misleading. This is a possibility that does not appear

to be seriously considered in migration studies.
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For Hawaii (and other states, to varying degrees) there is the

additional complication of the movement of military personnel and

dependents. Almost all are transient, their numbers in Hawaii fluc

tuate in accordance with military policies, and those born as military

dependents in Hawaii artificially swell the outmigration rate.

In this appendix, 1955-60 and 1965-70 migration flows by race

(whether, w[lite, black, or other nonwhite), sex, and military status

as suggested by census data will be estimated. It must be stressed

that these estimates are not presumed to represent the true magnitudes

but, rather, what the published census would S'lOW if the figures were

disaggregated by race and military status. First will be a discussion

of the problems of estimating the size of the military contingent for

any given date. Fo Lloi.... ing will be an estimation of 1955-60 migration.

Concluding this appendix is an estimate of 1965-70 migration flows.

C.2 Problems Involved in Estimati~g Military~ReJ~a~~d_~1ig~~ion

Estimating the military-related population in Hm.... aii for any

given time is difficult. There are three basic categories of military

personnel: those who are shore based; those who are temporarily on

shore but generally elsewhere; and the remainder who are aboard a

Hawaii-based ship, which mayor may not be in Hawaii at a given time.

During the 1950s, the Department of Defense and U.S. Office of Business

Economics continually gave differing estimates on the number of

military personnel in Hawaii because the latter did not include ships

temporarily in port or personnel stationed e]sewhere but temporarily
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Since 1960, independent estimates have been derived

from local commanding officers and they tend to differ somewhat from

the estimates of the Department of Defense. Estimates of military

dependents tend to be somewhat higher from the latter agency as it in-

eludes dependents of Hawaii residents stationed elsewhere if those

dependents stay in Hawaii.

Further complicating estimates of the military contingent are

military dependents not reported to the commanding officers. Low

ranking enlisted personnel do not receive financial support for

dependents accompanying them andche military commanders in the past

have strongly discouraged military personnel from bringing their non-

command sponsored dependen ts with them. Hence, there is no in cen tive

for one with noncommand sponsored dependents in Hawaii to report them.

In recent years, surveys taken by the Hawaii Department of Health have

indicated 10 to 20 percent more military dependents than reported by

local commanding officers.
2

This is a good measure of the general

magnitude of undp.rreporting in recent years. What the magnitude was

during the 1950s, however, cannot be determined.

In theory, the unreported noncommand sponsored dependents should

be reported in the census. However, there are two sources of

lIn 1952, for instance, DOD estimated 55,000 military personnel
whereas the corresponding estimate by OBE was 35,354. For estimates
by the two agencies for 1950 through 1954, see Honolulu Redevelopment
Agency (July, 1956).

2
For example, the 1976 health survey indicated 72,239 military

dependents whereas the DOD records showed only 66,947. The 1972
health survey indicated 80,403 dependents, which was 14,000 more than
the number of dep en den t s reported by local commanding officers.
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undercounting of dependents in the census. If a person in the military

states he is not in the armed forces, other members of the Jami1y are

not counted as dependents. Another error results when a member of the

armed forces in Hawaii is assigned an unaccompanied tour of duty over

seas but the dependents are permitted to stay behind in Hawaii with

command sponsorship. The wife is classified in the census as "married,

spouse absent" with no indication anywhere on the census form that

the absent husband is in the military. The number appears to have been

miniscule in 1960, but was substantial in 1970 (see Section C.4).

In sumnlary, estimation of the military contingent at any given

time can be a difficult task. With these complications in mind, it is

time to focus on the 1955-60 and 1965-70 migration data.

C.3 Estimation of 1955-60 Migration by Race and Hilitary Status

According to the 1960 census, there were 94,768 persons living

on the Mainland in 1955 and in Hawaii in 1960. In comparison, 84,740

persons in Hawaii in 1955 were enumerated on the Mainland in 1960.

This suggests a net gain to Hawaii of some 10,000 persons (see

Table 4.6). Information is available on the number of black inmigrants,

but not black outmigrants. TI1is is a particular problem because it is

desirable to obtain a separate outmigration estimate for "other non

whites."

The 1960 published census also tells us that 36,681 of the in

migrants were in the military in 1960, but unfortunately g~ves no

information on the nwnber of outmigrants who were in the military in

1955. No information is given concerning either the inmigration or
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outmigration of military dependents. The problem of estimating the

volume of black outmigration is intimately related to that of

estimating the outmigration of th~ military contingent as most black

migration to and from Hawaii is military related.

Fortunately (at least from the standpoint of this study!), the

U.S. Census Bureau, at the request of the Hawaii Department of Planning

and ~conomic Development, ran a special tabulation on the 1960 military

related population in Hawaii. The results of the tabulation are

summarized in HDPED Statistical Report 33 (July 26, 1965) and Statis

tical Report 34 (August 2, 1965). The reports show 47,267 members of

the armed forces (including 629 females) and 56,576 dependents (18,978

males and 37,598 females) residing .in Hawaii on April 1, 1960. In

contrast, DOD reported 54,000 TIlilitary personnel and 62,608 dependents,

and the local co; .rnan dLng officers reported 52,881 military personnel and

60,057 dependents. The author of Statistical Report 33 concludes (p. 1)

that "it is not known whether the apparent undercount in the census

resulted from actual unde r cn umer at i on or ;11iscl<Jssification."

A close scrutiny of the census does not suggest a gross under

count of mili tary personnel. Al though the local commanding officers

reported 52,881 military personnel, 41,927 were actually ashore and

10,927 were "homeported" in Hawaii, whether or not they were actually

in Hawaii waters on April 1. In the 1960 census, military personnel

on ships were enumerated in special census tracts. Enumerated in

these tracts are 6,912 military personnel (as well as 272 "other

civilians" who 'Were probably misclassifj ed) aboard ship. If this number

is added to the 41,927 reported as being ashore, one derives 48,884
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military personnel, which is not greatly in excess of the 47,267 re

ported by the census. In all census tracts completely comprised of

military personnel and their dependents, 29,189 military personnel,

19,637 dependents, and 978 "other civilians" were counted. This

suggests that the military community was underenumerated by perhaps

two percent as a result of misclassification.

According to the spec:ial enumeration, 13.2 percent of the military

personnel and 18.0 percent of the dependents were nonwhite. No

further breakdown is given by race. However, Table 6 in the Hawaii

Data Book, 1970 shows that the 1960 census counted 2,322 blacks in the

armed forces. This amounts to 4.9 percent of all military personnel

in Hawaii. The 1970 special census tabulation (HDPED Statistical

Report 105) indicates that blacks then comprised six percent of all

military personnel and 3.1 percent of the dependents. This suggests

that blacks in 1960 comprised perhaps 2.5 percent of all military

dependents.

Of the 47,267 servicemen counted in 1960, 36,681 (77.6 percent)

were on the Mainland, 5,635 (11.9 percent) were abroad, 1,192 (2.5

percent) did not report 1955 residence, and 3,759 (8.0 percent)

resided in Hawaii in 1955. Among the 39,738 dependents five years of

age and older, 29,727 (74.9 percent) were on the }illinland, 4,292 (10.8

percent) were abroad, 474 (1.2 percent) did not report 1955 residence,

and 5,245 (13.2 percent) were residing in Hawaii in 1955. TI1US, of the

persons living on the Mainland in 1955 and Hawaii in 1960, 66,408 were

military related and only 28,360 were "other civilians." The actual

number of "other civilians" counted in the census was somewhat less
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than this number because of misclassification of military personnel and

dependents .

. Unfortunately, no breakdowns of the military related inmigrants

are given by race or sex. However, data for Oahu in the 1960 census

report Mobility for Metropolitan Areas show that 92.0 percent of the

male inmigrants in the armed forces on Oahu (which contained over 99

percent of Hawaii's military contingent) were white. By contrast,

55.5 percent of the 3,330 servicemen who resided on Oahu in both 1955

and 1960 were nonwhite. Almost all of the nonwhites can be assumed to

be nonblack as well, since only 488 black males of all ages, regard-

less of military status, were reported as living in Hawaii in both

1955 and 1960. Many nonwhite mili tary personnel in Hawaii appear to

be locals who have more or less drawn permanent assignments in Hawaii.

It is estimated here that approximately five percent of the migrants

from the Mainland in the armed forces we re black. According to these

assumptions, 33,747 Caucas ians , 1,834 blacks, and 1,100 other nonwhites

in the anned forces in Hawa i L in 1960 were residing on the Hrlinl and in

1955.

No information on military dependents is available in published

census data. However, the author made a compuler run using the two

15 percent 1970 public use sample topes for Hawaii, which together con-

tained two percent of the Hawaii population. This computer run sug-

gested that 95 percent of the dependents who had resided on the Main-

land five years previously were white, approximately two percent we~e

black, and the remaining three percent were of other races.
3

Assuming

3
The low percentage of "others" results from two factors: (1)
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these proportions also existed among military dependents stationed in

Hawaii in 1960, 28,240 of the military dependent migrants from the

Mainland were white, 595 were black, and 892 were "other nonwhite."

In estimating the distribution of the military related inmigrants

by sex, it is reasonable to assume that the sex distribution of the

inrnigrants were similar to those of all servicemen and their dependents

over five years of age. In 1960, males comprised 98.7 percent of all

military personnel and 25.8 percent of all dependents over five years

of age. By applying these ratios to the inmigrant population and

assuming they applied to all racial groups considered here, an estimate

can be derived for the military related inmigration by age and sex.

The derived estimates of inmigration by age, sex, and military

status are portrayed in Table C.l.

Table C.l

Estimated Numbers Living on the Mainland in 1955
and Hawaii in 1960 by ~lilitary Status

Nili tary Mil. Dependents Other Civilians
M F T M F T M F T

Hhite 33,308 439 33,747 7,280 20,960 28,240 10,423 13,138 23,606
Black 1,810 24 1,834 153 442 595 206 274 480
Other 1,086 14 1,100 230 662 892 2,131 2,143 4,274

Total 36,204 477 36,681 7,663 ?2 ,064 29,727~2,760 15,605 28,360

Sources: See text for computation procedures.

A large portion are females born in Japan, Korea, and the Philippines
who married servicelnen in their home countries and subsequently moved
to Hawaii with their spouses, and (2) another large share consists of
local females who have either married local servicemen who are more
or less permanently in Hawaii, or other servicemen presently in Hawaii.
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The plausibility of the estimates in Table C.l as they relate to

the "other civilian" figures is difficult to evaluate. Although the

indicated predominance of females among the white "other civilian"

inmigrants appears suspicious at first glance, both the yearly data

collected by HDPED on intended residents and the 1957 survey on un-

employment claimants discussed in Chapter IV do suggest that females

outnumber males by a considerable margin among the inmigrants from the

Mainland. Therefore, the above estimates appear to be plausible.

In the 1960 census, no question was asked about military status

five years previously. Furthermore, the Hawaii government did not

collect quarterly data on the number of military personnel in Hawaii or

any data on dependents prior to 1959. These factors greatly complicate

any estimates of military related outmigration between 1955 and 1960.

According to DOD records, approxim8tely 38,000 servicemen were

stationed in H3waii in mid-1954. By mid-l955 the military contingent

had increased to 55,300, primarily as a result of the reassignment of

the 25th Infantry, numbering 17,000 personnel, from Korea to Schofield

Barracks. Although no estimate exists for the number of military per-

sonnel in Hawaii on April 1, 1955, it was probably in the neighborhood

of 55,000 as the transfer to Schofield Barracks took place during

September and October in 1954. According to the DOD, 36,199 dependents

resided in Hawaii on December 31, 1954, compared with 49,955 on

4
January 31, 1956. The indicated lag between the increase in the

number of servicemen stationed in Hawaii and their dependents is

4
Letter to author from J. R. Sungenis, Acting Director for

Information Operations and Reports, dated October 21, 1977.
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reasonable as many dependents rejoin military personnel after they

arrive in Hawaii and find housing, and large numbers of enlisted

military personnel do not qu~l~fy for.con~and sponsorship of de

pendents until they have resided at a base for a year or more. By

interpolation, an estimate of 39,300 dependents was derived for

April 1, 1955. Therefore, it is estimated that approximately 94,300

persons in Hawaii on April 1, 1955 were military related.

In estimating the military related outmigration for 1955-60 it

was asrumed that 77.6 percent of the servicemen and dependents in

Hawaii in 1955 were residing on the Mainland in 1960. It was further

assumed that the census would undercount the personnel at the same rate

as indicated by the discrepancy between the counts given by DOD and the

Census Bureau concerning the number of military in H3waii on April 1,

1960. Based on these assumptions there were 48,130 military personnel

and 39,308 dependents in HClwaii on April 1, 1955. Of these totals,

37,349 servicemen and 30,947 dependents were residing on the Mainland on

April 1, 1960.

It Has further assumed that the racial distribution of the out

going personnel was the same as those entering Ha\olaii between 1955 and

1960. Estimation of the racial distribution of outgoing dependents is

complicated by the foreign and Hawaii-born "other non\olhites" Hho did not

marry their spouses on the Hainland but left Hawaii \oIith them. The 1970

public use sample census tapes used in this study for Hest coast states

gives a racial distribution of 1965-70 outmigrants \oIho were military

dependents in 1965 as follows: white, 90.9 percent; black, 1.8 percent;

and others. 7.3 percent. Because "others" comprised a somewhat greater
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proportion of dependents in Hawaii in 1960 as compared to 1970, it was

assumed by the author that 87.5 percent of the outgoing dependents were

white, 2.5 percent were brack, and 10 percent were "others.'" It was

also assumed that the proportion of males among the dependents was 33.5

percent, which was the same proportion of males in the dependent popu1a-

tion in 1960.

The estimated number of outmigrants by military status is presented

in Table C.2.

Table C.2

Estimated Numbers Living on the Mainland in 1960 and
Hawaii in 1955 by Military Status, First Estimate

Hilitary Hil. Deperiden ts Other" Civilians
M F T M F T M F T

White 33,915 447 34,362 8,939 17,746 26,685 -7,569 10,402 2,833
Negro 1,843 24 1,867 255 507 762 6,685 7,376 14,061Other 1,105 15 1,120 1,021 2,029 3,050

Total 36,683 486 37,348 10,215 20,282 30,497 -884 17,778 16,894

Sources: See text for method of computation.

\~1eth£r the military related estimates are reasonable can be

determined by checking the figures of the residual " o ther civilians. 1I

It is evident from Table C.2 that the estimate of military outmigration

is grossly overestimated, at least in terms of those who reported 1955

residence as being in Hawaii. There is evidence for the latter in the

published 1960 census, which show 16,324 male inmigrants to Oahu who

were aged 20 to 24, but only 7,664 male white outmigrants aged 25 to29.

The special tabulation gives 17,625 male military personnel aged 20-24
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and while an age breakdown is not given by island, more than 99 per-

cent of all military personnel were stationed on Oahu in 1960. There-

fore', the number of males aged 20 to. 24 approximates the number who were

on Oahu. Presumably, the age distribution of servicemen in 1955 was

similar to that existing in 1960 and one would therefore expect an out-

migration of white males from Oahu who were between ages 25 and 29 in

1960 to be well in excess of 12,000 from the military outmigration

5
alone.

The 1960 census is a ~~cto one to the extent that military

personnel are counted where they are located on the census date. There-

fore, those on ships temporarily off the coast of Huwaii and on temporary

shore duty in Hawaii were counted as being in Hawaii. However, a person

tends to answe r a census question pertaining to residence five years

previously in terms of "usual residence." Furthermore, if the respondent

in the 1960 census gave the 1955 state but not the county of residence,

he was enumerated as "moved, 1955 residc:nce not reported." Nost persons

aboard a ship in the Pacific Ocean can be expected to have difficulty in

knowing what c~unty the ship is in! It is the author's belief that

large numbers of servicemen aboard ships off the coast of Hawaf L or

5Th e possibility exists that large numbers of s.c r vLcernen from the
Mainland who were stationed in Hawaii in 1955 decided to stay in Hawaii
after release from the armed forces. Howcve r , the 1970 census shows only
458 persons under 30 years of age who were born on the Mainland, served
in the armed forces in Hawaii in 1965 and lived in Hawaii as a civilian
in 1970. There is no reason to believe that a larger number of Mainland
born military personnel during the 1950s decided to stay in Hawaii as
civilians after serving a tour of duty in Hawaii.
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temporarily shore based in Hawaii on April 1, 1955 answered the question

on 1955 residence as "abroad," " a t sea," where the permanent station of

tour duty was located, or gave the state but not county of residence.

For these reasons, the number of military outmigrants cannot be ascer

tained from the 1960 census data.

However, if it is assumed that the estimates on the outmigration of

military dependents are accurate and that the proportion of males among

the Caucasian "other civilian" outmigrants was the same as that among

the "other civilian" inmigrants (44.2 percent), revised estimates can

be made of migration by military status. Subtracting the new estimate

of 8,228 whLt e male "other civilians" and 8,939 male dependents f r orn the

census total of 35,285 white male oUlwigrants, one derives a residual

total of 18,188 white servicemen among the outmigrants. This is 53.4

percent of the total that should have been enumerated, according to

Table C.l. By assuming that only 53.4 percent of the black and "other"

military outmigrants were counted, a new estimate of what the 1960

census "would have shown if detail on military status had been avail

able" can be computed. Furthermore, the total black outmigration can be

estimated if it is assumed that 84 percent of the outmigrants (the same

as with the inmigrants) were mili tary r e I ated and there and that 42.9

percent of the other civilian outmigrants (the same as among the in

migrants) were male. The new and final estimates of outrnigration by

military status are presented in Table C.3.

A comparison of Tables C.l and C.3 suggests that among the non

military-related Caucasians there was a net migration of approximately

+5,000 (23,600 arrivals and 18;600 departures) and that among the
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Table C.3

Revised Estimates of the Numbers Living on the Mainland
in 1960 anp Hawaii in 1955 by }li1itary Status

Military Nil. Dependents Other Civilians

M F T M F T M F T

'.[hi te 18,118 447 18,565 8,939 17,746 26,685 8,228 10,402 18,630
Negro 984 24 1,008 255 507 762 131 177 308
Other 590 15 605 1,021 2,029 3,050 7,928 7,219 15,147

Total 19,672 486 20,178 10,215 20,282 30,497 16,287 17,778 34,065

Sources: See text for method of computation.

entire nonmilitary-related population there was a net loss of some

5,700 persons (28,400 arrivals and 34,100 departures) through population

exchange with the ~fainland. Table C.3 also indicates an outmigration of

2,078 blacks (1,370 males and 708 females). This is the estimate of

1955-60 black outmigration that is used in the text.

Are the estimates of a net gain of 5,000 among the Caucasians and a

net loss of 5,700 in the entire nonmilitary-related population reason-

able? The Hawaii Department of Health, using civilian passenger movement

data (see Figure 4.1) estimated net civilian movement (including

military dependents) to be +39,000 between the beginning of 1955 and

the end of 1959. Yet, there are several reasons for regarding the above

estimates as plausible. First is the obvious fact that only 28,000 non-

military inmigrants were counted in the census. The nonwhite nonmilitary

related outmigration was large (at least 15,000) and was counterbalanced

only to a small extent by return migration (approximately 4,000 nonwhite

return migrants were counted in the census). Table B.5 shows an estimated

loss of 24,400 nonmilitary-related civilians during the 1950-60 decade,
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and even among the whites the net gain was only 6,600. Thus, the

estimates of nonmilitary-related net migration suggested by a comparison

of Tables C.1 and C.3 are reasonable, especially as the 1955-59 period

represented a transition from the very poor economic conditions of the

early 1950s to the good economic conditions of the early 1960s. In

short, the author believes that the net gain of 10,000 shown by the census

1955-60 place of residence data actually masks a small net loss in the

nonmilitary-related population.

C.4 Estimation of 1965-70 }ligration by Race and Military Status

Ac~ording to the 1970 census, 131,431 residents in Hawaii lived on

the Mainland in 1965 and 135,434 on the Mainland lived in Hawaii in 1965

(see Table 4.6). However, the migration statistics for the two economic

areas of Hawaii show 125,732 Il awa i.L residents who lived on the Mainland

in 1965 compared to 112,443 on the Nainland who lived in Hawaii five years

previously. Thus data based on the respondent giving both the state and

county of residence five years previously (the procedure used in the

1960 census) show a net gain of 13,400 to Hawaii whereas those based only

on the respondent giving the state of residence five years previously

show a net loss of 4,000. This is persuasive evidence that differ~ntial

rates of nonresponse can affect the indicated dominant direction of

migration.

Even under the less stringent requirement in the 1970 census that

only the state of residence five years previously be stated to count as

an interstate move, the rate of nonresponse on the question of previous

residence rose from 1.1 percent of ll::Jwaii residents in the 1960 census
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to 5.3 percent in the 1970 census. On the national level, the rate of

nonresponse increased from 1.8 to 4.7 percent. In practical terms, this

means that the magnitude of migration both to and from Hawaii may be

more understated in the 1970 census than was the case in the 1960 census.

In the 1979 census, both in-and outmigration data are available for

whites, blacks, and "others." However, as was the case in the published

1960 census, no breakdo\ffiS are provided by military status, although the

census does show that 36,932 of the inmigrants were in the military in

1970 and 33,229 outmigrants had been in the military in 1965.

HDPED had the Census Bureau perform a special tabulation of the

military and dependents in Hawaii in 1970. Results of this tabulation

are contained in HDPED Statistical Report No. 105 (December 2, 1974).

According to this tabulation, there were 49,953 military personnel and

61,261 dependents in Hawaii on April 1, 1970. This compares with the

Department of Defense figures of 53,011 military and 57,382 dependents

on the same date. A separate estimate by the local commanding officers

reveals 56,b85 servicemen in Hawaii on this date. However, this figure

includes 14,723 aboard ship and some of this number can be expected to

be away from Hawaii at a given time. In the census, 8,824 servicemen

were enumerated aboard ships. Ignoring those on ships, there were ap

proximately the same number of servicemen estimated by the local com

manding officers (41,362) and given by the census (41,129). Furthermore,

in census tracts inhabited entirely by military personnel, 12,263 military

personnel and 31 "other civilians" were counted. This evidence suggests

that the count of military personnel in the census is fairly accurate.
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However, in all census tracts inhabited entirely by military per

sonnel and dependents, 3~,9l8 military personnel, 32,153 dependents and

5,839 "other civilians" were enumerated. This is evidence that a large

number of dependents were not counted as such. A look at the detailed

characteristics for the census tracts revealed that there were 1,037

female heads-of-cho useho Lds with 2,505 children in the entirely military

census tracts. This large number resulted from the heads-of-households

being sent overseas but the families being permitted to stay in military

housing. Such households were classified as "husband absent" wi t h no

indication that the husband was in the military. The fact that in the

military census tracts 32,153 dependents were counted and 3,542 were

missed because the husband was absent suggests that 10 percent of

dependents were misclassified as "other civilian."

The author first discovered the undercount when classifying the

1965-70 inmigrants on the two 15 percent sample public use tapes of

Hawaii by military status. It was discovered that among the "other

civilian" inmigrants aged 18 to 64, 12.0 percent of females, but only

3.8 percent of males were indicated to be married with the spouse absent.

By assuming that a four percent rate for females in the nonmilitary

related population was more plausible, t he author estimat.ed that 1,700

wives indicated to be nonmilitary related were actually military

dependents. Adding their children brings the count of 1965-70 inmigrants

from the Mainland who were incorrectly enumerated as non-military related

to be 3,960.

According to the special enumeration, 35,144 military personnel and

33,626 dependents resided on the Mainland in 1965. The difference between
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the 35,144 migrants in the armed forces as shown by the special tabu1a-

tion and the 36,932 given in the published census results from the fact

that those who gave 1965 state but not county of residence were counted

in the special tabulation as "moved, 1965 residence not reported."

Assuming that 3.6 percent of both military personnel and dependents

gave the 1965 state but not county of residence, the true numbers were

36,932 and 34,830 personnel and dependents, respectively. However,

assuming that 10 percent of dependents were not counted as such, and

the same percentage of those not counted (70.3 percent) stated that the

1965 residence was on the Mainland, a total of 38,700 dependents were

indicated by the census as having lived on the Mainland in 1965.

The racial distribution of the mtl:i t a ry-o-e Lat e d imnigrants is not

given in the special tabulation. However, by assuming that 36,982

military personnel and 38,700 dependents lived on the Mainland in 1965

and that the race and sex distribution of both are the same as those

shown in the two percent sample of inmigrants derived from the public use

tapes, an estimate of 1965-70 inmigration by military status can be

derived. These estimates are presented in Table C.4.

Table C.4

Estimates of the Numbers Living on the Hainland in 1965
and in Hawaii in 1970 by Race, Sex, and Nilitary Status

Hilitary Dependents Other Civilians
M F T M F T M F T

Iwite 33,079 640 33,719 11,045 25,584 36,629 21,244 23,236 44,480
Black 2,174 42 2,216 243 661 904 487 444 931
Other 982 15 997 162 1,005 1,167 5,225 5,164 10,389

Total 36,235 697 36,932 11,450 27,250 38,700 26,956 28,844 55,800

Sources: See text for method of computation.
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Estimation of the outmigration of the military-related population

is helped by the fact that military status in 1965 was asked in the 1970

census. Some 33,229 persons who were in the armed forces in Hawaii in

1965 were reported to be on the Mainland in 1970. Although this number

seems low in view of the 56,300 military personnel reported by DOD as

being in Hawaii in 1965, it may be reasonable as many career officers

were serving in Vieln~m in 1970. By assuming an age and sex distribution

of outmigrants that is the same as that of the inmigrants, the out

migration of military personnel by race and sex can easily be estimated.

Estimation of the outmigration of military dependents is more diffi

cult. According to the DOD, there were 72,981 dependents living in

Hawaii on April 1, 1965. However, a survey taken by the State Depart

ment of Health that was taken between April, 1964 and March, 1967,

indicated 88,100 dependents wlie r e as the average number reported by DOD

for this period was 67,000 (see Schmitt, 1971). Clearly, there were

many noncommand sponsored dependents not counted by DOD. For April 1,

1970, DOD reported 57,382 dependents, but the census, when allowance is

made for an estimated 10 percent undercount, suggests 68,068 dependents.

If the latter figure is correct, DOD underestimated the number of

dependents by 15.7 percent. Assuming the same degree of undercount in

1965, the true number of dependents was 85,573 on April 1, 1965. If

70.3 percent of these dependents were reported on the Mainland in the

1970 census (the same proportion of depcndl:nts in Hawaii in 1970 who

were reported on the Hainland in 1965), 60,601 of those reported in the

1970 census as being in Hawaii in 1965 and on the Nainland in 1970 were

military dependents in 1965.
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The 1965-70 outmigrants to the west coast who were recorded on the

two 15 percent sample public use tapes were classified by whether or not

they were milital~ related in 1965. The racial distribution of the 1965

dependents was revealed to be as follows: white, 90.9 percent, black, -

1.8 percent, and other, 7.3 percent. However, because blacks comprised

3.1 percent of dependents in 1970 and return mainly to areas in the

South after separation from the armed forces, it was estimated by the

author that three percent of the dependents overall were black. It was

further estimated that seven percent were "other" and the remaining 90

percent were white. "In estimating the distribution of dependents by

sex, the percentage distributions by race and sex as indicated by the

west coast sample were assumed to apply on the national level as well.

Given all of the assumptions above, the estimated numbers living

on the Mainland in 1970 and in Hawaii in 1965 by race, sex, and military

status are given in Table C.5.

Table C.5

Estimates of the Numbers Living on the Hainland in 1970
and in Hawaii in 1965 by Race, Sex 3nd Military Status

Hili tary Dependents Other Civilians
H F T M F T M F T

\.Jhite 29,762 576 19,089 19,089 35,452 54,541 11,618 13,488 25,106
Black 1,956 38 1,994 454 1,364 1,818 519 426 945
Other 884 13 897 1,060 3,182 4,242 8,551 7,Q02 15,553

Total 32,602 627 33,229 20,603 39,998 60,601 20,688 20,916 41,604

Sources: See text for method of computation.

A comparison of Tables C.4 and C.5 suggests that among the "other

civilians" the net migration was actually +14,100 for the entire
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population and +19,400 among whites. Thus, the net migration of -4,000

shown by the 1970 published census is an artifact of the movements of
,

the militar~-related population. The accuracies of Tables C.4 and C.5

cannot be tested directly, but appear to be reasonable to the author,

especially as the late 1960s were a period of economic prosperity in

Hawaii. According to Table B. 8, there was a net migration of +43,900

among "other civilians" during the 1960s. The estimate of a net gain

of +14,100 from the Mainland that is shown in Table C.5 and the estimate

of the U.S. Immigration Service that some 24,000 from foreign countries

moved to Hawaii (although not all stayed) in the five years prior to the

1970 census are consistent with the net gain estimated for the 1960-70

decade.

It should be noted that the 55,600 "other civilians" estimated to

have lived on the Mainland on April, 1965 and in Hawaii on April 1, 1970

is only 56 percent of the 98,903 intended residents estimated by the

passenger surveys to have come to Hawaii from the Mainland between

July 1, 1965 and June 30, 1970. Even allowing for consiuerable under-

count of migrants in the census, the obvious implication is that a

large proportion of intended residents leave Hawaii within a short period

of time and thus are not enume r ot e d as inmigrants in the census.



APPENDIX D

THE RELEVANCE OF GRAVITY MODELS FOR DESCRIBING OUTMIGRATION

FROM HAWAII

In the main text there is no mention of any gravity or inter

vening opportunities model being used in the analysis of outmigration

from Hawaii. For philosophical reasons, the author is opposed to the

use of an intervening opportunities model that uses population size as

the measure of "opportunities." Even if gross population size at the

potential destination can be accepted as a measure of opportunities,

the ques tion r cma I ns, "hTfJat const i tutes an in tervening opportunity?" As

the intervening opportunities model is generally used, California would

be regarded as an intervening opportunity b e tween Hawaii and the west

co as t states of Oregon, Hashiilgton, and Alaska because it is closer

to H<lwaii in distance than the other above mentioned states. Yet, the

airfares to the major cities of all four states are the same and in this

sense it is difficult t o argue that California represents an intl'r

vening opportunity. L'ikewLse , would Houston represent an j; t e r vcni.ng

opportunity be twe e n Hawaii an d Chicago? It can hardly be c ; sued that

airplanes going from Honolulu to Chicago will normally stop in BOllston.

For these reasons, the use of the intervening opportunities model

has been rejected for this study. Nevertheless, the concept of inter

vening opportunities does seem applicable for explaining the lack of

migrants with destinations between Hawaii and the Mainland.

In the gravity model, the volume of migration from one area to

another is assumed to be directly proportional to the population of the
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destination and inversely proportional to the distance between the two

areas in question. The justifications for stating that the flow should

be directly proportional to the population in the destination area is

that population is a measure of opportunities and that information

generated is a function of population size. The justifications for

stating that the volume of migration should be inversely proportional to

distance are that information about a place declines with distance from

it and moving costs (both psychological and financial) increase with

distance. Being a geographer by training, the author is naturally

attracted to a model based partly on distance.

1.;rhen using a gravity model for describing migration be tween Hawaii

and Mainland states, one is confronted with the problem of how to express

distance. It is obvious that "intervening opportunities," however vague

the term, has relevance in explaining population flows, and the west

coast states are closer than any other states to Hawaii. The question

of \~ether to use unadjusted airline distances from Uawaii to Mainland

states or to use a small arbitrary distance from Hawaii to we s t coast

states (say 300 miles) and then add airline distances from these states

to the other states is not trivial, especially as the use of the former

approach will suggest a sharp distance deterent for most types of local

outmigration (2· most go to the west coast areas, which are at least

2,200 miles away) whereas the latter method will suggest a much more

gentle decline of migration volume with distance.

Karp and Kelley (1971) argue that the gravity model will ordinarily

give high "predictability" in estimating migration flows because under

ordinary circumstances one would expect that an area with, say, five
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times the population of another area, will receive five times as many

migrants. They suggest that migration rates (i.e., migration as a

proportion of the population of the destination area) be used if the

deterent effect of distance is to be measured.

The suggestion by Karp and Kelley certainly has considerable merit,

but it can lead to problems that are illustrated by the Hawaii case.

California, as measured by migration volume as a proportion of the popu

lation of the receiving area, receives a much higher rate of Hawaii out

migrants than Oregon, Washington, and especially Alaska. In 1970 the

population of California was six times that of Washington, ten times that

of Oregon; And 66 times that of Alaska. Under a system in which rates

are used, Alaska and each of the other west coast states receive the

same relative weight in an3lysis as California. If unadjusted migration

rates are used, the migration rate to California is grossly underestimated

whereas it will be somewhat overestimated for each of the three other

west coast states. If the population of each state is used, however,

migration to California will be somewhat underpredicted and that to other

west coast states, especially Alaska, will be considerably overpredicted.

In the latter case, the indicated deterrent effect of migration will be

greater as the regression line is largely fitted to California, rather

than the other west coast states.

The problC'JIl of Alaska receiving the same weight as California in a

regression analysis if the Karp and Kelley approach is used can be over

come if each state is weighted according to its population. Doing this

preserves the assump tion Lnhe r e nt; in the Karp and Kelley approach that

if the distance is the same, areas with the same populations should
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receive the same numbers of migrants. Thus, if California receives 66

times the weight of Alaska, it is simply a manifestation that it contains

66 areas with populations equal to that of Alaska. At the same time,

the population per se of California is not artificially inflating the

correlation derived with the gravity model.

Tests were run using the gravity model in several forms with a

variety of Hawaii outmigration data from the census. The population

(where applicable) and distance to each state were log transformed so

that the gravity models could be tested with regression analysis.

Gravity models used included the following: airline distance from Hawaii

to the major city of each state and the population of each state (the

traditional gravity model); assuming each west coast state was 200 miles

away from Hawaii and adding the airline distance from the nearest west

coast state to each non-west coast state and using the population of

each state (the traditional model in somewhat modified furm); using the

two measures of distance described above but using migration rates

(number of migrants. divided by the population of the destination

state) in lieu of either migration volume or population; and using

migration rates as above but weighting each state according to its

population. In the weighting, the state with the least population

received a weight of one and the other states received weights as

multiples of one. For instance, if the state in question had 13.2 times

the population of the least populous state, it received a weight of l3~

The results of the tests using the gravity models in various forms

are summarized in Table D.l.



Table D.l. Tests of Gravity Models on Hawaii Outmigration Data Contained in 1960 and 1970 Censuses.

FEDcBA-- - - - -
I

R2 b I R2 b R2 b R
2 b R2 b R2 bI

-1.34 \.75 .76 -.42 .22 -1.40 .25 ... 42 .51 -2.47 .52 -.64
.78 -1.80I .79 -.50 .29 -1.75 .31 -.50 .58 -2.98 .62 -.78
.68 -3.67 .70 -1.02 .41 -3.50 .45 -1.02 .66 -4.65 .73 -1.25
.63 -2.60 .62 -.69 .34 -2.65 .31 -.71 .56 -3.08 .56 -.79
.39 -1.30 .• 40 -.40 .04* -1.32* .06* ... 40* .21 -2.57: .22 -.68
.80 -2.23 .81 -.63 .46 ..2.24 .48 -.64 .68 -3.20 .75 -.86

I

.72 -1.88 .77 -.63 .36 ..2.08 .48 -.67 .59 ~3.39 .65 -.93

.69 -3.95 .72 -1.14· .47 -3.77 .55 ..1.14 .68 -4.79 .74 -1.30

.75 -3.09 .72 -1.14 .47 -3.01 .42 -.65 .67 -3.55 .65 -.91

.69 -2.07 .76 -.70 .34 -2.18 .48 -.73 .62 -3.60 .72 -1.01

I
.72 -4.03 .73 -1.17 .52 -3.86 .60 -1.17 .66 -4.65 .73 -1.27

B. 1960 Census

A. 1970 Census

All 1955-60 outmigrants
Nonwhite outmigrants
~ligrants in College, 1960
White Hawaii-born
"Other Nonwhite" Hawaii-born

All 1965-70 outmigrants
White Howaii-born
"Other Nonwhite" Hawaii-born
Migrants in College, 1970
Migrants in military, 1970
Hawaiians on Mainland

Explnnation of Abbreviations

R2 Coefficient of de t erm.lnat ton as shown by "best fit" equation. Can be interpreted as being what proportion of the
variation of the migration to the different states can be explained by the equation.

b Exponent of Distance in the gravity model AS shown by the "best fit" equation.
A Population of each state and airline distance from Hawaii used.
B Distance to west coast assumed to be 200 miles. For other states the distanca is 200 miles plus tha airline

distance to the nearest west const state. Population of ench state used.
C Airline distance from Hawaii. Migration-from Hawaii expressed as a proportion of the population of receiving state.
D Same as C except that distance to the west coast is assumed to ba 200 miles and other dlotonces are computed from

the nearest west coast otate.
E Some as C except that states are weighted according to population at census date.
F Same as D except that staten are weighted according to population at census date.
* Not significant at five percent level of confidence.

Sources: See text for explanation of computation procedures.
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Table D.l certainly suggests that reality (in this case, migration)

can be viewed differently, depending on what assumptions are used. In

most cases, assuming a distance of two hundred miles to the nearest west

coast cities gave marginally better but similar results in terms of

prediction than using straight airline distance from Hawaii. Although

the coefficients of determination derived from both approaches tend to

be almost identical for given migration flows, the gravity model using

airline distance usually shows an extreme deterent effect of distance,

whereas the assumption of a distance of 200 miles to the nearest we s t

coast states generally result in a predictive equation suggesting a

moderate to slight deterent effect of distance.

\~en a migration flow is expressed as a rate (C and D in Table D.l),

it is evident that the correlations derived are far lower than those

derived by the traditional gravity models (A and B in Table D.l). Con-

cerning the migration of those in the armed forces in 1970, the relation-

ships with distance are not even statistically significant at the five

percent level of confidence when migration is expressed as a rate.

Nevertheless, as measured by the standard error of the estimates given

by the predictive equations,l using migration rates give as good or

somewhat better results as those obtained with the traditional gravity

model. There are several reasons for this. The most basic reason is

that by treating migration as a rate, the variation (as measured by the

1
A standard error of the estimate can be regarded as the standard

deviation of values predicted in a regression. A standard deviation is
a measure of average variation one can expect from the mean value in
data.
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standard deviation) of potential values in most cases is reduced by 50

percent or more. In all cases the weight given to population (commonly

termed the B weight in regression analysis) in the unadjusted gravity

model (A and B in Table D.l) ranges between .9 and 1.1, which suggests

that the doubling of the population, for instance, should result in a

doubling of the migrants to an area. This is the assumption for using

rates for expressing migration to given areas. Since the gravity model

is log transformed for regression analysis, the weight given to popula

tion in the predictive equation is exponential. However, for the various

categories of migration listed in Table D.l, the relationship of migra

tion to population size when distance was controlled for was much closer

to being linear than exponential. As population is treated linearly when

migration rates are used (as the volume of migration is divided by

population to obtain the rate), the use of rates generally resulted in

somewhat better predictive ability (as measured by the standard error of

the estimate) than using gross migration and the population of the

state in the gravity model.

Obviously, what the above means in practical terms is that predic

tive power as measured by the coefficient of detennination is not to be

confused wi t h the likely magnitude of error in a given estimate. On a

practical level, all predictive equations derived for the various types

of migration give poor estimation of what a given outmigration to a

given state should be, notwithstanding the coefficient of detennination.

Heighting the populations of each state and using migration rates

(E and F in 'I'ab Le D.l) results in higher coefficients of determination

than are obtained by using rates and not weighting the populations. In
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addition, the indicated deterent effects of distance are substantially

increased in every case. Both result from the fact that in 1970

California was the most populous state in the union and, in relation to

its population, attracted a much higher rate of most types of migrants

than the other west coast stRtes. If migration rates but not weights

are used, California receives one-fourth of the consideration in

describing what the average migration rate to the west coast should be;

with weighting, it receives almost four-fifths of the consideration in

both 1960 and 1970.

When the predicted values for states are plotted against actual

values, it becomes apparent why the predictive powers given by the

various equations are not particularly high. In general, the actual

inigration rates drop off rapidly from the west coast, reach the lowest

values in the plains states, and increase substantially on the east

coast, especially those states (most notably Virginia and Naryland)

with substantial military populations. For white outlnigration the

predicted values for midwestern states are well above actual values

whe rcas the same is true for southern states when "other nonwhites"

are considered. There is no way that a gravity model wi t h the assumption

of decreasing intensity of migration with distance can fit these flows.

The assumption of 200 miles to the wes t coast in most cases gives mar

ginally better predictive power 'han that of straight airline distance

from Hawaii to the Hajnland states only because it results in higher

predictions for migration flows to the east coast states. That using

straight airline distance from Hawaii gives better prediction for the

movement of those attending college results from the popularity of
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midwestern colleges and the relative unpopularity of east coast colleges

except for the Ivy League schools.

Notwithstanding the above observations, the author believes the

gravity model does serve a purpose of providing a crude measure of

geographical dispersal. Whatever measure is used, for instance, the

nonwhites are shown by the gravity models to be less scattered than the

white outmigrants, and Hawaiians are shown to be more scattered than other

Hawaii-born nonwhites. In comparing scatter for 1970 compared to 1960,

however, Hawaii-born "other nonwhites" and persons in college are in

dicated by the distance exponent to be more scattered in 1970 than

1960. The typical interpretation of one using a gravity model is that

the migrants in 1970 as comapred to 1960 are more sensitive to the popu

lation of the receiving area and less sensitive to distance. However, in

terms of average distance from Hawaii, both groups were more concentrated

in 1970 than 1960. Because of a general national redistribution of pop

ulation in which the west coast has gained at the relative expense of

other areas, the predicted migration to the west coast because of

population was much higher in 1970 than in 1960. The oven-lhelming

popularity of California for local outmigrants is to a considerable extent

unrelated to the population size of California, but is related to other

factors (see text) which cannot be incorporated into a gravity model.

In many cases, the p r e d i ctive p owe r of the gravity models used here

would be improved if more realistic criteria than sheer population size

were used. For instance, concerning the outmigrants in the a rrne d forces

in 1970, the correlation with the total population of the receiving

state is .60; in comparison, its correlation with the 1970 total military
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population of each state is .96. In the latter instance there is no

statistically significant correlation with distance at the five percent

leve1~f confidence after the size of the military population in each

state is considered. In this case, one can conclude the distance con

siderations are not paramount when decisions are made where to send

armed forces personnel. Disaggregation by purpose of move should also

help the predictive power of a given gravity model. However, the popular

ity of, say, Los Angeles for Hawaii's Japanese outmigrants and the past

popularity of Hayward for Hawaii's Portuguese departees defy adequate

explanation in a simple mechanistic model. In short, whatever the

merits of the gravity models in predicting migration flows, they cannot

serve as substitutes for more thoughtful types of analyses. Furthermore,

it is essential the as s umpt Lo ns implicit in the models and their prac

tical impacts on describing "reality" be understood.



APPENDIX E

GARDENA, CALIFORNIA: A PIECE OF PARADISE IN BABYLON

E.l Introduction

'llien the 1974 residences of the 1964 high school graduates were

tabulated, it was found that the number with Japanese surnames who had

Gardena addresses (12) outnumbered those residing within the corporate

city limits of Los Angeles (11). One each with Chinese and Filipino

surnames, but none in other ethnic groups had Gardena addresses. The

person with the Filipino surname was part of the questionnaire sample.

Her ethnicity was revealed to be Filipino-Japanese and she was married

to a Hawaii-born Japanese. In talking casually wi.t.h middle-aged .Japanese

in Hawaii, the author learned that many had relatives in Garden?

Clearly, Gardena has exercised a special attraction for Japanese migrants

from Hawaii.

A look at a map of Los Angeles County (Figure E.l) reveals that

Gardena is a small city just to the south of the Watts area of Los

Angeles and east of the city of Torrance. The 1970 census revealed that

41,090 persons lived in Gardena and that the breakdown by minority

populations was as follows: Japanese, 8,412 (20.5 percent of the total

population); black, 1,475 (3.6 percent); Chinese, 499 (1.2 percent);

Filipino, 387; Korean, 314; Indian, 104; Hawaiian, 67; and others, 198.

Gardena is one of two cities in California in which Japanese and Chinese

together comprise more than a tenth of the total population.
l

1The other is Monterey Park. Contrasts between Monterey Park and
Gardena will be discussed later in this appendix.
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In other respects, the census suggests that Gardena is quite

"average." The median family income of $11,313 was somewhat higher than

the average of $10,970 reported for all of Los Angeles County, but hardly

suggests a silk-stocking area. The median value of owned housing was

$25,500, which was almost identical to that of Los Angeles ($24,300).

Likewise, the occupational structure of the Gardena population (15

percent in professional and seven percent in managerial occupations) was

similar'to that of the whole of Los Angeles County.

The 1970 published census is uninformative about the Oriental pop-

ulation of Gardena. It does show that Japanese comprised more than 30

percent of the total in the south-central part, less than 10 percent in

the northern quarter, and generally around 20 percent of the total

population in other areas. The census furthermore shows that 57 per-

cent of "other nonwhite" (0£ whom 85 percent we r e Japanese) families

owned their housing, compared to 48 percent of other families.

There is no other information from the 1970 census that is infor-

mative about the Japanese in Gardena. It is time to turn our attention

to the history of Gardena.

E.2 A Brief Historv of Gardena
._------------_.~------

Prior to its incorporation in 1930, Gardena was a small community

that served the surrounding agricultural areas. Although Japanese we r e

then prominent among the farmers in southern Los Angeles County, they

were not numerous in the Gardena area itself. Howcve r , a number of

Japanese-owned nurseries were started in Gardena during the 1930s. In

1940, Gardena contained 5,909 persons, of whom 509 were Japanese (Nishi,
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1955). Nevertheless, Gardena was not then a major area of Japanese con

centration.

During World War II, all Japanese in Los Angeles County were moved

to relo~ation camps. After the war, much of the farmland in southern

Los Angeles was lost to urbanization. As a result, the Japanese popula

tion in the southern part of Los Angeles County was much smaller in 1950

than in 1940 even though the Japanese population in the county as a whole

declined only slightly. In Torrance, for instance, the Japanese popula

tion declined from 1,180 to 476. The one exception to the general

decline was Gardena, where the Japanese population rose by 46 percent to

741. One factor that contributed to this increase was the increase in

the number of Japanese-mmed nurseries from 22 in 1940 to 47 in 1950

(see Nishi, 1955). However, because of the rapid expansion of the

Gardena population (to 14,405 in 1950), the Japanese share of the popula

tion declined from 10.0 to 5.1 percent between 1940 and 1950.

During the 1950s the population of Gardena grew rapidly. TIle most

basic reason was the rapid growth of the south Los Angeles area in general.

In addition, the San Diego and Harbor freeways were completed. Neither

goes into Gardena itself but both are easily accessible to anyone in

Gardena with an automobile and provide rapid access in non-rush-hour

traffic to down t own Los Angeles, west Los Angeles and the a i rp o r t area,

and northern Orange County. ~len Cardena was incorporated, much of the

land within the city limits was agricultural. Therefore, there was

ample land w Lt.h Ln the city limits to accommodate g r owth . Taxes were

lower than in surrounding areas, in part because of tax monies derived
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from the private clubs in which gambling is permitted.- An extensive

industrial park was also developed. As a result, Gardena acquired a

much more developed industrial base than the surrounding suburbs. As a

result of the above factors, the population increased to 35,943 by 1960.

The number of Japanese increased five-fold to 4,372 during the 1950s and

the Japanese share of the total rose to an eighth.

According to persons in Gardena that the author talked to, the

heavy migration of Hawaii Japanese to Gardena began in the early 1950s.

Why it was started could not be determined by the author in casual con-

versation with Gardena residents. However, Bloom and Riener (1949)

report that just prior to World War II over a fifth of the Nisei

gardeners in Los Angeles County were Hawai i.e-b or'n , As the nurseries in

the southern Los Angeles area immediately after World War II were con-

centrated in Gardena, the author suspects that the nucleus of Hawaii-

born Japanese who attracted the initial postwar migrants were associated

with the nurseries. Once the migration to Gardena began, the 1urcs of

friends and relatives and the "f r i e ndLy Isle people" in addition to the

advantages of Gardena that were c3rlier listed, proved to be strong

attractions for many of the J~panese outmigrants from Hawaii.

2 .
Gardena 1S the only place in California where gawbling in card

games is legally permitted. Eight large private clubs rent spaces at
card tables. \-lhat happens at the tables is up to the players involved.
Perhaps 99 percent of Californians outside the south Los Angeles area
who have heard of Gardena know about it because of its reputation for
allowing gambling. The movie "The Big Fix (1978), starring Richard
Dreyfuss, contains a dramatic sequence that takes place at one of these
clubs.
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Separate data are available in the 1960 census for nonwhites. For

practical purposes, this means the Japanese as they then comprised 93.3

percent of all nonwhite residents. The census shows that 1,207 were

born outside of California. As there were 2,756 nonwhites who were

eighteen years of age or older, this suggests that close to half of the

adult Japanese were born in Hawaii. A total of 624 lived in a western

state outside of California in 1955. This is a good indication of the

volume of inmigration from Hawaii during the five year period preceding

the census. The median income for the nonwhite families ($8,014) was

higher than those of all Gardena or Los Angeles County families ($7,741

and $7,649, respectively). Among the males, the unemployment rate was 2.3

percent and among females it was 2.8 percent. This is indirect evidence

that most of t he migrants had little difficulty obtaining jobs.

By the mid-1960s, almost all of the available land for housing was

in residential use. Therefore, the population increased by only 14 per

cent during the 1960s, notwithstanding a number of small annexations

during the decade. However, the Japanese population almost doubled (to

8,412) and they comprised more than a fifth of the population at the

time of the 1970 cC'nsus. As separate census information was given only

for blacks in the 1970 census, no indirect information con ce rn Lng the

Japanese besides the higher than average homeowner figure given earlier

is available from the 1970 censuS. Nonetheless, the fact that almost

four-fifths of the entire population growth in the 1960s was contributed

by the Japanese suggests that Gardena was a continuing magnet for Hawaii's

local Japanese outmigrants.
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However, the Japanese population in Gardena probably peaked just

prior to the 1970 census and has since continually declined. This

decline was initiated by a political decision. Although Gardena is almost

adjacent to the overwhelmingly black Watts area of Los Angeles, only

eight blacks were enumerated in the 1960 census and there was only a

handful even in the mid-1960s. However, this was due to change rapidly

because, in order to save tax money, Gardena had opted to be part of

the Los Angeles City public school district. In response to pressure

from civil rights groups and the courts to reduce racial imbalances in

the Los Angeles public schools, the high school districts were redrawn

so that the students in the northern quarter of Gardena (locally known

as Hollypark) were transferred in 1968 from the local high school in

Gardena to the one in Watts. The "white flight" that followed was

inevitable. The 1970 census, which captured the beginnings of this

rapid change, showed that the black population of 1,475 was almost

entirely in the northern part of the Hollypark area. As the Hollypark

area was originally more than 90 percent \...hite, the beginnings of the

Oriental flight were not yet evident jn the 1970 census.

Since 1970, the racial transition has continued. Hollypark is

now almost entirely black and the blacks have begun to penetrate the

central area of Gardena, which in the past has contained the largest con

centration of J~pancse. lm estimate of the racial distribution made in

1974 indicated the black population to be more than an eighth of the

total and the "other nonwh L te" total to be down by 600 from that in the

1970 census with their share down from a quarter to a fifth of the

population (Hershberger, 1974). A survey taken today (four years later)

would reveal a further marked decrease in the Ori~ntal population.
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Indicative of the flight from Gardena is the fact that of five

persons in the questionnaire sample with Gardena addresses. three had

moved away to surrounding areas. Another symptom of the decline of the

attractiveness of Gardena for local residents is that whereas most

middle-aged Japanese in Hawaii that the author has talked to in Hawaii

know of Gardena. few of the college students do. A casual observation of

the Japanese population in Gardena reveals large numbers of teenagers.

but few young adults. Those who are presently moving to California from

Hawaii are avoiding Gardena. Those who are moving away from Gardena

state either tha~ they are f10ving for better educational opportunities for

their children or bluntly that they "don't like blacks."

In entering Gardena, one is not likely to be impressed by its

physical appearance. The physical landscape is flat, no distant mountains

or ocean add variety to the horizon, and the houses are largely of stucco

construction, have a certain sameness about them, and are so modest that

they would not arouse the envy of most Hawaii residents. In general,

the housing stock suggests a homogeneous lower-middle class area, al-

though some of the newe s t housing could be termed "middle class."

However, most of the houses are in good repair. The immaculate bonsai

gardens in front of many of the resiJences are indicative of the many

Japanese who live in Gardena.

Commercially, Gardena is atypical of the average Los Angeles

suburb. Gardena is still the nursery center of southern Los Angeles and

in 1975 t.h e re were more than 25 Japanese-owned nurs e r i.e s there. Hany
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"mom and pop" stores with names such as "Aloha Foods" persist although the

large chain stores are moving into Gardena. There is a definite com

mercial center and an area containing the concentration of city govern

ment functions. In a typical suburb in the area, the commercial fu~ctions

are concentrated in the major shopping centers and the city government

offices are to be found in them as well. The large card clilbs also com

prise a distinctive aspect of the landscape.

The large industrial park containing many medium and small-sized

manufacturing establishments also shows an economic diversity lacking in

the surrounding suburbs. In short, Gardena is an organic community with

a development partly independent of the expansion of Los Angeles in

general, a substantial economic base, and a diversity (much of it not

evident at a casual glance) which sets it apart from the surrounding bed

room suburbs ..

If one wants to find the Oriental population, a good place to begin

is the public library. Perhaps four-fifths of the library employees and

patrons at any given time are Japanese. From the ethnicity of those in

the library and the soft Isle inflections in the voices of many of Lhe

adults, one almost feels the location is in Hawaii. The dominance of

Japan2se in the library is also indicative of values that have con

tributed to their material successes. The Buddhist and ethnic Christian

churches are also indicative of a large Japanese population. The fact

that the local Hawaii Club holds its meeting in the Nisei Veterans Hall

in itself says much about the ethnic composition of the migrants from

Hawa'i.L,
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Most of the local residents the author talked to believe that the

majority of Japanese in Gardena have Hawaii antecedents. Whether this is

true is difficult to determine, but data from the 1960 census suggest

that perhaps half of the Japanese population at that time had Hawaii

antecedents and it is true that the inmigration of Hawaii Japanese was

heavy in the early and mid-1960s. That the mayor of Gardena in the early

1970s was a "Katonk" is a manifestation of the fact that many of the

Japanese do not have Hawaii origins. The Hawaii Japanese in Gardena are

not good informants concerning their "Katonk" neighbors because in

general they have little interaction with them. In fact, most of the

social interaction of the Isle Japanese is among themselves, notwith

standing the fact that in no area of Gardena do they comprise a majority

of the population. A substantial share (perhaps half) of the local

Japanese are from :he outer islands and there are cliques comprised of

those from the same islan~. To a large extent, they patronize the local

Islander-owned stores which offer popular Hawa i L food items. In short,

those islanders living in Gordena have for the most part successfully

combined the social aspects of Island life with the economic advantages

of California.

As has been earlier stated, by 1975 the inflow from Hawaii had

stopped and large numbers of local Japanese were beginning to depart

from Gardena. Most of those departing have gone to tva areas (see

Figure E.l). A considerable number h ave moved to the Torrance residential

neighborhoods that lie just to the west of Gardena. Torrance has its own

school district, which enjoys a good reputation in the local area. The

drift into Torrance began in the 19605 with the result that the Japanese
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population there more than tripled from 1,028 in 1960 to 3,578 in 1970.

The author expects that the 1980 census will show at least 6,000 Japa

nese to be living in Torrance. The housing in the most popular area

for the Gardena departees is distinctly middle class and of better quality

than the average in Gardena. As there is no vacant residential land in

northern Torrance, the capacity of the Gardena Japanese to move there is

limited mainly by r.he number of existing houses that are for sale at any

given time.

Tne other large group of departees have moved due east, bypassing

the predominantly black town of Compton and the de c.l.Lni.ng industrial

city of Long Beach. The most concentrated settlement has been in the

odjacent towns of Cerritos (just inside of Los Angeles County) and La

Palma (in Orange County). The 1970 census showed 314 Japanese in

Cerritos and 197 Japanese in La Palma; the 1930 total for both together

will be well in excess of 1,000. The attractiveness of these two towns

result from the facts that residential development is still taking place

there and the houses are of high quality. J301~ai gardens are common in

the new upper-middle class housing deve]opments of these two towns.

Some of those moving away from Cardena have moved as far east as

Huntington Beach. The fact that the Japanese moving out of Gardena have

in the main moved into much more expensive housing than they left behind

is indicative of the mat e r i a I s u cce s s that many have enjoyed. Obviously,

many who were in Gardena could afford more expensive housing but stayed

there for social reasons.

Those who have moved out of Gardena still shop for Hawaii foods

there and keep contacts with old friends. They have not lost their
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Hawaiian identity and although· they are more dispersed than ten years ago

it is evident from Figure E.l that their movements to other areas are

affected by where former Gardena residents have already moved. The major

communications ~ink among those who have moved due west and due east of

Gardena is the San Diego freeway.

Gardena itself will undoubtedly be a predominantly black town

before the century is over. The last piece of Hawaii distinctiveness to

disappear will be the Hawaii stores as Gardena is fairly central for the

two developing Islander concentrations.

£.4 Monterey Park: The Other Oriental Suburb

In 1970, the population of Monterey Park (49,199) was approximately

a fifth larger than that of Gardena. Of all suburbs in California,

Monterey Park in 1970 contained the second highest concentration of

Japanese (ten percent of the population) and the largest concentration

of Chinese (five percent of the total). In contrast to Gardena, however,

Monterey Park was not a magnet for Hawaii's 1964 graduating class. A

total of three persons, including one each with Haole, Portuguese, and

Japanese surnames, were indicated to be living in }1onterey Park. The

lone Japanese was part of the questionnaire sample. Coincidentally, she

W<JS the only one in the questionnaire sample who was married to a

"Katonk , II The auth~r has met local Japanese wi th relatives in Honterey

Park, but they are few in comparison with those with relatives in

Gardena.

A glance at the location of Monterey Park (Figure E.l) shows it

to be located about five miles due east of downtown Los Angeles. Between
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it and the downtown area are Boyle Heights and East Los Angeles, both

areas with traditionally large concentrations of Japanese and Chicanos.

The western part of Monterey Park is in hills and from them a breath-

taking view of the Los Angeles Basin is available on the rare smogless

3
days.

Monterey Park was incorporated in 1919. Unlike Gardena, it began

its existence as a bedroom suburb. There was no agricultural area to

serve and in 1940 only 94 of the 8,531 residents were Japanese. The

disruptive effect of the relocation is shown by the drop to five Japa-

nese residents in 1950. For practical purposes, Monterey Park was a

"lily white" suburb in 1950.

In the 1950s we Ll-e t o-sdo Japanese and Chinese began to move to

Monterey Park from Boyle Heights, East Los Angeles and the Chinese con-

cent rations just to the north of the dUwntown area 3nd by 1960 there

were 656 Japanese and 366 Chinese ~mong the 37,000 residents of Monterey

Park. Howeve r , it was in the 1960s that the Orienta} influx r-ea l Lv

became substantial. The 1970 census showed that of the /;9,166 residents,

4,627 (9.5 percent) were Japanese, 2,202 (4.5 percent) were Chinese, 481

were Filipino, 118 were Korean, 113 were black, 73 were Indian, 39 were

Hawaiian, and 585 were of other races. Movement from the largely

Chicano East Los Angeles area is shown by the increase in the Spanish

surnamed population from 11.6 to 34.0 percent of the total population

3
In general, the smog in Honterey Park is 3S bad as onywhere in

the Los Angeles basin. By contrast, Gardena is relatively sillog-free by
Los Angeles standards.
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between 1960 and 1970. The 1970 census is characterized by an absence

of useful information concerning the Orientals in Monterey Park. How

ever, it does show that 74 percent of "other nonwhite" and 58 percent of

the remaining families owned their housing. The Japanese and Chinese

were also shown to be concentrated in the western third of the town where

median income (around $18,000 in 1970) and single family house value

(over $35,000 in 1970) are approximately 50 percent higher than those in

the remainder of Monterey Park. This suggests that most of the Orientals

in Monterey Park are upper-middle class.

A drive through Honterey Park reveals a typical bedroom suburb.

Hanufacturing is nonexistent and commerce is dominated by several large

shopping centers. In the eastern part of the town, the general quality

of the housing is comparable to that typically found in Gardena. There

are few po~sai gardens or any other indications of a cultural distinctive

ness. There is no Japanese Chambe r of Commerce, Nisei Veterans Hall,

nurseries or any of the culturally distinctive businesses that character-

ize Gardena.

As one drives into the hills in the western part of Monterey Park,

the housing suddenly begins to become very large and luxurious by Hawaii

s t an da r ds . _BgJ~_~ai gardens and Oriental faces become frequent. In con

trast to the eastern two-thirds of the town, Chicano faces are relatively

infrequent. The visllal evidence is that the Oriental population in

Honterey Park is far more affluent than that in Gardena. Nonterey Park

has apparently become the "in" suburb for Japanese and Chinese from the

eastern part of Los Angeles who have "made it." Considering the average

value of the houses where they are concentrated, it appears unlikely that
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that they will be dislodged at any time in the near future by Chicanos

or any other minority group.

All in all, what is most of interest about Monterey Park from the

standpoint of this study is thE lack of evidence that any large numbers

of Hawaii-born Orientals live there. This in itsP-If is evidence that

the Hawaii-born Orientals in California in the main have little inter

action with their Mainland-born counterparts.



APPENDIX F

QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN SURVEY

Aroha~

r am doing a study to find out why Islo ndcrs move to Ine Wcinlano. 'As you know,
this is on imporlnnt metter be couse it is the people of Hawaii that make Hawaii such a
special place. Many persons move from Hawaii to the Mainland every year, but no one
really knows why Hawaii's pe opl e move or how this will affect the state.

I would like your help. r got your nome from the 1964 class list of yc:ur high schoo! ,
I hope that you can take Ihe time to fill out the enclosed que st ionno ir e , Your answers will
be kept confidential and only the overall results of all answers will be used in the study.
I hope t~",t the study can be used to help make Hawaii a better place in which to live.
This stue)' has the endorsement of Senator Daniel Inouye (see l::ock of this page).

r know that our mailboxes are filled with "junk" mail. Knowing this, I would not
ask your your time in filling out the que st io nno ir e if I did not believe that this is important
for Hawaii's future. If you have any qu est Ions, my address in Honolulu is 1646 Clark
c nd my telephone number Is 955-5083. I will be glad to answer any guestion about this
study.

Please use the enclosed envelope to return the completed questionnaire. Mahalo
. for your time~

Siric er el y yours,

~htWn7d
Department of Geoglaphy
University of Hawaii

PW:esd
Enclosures



DANIEL K. INOUYE
HAWAJI

WA.5HINQiON. o.c, wi'D

February 13, 1975

I wish to .u r g e your coope ration with Paul Wright, a Ph. D.

candidate in Geography at the University of Hawaii, in his

efforts to secure the neces sary information on oulmigration

f r o rri Hawaii. Wi th such cooperation this study could be rrio s t

valuable for the State' in its planning activities and of interest

to us in the Congress as well.

Aloha, \. . J1

~~MAJO {A1v~~~~~
D IEL K. INOUYE

ni t e d States Senator .
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Either Pen or Pencil may be used to complete the quesf Ionnc ire ,

Your answers in the filst section will tell us where you v-ere born and now live,
and how you felt about moving to the Moinland when you graduated from high school.

1. Were you born in Hawaii? r 0 Yes -.r,-D No

When you graduoted from hiah school, did you thicl< you would like to live on the
Mainland sometime? 1..J Yes 0 No

If yes, on what island?

Howald were you when you moved
fa Hawaii?

If no, in what state or country?

Age in Years

State or country---------

DHawaii
(Big Island)

JlMolokai

o KauaiDOahu

oLanai

DMoui

1, . .__

2.

3. Why did you o risw e r the above queslion (question 2) the way you did?

-----------------

._---------_._----_._-------_ .._---

4. Do you live in Hawaii no~? r- 0 "Yes
----------_._----

If yes, on which is lnnd ?

o Maui [J Howaii
(Big Island)

Year

---- -------- ----

_____ City

State

If no, in wl.o t city and sto te ?

When did you I!lOVe to thaI city and
and state?I

I
! (Please go to que~tion 6.)
L____ _ __ _ _ _

o Kouai

[J Lanai

DOchu

lJ MoloKai



5. Since graduating from high school, have you ever lived on the N'ainland for at least
6 months?
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o
o
o

Yes, I lived on the Mainland for at least 6 months.

I did not live on the lv\ainJand for at least 6 months, but lance went to live
on the Mainland thinking I would live there for at least 6 months.

I have never lived on the Iv\ainland and I have never gone to the Mainland
with the intention of Jiving there for at least six months. (Please skip to
question 33.)

The next se cf ion will tell us why Hawaii high school graduates went to the
Iv'lainfand and why some have stayed the re while others have returned to Hawaii. Please
skip 10 Question 33 if you do not live on the Mainland now, have never lived "!o the
/V':Jinlund for six months or more since graduating from high school, and have never gone
~fh;!v'\ainlandwith Ihe intention of living at least six months there.'

6. What were the do f es you lived on the !v\oinland?

Month-Year To Month-Year (put lito present" if
------ you still live on the

Mainland)

7. Why did you move to Ihe Mainland?

--------------

8. Below are some reasons people give for moving to a new place. Please rate each
reason for its irnporf c nc e 10 your moving to Ihe f\',oinland.

Very Quite Not very Nol of all
important imporlont important a faclor

For schooling ..........•.........•• LJ [J [J [J
To look fora job .•...............•• [J [J [J [J
To be with friends .................• [J 0 [J [J
To be with relatives ...............• [~J I I [J [J
To sve morc'of Ihe world ..........•• · 0 [J D [J
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VerY. Quite Not very Not at all
important important important a foctor

To get married .••••••.••••••••••••• 0 0 0 D
Husband/wife wanted to move .•••••• 0 0 0 0
Company ~oved me ••••.•••••• , •••• 0 0 0 0
Asked company to. move me ..•.•••••• 0 1 D 0 0
To escape from fam i Iy ... ~ .•..•.•.•• 0 0 0 0
Was in armed forces •••••••••••• , ••• 0 0 0 0
For lower living costs.••••.••••••••• 0 0 0 0
Good job hard to find in Hawaii ••••• 0 0 0 0
For better climate•••.•.•••.•••••••• [J 0 0 0

.-.. "f\NJre things to do" on Mainland ..••• 0 0 [J D
Anything else? (PI<XJse name)

9. Were you employed before you moved from Hawaii to the Mainland? .

What was your occupation?

10. About how long did you think about moving to the MainJon(~ before you did move?

[lMore thon one year

D 6 months to one year

03 months to 6 months

D less tnon 3 months



."
11. Did you discuss your proposed move with your! parents before deciding to move?

rOYes 0 No (Please go to qu~tion 12.)

What did your parents say when you told them that you were thinking about moving
to the Mainland?

o They encouraged me to move.

D They did not n:ind if I moved.

O They wto:re unhappy that I was planning to move, but they felt it was my choice
to make.

D They were very unhappy fhat I planned to move end tried to persuade me not
to move.

o Other reaction (pleo se specify) .

----.--- -----------------------
12. To what city (or lawn) and slo ie did you first move to an the Mainland?
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City or Town ------ Stare

13. \Vhy did you mov c d o the city or lown li~i(~d cbove and not to a diffe[{;nt one?

14. Below are r eocons people give for moving to different cities or towns. Please rate
each r ecso n for its impcr rcnc e in your choice of the city or lawn you first moved in
on tne lv'.ainland.

Very Quite
ilnFr:Jrlant imparl ant

Friendly people ..............•... _.,.

Horne lawn of husLGnd/wife •....•.•..•

o
[J

o
LJ

Not very
important

[J

o

Not c't c l l
a foetor

o
D
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Very Quite Not very Not at all
important important important a factor

Many jobs in area •••.•.••• 0 •• 0 •• o. 0 0 0 0
Fri ends in areo•••• 0 •••• 0 ••••• 00' •• 0 0 0 D
Relatives in areo ••••••.•.••.•••••• D 0 0 0
Wages high in area •.•.•.••••••••• 0 0 0 D 0
Had job offer in areo .•••.• 0. ~ ••• "0. 0 D 0 D
Job transfer-compony moved me ••.•. 0 0 D 0
Job transfer-wanted to move ••.••.•• 0 0 0 0
Pretty areo •• 0 ••• 00 •• 0 •••• 0 •••••• 0 0 0 0 LJ
Climate good in area •.•.. _ •••••••• 0 0 0 0
"w.ony things to do" in area •.•••• o. 0 0 0 0
Husband/wife wanted to move to a1eo 0 D D ··.Tl
Housi ng cheep in area ....••..•.••• 0 [J [] D
Living costs low in oreo .. _••.....•• [J D [J [1
Wes in Armed forces ........................ - .. 0 D 0 [J
My college in area .••.....•.•...•• 0 0 r [JL_

)5. Did you have relatives who already lived within 100 miles of the first place you moved
to on the Mainland?

rDYes, tnere were at least 5 relatives.

~DYes, there was of least one relative, but no more than 4 relatives.

10 No, fhere \-'Jere n~ re lc t i ves a Ireo dy living in the OlEO.

~ - (Please go to quest ion 16.)

[D;d[j::,the'~dO~'~~I;;~::-::~~~~~::::~:~t~,e.Mo;~O:dJ
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If yes, how were you helped?

16. Did you have friends (other than relatives) who' o lr eo dy lived within 100 miles
of the place you First moved to on the Mainland?

rOVes, there were at least 5 friends.

lO Ve s, there was at least one friend, but no more lhan 4 friends.

DNa, there were no friends a [r e-o dy living in the area.
(Please go to quesfion 17.)

Did any of yaur friends in the area help )'0;) afier you had first moved to the Mainland?

o No. (Pleo se go to question 17.)

After your filst move L· the tv'.ainlond, did you later move to different cities or
towns on the Mainland?

----------
lfyes, how were yau helped?

I
i
I
I

'-----_._- -- _. - ---
17.

; IYes No (Please go to question 18.)

If yes, pl eo se list the town end state in !he order you move d to them.

Town and State Moved to Year of ti,ove Reoson for mo ve to that town end

state



Town and State Moved to Year of Move Reason for move to that town and
state
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18. Do you think that your move away from Hawaii to the Mainland was a wise one?

DYes, r am very pleased with my move to the Mainland.

o I am guile pleased with my move to the Mainland.

Dr have mixed feelings about my move to the Mainland.

DOn the whole, r would have been betier off if I had slayed in Hawaii.

o I wish r had never moved to the lv'iOinlond.

19. \%y did you answer the previous quesfion (question 18) ihe way you did?

If you are not living on the Mainland now, please skip to question 25.

20. Is your financial position belier on the Mainland than it would be in Hawaii?

[JYes, my financial position is "better an the IJ,ni'1land.

[] My financial position would be about ih e sorne if I lived in Hawaii.

LJ My finoncial position is worse than if I lived in Hawaii.

[J Don't know.

o Other (Ple-ase specify) _



21. Are you happier on the Mainland than you would be if you lived in Hawaii?

oYes, I am happier on the fv\oi~land.

D I think I would feel about the some if I lived in Hawaii.

D I would be happier if I lived in Hawaii.

22. Do you hope someday fa return 10 live in Hawaii?

o Yes, I ho~e to return 10 live in Hawaii.

o I'm not sure.

D No, I prefer to live on the Mainbnd.

23. Do you think that you will someday return to Hawaii 10 live?

o Yes, I am planning 10 rerum 10 Hawaii in the coming year.

D I will return fa Hawaii sorne doy ,

o There is a good chance I will rerum to Hawaii sornedoy,

o I really don't know if I will return fa Hawaii.

o I don't think I will return fo Hawaii fa live.

D I will not return to Hawaii to live.

24. VVhy did you o nswer the o bove quesii on (question 23) the way you did?

--- _._-- ------

If you are still !i-.'in9 on the "'~Iainlcnd, pl cc sc ~kjp to 0lJc5t~on 41.

25. When did you return to live in Hawaii after being on the Mainland?
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Month ---------- Year



26. VVhy did you return to live in Hawaii?

27. Below ore reasons people give for returning to a place they hove lived before.
Please rote each reason.

Very Quite Not very Not at all
imp::>r1ant important important a factor

"Homesi ckness" •.••.•....•....••••• 0 0 0 0
Finished schooling .•......•.•••.••• [J 0 L~ 0
To be with friends ..•.•...•..•....•• r-J [J [J 0
To be with relatives ....•.•.••.•..•• [J [J LJ 0
Could not find good job on fllOinland • 0 LJ D 0
Ta look Tor a job..... _..•••• _.•.••• [J [J I_J [J
Hod job offer in Hawaii •.•.. _.... _•• 0 [J [] [J
Job transfer-company moved me •.•.. , D 0 0 CJ
Job tronsfer-wan1 cd to move .••.•• _•• D 0 0 0
To get married ..•....•.•... -0· •• •• _. D D 0 0
HL:sband/wife wanted 10 move ......• [1 [J fl n
Felt discriminated against on t/lOinlond [J [] [J lJ
life more relaxed here ..•.. ___ ...... D [J 0 [J
People more fri-::ndly here ..•.. _.•••• 0 [J I] 0
Climate better here: .............•• LJ 0 0 rt.
Unemployed on "~lOinJand ...•.•... _. [J [J [J Li
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Very Quite Not very Notata"
important important important a factor

lower Iiving costs here ••••••••••••• 0 0 0 0
Ha......aii is beautiful ••••••• , •••••••• 0 0 G C
Air clearner here •••••.•••••••• _••• 0 0 0 I -

:---J

28. Is YOlq- financial Position better in Hawaii than it would be if you had stayed on the
N.ai, 11d?

oy, ./ my financial position is better in Hawaii.

oMy financial position would be about the some if I had stayed on the Mainland.

o NOr my financial position is worse in Hawaii.

tJ Don't know.

o Other (Please specify) _

29. Overo ll, are you glad that you returned to Hawaii?

DYesr I am very glad I returned to Hawaii.

o I am quite glad I returned to Hawaii.

01 have mixed feelings about my return to Hawaii.

DOn the whaler I would be better off if I had not returned to Hawaii.

oI wish I had never returned to Hawaii.

30. Vlhy did you answer the ~bove question (question 30) the way you did?

---_._-------------------------------

31. Do you think that you will someday return to the Mainland to li~e?

'-J Yesr I em planning to return to the fv'>ainlond in the coming year.

~-J I think that someday I will return to tne t\'lOinland to live.

! rI don't mink I will return to the Mainland to live.

[--I I will not return to the Mainland to rive.·
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32. Why did you answer the previous question (question 31) the way you did?

-------------------------------------
The next questions will tell us why many per:-.ons have never left Hawaii to live on

the 1vI.ainland. If you answered questions 6 to 19, please $kip to guestion41 •

33. Have you ever thought about moving to the tv\oinlond?

DYes, I am thinking of moving to the Mainland in jne near fUhJ:e.

01 once thought alot obour moving to the Mainland, but not now.

DIn the past, i thought about moving to the Moinland~ b.d nat too seriously.

01 have not thought about moving to the Mainland.

34. Did you ever fell your parents that you were thirking of moving fa fne Mla.inland?

-,r- DYes .r D No

35·fl~~. ~~i!~-~~~~~~~~~_~;J J_r;~:~t_~~-~~~-~h;~k=y~-u-r-;~r~~E_:~u-~~~~~~~~-~~j~~~~
OThey would have encouraged me to go to the Mainland.

OThey would not have minded.

OThey would have been unhappy, but would have felt that it wo s my decision.

LJThey would have. been very unhappy and would have fried 10 gel me to slay in Hawaii.

fJOlher (Pl c-ose specify).

----------------

-------------------- ---- ----------------------
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I.

350. let's say that you planned to move to the Mainland, but your parents were strongly
opposed to your leaving. Would you have stayed (did you stay) in Hawaii because
of your parents' feelings?

o Ves, I would
have sfayed.

DVes, I did stay. D Don'fknow

--------------------------------

36. V/hat are the main rr-o scns why you have never moved to live on the fv\ainland?

37. Do you think your financial position is better in Hawaii than it would be on the
Mainland?

DYes, my financial position i! better in Hawaii.

[J My financial position would be aLout me some if I were living on the 0ainland.

I=JMy finoncial position would be Letter if I lived on the Mainland instead af in Hawaii.

[_-I Don't know

DOther (Plt-asc specify) _- _

38. All in all, are you happy mat you live in HO'HOii?

l~1 am very happy that-I live in Hawaii.

[J 10m quite hcppy tnat I live in Hawaii.

01 have rnixe-d feelings about living in Hawaii.

Of am quite unhappy that I live in Hawaii.

[JI em very unhappy that I live in Hawaii.



39. Do you think you will leave Hawaii in the future to go and live on the Mainland?

01 am planning to move to the Mainland.

Dlt is very likely that 1 will move to the Mainland in the Iurure ,

Dlv\aybe I will move to the Noinlond in the future.

Dlt is very unl ike ly that I will move to the Mainland in the future.

01 would not consider moving to the Mainland.

40. Why did you answer the above question (question 39) the way you did?

Everyone please answer the following questions. They will tell us how people
feel about Hawaii.

4l. Please rate Hawaii compared with the tv\::inlond in terms of:

,V.uch Sornewbof About Somewhat Much
Better Better the Viol se Worse

in in Sorne in In In
Hawaii Hawaii Hewaii Howaii Hawaii

Friendless of People ..•..•••.• 0 II 0 C! C~
Race Relations .•.••.....•..• r-j C 0 lJ rl

_---3 ----'

Cost of housing ....•.•....•.• [I .. [J I-I L_I
Cost of food ........... _.•.• LJ C [J [-I C
Cost of other things .... _. __ •• [J LI C-' r-l rl
C I i1110te .. _..•.... _.•.. _.•.• LI [~ [J 1=' C
Education in Public Schools .•• L~ [~I [] [] LJ
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Much Somewhat About Somewhat Much

Better Better the Worse Worse

in in Same in in in
Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii

Job Opportunities •••••••.•••••••• 0 D 0 0 0
Wages.••••••••••••••••• ' •.•.••• 0 D 0 0 0
Recrea tion ..••••••• : •••••••••••• D D 0 D· D
Crime •••.•••.•••••••••.•••••••• D 0 0 LI D
Air pollution .•.•••••••••.•.••••• 0 0 0 0 0

42. How important are the following things to you in deciding whether you would live in
Hawaii or on lhe l/:~inland?

Very Quite Not very Not at all
important important important imporlant

Friendliness of People ..•••.•.•..•.••• 0 0 [~l CI
Race Relations ..•...•••••.••......•• 0 0 CJ -[]

Cost of housing .•...•••..•••...•..•• 0 [J [J [~J

Cost of food .•• _....•.•••..•...•.••• [J [J 0 []
Cost of other things .•.•.•.•••....•.•• 0 lJ [J LJ
Education in Public Sc!lools .••..•...•• [J L! 0 LJ
Job oppcrtu ni t i es•....•••......•..••• [1 0 0 [J
Recreation. •... , ....•......•... " .• ' 0 0 Ll i I

IL-.
Crime.•..•...•..•....•.......... " • 0 0 0 [J
Air pollution ......•..........•..••. rJ [] r- LJ_~J

Climate ......•...•...•...••.....••• n D I~- 1_1oj
V/oges •.•....•.•..• ~ ..•..........•• [J LJ [] LI
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- 43. If you hod enough money ,a~d could live anywhere in the United States that you wanted
to, what state would you choose?
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oHawaii,
-~.

o Other (state) --.,:----o-~------
(Pl~se go to question 44)

If you J,'Jd enough money and could live anywhere on the Mainland, but not
Hawaii, what Mainland state would you choose?

State

44. Compared with 10 years ago, is Hawaii now as good a place to live in?

[JAs good

[J Better

o Poorer

45. Why did you answer the above quesflon [quesfion 44) the way yau did?

-------------~-

46. Compared with now, do you think Howoii will be as good a place in which fo live
10 years from now?

I J Hawaii will be a better place.
L. •

o Hawaii will be c bout the sorne ,

o Hcwaii will be a worse place.

47. Why did you answer the above question (question 46) the way you did?

-------------
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48. What do you think ore the btggesf chonges that have taken place in Hawaii since
you were born or first moved 10 Hawaii?

49. Since stal'ehood, do you think fhat more people are moving to Hawaii from the
lv'iainland than before statehood?

DWlOre people are moving to Hawaii.

DAbout the so me number of pc-opl e are moving to Hawaii.

[J Fewer people a~e moving 10 Hawaii.

50. Since stalehood, do you t}-.ink that more people who grew up in Hcwaii are leaving
to live on the Mainland than be Ior e ~lojehood?

oMore people are moving 10 ihe '·/iainlond.

LJAbout the scme number of pe op le ole moving fa ih~ ,l,r'.oinhnd.

I~Fewer people ale mov i nq to the fy',::::infond.

640

51. Do you think it is s=d for Ho\yoii 10 Love f:.t:C'P!c

DThis is good for Hawaii.

DThis is as much goc·d as Lad for Hawaii.

rJThis is hd for Hcwoii.

52. Why did you amwer the oL:)ye ~ucstjon (quL'stion 51) fllc v.. cy )'ou did?
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53. Do you think it is good for Hawaii to have people who grew up in Hawaii leaving
to live on the Mainland?

DThis is good for Hawaii.

DThis is as much good as bad for Hawaii.

DThis is bo d for Howaii.

54. Why (~id you. answer the above question (question 53) the way you did?

-_. -------

55. vI/he! do you see as the 3 biggest probl erns facing Hawaii in tne next five years?

----------------

56. Could tf,E:~e problems you mentioned in qUf:slion 55 c c use meny persons 10 leave
Hawaii in me future?

DYes

---- --------

[J No Please explain why you marked "yes" or "no".

Finally, we need to know a little ab.Jut yourself and your background to find out
what kind or people sroy in Hewaii and what kind of people leave for the Mainland. If
you feel that any qu est ion is 100 persono] , please go to the next one. However, all
cn swers will be confid~niial and it is hoped that yau will answer every question.

59. Mariial Status CJ Sirlgle

57. Your age

58. Your sex [J ,v,ole

Y(-ars

[J Female

oSetxJlOled []Widowed ~ Divorced



60. When were you first married? (If applicable)
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fv\onth----'-------- Yeor----------
61. Do you own the place you live in?

62. What kind af Ploce do you live in?

o House . 0 Apariment

63. To what ethnic group do you belong?

Dves

oCondominium o Other

LJ Caucasian, except Portuguese

o Japanese

;=:J Filipino

U Portuguese

o Chinese

o Hawaiian or Part-Hawaiian

oKoreon

o Mixed, except Part-Hawaiian (Pk-ose describe mixture)

[JOther (Please specify) --------- -----------------

64. To what ethnic group does your hus!:XJndjwife belong? (Ifapplicoble)

·OCaucasian, except Portuguese

o .Iopc ne se

DFilipino

[] PL tuguese

DChinese

DHawaiian or Part-Hawaiian

ilKoreon
L_.

DMixed, except Part-Hawaiian (Please describe mixture)

.DOther (PIc-ose ~pecify)

DAm not n~w married

---------

65. How many years of schooling did yau complete? ------------ Yeors
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65. What is your present occupation?

66. WIn t is the occupation of your husband/wi fe? (I f appl ica61 e) ---------

67. Abaut how much money did you earn lost year before taxes? $ ----------

68. About how muc~ money did your husband/wife corn lost year before faxes? (If applicable)

$ _

69. In what slate or country was your father born?

70. .In what state or country was your mother born?

71. v,'hat was your father's occupation for the longest lime when you were growing up?

72. How strong were the family li~s whue you grew up?

i IThe family ties were very str onq,

:=JThe family lies were somewhat strong ,

L]The fc:mily ties were weok ,

=:JThere was much unhappiness in the family.

LIOther (Please specify) -----------------------
73. Do you have any children?

[J No (Pkasc go 10 ques t ion 74.)

If you have children, plt:::osP. list lhem in or der flam Ih,= oldest to Ihc youngest,
and the y';or the chil dren we re born.

l
I

I

Year born

Year Lom

Oldest

5th

2nd

6th

3rd

7th

4th

8th



74. Do you have any brothers or sisters aged more than 17?
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.rLJ Yes

f'
;:=] No

If yes, please list the age, sex, education, and present location of each
brother or sister, from oldest to youngest.

1

Age Male or
Female?

----._--

Highest grade
completed

In what city and state does
your brother or sister now

live?

I would like 10 talk to 0me persons still in Hawaii and some persons now on the
!/,oinlond 10 find ouf more aboul Why some people stay in Hawaii and some move to the
t/,cinlond. I will ne ed about an hour of your time if you are willing 10 lalk with me.
What you say in such a talk will be kept confidential. Please do not feel yOU have to____ _ __ _ __ ._....i. _

agree 10 this Ir.ter view , You have o Ireo dy helped me very muchby filling out the-_.,----,---
quesfionno ire ,

Please write your ~ome, address, and phone number if you are willing to be
interviewed by me.

t"bhalo~



APPENDIX G

A DESCRIPTION OF EACH MAINLAND RESIDENT

INTERVIEWED FOR THE STUDY

Below is a brief description of each Mainland resident interviewed

for the study. Contained therein are an identification number, ethnicity,

sex, whether or not from Oahu, whether Mainland-born if Haole (all non-

Haoles were born in Hawaii), area lived at time of Lnt.e rv i.ew , occupation,

marital status, time when moved to the Mainland, and living preference.

ID. No.

1

2

3

Description

Filipino f erna Le from Oahu. San Franc Ls c o area. Prog r ammer
analyst. Divorced from Hainland-born Haole. Hoved to Hainland
immediately after high school to attend college. Prefers to
live on Nainland.

Chinese male from Oahu. San Francisco area. Postal clerk.
Married to Filipina who was born in the Philippines ~nd grew
up in San Francisco. HeTlt to l-1ainland immediately a Lt e r
high school to attend Jr. college. Prefers Hawaii.

Haole male froID Oahu. Born on Nainland. Central coastal
California. Photographer. Married to Hawaii-born .Japanese .
First moved to the HaiTlland in 1965 to be in VISTA. Moved
again in 1967 to attend college. Moved a last time in 1973
to "get away from the mess of Honolulu and into business
with friends there." Prefers Hainland.

4 Japanese female.
land-born Haole.
graduate school.
Prefers Hawaii.

H2sh:ington.

First moved
Hoved again

Librarian. Married to Hain
to Hainland in 1968 to attend
in 1971 to attend library school.

5 Japanese female from outer islands. Los Angeles County.
Housewife. Married to Hawaii-born Japanese. Moved to Mainland
immediately after high school to attend college. Prefers
HawaLi ,



ID. No.

6

7

8

9

10

11
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Description

Part-HaHaiian male from Oahu. Hashington. Student and
sales clerk. First moved to the Mainland in 1965 when joined
the armed forces. Never married. Prefers Hawaii and Mainland
equally.

Haole female from Oahu. Mainland-born. Los Angeles County.
Stewardess. Never married. Moved to Mainland in 1966
because parents moved. Prefers Mainland.

Haole male from Oahu. Born in Hawaii. San Diego County.
Pharmacist. Married to Hawaii-born Japanese. Moved to
Mainland immediately after high school to attend college.
Prefers Mainland.

Japanese-Caucasian female from Oahu. San Francisco area.
Employment representative. Married to Mainland-born Haole.
Noved to Mainland in 1966 wheri transferred from the University
of Hawa'i i.. Prefers the Mainland.

Japanese female from Oahu. San Francisco area. Executive
secretary. Recently separ3ted from Hawaii-born Japanese
husband. Moved to Hawaii in 1970 when husband decided to
attend colJege there. Prefers Hawaii and returned shortly
after the interview took place.

Haole female from outer islands. Born in Hawaii. San Fran
cisco area. Collections assistant. Harried to Nainland-born
Haole. Hoved to Hainland Lu.med i.n t e Ly after graduation to
attend college. Prefers E,":w~ii and the Main] and equally.

12 Part -Ha.caiLan female from Oahu. San Francisco area.
Housewife. Married to Mainland-horn Haole. Moved to
Hainl.:md in 1971 whcn married a man who was t ran s f e r r'e d from
Hawaii. Prefers Mainland.

13 Kor~an-Caucasian female from Oahu. San Joaquin Valley.
Secretary. Married to Hawaii-born part-Hawaiian. Moved to
Na i.n Lan d immediately after high school with a husband \\'ho was
to attend college. Prefers Mainland.

14 Par t-TlawafLan f crna.l e from Oahu. Los Angeles County. Singer.
Harried to Haole who was born on Mainland but grew up in
HawaiL. Hove d to rlainLmd in 1966 whe n husband's reserve unit
3cti~ated. Prefers Hawaii.

15 J.:Jpanese male from outer islands. Los Angeles County. Civil
Engineer. Harried to Hawaii-born Japanese. Moved to Mainland
immedi8t~ly after high srhnnl to attend college. Prefers
Hawa i.L,
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ID. No. Description

16 Haole female from Oahu. Born on Hain1and. Hashington.
Housewife. Married to Mainland-born Haole. Moved to Main
land immediately after high scnoo1 to attend college.
Prefers Hawaii.

17 Chinese male from Oahu. Los Angeles County. Electrical
engineer. Never married. Came to Mainland in 1965 when
transferred from the University of Hawaii. Prefers
Mainland.

18 Japanese male from outer islands. San Francisco area.
Designer. Never married. Moved to Mainland immediately
after high school to attend a specific design school.
Prefers Hawaii.

19 Haole male from Oahu. Born on Mainland. San Joaquin Valley.
Business manager. Married to Hainland-born Haole. Hoved to
Mainland immediately after high school when joined the
military. Prefers Hainland.

20 Part-Hawaiian male from Oahu. Arizona. Research Chemist.
Never married. Hoved to Mainland in 1966 when joined th2
military and again in 1972 to attend graduate school.
Prefers Mainland.

21 Japanese male from Oahu. San Joaquin Valley. Dentist.
Harried to lL':n-Jaii-born Japanese. Hoved to Ha Ln I and in
1967 to attend dental school. Prefers Mainland.

22 Filipino-Portuguese male from Omlu. San Joaquin Valley.
Special Projects Monitor. Married to Hainland-born Haole.
Moved to Mainland irunediately after high school to attend
college. Prefers Hawaii.

23 Filipino female. Los
Hainland-born Haole.
husband released from
to Mainland. Prefers

Angeles County. Clerk. Married to
Moved to Mainland in 1966 because
armed forces and wanted to return
HawaLd.,

24 Japanese male from outer islands. Los Angeles County.
Computer p r og r ammer . Hoved to Mainland immediately after
high school when joined the armed forces. Prefers Hawaii.

25 Haole male from Oahu. Born on Nai.n Lan d . Los Angeles County.
Recently cumpleted college but unemployed at time of inter
view. Hoved to NaLn Lan d in 1966 whe n joined the armed Eor ccs .
Prefers Hawaii.
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26 Haole female from Oahu. Born on Hainland. San Diego County.
Housewife. Harried to Mainland-born Haole. Hoved to Hain
land in 1966 because military husband was transferred.
Prefers Mainland.

27 Chinese female from Oahu. Orange county. Housewife.
Harried to Hainland-born Haole. Moved to Mainland in 1968
because husband could not find suitable job in Hawaii.
Prefers Hawa.l i ,

28 Haole female from Oahu. Born in Hawaii. San Francisco area.
Housewife. Married to Mainland-born Haole. Hoved to the
Hainland immediately after high school graduation to attend
college. Prefers Hawaii and Mainland equally.

29 Part-Hawaiian male from Oahu. San Joaquin Valley. Youth
counselor. Harried to Hawaii-born Korean-Caucasian. Hoved
to Nainland immediately after high school to attend college.
Prefers Hawa i.L,

30 Japanese-Caucasian female from Oahu. Los Angeles County.
Housewife. Married to Hawaii-born Filipino. Hoved to
Hainland in 1965 to "grow up and travel and see different
things." Prefers M.qinli1nd.

31 Chinese female from Oahu. San Francisco area. Student and
counselor. Harried to IImvaii-born Chinese. Noved to Mainland
in 1966 whe n transferred from University of Hawaii. Prefers
Hawaii.

32 Japanese female from Oahu. Or8nge County. Keypuncher.
Harried to Hawaii-born Japnnese. Moved to Mainland in 1967
for "work and adve n t ure ;" Prefers Mainland.

33 Part-Hawaiian female from outer isJands. San Francisco
area. PBX operator. Never rnar r Le d . Hoved to Hainland
immediately after high school when joined the military.
Prefers Hawaii.

34 Portuguese male from outer islDnds. San Joaquin Valley.
Salesman. H:.nried to Hninland-born Ilao l e . :-10vo:~d to Hain
land immediately after high school g r adua t i on to attend
college. Prefers Hawaii.

35 Japanese male from Oahu. San Francisco area. Business
proprietor. Never married. Haved to Hainlnnd in 1968 for
"8dventure and career." Prefers Mainland.



In. No.

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44
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Description

Haole male from Oahu. Born on Mainland but father from
Hawaii. San Diego County. Student. Married to Mainland
born Haole. Moved to Hainland immediately after high school
to attend college. Prefers living on Mainland.

Part-Hawaiian male from Oahu. Central Coastal California.
Community relations officer. Married to Hawaii-born part
Hawaiian. First moved to Mainland in 1965 when joined the
armed forces. Prefers Mainland.

Japanese female from Oahu. Arizona. Employment supervisor.
Married to Mainland-born Haole. Moved to Mainland in 1965
when transferred from University of Hawaii. Prefers Hawaii.

Chinese male from Oahu. Los Angeles County. PharmQcist.
Married to Hawaii-born Chinese. Moved to Mainland immediately
after hiL~ school to attend college. Prefers Hawaii.

Part-Hawaiian female from Oahu. Los Angeles County. Divorced
from HawaLf-sboru Japanese. Hoved to Mainland immediately
after high school to attend college. Prefers Hawaii.

Parr-Hawaf Lan male from outer islands. Los Angeles County.
Cost estimator. Married to HawaLf-sbo r n part-Hawaiian. Moved
to Hainland immedjately after high school when joined the
al~led forces. Prefers Hawaii.

Japanese male from Oahu. Los Angeles County. Civil engineer.
Never married. Moved to Hainland in 1966 when transferred from
the University of Hawaii. Pr~fers H3waii.

Japanese female from Ouhu. Los Angeles County. Housewife.
Married to Hawaii-born Japanese. Moved to Hainland in 1965
for "employment, adventure, and to be with friends." Prefers
Hawa i L,

Par t-Tl awaI i an male from Oahu. Hashington. Policeman.
Married to Main13nd-born Haole. Moved to Mainland immediately
after high school to attend college. Prefers Hawaii and 1-1ain
Land equally.
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